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Foreword to the Jubilee Edition
Over the years, the Innovative Internet Community Systems (I2CS) moved from a
national workshop, founded by Thomas Böhme, Ilmenau Technical University, Germany
and Herwig Unger, University of Rostock, Germany, towards a small but remarkable
international conference. Alternately, an international and a German location are selected
by the steering committee for the annual three-day event in June. The name is program:
scientists, researchers, service providers and vendors form an already great community
for a longer term.
With the 9th I2CS (URL http://i2cs.uni-jena.de/) at Friedrich Schiller University Jena in
2009, the conference has started a close corporation with the Gesellschaft für Informatik
(GI) to publish the presented papers as Lecture Notes in Informatics (LNI) proceedings.
A strong peer review by three members of the program committee guarantees the high
quality of presentations. These proceedings are structured in nine topics, covering the
best papers from 2010, 2007 and 2006. Please refer to LNI P-148 for the last I2CS
proceedings.
The selection of I2CS topics for 2010 again covers a wide range of aspects, bundled into
the three areas: “foundations”, “technology”, “applications and socializations”.
Foundations – Theories, models, algorithms for communities
Distributed algorithms and simulation models
Game theory, graph theory and cost models
Innovative communication protocols
Self organization and self stabilization
Security and privacy protection
Interoperability and IT-governance
Technology – Distributed architectures and frameworks
Service-oriented architectures for communities
Peer-to-peer and grid architectures
Distributed community middleware for Web x.0
Software agents for community support
Adaptive cooperative information systems
Community management in ad-hoc environments
Information retrieval and distributed ontologies
Applications and socialization – Communities on the move
Experiences with Mobile Internet applications
Context and location awareness
Personalization of components and tools
Personal social networks and user behavior

Social and business aspects of user generated content
Expert profiles, collaborative filtering and matching
Domain specific languages for semantic design
Many thanks to all volunteers, especially to Sabina Serbu, Université de Neuchâtel and
Werner Schubert, Fernuniversität Hagen for their support. Also to those former authors,
who re-wrote their papers, according to the LNI style and gave their permission for
publication of the contributions in this jubilee edition.
The 11th I2CS conference, carried out by the Innovation Development of Deutsche
Telekom Laboratories, will take place in Berlin, Germany from June 15 till 17, 2011.
Please check the permanent conference URL http://i2cs-conference.org/ regularly for
more details.
With kind regards on behalf of the steering committee and the editors’ board
Darmstadt, April 2010
Gerald Eichler, volume editor in chief
Deutsche Telekom AG, Laboratories, Berlin & Darmstadt, Germany

Preface to the 10th I2CS 2010, Bangkok, Thailand
It is a great pleasure for us to welcome all participants of the 10th International
Conference on Innovative Internet Community Systems (I2CS 2010) in Bangkok. On
behalf of the organizing and program committee, we hope that you will have some nice
and unforgettable days in the city of the angels, which is the original name of Thailand’s
capitol, Bangkok.
The 10th I2CS 2010 is organized in conjunction with the 6th National Conference on
Computing and Information Technology (NCCIT 2010). As all conferences, this joint
conference wants to support scientists and practitioners to exchange knowledge, skills,
and experiences from multiple disciplines in computing and information technology both
in theory and applications. Since the multi-disciplinary cooperation is the key to master
the challenges of globalization, the organizers of the NCCIT 2010 and the I2CS 2010 are
proud that we could bring people from such different areas of science and technology
together. This also provides a channel to disseminate researches conducted by faculty
members, researchers, students, stakeholders, partners, and other practitioners.
Both, the NCCIT 2010 and the I2CS 2010 conference, received a record of submissions
this year. On one hand, this is a confirmation for the well thought concepts of both
conferences. On the other hand, it allows us to select only high quality papers for
presentation and printing in the proceedings. We have to thank both: all of our
approximately 40 contributors of scientific papers and all of our program committee
members for their excellent review work. Following our tradition, we again selected 18
full and four short papers for the presentation at I2CS. Prof. Kyamakya (University of
Klagenfurt, Austria) and Dipl.-Ing Gerald Eichler (Deutsche Telekom Laboratories,
Germany) will give a great outlook to the expected innovation in their field of research
in their invited talks.
The organizers of I2CS hereby still follow the initial concept to keep the conference
small and make it possible that all participants get to know each other. We won’t
contribute to the tendency that conferences just serve the purpose to increase the authors’
publication number, but want to offer an inspired and unique atmosphere, in which
everybody will feel comfortable. It is the culture of I2CS to bring researchers together
not only in order to share their latest results, but also to get to know and to learn about
each other. Contributors will not only attend our scientific sessions, but will also spend
as much time as possible together to discuss, share opinions, or find new ideas for new
projects in brainstorming meetings. Last but not least, an excellent cultural program
around our session will give the participants the possibility to get in contact with the
Asian culture and life style. A Chaopraya river cruise with an excellent Thai style dinner
is therefore as well included in the program as the visit of the Siam Nirumit Show at the
Thai Cultural Center introducing music, culture and history of Thailand to the visitors.

We are happy that over the years a lot of colleagues join again and again our
conferences, but in the same manner we appreciate and welcome all people who
participate in I2CS for the first time, and hope that this will not remain the only contact
to our community. Beside a lot of contacts and meetings, the next year I2CS conference
in Berlin (Germany) maybe therefore just another fix point where we can all meet again.
Last but not least, the organizers would like to say thank you to Assoc. Prof. Dr.
Monchai Tiantong, Dean of Faculty of Information Technology, KMUTNB, and the IT
staff members whose work significantly contributed to the success of this year’s event.
Bangkok, April 2010
Phayung Meesad, King Mongkut’s University of Technology North Bangkok, Thailand
Herwig Unger, Fernuniversität Hagen/GI e.V., Germany

Retrospection to the 7th I2CS 2007, Munich, Germany
More and more different types of applications are using the Internet as a large distributed
system. Mobile users and pervasive systems pose new technological and organizational
challenges. Many research problems have emerged with these developments. Solutions
to these problems require multi-disciplinary collaboration among researchers from
different fields.
The 7th Innovative Internet Community Systems Workshop dealt with theoretical,
methodological, and technological aspects of the Internet Systems as well as business,
governmental, and other applications. I2CS 2007 brought together researchers from
various areas related to novel Internet Community Systems. Participants had the
opportunity to discuss the current state of the art and identify promising directions for
research.
Two invited presentations by Bettina Hoser, Technical University of Karlsruhe, and by
Armin Mickler, University of Texas at Austin, presented cutting edge research in the
Social Network Analysis and Computational Epidemiology. 18 papers and talk proposals
were submitted and a part of them were presented at the workshop. The Jubilee edition
of the Innovative Internet Community Systems series includes 7 papers as a selection of
the publications.
The workshop was hosted by the Universität der Bundeswehr München at the campus in
Neubiberg, June 20 till 22, 2007. The workshop series was established in 2001 and
previous I2CS workshops took place in Ilmenau, Kühlungsborn, Leipzig, Guadalajara,
Paris and Neuchâtel.
Members of the organizing committee were U. Lechner, A. Dannecker, T. Böhme and
H. Unger. The program committee 2007 consisted of 34 members from Germany,
France, USA, Switzerland, Norway and Sweden: T. Böhme, A. Brandstädt Y. Breitbart,
M. Brinkmeier, A. Bui, M. Bui, N. Deo, G. Dreo-Rodosek, K.-P. Fähnrich, P. Felber, C.
Fetzer, M. Fiedler, H. Fouchal, L. Garcés-Erice, M. Garofalakis, C. Gkantsidis, V.
Goebel, I. Gupta, T. Haupt , G. Heyer, M. Koch, P. Kropf, G-S. Kuo, P. Kuonen, N-C.
Liebau, A. Mikler, N. Schabanel, M. Schoop, R. Steinmetz, D. Tavangarian, G. Teege,
D. Tutsch, H. Unger, T. Ungerer.
We thank all organizing and program committee members for their work in reviewing
and selecting papers.
Neubiberg, April 2010
Ulrike Lechner, Universität der Bundeswehr, Neubiberg, Germany
Achim Dannecker, Universität der Bundeswehr, Neubiberg, Germany

Retrospection to the 6th I2CS 2006, Neuchâtel, Switzerland
An increasing number of applications types have been using the Internet as a large
distributed system in the past few years. Many challenging research problems have
emerged with this recent development. Solutions to these problems require multidisciplinary collaboration among researchers.
The International Workshop on Innovative Internet Community Systems (I2CS) 2006
was the sixth in a series of annual workshops encompassing three complementary
aspects of Internet Community Systems: theoretical foundations and models, distributed
architectures and applications, and information and knowledge management. This profile
has again helped to bring together researchers from both academic and industry fields to
discuss current progress and future developments in these areas, and was most
remarkably supported by the talks of the two invited speakers, Vaidy Sunderam, Emory
University, USA, and Jens Nicolaysen, JNC, Germany.
This volume of the Lecture Notes in Informatics series contains 19 unpublished papers
accepted and presented during I2CS 2006, which was held at the University of
Neuchâtel, Switzerland, from June 26 till 28, 2006. We were fortunate to receive almost
50 high-quality papers, of which 20 were selected in a peer review process for
presentation. Each submission was evaluated by at least three reviewers, and comments
were sent to the authors. The final papers found in this volume have been prepared after
the workshop taking into account suggestions and critics made by the reviewers and
issuing from discussions at the conference.
This workshop owes its success to all the members of the Program Committee who
greatly helped to create an outstanding technical program. We would like to thank all of
them, the additional reviewers who helped out with specific expertise, and the staff of
the Computer Science Institute for the local organization. Special thanks go to the
authors contributing to this 2010’s LNI Jubilee Edition Proceedings of I2CS, and to
Sabina Serbu for her professional help in compiling the papers for these proceedings.
Program committee 2006: K. Aberer, R. Baldoni, Y. Breitbart, T. Böhme, A. Bui, M.
Bui, A. Brandstädt C.-Y. Chan, X. Défago, N. Deo, K.-P. Fähnrich, C. Fetzer, H.
Fouchal, R. Friedman, L. Garcés-Erice, M. Garofalakis, V. Goebel, T. Haupt, G. Heyer,
M. Kunde, P. Kuonen, A. Mikler, A. Montresor, L. Rodrigues, N. Schabanel, D.
Tavangarian, D. Tutsch, H. Unger, T. Ungerer.
Neuchâtel, April 2010
Peter Kropf, Université de Neuchâtel
Pascal Felber, Université de Neuchâtel

I2CS Program Committee 2010
Heinrich Arnold, Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, Germany
Gilbert Babin, HEC Montreal, Canada
Andreas Böhm, T-Systems, Germany
Thomas Böhme, TU Ilmenau, Germany
Gareth Clayton, KMUTNB, Thailand
Christian Erfurth, Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany
Gerald Eichler, Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, Germany
Hacène Fouchal, Univesité Reims Champagne-Ardenne, France
Wolfgang Halang, Fernuniversität Hagen / GI, Germany
Gerhard Heyer, University of Leipzig, Germany
Hagen Höpfner, International University Bruchsal / GI, Germany
Philippe Hunel, University of Antilles-Guyane, France
Thippaya Chintakovid, KMUTNB, Thailand
Janusz Kacprzyk, Polish Academy of Science, Poland
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Peter Kropf, Université de Neuchâtel, Switzerland
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Invited Talk
Mobile Service Concepts and Car-drivers related
Internet Community Systems for Supporting both a
Real-time Road Safety Assessment and a Novel
“Dynamic ridesharing”-based Urban Smart
Mobility
Speaker: Prof. Dr.-Ing. Kyandoghere Kyamakya
Affiliation: Alpen-Adria-University of Klagenfurt,
Austria
E-mail: kyandoghere.kyamakya@uni-klu.ac.at
Abstract:
Road safety is a still unsolved issue in our modern society. Today, road accidents kill
more people than wars. Besides, several major cities are merely asphyxiated by traffic
congestion. The socio-economical and environmental costs of these two problems are
terrifying. Our society needs safe roads and an efficient mobility in both urban and interurban road networks.
This talk presents a series of ideas demonstrating how far novel forms of social
networking (Pervasive Social Computing) coupled with both appropriate intelligent
systems and the mobile Internet do meet Intelligent Transportation. The pervasive social
computing should involve vehicles, smart infrastructures and travellers. Thereby, a very
cost-effective and adaptive data and information collection infrastructure does result
from this synergetic convergence. A series of interesting mobile service concepts are
enabled. A form of real-time road safety support involving amongst others context-aware
recommender and assistance systems comes into realistic reach.
Furthermore, novel forms of mobility support should also profit from such a smart
infrastructure. Just for illustration, the example of a novel urban mobility concept called
“Mobility Ebay” or in short “Mo-Bay” is presented. Mo-Bay is based on the use of
intelligent communication and information systems technologies to coordinate mobility
needs, mobility demand, goals and actions in real-time through the efficient combination
of multiple urban modes of transportation (individual cars, public transportation (bus and
trams) and taxis). The concept is particularly human-centred in the sense that any
developments are attuned to the needs of the users living in the urban areas and their
surroundings.
Curriculum Vitae:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Kyandoghere Kyamakya obtained his Master of Science degree (in
French: “Ingenieur Civil”) in Electrical Engineering at the University of Kinshasa (DR.
Congo) in 1990. He then became teaching assistant at the same University for three
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years. After that, he became a scholar of the DAAD (German Service for Academic
Exchanges) for doctoral studies at the FernUniversität-Hagen in Germany, where he
obtained his doctorate degree in Electrical Engineering in October 1999. He then spent
three years of postdoc-research at the Hannover University in the field of “Mobility
Management in Wireless Networks and Location Based Services”. From October 2002
to October 2005, he occupied a junior-professorship position in the area of “Positioning
and Location Based Services in Wireless Networks” at the same university. Finally,
since October 2005, he is full professor for “Transportation Informatics” and head of the
Department for Smart Systems Technologies at the Alpen-Adria-University of
Klagenfurt in Austria.
The research group Transportation Informatics (TIG) headed by Prof. Kyamakya (for
more details, see URL: http://www.uni-klu.ac.at/tewi/ict/sst/tig/index.html) is one of
three research groups of the Institute for Smart Systems Technologies of the University
of Klagenfurt. Concerning research, teaching as well as consultancy activities, TIG is
mainly involved in modelling, simulation, data analysis, optimization and adaptive
control for a set of transportation related complex systems, which are: intelligent traffic
systems, intelligent urban mobility systems, supply chain networks, and robust machine
vision systems for advanced driver assistance systems.
In the research addressing these systems, a series of both theoretical and practical
instruments are either extensively exploited or are source of inspiration for innovative
solutions and concepts, namely: nonlinear dynamics and synchronization, coupled
oscillators as a modelling paradigm, context-awareness and reasoning under uncertainty,
cellular neural networks, nonlinear image processing, digitally emulated analogue
computing for real-time computational engineering, systems science and computational
intelligence.
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Invited Talk
Web 2.0 versus Enterprise 2.0 – how Communities
Influence Today’s Company Culture
Speaker: Dipl.-Ing. Gerald Eichler
Affiliation: Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, Innovation
Development, Berlin & Darmstadt, Germany
E-mail: gerald.eichler@telekom.de
Abstract:
Web-based communities like the Fotocommunity or MySpace are ubiquitous in many
private areas. Heavy PC applications are out, mobile apps are in. With Wikipedia, public
knowledge is preserved, and moods are reflected situation-based by Twitter
immediately. Content creation complements consumption. But social networks, as
formed by facebook, Studi.VZ or Xing, are not limited to private contacts anymore –
they become a huge source for data mining and replace news gathering e.g. by Twitter.
In 2007, Don Tapscott introduced the term “Wikinomics” to describe how community
technologies conquer the business markets. Against the tradition, such technologies
coming from the field of collaboration – also known as peer production – infiltrate
companies from the base, introduced by the collaborators and not by the management.
There are absolutely different methods to handle this, which will be compared. Are the
Wiki workplace, the global factory and the co-operative mind the real keys for the
business culture of tomorrow?
Curriculum Vitae:
Since 1993 Gerald Eichler has been working as an engineer for the research and
development divisions of the Deutsche Telekom AG. At the Technologiezentrum
Darmstadt, he started with service development in satellite communications, moved to
the protocol and signalling section, sharing and leading projects with special focus of
ATM and IP networks and service quality issues, while contributing to standardization
and several European research and innovation initiatives.
In 2000, moving to T-Systems Enterprise Services GmbH, his focus changed towards the
areas of knowledge management and e-learning. His current fields within Deutsche
Telekom Laboratories meet innovation development for convergent web technologybased and context-aware community solutions. In parallel, he gives lectures in
communication and network technologies.
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Self-Stabilizing Tree and Cluster Management for Dynamic
Networks
Olivier FLAUZAC, Bachar Salim HAGGAR and Florent NOLOT
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Abstract: The lack of infrastructure and dynamic nature of mobile ad hoc networks
demand new networking strategies to be implemented in order to provide efﬁcient
end-to-end communication. Some researches proposed to organize the network into
groups called clusters and use different routing protocols for inter and intra cluster to
propagate an information. But with these solutions, the network needs ﬁrst to be organized into clusters and next, we need to construct each routing table. Other researchers
proposed to build a spanning tree on the network to forward informations on a tree but
many solutions need to know the global network topology. In this paper, we propose
a self-stabilizing algorithm both to construct cluster and simultaneously build a spanning tree on the network. Without any global knowledge, we use only one type of
periodically exchanged messages of size Log(5n + 3) bits, and we construct clusters
and the spanning tree on the network with a convergence time of at most D +6 rounds.

1

Introduction

Today, wireless networks are increasingly popular because of ease of deployment. These
networks provide information access to users regardless of their location. However, mobile networks are divided into two main categories: cellular networks and ad hoc networks [BKP02]. While cellular networks are characterized by centralized devices, ad hoc
networks are characterized by the absence of infrastructure. Thus, an ad hoc network
is a collection of mobile entities inter-connected by a technology without wire, forming
a temporary network without the assistance of any management and any ﬁxed architecture. The concept of ad hoc mobile networks tries to extend the notions of mobility to all
the components of the environment, contrary to the networks based on the cellular communication. Due to mobility of nodes, the network topology may change quickly and
unpredictably over time. The network is decentralized, meaning network organization and
message delivery must be executed by the nodes themselves, i.e., routing functionality will
be incorporated into mobile nodes.
Mobile ad hoc network can be widely and quickly deployed, without any support from
an existing infrastructure or any other kind of ﬁxed stations. The main characteristics of
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ad hoc systems: they are self-organizing, fully decentralized and highly dynamic. These
characteristics prohibit usage of many applications of algorithms which work in a wired
network. On the other hand they provide opportunities for a range of new and interesting
applications: conferences, meetings, wireless communication between vehicles in road
trafﬁc, disaster relief, rescue missions, military applications, etc. Such scenarios typically
lack a central administration or wired infrastructure and, hence, ad hoc systems are very
useful for them. Under the limited resources such as network bandwidth, memory capacity, and battery power, the efﬁciency of routing schemes in ad hoc wireless networks
becomes more important and challenging.
In this paper, we proposed a new self-stabilizing algorithm to create clusters on ad hoc
network which simultaneously constructs a spanning tree of the network. In each cluster, a node can be clusterhead, gateway or ordinary node. A clusterhead manages data
forwarding in its cluster. A gateway is charged to relay messages between clusters. An
ordinary node has no particular function, it is neither a clusterhead nor a gateway. With
this solution, we have a new solution, with few messages, to forward information over the
network.

2

Related Works

We present in this part some existing works on clustering and spanning tree problem.
Many solutions for clustering ad hoc networks are intended to identify a subset of nodes
geographically closed in a network.
In the Lowest-ID Cluster Algorithm [EWB88], each node in the network must hold an
unique identity. The node with the lowest identity over all its neighbors is elected cluster head and the cluster is formed by the cluster head and all its neighbors. In HighConnectivity Clustering [GPL99] and [YC03], cluster head election is based on degree of
each node instead of node identity. A node is elected as a cluster head if it has the highest
connected node.
The three previous cited algorithms are not self-stabilizing solutions. So they need another
algorithm to maintain clusters. Least Clusterhead Change Algorithm (LCC) [Chi97] is designed to minimize cluster head changing. Cluster heads only change when they come
neighbors, or when a node becomes disconnected from all cluster heads. This is an improvement (in stability) over existing algorithms which select the clusterhead every time
the cluster membership changes.
A different approach of clustering is taken by Basagni in [Bas99]. He presents two clustering algorithms, Distributed Clustering Algorithm (DCA), for “quasi-static” network
and Distributed and Mobility-Adaptive Clustering algorithm (DMAC) for mobile network.
Each node reacts locally to any topological change in its neighborhood. Both DCA and
DMAC assign to nodes different weights and assume that each node is aware of its respective weight. A node is chosen to be a clusterhead if its node-weight is higher than any of
its neighbors node-weight. In the DMAC protocol, if two clusters leaders become neighbors, the one with the smaller weight must revoke its leader Status. In [JN06a], [JN06b]
and [JN09] the authors propose a self-stabilizing version of DCA and DMAC. Moreover,
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their solution is robust.
In [CR09] all the previous cited algorithm, Mobility Metric Based Algorithm (MOBIC)
[BKL01], Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA) [CDT02], [CDT00a], [CDT00b], and
Weight Based Clustering Algorithm (WBCA) [YZ07] are studied and compared.
The cluster construction algorithms are not a solution to propagate any information over
the network. We need either routing algorithm or spanning tree. We concentrate now
our study on existing spanning solution on cluster network. Some authors propose LMST
algorithm (Local Minimum Spanning Tree) as in [LHS03]. Each node builds a graph of
its neighborhood and broadcasts periodically a hello message which contains its identity
and its position. Each node needs to use a system to gather its position, applying Prim’s
algorithm [Pri57] independently to obtain its local minimum spanning tree. In [CSS04]
the authors propose Directed LMST Broadcast Oriented Protocol, an algorithm based on
LMST and using directional antennas. The nodes require the knowledge of neighbors position. In [MJ06], the author presents a self-stabilizing distributed algorithms to build a
spanning tree. Although this algorithm is self-stabilizing, the number of exchanged messages during operations is important. In [EOD08], distributed algorithms to construct a
spanning tree over a network with cluster. In ﬁrst time, the authors use HEED (Distributed
Clustering in Ad-hoc Sensor Networks: A Hybrid, Energy-Efﬁcient Approach) to build the
clusters of the networks. In HEED the cluster formation is based on the residual energy
of a node and its degree. After clustering, the authors modify the distributed spanning tree
formation algorithm for general networks. After formation of spanning trees, each node
will have a unique subroot cluster head node. This algorithm uses different kind of messages and are not self-stabilizing.
From this study of existing algorithms, to the best of our knowledge, we can notice there
exists no self-stabilizing solution which organize a network in clusters and simultaneously,
without a full knowledge of the topology and without a positioning system, builds a spanning tree on the network and on the clusters, with only one type of message.

3

Contributions

From all existing algorithms which build clusters of diameter two, the built clusters can be
overlapping, i.e., a node can be in two clusters simultaneously. The deterministic algorithm
M axCwST proposed in this paper builds both clusters of diameter at most equal to two
and simultaneously, a spanning tree on the network and on the built clusters. Moreover, it
does need neither initialization phase, nor network discovery nor cluster maintain phase.
To obtain this result, each node periodically exchanges only one type of message of size
Log(5n + 3) bits, when n denotes the number of nodes in the network. The convergence
time of our algorithm is at most equal to D + 6 rounds, with D the diameter of the graph.
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4

Preliminaries

We consider the network as an undirected graph G = (V, E) in which V is the set of nodes
and E the set of edges. The size of the network is denoted by |V | = n and we say there
exists a link between two nodes u and v if there is an edge {u, v} ∈ E. In this case we
say that u and v are neighbors and the set of neighbors of a node u ∈ V will be denoted
in this paper by N eighu . The link to Node v is denoted by linkv . We also assume that
every node u in the network has an unique identiﬁer which will be u. We deﬁne d(u, v)
the distance between two nodes u and v in G as the number of edges along a minimal path
between the two nodes in G and D is the diameter of the graph.
Clustering means partitioning network nodes into groups called clusters. A cluster (illustrated in Figure 1) is a subgraph of G and we assume that the diameter of a cluster must
be lower or equal to two and each node belongs to only one cluster and the intersection
between any cluster is empty. A node uses Variable Cl-id to store the identity of its cluster
and we denote a cluster by Variable Cl.
Each node exchanges only one type of messages : hello message. This message contains
some variables and we use m to denote a message. m.x denotes the variable x contained
in Message m. For other variable x, used by Node u, to avoid conﬂict reading we use
notation xu .
The algorithms presented in this paper are self-stabilizing. The self-stabilizing concept
was introduced for the ﬁrst time by E. Dijkstra in [Dij74] as a system, regardless its initial
state, which is guaranteed to converge to a legitimate state in a ﬁnite number of steps. For
the clustering problem, to deﬁne the legitimate state, we use the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Cluster well formed) A cluster is said well formed when it veriﬁes the
four properties :
1. it contains only one cluster head
2. the cluster head is the node with the largest identity among all nodes in the cluster
3. the diameter of the cluster is at most equal to two
4. for every pair x, y of clusterhead, x is not a neighbor of y
From this deﬁnition, we can deﬁne the legal state as a network in which all clusters are
well formed and all nodes are in one cluster.

5

M axC Self-Stabilizing Clustering Algorithm

The choice of the cluster heads is based on the identity of each node. The cluster head is the
node which has the highest identity among all its neighbors, in its cluster. But without lost
of generality, we could also choose the node which has the lowest identity. Moreover, from
our algorithm, each node eventually satisﬁes the three following properties : (i) every node
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in the network must belong to only one cluster,(ii) all nodes which are not cluster head,
are at a distance at most one of a cluster head, and (iii) each cluster has only one cluster
head.
Cluster 6

Cluster 11

16

2

4

3

11
9

7

Cluster 13

Clusterhead

6

Ordinary Node
13

5

Gateway
1

10

Figure 1: Cluster example

Each node executes the ﬁrst enabled rule of M axC algorithm (Algorithm 1). It uses only
two variables: cl-id and Status. cl-id stores the identify of the cluster in which it belongs.
Status stores the type of the node. Each node can be in one of the following types : cluster head (CH), gateway (GN) and ordinary node (ON). These three types can be described
like this: a cluster head is a node which has the highest identity in its cluster like Nodes
11, 13, and 16 in Figure 1. Gateway node is a node which is adjacent to at least one node
belonging to another cluster than him like Node 5 and 6 in Cluster 13 in Figure 1. Node
11 is in cluster 11 and it has two neighbors nodes, Nodes 2 and 5 which are, respectively,
in Cluster 6 and 13. Finally, a node which has only neighbor in the same cluster is an
ordinary node, like Nodes 4 and 3 for instance, in Figure 1.
We now present the modiﬁcations made on M axC algorithm in order to obtain M axCwST
algorithm, the ﬁrst algorithm which builds both clusters and simultaneously the spanning
tree.

6

Spanning Tree Construction

At the same time to clusters creation, we build a spanning tree of the graph and on the
cluster, with very simple modiﬁcation of M axC algorithm. We have just add two new
informations in the hello message: the identity of neighbor cluster and the identity of the
gateway node which must be used to join the neighbor cluster.

6.1

MaxCwST algorithm principle

Our spanning tree algorithm is called M axCwST . It is a modiﬁcation of M axC algorithm in order to both construct clusters and simultaneously a spanning tree. But to avoid
to write all M axC algorithm rules, we have just, in this paper, write the rules which constructs the spanning tree. It works according to following principle: each node of the graph
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Algorithm 1 M axC Clustering Algorithm on a Node u
cl-id: Identity of the cluster of Node u.
m.X: The variable X in the message m
Status ∈ {CH, ON, GN }
On receiving Hello(j, Status, cl-id)
R1.a)
if (Status = CH) ∧ (cl-id = id) then
cl-id ← id;
Send Hello(id, Status, cl-id);
end if
R1.b)
if (Status = CH) ∧ ( cl-id = id ∨(∀ m ∈ Hello, cl-id = m.j)∨(∃ m ∈ Hello, cl-id = m.j ∧ m.status =
CH)) then
Status ← CH;
cl-id ← id;
Send Hello(id, Status, cl-id);
end if
R2:
R2.a)
if (Status = CH) ∧ (∀ m ∈ Hello, m.j < id) then
Status ← CH;
cl-id ← id;
Send Hello(id, Status, cl-id);
end if
R2.b)
if (Status = CH) ∧ (∃ m ∈ Hello, m.Status = CH ∧ m.cl-id > cl-id) then
Status ← GN ;
cl-id ← m.cl-id;
Send Hello(id, Status, cl-id);
end if
R2.c)
if (Status = CH) ∧ (∃ m ∈ Hello, m.Status = CH ∧ m.cl-id < cl-id) then
Status ← GN ;
Send Hello(id, Status, cl-id);
end if
R2.d)
if (Status = CH) ∧ (∃ m ∈ Hello, (m.Status = GN ∨ m.Status = ON ) ∧ m.cl-id = cl-id) then
Status ← GN ;
Send Hello(id, Status, cl-id);
end if
R2.e)
if (Status = CH) ∧ (∃ m ∈ Hello, (m.Status = CH ∧ m.cl-id= cl-id) then
Status ← ON ;
Send Hello(id, Status, cl-id);
end if
R3)
if (Status = CH) ∧ (∃ m ∈ Hello, m.Status = CH ∧ m.j > id) then
Status ← ON ;
cl-id ← m.cl-id;
Send Hello(id, Status, cl-id);
end if
R4)
Send Hello(id, Status, cl-id);
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Figure 2: Example of constructing spanning tree of network by M axCwST

chooses only one neighbor node as father node in the spanning tree. Within each cluster,
the cluster head will be the father of each nodes of its cluster. for instance, in Figure 2(a),
Node 4 and 2 of Cluster 15 have chosen Node 15, their cluster head, as their father in this
cluster. Nodes 7 and 8 have chosen Node 11 and Nodes 9 and 3 have chosen Node 10. All
links between gateway or ordinary nodes in the same cluster will be in a blocking state. In
this state, link will forward only hello messages. Now, between each cluster, we need to
make the spanning tree. So, only one gateway between two clusters need to “activate” its
link. So, the cluster head will choose which gateway can be use to join a neighbor cluster.
For instance, in Figure 2(a), Node 7 and 8 can be used to join Cluster 15. So, to avoid
to make a loop, and to construct a spanning tree on the network and on the cluster, we
have to activate only one link between Cluster 11 and 15. In the hello message, we add
the identity of the neighbor cluster. So, Node 8 will receive an hello message from Node
2 which contains the cluster identity 15. This information will be forward to the cluster
head, in the hello message send by Node 8. The same exchange is made between Node
2 and 7 and next, between Node 7 and 11. When the cluster head 11 has received the
two hello messages from Node 7 and 8. It can choose only one gateway. This choice is
based on the identity of this gateway. The gateway node with the highest identity will be
chosen. In our example, cluster head of cluster 11 will choose gateway 8. We need also
avoid another case. When a gateway has a link to more than one cluster, like Node 8 in
Figure 2(a). In this case, the gateway always chooses the hello message from the highest
identity cluster. So, Node 8 chooses Cluster 15 as father. From our algorithm, we obtain a
spanning tree on all clusters (Figure 2(b)) and on the network (Figure 2(c)).

6.2

The proof

To prove the M axCwST algorithm, we use the following property:
Property 6.1 (Characteristic of a tree) Let S be a subgraph of a graph G and n the size
of G. S has exactly n-1 edges iff S is a tree of n nodes.
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Property 6.2 Let i be a cluster. Each node which is not a cluster head, chooses only one
link to another node in Cluster i. This link will be the link to the cluster head of cluster i.
Proof. Only Rules R3.a and R3.b can be executed in this case. From Rule R3.a, the link
to the cluster head will be in forwarding mode and from Rule R3.b, all other link to nodes
in the same cluster (m.cl-id= cl-idi ) will be in blocking state.
Algorithm 2 M axCwST on Node i
M axCwST : Clustering and Spanning Tree Algorithm
idi : Identity of node i
m.cl-id: Identity of the cluster in message m
cl-idi : Identity of the cluster of Node i
cl-idadj : An array that contains identity of gateway cl-idadj .id which can be used to access to neighbor cluster cl-idadj .clid
F orwarding: In this state, the link will transmit data packets
Blocking: In this state, the link will transmit only hello message
P ort ∈ {F orwarding, Blocking}
P ort(cl-idadj ): Identity of the link which can be used to join neighbor cluster cl-idadj
P ort(M ax(cl-idadj )): Identity of the link which can be used to join a neighbor cluster which have the highest identity
P ort(j): The link which connects a node i to a node j
N P C: contains cl-id and identity of gateway chosen
N P C.id: identity of gateway contained in the variable N P C
R1)
if (Statusi = CH) ∧ (cl-idadj .id > 1) then
N P C ← M ax(cl-idadj .id)
end if
On receiving Hello(j, Status, cl-id, cl-idadj , N P C)
R2.a)
if (Statusi = CH)∧ (∀ m ∈ Hello, cl-idi ¿ cl-idadj .cl-id) then
P ort(cladj ) ← F orwarding;
end if
R2.b)
if (Statusi = CH)∧(∃ m ∈ Hello, cl-idadj .cl-id ¿ cl-idi ) then
P ort(M ax(cl-idadj )) ← F orwarding;
P ort(¬M ax(cl-idadj )) ← Blocking;
end if
R3.a)
if (Statusi = ON ∨ Statusi = N P ) ∧ ((∃ m ∈ Hello, m.Status = CH) ∧ (m.cl-id= cl-idi )) then
P ortj ← F orwarding;
end if
R3.b)
if (Statusi = N P ) ∧ ((∃ m ∈ Hello, m.Status = CH) ∧ (m.cl-id= cl-idi ) then
P ortj ← Blocking;
end if
R4.a)
if (Statusi = N P ) ∧ ((∃ m ∈ Hello, m.Status = CH) ∧ (m.cl-id= cl-idi ) ∧ (idi = N P C.id)) then
P ort(cl-idadj ) ← Blocking;
end if
R4.b)
if (Statusi = N P ) ∧ ((∃ m ∈ Hello, m.Status = CH) ∧ (m.cl-id= cl-idi ) ∧ (idi = N P C.id)) then
P ort(cl-idadj ) ← F orwarding;
end if

From this property, for each node in a cluster, only one link to another node in the same
cluster will be in forwarding state. So, in each cluster, we have a spanning tree.
Property 6.3 Each cluster chooses only on father cluster
Proof. We need to examine two cases. Either the node which can communicate with
another cluster is a cluster head, or it is a gateway. For the ﬁrst case, like a cluster head
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is also a gateway, from Rule R2.b, only one link to another cluster will be chosen. In a
second case, from Rule R1, the cluster head of each cluster chooses the highest identity
of neighbor cluster and from R4.a and R4.b only one link will be chosen. So a gateway
node chooses also only one father.
From the previous properties, each cluster head chooses only one gateway node which has
the permission to activate its link to a father cluster and in each cluster, each node chooses
only one link towards a father node. Only the node with the highest identity activates all
its links. So, on a graph of n nodes, only n − 1 nodes have only one link in forwarding
state. From Property 6.1, we have a tree.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the ﬁrst deterministic and self-stabilizing algorithm for
partitioning a network into multiple clusters which simultaneously constructs a spanning
tree on the network and on the cluster. After at most D + 6 rounds, the spanning tree is
created and the clusters are formed. Each node just needs to discover its neighborhood and
their identity. No global knowledge is required to make the spanning tree. Moreover, we
do not need maintain phase to maintain the cluster. Our solution is self-stabilizing and selforganized on an ad hoc network. The presented algorithm may be easily and efﬁciently
applied in a broadcasting protocol for a distributed network. Unfortunately, our solution
overload the cluster heads because they are responsible of the choice of right gateway to
propagate informations. We need to ﬁnd solution to this problem to achieve an improved
version of this algorithm.
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Abstract: Load generation is a suitable concept for system level test of complex systems. We present a novel approach especially for service based systems. Test scenarios
are deﬁned as inputs and describe a quantiﬁcation of the wanted load to a service. A
test-automation component partitions and distributes these abstract load values to a set
of clients. These clients execute service requests to generate the calculated load. Since
the partition and distribution are done during the test runtime, it can handle a dynamic
set of clients with ﬂuctuating resources. The proposed framework will be able to test a
wide range of systems. It is aimed to run system level tests under laboratory and ﬁeld
test conditions.

1

Introduction

The increasing complexity of systems causes a big challenge for all steps of the design
process. Hence, not only the speciﬁcation and implementation of a new system is difﬁcult
and complex but also the steps of testing. Many test paradigms aim not to use expert
knowledge about the implementation of a module but to deﬁne speciﬁcation related test
cases. On the lower levels of the design process the speciﬁcation of single modules can
be very detailed. This allows the easy generation of suitable test cases. In contrast, the
speciﬁcation on the high level - especially on system level - is abstract and imprecise. The
derivation of suitable test cases is difﬁcult and needs experience. The execution of the test
may be extensive.
It is some kind of best practice for laboratory system level tests to generate load for the
system under test (SUT) by client devices. The test clients are part of dedicated test stations
or allocated in a wide area and connected by a wired network. In most cases, test scripts
for static or random scenarios are used. These scripts are not able to react dynamically to
changes in the client infrastructure in a controllable or meaningful way.
Furthermore, ﬁeld tests are used to check the SUT in a real world scenario. A restricted
user group is allowed to use the system as it is intended to be used. The test cases are
generated implicitly by the users, since they use the service of the SUT for daily work. The
test engineers are completely dependent on the user behaviour and can hardly inﬂuence the
generated test cases, respectively the load to the system.
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In this paper we present a concept and a constitutive framework which supports the test
engineer and solve the mentioned disadvantages of ﬁeld / laboratory tests on system level.
Our approach is optimised to test service providing systems, where the SUT offers any
kind of well deﬁned services for clients. The availability of the clients and their resources
may change during runtime. For test support, we extended the well-known concept of load
generation. Popular approaches base up on static scripts. In opposite, we aim to generate
suitable test tasks for each test client automatically. The generation is done dynamically
during the runtime and uses abstract test scenario functions as inputs. Another component
maintains the set of clients and distributes the test tasks among them. The presented work
is in state of proof of concept.

2

Classiﬁcation and Related Work

A popular model for the description of the development and test process is the V-model
[FG99]. It describes that development and testing are done within different levels of implementation/integration. The second important conclusion is that the speciﬁcation of a
test is done during the development in the according level. Hence, details about the implementation on lower levels cannot inﬂuence the test speciﬁcation. On the other hand the
executed test can only be used to check the system implementation of its own level.
Even the V-model has been proposed in the context of software engineering, the main
ideas can be used for the realisation of all kinds of information systems. Our approach is
placed on the level of system test and above. It is a framework to generate load on the SUT
and to report about success or failures. The detailed analysis must be done by checking
traces and performance keys of the SUT itself.
A lot of work has been done in the area of testing. We concentrate our inquest to the area
of formal approaches for test case and load generation on system level.
IBM presents a linear programming test case generation for SoC [NSZ06]. The functional dependencies are modelled by a linear program to limit the set of test cases. Soft
constraints are introduced to model random tests. The usage of system is restricted to generate binary vectors as test cases. The extension to complex service based systems is not
useful.
Krishnamurthy et. al. present a system to test session based server architectures [KRM06].
They use scripts of user inputs to generate static load scenarios for the SUT. The load itself
is generated locally on the server, so that no clients are used. The idea to use linear programming for the generation of ’good’ test cases is interesting. All test cases are generated
as preparation for the test. A dynamic adoption during test time is not provided.
ServMark is an approach related to ours. It is a framework for performance tests of grid
systems and webservices. It is composed of DiPerf [DRR+ 04] and GrenchMark [IE06]
and is set up on PC-based test clients that are connected by a wired network. Remote
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procedure calls (RPC) are used by the test server to start tests on the clients. In contrast to
our approach, the set of clients is ﬁxed and cannot be changed during the test. A failure of
a client causes the failure of the test. Additionally, ServMark is completely adapted to the
test of grid systems.

3

Structure of Test System

As mentioned in the introduction, our approach is designed for testing service providing
systems (SPS). An SPS is a system with a set of resources which are encapsulated by well
deﬁned interfaces. Requests of service consuming clients to these interfaces are processed
and responded by the according service implementation. For our approach it is necessary
that the load of each service is quantiﬁable. This means that there is a meaningful value
li ∈ N for the service i that describes the load for this service.
An easy example for an SPS is a computer running some server services, like a HTTP
server and a network ﬁle system. Both services provide a well deﬁned interface - the
protocol. Clients with a routed network connection to this server can use the services. The
loads l can be deﬁned differently, depending on the situation. For example the load of the
HTTP can be the number of open connections and the load of the NFS can be the current
upload rates (to the clients).
Beside this simple example, more complex scenarios are possible. For instance, a whole
cellular network can be seen as SPS. The entire infrastructure that is necessary to provide
a mobile network is part of the SUT: antennas, hardware, software and the network infrastructure. The provided services may be voice calls, data calls and message services. The
mobile phones represent the test clients.
This example illustrates the problems that have to be solved. Mobile phones are small
devices with limited resources. They can lose the connection to the mobile network or run
out of energy so that they cannot be used as test clients temporarily. In this section we will
describe our approach for the test system and its components. It is illustrated in ﬁgure 1.
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Figure 1: Overview over the whole test system structure.

The basic idea of our concept is to use the clients to generate a controllable number of
requests to the SUT services. A central test server controls the clients and sends test tasks
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to them. So the test of SPS can be inﬂuenced during runtime. In opposite to the approaches
presented in section 2 we have to consider that the client architecture is not static. It may
change during the run of the test. Furthermore, the available resources of the client devices
may differ. Not every client is able to handle a special test task at any time. To use the
clients remotely, they need to run a control unit which can receive test tasks and can start
requests to the services of the SUT.
A test may consist of hundreds of test clients. A manual control of this set is not possible
for a human test engineer. In consequence it is essential to provide the engineer a more
abstract view and deﬁnition of the test. Hence, we deﬁne a test for a single service as a
function of quantiﬁed load l depending on time. This describes how many requests for a
service have to be executed by the clients at a deﬁned time.
Obviously, this value of load has to be partitioned and distributed to test tasks for a set of
test clients. The availability of each client and its available resources must be considered
for the calculation. Hence, a simple and popular script based approach is not suitable
anymore. An algorithm has to be implemented which is able to calculate the distribution
based on the available client resources. Details about the model and the algorithm will be
given in the next section.
Usually, some kind of communication network is necessary for the clients to communicate
with the SUT. This can be used for the communication of the test server with the clients
too. In special cases, the communication channel can also be part of the SUT. An example
is the cellular network infrastructure that was mentioned above. The data links of this
network can be used for communication between clients and test server even if they are a
part of the services that has to be tested. This scenario leads to some special requirements
that are not mentioned in detail here.
Since our concept aims for the load generation for black box systems, we do not have
any information about the success or the performance of tests from the SUT itself. We
introduce state and result messages which are sent from the clients to the test server. The
test server manages the received messages and calculates the states of the test tasks and
the test client. Additionally, all results are stored in a database too to allow an analysis of
the test.
Furthermore, state changes of test tasks are reported to the test-automation system as well
as information about the availability of the clients. This information is needed for the
calculation of the next test tasks and the distribution to the clients.
A test-analysis component evaluates the results of the tests and calculates overall results
that can be visualised for the test engineer.
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4

Model and Algorithm

The test-automation component calculates the test tasks that are mapped to available clients.
It is a generic part of the test system which is not adopted for the test of a special SUT.
Hence, it needs two inputs as description of a concrete test: a model of the SUT and the
conditions of the test itself.
The deﬁnition of the test is given by 2 sets. First, a set of functions {f1 (t), ..., fn (t)}
where each one describes the wanted load l in time for a service. The function f for the
service i is called test-scenario and deﬁned by fi : T → N . Secondly, the test engineer
has to deﬁne which client is able use which service at what point of time. It is deﬁned
as a set of functions {g1 (s, t), ..., gn (s, t)}. The function g for the service i is deﬁned as
gi : S ×T → {0, 1}, where S is the set of known clients. Obviously, the value 0 for a client
i means that it shall not take part on the test. This set of functions can be deﬁned manually
by the test engineer or automatically generated, e.g. based on a random distribution.
The SUT itself cannot be described directly since it is a black box test and information
about the SUT are rare. The only relevant information are the available services 1, ..., n
that have to be tested. It is important for the test system to describe how the clients can
use these services. Mainly, this is done by the implementation on the clients. It realises
the necessary technologies and protocols to use the services.
The test-automation has to calculate the quantiﬁcation of service load that has to be started
by each client. Therefore, we have to model the resources of a client and optionally a
simulated user behaviour. This can be easily described by a set of 2-dimensional cost
functions {cs,1 (l1 , t), ..., cs,n (ln , t)} for each client s. Each function is depending on time
and the load quantiﬁcation li (introduced in section 3). They have to be deﬁned for each
service and each client: cs,i : N × T → R, where T is the time. Hence, |S| · n cost
functions have to be deﬁned. They can also be equal for classes of client devices.
Furthermore, it is necessary to deﬁne the maximum load that can be generated by a client
for a service. A vector {as,1 , ..., as,n } deﬁnes the absolute values of client s for all services
1, ..., n.
With the deﬁnition of this model and the test functions f and g the test-automation is
able to generate test tasks for each available client. In detail, we are looking for a vector
{l1,i , ..., ln,i } of natural numbers, that deﬁnes the generated amount of load for each client
1, ..., n and the service i.
Necessarily, the runtime of the used algorithm will cause a discrete time system of the
whole test process. For this reason the calculated load vectors must be considered as time
dependent. To express this, the elements of the mentioned solution vector l will be tagged
with the time index: {t l1,i , ...,t ln,i }. Since clients can get temporarily unavailable during
the test (lose resources) this has to be modelled too. In addition to the input vector g the
(|S| · n) matrix G = (gs,i ) is used to provide this information to the algorithm. The value
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gs,i = 1 represents that the client s is currently available for the test of service i. The
content of the matrix is maintained by status messages from the test-infrastructure.
The costs of the solution shall be optimised concerning the given cost functions cs,i . The
following equations and inequalities describe the common optimisation problem that has
to be solved.

(t ls,i ) ∈ N

n

:

∀s ∈ S, i ∈ [1, n]

:

∀i ∈ [1, n]

:

cs,i (t ls,i +t ls,i ), t · gs,i · gi (s, t) = min!

s∈S i=0
t
ls,i +t ls,i

≤ as,i

(t ls,i +t ls,i ) · gs,i · gi (s, t) − fi (t) ≤ εi

(1)
(2)
(3)

s∈S

Opposite to the mentioned absolute load value t ls,i for each client we are now looking
for a relative value t ls,i . It describes the alteration of client load for the service i. This
separation is necessary due to possible technical restrictions of the clients. For example,
the alteration may be limited to adding more requests since the implementation does not
allow cancelling requests.
The equations (2) and (3) describe the constraints that have to be satisﬁed by a correct
solution of the equation system. On the one hand it has to be checked that the calculated
value is not greater than the maximal allowed load value for this client. On the other hand
the summation of all calculated values of a service i has to be equal to the wanted service
load fi (t) (considering an uncertainty of ε).
We have chosen 3 different kinds of algorithms with different grades of optimisation accuracy for further analysis.
The ﬁrst algorithmic approach is a linear program. Since we do not restrict the functions
cs,i , we cannot guarantee a convex solution space for the equation (1). A new target
function has to be deviated to get a linear program. Hereby, the costs can only be integrated
as a linear combination with the values t l , as given now with equations (4) and (5).

(t ls,i ) ∈ N
ds,i

n

:
=

ds,i ·t ls,i = min!

s∈S i=0
cs,i (t ls,i )

· gs,i · gi (s, t)
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(4)
(5)

Since the co-domain of t l is discrete, the given problem is an integer linear program (ILP)
which is known as NP-hard . To solve the problem in polynomial time, we decided to use
LP-relaxation [HO02] and to cast the results to integer values.
The ILP model has the serious restriction, that the costs can only be modelled by a linear
factor whereas the daily testing practice may generate non linear and even discontinuous
functions. We decided to develop a heuristic algorithm that allows to consider any kind
of cost functions and to calculate satisfying results in polynomial time. We are using the
fact that the whole system is necessarily time discrete. Changes in the input values of the
equations are derived from status messages of the clients or from changes in the function
value fi . Furthermore we introduce the restriction, that every cost function cs,i for a
service i does not depend on the load value of any other service j. Under these conditions,
load changes can be handled for a single service.
Since the described test automation problem is similar to partitioning problems we map it
to a hierarchical-clustering algorithm [GVN+ 94]. After a load change li has occurred,
it is separated in pieces of equal size and mapped to every available node. A closenessmatrix is calculated where the value ai,j expresses the difference of costs when the new
piece of load is transferred from client i to j. The operation that leads to maximum saving
is executed and the closeness-matrix is updated. This iterates until no more optimisation
can be reached. The complexity of this algorithm is O(n2 ) which results mainly from the
generation of the matrix.
As a third type of algorithm we are going to use a random distribution. It does not consider
the cost minimisation of equation (1). Independently, the constraints of equations (2) and
(3) must be fulﬁlled. This approach will be used to analyse the test quality of randomised
partitioning and distribution of test scenarios.

5

Discussion

In this section we want to expose the advantages and prospects as well as some limitations
of our approach. We will present our simulation concept to proof and optimise the system.
5.1

Concept

The most important advance of our approach is the ability to handle a dynamic client
structure and heterogeneous resources of these clients. It is realised by the dynamic recalculation of the necessary load values which can take account on the availability of clients
or resources. Furthermore, this changing availability can also be simulated in laboratory
tests by the accordant calculation of g (see section 4). If all secondary conditions, like user
behaviour or resource availability, are deterministic, the test can be reproduced.
On the other hand there are some limitations due to the proposed model, the algorithms
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and technological conditions. The most distinguished limitation is the time discretisation
that is caused by the runtimes of algorithms and messages. This leads to time periods on
each client, which are not controllable in detail. Hence, differences between the wanted
load (given by the test scenarios f ) and the time actual real load may occur.
Technological restriction on the clients may lead to a second problem of accuracy. We
know services, where load can only be generated indirectly. E.g. network trafﬁc may only
be generated by downloading ﬁles. Hence, the real load value l that is generated by a
client is a function of time and depending on the available resources of the service itself,
the network and the client resources. If this value cannot be measured and reported from
the client to the test system, the value has to be estimated.
5.2

Implementation and Simulation

Our system is able to manage several hundreds of test clients. It is difﬁcult to get access to
so many ’real’ clients. So we decided to use a special adoption of a simulation environment
to check our concept, evaluate parameters and show the performance.
The basis is SimANet [VSC+ 08], a modular and extensible simulation environment. It
is used to simulate the behaviour of huge wireless networks with different wireless communication standards [VCH10]. SimANet has been optimised to run on parallel systems
to increase the simulation performance. Movement models are available to change the
positions of network nodes.
We implemented the mentioned cellular network example. The clients and the mobile
network will be simulated in SimANet. The automation- and infrastructure-system are
implemented as a server that is communicating with the simulation. Each simulated client
runs a program to start service requests and to communicate with the test server by virtual
sockets of the simulated network.
To realise this, some enhancements of SimANet were necessary. This contains the implementation of an access point mode to simulate the behaviour of a cellular network.
Furthermore, a capability to allow clients the allocation of all necessary services or resources is implemented now. Hence, we have the possibility, to maintain and check the
current load to each service easily.
The implementation of the test-infrastructure component is ﬁnished. It is responsible to
maintain a list of available clients, send test tasks to the clients and receive result messages
from them. To test this implementation, we simulated up to 100 clients that has to be
controlled and maintained by this infrastructure component. Just by the possibility to
simulate so many parallel clients, we were able to ﬁnd some critical errors in our testinfrastructure component. Most of them were related to parallel access to data structures.
Due to this success we are conﬁdent that the simulation approach is feasible.
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The test tasks are generated by static scripts since the proposed algorithms are in an evaluation process. The LP model is implemented as a Matlab program whereas the clustering
heuristic is a dedicated Java-program. First runs of the heuristic algorithm show a good
runtime but weaknesses in the optimisation results.
5.3

Timing
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As explained above, the timing behaviour of all the test process is important for the quality
of the load generation process. For this reason it is one of the most important properties
that have to be analysed and optimised by the implemented simulation. The signiﬁcant
delays are shown in ﬁgure 2 (A).

(A)

(B)

time t

Figure 2: Timing behaviour of the test system.

Based on this timing model, two important values can be derived. The cycle time tcycle
is responsible for the update speed of calculation and hence for the accuracy of the load
generation. The tlatency is the delay that occurs after the calculation has been started until
the clients execute the new calculated service requests. The cycle and latency of the system
can be derived as follows:

tcycle

=

max(λ1 , ..., λ6 , η1 , ...η4 )
4

tlatency

=

λi +
i=1

(6)

2

ηi

(7)

i=1

Obviously, λ1 is the runtime for the test-automation algorithm. Most likely, it will be the
maximum value of all delays so that it is the basis for the interval time tcycle of our time
discrete system. It must be the aim to keep it as small as possible.
The other delays down to λ4 are not eminent for the performance of the system. They
are part of a kind of pipeline that has to be passed by each generated test tasks. The
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summation of these delays is the time that passes until the generated test task is started
as service request. Parallel to the transmission of a test tasks, status and report messages
are sent to the automation system where they have to be evaluated. The delays are mainly
depending on the communication and server system and not part of a critical path.
Figure 2 (B) illustrates the inﬂuences of tcycle and tlatency to the generated load. The
cycle leads to periods of time, where the load is constant and cannot be adopted to the
wanted load, given by fi . The latency may lead to a difference between the wanted and
the generated load at a point of time.

6

Conclusion

We presented an approach for the automated and dynamic load generation to support the
system level test of service based systems. The primary objective deals to control a set
of test clients from a central test server. This test server generates test tasks for all the
clients based up on test scenarios. A test-infrastructure component transmits the tasks
to the target client and manages status and result messages from the clients. The clients
generate quantiﬁed amounts of service requests to the SUT following the instructions of
the test tasks. In opposite to existing approaches, we are able to manage a heterogeneous
and dynamic set of clients with ﬂuctuating resources. Central component of the system is
the test-automation. It has to partition and allocate the test scenarios to concrete test tasks.
Basic parts of the framework, like the test-infrastructure component, are ﬁnished. The
work for the test-automation framework has been started whereas the LP model and the
heuristic algorithm are already implemented. It is part of continuative work to improve the
quality of the heuristic algorithm to ﬁnd better solutions for the test-partitioning problem.
With the framework and the presented simulation platform we are going to compare the
performance of the LP, the heuristic and a random based algorithm.
When the system is stable with the given algorithms, we are going to analyse some prediction models to improve the mentioned inaccuracies caused by the latencies and the cycle.
Beside the area of testing, we noticed that there are similar algorithmic problems in the
area of parallel computing. Load balancing aims to map tasks to the processors during
runtime [SKH95] [MCS+ 09]. The result should be that no processor is idle when there
are available tasks. Further research work will analyse if parts of our work can be used for
this problem too.
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Abstract: Secure energy and transport networks, Internet and telecommunications,
are vital nerves of our highly networked society. Global mobility makes it difﬁcult
to combat and natural disasters and technological accidents can cause serious damage
in a closer-knit world. In this paper we introduce the challenges in dynamic community composition of heterogeneous rescue forces (culture clash) for rescue and protection tasks and discuss our approach in the context of the ”SpeedUp project” how to
present a solution for ad-hoc communication, situation-aware representation, tracking
and guiding in dynamic inhomogeneous communities.

1

Motivation

Mostly unexpected events like natural causes or major loss are challenges for rescue forces.
Within shortest time rescue teams of different public authorities need to sum up the situation, recover injured persons and attend to them, safe the spot, secure evidence, and
much more. Rescue forces account for a subset of such tasks and work task-driven according to their organizational structures. Thus typically police, ﬁre service, emergency
medical service, and other authorities have separated areas of operation and different objectives. However an interaction and cooperation between forces is important to ensure a
fast response to a rescue mission.
According to their tasks every rescue force has a specialized information demand. While
ﬁre workers need to know critical places on site and their team leader monitor vital functions, police ofﬁcers want to gather IDs of involved persons and register any kind of potential evidence for further investigations. Each rescue force can be seen as a community
which needs its information to coordinate actions. Information sources and the ﬂow of
information is different and depends for instance on type of information, type of situation
(context of rescue mission), and organizational structures. In advance ofﬁcial instructions try to deﬁne regulations for information needs, ﬂows, and organizational buildups.
However every situation has its own instance and specialty. In addition the practical im-
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plementation of instructions is often slightly different (and often has a local interpretation
too). Generally interfaces to other forces are not deﬁned. In part this leads to repeated information gathering. Information sharing between communities would be preferable since
one could see the different rescue forces as a community as a whole.
The ﬁrst information on a critical event which requires rescue response is typically given
via an emergency call. This is an incoming call at an emergency control center1 providing
the service to inform rescue forces depending on the type of event. The received information and potentially further relevant information (e. g. access ways) will be overhanded to
the rescue forces. The communication is done using radio. The control center receives status information on rescue forces (e. g. arrived at spot). Quickly the ﬁrst arrived team sums
up the situation and decides whether additional support is necessary or not. The control
center is a kind of back ofﬁce which will care for further resources (e. g. additional man
power, tools, special information, food) needed by teams on the spot. Partly needed information is acquired by rescue forces itself. Collected data on site are tried to be gathered
at a (local) central point. This is typically done with paper and pencil and blueprints. In
an emergency case of a larger scale information is lost, late, incomplete, wrong, or even
duplicated and, therefore, may prevent efﬁcient rescue missions.

2

Challenges of IT Support

One consequence which can be drawn from the introducing section is apparent: The ﬁeld
of rescue needs support. Modern IT technology may help if applied in a meaningful way.
Investigations of the European Security Research and Innovation Forum (ESRIF) have deﬁned European Research and Security needs in its ﬁnal report[Eur09]. The working group
on crisis management has outlined core challenges, e. g. strengthening response forces,
situation awareness and decision making, cooperation, managing resources, and recovery logistics. Information and information ﬂows, communication support, simulation, and
training are some of the research and innovation needs. However improvements are partly
hard to achieve. Complex aspects need to be taken into account for the implementation of
a system and its establishment, e. g.:
•
•
•
•
•
•

constraints of typical missions,
clear goals of technology application,
different organizational structures,
technological base,
readiness of use by rescue forces,
handling, ergonomic aspects

For an identiﬁcation of effective IT support an extensive analysis of the rescue organizations (static, cultural aspects) and typical processes in rescue including communication
is essential. Rescue workers of different organizations cooperating in missions are in the
1 In

Germany we have control centers operated by police, by ﬁre service, by medical service or combined
versions.
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focus of the collaborative project SpeedUp2 [Spe10] which has started with such an analysis. SpeedUp seeks for an community focused IT solution by supporting organizational
structures and needs as well as improving communication within and between organizations. Rescue workers will be supported in providing better information and, thereby, in
coordinating missions more efﬁcient. Figure 1 points out the interplay of organizations,
information, and IT with main challenges.
Support different information needs

Organization

Information

• different cultures
• diversity in leadership

• heterogeneous sources
• situation reports

Community

Rescue Worker

Support
cooperation &
integration

communicate
locate
utilize

Support info flow &
data gathering

IT

• communication means
• mobile infrastructure
• sensors

Figure 1: Interplay of organizations, information, IT and challenges with the focus on rescue workers

The main question which rises on the technological level is: How can we move toward
a solution which supports various requirements resulting from this interesting application
domain and its constraints? The paper outlines relevant ﬁelds of research and technology
which may lead to an promising architecture if combined meaningful. In SpeedUp some
of the ideas will be evaluated and integrated in an suitable framework.

3

The Information Building

Rescue forces have a strong need for any kind of information related to mission in progress.
Similar to communities information will be communicate to co-workers. We would like to
propose an information building which enables fast information ﬂows, ﬁltering of relevant
2 SpeedUp is funded within the Federal Government’s program ”Research for Civil Security” [Fed10] (call
”Rescue and protection of people”) by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (duration: 1 May 2009 30 April 2012)
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information, and automated information transmissions. Figure 2 presents an overview of
related technological ﬁelds to cover several informational needs of rescue forces.

Organization/ public
authorities

Profile

Simulation

Personalization

Communities

Context

Situation Report

Heterogeneous
information
sources/sinks

Agents

Ad hoc network / localization

Figure 2: The information building: A technological landscape

As a prerequisite for an information ﬂow a technical infrastructure has to be available or
established. For the transmission of information devices need to be networked using ad
hoc networks or if available public infrastructures like cellular networks. Localization of
rescue forces and geotagged data is very helpful for further processing. A sophisticated
transport of data and information as well as an seamless integration of data resources via
standard interfaces is essential to cover a ﬂexible usage of the whole system. The application of mobile software agents is promising therefore. This opens also the chance to
establish a simulation system on basis of software agents for training purposes. The information ﬂow will be accompanied by agents with the goal to deliver data to organizations
and rescue workers with different roles. Which information is delivered and accessible
for organization and rescue workers is guided by policies and proﬁles. Information needs
are different for involved organization: they are task (context) and role dependent. The
knowledge which is gathered during a mission should be shared by the community of rescue workers mostly independent of their organizations. This information building shows
technical solution ﬁelds which will be examined in more detail toward a precise supporting
solution.
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3.1

Localization of Objects

Any rescue activity is usually map-driven. Therefore, it is essential to be informed about
the current position of any interesting object. Objects are persons, materials and environments, where persons are rescue teams and victims (injured persons); materials are rescue
vehicles and equipments; and environments describe to given local situation. Any of this
objects can be associated with geo-coordinates within a certain area.
3.1.1

Network Support for Localization

There are typically four types of networks which can be primary or secondary used for
localization of objects:
•
•
•
•

the Global Positioning Satellite Network (GPS),
the permanent mobile phone network (GSM/GPRS/UMTS),
the special rescue forces digital network (TETRA)3 ,
permanent and ad-hoc meshed wireless networks (WLAN/Bluetooth).

All of these networks can be extended by additional base stations on demand with local
resources, mounted on vehicles to support two goals: extend the communication capacity
and increase the accuracy of localization. To incorporate different localization technologies the exact position (geo-coordinates) of any type of base station is required. Furthermore, special rescue communication devices, called multi-functional devices with multiple
communication interfaces devices can act as mediator. For example, the exact position of
such a movable device is found by GPS, while it acts as WLAN base station too.
3.1.2

Accuracy of Localization

GPS provides a localization accuracy of about 5 m, GSM using triangulation of about 50
m assuming multiple cells are receivable. Both holds for outdoor localization. GPS is not
available in most indoor cases. However, active and passive repeaters might help slightly in
rooms with non-metallic covered windows. Risky buildings with ﬁxed and dense WLAN
infrastructures could be modeled in advance for exact positioning. Ekahau systems reach
accuracies down to 1 m there. Installed Bluetooth tags can enrich this as they operate in the
same radio frequency band as WLAN. The following chapter will introduce, how ad-hoc
mobile networks can overcome at least some issues.
Areas can be marked as dangerous by modeling polygons. As soon as an unauthorized
rescue person is about entering such an area an alarm on the multi-functional device is
generated or a special communication channel is established. The entire scenario should
be given such a polygon as border to detect new incoming our leaving outgoing resources.
3 The new federal German communication network of ”Behörden und Organisationen mit Sicherheitsaufgaben”.
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3.1.3 Tagging
As the number of multi-functional devices is limited, permanent tags - applicable indoor
and outdoor are introduced and attached to any interesting (semi) static object in the rescue
scenario. There are two types: passive and active tags. Passive tags might be simple 2Dbarcodes as self-adhesive labels, scanable by the camera of the multi-functional device.
The tags are attached manually to objects by rescue workers, scanned at the moment of
attachment and stored with its unique ID and geo-coordinates in the central database of the
coordination team. Although QR-codes are currently the most spreaded barcode labels,
ZigBee codes are recommended, as they have the charm to combine machine and man
readable parts within one label. To omit the time consuming photo process, RFIDs in
combination with visible tags are recommended. If static, later on such tags can be used
as reference points. [ELAS09]
Active tags are either long range interactive RFIDs or Bluetooth tags. In contrast to the
passive tags there is no need for active scan as they are recognized automatically by multifunctional devices from a certain distance. The interaction can be controlled by shaking
or turning the device in a deﬁned pattern.

3.2

Mobile Assistants

The combination of personal mobile devices and wireless ad-hoc networks allows the concept of mobile emergency ad-hoc information system, consisting of a highly dynamic,
decentralized and self-organizing network of autonomous and mobile devices that interact
as peers. Each mobile device represents one or more rescue units using information, feeding data or being a peer. According the rescue task such a mobile ad-hoc network must
be self-organizing to be a beneﬁt for rescue and protecting people. Thus, researchers and
developers have to deal with a new set of problems peculiar of these systems, due to user
and device mobility, variable bandwidth, transient loss of connectivity and no centralized
structures. It is evident that, for these classes of systems, applications cannot be designed
according to the conventional architectural paradigms.
Based on an emergency call rescue forces move out. The received information and potentially further relevant information like access ways will be overhanded by the emergency
control center using radio. Arrived on site the ﬁrst rescue team tries to get a situation
report for starting rescue operations. In contrast to an individual case of an emergency
the ﬁrst team is exposed to a situation of radical change by making the critical decisions
with far-reaching consequences. Proceeding as an individual case of an emergency rescue
operations may fail to tactical procedures at the expense of human life. So the ﬁrst rescue
team plays a decisive role for the entire occurrence. In the ﬁrst instance they have to supervise and arrange. Afterward they can save human life. Otherwise, the order is missed and
there is no on-site management organization. This and the overall chaos will make future
rescue operations difﬁcult or impossible. [PMU01] Situation reports therefore have great
importance. According them emergency forces initiate rescue activities immediately. Situation reports are continuously issued by on-site management. Started by the ﬁrst rescue
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team these reports are overhanded to the next levels of on-site management organization.
Thus, we have a highly dynamic situation and management. Moreover, gathering all relevant situation data is done by radio or in a paper driven process. Disappearing of data
is unavoidable. On-site command control assistants try to manage paper and information
ﬂooding. Heading this way ﬁrst integration of mobile IT in Germany demonstrates significant advantages. So rescue units have identiﬁed that they could save radio effort, obtain
clean data sets and keep calm. But mobile IT is a mixed blessing. Using mobile technology
device mobility denotes wireless networks and no centralized structures. Furthermore, integrated rescue mobile technology requires easy to use and self-organizing structures. On
site there is no time for (re)conﬁguration or management of connectivity.
According common rescue operations let us assume we have command control assistants
in software form supporting connectivity management, conﬁguration and self-organizing
IT structures. Software command control assistants mean a multiplication of command
control assistants able to organize network, command and information structures. Erfurth
et al. [EKR+ 08] present mobile assistants as one way to support networked worlds. In
understanding of Erfurth et al. mobile assistants are similar to (mobile) agents. Therefore,
a mobile agent is a special kind of software which can execute autonomously. [BR05] Once
dispatched, it can hop from peer to peer performing data processing autonomously, while
software can typically only execute when being called upon by other routines. Therefore,
it seems to be that mobile agents are meant for supporting rescue forces in autonomous
self-organizing networks. Self-organizing networks mean ad-hoc networks ready to use
for rescue units at all times. Speciﬁcally for the rescue operations we need mobile ad-hoc
networks (MANET). But rescue units pay no attention to organization and communication
within the network. This part is done by mobile agents. So we call such a mobile agent
mobile ad-hoc network 2MANET.
3.2.1

Mobile Agent Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

In general, mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET) are communication networks built up of a
collection of mobile devices which can communicate with each other via wireless connections. [BSF08, SGF02] Peers can join or leave at any time. Routing is the task of directing
data from a source peer to a given destination. Based on no ﬁxed infrastructure all peers
are equal and there is no centralized control or overview. So the routing task is quite hard
in mobile ad-hoc networks. Peers serve as routers for each other, and data packets are
forwarded from peer to peer in a multi-hop fashion. Due to the mobility of mobile peers
and the lack of centralized structures, routing algorithms should be robust and adaptive
working in decentralized and self-organizing way. [QW01, CDG05]
The new challenges include:
•
•
•
•

the variety of communication channels;
the communication bandwidth per channel is quite different;
the communication bandwidth for wireless network is much lower;
the environment is more unreliable, causing unreliable network connection and
increasing the likelihood of input data to be in faulty; and
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• ﬁxed routing is impossible.
Many MANET routing algorithms have been proposed. In the literature, the classical distinction is between table-driven and demand-driven algorithms. Table-driven algorithms,
such as DSDV, are purely proactive: all nodes try to maintain routes to all other nodes at all
times. This means that they need to keep track of all topology changes, which can be difﬁcult if there are a lot of nodes or if they are very mobile. Demand-driven algorithms, such
as AODV, are purely reactive: nodes only gather routing information when a data session
to a new destination starts, or when a route which is in use fails. Reactive algorithms are in
general more scalable since they reduce routing overhead, but they can suffer from oscillations in performance because they are never prepared for disruptive events. In practice,
many algorithms are hybrid (e.g. ZRP), using both proactive and reactive components.
The advantage of this kind of network is, that it does not require or even need any kind of
infrastructure, like a base station in a cellular network. Therefore ad hoc networks are best
suited for an environment, which is not able to provide any kind of infrastructure like for
disaster recovery.
In traditional distributed networks, data are collected by source peers, and then transmitted
to a higher-level processing peers which performs data fusion. During this process, large
amount of data are moved around the network, as is the typical scenario in the client/server
paradigm. [TZA03]
By transmitting the computation engine instead of data, in our understanding mobile
agents as a special kind of software which can execute autonomously, the new formed
Mobile Agent Mobile Ad-hoc Network (2MANET) offers the following important beneﬁts:
• Network bandwidth requirement is reduced. Instead of passing large amount of
raw data over the network through several round trips, only the agent with small
size is sent. This is especially important for real-time applications and where the
communication is through low-bandwidth wireless connections.
• Stability. Mobile agents can be sent when the network connection is alive and return results when the connection is re-established. Therefore, the performance of
2MANET is not much affected by the reliability of the network.
In our research we pursue a two way strategy. In the ﬁeld we are dealing with mobile
devices be part of the rescue operations. In contrast most of the time we only carry out
experiments under lab conditions. Research under rescue conditions in action seems too
great a risk for rescue forces in workaday life therefore we use exercises of precautionary
measures in the ﬁeld. Figure 3 presents a snap-shot of 2MANET rescue scenario in an
exhibition hall. Each spot symbolizes one rescue staff member in action and the way
covering his distance as light gray line. Other colors are indicated as follows: Red colored
spot means the starting point for data. The destination is marked by green spot. Blue
colored spots are whistle stops attended on the way.
The data way or the way of an agent depends on the environment availability (communication channels, communication bandwidth, peer reliability, services, etc.) per peer part
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Community

Rescue Worker

Figure 3: Mobile Agent Mobile Ad-hoc Network simulation

of that highly dynamic network occurence (in contrast a MANET is ad-hoc network in
a ﬁxed conﬁguration). As preliminary research result we combine conventional methods
of MANET hybrid routing policies, time-based memory of whistle stops, cloning strategies and decision making on peer site. This complex process is done within each agents
supported by peer services. [DCG] It is the way to achieve emergency force demands of
ad-hoc community composition. Depending on chronological situation on site data are
information addressed to different emergency units in variable transmission. So ﬁgure 3
presents three heterogeneous communities (in the area of D03, E07 and E02) composed
by ﬁreﬁghter, rescue service and police force. Based on the situation they are interested in
differend information maybe regulated by law. Therefore, we form a metalevel as an adhoc community upon on site heterogenous forces. An ad-hoc community composition of
rescue forces deﬁnes a situation driven need for information regulated by operation and/or
by act of law.

3.3

Personalization

In our rescue force scenario, understanding the situation is a key priority for rescuers.
Communication between actors is important for coordinating actions in place.
A lot of information is collected via radio communication or telephone and is written down
on sheets of paper. Information can get lost, written down twice or inconsistently, and
sometimes come to late to the people who urgently need this information. Besides, a huge
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amount of information is collected, e.g. in the control, and rescuers face an information
overﬂow and have to ﬁgure out relevant information.
Our research therefore focuses on new ways of offering information to the rescue force
members. The rapidly increasing amount of data available needs accurate compilation
depending on local workﬂows and the individual needs of a rescuer. Giving all information to all rescuers in an emergency situation will not be appropriate for huge amounts
of data. The information should be offered according to the current place of the rescuer
and near real-time. Furthermore, it is important to consider the rights of involved rescuers
to receive certain information. E.g., policemen are allowed to get statistical information
about the number of persons injured, but no details about concrete injuries of a certain
person. Organizational aspects also play an important role in information allocation and
ﬁltering. Members within the same rescue force on different organizational levels, and
members of different rescue forces have different information needs, goals and tasks to
perform according to their location.
Therefore, legal, organizational and situation dependent rules have to be deﬁned to make
sure that the right information comes to the right people. A personalization of information
is important. In contrast to customization, where users specify their preferences manually,
automatic personalization means automatic adaptation according to user proﬁles. Personalization is a data-intensive process and is based on the characteristics of the user (user
data, usage data) and the user’s context in which he/she is located or a certain action is
performed. In our context, several types of personalization can be applied: personalization
of content, structure or modality (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Different forms of personalization

Personalization of content means the automatic tailoring of information according to users’
proﬁles, that include needs or level of expertise. Relevant information can be retrieved and
the content can be selected according to the special location or context of activities that
have to be performed at a given point of time. [MC00] If all information would be recorded
electronically via a central database, it could be distributed with the help of a personalized
approach. In our scenario, e.g. special alarm words can be used to assign information
to a certain person (like information including the word injured people should ﬁrst go to
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emergency medical service units). Another possibility is a semi-automatic personalization
approach, where people writing down there information electronically decide via click
for which group of people this information should be relevant. People that receive this
information can mark information that is unimportant for them, so the system can learn
from user’s needs and can better decide about relevant information for a speciﬁc user.
Personalizing the structure of an application refers to altering the location of content including text, images or links. This helps to identify important information, but can also
facilitate a personalized navigation. [SC02] In rescue situations, relevant information have
to be easy to identify. Therefore, information relevant to the exact place of the rescuer, and
among these the most urgently things to be done should be displayed at ﬁrst sight.
The personalization of modality enables changes from text to other types of media to
present to the user. [ABD+ 04] These could be images, videos, maps or audio, if they are
available in the system. The selection of the modality can be done according to the kind of
content, or the user characteristics. For quick decision making in rescue situations, maps
to visualize places of injured people is easier and quicker to understand as a long textual
description.

4

Conclusion

In our paper,we introduced relevant ﬁelds for an ad-hoc community composition of rescue
forces. For implementing an overall system, we have to consider the complex application
domain. The understanding of processes and organizational cultures of different rescue
forces deﬁnes the basis for an successful IT support. In this context, the SpeedUp project
tries to integrate the users to evaluate relevant technologies and their possible implementation in rescue scenarios.
Due to different organizational structures of rescue forces and federalism in Germany,the
requirements for an overall system are quite diverse. Therefore we need ﬂexible technologies to support a lot of scenarios - starting from small action situations to major incidents.
Our paper discusses a ﬁrst approach to combine relevant technologies and research paradigms on different levels to outline an overall system.
In order to introduce such a system, rescue workers have to become familiar with the
handling. Therefore, it is essential to simulate different rescue scenarios in a training
phase. Our approach allows authentic training using the same system by simulating an
infrastructure and scenarios with the help of mobile software agents. Scenarios can be
displayed several times so that rescue workers can learn from different decision situations.
With this focus the proposed system is promising to achieve acceptance of rescue forces.
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Abstract: Because of several constraints in ad hoc networks, an adaptive ad hoc
routing protocol is increasingly required. In this paper, we propose a synopsis of an
adaptation process for an adaptive ad hoc routing protocol. Next, we put into
practice the analysis of the process of adaptation to mobility by realizing an
adaptive routing protocol: CSR (Cluster Source Routing) which is an extension of
a widely used ad hoc routing protocol: DSR (Dynamic source Routing). Mobility
and density metrics are considered to CSR<->DSR mode switching, it moves from
a flat architecture working in DSR to a virtual hierarchical architecture. With this
mode switching, CSR can enhance the scalability of the DSR routing protocol.

1 Introduction
In an ad hoc Network [MM04], a node communicates either through single-hop
transmission if the destination is in its transmission range, or by relying through
intermediate nodes using a routing protocol. If one of the nodes on the ad hoc network
has an internet connection, it is possible to share it with the other nodes on the network,
like in the case of a traditional local network. The standard ad hoc routing protocols
normalized by IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) are OLSR (Optimized Link State
Routing) [CJ03], TBRPF (Topology Dissemination based on Reverse-Path Forwarding
routing protocol) [OTL04], AODV (Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector) [PBD03] and
DSR (Dynamic source Routing) [JMH07].
However, users require an ad hoc routing protocol which performs more adaptive than a
standard ad hoc routing protocol because of several basic characteristics in an ad hoc
network, for example: a limited battery capacity, limited and varied bandwidth, dynamic
topology and mobility. Researches in adaptive ad hoc routing protocols have focused to
adapt protocol behaviors according to these constraints.
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To easily understand the mechanism of an adaptive ad hoc routing protocol, we propose
a synopsis of adaptation process. With this synopsis, we put into practice the analysis of
the process of adaptation to mobility by realizing an adaptive routing protocol: CSR
(Cluster Source Routing). CSR [JP07] developed by the IRIT laboratory is an example
of such an adaptive ad hoc routing protocol. CSR is a cluster-based extension of the DSR
protocol, a popular deployed ad hoc routing protocol. CSR improves the scalability of
DSR in high-density and low-mobility networks. CSR using a mode adaptation is
regarded in the aspect of Cluster Head and Server selection. As CSR protocol defines a
mode switching (it moves from a flat architecture working in DSR to a hierarchical
architecture).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a protocol adaptation
view about related works, adaptation in the protocol stack. Section 3 illustrates CSR
fundamental and how it adapts its behavior according to mobility and density metrics.

2 Protocol Adaptation View
2.1 Related Works
An adaptive ad hoc routing protocol uses metrics to adapt its behaviors. In [YBD09], we
define the definition of metric; the metric is a measure indicating the state of a node, its
neighborhoods, or the entire network, for example, energy level, transmission power,
mobility etc... The measure may be a combination of several parameters such as a
number of nodes, number of links, energy state...
Many researches use a mobility metric to adapt the system. Adaptive Routing Protocol
for Manets (ARPM) [Se06] begins with using the proactive behavior and dynamically
eliminates routing tables and switch to reactive behavior whenever the mobility degree
exceeds a certain threshold. Adapting to Route Demand and Mobility (ARM) protocol
[AS02] uses the rate of neighbor change as mobility metric. Fast-OLSR [BMA02]
considers the number of neighbor changes as mobility metric. A node reduces its HelloInterval when this metric reaches a predefined threshold. In [YPD07], we use link
duration metric to improve MPR selection process.
In other ways, some protocols use a density metric to adapt their behavior. Density
adaptive routing protocol (DAR) [Li08] utilizes the local network density to determine
the packet forwarding zone; in dense areas, it narrows the forwarding range to reduce the
total number of participants in flooding; in sparse area, it enlarges the forwarding scope
to enclose enough nodes for packet relaying. LAKER [LM03], a LAR-based protocol,
utilizes population density distribution and other knowledge for route guiding and
passing around the void area.
2.2 Adaptation in the Protocol Stack
Our work focuses on a metric strategy to improve an adaptive routing protocol. First, it
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is necessary to understand how adaptation process works and what it consists of. In this
step, we propose a synopsis of an adaptation process (Figure 1) by considering three sets
of element: network environment, which is perceptible through metric, behavior to
adapt, i.e. the algorithms to be applied to depend on metric values, and performance
which we are trying to optimize. Therefore, the elements of the adaptation process
consist of :
A) Metric
The metric gives values that can be used to adapt protocol behaviors. Several metrics
could be used by the algorithm of adaptation, such as a routing protocol adapts its
operation to the network density and mobility [JP07]. An environmental metric can be
used to select a route or to establish a routing structure in an adaptive routing protocol.
B) Types and Policy of Adaptive Algorithms
Adaptive algorithms can be classified in 2 types: Auto and Cross-layer adaptations. The
parameters taken into account in metric calculation may come from a single layer called
as auto-adaptation, or several layers called as cross-layer or multiple-layers [SM05]
adaptation. In this paper, auto-adaptation is evaluated because of its simplicity.
The adaptive algorithms can be also classified in 2 policies: Parameters and Mode
adaptations.
Parameter adaptation: a protocol sets its parameters according to the state of its
environment. Examples of such adaptation are:


A transport protocol computes its window according to the emission rate parameter
of congestion;



A routing protocol chooses neighbors, links, or route depending on the stability or
on the delay;



A routing protocol adjusts its broadcast timer (for proactive routing) based on the
network mobility: if the network is high mobility, the broadcast timer is short
duration while it is important in low mobility case [QK06].

Mode adaptation: protocol changes its behavior depending on its environmental
condition. For example:


A transport protocol stops to increase its retransmission timer if an important level
of mobility is detected [CPJ07];



A routing protocol works in a mode (e.g. reactive, non architecture) and the number
of mobile nodes increases, it switched to the other mode (e.g. proactive, with cluster
architecture) [JP07].

C) Performances
Last element is the performance which adaptation seeks to optimize. We investigate the
conventional performance characteristics of fixed network: throughput, delay, which
adds energy.
A synopsis of an adaptation process is illustrated in Figure 1:
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Initially (Figure 1-a), a given node receives information (a set of parameters)
coming from a single layer or multiple-layers. This information can be acquired
from local source; such as node itself, or global source; such as neighbor nodes or
network.



Next (Figure 1-b), the parameters are taken into account in metric calculation.



An adaptation strategy uses the values of metric calculation (Figure 1-c), for
example the strategy may consider the M1 and M2 Metrics at the same time or only
M1 metric or M2 metric beyond M1 metric or etc…



The results of adaptation strategy are (Figure 1-d) to adapt a protocol behavior.



After this adaptation, network parameters are changed by a node’s mobility, giving
new information to the given node to repeat the adaptation process (Figure 1-e).

Figure 1: Synopsis of an adaptation process

3 Cluster Source Routing Protocol (CSR)
In this section, we put into practice the analysis of the process of adaptation to mobility
by realizing an adaptive routing protocol: CSR (Cluster Source Routing) which is an
extension of a widely used ad hoc routing protocol: DSR (Dynamic source Routing).
CSR is a source routing protocol and an architecture routing protocol. This protocol aims
to increase the scalability of DSR with regard to network size and node mobility in an
adaptive way. CSR is an auto-adaptation considering local information: a number of
route errors as mobility metric and a number of neighbors as density metric. These
metrics are obtained from node itself. CSR takes a strategy using a combination of these
two metrics to change its mode and uses density metric to select a Cluster Head and
Server.
Nodes can switch from DSR to CSR (DSR<->CSR) mode if the network stability and
the local density are sufficient. DSR<->CSR mode is gainful on dense network
configuration. The benefit of DSR-CSR especially grows with node density.
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The CSR extension procedures are totally transparent and ensure full compatibility
between native DSR and DSR<->CSR nodes. In fact, the DSR packet format is
conserved. Native DSR and DSR<->CSR nodes can communicate since CSR integrates
the DSR protocol. The CSR procedures are carried out through the DSR option
mechanisms. Appropriate option codes are chosen to allow native DSR nodes to treat
packets if necessary.
CSR [JP07] aims to increase the scalability of DSR with regard to network size and node
mobility in an adaptive way. Nodes can switch from DSR to CSR (DSR<->CSR) mode
if the network stability and the local density are sufficient. DSR<->CSR mode is gainful
on dense network configuration. The benefit of DSR-CSR especially grows with node
density.

Figure 2: CSR model

The network is partitioned according to a 2-level hierarchical architecture (Figure 2).
The lower level of cluster is the cell (0-Cell cluster). Each node within the cell is 1-hop
away from the Cluster Head. Communication between 0-Cell clusters is completed
through gateway nodes. The upper level of cluster (1-Server cluster) is formed by a set
of cells. The associated cluster leader is named Server. Each node has four statuses:


Undefined: the node has not yet obtained a valid status and is running the native
DSR protocol.



Node: a station which can use the CSR mode.



Cluster Head: the cluster leader of the 0-Cell cluster.



Server: the cluster leader of the 1-Server cluster.

Mobility and density metrics can be considered in an individual or combined way. In
CSR, the mobility and the density metrics are used, by default, separately in order to
perform the mode switching (Figure 3). The number of Route Errors is selected as the
mobility metric and the number of neighbors in the route cache provides the density
metric. Metrics are periodically computed. The values of the thresholds are as follows:
M1 (low) = 2, M2 (high) = 4, D1 (low) = 2 and D2 (high) = 5.
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Figure 3: CSR states

A node switches to DSR mode if it experiences more CSR errors than the predefined
MAX value. The MAX value is set to 3. CSR errors are caused by failures in setting up
the architecture. On receiving an ABORT packet from the Server, a node also switches to
DSR mode. Server sends an ABORT packet when it is about to give up its role.
Mobility and density metrics can be considered in an individual or combined way. In
CSR default, the mobility and density metrics are separately used to perform the mode
switching. The number of Route Errors is selected as the mobility metric and the number
of neighbors in the route cache provides the density metric. Metrics are periodically
computed. The computation timer value is set to 6s. The mode change is detailed below.
Each node which runs DSR-CSR protocol could experience three states (Figure 5):




DSR: The node uses DSR Route Discovery and DSR Route Maintenance. If
network dynamics are favorable (high density and low mobility), the node enters
DSR+ state. Two thresholds of mode switching are defined for both the Mobility
metric (M1<M2) and the Density metric (D1 < D2):
o Mobility > M2 or Density < D1: the node stays in DSR mode (high
mobility and/or low density).
o Mobility ≤ M2 and Density ≥ D1: the node changes from DSR to DSR+
mode if it receives a CSR packet (average mobility and density).
o Mobility ≤ M1 and Density ≥ D2: the node switches from DSR to DSR+
mode (low mobility and high density).
DSR+: The node uses DSR Route Discovery and Route Maintenance. However,
clustering procedures are used to set up or to recover the CSR architecture. If
clustering procedures succeed, the node enters CSR state. Else, it goes into DSR
state. After its election, Server sets a timer and waits for Cluster Heads Registration
to obtain its routing information. On timer expiration, Server is operational. When
Server sends back a Registration Reply, it indicates to Cluster Head whether the
CSR architecture is active or not. During DSR+ state, Server could stop CSR mode
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by broadcasting an ABORT packet in the network (for example, few registered
Cluster Heads indicating a low global density) and pass into DSR mode.
After its election, each Cluster Head registers to the Server. If the Registration
procedure fails, Cluster Head will initiate a Server election. On MAX election
failures, Cluster Head passes into DSR state. When Cluster Head receives a
Registration Reply, it checks whether the CSR mode is operational or not. If so, it
enters the CSR state and signals operational CSR mode to its cluster members
through each Cell Maintenance packet. Else, it sets a timer and only goes into CSR
state on its expiration. On receiving an ABORT, each Cluster Head switches to DSR
state.
On receiving a Cell maintenance packet, the node checks whether the CSR is
operational (use of CSR Route Discovery) or not (use of DSR Route Discovery).
Each Node switches to DSR state if it receives an ABORT.


CSR: Node uses CSR Route Discovery and Route Maintenance. CSR mode is
operational and Cluster maintenance procedures are applied. Server broadcasts an
ABORT message when it is about to give up its role because of network dynamics
and switches to DSR state. If Server receives a packet from a higher criterion
Server, it becomes Cluster Head and enters the DSR+ state. If Server is unreachable,
the Cluster Head locally broadcasts a Cell Maintenance packet indicating to its
cluster members that CSR architecture is not operational. Then, it applies the
Registration procedure and switches to DSR+ mode. On receiving an ABORT,
Cluster Heads and Nodes switch to DSR state.

3.1 CSR Procedures
The required procedures to operate the CSR extension are divided into two categories:
Routing procedures serve to the discovery and maintenance of routes and Clustering
procedures serve to the establishment and maintenance of virtual architecture.
3.1.1
Routing Procedures
Instead of diffusing a route request in the entire network, a route request in CSR mode is
directly managed to the Server (transparently to the nodes, a Cluster Head manages this
request). When a node has to send a packet, its Route is firstly searched for a route
reaching to the destination. If such a route is not discovered, a Route Discovery (Figure
4) is launched using the non-propagating Route Request of DSR (Time To Live=1) by
locally broadcasting a Route Request in its cell. If such a route exists in the cache of the
Cluster Head of the cell, it is replied to the source node. If no route is known, the Route
Request is transmitted to the Server (the path is known based on the periodic Topology
Discovery of the Server). The Server verifies whether the destination survives. If so, the
route between the source and the destination is created using its topology knowledge and
a Route Reply is sends it back to the source node. Otherwise, Server asks all the Cluster
Heads to find the required destination. Each Cluster Head investigates the destination in
its cell using a non-propagating Route Request. A positive reply is send back to the
Server, if a Cluster Head localizes the destination,
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The Server modernizes its topology information and replies to the source node. If it
cannot indicate the destination, it sends back a Route Error packet (informing the
unreachable destination) to the source. On receiving this Route Error from the Server,
the node reinitiates a DSR Route Discovery.
In case of successive failures (maintenance clustering phase) route request is broadcasts
through the network (DSR or DSR+ mode). CSR routing is completely transparent to the
nodes: a DSR node without this extension can operate in the network.

Figure 4: CSR Route Discovery

3.1.2
Clustering Procedures
In CSR, each node must obtain a status (Node or Cluster Head) to proceed with the CSR
mode set up. Each Node is managed by a Cluster Head which forwards its Route
Requests to the Server.
The set up of cells is based on the highest-connectivity degree algorithm; we can say that
it is based on a density (D) metric. When a node enters CSR routing mode, it initiates the
GetStatus procedure. Nodes which do not belong to a cluster are called uncovered nodes.
To obtain a status, each uncovered node locally broadcasts a Route Request which
contains its election criterion and indicates its undefined status (a Status packet). A
specific option code is used to prevent neighboring native DSR nodes from processing
the packet [JMH07]. Once the Status packet is broadcasted, the node waits for a
GetStatus period. If a packet from a Cluster Head is received before GetStatus expires,
the node initializes its status to Node. Else, on receiving a Status packet, the node checks
its routing mode: CSR mode: it compares the packet election criterion with its own, DSR
mode: it checks its adaptation criterion. If its criterion is suitable enough to switch to
CSR mode, the node starts the GetStatus procedure and native DSR: it just discards the
packet (unknown option code).
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If the node has the local highest criterion (the lowest ID is preferred in case of tie), it sets
up its status to Cluster Head and broadcasts a Cell Maintenance packet indicating its
status. Thus, its neighbors take the Node status and stop their GetStatus procedure. If a
node does not have the local highest criterion and does not hear any Cluster Head, it
becomes itself Cluster Head at the end of the procedure.
Periodically, each Cluster Head locally broadcasts a Cell Maintenance packet to
maintain its cell. If Node has not heard any Cluster Head during a Status period, it
applies again the GetStatus procedure. The selected Cluster Head revocation algorithm is
LCC (Least Cluster Change) in order to control the number of Cluster Heads [Ch97]:
when two Cluster Heads are within transmission range, the lower-criterion one gives up
its role and becomes Node. Thus, Cluster Heads are at least 2-hop away.
3.2 Server Selection Algorithm
The Server is elected among Cluster Heads and selected on the election criterion. At the
beginning of the procedure, Cluster Heads initialize their candidate criterion variable
with their election criterion value and the candidate address variable with their own
address. Each Cluster Head which initiates an election broadcasts an Election packet in
its 3-hop neighborhood. This Election packet is a DSR Route Request which contains the
election criterion of the Cluster Head.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, the synopsis of an adaptation process is proposed to easily comprehend
how an adaptive ad hoc routing protocol works. With this synopsis, we put into practice
the analysis of the adaptation process to mobility by realizing in an adaptive ad hoc
routing protocol: CSR. Cluster Source Routing adapts the DSR routing protocol to
various conditions of mobility and density in ad hoc networks. The strategy of CSR <->
DSR mode switching is a combination of the number of Route Errors and the number of
neighbor nodes as mobility and density metric respectively. These metrics are considered
because it is simple; readily available the studied protocol, but efficient; signaling
minimizing and no extra modification.
Improving the scalability of the DSR routing protocol can be achieved by realizing on a
2-level hierarchical scheme (0-Cell and 1-Server clusters) in CSR. Route Requests are
transmitted to the 1-Server leader, considered as an upper level of Route Cache, to
prevent network flooding. Then, data are transferred based on native DSR. Clustering
procedures are specified to set up and maintain the CSR architecture. Each station
separately adapts its routing mode (DSR or CSR) based on the mobility and density
metrics. Computation methods of adaptation criteria are illustrated to authorize the
change between modes and to adapt the routing variables.
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Optimizing Mobile Networks Connectivity and Routing
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Abstract: Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs) are complex systems presenting a
phase transition phenomenon : an abrupt change in the behavior of the network around
a critical value of a certain key parameter. The reliability and connectivity of MANETs
depend on their size and on the efﬁciency of the routing protocol. In this paper we
propose a new approach in MANETs modeling, combining percolation theory and
epidemic algorithms. Using percolation theory we show the existence of a connectivity
threshold (in a square lattice) needed to guarantee the communications in the network,
in particular when the number of direct links are limited. Epidemic algorithms are
used to provide a good propagation of information in the network wile minimizing the
resources cost (energy, number of messages...).

1

Introduction

A complex system is a network composed of mutually interacting elements, where the
global behaviour of the system can not be deduced from the sum of its components and
their properties. One of the most important particularities of complex systems concerns
the global phase transition phenomenon, which occurs around a critical value of a key
parameter leading to the appearance of a new property in the system. From the phase
transition point of view MANETs can be considered as a complex system.
A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a network composed of a set of nodes communicating over paths composed of one or a sequence of wireless links. A wireless link is
established when tow nodes are within a certain distance corresponding to the transmission radius (ﬁgure 1). Nodes mobility implies unpredictable wireless links formation and
removal explaining the dynamic topology of the network. Since we are dealing with a
propagation of information over a random structure, percolation theory (see section IV)
offers an adapted theoretical framework to study the behavior of such a system.
The mobility allowed by MANETs and the facility of their deployment (they do not rely
on a preexisting infrastructure to communicate) permitted important and various applications such as mobile detection systems and military communications. But, nowadays, the
popularity of MANETs is due to the widespread availability of wireless devices such as
cell phones, PDAs and WiFi/Bluetooth enabled laptops. [SCS03]
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Recent studies [GK98], [KWB01] and [KWBP02] showed the existence of phase transition phenomena in MANETs. In [KWB01] tow aspects are presented :
• there is a critical value of the energy (i.e. transmission radius) spent by each node to
guarantee the connectivity of the network with high probability.
• It is possible to conceive an efﬁcient routing protocol using probabilistic epidemic
algorithms. These algorithms are able to diffuse information on the whole network
with high probability when the probability of retransmission of a message at each
node is higher than a critical value pc .
The new tendency in the study of phase transition phenomena observed in MANETs, and
more generally in large-scale networks, concerns the applicability of percolation theory
[KWB01], [SCS03] and the usefulness of the probabilistic epidemic algorithms [EGKM04],
[KMG01]. From our point of view percolation and diffusion theory may be complementary in the MANET context. In fact, it is possible to solve, using both theories, tow dependent aspects : a good diffusion of information in the network (needed for routing, broadcast
and communication) and its connectivity (needed to reach each node). The use of epidemic
algorithms instead of the classic ﬂooding approach permits a limitation in the redundant
messages and the waste of limited resources (energy, bandwidth,...). We can also avoid the
problem known as Broadcast storm problem corresponding to a situation where too much
redundant messages are generated at the same time impeding communications.[SCS03]
The rest of the paper is organized as follows : in section II, the basic phase transition
phenomena observed in MANETs are presented. The section III concerns random graph
theory, traditionally used to model the behavior of complex networks, and presents the
mathematical formulation of the phase transition property. Percolation theory and diffusion theory are subject of section IV. We present, in section V, our mixed modeling
approach using both percolation theory and diffusion theory to guarantee the connectivity and the broadcast in the network while reducing the resources cost. We conclude, in
section VI, with a discussion of the results and future work.

2

Phase transition in MANET

There are two main phase transition phenomena in MANETs with uniform ﬁxed radius :
the ﬁrst one concerns the conductivity in the network and the second one is related to the
efﬁciency of epidemic algorithms in broadcasting information in the whole system.

2.1

The network conductivity

The communications in a network need not only a good routing protocol, but also the
existence of an open path (sequence of wireless links) between each pair of nodes. The
network conductivity expresses its ability to propagate a message between two nodes.
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MANET’s topology is organized according to the relative distance between the nodes.
Tow nodes establish a direct link, if they are within a certain distance corresponding to the
transmission radius. The dynamic topology of MANETs, due to the mobility of the nodes,
requires a new algorithmic approach to ensure a good conductivity of the network and to
guarantee the functioning of communication protocols.
Recent works [GK98] then [KWB01] and [KWBP02] have shown the existence of a critical level of transmission power provided by each node to ensure with high probability the
connectivity of the network. Percolation theory is a good theoretical framework to study
this phase transition phenomenon because we can determine, using simulations the value
of the threshold of connectivity.

2.2

Message broadcasting

The mobility of the nodes poses also an other problem concerning the routing protocol1
used in the network [BBBS03]. In fact, because of the changing topology of the network, broadcasting is a very important communication primitive for routing. The classical
broadcasting method uses ﬂooding : an algorithm for distributing messages to every part
of a connected network2 . But this approach is not optimal and generates a high number
of redundant messages, wasting limited resources such as bandwidth and energy. There
is an other approach [EGKM04], [SCS03] consisting in forwarding messages with probability p. In these diffusion models there is a phase transition around a critical value pc
[KWBP02]. For p < pc the probability that the message reaches each node of the network
is very low and for p > pc this probability is very high. The value of pc depends on the
topology of the graph modeling the network.

3

Random graphs

Random Graph Theory was introduced in 1959 by Paul Erdös and Alfred Rényi. A random
graph G, is a graph generated using a stochastic process called random graph model. In
a random graph model, there is generally a key parameter permitting to vary the average
density of the graph. Here are the basic random graph models :
• Fixed edge number model (the original Erdös-Rényi model): G = G(n, e), given
a number of edges e and a number of vertices n, choose G uniformly at random
among all possible graphs (n, e). This model is not adapted to the MANET context
because of the variability of the number of links (i.e. edges).
• The Bernoulli model (known as the binomial model): G = G(n, p), given a number
1 Routing is a mean of discovering paths in computer networks along which information can be sent. Routing
directs forwarding, the passing of logically addressed packets from their source toward their ultimate destination
through intermediary nodes, called routers.
2 The name derives from the concept of inundation by a ﬂood.
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Figure 1: MANET’s structure.

of vertices n , and a probability p, generate the graph G such that, for each pair
of vertices, there is an edge connecting them with probability p. This model is
the most studied one, but it is not really adapted for MANETs modeling because
it does not take into account the relative distance between the nodes. In fact, in
MANETs even if the conﬁguration of the network changes randomly, its topology is
determined by the transmission radius constraint. Contrarily, in the Bernoulli model,
each couple of nodes is susceptible to have an edge even if the distance separating
them is important.
• The random geometric graph : G = G(n, r), given a number of vertices n randomly
placed, according to some probability distribution in the Euclidian plane, generate a
graph such that there is an edge between each Xi and Xj if and only if :
|Xi − Xj | < r
where i = j and i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., (n − 1), n} and r a ﬁxed parameter. This model is
similar to the MANETs link construction rules, and for this reason it is appropriate
to describe this kind of networks.
• Dynamic model : G = G(n, t), given a number of vertices n, the graph is constructed by adding uniformly at random an edge at each time-step. This model is
useful to describe the evolution and functioning of static networks, but it does not
allow a realistic modeling of MANET.
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Formally, G(n, p) is a probability space over graphs. Given any graph theoretic property
A there will be a probability that G(n, p) satisﬁes A, which we write P [G(n, p) |= A].
When A is monotone P [G(n, p) |= A] is a monotone function of p. For example, let A
be the event “G is triangle free”. Let X be the number of triangles contained in G(n, p).
Linearity of expectation gives
n 3
E[X] =
p
3
This suggests the parametrization p =

c
n.

Then

lim E[X] = lim

n→∞

n→∞

n 3
c3
p =
3
6

The distribution of X is asymptotically Poisson and
lim P [G(n, p) |= A] = lim P [X = 0] = e

n→∞

n→∞

We can see that
lim e

c→0

−c3
6

and
lim e

c→∞

−c3
6

−c3
6

=1
=0

The ﬁrst triangles always appear at p = Θ( n1 ). This means that the probability that the
graph G(n, p) contains a triangle approaches 1 as n approaches inﬁnity. It was a central
observation of Erdös and Renyi that many natural graph theoretic properties become true
in a very narrow range of p. They made the following key deﬁnition:
r(n) is called a threshold function for a graph theoretic property A if
• when p

r(n), limn→∞ P [G(n, p) |= A] = 0

• when p

r(n), limn→∞ P [G(n, p) |= A] = 1

In the case of our example

1
n

is a threshold function for A =“G is triangle free”.

The transition observed around the threshold function is similar to the characteristic zeroone law in the ﬁrst order properties in random graphs. First order properties are those that
can be described using a language based on the usual logic Boolean operators (∧, ∨, ¬), the
equality (=) and adjacency (∼) relations and the universal quantiﬁers3 (∃, ∀). For example, the property “there is a triangle” can be written (∃u ∃v ∃w s.t.(u )∧(v ∼ w)∧(u ∼ w)).
Theorem 3.1 For all ﬁrst order graph property A:
limn→∞ P [G(n, p) |= A] = 0 or 1.
3 Quantiﬁcation

only over vertices
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Figure 2: Phase transition in the probability of connectivity in the Bernoulli model (with n=15).
Source: [KWB01].

The transition is obtained when p reaches a critical value pc called transition threshold.
Although the property “the graph is connected” is not a ﬁrst order property, it exhibits a
zero-one transition in the Bernoulli model (ﬁgure 2). In [KWB01] is given the following
conjecture:
properties which satisfy a zero-one law for Bernoulli Random Graphs also
satisfy a zero-one law for the Fixed radius model.
The existence of a phase transition phenomenon in the ﬁxed radius geometric random
graphs offers an opportunity to study the behavior of MANET’s connectivity and message
delivery, respectively, as a percolation and diffusion processes.

4

Percolation and epidemic diffusion

As complex systems presents generally a phase transition phenomenon according to a certain property and its global behavior can not be deduced from the behavior of its components, it is important to study them using the appropriate theoretical tools. Among theories
using a holistic (or systemic) approach to explain the passage from the individual to the
collective, from the micro to the macro, Percolation Theory is the most adapted in the
MANET’s context : it studies the deterministic propagation of a ﬂuid (or an information)
on a random medium (or structure).
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4.1

Deﬁnition

The percolation model was ﬁrst introduced by Simon Broadbent et John M. Hammersley
in 1957, using the example of a porous stone immersed in a bucket of water. This fundamental question was asked: What is the probability that the center of the stone is wetted?
Equivalently, what is the probability that an inﬁnite size percolation cluster of pores exists
[Gr99]. Of course this depends on the porosity of the stone (i.e. the density of pores)

4.2

The general description of a percolation model

The physical problem is mathematically modeled as a network of elements (or vertices)
where the connections (or edges) between each two neighbors may be open (allowing the
liquid to pass through) with probability p, or closed with probability (1−p). For a given p,
what is the probability that an open path exists from the top to the bottom? Mostly we are
interested in the behavior for large n. As is quite typical, it is actually easier to examine
inﬁnite networks than just large ones. In this case the corresponding question is : does
there exist an inﬁnite open cluster ? That is, is there a path of connected points of inﬁnite
length ”through” the network. In this case we may use Kolmogorov’s zero-one law to see
that, for any given p, the probability that an inﬁnite cluster exists is either zero or one.
Since this probability is increasing, there must be a critical probability pc such that (ﬁgure
3) :
P (p)

= 0 si p < pc
= 1 if p > pc

Where P is the percolation probability which indicates the probability of appearance of
the giant cluster in the system.
A model where we open and close vertices rather than edges, is called site percolation
(ﬁgure 4 a) while the model described above is more properly called bond percolation
(ﬁgure 4 b). The model where the uncertainty concerns both sites and bonds is called
mixed percolation (ﬁgure 4 c).
Even if this mathematical model was initially used to describe critical phenomena in statistical physics, its polyvalence and efﬁciency to characterize non-linear phenomena, led
the scientiﬁc community to apply this theory to model the behavior of biological systems,
social networks and economical systems. Recently, in [SCS03] the usefulness of Percolation Theory to ensure the broadcast on MANETs is exposed, and [EGKM04] recommend
the use of probabilistic epidemic algorithms to ensure the efﬁciency of routing on large
networks. From our point of view, it is important to take into account both approaches
in the MANET’s context. It is important to be interested in epidemic diffusion because
it exhibits a phase transition phenomenon on one hand, and allows to tackle the problem
from a complementary point of view to that of percolation on the other hand. The latter, is
generally presented as being the dual of diffusion theory where the stochastic mechanism
concerns the propagation process.
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Figure 3: Phase transition around pc . (Source : Stauffer and Aharony (1992), In [Pa01] p.50)

Figure 4: Basic percolation models
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4.3

Epidemic diffusion

Epidemic diffusion is a particular case of diffusion theory. It was initiated by Francis Galton in the XIX th century in order to study mathematically the chances of survival of the
names of noble families. His model known as Galton-Watson process or Branching process [AN72], considers a population of males xr belonging to the generation r where each
individual gives birth, independently from the others, to k individuals with a probability
pk that will participate in the generation r + 1. Starting with generation 1 with only one
individual the probability of extinction is
pkext pk

pext =
k0

The probability of extinction depends on the average number of descendants f = k0 kpk
and thus on the weights of probability pk . By varying the parameter f a phase transition
appears around a critical value fc : the probability of extinction is very weak (P → 0) for
f > fc and very high (P → 1) for f fc .
Based on the epidemic diffusion paradigm, different algorithms known as epidemic algorithms were developed to guarantee a good propagation of information in particular in the
context of distributed applications but also to improve routing protocols in large networks.
These algorithms are known as pro-active algorithms in the sense that they disseminate
information through the network to avoid a potential failure of certain links or certain
nodes [EGKM04]. However, the majority of the algorithms used currently are of réactifs
type : they react to a failure by sending a second time the lost information (or message).
Epidemic algorithms are based on the following properties :
• each node of the network is potentially implied in the dissemination process.
• each node retransmits the received message in a probabilistic way to a subset of
nodes of the network.
• each algorithm is characterized by a set of key parameters which differ according to
the probabilistic diffusion rules
The general epidemic diffusion model is characterized by a stochastic retransmission process of the messages received by each node. The nodes have a capacity of reception b, a
number f indicating the maximum number of randomly selected nodes to retransmit the
message to them and a parameter t indicating the number of repetition of the same procedure by the same node. The differences between the models of epidemic diffusion lie in
the values of these three parameters b, f and t.

5

A mixed model to optimize MANETs connectivity and routing

The communications in MANETs require a general diffusion of certain messages which
requires, itself, a total connectivitity of the network. There are thus two dependent prob-
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lems, but of different nature, to solve : the connexity (of topological nature) and diffusion (of algorithmic nature). In order to solve at the same time the two aspects of the
problem, we propose a mixed model made up of two complementary sub-models. A
percolation based modeling of MANETs can guarantee the connectivity of the network
with very strong probability while minimizing the resources necessary (energy of transmission). Then, on the random structure thus created, is applied a stochastic epidemic
diffusion algorithm allowing to ensure a total diffusion of a message through the network,
while minimizing the total number of messages to be retransmitted to disseminate information. For the structural representation of MANETs we used a correspondence between
a random geometrical graph and site percolation. Because models are mathematical representations for which the relevance must be checked, we specify in this document the basic
assumptions and the different components of the model.

5.1

Hypotheses of the model

We consider a mobile network composed of nodes with a ﬁxed and uniform transmission radius. We suppose that the speed of nodes is lower than that of the transmission of
messages. It is also supposed that the transmission radius of nodes is sufﬁciently small
(compared to the size of the network) in order to allow a modeling of node’s mobility
by discrete steps. Lastly, because our model is two-dimensional, we suppose that two
nodes cannot occupy the same co-ordinates (i.e. site) at the same time in the Euclidean
plan and that each node cannot be connected directly to more than eight neighbors (Moore
neighborhood).

5.2

MANETs connectivity using percolation theory

Figures 5 and 6 represent an instantaneous conﬁguration of a MANET with a ﬁxed and
uniform transmission radius and the corresponding connectivity. In the beginning we are
interested in guaranteeing the connexity of the graph modelling the network. Indeed, we
do not consider the conductivity of the network (i.e its capacity to propagate a message
between two nodes), we rather seek a threshold guaranteeing the connexity of the graph
allowing to reach each node of the network. Therefore, we cannot use the traditional
model of percolation considering this theory is closer to the concept of conductivity than
of connectivity (or connexity), because it only indicates the existence of an inﬁnite cluster
allowing to join the edges of the system, but does not guarantee the existence of a single
cluster on the network (there can be small ﬁnite size clusters when percolation occurs). We
thus propose a site percolation model which we called a percolation-connectivity model.
At the theoretical level, even if we have a theorem due to P. Gupta and P.R. Kumar [GK98]
concerning the connectivity of the mobile networks with ﬁxed transmission radius this
formula is not adapted when we have a restriction concerning the number of direct neighbors (for example in the case of entities communicating using optical communications
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Figure 5: A random conﬁguration of a MANET with a ﬁxed transmission radius.

log n
in a square lattice). In fact, the determined critical value rc =
n guaranteeing the
connectivity of the network implies that the mean number of direct connections per node
around the threshold is Θ(log n).

By establishing a correspondence between a geometrical random graph and a site percolation model, we can expect to observe a phase transition concerning the connectivity of the
simulated mobile network. This correspondence is built according to following elements :
• To model the evolution of a MANET conﬁguration over time, we use successive
generations of a random geometrical graph in a square lattice deﬁned in Z 2 (the
occupied sites will represent the nodes of the network). let N1 be a random variable representing the number of nodes. For a given realization the N1 nodes are
distributed randomly (according to a uniform distribution) in a square surface c × c.
Two points x and y are directly connected if and only if d(x, y) < r where r is the
transmission radius.
• From the percolation point of view, we are interested in determining the critical
density necessary to ensure the connexity of the network with a high probability.
We consider only the case of site percolation meaning that when nodes are in the
neighborhood of each other, the established communication link is functional with
a probability pl = 1. We consider a square network in which if a site is occupied,
the transmission radius covers its closer neighbors. We choose here a Moore neighborhood. Thus, for a geometrical random graph G(N1 , r) the transmission radius
covers all the sites in the neighborhood of the active site (ﬁgure 7). Supposing a
large network, the conﬁgurations of the n sites (total number of sites of the square
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Figure 6: The resulting connectivity of the conﬁguration shown in ﬁgure 5.

lattice) are given by the state vector e where ei = 1 if the site is occupied by a mobile node and ei = 0 if not. The number of occupied sites by nodes N1 is a random
variable N1 (p, n) and the concentration corresponding to the total rate of active sites
is also a random variable c(p, n) = N1 (p, n)/n = i ei /n. Then :
lim c(p, n) = ē = p

n→∞

where p is the probability of activity of a site. The probability of activity of a site
thus merges with the density of active sites in the network.
Conjecture :
In the percolation-connectivity model that we propose, there exists a threshold of the density of active sites at which the graph is connected with a very strong probability.
∃ pc

|

∀(Si , Sj ), i = j

P [Si ∼ Sj ]
P [Si ∼ Sj ]

=0
=1

if
if

ppc
ppc

where ∼ expresses the existence of a relation between two sites of the network. Two sites
are related to each other if and only if, they belong to the same cluster.
We can then determine the threshold of connectivity by estimating the critical density using
simulation. A preliminary simulations carried out using NetLogo conﬁrm the existence
of a threshold of connectivity, related to the density of the network. This value ranges
between 0,58 and 0, 61 (ﬁgure 8 and 9).
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Figure 7: Correspondence between a discrete geometric random graph and a site percolation model.

Figure 8: The network is not totally connected for p = 0.58.
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Figure 9: The network is not totally connected for p = 0.61.

5.3

Epidemic diffusion over the network

We propose in the following an algorithm of epidemic diffusion in which we incorporate
rules aiming at reducing the number of redundant messages on the network. Our model
simulates not only the connectivity of the network according to the density of the nodes
but it simulates simultaneously the epidemic diffusion on the network. This allows to see
the evolution of the quality of the diffusion according to the density (i.e.conductivity) of
the network. The objective is to determine a threshold which allows to optimize at the
same time conductivity and diffusivity (i.e. capacity to disseminate information) on the
network.
To study the diffusion in a random network produced by a model of percolation, P. - G
De Gennes introduced the method of “the ant in a labyrinth”. It is a method of analysis of
diffusion on a structure given through a random walk, based on a relation established by
Einstein between conductivity and diffusion in an identical network [Pa01]. The original
model consists in parachuting an ant (in our situation, it is the initialization of a message)
on an active site, then at each time step, the ant evolves/moves randomly through contiguous active sites. The clusters of active sites are interpreted like possible paths. For a
critical rate (i.e. probability) of sites activity, the ant entirely crosses the network. This
value is generally given with the method of Monte Carlo. There are several alternatives
to this model and the difference lies in the rules of displacement. Thus, an ant can be, for
example, equipped with a mnemonic intelligence allowing it to leave a trace on its passage. In our problems, we want a quick and global diffusion over the network. With this
intention, we associate the stochastic diffusion to the epidemic model. We want to be at the
same time above the threshold of percolation to guarantee the conductivity of the network
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and at the needed threshold of diffusion in order to limit the costs in term of resources (a
number of messages, band-width. . . ).

Stochastic and epidemic diffusion algorithm
Let m be a message to disseminate over the network.
• ∀i ∈ [0, n − 1]
• choose uniformly at random an active site s0 .
• initiate a message m at s0
• if si receives the message for the ﬁrst time
then it forwards it to his neighbors (excepting the one from which he received the
message) with a probability p.
• if si have already received the message
then it stops forwarding the message(to avoid unnecessary messages)
The complexity of the algorithm in number of messages is O(n). In fact, in the worst case
the node where the message is initiated have just only one and new neighbor at each time
step and all these nodes will not propagate the message. In that case the initial node will
send n messages.

6

Conclusion

Our proposed approach is a ﬁrst attempt to model and simulate complex systems, for
which analytical solution is very difﬁcult to establish, by coupling dependent parameters.
At the level of possible applications, our modeling allows to study, for example, the problem known as walkers problem where a set of mobile agents (robots, mobile detection
systems,. . . ) are moving on a rectangular grid and where the communications between
the agents are established using wireless links (radio waves, optical systems,. . . ). More
generally, this model is adapted to simulate certain systems where the concepts of neighborhood and distance are important and where the geometrical structure of the support of
the network is rectangular. According to the results of the simulation carried out with this
model, it is possible to improve the model, in particular concerning the dimension of the
network (a three dimensional modeling of the network is more realistic) and the topology
of the graph modeling the network in term of distribution of connections which may have
an important inﬂuence on the value of the thresholds.
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Abstract: This paper presents two optimizations of the master-slave paradigm which
provides more robustness. The former uses a mobile master which randomly jumps
from node to node in order to dispatch the bandwidth load during the application execution. The latter aims to fully decentralize the paradigm like peer-to-peer systems.
We present and experiment our new schemes on an application dedicated to test generation used in protocol engineering. We show that they can help for unknown dynamic
environments where no information is given about nodes conﬁguration.
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1

Introduction

The Master-Slave paradigm is a well-known concept used in distributed computing for
decades. The master distributes works to several slaves for computing. Whenever a slave
ends its computation, it sends back results to the master or to some repository. Actually,
most of distributed computing environments leverage this concept to distribute the load
across the network. Performances are very interesting for some types of application from
which parallelism can be expressed as multiple independent tasks.
Numerous scientiﬁc applications use the master-slave paradigm and lack optimization for
new dynamic environments as the peer-to-peer ones, Internet, etc. Such networks constantly evolve and decrease the relevance for using the master-slave paradigm according
to load balancing aspects as well as robustness ones. Indeed, it is hard to compute efﬁcient
chunk size for works which have to be given to the slaves. Too small chunks will produce
bandwidth overhead and too large ones provide computing overhead. On other hand, the
ﬁxed location of the master naturally becomes a soft spot. To overcome some of these
downsides, we suggest to move the master in a randomly way on the network to enhance
the robustness of the paradigm. Finally, a full decentralization is proposed through a total
replication of the master behavior on all the network nodes.
The structure of this paper is as follows : section 2 recalls some relevant works done in
the ﬁeld of load balancing for the master-slave paradigm. Section 3 describes the two
schemes that we have studied to cope with dynamic and heterogeneous environments.
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Some preliminary experiments are exposed in section 4 where performance results are
given. Finally, section 5 concludes and details future works to complete this study.

2

Related Work

Load Balancing for Master-Slave distribution is an important ﬁeld in where a lot of works
have been done. Bellow, we describe some known studies in this area. Heymann et al. [HSLL04]
present an adaptive distribution strategy which optimize two criterions : efﬁciency, that is
the optimal number of slaves set up according to the application speedup, and the makespan, by monitoring execution time for each distributed work over iterations (time splits).
An asymptotic optimal scheduling algorithm is given in [BLR03] for indivisible tasks
following a linear cost model. The optimal number of slaves is solved with a linear programming theory and is used in the computation of the optimal number of tasks. Another
complementary study, Almeida et al. [AGM06] derive the scheduling problem in a task
allocation problem [IK88].
[Hag97] designs a sophisticated heuristic relevant for homogeneous environment that uses
mean and standard deviation with the execution time of a processor to compute the batch
element size. Despite the high complexity, this algorithm gives better results than others.
In some similar way, Cesar and al. [CMSL06] adjust in a regular way a ratio which gives
the size of non-allocated elements from a batch work using predictive formulas.
Yang and al [YSF03] suggest a scheduling algorithm for loosely coupled applications by
estimating the average load of a processor from its history. This algorithm is more efﬁcient
than ones given in [Dai02] which leverage the NWS service[Wol98, WSH99] to estimate
processors load.
We suggest two schemes that enhance traditional ways to cope with load balancing in a
Master-Slave environment and allow this class of application to become more decentralized. The former is an adaptation of the original paradigm in which the master moves. The
latter emphasizes the actual trend used in decentralization processes : a load balancing
emergent property results from local nodes interactions.

3
3.1

Incentives and Model
The master-slave paradigm and its drawbacks

The Master-Slave algorithm is well known in distributed programming and is commonly
described as follows : one process performs an administrative role by allocating independent subtasks (the whole is the entire work to be done). In general, results are gathered on
the master but can be stored on other repository (see Figure 1). More formally, a process
pm divides work W in some independent works wn with n ∈ N∗ which are sent to k
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process pk with k ∈ N∗ .

Abbildung 1: The Master-Slave Paradigm

As emphasized by Crutchﬁeld and Mitchell [CM94], centralized applications exhibit three
major drawbacks with respect to :
• the speed: a central coordinator can be a bottleneck to fast information processing,
• robustness: central failure destroys system structure,
• balanced resource allocation: the main controller draws a lot of resources.
These problems can arise on all Master-Slave schemes which limit the use of this paradigm
on dynamic systems. For sake of reusability, we suggest some mechanisms to overcome
these drawbacks.

3.2

The mobile Master-Slave paradigm

The mobile Master-Slave paradigm consists of permanent move of the master across the
network. The paradigm can be formalized as above :
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Mobile Master). The mobile master is an administrative process pik hosted
by some resource Hk which must achieve coordination and distributes the work W =
w1 , . . . , wj over a set of processes p = p1 , p2 , . . . , pn respectively hosted by Hi (1 ≤ i ≤
n).
By moving the coordinator during the application execution, the resource allocation is
shared along the whole process over the nodes of the network. Furthermore, bandwidth
allocation changes continously during the application execution and de facto, inherently
shares in a balanced way the bandwidth between all computational resources.
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Deﬁnition 3.2. We call trajectory T of the mobile master, the ordered set of hosts which
possessed the administrative process.
New masters are elected randomly. The current master randomly selects the new master
after a ﬁxed period of time (time frame). Each computational resources keeps in a list of
master locations. To ensure a minimal fault tolerance, soft state can maintain the system
consistency : if for some reasons, the current master is not reachable, the previous one is
reached in order to re-elect a new one. To enable such functionality, our computational
resources store the master trajectory during our application execution.
Although our paradigm does not use the full peer-to-peer paradigm, it turns out to make the
system more balanced. In fact, all system agents share the same capabilities. An example
of such a system can be seen in Figure 2.

Abbildung 2: The Mobile Master Paradigm

Unfortunately, in such case, our scheme is not efﬁcient. Moving too much data can struggle the overall performance of the system. For this reason all data relevant to the master
computations are replicated on each slave. Thereby, just work index can be used to determine the new data which has to be processed by a slaver. So, very small information
need to be moved whenever a new master is elected. Then results have to be stored on any
repository on the the master.
Proposition 3.1. If the whole work W = w1 , . . . , wj is already on each host then the
work index i ∈ [1..j] is sufﬁcient to characterize the task to be handled by a slave.
Deﬁnition 3.3. We call trace of the mobile master the set of works wi (1 ≤ i ≤ j) which
have already been distributed and processed.
Corollary 3.1. If propositon 3.1 holds, then the trace of the mobile master can only be its
work indexes.
The model presented above is rather simple. More complex mechanisms can be implemented to leverage the load balancing techniques described previously in our related work
section (see section 2). These schemes often keep information computed from scratch
about nodes in the network to achieve their goal. In this case, the masters can create their
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own subnetwork by binding each other and update1 themselves on a regular way. All information is then centralized in this Master Network. So, such a scheme virtually allows
almost all the load balancing scheme described in section 2 to be used with our mobile
master paradigm without too much transformations.
Proposition 3.2. The more the masters we have, the more the application gains in robustness.
Beweis. More formally, let p be the probability for a node in the network to be ﬂawed.
N is the cardinal of the network and thus, the probability for a node to be the master is
n
N where n is the total number of different masters used during the application. A master
n
is unreachable with probability p N
. Finally, the probability that a node fails to ﬁnd the
n k
master is (p N ) with 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the actual number of ex-masters. We notice that this
probability lowers whenever the master moves inducing a more robust application to each
move.

3.3

Full Decentralization

Our previous scheme uses mobility to overcome problems which arise in centralized applications whereas our new one emphasizes ubiquity. To fully decentralize the Master-Slave
paradigm, we propose to replicate the master process on each nodes in the network.
Deﬁnition 3.4 (Decentralized Masters). Decentralized masters are computational resources
Hk which bear an administrative process pk and which have their own batch of works Wk .
Full peer-to-peer applications are the ones for which each peer is a decentralized master.
So, load balancing becomes a more challenging task because each slave becomes its own
master and because the data has to be initially at some node, it has to be spread over the
network by load balancing mechanism. Bahi and al.[BCV05] have proved that synchronous distributed load balancing can be used on dynamic networks. We propose to use the
GAE algorithm to distribute works of the batch pool between all network nodes.
3.3.1

The GAE algorithm

The GAE algorithm derives from GDE algorithms used in [HLM+ 90]. These algorithms
ﬁnd an edge coloration of the overlaying communication graph G(V, E), where V is the
vertices set and E, the edge set, and uses edge color as dimension to balance the load. The
graph G(V, E) is transformed in a k-color graph Gk (V, Ek ) where Ek is a set of 3-tuples
{i, j; c} with (i, j) an edge of E and c, the color of the edge (i, j) (0 ≤ c ≤ k − 1).
At time t, each node balances along one dimension with its neighbor its load
(t+1)

wi

1 Note

=

(t)

(t)

(t)

wi + λ(wj − wi ) if ∃j such that {(i, j); c} ∈ Ek
(t)
wi
otherwise

that this update can be full or partial according to our objectives
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(1)

The parameter λ is empirically ﬁxed according to the network topology.
In order to use this algorithm in our decentralized scheme, load has to be considered as
the size of the batch and nodes swap a part of this batch between each other to balance the
load in the network. This algorithm does not take into account the fault tolerance aspect.
However, this problem can be solved through batch elements replication.
We give here our interpretation of this algorithm that joins the current mainstream for massive distributed computations, that is Emergence and Self-Organization [Joh06, SGK06,
WH04]. It is said that emergent properties are necessary to compute at massive scale when
central coordinators (servers) cannot cope with the high load they encounter. These properties are obtained through local interactions between all agents which give at the macrolevel the desired properties for the global system. For example, ant-based algorithms leverage this paradigm as well as many other complex systems that can be found in life.
Wolfram[Wol02], through cellular automata, studies this principle and notably deﬁnes a
class of these systems corresponding to complex ones (class IV) that can even simulate
life. The GAE algorithm can be seen as local interactions from each node which balances
its load locally. As a consequence, the distributed application turns out to be well balanced
w.r.t the load.

Abbildung 3: Full Decentralized Master-Slave Paradigm

4

Experimentation

We experiment our decentralization scheme on a distributed application used for test sequence generation [GDFH06]. This application computes UIO (Unique Input Output)
sequences[SD88] used in conformance testing in a distributed manner. To test a system,
its speciﬁcation have to be described by a deterministic automaton. Computed from the
automaton, unique sequences of transitions which characterize controllable states (states
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on which the user can act) are drawn on the system implementation in order to detect incorrect behaviors. The distributed test generation application leverages the master-slave
paradigm : the master distributes to computational resources: automaton and states for
which unique test sequences have to be found when they exist.
Implementation is done through the ProActive API [BBC+ 06] which leverages the power
of the active object model. Active objects can move freely accross the network and possess
their own execution context. They can be accessed by any other process or object owned
by the application. Furthermore, several mechanisms (pointer redirection, address update,
etc.) ensure active object consistency whenever they move on the network.

4.1

ProActive

The ProActive framework provides the active object model used to implement our applications. An active object is a distributed object bound to its own thread and to a list of
possibly remote methods calls to be processed. Indeed, each remote call to an active object
is asynchronous, that is, the caller continues its execution ﬂow until the end or some barrier mechanism. The request is put in a list of pending method calls in order to be processed
later (by default, in a FIFO manner) or consumed according to a user-deﬁned strategy. At
the caller, each remote procedure result is bound to an abstraction, a future, which empowers asynchronicy in the application. Accessing futures only puts synchronization bareer
the program if the remote procedure results are not yet provided by the active object. This
synchronization mechanism is also called wait-by-necessity.
4.1.1

The Mobile Master

Our implementation of the mobile master for test generation use three active objects :
• the master, the process which distributes controllable states to the computational
resources,
• the slave, the computational resource which computes unique sequence from the
received controllable states,
• and the storage, which keeps the unique test sequences found at the slaves.
As described previously in section 3.2, the mobile master periodically moves on each slave
using the ProActive mobility primitives. We ﬁxed empirically each move to be done after
10 seconds. Moreover, each slave stores the master trajectory, that is, it keeps each master
address during the test generation. If for some reasons, the master cannot be reached, slaves
contact the previous slave which hosted the master in order to respawn the administrative
process. We ﬁxed a quorum of 70% of slaves to contact the ex-master before it can respawn
the master. This let suppose that we assume a connected network without more than 30%
of unreachable nodes.
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4.1.2

The Decentralized peer-to-peer application

In this implementation of the distributed test generation, each peer inherits the master
capabilities. This yields to an active object peer for each computational resource on the
network. As seen previously, an active object storage is used to store unique sequences
found by each slave. We used a third active object, the time server, to synchronize the
load balancing by color. This object is also used to synchronize our greedy coloration
algorithm : each node of the network runs algorithm 1 at its turn.
Algorithm 1: Distributed Edge Coloration
Data: Set of neighbors V of node i
foreach neighbor j do
if edge (i, j) is not colored then
Take the ﬁrst available color c;
/* Check if c is not already used by the neighbor j,
and update it if needed
*/
c = UpdateColor(i,j,c);
Color (i, j) with d.

Function UpdateColor(node i, neighbor j, color c)
if c is not available at node j then
Update c with the ﬁrst available color following c;
Color (i, j) with c;
return c
The parameter λ used in equation 1 is empirically set to 0.5 and each node updates its load
with its neighbor every ﬁve seconds.

4.2

Performance Evaluation

Experiments were conducted on 10 personal computers (INTEL P4 2.4 GHZ - 128 Mo
RAM) with an OS-based Linux (FEDORA CORE 6) linked together with a switch 100
Mbps. Written in JAVA 1.5, our software uses JDK 1.5.0 as well as ProActive 3.2.
To compare our schemes, we generate several random automata whose speciﬁcations largely encompass real ones. Twenty 5000-states automata were used during these preliminary experiments for each scheme. Figure 4 shows performance comparisons between the
two methods: the mobile and the decentralized one.
The mobile master outperforms the decentralized method on our samples. First, it is due to
our testbed conditions. Indeed, our decentralized method is designed to cope with dynamic
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Abbildung 4: Mobile Master vs Decentralized Masters
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large scale networks whereas our network environments is small, homogeneous and fast.
Further, it suffers at starting from the edge coloration overhead which increases its runtime.
On the other side, very low communication overhead is generated for the mobile master
scheme since only work indexes (states number) are exchanged between the master and its
slave. As a consequence, this scheme tends to be optimal more especially when distributed
works are small. Last but not least, the distributed masters update their load every ﬁve
seconds along a color and de facto, our application converges more slowly toward optimal
resource allocation since works are centralized initially. Finally, some limitations hold such
as our computer memory, which cannot get very large automata like millions states ones.
In these conditions, the optimal number of computational resources can be maintained low
and beneﬁts the mobile master scheme. Figure 5 gives the speedup of the Mobile master
application speedup (mean : 4.8) as well as the Decentralized masters one (mean : 3.7).
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Abbildung 5: Speedup for Mobile Master and Decentralized masters

Although our decentralized masters scheme seems to be not efﬁcient in our experiments,
it is very likely it gains advantage in dynamic large scale networks. We simulate our two
schemes on a parallel machine (quadri-XEON 3.6 ghz - 4Go RAM). We set the number
of computational resources to 40. Unfortunately, communications exchange use the native
interface memory of the system, so bandwidth is larger than real network ones. The mobile
master scheme never succeeds to run properly. Investigations are on the way to know
whether our implementation have memory leaks or crashes because a lot of stress are put
on the system.
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5

Conclusion

We suggested in this paper two schemes that enhance the master-slave paradigm. This
paradigm tends to be inappropriate for large scale dynamic networks. Indeed, centralized
applications are be proved to not be efﬁcient for these kind of environments. Our ﬁrst scheme uses mobility to overcome robustness downsides known for the master-slave paradigm
in dynamic networks. The latter uses ubiquity and follows the actual mainstream which
consists of solving problems through emergent properties on large scale networks. Our
schemes were implemented on a distributed test generation application and then compared
on a small homogeneous environment. This preliminary study reveals that the master-slave
paradigm, enhanced with our schemes, can still be used in our actual networks without a
lot of modiﬁcations and opens the way to automatic transformations for this old parallel
method.
Our two schemes must be compared more thoroughly to validate our assumptions. They
have to be deployed not only on a larger and more dynamic environments but also must be
applied on others applications which leverage the master-slave paradigm. Some work is in
progress to provide a generic platform which ease automatic transformations of applications leveraging the master-slave paradigm.
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Abstract:1 Service discovery in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) is a challenging
issue. The nodes in a MANETs offer spontaneous and variable connectivity. Also
the proximity of a given service as well as the kind and the number of services vary
unpredictably with time. Traditional directory based architectural solutions can hardly
cope with such a dynamic environment while a directory-less approach has to resort to
network-wide searches. Some solutions integrate a Service Discovery Protocol (SDP)
with the routing protocol. These can improve performance but still there is need for
network wide searches which is a source of inefﬁciency. There has been lot of work
on the problem of service discovery by leveraging on the random walk based search
in wired peer-to-peer networks. These works present interesting results that can be
useful for MANETs and can be good candidates for SDP, as these methods require
fewer resources as compared to SDPs using some sort of ﬂooding. In this paper we
have tried to identify some of the open problems in service discovery in MANETs that
use random walk.

1

Introduction

A service is deﬁned as a software that can perform speciﬁc function/functions on the behalf
of users and applications over the network [AKS05]. Gibbins and Hall [GH01] deﬁne
service discovery as the process of discovering location of software entities/agents that
can provide access to network resources such as devices, data and services.
The number of storage and computing devices are increasing. Some of the devices provide
lot of resources/services but are ﬁxed and some are small, mobile and scarce in resources.
The mobile devices can also provide services that may be of interest to other mobile devices. So there is always a need for having a mechanism that can discover and utilize
services provided by other devices. The service discovery techniques are used for this
1 This work has been partially supported by the following projects. RESIST, an EU Network of Excellence in
dependability and IS-MANET, an Italian project on building mobile ad-hoc infrastructures for hostile environments.
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purpose. Most of the existing service discovery protocols not only include algorithms
for ﬁnding the location of a particular service but also algorithms for service announcement, service selection and dealing with mobility. Service Description is also an important
aspect of a service discovery protocol. Proper descriptions facilitate the searching of a service. Usually these aspects are an intrinsic part of a service discovery protocol. As far as
our present work is concerned we shall restrict to that aspect of service discovery that is
concerned with ﬁnding the location of a particular service in mobile ad hoc networks.
Most of the protocols use ﬂooding as a basic mechanism for searching a particular service.
In some protocols advertisements are ﬂooded to all of the nodes in the networks and in
some query is ﬂooded. Most of the protocols use hybrid of both methods. This wastes
a lot of bandwidth of the network, making it very difﬁcult for using such protocols for
MANETs in which the bandwidth is already a scarce resource. The use of random walk as
a mean of searching for an item is a well-established technique in wired unstructured Peerto-Peer (P2P) networks [Ra02]. These random walk based method however use very little
network resources and do not disturb whole of the network during the service discovery
process. Such methods are very attractive for MANETs. The topology of a mobile ad
hoc network is however structurally different from wired P2P network. The suitability
of random walks, thus have to be studied carefully. In the following sections we shall
identify some open problems regarding the service discovery in MANETs using random
walk method. These open problems are identiﬁed as we go through this paper. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we shall describe some of the important
work done in service discovery in wired networks and wireless ad hoc networks. In section
3 we shall explain the motivation for using random walk for service discovery. In section 4
we shall introduce hint as a bias and then based on hint we shall present a generic random
walk based mechanism for service discovery. Our understanding is that most of the service
discovery protocols that use random walk in mobile ad hoc networks use or will use this
basic algorithm. The algorithm presented use hint for biasing the random walk. In section
5 we give an example that calculates hint and then uses random walk for service discovery.
In section 6 we discuss some of the issues that are open for further investigation and ﬁnally
in section 7 we give conclusion.

2

Existing Work in Service Discovery

There has been quite a good amount of work in service discovery regarding the wired
networks but the problem has not been addressed very successfully in MANETS.

2.1

Service Discovery in Wired Networks

In wired networks four types of architectures have emerged.
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2.1.1

Directory-based Architecture

In this architecture some nodes with better computation and memory resources are selected
as Directory Agents (DAs) that keep a repository of all the service information in the
network in a directory. These DAs advertise themselves to other nodes. Service provider
nodes register with these DAs. Clients contact these DAs to get the location of service
providers. Examples include Jini [Su99] by Sun Microsystems, Universal Description,
Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [Oa95] by OASIS Consortium and Salutation [Sa99]
by IBM. This approach is suitable for infrastructure-based networks or when changing
topology is not an issue (as in 1-hop wireless networks) but not suitable for MANETS
where the topology of the system keeps on changing due to the mobility of nodes.
2.1.2

Directory-less Architecture

In this architecture there is no service coordinator. Clients contact service provider directly
by ﬂooding the service query. This results in a high overhead produced due to ﬂooding.
The ﬂooding of the query message consumes lot of bandwidth, computational and battery
resources, which are already scarce in MANETS thus making this architecture unsuitable for MANETS. Examples of this architecture include Service Location Protocol (SLP)
[Pe99] by IETF and Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [Mi99] by Microsoft Corporation.
2.1.3

Hybrid Architecture

This architecture is hybrid of directory-based and directory-less architectures. In this architecture servers may either register their services with DAs (if they are available) or wait
for the client service query. Client may send a service query to DAs (if they are available)
or directly to service providers using ﬂooding. This architecture is again not suitable for
MANETs for the reasons method in the previous two architectures.
2.1.4

Integrating Service Discovery with Route Discovery

Service discovery can be integrated with the route discovery function of on-demand or
hybrid routing protocols, as both exploit network-wide broadcasting. Such a cross-layer
design principle can improve the performance but there is still need to resort to network
wide searches. For example the protocol by Polyzos and Ververidis [PV05].

2.2

Service Discovery in MANETS

Some of the important service discovery protocols proposed for MANETS are following.
Kozat and Tassiulas proposed a distributed service discovery architecture for MANET,
which relies on a virtual backbone for locating and registering available services within a
dynamic network topology [TK04]. The architecture consists of two independent parts:
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backbone management (BBM) phase and distributed service discovery (DSD) phase. A
similar approach has been proposed recently by Sailhan and Issarny [BBL05] for implementing a scalable directory service for MANET. The architecture is based on homogenous and dynamic deployment of cooperating directories among the network arranged in
a virtual network. Despite the goal of the architecture as achieving scalability, the paper
presents performance results only for a few nodes (90 nodes). Another protocol is Konark
[Ve03] that is designed speciﬁcally for the discovery and delivery of services in multi-hop
ad hoc networks. It supports both push and pull modes, with a cache in all devices and
uses multicast to advertise and discover services. Allia [Ra02] by Ratsimor, Chakraborty
et. al. also follows a decentralized directory-less approach in which the nodes, which are
geographically close form groups called alliances. Klein and Konig-Ries et. al. propose
a protocol called Service Rings [KKO03b] that form an overlay structure by grouping of
nodes that are physically close and offer similar services. Each service ring has a designated service access point (SAP) through which the nodes within the ring can be accessed
as it has all the information about the services offered within the ring. These SAPs are
also connected with SAPs of other service rings thus forming a hierarchical structure.
The directory information is kept in chosen edges that are dynamically selected. Another
protocol that forms overlay network is Lanes [KKO03a] by Klein, Konig-Ries et. al. It
is inspired by Content Addressable Network (CAN) protocol, which is used for service
discovery in wired peer-to-peer networks. Some nodes are grouped together to form an
overlay network forming lanes of nodes. Each group is called a lane. Nodes in the same
lane have the same directory replicated in each node cache. There are different lanes in
a network that are loosely coupled with each other. A ﬁeld theoretical approach to service discovery has been proposed by Lender et al. [MLP05]. A service is modeled by a
(positive) point charge, and service request packets are seen as (negative) test charges that
are attracted by the service instances. They map the physical model to a mobile ad hoc
network in a way where each network element calculates a potential value and routes service requests towards the neighbor with the highest potential and hence towards a service
instance.

3

Motivation for Using Random Walk and Biased Random Walk

Given a graph and a starting point, we select a neighbor of it at random and move to
this neighbor. We then select a neighbor of this point at random and move to it and so
on. The random sequence of points selected this way is a random walk on the graph.
The interested reader is referred to [Lo93] in which the theory of random walks on a
graph has been explained in detail. In this approach the node, which is interested in a
particular service sends a query message. This query message plays the role of the walker
that randomly moves on the graph formed by MANET and eventually approaches the
service. The advantage of this approach is that there is no ﬂooding that wastes lot of
scarce bandwidth resource in MANET. Also there is no broadcast storm problem that
results in collision of packets. In random walk on the graph [Lo93] the neighbor is selected
randomly, but a biased selection can also be made. There is an interesting result in this
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regard. Let us consider a simple case of N+1 nodes arranged in one-dimensional form as
shown in Figure 1.
p

1

q

q
N

p

p

N-1

N-2

1

0

Figure 1: Random Walk on N+1 points

Suppose a node i wants to search a service present in node s. For this purpose, to forward
a query message there are always two options available; one is sending the query message
towards the service provider node s and second is sending the query message away from
it. Let the probability p of forwarding the query message to the neighbor node that is
near to service provider node s be 0.5. Then the probability q of selecting a node away
from the node s is also 0.5. Thus the selection of node for forwarding the query packet is
completely unbiased. In this case the mean hitting time is N 2 where the hitting time is the
expected number of steps or hops in a random walk before a node s on the rightmost side
of Figure 1 is visited for the ﬁrst time, starting from the leftmost node in Figure 1 [Lo93]
[GG87]. Let us take another case in which if each node selects a neighbor node towards
the service provider node with probability p = 1, that is, the selection is biased, then there
are exactly N hops. Thus biasing the selection process from 0.5 to 1 reduces the number
of hops from N 2 to N , a query message takes to reach the required service. Although this
result is just for a particular case of having the nodes present in a linear fashion and the
search-initiating node being the left most but even then this is quite interesting. From this
we can anticipate that in a more general case biasing decreases the number of hops of a
query message to reach a target. In a service discovery protocol if we can ﬁnd some way to
bias the selection of next neighbor towards the service provider, such that the probability
is 0.5 < p < 1, we can then considerably decrease the number of hops required for the
discovery of service. The problem remains to ﬁnd some metric that can be used to bias the
next hop selection for service discovery packet. This metric will help in selection of nodes
for forwarding the query message to nodes that can form a bridge to the service provider
such that the query message reaches the service provider in a few number of hops. In the
next section we shall describe a generic random walk based algorithm that uses such a
metric.

4

A Generic Algorithm for Random Walk based Service Discovery

A Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) based on random walk can be biased. Let us call the
biasing information as hint. Hint is calculated with respect to a service. It provides the
proximity of a node i to a node s at time t. In other words it gives the information that the
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node i has some time ago remained in contact with the service provider node s. Contacts
can be of two types, direct or indirect. Direct contact means to be in the neighbor, that is,
in the wireless range and indirect contact means nodes are not in wireless range of each
other but can contact each other through some other node(s). No hint will be available in
case node i has never been in the contact of node s. Hint can be calculated by any suitable
method. One of the methods is to use Global Positioning System (GPS) information.
Here we shall describe another method to calculate hint, which is given in section 5. This
method makes use of node speeds.
Let us now describe a generic algorithm for service discovery that uses hint. This algorithm can be described to occur in two phases. In the ﬁrst phase hints are calculated and
distributed in the network. These hints are stored in the nodes. It is not necessary that
every node may have enough information to calculate the hint. So in a mobile ad hoc
network some nodes may have hints and some nodes may not have a hint. In the second
phase, when a node wants to search for a particular service, it sends a query message to its
neighbor nodes. A forwarding protocol that runs on each node forwards the query message
according to a policy. The algorithm can be described as follows.
Hint creation and distribution phase
1. Node i, after every ΔT secs, when passing near a service provider exchange some speciﬁc information (that helps in calculating hint) and
calculate hints with respect to the particular service.
2. The calculated hints are stored in the service table of the node i, which in
addition to hints also store information about the service corresponding
to the hint. For example the service table contains the description of the
service, ID of the node having the service, etc. The previous values of
hints are deleted from the service table after every ΔT secs.
3. A node while moving sends its stored hints to the newly encountered
neighbors that have not been able to calculate hints due to lack of some
speciﬁc information (example in next section).
Forwarding protocol
1. A node wishing to discover a service S generates a request message
containing the description of S.
2. If there are some nodes that have hints regarding the requested service,
then among these nodes, a node is selected probabilistically for the next
hop.
3. If hints are not available then the selection of the next hop node is at
random.
There are some points that need further clariﬁcation.
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• In the hint creation and distribution phase the time interval ΔT secs is mentioned.
This time interval needs not to be constant. It can vary with the mobility of nodes.
For example ΔT can be small for node that are moving fast and it can be long for
node moving slowly.
• There is a reference to some speciﬁc information. This speciﬁc information depends
on the method of calculation of hint. This will be further explained in the next
section by giving an example.
• In the forwarding protocol the node for next hop is selected probabilistically among
nodes that have hints. In fact the hints do not always give the correct indication of
proximity of the service provider. Small value of hint may or may not be close to
the service provider as compared to another small value. This is because a node
after calculating hint may go completely in a direction that make it away from the
service provider as compared to other nodes. So we probabilistically select among
the given choices and the probability of selection of a particular node depends on
the conﬁdence of the correctness of the value of hint.

5

An Example Implementing the Generic Algorithm

The most obvious method in determining the nearest node to the service provider is using
the Euclidean distance. We can then have a Euclidean metric for biasing the selection
process for the next node. But this metric requires GPS to determine the relative distances
of the nodes from the service provider.
GPS is not always possible. Another interesting technique, based on ﬁnding the relative
speed of different nodes with respect to the service provider can be used. Hint his [BBL05]
is calculated and stored by node i for a service provider node s.
tis

t'is

t
node i

R

node s

his (t)

(t - tis )
Tis

Tis= t’is - tis
his

time elapsed since the link was broken
dwell time of this link

Figure 2: Calculation of hint using relative speeds

To calculate hint, node s sends an advertisement message after every ΔT secs containing
the description of the service. This advertisement message is picked up by a mobile neighbor node i, which then updates its service table. The service table at node i, in addition
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to other information also records the duration of the last wireless link established with s
and time elapsed since the link with s was broken. The node i after every ΔT secs calculates hint and while moving sends the hint to the newly encountered neighbors. The nodes
that have low values of hints are more probable to be near to the node s. For details see
[BBL05].
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Figure 3: Mobile nodes with and without hints

Figure 3 shows the ﬁrst phase of hint creation and distribution. The values shown in the
node are the hints. Note that some nodes have hints and some nodes do not have hints.
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Figure 4: Biased random walk of query message

Figure 4 shows the forwarding protocol in action. The query messages starts from node i
and following a random selection (shown as thin arrow) and probabilistic selection (shown
as thick arrow) eventually reaches the node s.
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6

Discussion

In the previous section we discussed an algorithm that is a “generic biased random walk
based service discovery algorithm”. We call it generic, as most of the random walk based
algorithms would have the same form except that the hint may be calculated in a different
way. We see that there are many issues that still remain to be solved.

6.1

Flooding is not better than Random Walk.

One of the main issues is to show that ﬂooding is not better than random walk or under
what conditions ﬂooding is better is than random walk. It has been proved in [SGM04]
that random walk is better than ﬂooding under some speciﬁc conditions but these results
are mainly for wired peer to peer networks. Such an effort is required for broadcast based
wireless ad hoc networks.

6.2

Next hop selection

Selection of next hop node is based on a hint, if available. We gave an example of hint
that is calculated using times. The problem still remains to ﬁnd a better hint, which can
guide the query message to the service provider in least number of hops or the shortest
path available in network.

6.3

Termination criteria

In the presented generic algorithm no criteria has been deﬁned for the termination of random walk search. The search can be terminated when the random walk ﬁrst encounters
the requested search or it may continue to search for other service providers till a speciﬁc
TTL is reached. There could be other termination criteria. For example a search can be
terminated if a node is visited a speciﬁc number of times, etc. One can investigate other
termination criteria and their effect on the service discovery process.

6.4

Simultaneous random walks

Instead of one random walk, there can be many random walks simultaneously searching
for a service. This can increase the probability of ﬁnding the service and decrease the
searching time. An interesting investigation would be to investigate the number of simultaneous searches that can be made for efﬁcient discovery of a service.
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6.5

Loop formation

Since the next hop selection for a query message is probabilistic so there is no possibility
of loop formations under the condition of mobility of nodes and probability of having
incorrectness in the values of hints. But if the system becomes static and all of the nodes
have hints that give correct information about the proximity of the service provider then
there can be a possibility of loop formation and a query request can just keep on moving in
a loop instead of moving in the whole network for the discovering the service. Conditions
under which looping may occur and methods to avoid looping of the query message should
be investigated.

6.6

Effect of mobility

An interesting investigation would be study the effect of mobility on service discovery
using the biased random walk method presented here under different mobility scenarios.

6.7

Effect of different hints

The method of hint calculation also affects the discovery mechanism. Hints calculated in
different way would affect the way random walk is progressed for service discovery. One
can study properties of random walk under the effect of different hints.

6.8

Distributed selection

In the method presented the process of selecting a node is done in a centralized way. A
node ﬁnds its neighbors and receive this information and then locally based on this information selects a particular node for the next hop. Another method can also be investigated
in which a node forwards the query message to its all neighbors. All these neighbors may
be running some protocol for selection and eventually one of the neighbors decides to
forward the query message.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we tried to present some of the open problems in service discovery that use
random walk in MANETs. We explained different concepts of random walk and service
discovery and while explaining these, we identiﬁed some of the problem areas and problems that still need attention. We presented an algorithm that we called as a generic random
walk based algorithm and then discussed different aspects of it and problems and issues
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that need further investigation.
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Abstract. This paper addresses the new and changing role of mobile
devices and services in a dynamic human community, taking individual
profiles and the current personal context into account. Binding and interaction are analysed in order to recognise future trends. Considering a
community network as a distributed information source, filtering and
matching of information tend to become a calculation intensive process.
With mobile personalised assistants the way of processing information
will be changed. Sample scenarios outlined in this paper show the basic
function of such assistants. With the ongoing evolvement of mobile devices and first available frameworks like the Tracy Toolkit an implementation of mobile community supporting systems is possible. The
process of contextualisation is defined. Finally, the paper attempts a
view in requirements of community support as well as requirements for
mobile devices.

1

Pervasive and Personal Communication Services

Buzzwords sell! While Europe focuses on the “social challenge” with the term Ambient Intelligence (AmI), America calls the same ideas of their “winner technology”
Pervasive Computing, which is sometimes adapted to Pervasive Communication. Asia
recollects their “emperor mentality” when creating the “Invisible Computer”. Information technologies are more and more driven by social aspects. While individuals tend
to be more independent from each other than ever, networks penetrate all areas of
daily life. Moreover, information are taken from the internet considered to be right,
just from the fact that they are there. This network proof phenomena: “I‟ve seen it on
the internet, it‟s true” leads to unexamined URL citation, even in the scientific community.
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Driven by an increasing number of mobile devices using IP inter-communication,
fixed network infrastructures are extended by ad-hoc networks, which are established
on demand and change all the time. This is a mirror of human communities, where
devices represent their users. Furthermore, a user has his/her own personalised assistant which represents him/her in the network, even if the user‟s device is offline. Fixed
links are replaced by autonomous assistants, migrating on a big virtual network when
required.
Chapter 2 describes the new role of mobile devices, while chapter 3 takes a look at
how context awareness will drive the community aspect by means of mobile personalised agents. A first set of requirements for community mobility is presented, too. A
compact vision of the future of contextualisation is provided in chapter 4.

2

Role of Mobile Devices

In the long term past incumbent telecommunication operators always propagated their
systems. The most classic example might be the worldwide Plain Old Telephone System (POTS). The next era centred the services. Logically, the first complete digital
communication network was called Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). With
liberalisation of the telecommunication market the customer came to the fore. The
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) stays abreast of changes, being the starting point of all
IP networks. A similar evolution holds for the devices‟ domain.
Looking at framework architectures, the same development leads the design. System
middleware like the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) was
replaced by web services, resulting in the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). Today‟s business cases are based on subscriber bundles. We will call both effects the
SSS or “triple S evolution” (S3), which stands for System  Service  Subscriber,
representing the experienced alteration. But what is next: the device, the peering or the
Personal Area Networks (PAN) again?
Communication, computing and society grow together, which is reflected in the current European R&D programme [EC02]. Mobile devices bring much more dynamics
into established networks, including IP migration. The following seven theses summarise our experience noticed over the resent years:
1. Communities go mobile. Smaller and powerful mobile devices allow increasing consumption of seamless services (e.g., mobile weblogs).
2. Private meets business. One mobile device with multiple functions is used for
both. Private and business databases are merging (e.g., PDA).
3. Users are ad-hoc involved. Mobile communities imply short term memberships. The creation of content increases compared with its consumption.
4. Personal assistants feed individual needs. Due to a big information flood the
selection of relevant content requires intelligent support (profiling, filtering)
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5. Personal data become a value. Loss of physical device or a system crash become less important than a stolen network identity or lost configuration data.
6. Security is taken for granted. The belief in useful and secure configuration
data is higher than the active adjustments for personal protection (defaults).
7. Life cycles speed up. Mobile devices are replaced in short terms and new services emerging more often, while reliability of both decreases.
2.1

Mobile Device Bindings

End user devices become smaller and portable, accompanying their owners everywhere. While in the past, communication and entertainment devices such as telephones, television sets or personal computers were shared by several persons living
together (fig. 1a), universal mobile equipment (laptop, PDA or mobile phone) reflects
a first step in social paradigm change towards personal devices and service consumption accessing different networks (fig. 1b). More recently, cheap service specific devices (MP3 player, game consoles, navigators) flood the market. The users‟ majority
owns already a bundle of individual devices (fig. 1c). This enforces the trend of
emerging community services to share individual experiences, using new channels of
peer-to-peer-communication, while still forming a virtual service grid.

Figure 1: Changed binding of end user devices and services. (a) system binding, (b) user binding, (c) community service binding.

The initial service centered approach did change to a device centered approach, giving
the user a new feeling of freedom. The big variety of possible network access technologies hinders easy-going ad-hoc peering, while quasi-standard service specific end
user devices like Apple‟s iPod bring the idea forward.
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2.2

User and Environmental Interaction

Today‟s mobile devices reflect dramatically the short development cycles. First priority is given to technical features no matter how easily they can be applied. Second
attention is paid on fashionable design trends to sell new devices on the market. Unfortunately, intuitive usability ranks on very low priority for several reasons e.g., expensive and long development iteration including user group specific testing or difficult sales promotion. The life period of devices becomes even shorter and sales profit
is taken from service bundle sales, not from the devices themselves.
An increasing number of features and interfaces leads to an increased power consumption and therefore decreased stand-by time. There are multiple power consuming network access opportunities e.g., GPRS/UMTS, Bluetooth, WLAN, IrDA on the one
hand and many new multi-modal user interfaces e.g., touch screen, voice control or
acceleration & orientation sensors on the other. Even the integrated camera becomes a
new environmental interface using visual codes and maps for interaction [RZ05].
Nokia provides special device shells with an RFID reader. Bar code readers are available as SD cards. These are just staring points for new ways of tag-based Near Field
Communication (NFC) which lead the users from a spamming driven push mentality
to becoming active by invocation of simple pull actions.
2.3

Mobile Community Services

With mobility users become more active. Pure entertainment moves to edutainment
[MO05]. Mobile diaries are written, content is created and will be shared within a next
step. Social networking as known from the web office application openBC [BC06]
will develop to a new level. But currently, the focus is still on the new mobile features.
A survey among 60 users of smart mobile devices, aged from 20 till 60, indicated that
still information services are seen as most potential. Surprisingly, there were no significant variations in the results of different target groups divided by age, gender or profession. Within a scale of 1 (low relevance) to 5 (high relevance) travel & leisure
information gets a 3.7 closely followed by consumption services, covering personalized advertisement, shopping and product information with a 3.5. Mobile gaming,
which has definitely the closest community relation of the evaluated service offers,
gets with 2.9 the lowest overall result, because of missing personal interest. In general,
private usage of mobile services seems to be more relevant than basic business services, like electronic business card exchange.
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Figure 2: Survey on the acceptance of mobile service domains: travel & leisure, consumption,
business and gaming among 60 users of mixed target groups (Nov. 2004 by T-Systems).

A more detailed impression about the survey results on special criteria, i.e. role of
user‟s anonymity, expected time horizon, originality of the idea and general as well as
personal interest is given in fig.2. The overall rating is calculated as a balanced average of these five criteria.
2.4

Sample Basic Services

Community applications rely on a set of extensible basic services. Except standard
communication services e.g., mail/SMS, phone/video conferencing and application
sharing, these are typically services, which help to establish meaningful ad-hoc relationships. Therefore, the current location [EB05] and personal profile [EW06] are the
main sources – more general the context.
The resource finder assumes that a service provider has a database, where each object
(point of interest) is associated with an offering profile. In that setting, the user is able
to retrieve an ordered list of interesting resources, ranked by personal relevance, filtered against the user‟s profile based preferences.
The contact builder assumes that each user of the system has an associated pair of
profiles (search and offer), describing relevant issues that are weighted positively or
negatively. Similar to the resource finder, it is not only possible to find persons, who
match a given search profile as opposed to one‟s own offer profile, but also to look for
potentially interesting users by starting with a list of friends and finding out related
persons filtered against one‟s own preferences.
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The annotation service uses information tags e.g., points at which new content (text,
voice message, photo) is instantly created and exchanged between mobile devices and
resources. For instance, a discussion forum about a specific location may be directly
associated with a hot spot in the vicinity, or a new product may have an information
tag where it is possible to leave a rating for the manufacturer or community members.
When considering new ways of communication, such as weblogs or podcasts, this may
alter the way of future human-to-human and group communication in an ad-hoc and
asynchrony manner.

3

Context Awareness and Communities

The community idea can profit from and be extended by context aware systems. Personalisation as one instrument for context awareness is used to find partners in a
community which have similar interests or helps to create value-added community
features. The supporting effect of software (and devices) for a user will be improved:
the user gets its personal assistant. Furthermore, the complexity of distributed software
systems can be reduced if self-organising aspects are taken into account by realising
community systems.
3.1

Classification of Context
Semi-static context

Dynamic context

Situation specific

User specific

Individual user context

Temporal user context

Personal identity
(age, gender, stereotype)

Physiological information
(blood pressure, body temperature)

Interests & needs
(profile repository, preferences, history)

User activity
(reading, talking, sleeping, moving)

Subscription & community membership
(personal assistants, active services, providers)

Emotional information
(current role, mood, hunger)

General known context

Environmental context

Time information
(time of day, date, season)

Spatial information
(location, speed, orientation, acceleration)

Static resource information
(device features, preferred networks)

Environmental information
(temperature, humidity, noise, light)

Public databases
(event schedules, agendas, points of interest)

Social information
(people/devices nearby, relationship)

Figure 3: A context classification matrix.

An event is defined as a threshold driven change of one or more context elements. The
meaning of an event depends always on the surrounding circumstances – the context.
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So, one could just ignore an event if it is of no importance in the current situation. In
another context the same event would be highly relevant. A challenge of developing
context-aware software is to rate the relevance of an event in a given context. First of
all, the context needs to be perceived by software. Therefore, the term context has to
be defined more precisely.
In [DA99] an explanation can be found in which a context is defined as a set of information that can be used to characterise the current situation. There are also approaches
to classify types of contexts [SAW94], [CK00] like computing context, time, user,
physical, and history context. Following such approaches a user-centred classification
of information is done as shown in fig. 3. The two dimensions show a classification of
the context information: horizontally – user specific and situation specific information;
vertically – separation of information about context in (semi-)static and dynamic parts.
3.2

Personalisation and Awareness

With personalisation the quantity of perceived context information is potentially high.
Often only a small subset is of relevance. Through personalisation, information is
filtered and individual information‟s relevance can be weighted according to users‟
interests and preferences. The process of filtering is tightly connected to matching. For
an optimal matching, information are annotated with semantic information or classified in a domain-specific ontology. Languages like the Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO), the Resource Description Framework (RDF) or the Web Ontology
Language (OWL) can be applied.
For communities personalised information is relevant to get involved. For instance, if
one is seeking its surrounding area for people whose interests are common, everybody
has to share this piece of information. This leads to the concept to divide personalised
information into public and private data. It also makes sense to publish public data
actively. The publishing process uses mobile software assistants which are able to
migrate from a user‟s device to a set of reachable devices in its vicinity in a round trip
manner. Users will be notified if matching interests are found by the mobile assistant.
Therefore, such an assistant needs environmental information like location, orientation, acceleration etc. to be context-aware as well. Looking at fig. 3, information on
subscription and community membership are relevant for personalisation of a mobile
assistant (user specific, semi-static context).
3.3

Context Discovering Assistants

A user joins a service grid – a community network with services and resources – by
just enabling the mobile device or by moving into a certain service grid area. The user
wants to get involved by sharing data or services. After joining the network the following two steps will be passed:
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1. Other (community) members, respectively their devices, get notified about this new
participant and its contribution to the service grid.
2. The new user will receive information on the current situation within the community – its context.

Figure 4: Information seeking personalised assistant.

Now the community has grown. But there are some open questions. In detail:
 Where are interesting services, shared data and other public resources in the community collected and stored?
 What information is passed to an entering user?
 Where does the filtering and matching process happen?
Especially, the last question is interesting in the case, where the user‟s device is limited within its resources (transmission, storage and computational power) like PDAs
or smart phones. Depending on the size of the community the quantity of information
might be quite high. In worst case a complete transmission of available resources in
the community network (step 2 from above) would exceed the device‟s abilities or the
operation duration to parse and filter data would frustrate the user.
A community network can be seen as a distributed information source. Various resources are distributed across the network. Whereby, the content of the information
source is changing continuously. For a small community size, say a dozen ad-hoc
connected users, it is not worth to create a central instance containing all information
of this community. More efficient is the usage of mobile agents [BR05] or assistants
which are seeking for information by migration as indicated in fig. 4. An adaptation of
that simple scenario “joining a service grid” would be as following: The user‟s personalised assistant:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

leaves his/her device and
visits all community members (migration),
informs them on the new user‟s contribution,
filters obtained information at its origin and
returns to its owner with the matching portion of relevant information.

Calculation costs are distributed and in case of a high filtering rate network traffic is
reduced too. Updates could be propagated using mobile assistants. Further valueadded features are imaginable: Mobile personalised assistants make appointments for
their owners or negotiate the exchange of resources. In case of larger communities, a
creation of a map with context information, showing the local region (vicinity) around
members, will be a suitable solution [Er04], assuming information are fairly stable.
Only rough information is stored at the map on far away areas. The maps are built up
for orientation purposes: a mobile assistant will use them to gather information on
places which are worth looking at by migration.
As an example, a mobile assistant is used to gather information on wines at different
online wine stores. The assistant is personalised regarding my preferences on taste,
year of harvest, price, etc. In the vicinity of the assistant, at the local map, there are
places which have information on wines respectively, which provide a service to
gather information on wines. Services are classified at the map by means of ontologies. At the map there is also information on remote services. So the assistant is able
to localise promising remote services e.g., beverage shops. Due to reduced information on remote services at the local map the assistant is not able to estimate whether
the service could be helpful or not. The assistant has to migrate to these targets.
3.4

Community Scenario Campus.NET

At Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena the research project MobiSoft [MS06] explores
the usage of personalised assistants on mobile devices. The publicly funded joint project between two local companies, the GODYO AG (http://www.godyo.de/) and the
start-up company „the agent factory GmbH‟ (http://www.the-agent-factory.de/), and
the university is seeking for future application scenarios and realises necessary improvements of existing technologies for usage of mobile devices. The technical realisation of such a mobile personalised assistant is based upon mobile agent technology.
The Tracy Toolkit [Tr06] is a result of the university‟s research activities which has
reached product status by „the agent factory‟. This toolkit implemented in Java has a
lightweight kernel with minimal basic functions to make it useable on small devices.
Additional features are available via plug-ins, as pictured in fig. 5.
A sample scenario called Campus.NET – a community network at the campus – will
be prototypically realised as one selected MobiSoft scenario to get a realistic feedback
of the technology‟s abilities and user‟s acceptance. Various university-related content
and services will be accessible with a personalised assistant from a mobile device e.g.,
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lesson index and news, library services, information on departments. As an example
my personalised assistant could notify me when my favourite meal is available in one
of the student canteens. Of course, my assistant knows my courses and can observe
them. If new course material is available, my assistant comes back to me with these
documents in its luggage. Furthermore, my lecturer can push new information actively
by sending his assistant to the students of the course.

Figure 5: Tracy Toolkit - architectural overview of a typical device implementation.

Exchanges between mobile users are in focus: a bill-board with flat share offers, ride
offers, games, learning groups, etc. is planned. But also direct interaction between
community users will be implemented. A user can send out its assistant to find friends
(contact builder function) or documents (resource finder function) within its surrounding area. NFC over Bluetooth will be possible to make appointments or hand over
documents. In such community scenarios social aspects come to the fore, especially
when someone could profit from modifying the system software. To counteract such
tendencies an evidence based system as proposed by [Ob06] could be used to improve
acceptance of the system.
In general mobile agents seem to be a promising concept to support communities.
Especially when information or data is distributed over multiple sources, mobile
agents can be used to analyse these sources for statistic purposes. For doctors such
statistic agents could assist to confirm a diagnose or to investigate a disease: Agents
could visit distributed information sources of different hospitals to access and analyse
reports or X-ray photographs. It is not necessary to carry away the data itself and even
store relations to persons. Extending this scenario, agents could be used to seek and
involve experts for a detailed dispute.
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3.5

Requirements for Community Mobility

Recent evolutions of mobile devices and device‟s connectivity allow communities to
go mobile. With a tight delay new features are used to implement enhanced value
added services. Community members are able to benefit from new, (hopefully) easier
to use devices and services. Requirements for mobile communities can be derived in
consideration of this evolution (table 1). Especially, the process of contextualisation
requires new communication interfaces with the surrounding equipment.
Service Requirements
 Context-awareness
- presence and reachability services
 Contact filters for instant group join
- short term membership
- “social” verification and role support
 Appliance of
- “contextualisation”
- “personalisation”
- “communitisation”

Hard and Software Requirements
 Multiple tag receivers
- visual codes, RFID, Bluetooth, …
 Movement and physical sensors
- acceleration, orientation, temperature …
 Ad-hoc online/community access
 Programming support
- communication JSRs
 “smart” devices with long uptime
 Mobile web performance (Web 2.0)

Table 1: Requirements for mobile community services and devices.

This list of requirements is for sure not a complete one. But from these requirements
further work can be derived yet: development of context ontologies, of portable and
exchangeable personal profiles, integration of location based services, utilization of
new technology approaches (e.g. mobile assistants, self-organising middleware), etc.
In addition for a wider acceptance, NFC and the support of various sensors for mobile
devices have to be improved as well as the establishment of accepted standards for
software development in this area.

4

Next Steps regarding Contextualisation

Many pieces, which will be part of new Context-Aware Services (CAS) are already in
place. However, an entire framework for mobile, context aware, distributed services is
still missing. [SFB06] proposes context modelling methods, while [DA06] focuses on
a modular architecture for mobile personal services.
Multiple steps create a value added process chain to provide users with the right actions in the right place at the right time. Initial trigger events have many faces. Any
changing contextual part could be the initiator. Personal assistants will help to unify
this diversity. Community requirements are still an open issue. Fig. 6 illustrates the
process of contextualisation.
The availability of freely accessible, rich up-to-date data bases (critical mass) seems to
be an important success factor. This raises the question of ownership of context data.
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A clear separation of privacy and non-privacy data is required by law. Certified gateways will act as a mediator focusing on pseudonymisation [BLR04].

Figure 6: Event triggered recombination of information sources in public and private context
using open and protected sources.

Furthermore, security and usability issues in combination with new mobile devices are
a big challenge to develop reasonable business models. The mixed processing of public and private data requires several protection levels. So the S3 evolution will experience a further development onto S4, becoming an integrated solution.
Recent years have shown that device‟s abilities are getting more comprehensive, but
especially, mobile platforms are still different from standard PCs. There are various
OS-variants even for a single device. Due to this heterogeneity and restrictions, systems like the Tracy Toolkit need to be adapted and ported. Some features of the toolkit are not yet available for mobile devices. In some cases it is hard to access communication interfaces from Java-side e.g. for Bluetooth a special JSR is necessary. The
development process of the Tracy Toolkit will focus on adaptation and porting of
features as well as on new features.
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Abstract: Wireless mobile computing has become a differential aspect to a large
number of distributed applications. The main research goal related to this subject is
to provide to applications a similar level of services found in structured networks.
An example of interesting research topic is to improve the data replication scheme
that exists in a mobile device. The use of an elaborate method can represent an
improved strategy to enhance the performance and availability of applications to
wireless users. In this article we present a semantic cache model study, and its
implementation, as a differentiate policy for the local management of data
replication. The approach assumes that an answer for a query can be satisfied
totally by a local semantic segment, considering the gathering action of partial
segments or helping the connection to a server and then receiving the answer. We
tested the implementation of the model in a real environment, assuming three
classes of queries. The first class was characterized by those queries that could be
promptly answered locally. The second type of queries was answered after a local
gathering operation of semantic segments. In the last situation, queries were
answered after a send-receive operation to a server node in a structured network.
The empirical results indicate that the approach has improved successfully the
performance of the applications, avoiding unnecessary connections to a server
when an answer could be reached using one local cache segment, or gathering
information from the local semantic segments to compound the answer. In the case
of inexistence of any local semantic segment information to reply a query, the
implementation works transparently to connect to a server and then answer the
wireless user.

1 Introduction
The fast growing rate of new mobile computing technologies has brought many benefits
for wireless users. On the other hand, this fact promotes several research challenges to
provide software services in a similar level found in structured networks.
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Investigation efforts such as [CM05, HMM05, DM04] target to prove a performance
enhancement of applications based upon the location of devices, efficiency of
communication strategies between client and server, or the treatment of replicas and its
reconciliation.
In contrast to the former researches initiatives, our research work has the goal to enhance
the performance of mobile applications using a model of cache policy. The
implementation of this paradigm was based on semantic cache. The main objective of
this approach is to prove the right answer to queries using as much as possible the
information stored at the local device. In other words, we first search for a complete or
partial solution inside the mobile device. Therefore, the solution avoids unnecessary
wireless communications with a server node. In the case that an answer could not be
found correctly a communication is established to a specific node that will provide the
answer for the query.
This paper presents the model that we have adopted and its implementation, considering
real mobile devices in some case study configurations. Experimental results of the
approach indicate that the proposed paradigm implementation has successfully reached
the objective for a number of cases studies.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the fundamental theory
related to semantic caches in mobile devices. In addition, in this section we also show
some related work. The experimental environment employed for our case studies is
illustrated in section 3. Finally, in section 4 we draw some conclusions related to the
present research and point out some future work.

2 Semantic Cache
Semantic cache can be broadly defined as a collection of semantic segments [Sd96].
Each segment has a result of a query and its description, which was previously executed
[AJ96]. Utilising the existing description it is possible to execute operations and verify
whether a new query can be answered by this segment, or not.
Semantic cache has been used in centralised systems [CN94, Nr91], client-server
environment[Sd96, AJ96], OLAP systems [Pd98], heterogeneous systems [PJ97] and also
in mobile computing environments [KHA99, QM99].
When a query Q is submitted to a semantic cache approach, the entity responsible for the
management of the cache verifies if a semantic segment of the entity can answer the
query. This procedure is repeated for all queries, the semantic mechanism indicates if a
result can be reached or not. In the case of a partial answer exists, the initial query is
divided in two parts. The answered portion is associated to a segment and later is
processed. On the other hand, the part that was not answered is submitted again for the
next semantic segment.
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The procedure is repeated until an answer is found to the second part inside the mobile
device, or there is no more semantic segments to process the query. In this case, the
second part of the divided query is submitted to a server node to be processed. It is
expected that in the end, all parts are gathered and initial query Q answered.
It is interesting to mention that the new data that came from the server node will form a
new semantic segment that can be used locally for future answers.
2.1 Cache Structure
Each semantic segment that forms a cache, it is defined by a tuple from five
subsets[Qr00]:
S = <SR, SA, SP, SC>
Where, the above parameters, related to the SQL language, have the meaning:
SR – source relation that translates how the segment is form, thus it contains
names of the tables declared in the section from <table>;
SA – it represents a set of attributes that are specified in the select
<atrib1,atrib2,….> section;
SP – a set of predicates that are specific for the where <pred1,pred2,...>
section;
SC – it represents a set of answers from segment S.

•
•
•
•
S

S1
S2

SR
Employee
Employee

SA
{Id,Name, Age}
{Id,Name, Phone}

SP
Age > 30
Age < 20

SC
2
5

Sts
T1
T2

Table 1: An example of a semantic cache structure

Table 1 illustrates a structure model example that implements a cache segment.
Segments S1 and S2 where created from the following queries:
•
•

Q1 select Id, Name, Age from Employee where Age > 30;
Q2 select Id, Name, Phone from Employee where Age < 20;

SC represents a pointer that indicates the number of the page that contains the result of
the semantic segment. On the other hand, Sts is the representation of the time stamp that
keeps the information time when the segment was created.
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2.1 Query Partition
When a query is submitted to the local cache, a number of procedures will be realised
targeting to solve this query. All the segments that form the cache can have a portion that
together can answer the question. Therefore, a semantic segment S can contribute
entirely, partially or not contribute at all to solve one question Q. Important to observe
that even for the case that a small fraction of the question can be answered using a
semantic segment this fact represents less wireless communication. In addition, if we
avoid unnecessary communication we are also helping to provide to the mobile device a
battery save feature.
However, in the case of partial answer the procedure will necessarily execute the
division of the Q question into two queries:
•
•

Probe – part of the query Q that can be answer by the semantic segment;
Remainder – the present semantic segment could not answer this portion of the
query Q.

Figure 1: Examples of queries submitted to a semantic segment S.

Figure 2 has a graphical illustration of five possible cases that a query can be classified.
Each case can be understood using the examples shown in figure 1. Query Q1 submitted
to the S segment represents case 1, Q2 translates the case 2 and so forth. In [Qr00, QM03]
it is possible to find a more formal description of these concepts.
The five cases presented in figure 1 can be understood as:
•

Totally Contained: this represents the first case, when a query Q1 is submitted
SP and QA
SA . In other words,
to segment S. It is possible to verify QP
query Q1 selects the same attributes of S (Age,Name) and the predicate Age >
38 is a subset that entirely exists inside the predicate Age > 24 from segment S.
As a result, the answer for the query Q1 is completely inserted in S segment;
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•

Horizontally Partitioned: When a query Q2 is submitted to the segment S, it is
SA and QP SP satisfies the question. This fact
possible to verify that QA
can be understood because Q2 selects the same attributes set from S, and the
predicate Age > 17 finds inside the segment results where values are greater
than 24. In this case, the predicates from the query Q2 are divided into two
parts:
– Q’2 = Qp Sp : a Q2 subset that requires existing values inside
S, i.e. values greater than 24;
–

Q’’2 = QP ¬ SP: a Q2 subset that requires values that do not
exist inside S,i.e. value between 18 and 24.

Figure 2: Possible partition semantic segment for query Q.

The Q’2 query, called probe query, it will be entirely processed inside the segment S. In
contrast, Q’’2, the query known as remainder query, will be redirected to other segment.
In the case that no existing segment from the local cache could answer this query, it will
sent to a server to be processed. Figure 3, presents the entire algorithm definition of the
query trimming. In this section, we simplified the notation targeting to help the
understanding of the idea.
•

Vertically Partitioned: When query Q3 is submitted to the segment S it is
SP e QA
SA . Thus, the predicates from the
possible to verify that QP
query Q3 are completely answered by the predicates from segment S. On
the other hand, the attributes selected from QA (Age, Phone) do not entirely
exist inside the segment attributes S (Age, Name). Therefore, the attributes
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of the query Q3 will be divided into two parts:
SA) KA: compound by a subset of attributes that
– A1 = (QA
exists inside segment S (Age);
–

¬ SA) KA; this part translates the attributes
A2 = (QA
subset that does not exist inside the segment S (Phone).

The two subsets A1 and A2 will respectively form the probe and remainder queries. As
we discussed in previous cases, the probe query will be executed locally. In contrast, the
remainder query will be submitted to the other semantic segments. In the case that no
local segment could match the query, it will be necessary a communication to a server to
provide a answer. In the end, the subset will be gathered to solve the query Q3. The
concatenation of the subsets is done using the primary key from table Employee. Every
query has the primary key of the manipulated table as an attribute. This attribute is
defined as included key segment [QM03].
•

•

Hybrid Partitioned: This approach can be considered the most complex,
when it is compared to the previous cases. The reason for the complexity is
the necessary utilisation of both horizontal and vertical partitions,
respectively. When a query Q4 is submitted to the segment S, it is possible
to observe that:
– Qp Sp can find a suitable answer. The predicate Age > 17
finds inside the segment only values greater than 24.
Therefore, values from the threshold 18 and 24 are not found;
–

QA SA represents attributes selected from QA (Age, Phone)
that are not completely inserted inside the segment S (Age,
Name);

–

Probe query: a subset that represents values that exists in the
(QA SA) KA QP SP (QR).
segment S, i.e.
PQ =
In other words, the attribute Age and the values of Age > 24
are obtained in the segment.

Not Contained: The query Q5 can not be answered by segment S, i.e.
QP SP is not satisfactory. Thus, the probe query is empty and the
remainder query represents the query Q5. This query will be processed by
the next semantic segment until it can be solved. In the case that no answer
is possible to be found from any segment, then the query is submitted to a
server node.
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The previous five described cases are organised in an algorithm structure presented in
figure 3. The algorithm Query Trimming [QM03] receives as an entrance a semantic
segment S and a query Q. As a result, the algorithm provides a structure that contains: a
type identifier (that specifies which kind of partition was selected) and sub-queries
(probe, remainder and amending query). An amending query is characterised by a query
sent to a server node. In other words, this query represents the operation to find a
segment that it is not present in memory of the mobile device.

Figure 3: Algorithm Query Trimming.

In the following query structure we provide an example, where query Q’ submits a
search to segment S. A answer can not be found only using the local information
available in the cache:
select Age, Name from Employee where Age > 30 and Salary > 300

It is possible to verify that the condition related to the employees, i.e. with Age > 30 and
Salary > 300, can both be solve by the segment S, if the attributes exist in the local
segment. However, if an attribute does not exist it will be impossible to solve the query.
This example fits exactly in the case, because the local segment does not have the Salary
attribute. Then, an amending query is created. This query submits to the server node a
query to send to the mobile device the Salary attribute. When this attributes arrives at the
local segment the query is processed and the result returned to the wireless user.
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3 Configuration and Experimental Results
The environment considered in this article, it is a real configuration form by mobile
devices that can have access to a structure local area network. We decided to utilise a
real configuration, because we implemented the software portion of the server, the client
and the communication module. Therefore, utilising this configuration it could provide a
more realist assessment of some intrinsic problems found in wireless environments.
The design and development of the semantic cache model, presented in the theory in
section 2, represents the main part of our contribution. As figure 4 shows, we image an
environment that was formed by three elements: a database manager, a server and a
client wireless node.
The database manager used in this research project was the Mckoi SQL [Md06]. We
decided to use this database, because it is an open source package and provides all the
functions necessary to the development of the proposed software environment.

Figure 4: Proposed Environment.

The server node module was characterised for waiting and treating client connections
and requests. This element was implemented having three software components:
•
•

Server Connection: this element waits for the calls from wireless clients in a
specific port and then redirects to the Connection Handler module to be
treated;
Connection Handler: this module is responsible for receiving calls from client
nodes and establishes connections with the DBConnection. It was
implemented adopting the multithread approach and has an application
communication protocol developed to provide some functions such as:
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authentication in the database, execution of queries and database reinitialisation.
DBConnection: this element interfaces the communication between the server
node and the database manager. The implementation was developed to
provide to the server independence from the used database. Therefore, this
module returns the results of all SQL queries as labels, indicating a line and a
column and the primary key of the table. In other words, this software element
was designed adopting a QueryResultSet structure.

•

On the client side, the enhanced semantic cache functionality was designed and
implemented having the following components:
• Client Connection: this element is responsible for establishing and closing
a connection, sending and receiving requests in the client connections.
These connections were characterised by sockets and this module provides
two streams channels: an input and an output. Theses channels are managed
and encapsulated through the functions:
public void send(Datagram msg) {...}
public Datagram receive() {...}
•

•

Connection Handler: this entity is responsible for treating the client
connections. Thus, it provides a transparent interface, called as Semantic
Cache, that encapsulates procedures to establish connection with a server
and data structure;
Semantic Cache: this module is the implementation of semantic cache
policies that we discussed early. Therefore, we developed for this
component some facilities such as: semantic segment, binary tree,
QueryPlanTree, and PredicateSet. In addition, it also provides the entity
ClientGUI that has a transparency feature related to the semantic cache
policy. Thus, for an application that uses this interface, the processing
procedure for local and remote queries are transparently. An example is:
public synchronized QueryResultSet
executeQuerySelect( String queryConsult)
{…}

•
•

ClientGUI: this component of the proposed environment provides a user
friendly interface to a user to have access to the facilities of the software
package implemented;
Local Data: the persistent local cache is store in this element. When, for
example, the environment starts it has a number of segments that were
generated in the last utilization.
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Figure 5: A general communication between client and server.

Figure 5 presents a general picture of the client and server communication. The uplink
channel is used by clients to realize access and queries to a server node. This channel is
also used to verify if enough energy exists and if the client is inside a wireless area from
a server. The downlink channel is a conventional link where servers send their answers
to clients.
Table 2 shows characteristics of the software and hardware components that were used
to our empirical tests.
Component
Model
Processador
Memory
OS
JVM

Mobile Client
Palm Tungsten C
400MHz
64MB
Palm OS 5.2.1
MIDP 2.0 - CLDC

Server
AMD Duron
1,2GHz
256MB
GNU-Linux-2.4
Sun J2SE-1.4.2

Table 2: Environment Characteristics

3.1 Empirical Experiments
The experiments that we show in this section were realized to test all the existing
components of the environment, shown in figure 4. In other words, we image a set of
tests that could verify the interaction between the software elements and certify that the
answers were expected results.
We started the mobile device with any information inside the local cache. After that we
submitted the following queries:
1.
2.

Select Id, Name, Age from Employee where Age > 35;
Select Id, Name, Phone from Employee where Age < 40.

This first query was entirely submitted to the server and after that the information was
added to a segment S1. The second query, shown in figure 6, when submitted to the first
segment S1 generated a hybrid partitioned. The sub-queries were:
1.

Select Id, Name from Employee where Age > 35;
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2.
3.

Select Id, Phone from Employee where Age > 35 and Age < 40;
Select Id, Name, Phone from Employee where Age <= 35.

The first sub-query can be answer by the segment S1, whereas the other two were sent to
the server node. An example of the server behavior is illustrated in figure 7. This figure
shows a server text interface informing the result sent the client. This message refers to
the third sub-query.
The final answer of the second query Q is present in figure 8. This answer indicates that
the designed and implementation reach successfully the objective of the wireless user.
The research procedure was efficient, because it only collects the necessary data from
the server node. In other words, avoiding unnecessary wireless connection to the server
and saving resources once it does not considered the store of data that is already in a
semantic cache segment.
On the other hand, figure 9 demonstrates the final content of the local semantic cache.
After the hybrid partitioned operation two new semantic segments were created, S1 and
S2. It is expected that for a future similar request, the mobile device could answer the
query more efficiently, because the data now exists locally.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
The semantic cache is not a novel mechanism. However, this approach employed in
small equipment, such as mobile devices, is an interesting research topic to enhance
wireless applications. In this article we have presented a model and implementation of an
environment to enhance the performance of mobile applications. We first described
theoretically how the semantic segments work. After that we presented our differential
contribution designing, developing and implementing a solution to receive queries from
a local mobile device and then process efficiently these requests.
The proposed environment was compound by three software modules: a server, a client
and a database interface manager. The server was implementing having entities such as a
connection link element, a handler and a database connection. The client part
representing the vital point of the contribution, it was characterised by having a
connection server software package, a user friendly graphical interface and the semantic
cache module. Finally, the database interface manager provides an open solution to the
environment to work independently from a specific database or operating system.
Empirical results indicate that we have successfully reached a contribution to improve
the performance of local wireless applications.
As a future research work, we are planning to add locality dependence facility to the
software package implemented and also consider ad hoc networks to form an
environment to provide answers for mobile users.
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Figure 6: The second query from the
mobile device.

Figure 7: Server Text Interface.

Figure 8: Answer of the second query.

Figure 9: Semantic segment after the second query.
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Abstract: Videos streamed over the Internet can be received by mobile devices anywhere and anytime. The challenges for Internet streaming include avoiding data loss
and playing back the content in the desired quality. A technique for achieving these
goals is Scalable Video Coding (H.264-SVC) that adapts the content to network and
device characteristics without transcoding. Since there is no player for rendering scalable video content on mobile phones using more than the base layer, we present our
prototype implementation that is able to decode multiple layers of scalable content in
the temporal, spatial or quality domain. Currently the prototype is available and has
been tested on the iPhone 3G.

1

Introduction

Scalable Video Coding (H-264 SVC) [SMW07], the latest extension to the MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding standard, enables content adaptation by removing parts of the encoded stream so that the sub-streams result in differently scaled variations. The availability
of different variations is important when delivering the original quality is not possible, like
in case of legacy devices not having enough resources or in lossy wireless network environments.
The variations can be produced in the temporal, spatial or ﬁdelity domain. The temporal
scalability is applied to reduce the frame rate, spatial scalability results in a reduced picture size and ﬁdelity scalability decreases the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio. A further but not
very frequently used scaling method is the region-of-interest (ROI) scalability, where the
sub-streams typically represent spatially contiguous regions of the original picture area.
While Scalable Video Coding features much ﬂexibility to deliver best possible quality, to
our best knowledge all video players for mobile devices support at most the decoding of
the base layer, which is by deﬁnition H-264 compatible, but none of them is able to decode
multiple layers. Being able to handle multiple temporal layers can be necessary to provide
heterogeneous mobile devices with different frame rates while not limiting the decoded
stream to the rate of the base layer. For example, devices with sufﬁcient resources (like the
iPhone) could get the full frame rate while devices with limited resources (older mobile
devices) should receive a limited number of layers resulting in a lower frame rate (e.g.
12 frames per second). Another example stressing the necessity of being able to decode
multiple layers in the spatial domain concerns the support of mobile devices with differ-
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ent resolutions. For example a smart phone with a resolution of 160x240 pixels would
receive only one layer an iPhone with a resolution of 320x480 pixels would get additional
enhancement layers to render the video without using interpolation. Furthermore, we identify the necessity of being able to use multiple layers with respect to graceful degradation
in the ﬁdelity domain. Lets assume that the video is encoded in two layers, where the
lossless transmission of the base layer requires 400 Kbit/s and the combined transmission
of the base layer and enhancement layer requires 1000/s. Given that the network allows
lossless transmission of both layers, only being able to decode the base layer on the mobile device - and discard the enhancement layer because of the inability to decode multiple
layers - would result in a massive quality loss.
Section 2 gives and overview about Scalable Video Coding (SVC) in general, Section 3
presents current and future technologies for streaming media content to mobile devices,
Section 4 describes our application layer approach for decoding multiple SVC layers on
the iPhone, Section 5 presents the gain from using multiple Scalable Video Coding Layers
instead of only a single one on a mobile device and Section 6 summarizes the presented
work.

2

Background on Scalable Video Coding

Scalable Video Coding (SVC) produces streams consisting of multiple encoded sub-streams
called layers. The ﬁrst Layer is the base layer, all other layers are called enhancement layers and are numbered in ascending order. The architecture of a scalable video stream can
be found in Figure 1.
Enhancement – Layer N

VideoStream

Enhancement – Layer 2
Enhancement – Layer 1
Base - Layer

Figure 1: Scalable Video Coding Architecture

Decoding different subsets of the layers can result in N permutations. Decoding all layers
together results in the best quality (see Figure2), decoding only the base layer results in
the base quality (see Figure3).
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Enhancement – Layer 3

Enhancement – Layer 3

Enhancement – Layer 2

Enhancement – Layer 2

Enhancement – Layer 1

Enhancement – Layer 1

Base - Layer

Base - Layer

Figure 2: All layers are decoded

3

Figure 3: Only base layer is decoded

Related Work

At the moment mobile video services are largely based on H.263 and MPEG-4, but according to [SSW07] the availability of H.264/AVC capable terminals will increase over
the next years, making the features of the new standard ubiquitous. Some examples for
the emerging use of SVC in mobile video transmission can be found in [GLS06] [HHL08]
[SGS+ 07]. A further indication for the upcoming availability of SVC, is the 3 GPP recommendation of using the H.264/AVC baseline proﬁle for all mobile services, including
packet-switched streaming services [Cur03], messaging services, and multimedia broadcast/multicast services [AK08]. Beside this, mobile broadcast services such as DVB-H
[Wea07] and DAB [LFG+ 06] will also rely on the new standard.

4

Application Level Scalable Video Coding with multiple Layers

Contrary to the low level Scalable Video Coding implementation [SMW07] our approach
has been implemented at the application layer and allows the transformation of MPEG1,2,4, H-264 and QuickTime content into our proprietary scalable format. As illustrated
in Figure 4, a video stream is received by our video proxy and transformed into multiple
layers using the H-264 codec. In order to abstract the various video formats (MPEG-1,2,4,
H-264 or QuickTime) we have implemented a codec-abstraction layer. The support of
that many input video formats has become possible by using a combination of the X264
[Rao06] and the FFMPEG library [Tom06].
In the current implementation every stream which arrives at the proxy is transformed into
the H-264 format producing one base layer and one enhancement layer in the temporal, spatial and ﬁdelity domain. Once the transformation from the single stream to the
layered format is accomplished, the content is forwarded to the mobile devices. On the
mobile device the layers are processed by the scalability-abstraction layer. The scalabilityabstraction handles the decoding of all H-264 layers into the RGB format as well as the
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Figure 4: Scalable Video Coding at the Application Layer

merging and forwarding to the media player. For being able to decode the H-264 layers on
the iPhone we have ported the X264 codec for the ARM architecture [Jag97].
The functionality of the codec-abstraction layer for encoding the layers in the temporal,
spatial and ﬁdelity domain as well as the decoding by the scalability-abstraction layer is
explained in the following sections 4.1 to 4.3.

4.1

Temporal Scalability

The block diagram in Figure 5 shows our mechanism for producing one base and one
enhancement layer in the temporal domain. The base and enhancement layers are created
in 6 steps. The steps 1 and 6 are identical for both of them, whereas steps 2-5 are only
required to produce the enhancement layer.
1. The raw video is temporally down-sampled, then transformed using the discrete
cosine transform (DCT) and ﬁnally quantized (Q). Temporal down sampling is
achieved by skipping a predeﬁned number of frames. For example a down-sampling
ratio of 2:1 is achieved by skipping every second frame from the input stream.
2. In order to produce the enhancement layer each frame is reconstructed by inverse
quantization and the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT).
3. The input for the enhancement layer is temporally up-sampled to the original frame
rate. Temporal up sampling is achieved by replicating frames. In the example of the
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Base Layer
Bit Stream

Raw
Video

-

+

DCT

Q

IDCT

IQ

VLC

Enhancement Layer
Bit Stream

DCT

Q

VLC
DCT: Discrete Cosinus Transform
IDCT: Inverse Discrete Cosinus Transform
VLC: Variable Length Coding
Q: Quantization
IQ: Inverse Quantization

Figure 5: Block diagram Scalable Temporal Encoder

1:2 sampling rate, every frame is replicated.
4. The difference between the reconstructed (replicated) and the original frames is calculated. This difference is known as the residual, and stored in the enhancement
layer.
5. The residual is transformed using the discrete cosine transformation (DCT) and
quantization (Q).
6. The quantized coefﬁcients of the (1) base- and (2) enhancement layers are encoded
using variable length coding (VLC).
To decode the base and enhancement layers variable length coding (VLD), inverse quantization (IQ) and inverse discrete cosine transformation (IDCT) have to be applied (see
Figure6). Afterwards, the ﬁnal output is produced by up sampling the base layer and
merging it with the enhancement layer.
Base Layer
Bit Stream

Enhancement Layer
Bit Stream

VLD

IQ

IDCT

VLD

IQ

IDCT

+

Decoded
Videstream

VLD: Variable Length Decoding
IQ: Inverse Quantization
IDCT: Inverse Discrete Cosinus Transform

Figure 6: Block diagram Scalable Temporal Decoder
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4.2

Spatial Scalability

A block diagram for encoding one base and one enhancement layer in the spatial domain
can be found in Figure 7. Like for temporal scalability (see Section 4.1) the base layer and
Base Layer
Bit Stream

Raw
Video

-

+

DCT

Q

IDCT

IQ

DCT

Q

VLC

Enhancement Layer
Bit Stream
VLC
DCT: Discrete Cosinus Transform
IDCT: Inverse Discrete Cosinus Transform
VLC: Variable Length Coding
Q: Quantization
IQ: Inverse Quantization

Figure 7: Block diagram Scalable Spatial Encoder

the enhancement layer are created in 6 steps, having in common steps 1 and 6 but applying
steps 2 to 5 only to the enhancement layer.
1. The raw video is spatially down-sampled, transformed using discrete cosinus transform (DCT) and quantized to get the input for both layers.
2. The enhancement layer is produced by reconstructing each frame using inverse
quantization (IQ) and the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT).
3. Each enhancement layer frame is spatially up-sampled to the original size using
interpolation.
4. The up-sampled frames are XOR-ed with the corresponding original image, the resulting frame is known as the residual.
5. The residual is transformed using the discrete cosine transformation (DCT) and
quantized (Q).
6. The coefﬁcients from the base- and enhancement layer are encoded using variable
length coding (VLC).
For decoding the two layers Variable Length Coding (VLC), Inverse Quantization (IQ)
and Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) have to be applied (see Figure8).
After applying IDCT to both layers the frames are spatially up-sampled by XORing the
base with the enhancement layer.
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Base Layer
Bit Stream

Enhancement Layer
Bit Stream

VLD

IQ

IDCT

VLD

IQ

IDCT

+

Decoded
Videstream

VLD: Variable Length Decoding
IQ: Inverse Quantization
IDCT: Inverse Discrete Cosinus Transform

Figure 8: Block diagram Scalable Spatial Decoder

4.3

Fidelity Scalability

A block diagram for our application layer based production one base layer and one enhancement layer in the ﬁdelity domain can be found in Figure 9.
Raw
Video

Base Layer
Bit Stream
DCT

+

-

Q

VLC

IQ
Enhancement Layer
Bit Stream
Q

VLC

DCT: Discrete Cosinus Transform
VLC: Variable Length Coding
Q: Quantization
IQ: Inverse Quantization

Figure 9: Block diagram Scalable Fidelity Encoder

Like for temporal and spatial scalability the base layer and the enhancement layer are
created in 6 steps, having in common steps 1 and 6 but applying steps 2 to 5 only to the
enhancement layer.
1. The luminance and chrominance values of the raw video are down-sampled, transformed using discrete cosinus transform (DCT) and quantized to get the input for
both layers.
2. For producing the enhancement layer, each frame is reconstructed using inverse
quantization (IQ) and the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT).
3. The luminance and chrominance components of each enhancement layer frame are
up-sampled to the original quality.
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4. Each up-sampled frame is XOR-ed with the corresponding original image. This
difference is known as the residual.
5. The residual is transformed using the discrete cosine transformation (DCT) and
quantized (Q).
6. The coefﬁcients from the base- and enhancement layer are encoded using variable
length coding (VLC).
For decoding the two layers Variable Length Coding (VLC), Inverse Quantization (IQ)
and Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) have to be applied (see Figure10).
Raw
Video

Base Layer
Bit Stream
DCT

+

Q

-

VLC

IQ
Enhancement Layer
Bit Stream
Q

VLC

DCT: Discrete Cosinus Transform
VLC: Variable Length Coding
Q: Quantization
IQ: Inverse Quantization

Figure 10: Block diagram Scalable Fidelity Decoder

After applying IDCT to both layers the frames are spatially up-sampled by XORing the
base with the enhancement layer.

5

Evaluation

In our evaluation section we show the quality improvement obtained from our new approach where we are able to use the base layer in combination with the enhancement layer
on the iPhone compared to only using the base layer. The proxy for producing the scalable
stream is a standard linux workstation with a 2.13 GHz dual core processor. The decoding
and rendering of the layers is performed on an iPhone 3G. The quality comparison is based
on the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [HCS01] calculation which is an automated standard method for evaluating video quality. The evaluation is done by emulating the quality
impression of the human visual system (HVS) [JPH05] based on the following equation.
P SN R(n, k)dB = 20log10

q

1
Ncol ∗Nrow

2k −1
PNcol PNrow
2
i=1
j=1 (PB (n,i,j)−PBE (n,i,j))
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We have evaluated the quality of 18 randomly selected video sequences belonging to various categories ranging from sports to entertainment and news videos. For evaluating temporal scalability the base layer was encoded with 12 frames/second, and the enhancement
layer with 13 frames/second. Spatial scalability was evaluated by producing a base layer
with a resolution of 160x240 pixels and an enhancement layer increasing the resolution
to 320x240 pixels. Depending on the different motion intensity and color distribution, the
minimal, average and maximal gain from our implementation has been measured and is
presented in Table 1.

Min
Mean
Max

Quality Gain in the Temporal Domain
23.6 %
41.58 %
62.6 %

Quality Gain in the Spatial Domain
6.8 %
23.34 %
70.4 %

Table 1: Evaluation Results

Our comparison shows that the quality improvement for the tested videos, using the enhancement layer in the temporal domain, lies between 23.6 % and 62.6 % and the quality
improvement from using the enhancement layer in the spatial domain is between 6.8 %
and 70.4 %.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have summarized the challenges of video streaming over wireless best
effort networks. We have presented Scalable Video Coding (H.264-SVC) as the state of
the art solution for handling requirements of heterogeneous mobile devices. Since there
is no video player available for rendering scalable video content on mobile phones using
multiple layers, we have presented our prototype implementation which is able to do so.
Currently we are able to decode the base layer plus one enhancement layer in real-time,
which allows to signiﬁcantly improve the visual quality (see Section 5). A more sophisticated solution concerning the number of the decoded layers will be developed at a later
stage of the project. Having more layers offers the possibility to serve a larger variety of
devices and better possibilities of reacting to bandwidth ﬂuctuations, resulting in higher
end-user satisfaction. Increasing the number of enhancement layers will be realized by
applying the existing algorithms recursively.
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Abstract: With the aim to improve the quality of service of the modern distributed
application, we propose a multi-criteria routing algorithm running in a mesh
structured overlay network. Using a grid pattern can improve routing remarkably,
since it provides alternative and partly disjunctive paths of equal length as well as
the ability to measure distances between nodes in the overlay network. A Thermal
Field approach is used to represent buffer stages on the nodes. The decisionmaking algorithms use fuzzy logic techniques to select the optimal path
considering multiple constraints. The proposed algorithm is evaluated using
P2PNetSim, a network simulation tool. The approach is compared to Shortest Path
routing and probability functions using deterministic or adaptive approach. The
result of routing with fuzzy logic shows superior routing performance than others
both in delivery ratio and routing time.

1 Introduction
Quality of Service Routing (QoSR) is a key function for the transmission and
distribution of digitized information across networks. It has two main objectives; finding
routes that satisfy the QoSR constraints and making efficient resource utilization.
Unfortunately, several factors can cause poor performance. So many problems still exist
such as data loss because of overloaded incoming and outgoing message buffers, packet
delay or expiry when residing in large queue or when using unsuitable routes. The
complexity in QoS routing comes from multiple criteria, which often make the routing
problem intractable. Typical criteria are node buffer capacities, residual link capacities,
and number of hops on the path. Many routing algorithms [GRS05] have been developed
in this research area. Expert systems, swarm intelligent systems, artificial neural
networks, and fuzzy logic are applied for multi-constraint decision making. Many
approaches focus on bandwidth and throughput optimizations.
We considered buffer utilization for improving robustness and to implement an efficient
load balancing that is only based on local knowledge of the nodes involved. A fuzzy
system was chosen because it provides a mathematical model for dealing with
imprecision and uncertainty as given in common traffic situations in today’s
communication networks.
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The overlay network approaches [Lu04] aim to support various features such as robust
routing architectures, efficient searching and routing, load-balancing, distributed
implementation of trust and authentication, and redundant storage, emerged in Peer-toPeer (P2P) network. Structured P2P networks, such as CAN, Chord, and Pastry, provide
Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) to identify relationships among nodes and files for
searching and routing control. Whereas unstructured networks, ad-hoc systems, organize
peers in a random graph and use flooding or random search on the graph to find the
desired contents. In comparison, structured P2P networks can efficiently locate rare data
since the key-based routing in scalable, but they incur significantly higher overhead for
popular content.
The grid pattern with coordinate system provides many benefits for the routing process,
because many paths with the same hop-count exist between two peers and they enable
each peer to predict the shortest route without prior communication. Grid can be used to
provide content-based coordinate systems generated from the distributed system’s
contents. The generated map can be changed dynamically according to overlaying
application’s requirements. The distance between peers is measured in Euclidean space.
In [Be07] proposes routing in a mesh-like structure using the EPC code to establish an
address space. Moreover, other applications such as Network Virtual Environments and
Data mining application could be able to apply our adaptive routing approach on their
content-grid structure.
The proposed algorithm takes the distance from the current node to the destination into
account as well as the buffer usage level of each node’s direct neighbors. The distance is
measured by Euclidean space. To propagate the buffer levels in a node’s neighborhood,
a thermal-field-based approach is used. The locally executed decision-making process is
based on fuzzy logic.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides related literature briefly
and extensively description of classical routing methods on meshes, thermal field
approaches, and fuzzy systems. Section 3 introduces our routing strategy considering
multiple factors using fuzzy logic. Section 4 describes the simulation environment in
P2PNetSim simulation tool, as well as the results and discussions. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper and gives an outlook for future research.

2 Related Work
Many adaptive routing algorithms considering multi-constraint to improve QoSR have
been introduced in before. Zhang and Zhu [ZZ05] introduced an algorithm considering
number of hops and available buffer-capacities in general communication networks.
FLAR [MTR07] and FACO [GDT09] describe routing algorithms applying ant colony
systems and fuzzy logic to consider multiple constraints in Mobile Ad Hoc Network
(MANET). FLAR considered route utilization and route delay but FACO considered
buffer occupancy, remaining battery power and signal scalability. A fuzzy mixed metric
approach, introduced in [US08], is used to make optimal routing decisions in packet
switching network by considering one or multiple QoS factors.
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The introduced routing approach is run on a mesh overlay network, in which the distance
is measured by coordinate system. One of the well-known routing algorithms in grid-like
networks was introduced by Jon Kleinberg [Kl00]. He introduced a decentralized
algorithm in grid, where he added long-range links to forward messages from any source
node to target within only O(log2n) delivery time complexity. Meanwhile the probability
proportional of long-range random links between nodes v and w is d(v,w)-2. Some
networks with coordinate systems are built in the lower layer of the network stack, e.g.
[DGK09], but also approaches for building grid in the application layer exist, as in
[BSU09, Be07]. In [BSU09], a grid structure is generated on top of a large-scale
decentralized network. Their logical grid is built without centralized control and global
instances; only local knowledge of each node is needed.
2.1 Routing in Grid-like Structure
Grid or mesh patterns have been used in many areas of communication networks. The
advantage of mesh structures is their reliability and inherent redundancy of the
connection. Many applications using grid structure are implemented in packet/circuit
switching both in wireless networks and wired networks, vehicle problems, and software
interaction [CL92, JVM95, LW04, RR91]. Some examples of routing algorithms in
mesh-connected topologies are presented in [Me04]. A deterministic routing method in
grid is called “XY” routing algorithm where packets are routed along X direction until
reaching the X value of the target and then route the packet in Y direction to the target.
This kind of routing can be refined, named the partial-adaptive routing algorithms;
“West-First”, “North-Last”, and “Negative-First” approaches. These methods change
packet routes dynamically by using a function that reacts immediately on network
traffic, but in some specific conditions they use the deterministic ways.
All these classical routing methods have in common that they choose between multiple
paths having the same hop count. The source node wants to send information to the
target node. Then the best path depending on the algorithm is selected. The chance to
find low QoS relies on the path selection function. If the selected route has many
overloaded peers, then the delay time increases or the packet losses occur.
2.2 Thermal Field
Unger and Wulff [UW04] were introduced the Thermal Field approach which is used for
searching nodes in P2P networks that keep the desired data; like a very frequently
accessed data or recently update information. The temperature implies the intensity of
the activities or changes of specific information in the node. Further, when a high
temperature point occurs in the community, its heat spreads around. The spreading
temperature decreases by distance between heat source and measurement point, also by
distribution time. Finally, a point becomes colder if there is no heat fed in. The thermal
approach can be applied to a P2P environment when the assumption is that members of
the community cooperate with each others, and all peers contribute for community
results. Whenever there is a message sent among members of the community, it means
the heat is transported from source to neighbour.
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However, there is a difference from nature that the virtual community is able to
memorize temperatures from latest access of each neighbour. Consequently, when a
message requests for special information, it can be transferred to the “hottest” neighbour
that is kept in memory.
The Thermal Field approach is also used in routing in overlay network representing the
level of buffer usage. In [LU09a], route decision is chosen either an adaptive or a
directed route depending on a global predefined probability. This decision immediately
reflects the buffer level of the considered node’s neighbour at decision time. And in
[LU09b], five adaptive probability functions of relative remaining distance were used to
further improve the routing decision. It extended prior algorithm to avoid the global
parameters. These approaches can gather remarkable advantages from the underlying
grid-like structure, which offers a lot of alternative routing paths for a single message.
2.3 Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy Logic introduced by Zadeh [Za65] allows a computer to model the same way that
people do, not always precise. People think and reason using linguistic terms such as
“hot” and “fast”, rather than in precise numerical terms “90 degrees” and “200
km/hours” respectively. The fuzzy set theory models the interpretation of imprecise and
incomplete sensory information as perceived by human brain. Thus, it represents and
numerically manipulates such linguistic information in a natural way via membership
functions and fuzzy rules. Some advantages of fuzzy logic are conceptually easy to
understand, flexible, and tolerant of imprecise data. It can model nonlinear functions of
complexity, and also can be built on top of the experience of experts.
A key feature of Fuzzy logic is to handle uncertainties and non-linearity, existing in
physical systems, similarly to the reasoning conducted by human beings, which makes it
very attractive for decision making systems. A fuzzy logic system comprises basically
three elements: (i) Fuzzification, (ii) Knowledge base (rule and function), and (iii)
Defuzzification. In Fig. 1 shows the generalized blog diagram of fuzzy system.
Rule Base

Input

Fuzzification

Knowledge base

Defuzzification

Output

Membership Function

Fig. 1: A block diagram of a generalized fuzzy system
The function of the fuzzification is to determine the degree of membership to a crisp
input in a fuzzy set. The fuzzy rule base is used to present the fuzzy relationship between
input-output fuzzy variables. The output of the fuzzy rule base is determined based on
the degree of membership specified by the fuzzifier. The defuzzification is used to
convert outputs to the fuzzy rule base into crisp values.
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In Section 2, we presented the classical routing in mesh, the thermal field approach and
fundamental fuzzy logic technique. The next section, we will explain how the fuzzy
logic works to find an optimal routes by considering relative distances in grid and buffer
usage level.

3 Algorithms
In this section we describe our algorithm in details. The route decision process is
constructed with the communication model transmitted temperature value by agents and
use fuzzy logic to find the best path. Our approach considers decision position in terms
of distance relationship and buffer usage status concurrently. The distance between
nodes is measured by Euclidean distance from coordinate of grid. And the thermal field
represented buffer usage level is used for communicating buffer information over the
network. So that, every node has to keep its neighbours’ temperatures and coordinate ID.
The lower temperatures represent more available resources to handle new data. In the
route decision process, the distance of original to target node, current to target peer, and
neighbours to target location are measured.
3.1 Measuring the Temperature
The temperature  represents the buffer usage of a peer that is the level of messages
waiting to forward. At a current node c, the temperature c is calculated at every
simulation time. The value of c is between 0 and 1: 0 denotes an empty buffer and 1 a
full buffer.
Messages in Buffer
,
0 ≤ c ≤ 1
Buffer size
The latest buffer status is important to make a correct decision; hence, it is designed to
attach the temperature value to all data packets sent through the community and in the
corresponding acknowledgement packets. The packets and the acknowledgements work
as a median of the temperature. They pass temperatures from one to another node until
they reach their target or expire. Every current node c has a set of neighbours N(c) where
messages can be forwarded to and i is a number of neighbour, then Ni  N(c), 1≤ i ≤4.
There are three possibilities to update a neighbours’ temperature,  (Ni) on node c. Let βi
be the number of packets and μi be the number of acknowledgments which sent from
neighbour Ni to current node.

c =

1. If node c receives a packet or an acknowledgment from neighbour Ni , the old
temperature is replaced with the new temperature.

 (Ni) = i ,

if βi>0 and μi>0

2. If there is no message sent from neighbour Np , the new temperature caused by the
spread of source node then decreases exponentially, whereby t is the routing time.

 (Ni) =  (Ni)  e-t,

if βi=0 and μi=0
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3. The new temperature is zero when no message arrives and no heat remains.
if βi=0, μi=0, and  (Ni)=0

 (Ni) = 0,

Next topic, we introduce how fuzzy logic system works when knows distance and
temperature of its neighbours.
3.2 Fuzzy Logic
The inputs to the fuzzy controller to be designed for routing are: (i) buffer usage status,
(ii) distance, and (iii) neighbour type. These three selection parameters make the route
reflect the network status and the nodes’ ability to reliability delivery network packet.
The distance is defined current packet-holder position compares to source and target. It
is calculated by equation (1), and neighbour type is in equation (2):
(𝑥 𝑑 −𝑥 𝑠 )2 + (𝑦 𝑑 −𝑦𝑠 )2

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =
𝑁𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 =

(1)

(𝑥 𝑑 −𝑥 𝑐 )2 + (𝑦 𝑑 −𝑦𝑐 )2

(𝑥𝑁𝑖 − 𝑥𝑡 )2 + (𝑦𝑁𝑖 − 𝑦𝑡 )2 −

(𝑥𝑐 − 𝑥𝑡 )2 + (𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑡 )2

(2)

Where (xc,yc) is current peer, (xs,ys) is source node, (xd,yd) is destination, and (xNi,yNi) is
neighbours i of current node. The steps involved in calculation of neighbour preference
rate are elaborated in Fuzzy Interference System (FIS). The three input variables to be
fuzzified are the thermal value (buffer usage status), the relative distance, and the
neighbour type. The terms “Empty”, “Few”, “Half”, “Almost”, and “Full” are used to
describe the temperature field. “VeryClose”, “Close”, “StartPoint”, “Far”, and
“VeryFar” are termed to explain the relation of distance and “Closer” and “Farer” are
described neighbour types. In Fig. 2 shows the membership functions of input variable.
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Fig. 3 shows the membership functions of output, neighbour rate. We define nine terms
for the values of neighbour rate from lowest to highest as “VeryBad”, “Bad”, “Fair”,
“Good”, and “VeryGood”. The rules of the FIS are designed for an optimal path. Table 1
shows rule base for the FIS.
Neighbor = Closer
Neighbor Rate
Empty
VeryClose
Close
Distance StartPoint

Neighbor = Farer

Thermal
Few

VeryGood VeryGood

Thermal

Half
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Full

Empty

Few

Half
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Full
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Fair

Bad
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Bad

VeryBad

VeryGood VeryGood
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VeryBad

VeryGood VeryGood
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Good

Fair

Bad

VeryBad

Far

VeryGood

Good

Fair

Bad

Bad

Fair

Fair

VeryFar

VeryGood

Good

Fair

Bad

Bad

Fair

Bad

Bad

VeryBad VeryBad

VeryBad VeryBad VeryBad

Table 1: Fuzzy Rule Base

There are 37 rules defined for this fuzzy system. The examples are showed in the
following:
R1: IF thermal IS Empty AND neighbour IS Closer THEN neighbour_rate IS VeryGood;
R2: IF thermal IS Full AND neighbour IS Farer THEN neighbour_rate IS VeryBad;
…
R37: IF thermal IS Almost AND distance IS VeryFar AND neighbour IS Farer THEN
neighbour_rate IS VeryBad;

The defuzzification is the process of conversion of fuzzy output set into a single number.
The method “Center of Gravity” (COG) is chosen as show in equation (3)
𝑁𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑋 𝑖 ∙ 𝜇 (𝑥 𝑖 )
𝑁 𝜇 (𝑥 )
𝑖
𝑖=1

(3)

Where 𝑥𝑖 is the element and 𝜇(𝑥𝑖 ) is its membership function. COG method is the most
widely defuzzification strategy, which is reminiscent of the calculation of the expected
value of probability distributions.
The details proposed algorithm is explained. Next in Section 4, we will present some
experimental results. The outcomes compare to shortest path method and adaptive
probability functions to use thermal field.

4 Experimental consideration
We conducted experiments to evaluate the proposed protocol, and compare to the
shortest path method and thermal approach by fixed functions algorithm. Since our
approach run in decentralized network, each node knows only its neighbourhood peers.
The route decision is made step by step when it hold message. The shortest path method
finds the fastest way in terms of number of hop-count then the message is forwarded to
the shortest neighbour to destination.
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Other constraints aren’t considered. On another factor, the thermal approach is used for
considering buffer usage level [LU09b]. The functions for probability to select either
low buffer route or shortest way are predefined. In this paper, we selected the two
different formulas in comparison.
4.1 Environment Setting
The experiment was simulated using P2PnetSim, a network simulation environment. The
tool is powerful and flexible in simulating, modeling and analyzing any kind of
networks. Peers are configured collectively and individually using XML files for
network setup, and Peer behaviors are implemented in the Java programming language.
In our experiments, the network is organized into a grid structure with 1,024 nodes in
two dimensions (32x32). The coordinates of a node within the grid form its node ID. The
grid is overlaid on a virtual IPv4 network. Peers are connected in four directions to each
other: left, right, up, and down. The buffer sizes and outgoing bandwidths are limited for
most of the peers. Both buffer sizes and bandwidth values are assigned randomly follow
the Power-Law distribution. There are two types of packets, data and
acknowledgements. The acknowledgment is prioritized. Otherwise, the system handles
the packets First-In-First-Out.
To generate traffic, the simulation defines different throughputs for nodes in terms of
buffer sizes and outgoing bandwidths. In the trial, the 338 source nodes are uniformed
randomly selected together with predefined target randomly in a specific area. Source
nodes send a message to its target with probability 0.2. They generate a message in every
simulation time until total messages are 50,000 packets. In order to evaluate algorithm
performances messages success delivery ratio, message loss ratio, and message expired
ratio are measured. Besides, a node (31, 28) is set to assess routing time. It generated a
packet every simulation time until 500 messages sent to target (0, 0). The routing time
that counts from launching the original node to reaching the target node. That time
includes moving steps and waiting times in the traffic nodes.
4.2. Results and Discussion
The experiments report in this section compares to shortest path methods and thermal
approach with two probability functions (4 & 5) as introduced in [LU09b]. Packet
delivery ratio is important as it describes the successful rate that will be seen by the
transport protocol, which in turn affects the routing quality that the network can support.
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Fig. 4: Packet Delivery Ratio
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Fig. 4(a) presents that packet success delivery ratio is the highest for routing with fuzzy
logic, which is due to its ability to select a least congested routes thus having the lowest
amount of loss as shows in Fig. 4(b). Moreover, a very few message expired ratio in Fig.
4(c) is also lowest which points that proposed algorithm is able to avoid very long
indirect route and/or long queue in buffer peers.
Fig. 5 presents an example routing performance of evaluation node (31,28) which sent
packets to its target peer (0,0). The average routing time is the average time to deliver a
packet from launched at source to reached target, and it includes all possible delays such
as waiting in buffer queue. And the average number of hop-count is the average number
of peer that packets are passed during transmission. The minimum hop-count from node
(31,28) to node (0,0) is 59 steps in grid. The shortest path method obviously shows every
message transport to destination with a number of hop-count, 59 times. However,
average routing time is quite high due to waiting time in long queue buffer nodes. And
due to shortest path protocol aim to transmit in the fastest way, packet lost ratio as in
Fig. 4(b) is highest. On the other hand, the thermal approach with predefined probability
functions to select either available buffer path or shortest route shows value of average
routing time and average number of hop-count in similar that means they are a good
approach in terms of avoid long queue of busy nodes. But packet delivery ratios in Fig. 4
reveal that many long indirect routes are chosen to avoid congestion nodes made high
percentage of expired packet. The best results are from multi-criteria using fuzzy logic.
It balances avoidance of indirect route and escape from busy nodes.
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Fig. 5: The average routing time

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we introduced a multi-criteria routing algorithm using fuzzy logic system.
Our method runs in grid-like structured overlay network then only local information is
used to find an optimal path. The buffer usage status is applied by thermal approach.
And the relative distance among peers are beneficial from coordinate in grid structure.
Both criteria are taken into account to find the best path and balance resource utilization
by fuzzy logic. The experiment results proof that the introduced algorithm enabled to
find an appropriate path, and react to high buffer usage situations. In future work, more
constraints, such as bandwidth will be considered for improving quality of service
routing. In addition, the enhancement of routing algorithms will be studied by learning
process.
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Abstract: Following the seminal work of Unger et al. based on building mesh-like
structures on top of a P2P network, we introduced an improved version of Compass a routing and load balancing algorithm based on direction-scopes for message delivery in such kind of networks. In this paper we evaluate and compare the performance
of this scope-based Compass against the self-balanced and self-adaptive routing algorithm named ColorANT. Moreover, we compare the Compass performance against
two routing algorithms: Flooding and a constrained version of Hotpotato.

1

Introduction

Unger et al. in [BCS+ 07] introduced an adaptive routing algorithm for passive RFID tag
information, monitored from any internet-connected tag reader. This algorithm is based
on building mesh-like structures on top of a P2P-connected network of the manufacturer’s
servers. In such kinds of mesh network a node is identiﬁed by its X and Y coordinate
and references up to eight neighbors (one for each orientation: down, up, right, left, as
well as up-right, up-left, down-right and down-left). Due to the nature of the mesh structure (code-named UTH 1 ) each node ﬁnds the closest neighbors through a ﬁtness function.
This function is based on the Euclidian distance. UTH mesh-based networks offer not only
high stability and high speed of reaction by node-jittering in very large networks, but also
more efﬁcient and scalable than structured systems.
Several papers deal with online routing and related problems in geometric settings. Bose
and Morin [BM99] classify routing algorithms based on their use of memory and/or randomization. In both cases, the message forwarding is based only on the coordinates of the
node where the message is located. Bose and Morin study also a randomized and memoryless routing algorithm that works for any triangulation. Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs
propose a 16-competitive algorithm to explore any plane graph. If the ratio between the
1 UTH denotes the abbreviation for the “Udon Thani Airport Thailand”, where the author invented the building
mesh algorithm, while waiting.
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length of any path found by algorithm A and the shortest path, is less than K, then A is
called K-competitive. Cucka et al. [CNR96] have shown that greedy routing algorithm
performs better than Compass routing algorithm ([BM99], [KSU99]) on random graphs,
but does not do as well on Delaunay triangulations. Nevertheless, Compass is slightly
more efﬁcient in any case if the number of edges traversed is considered. In [BBC+ 00],
Bose et at. show that, using Euclidean metric, there is no routing algorithm competitive for
all triangulations. They also proved, that no routing algorithm exists that uses the number
of traversed edges which are competitive for all Delaunay or greedy triangulations.

1.1

Motivation

In [RC07], we introduced an improved Compass routing algorithm. It delivers messages
in the above mentioned mesh-like structure using on each hop the direction closest to the
destination node. By using a range of possible directions that point to the destination, the
so called Scope, Compass avoids paths under congestion conditions.

Figure 1: Compass mechanism performed on each peer. Left side shows the Euclidian
distance and the angle between the closest neighbors with the ideal direction.
Right side depicts the eight neighbors of a peer on the UTH overlay network.
Furthermore it shows three different scopes: 90, 135 and 180 grades.

One of the open issues in routing algorithms is the Hotspot problem. A peer becomes
Hotspot if it forwards messages with a higher frequency than other peers. Hence, a hotspotpeer induces quickly to congestion conditions. In this paper, we evaluate experimentally
the performance of this improved Compass and prove its load balancing capability.
In [RUC07], a self adaptive and self-balanced routing algorithm was introduced for message delivery in large unstructured P2P networks. ColorANT adopts Ant Systems as introduced by Dorigo, Maniezzo and Colorini [FBP95]. It uses colored pheromones to look for
alternative paths near to the optimal route in case of congestion conditions . As described
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in [RC07] and [LU09], the colored routes marked by ColorANT can offer higher availability, coverage and up-to-dateness than the known best local routes approaches. Based
on this, this paper aims also to evaluate the high availability and load balancing capability
shown by ColorANT in very large networks.
In this paper we compare also the efﬁciency of two simple routing algorithms: Flooding
and HotPotato in UTH networks. The HotPotato algorithm represents a general cacheless
routing algorithm, which means the nodes of a network have no buffer to store temporal
messages before they reach their destination. In HotPotato, each message that is routed is
simply forwarded until it arrives its destination or it reaches its TTL (time to live) -then
the message dies. Note that this procedure lacks any intelligence. On the other hand,
there are many different implementations of the Hotpotato algorithm [FBP95], [TSG08],
[HPL01], even buffered ones, when network limitations are considered. For comparison
purposes, we modiﬁed the implementation of the HotPotato to be used in UTH overlay
networks, keeping a list of each node load and its neighbors. It then equally distributes
the incoming messages between half of the neighbors located close to the ideal direction
of the destination on the mesh. By Flooding algorithm, each node replicates and forwards
incoming messages to its neighbors until the message reaches its destination. Nevertheless,
the forwarding process is limited by a TTL to avoid network saturation. Due to simplicity,
ﬂooding is being used even in many strategies for message delivery in unstructured P2P
networks.

2
2.1

Performance Evaluation
Simulation Environment

Simulation Environment P2PNetSim version 2.5 was used for the above mentioned algorithms’ performance evaluation. P2PNetSim is a distributable tool for simulating IP based
network infrastructures and in particular for simulating large P2P Systems [Col06]. The
analysis of simulation results can be classiﬁed into two basic groups: small networks (with
256, 512 and 1024 nodes) and large networks (dealing with 2048, 4096 and 8192 nodes).
Each simulation scenario was executed 16 times on a cluster with 32 nodes AMD 64 bits
Quad-Core 2.6 GHz, 4 GB RAM and 500 TB of storage. The platform used was JDK
1.6 u 18 under Linux Suse 12. The ﬁgures in this paper show the average of those 16
experiments according to each scenario.

2.2

Performance Measurements

In this section, we present several important performance measurements whose results will
be compared by simulations in Section 3.
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Number of steps: determines how many peers were visited starting from the sender until
reaching the destination. The evaluation of this factor uses the average value of all
delivered messages.
Network usage: This is a measurement for the distribution of used paths on the network.
A marginal value means that many potential paths remain unused. This increases of
course the probability of congestion over most used routes. The higher the network
usage, the higher load balancing by message delivery. The higher value for network
usage is 100%.
Amount of overloaded peers: describes how many peers in a given simulation step cannot accept incoming messages anymore, because their queue is full. The evaluation
of this factor is calculated during the whole simulation.
Delay: This factor speciﬁes how long a message stays in the queue before it is processed.
Latency: deﬁnes the elapsed time from a message is sent until it’s delivered. This factor
includes the delay experimented on each peer before the message reach his destination.

Figure 2: (a) Representation of delay and processing time of message on a peer. (b) Power
Law function on number of messages to be routed by each simulation.

3

Simulation Model and Results

As depicted in ﬁgure 2 the number of messages generated follows a Power Law function.
Each simulation runs 2000 steps and during the last 500 steps, no new messages are generated. This time period is used for processing even the messages that are on the way
to their destination. Due to comparison constraints and duration of simulation time, the
number of peers generating messages was 4 and 8. The average link lenght of any pair
sorce-destination peers was 2L, where L is the square root value of N (network size). The
selection of these peers was random. Moreover the TTL for messages was set to 3L.
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3.1

Evaluation of average hops by message delivery and network usage

As can be appreciated in ﬁgure 3, Compass and ColorANT clearly need less steps for
message delivery than HotPotato and Flooding in small networks. Note that HotPotato
requires the highest values (or maximum number) of hops. The reason behind is that HotPotato does not use a smart strategy for message forwarding. In large networks, Flooding
shows not only the lower averages of hops but also exhibits the worst percentages of network usage. Additionally, Compass maintains around 100% of network usage. ColorANT
presents similarl high network usage-, around 80% on networks with 256 peers. This value
decreases softly when the networks grow. The network usage in ColorANT reaches approximately 75% with 8192 peers. This is an enhancement against HotPotato from 5% up
to 75%. In large networks, Compass takes advantage of around 100% of network usage.

Figure 3: Evaluation of hops needed by message delivery and the network usage. The
ﬁgure shows the evaluation of Compass in small networks (left side) as well as in
large networks (right side)

3.2

Evaluation of the message queue length and number of overloaded peers

Figure 4 shows the simulation results regarding the average length of the message queue
of all peers and the percentage of overloaded peers in small and large networks (left and
right side respectively). Flooding reveals high values of queue length due to the replication
of messages by forwarding. On the other side, HotPotato shows the shortest queues since
this mechanism forwards the messages immediately and does not make any copies of the
original message. Regarding the number of overloaded peers, ColorANT, HotPotato and
Flooding have a similar behavior. This overloading factor lies between 80% and 90%.
Compass emphasizes however with values between 30% and 35%. Note additionally that
Compass behaves similarly in both small and large networks.
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Figure 4: Evaluation of the message queue length and number of overloaded peers

3.3

Evaluation and Comparison of delay and number of hops by message delivering

Figure 5 represents the distribution of average delay and the number of hops in delivering
messages of different sizes. In Flooding, a high value is observed for the delay which
decreases as the network grows. The number of hops in Flooding is small although it increases lightly with the network size. Note that this value is maintained under 50 hops.
This behavior is reﬂected by Compass and ColorANT as well. Nevertheless, in HotPotato,
the number of hops increases strongly. The average delay for all algorithms, except Flooding, remains under 8 simulation steps for messages of 1KB. Compass exhibits a delay close
to zero, which is remarkable. A comparable behavior is observed with messages of size
of 2KB, 3KB and 4KB. The number of hops is maintained although the delay increases
proportionally with the message size, as expected.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we evaluated the performance of two self-adaptive routing algorithms in
UTH Overlay Networks. As it was demonstrated, Compass and ColorANT deliver messages with low delay values. In the same way, these algorithms are highly comparable with
Flooding as these mechanisms maintain few hops for message delivery. The average delay
in most cases remains marginal. Currently, we are evaluating the use of colored ants by the
scope-based Compass algorithm. We believe the ants will increase the Compass performance during triangulation situations. In near future, we will evaluate the performance of
this routing algorithm cooperation in larger networks that reﬂect the small-world principle.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank to the University of Dortmund and
the FernUniversitaet in Hagen for the facilities to run the simulations on their clusters.
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Figure 5: Evaluation and comparison of delay (in simulation steps) and number of hops by
message delivery
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Abstract: In this paper we propose a simple powerful method to increase search
performance in large p2p-network communities, especially, but not limited to
Internet. Our approach is based on introducing common functional language
methods “map” and “reduce” in distributed network environment. The method
exploits different connectivity levels of p2p nodes, dividing them into two groups
– master nodes, performing preliminary search processing and worker nodes,
performing actual search. We show that approach could be effectively used in Grid
network, built over common P2P-network utilizing benefits of routing in Grid
environment. An experimental implementation of the method confirms the
theoretical analysis of the method.

1 Introduction
An extreme amount of data available in an Internet requires an efficient tool in order to
determine where we locate data matching our request. This process is not limited to websearch (solved by Google, Yahoo, etc.). In big P2P networks an efficient way for finding
required chunk allows to significantly decrease overall bandwidth consumed by the
network.

2 Problems of Using Common Search Engine Approaches in P2Pnetworks
A key idea of search engine functioning is an ability to retrieve links to new documents
(let’s speak about HTML pages for example) in process of indexing existing data. This is
not applicable to P2P-networks since documents (files represented into network) have no
interconnections between each other. On the other hand each node in P2P provides an
interface to enumerate all documents, available on this node. In general the following
problems renders common indexing algorithm almost unusable:
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-

-

-

Small peer TTL (time to live) – in normal indexing process we put recently
discovered documents tot he end of queue, but when we end processing queue
the peer, provided these documents, could already be offline. On other hand we
could easy stuck on indexing one big, yet slow node, which is unacceptable for
making quick searches
Some peers could not be accessed directly (they have no white IP). This nodes
still participate in P2P-network, they carry important network data, but we can’t
use „PULL“ technique to get data from them - data must be directly pushed by
that nodes
P2P query consumes significant bandwith on the wide-area Internet; the total
bandwith consumed by all queries (which should be performed in parallel if we
want to provide an acceptable response time) must fit comfortably within
Internet’s capacity.

Another specific of P2P-search is that each document in network could be described in
less than 1KB of data (including filename, metadata, node info) since we are not
assuming performing full-text search on P2P-network. In other words we should pay
significant attention to quick indexing each node, assuming that time of indexing
document is not notable comparing to time for making connection and retrieving index
of available node documents.

3 Search Engines in P2P-environments
3.1 Functional Approach to Search in P2P-networks
Any approach used for search in P2P-networks must be designed to meet the following
goals: ability to operate in dynamic environment, performance and scalability and
reliability. In order to start with functional approach in P2P-network let’s define primary
terms and operations over network.
We divide all nodes in two big groups – worker nodes and master nodes [MR09].
Worker nodes provide an index file of all its data on request: Index( ) = , where Wi
is a worker node and L – is an index in form of list, generated for quick search in it
(consider it for example to be a binary search tree optimized for quick search or just a
hashtable – selection of correct model greatly depends on specific of indexed data). Each
worker node has at most one master node, to which it is connected.
Master nodes of 1 level store list of worker nodes, and store integrated index, which
includes all data, provided by worker nodes, connected to this node (details of how
worker nodes provide data to master ones are described in section 3.3):
Index(

)=

∪ Index(

⋯
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),

⋯

∈ Workers(

)

Master node of n-th level is functioning as master node for all master nodes of (n-1)-th
level and as worker node for at most one (n+1)-th level master node. Also each master
node of n-th level contains a cached copy of all nodes of the same level, connected to
(n+1)-th level master node, to which current node is connected.
Search operation could be implemented in two stages. First one is called “map”. On this
step each master node receives the query, spreads it to all its workers (except the source
one) and transfer it to an upstream node. We guarantee that each node of level n has a
node of level (n+1) connected if node of such level exists into network. The connection
from worker nodes shown as dotted line because this nodes are not directly involved into
search, but the data they provide is used for
Next step, called “reduce operation” is receiving results from all nodes and processing
them into single instance. In order to generate a result for any node consider we have a
function Search which returns results from an index. In such way results of node W
could be described as follows:
Search(W ) =

Search Index(W ) , n = 1
Search Index(W ) ∪ Search Workers( ) ,

>1

Each node performs reduce operation before transferring query back in order to
eliminate possible duplicates from response.
In such scheme the main weak point is first master node, which performs overall search.
If this node goes offline during search requests it leads to all search results lost, wasting
a huge amount of computing time and network bandwidth. In order to reduce losses in
that case each master node provides a list of B backup nodes (where amount of B may
vary and should increase with network growth). This backup nodes is an ordered list
which is known both to workers and upstream nodes and describe which node should
receive data in case current node goes offline unexpectedly. The main idea of this
approach is shown on Figure 1:

Query node

Master node
level 1

Master node
level 2

Backup node
level 1
Figure 1: Fault-tolerance P2P search in action
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On this figure it is shown how search reply from master node level 2 tries to reach
master node level 1, but data transfer fails, for example due to timeout, the data is sent
to the first backup node, which was provided in request, sent to master node level 2. This
backup node notifies a data, which was not requested directly by that node, and
analyzing the body of search response reveals that this data should be transferred to
query node. In that manner we ensure that no results of the search would be lost during
search process.
The main problem of such approach is that returning result of node is delayed until all
downstream node formed it’s response or timeout for waiting response is reached. This
could be solved by selecting nodes, which are not heavily loaded in P2P-exchange as
master nodes and decreasing timeout to low values, to make search quickly react on
changing network structure [ZLX04]
3.2 Concept of P2P Search Engine using Proposed Approach
Now we are one step away from building a prototype of P2P search engine using
proposed approach. First of all, it is time to decide how we can choose master nodes in
the real grid network. Since master nodes would receive all requests, they should be not
heavily loaded in real P2P-data exchange. This is a situation where the term “node
temperature” becomes useful. We will measure node temperature as:
=

Messages in buffer
,0 ≤
Buffer size

≤ 1 [LU09]

If node temperature is below some threshold this node could be considered as 1-level
master node. All nodes with temperature lower than
will become master nodes of
level 2 and so on.
Each master node of level n contains data about:
-

all master nodes of n-1 level
indexes received fron all master nodes os n-1 level (not necessary directly),
with a TTL (time to live) mark attached to each
master node of n+1 level to which it is connected.

In other words we are building a tree like system on top of existing grid mesh. Each node
is functioning according to following algorithm:
1.

2.

Each X seconds requests if master node (node of higher level to which this one
is connected) is alive. If not – all nodes which were using same master perform
a voting process – node with least temperature becames a new master node
(forced promotion)
If current temperature of node is lower than , where k>n (assume n is current
level of node) for time more than Y seconds – node is promoting self to n+1
level. A new master is obtained from previous one, and all nodes, which were
connected to previous master are notified and could change master
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3.
4.

Each Z seconds a current index of all files is pushed to the upstanding master
node. Master node merges all received indexes in one, includes own file index
and provides this as new master node index
If current node has no master node privileges (worker node) it searches for any
master node using blind search, receives list of all master nodes and using ant
algorithm determines which node is most suitable to connect. After that it
publishes own list to found master node.

Varying (X,Y,Z,S) we can vary intensity of updates in order to find an optimal solution
between speed of reaction of overall search network to changes and an amount of service
traffic, generated by network. Values of this parameters greatly depends on bandwidth
between nodes, node lifetimes and how often node data is changed.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, a method of building search engine in P2P-environment using map-reduce
approach is introduced. This approach is provides a strong fault-tolerant backend for
performing searches in a dynamic, decentralized system, avoiding common flooding
approach widely spreaded in P2P networks. Moreover, by using this algorithm it is
possible to significantly decrease a speed of most common searches in this environment,
using cached map-results before performing reduce step.
In the future work, the algorithms must be studied more deeply to determine exactly the
importance of different parameters of map-reduce search in real network environment.
Additional research should be performed on determining sufficient and needed amount
of master nodes for effective request processing depending on network size. An
additional speed up could be obtained using effectively distributed master nodes all over
the grid network (currently they are grouped around query node, which is not always
effective). Another promising method is a possibility of integrating this approach with
some parts of common blind search, granting benefits of quick reacting on new node
appearance to proposed method.
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Abstract: Critical as well as creative thinking, knowledge sharing abilities and
intercultural competences are considered key competences in today’s business
world.
Basing on the results of a study at the King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology
North Bangkok (Thailand) the present contribution intends to compare the study
behavior of Asian students in comparison with western ones.

1 Introduction
In today’s globalized scenario, the major part of engineering students at a higher level
will at some stage be exposed to an intercultural setting. This requires intercultural skills
such as empathy for foreign cultures, knowledge sharing abilities, teamwork
competencies, etc. Zorn (2005) emphasizes the significance of Virtual Communities for
education, arguing that “VCs in international settings seem to offer great potentials for
democratic exchange, collaborative learning, intercultural communication, free
information flow, etc. if they florish”. However, the research by Sarker on knowledge
transfer in distributed U.S. – Thai teams showed, that “contrary to prior beliefs, this
study showed that members of more individualistic cultures transferred/shared more
knowledge”, meaning that the Thai group members were less inclined to share. Sarker
here bases this distinction between individualistic and collectivistic cultures according to
Hofstede (1991). Burn and Thongprasert (2005), who conducted research on success
factors of Virtual Education Delivery (VED), comes to similar conclusions, agreeing that
certain Thai values, such as high power distance, collectivism and high uncertainty
avoidance present barriers to knowledge sharing and collaborative learning.
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2 Current Problems of the Thai Education System
At the annual conference of the Office for National Standards and Quality Assessment
(Onesqa), held on November, 2007, in Bangkok, Thailand, several issues of the current
problems of the Thai education system were addressed Among others, it was lamented
that Thai graduates lacked adequate English skills, or other foreign language skills,
leaving them unconfident dealing with foreigners. Furthermore, they need the ability to
think critically and creatively in order to be able to ‘think outside the box’, “the ability to
think differently with an open mind while respecting another's opinion. (Bangkok Post,
2007). Another problem which needs to be addressed is the students’ knowledge-sharing
abilities. In her study of Thai students in Thai and Australian universities, Thongprasert
(2005) found that Thai students proved weak in their knowledge-sharing abilities.
One factor that is frequently addressed is that of learning styles with respect to Asian
learners. According to Penporn and Pagram (2006) Asian students are reported to follow
a strict teacher centered learning mode. Rote learning and ‘chalk-and-talk’ dominate the
classroom atmosphere. Thai students “have never been taught to learn by themselves”
(ibid.). What is more, unlike in many other Asian countries, English is considered and
viewed as a “foreign language” (ibid.), not as a second language.
Asians are also much closer linked to their families and seem very dependent until well
into their adult life. Generally, they also depend much more on authority figures
throughout higher education. Moreover, Thais are distinctly social learners. They usually
gather in groups after the lectures and then discuss among their peers what is unclear.
These statements are controversial, considering that the Thai education system was in
fact modeled after the British and the American system. It should be remembered that
rote learning and memorization were also the norm in Europe and America before
educational reforms were introduced. Therefore it can be argued that the Thai
educational system holds on to ‘old’ teaching methods. This should be considered in the
following chapter.

3 Methodology
The sample comprised of students who took part in the course “Advanced Topics in
Management Information Systems” in semester 2, 2009. The course focused on
Knowledge Production, Knowledge Representation and Knowledge Management. It is
part of the international Master’s Program at the Faculty of Information Technology.
The Learning Platform MOODLE (2009) was used to support student interaction.
Evaluative methods included observation, surveys and interviews.
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MOODLE was used as an LMS to support student-student and student-teacher activities;
and the online conferencing software SABA Centra was introduced. Furthermore, the
use of mind-maps and moderation techniques were introduced and practiced in
workshops. The research was carried out within the course Advanced Topics in
Management Information Systems during semester 1 2009. Lesson materials included
supporting literature complementing classroom presentations and classroom discussions.
Topics not only focused on technical issues, but included stimulating texts on technology
and culture, creativity, conflict, philosophy, etc. Furthermore, a student-centered
approach introducing mind-maps and brainstorming techniques was practiced.
MOODLE has various types of surveys predefined, one of them is ATTLS (Attitudes to
Thinking and Learning Survey). It measures to which extent “a person is a ‘connected
knower’ (CK) or a ‘separate knower’ (SK), whereby “people with higher CK scores tend
to find learning more enjoyable, and are often more cooperative, congenial and more
willing to build on ideas by others, while those with higher SK scores tend to take a
more critical and argumentative stance to learning” (De Vega, 2009). For the below
ATTLS questionnaire, the study in Thailand gave the following results (in []-brackets,
mean value and deviation for the question are given):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

In evaluating what someone says, I focus on the quality of their argument, not on the
person who's presenting it.
[4.2/1.3]
I like playing devil's advocate.
[2.5/1.1]
I like to understand where other people are 'coming from', what experiences have
led them to feel the way they do.
[3.9/1.2]
The most important part of my education has been learning to understand people
who are very different to me.
[3.5/1.3]
I feel that the best way for me to achieve my own identity is to interact with a
variety of other people.
[3.9/1.2]
I enjoy hearing the opinions of people who come from backgrounds different to
mine - it helps me to understand how the same things can be seen in such different
ways.
[4.4/1.1]
I find that I can strengthen my own position through arguing with someone who
disagrees with me.
[3.0/1.1]
I am always want to know why people say and believe the things they do. [3.5/1.4]
I often find myself arguing with the authors of books that I read, trying to logically
figure out why they're wrong.
[2.8/0.9]
It's important for me to remain as objective as possible when I analyze something.
[4.4/0.8]
I try to think with people instead of against them.
[3.6/1.1]
I have certain criteria I use in evaluating arguments.
[3.1/1.2]
I'm prefer to understand someone else's opinion than to try to evaluate it. [3.5/1.4]
I try to point out weaknesses in other people's thinking to help them clarify their
arguments.
[2.7/1.0]
I tend to put myself in other people's shoes when discussing controversial issues, to
see why they think the way they do.
[3.3/0.9]
One could call my way of analysing things 'putting them on trial' because I am
careful to consider all the evidence.
[3.8/1.0]
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17. I value the use of logic and reason over the incorporation of my own concerns when
solving problems.
[3.9/1.1]
18. I can obtain insight into opinions that differ from mine through empathy.
[3.3/1.1]
19. When I encounter people whose opinions seem alien to me, I make a deliberate
effort to 'extend' myself into that person, to try to see how they could have those
opinions.
[2.9/0.9]
20. I spend time figuring out what's 'wrong' with things. For example, I'll look for
something in a literary interpretation that isn't argued well enough.
[3.2/1.0]
The results were compared with a study carried out at the Autonomous University of
Baja California (UABC) in Mexico during 2006 and 2008, also in the area of
engineering. Although this study solely concentrated on e-learning, it is of relevance in
comparing the outcome to Asian – in our case Thai – students. The comparison shows
significant variations at only two questions concerning connected learning (13, 15) and
one point in separate learning (14).

Figure 1: ATTLS results of Mexican and Thai students
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4 Evaluation of Results
What Fig. 1 shows is in line with earlier studies mentioned above, namely, that Thai
students can relatively quickly adapt to new learning styles, provided the learning
environment is open to it. In the case of this research, the population was part of an
international course, which means, the students had already been exposed to an
international setting and most had already studies with western lecturers. What is more,
the majority was working students or had worked prior to joining the international
Master program, which suggests they are more used to working independently. This
scenario is not the case in mainstream Thai university courses. It should be noted here
that the comparison with a Mexican scenario is interesting in that Mexico, like Thailand,
is also a newly industrializing country.
Overall, the interviewed students welcomed the student-centered approach, instigating
discussions and using creative techniques like brainstorming and mind-maps.
However, one student commented that Thai students prefer a passive leaning style, not
an ‘aggressive’ one (like Western style). To further invite comments and opinions,
students suggested addressing individuals directly, not to ‘broadcast’ questions to the
entire class, i.e. no-one in particular.
As to the use of the LMS MOODLE, students generally liked the software, but found it
difficult to use it as a medium for discussion. The students commented on the literature
posted on the LMS, however, did not comment on other people’s postings. Openly
disagreeing they considered impolite. This is in line with research and findings
introduced above, suggesting that it is the traditional value system that directs the
learning and teaching styles. The students are eager and willing to embrace critical
thinking and creative techniques, however, find it difficult do so within their cultural
boundaries.

5 Recommendation and Future Work
The outcome of this study suggests improvements that can be made in the future as
follows: Just as in team management, initial workshops that introduce students to more
student-centered learning styles ought to be conducted. In these workshops team charters
for learning teams could help redefine the role of the students and the teacher, and codes
of conduct on how to deliver criticism constructively and in a way acceptable for the
group can help students express their opinions freely and ask questions without
compromising themselves or the teacher.
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Abstract: A new method for decision-tree-based recommender systems is proposed.
The proposed method includes two new major innovations. First, the decision tree
produces lists of recommended items at its leaf nodes, instead of single items. This
leads to reduced amount of search, when using the tree to compile a recommendation
list for a user and consequently enables a scaling of the recommendation system. The
second major contribution of the paper is the splitting method for constructing the
decision tree. Splitting is based on a new criterion - the least probable intersection
size. The new criterion computes the probability for getting the intersection for each
potential split in a random split and selects the split that generates the least probable
size of intersection. The proposed decision tree based recommendation system was
evaluated on a large sample of the MovieLens dataset and is shown to outperform the
quality of recommendations produced by the well known information gain splitting
criterion.

1

Introduction

Recommender Systems (RS) propose useful and interesting items to users in order to increase both seller’s proﬁt and buyer’s satisfaction. They contribute to the commercial
success of many on-line ventures such as Amazon.com or NetFlix [Net] and are a very
active research area. Examples of recommended items include movies, web pages, books,
news items and more. Often a RS attempts to predict the rating a user will give to items
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based on her past ratings and the ratings of other (similar) users.
Decision Trees have been previously used as a model-based approach for recommender
systems. The use of decision trees for building recommendation models offers several
beneﬁts, such as: efﬁciency and interpretability [ZI02] and ﬂexibility in handling a variety
of input data types (ratings, demographic, contextual, etc.).
The decision tree forms a predictive model which maps the input to a predicted value
based on the input’s attributes. Each interior node in the tree corresponds to an attribute
and each arc from a parent to a child node represents a possible value or a set of values of
that attribute. The construction of the tree begins with a root node and the input set. An
attribute is assigned to the root and arcs and sub-nodes for each set of values are created.
The input set is then split by the values so that each child node receives only the part of the
input set which matches the attribute value as speciﬁed by the arc to the child node. The
process then repeats itself recursively for each child until splitting is no longer feasible.
Either a single classiﬁcation (predicted value) can be applied to each element in the divided
set, or some other threshold is reached.
A major weakness in using decision trees as a prediction model in RS is the need to build
a huge number of trees (either for each item or for each user). Moreover, the model can
only compute the expected rating of a single item at a time. To provide recommendations
to the user, we must traverse the tree(s) from root to leaf once for each item in order to
compute its predicted rating. Only after computing the predicted rating of all items can
the RS provide the recommendations (highest predicted rating items). Thus decision trees
in RS do not scale well with respect to the number of items.
We propose a modiﬁcation to the decision tree model, to make it of practical use for larger
scale RS. Instead of predicting the rating of an item, the decision tree would return a
weighted list of recommended items. Thus with just a single traverse of the tree, recommendations can be constructed and provided to the user. This variation of decision tree
based RS is described in section 2.
The second contribution of this paper is in the introduction of a new heuristic criteria for
building the decision tree. Instead of picking the split attribute to be the attribute which
produces the largest information gain ratio, the proposed heuristic looks at the number of
shared items between the divided sets. The split attribute which had the lowest probability
of producing its number of shared items, when compared to a random split, is picked as
the split attribute. This heuristic is described in further detail in section 3.
We evaluate our new heuristic and compare it to the information gain heuristic used by the
popular C.45 algorithm ([Qui93]) in section 4.

2

RS-Adapted Decision Tree

In recommender systems the input set for building the decision tree is composed of Ratings. Ratings can be described as a relation < ItemID, U serID, Rating > (in which
< ItemID, U serID > is assumed to be a primary key). The attributes can describe the
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users, such as the user’s age, gender, occupation. Attributes can also describe the items,
for example the weight, price, dimensions. Rating is the target attribute which the decision
tree classiﬁes by. Based on the training set, the system attempts to predict the Rating of
items the user does not have a Rating for, and recommends to the user the items with the
highest predicted Rating.
The construction of a decision tree is performed by a recursive process. The process starts
at the root node with an input set (training set). At each node an item attribute is picked
as the split attribute. For each possible value (or set of values) child-nodes are created and
the parent’s set is split between child-nodes so that each child-node receives as input-set
all items that have the appropriate value(s) that correspond to this child-node. Picking
the split-attribute is done heuristically since we cannot know which split will produce the
best tree (the tree that produces the best results for future input), for example the popular
C4.5 algorithm ([Qui93]) uses a heuristic that picks the split that produces the largest
information gain out of all possible splits. One of the attributes is pre-deﬁned as the target
attribute. The recursive process continues until all the items in the node’s set share the
same target attribute value or the number of items reaches a certain threshold. Each leaf
node is assigned a label (classifying its set of items), this label is the shared target attribute
value or the most common value in case there is more than one such value.
Decision trees can be used for different recommender systems approaches:
• Collaborative Filtering - Breese et al. [BHK98] used decision trees for building a collaborative ﬁltering system. Each instance in the training set refers to a single customer.
The training set attributes refer to the feedback provided by the customer for each item
in the system. In this case a dedicated decision tree is built for each item. For this purpose the feedback provided for the targeted item (for instance like/dislike) is considered
to be the decision that is needed to be predicted, while the feedback provided for all
other items is used as the input attributes (decision nodes). Figure 1 (left) illustrates an
example of such a tree, for movies.
• Content-Based Approach - Li and Yamda [LY04] and Bouza et al. [BRBG08] propose
to use content features to build a decision tree. A separate decision tree is built for each
user and is used as a user proﬁle. The features of each of the items are used to build
a model that explains the user’s preferences. The information gain of every feature is
used as the splitting criteria. Figure 1 (right) illustrates Bob’s proﬁle. It should be noted
that although this approach is interesting from a theoretical perspective, the precision
that was reported for this system is worse than that of recommending the average rating.
• Hybrid Approach - A hybrid decision tree can also be constructed. Only a single tree
is constructed in this approach. The tree is similar to the collaborative approach, in
that it takes user’s attributes as attributes to split by (such as her liking/disliking of a
certain movie) but the attributes it uses are general attributes that represent the user’s
preference for the general case, based on the content of the items. The attributes are
constructed based on the user’s past ratings and the content of the items. For example,
a user which rated negatively all movies of genre comedy is assigned a low value in
a ”degree of liking comedy movies” attribute. Similarly to the collaborative approach,
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the tree constructed is applicable to all users. However, it is now also applicable to all
items since the new attributes represent the user’s preferences for all items and not just
a single given item. Figure 2 illustrates such a hybrid tree.
Consider a general case with a data set containing n users, m items, and an average decision
tree of height h. The collaborative ﬁltering based RS requires m trees to be constructed,
one for each item. When a user likes to receive a recommendation on what movie to watch,
the system traverses all trees, from root to leaf, until it ﬁnds an item the user would like
to view. The time complexity in this case is therefore O(h · m). This might be too slow
for a large system that needs to provide fast, on-demand, recommendations to users. The
content based approach requires n trees to be constructed, one for each user. When a user
likes to receive a recommendation, the system needs to traverse the user’s tree from root
to leaf once for each item, until it ﬁnds an item the user would like to view. The time
complexity in this case is therefore O(h · m). Similarly, in the hybrid approach, the tree
needs to be traversed once for each item, and the time complexity is also O(h · m).
The

Genre is

Godfather

Dislike
Pulp

L

No

Yes

Star

Fiction

Dislike

Comedy

Like

Wars

Like

Staring by George
Clooney

Dislike
Fight

D

L

Yes

The Sixth
Sense

Club

Dislike

Like

D

Published
year

Like

Dislike

L

Like

L

No
D

>2000
L

<=2000
D

D

Figure 1: Left: A CF decision tree for whether users like the movie ”The Usual Suspects” based on
their preferences to other movies such as The Godfather, Pulp Fiction etc. A leaf labeled with ”L”
or ”D” correspondingly indicates that the user likes/dislikes the movie ”The Usual Suspects”. Right:
A CB decision tree for Bob.

In systems which require fast computation of recommendations and with many possible
items to recommend, all the above decision tree based RS would be impractical. Therefore
we propose a modiﬁcation of the decision tree to better ﬁt RS, and provide recommendations faster to users.
Our proposed algorithm is similar to the ID3 algorithm [Qui86] and uses the hybrid approach. Because we use the hybrid approach, only a single tree is needed, and the attributes
to split by are only attributes that describe users. These attributes can be computed based
on the user’s past ratings and the content of the items, as shown in the example in ﬁgure 2
but they can also include user proﬁle attributes such as age, gender etc. The major variation from the ID3 algorithm is in the leaf nodes of the tree. Instead of creating leaf nodes
with a label that predicts the target attribute value (such as rating), we propose to construct
a recommendation list out of the leaf’s input set and save this list at the leaf node as its
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User’s
Gender

Female

Dislike
The Kid
Safety Last!
The Gold Rush
The Big Parade
The General
Metropolis
City Lights
Duck Soup
Se7en
Glory

Male

Pulp

Star

Fiction

Wars

Like

Dislike

Paths of Glory
Smultronstället
Vertigo
Touch of Evil
Psycho
The Apartment
The Hustler
Léon
Forrest Gump
Die Hard

Mononoke-hime
Fight Club
The Matrix
American Beauty
Magnolia
Memento
Gladiator
Amores perros
Donnie Darko
Cidade de Deus

Like
The Pianist
Oldboy
Finding Nemo
Big Fish
Mystic River
Forrest Gump
Die Hard
Metropolis
City Lights
Fight Club

Figure 2: An example CF-CB hybrid decision tree

label. When a user wishes to receive recommendations, the tree is traversed based on the
user’s attributes until the leaf node is reached. The node contains a pre-computed recommendation list and this list is returned to the user. Thus the time complexity is reduced to
only O(h).
Building the recommendation list at the leaf node can be done in various ways. A simple
solution selected here is to compute the weighted average of the ratings in all tuples at
the leaf’s Ratings set and to recommend the items with the highest weighted average ﬁrst.
Consider the rightmost leaf in the example tree in ﬁgure 2. For any tuple < i, u, r > in
the Ratings set (i,u,r denote an item, a user and a rating, respectively) at this leaf node
we know that u has a degree of liking the genre Comedy more than 0.5 and a degree of
liking movies with the actor George Clooney more than 0.7. All the items rated by users
such as u appear in this Ratings set along with the ratings each user submitted. This leaf
therefore contains the ratings of users similar to u. We assume that if we now pick the
items which were rated the highest by the users similar to u, these would form a good
recommendation for this user. Therefore, we order all items based on a weighted average
(since items can appear more than once, when more than one user rated them) and set this
list as the recommendation list of this leaf node. The algorithm is presented in detail in
Algorithm 1.

3

Least Probable Intersections

Decision trees seek to provide good results for new unseen cases, based on the model constructed with the training set. To accomplish this, the construction algorithm strives for a
small tree (in number of nodes) that performs well on the training set. It is believed that a
small tree would generalize better, avoids over ﬁtting, and forms a simpler representation
for humans to understand [Qui86]. The C4.5 [Qui93] is a popular algorithm for construct-
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Algorithm 1 RS-Adapted-Decision-Tree(Ratings)
create root node
if (Ratings.size < threshold)
root.recommendations←recommendation list(Ratings)
return root
else
Let A be the user attribute that best classifies
the input
For each possible value v of A
Add
Let
the
add
new

a branch b below root, labeled (A=v)
Ratingsv be the subset of Ratings that have
value v for A
RS-Adapted-Decision-Tree(Ratingsv ) below this
branch b

return root

ing such decision trees. It uses the criterion of normalized information gain [Mit97] to
pick the attribute by which to split each node. The attribute with the largest normalized
information gain is picked, as it provides the largest reduction in entropy. Since this is a
heuristic, it does not guarantee the smallest possible tree.
In recommender systems the input set for building the decision tree is composed of Ratings. Ratings can be described as a relation < ItemID, U serID, Rating > (in which
< ItemID, U serID > is assumed to be a primary key). The intuition behind the heuristic proposed in the present paper is as follows. Consider a split into two subsets, A and B.
The less ItemIDs are shared between the sets A and B, the better the split is since it forms a
better distinction between the two groups. However, different splits may result in different
group sizes. Comparing the size of the intersection between splits of different sub-relation
sizes would not be good since an even split for example (half the tuples in group A and
half in group B) would probably have a larger intersection than a very uneven split (such
as one tuple in group A and all the rest in group B). Instead, we look at the probability
of our split’s item-intersection size compared to a random (uniform) split of similar group
sizes. A split which is very likely to occur even in a random split is considered a bad split
(less preferred) since it is similar to a random split and probably does not distinguish the
groups well from each other. A split that is the least probable to occur is assumed to be a
better distinction of the two subgroups and is the split selected by the heuristic.
More formally let us denote:
• items(S) = πItemID (S), where π is the projection operation in relational algebra, the
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set of all ItemIDs that appear in a set S.
• Oi (S) = |σItemID=i (S)|, where σ is the select operation in relation algebra, is the
number of occurrences of the ItemID i in the set S.
Let Sq (q denotes the number of ratings) be a random binary partition of the tuples in
Ratings into two sub-relations A and B consisting of k and q-k tuples, respectively. We are
interested in the probability distribution of Sq ≡ |(items(A) items(B)|.
First, let us ﬁnd the probability of an item belonging to the intersection. The probability of
all oi occurrences of any item i to be in the set A is

k
q

oi

. Similarly the probability for all

oi

oi occurrences of item i to be in the set B is q−k
. In all other cases item i will appear
q
in the intersection, thus the probability Pi that item i belongs to items(A) items(B) is:
Pi = 1 −

k
q

oi

−

q−k
q

oi

(1)

Next, we can construct a random variable xi which takes the value 1 when item i belongs
to the intersection of A and B, and the value 0 otherwise. Using the above equation, the
variable xi is distributed according to a Bernoulli distribution with a success probability
Pi . Thus, Sq is distributed as the sum of |items(Ratings)| non-identically distributed
Bernoulli random variables which can be approximated by a Poisson distribution [Cam60]:
P r(Sq = j) =

λj · e−λ
j!

(2)

Pi

(3)

where
λ=
i∈items(Ratings)

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) is therefore given by:
P r(Sq ≤ j) =

Γ( k + 1 , λ)
k !

(4)

where Γ(x, y) is the incomplete gamma function and k is the ﬂoor function.
To summarize, given a binary split of Ratings into two sub-relations A and B, of sizes q and
q-k respectively. Our proposed heuristic ﬁrst computes the size of the item-intersection,
|(items(A) items(B)| = j. Next, we compute the probability of receiving such intersection size in a similar-size random split using the probabilityP r(Sq ≤ j). Out of all possible splits of Ratings, our heuristic picks the one with the lowest probability P r(Sq ≤ j)
to be the next split in the tree.
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4
4.1

Experimental Evaluation
Evaluation Measures

To assess the quality of the resulting recommendations list, we evaluated the half-life utility metric ([BHK98]) of the movies that were ranked by the user but were not used in
the proﬁle construction. The above metric assumes that successive items in the list are
less likely to be viewed with an exponentially decreasing rate. The utility is deﬁned as
the difference between the user’s rating for an item and the ”default rating” for an item.
The grade is then divided by the maximal utopian grade. Speciﬁcally, the grade of the
recommendations list for user a is computed as follows:
Rα =
j

max(ra,j − d, 0)
2(j−1)/(α−1)

(5)

where ra,j represents the rating of user a on item j of the ranked list, d is the default rating,
and α is the viewing half-life that in this experiment was set to 10. The overall score for a
dataset across all users ( R) is
R = 100

Ra
max
R
a a
a

(6)

where Ramax is the maximum achievable utility if the system ranked the items in the exact
order that the user ranked them.

4.2

Experimental Setup

For our experimental evaluation we used the MovieLens ([RL10]) data set, which holds
1 million ratings of 6040 users rating 3900 distinct movies. For the training set, about
10% of the movies were selected, and all ratings associated with them. These ratings
accumulate to roughly 50,000 ratings for half the user set (3063 in number). The users’
attributes consisted of age, occupation and gender. The same attribute can serve as a split
attribute at multiple junctions in the tree as we conﬁne the tree to use only binary splits.
The RS is asked to provide recommendations for all remaining users (2977 in number),
and the half-life utility metric is used to evaluate the results. In order to evaluate the new
heuristic, we compare two recommendation systems identical in all details except for the
split heuristic used. One system is using the standard information gain heuristic, and the
other is using the proposed least probable intersection size heuristic. The same training set
is given as input to both systems.
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4.3

Results

Figure 3 compares the performance of the new intersection size heuristic criterion with
the well known information gain. The horizontal axis of this plot indicates the depth of
the decision tree, as the tree is being constructed. The vertical axis indicates the average
utility of recommendations produced by the tree. The solid line shows the utility of the
decision tree using the new criterion, whereas the broken line shows utility obtained by
the information gain criterion. Both lines follow the well-known over-ﬁtting pattern, in
which the utility ﬁrst increases, then decreases. Note that the new criterion dominates the
information gain criterion over all depths. Speciﬁcally, the best performance of the two
criteria are 75.88% and 72.71% respectively which implies a 4.35% relative improvement.
To examine the effects of the tree’s depth and of the splitting criteria, a two-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was performed. The dependent variable
was the mean utility. The results of the ANOVA showed that the main effects of the tree’s
depth F = 34.2, p < 0.001 and the splitting criteria F = 7.24, p < 0.001 were both
signiﬁcant.
The Post-Hoc Duncan test was conducted in order to examine when the proposed criterion
outperforms the information gain criterion. With α = 0.05, starting from tree of four
levels and up to the a tree of 21 levels the proposed method is signiﬁcantly better than the
information gain.

Figure 3: Comparing the average utility of the two splitting criteria on different tree’s sizes.

5

Conclusions

A new decision tree based recommender technique was presented. The new technique requires only a single traversal of the tree for producing the recommendation list, by holding
lists of recommended items in the tree’s nodes.
A new splitting criterion for guiding the induction of the decision tree is also proposed. The
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experimental study shows that the new criterion outperforms the well known information
gain criterion.
Additional issues to be further investigated include: (a) Add a pruning phase which will
follow the growing phase and will help to avoid over-ﬁtting; (b) Compare the proposed
technique to other decision tree based techniques; and (c) Examine the proposed method
on other benchmark datasets.
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Abstract: Today, many companies have adopted Twitter as an additional
marketing medium to advertise and promote their business activities. One possible
solution for organizing a large number of posts is to classify them into a predefined
category of business types. Applying normal text categorization technique on
Twitter is ineffective due to the short-length (140-character limit) characteristic of
each post and a large number of unlabeled data. In this paper, we propose a text
categorization approach based on the active learning technique for classifying
Twitter posts into three business types, i.e., airline, food and computer &
technology. By applying the active learning, we started by constructing an initial
text categorization model from a small set of labelled data. Using this text
categorization model, we obtain more positive data instances for constructing a
new model by selecting the test data which are predicted as positive. As shown
from the experimental results, our proposed approach based on active learning
helped increase the classification accuracy over the normal text categorization
approach.
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1 Introduction
Twitter, a well-known micro-blogging website, has recently gained a lot of popularity
among the Web 2.0 community. Increasingly, many businesses use Twitter as a new
channel to promote their products and services including other related activities. For
example, many airlines use Twitter to post special flight discount or promotions for their
followers. As with many social networking websites, Twitter is considered an important
part of Web 2.0 community. Web 2.0 is a departure from traditional websites, and
represents a large Internet social networking group which is constantly collecting a lot of
online information. In a social networking website, people are allowed to follow other
users based on their personal interests. Advertising on social networking websites is
growing and interesting because it can reach a lot of customers with low overhead costs.
Twitter provides an attractive platform for advertisers to promote their brands. The
customer will get information and promotions from the companies. Moreover, the
customers can post their opinions or complaints to the companies. Therefore, Twitter
acts as a third-party provider where partners may place advertisements on their products
and services. Today many brands and companies are using Twitter to advertise, get
feedback from the customers and gain more revenue.
With a large number of posts, one approach for organizing them is to apply a text
categorization model. Previous research works on text categorization considered textual
documents such as news articles, publications and web pages. These documents typically
contain a large number of words in the range of hundreds or thousands of words.
Applying a text categorization model for Twitter is very challenging due to the following
reasons.
1.
2.
3.

Twitter is a micro-blogging website which allows only short posts of no more
than 140 characters. The average number of terms in each post from our corpus
is approximately equal to 12.
Most posts are often colloquialism and consist of acronym.
There are a lot of the junk posts.

To construct a text categorization model, training data set is required. However, to
prepare a large labeled data set (assigning each document with a class label) is time
consuming and expensive. One approach to improve the performance of traditional
supervised learning is by applying the active learning technique. In this paper, we apply
the active learning to automatically increase the number of labelled training instances for
classification. We use Twitter posts from three business types, i.e., airline, food and
computer & technology. Starting with a small size of training data set, an initial
classification model is constructed. To increase the training data size, we iteratively
accumulate more posts which are classified with positive label. Once more posts are
automatically obtained, we construct a new improved model. The final text
categorization model can be used to organize the posts into different business types.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a review of previous
research works related to different machine learning approaches especially the active
learning technique. Section 3 describes our solution based on the active learning
approach. Section 4 presents the evaluation results of our experiments. Finally, Section 5
depicts our conclusions.

2 Related Works
Text categorization is a well-known and widely applied machine learning technique for
classifying textual documents into a predefined set of categories. Previous text
categorization approaches were applied on document corpora such as news articles and
web pages. The typical document corpus contains a large labelled data set in which each
document instance contains hundreds or thousands of terms. One of the problem issues
in text categorization is the preparation of labelled data set. To construct an effective
model, a large number of documents is needed. However, manually labelling each
document instance into a predefined category set is very time consuming.
There have been some solutions proposed in previous works. Cabrera Rafael Guzman et
al. [CG08; CRG09] proposed the automatic extraction of unlabeled examples from the
web using self-training approach to classify documents without requiring a predefined
set of unlabeled data. In addition, they also proposed a method using the semi-supervised
learning to solve an ambiguous word to the correct sense using unlabeled examples
extracted from the web. Cheng Yong et al. [CZ09] proposed self-training classifier based
on local consistency eliminating the noise and discovering the unlabeled data to join the
training set by classifier to be consistent with the local neighborhood. Watson Rebecca et
al. [WBC07] applied the statistical parser with sentences partial-bracketing self-training.
Mao Ching-Hao et al. [MLP09] proposed a co-training method for multi-view intrusion
detection and identify unlabeled data in ambiguous parts. Mojdeh Mona et al. [MC08]
applied the semi-supervised learning to spam filtering. Wu Xianchao et al. [WOT09] to
mining Chinese-English lexicons from large amounts of Chinese Web pages but the
algorithm still had the problem of appending new mined entries into the existing seed
lexicon. Yang Bishan et al. [YSW09] predicted the possible labels of the unlabeled data
and the expected loss multi-label data according to the confident result of label
prediction. Zheng Yabin et al. [ZTL08] discovered the constant common knowledge and
built a model to fit the distribution test set by adding confident instance of unlabeled test
set to training set until convergence.
We apply the active learning concept to improve the performance of classification
algorithm using a small initial training set and built a better classifier.
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3 The Proposed Active Learning Solution
To construct an effective classification model, a large sample size of labelled training
data set is usually required. To perform data selection, normal sampling methods are not
very effective, since some instances with incorrect class labels could be added into the
corpus. In this paper, we focus on finding a better solution for effectively selecting highquality training data instances. We apply the active learning concept which can help
increase the performance of classification algorithm using a small initial training set to
iteratively increase more training data instances.
The details of the proposed active learning technique are as follows.
1. Build the elementary classifier of each corpus using a small initial training set.
2. Classify the unlabeled set using a classification algorithm.
3. Select N instances (posts) per class from the unlabelled data set pool.
4. Append the selected instances into the initial training set.
5. Build the classifier using the improved training set and evaluate the classification
accuracy at that point. (The points refer to amount of training instances after combined
training set.)
6. Repeat Step 2 until the combined training set is complete.

Figure 1: The Proposed Active Learning Process.
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In this paper, we observed six iterations for evaluating the trend of the classification
accuracy of each business type, e.g., 500, 600, 700, 800, 900 and 1,000 instances per
class.

4 Experiments and Discussion
This section presents the experimental evaluation of the proposed method. This
evaluation was carried out in three different business types in Twitter such as “airline”,
“food”, and “computer & technology”.
Data Collection. We performed experiments using a collection of direct posts in microblogging of followers obtained from a selection of ten companies, which are screen
names in Twitter, of the three business types: airline, food, and computer & technology.
Direct Post is composted of a screen name of the receiver, which appears between the
symbols “@” and wrote post together, for example, if the screen name is Google then the
screen name of the receiver is @Google@. We collected the follower list of each
company using Twitter API and collected direct posts from follower’s blogs using java
application. In this paper, we collected the direct posts from only ten companies. And we
prepared the initial training set for each corpus consisting of 1,000 posts (500 direct
posts for the class label to itself, e.g., airline, food, and computer & technology and 500
normal posts labeled with “other” class). The initial training set will be plotted in the
first iteration.
Data Pre-Processing. We removed all punctuation marks, numerical symbols and
screen name of the receiver (consists with “@”symbol and receiver’s screen name) i.e.,
“@Google@”. After that, we converted all words to lowercase.
Learning Algorithm. We selected Support Vector Machines (SVM) to classify business
type from the original corpus and the manual selected corpus, because, based on state-ofthe-art literature, the SVM algorithm is an appropriate algorithm for many applications.
We used the WEKA machine-learning environment as the experiment tool.
Active Learning Experiment. We separated the experiment into two sections. The first
is the experiment for the manual method and the second is the experiment for the active
learning technique.
For the initial iteration, we selected 500 instances for the individual class and 500
instances for the “other” class in the initial training set. We inputted the initial training
set to the manual method of each corpus and separate our experiment into two
experiment sections. Both experiments received the same data (the initial training set)
then built the elementary classifier of each corpus using a small initial training set.
Therefore, the classification accuracy values of the first iteration from the manual
method and active learning technique all have the same values.
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For the next iteration, additional instances are increased in each iteration. The manual
method, we selected 100 instances per class from the corpus pool that have the relevant
terms related to the business type from each corpus, and then these are inserted into the
manual method experiment corpus. But in the active learning, we classify the unlabelled
instances from the corpus pool using the elementary classifier and selected 100 instances
per class which are predicted as positive to insert into the active learning experiment
corpus. After that, we rebuild classifier and used the SVM algorithm to classify the
instances in both active learning and manual experiments to evaluate the classification
accuracy of each iteration. We repeat the same process until the number of positive
training instances reaches 1,000 instances per class. (Each completed corpus has 1,000
instances of the “positive” class and 1,000 instances of the “other” class)
The results of the both experiment sections are as follows.

The result of Active Learning using SVM
algorithm from the airline corpus
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Figure 2 : The graph presents the classification accuracy comparison between the manual method
and active learning method of the airline corpus using SVM Algorithm.

The trend of the airline corpus using the highest accuracy with the SVM algorithm was
stable. Although the future, we will increase the new instances to appended to the initial
training set continuously and using active learning technique. The classification accuracy
was not lower.
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Accuracy (%)

Airline

DT

NB

SVM

Original

65.8

78.5

85.4

Active Learning

78.4

85.8

98.3

Manual

83.1

87.8

94.9

Table 1: The classification accuracy (F1-Measures) of the six iteration (1,000 instances per class)
of the airline corpus.

The classification accuracy comparisons of three algorithms (DT, NB and SVM) in the
airline corpus are shown in Table 1. The classification accuracy of the active learning
using SVM Algorithm is higher than the original method up to 12.9% (The original
method was the random selection) which is still higher than the manual method, up to
3.4%. The results of Active Learning using Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes of each
corpus shows high percentage of classification accuracy based on the last iteration (at
1,000 instances per class) from Active Learning.

The result of Active Learning using SVM
algorithm from the food corpus
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Figure 3: The graph presents the classification accuracy comparison between the manual method
and active learning technique of the food corpus using SVM Algorithm.

The trend of the active learning of food corpus is very fast growing when the data set has
a lot of instances.
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Accuracy (%)

Food

DT

NB

SVM

Original

66.8

73.9

78.8

Active Learning

74.7

80.3

97.2

Manual

74.1

81.2

88.3

Table 2: The classification accuracy (F1-Measures) the six iteration (1,000 instances per class) of
the food corpus.

Table 2 shows the classification accuracy comparisons among the original, active
learning, and the manual methods in the food corpus. The classification accuracy of the
active learning is higher than the original method up to 18.4% and higher than the
manual method which is up to 8.9%.

The result of Active Learning using SVM
algorithm from
the computer & technology corpus
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Figure 4: The graph presents the classification accuracy comparison between the manual and
active learning technique of the computer & technology corpus using SVM Algorithm.

The trend of the active learning of the computer & technology corpus was steadily
growing like the airline corpus but smooth and continues unlike the airline corpus.
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Computer & Technology

Accuracy (%)
DT

NB

SVM

Original

64.6

70.2

79.3

Active Learning

74.8

77.1

95.6

Manual

77.5

80.1

88.0

Table 3: The classification accuracy (F1-Measures) of the six iteration (1,000 instances per class)
of the computer & technology corpus.

Table 3 shows the classification accuracy comparisons of the three methods perform on
the computer & technology corpus. The classification accuracy of the active learning
using the SVM algorithm is higher than the original method up to 16.3% and higher than
the manual method up to 7.6%.
From the results of the experiments, the active learning technique of direct posts in
Twitter can improve the classification accuracy higher than the original method (random
selecting) and still higher than the manual method by humans selection by observing the
relevant words that appear in the posts.

5 Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we focus on the problem issue of data selection for building a classification
model. The problem is due to, firstly, the extremely small labelled training set and,
secondly, acquiring a large high-quality training set with high overhead costs. We
applied the active learning technique to solve those problems. The additional training
instances were acquired using the proposed active learning method to append the initial
training set with 500 instances per class for improving the classification accuracy. From
the experimental results, the performance of active learning method, based on the F1
measure, is higher than the original method (random selection). The three data sets:
airline, food, and computer & technology, active learning method improves 12.9%,
18.4%, and 16.3%, respectively, the active learning method performs better with higher
accuracy than the manual method (manually selection) up to 3.4%, 8.9%, and 7.6%.
For future works, we plan to change the number of initial training set, i.e., 100 instances
per class, initial training set is a key factor to grow the classification accuracy rate, and
maybe use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm to build the topic model
classifier and the training set from the active learning technique to improve the
classification accuracy.
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Abstract: Human decision behaviour with there modelling has been an area of
research for a number of years in many different disciplines. The idea of this paper
is to model human characteristics in a computer based game environment
(minority games). In order to prove our hypotheses of non rational behaviour
decision in game theory, a simulation of the well known El-Farol game is
introduced and analysed. The simulation results provided new and interesting
results for our approach using the limbic characteristics for analysing the
behaviour of players. The simulations proof that certain characteristic more
successful than others.

1

Introduction and Motivation

In today saturated markets successful companies need to differentiate themselves from
other companies. Success is more related to the customer than in the past and this can
only be achieved by knowing and understanding the customer – and being fully aware of
his/her behaviour and motives for making selections [BM07,HJ05].
Driven by the challenge of offering customers the right product and solutions, today,
offerings to customers can be understood as well under the aspects of game theory
[RC08]. Is it possible to identify different characteristics based on a marketing model for
complex popular problem in economic systems battling for limiting resources without
communications of attendee?
The prime question is: is it possible to identify which characteristic is more successful
than another one? The limbic characteristic description uses the marketing approach to
convert it into a computer agent model, which can be simulated, analyzed, discussed and
compared against real life.

2

Characteristics and Minority Games

2.1

Limbic Characteristics

The limbic characteristics were introduced by Häusel in [HH07] and have the aim to
systemize customer motives, emotions and values and to segment target groups for
marketing purposes.
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The central pillar of the limbic characteristic is modelling on three key motivational and
emotional systems.
These three limbic instructions are:
- The balance instructions (wish for security, stability, warmth; avoidance of fear and
uncertainty)
- The dominance instructions (wish for self-assertion, power, status, autonomy;
avoidance of helplessness, heteronomy and oppression)
- The stimulant instructions (wish for variety, novelty and reward, avoidance of
boredom and lack of stimuli)
Each person is been identified by the characteristics which are based on the limbic
instruction (balance, dominance and stimulant). These 3 parameters values are defining
the 8 main characteristics, presented in the following table, where as a 1 expresses in the
instructions a relevance and 0 not relevance for this instruction.
Balance
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

2.2

Dominance
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

Stimulant
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Characteristic Type
Apathetic person
Hedonist
Technocrat
Entrepreneur
Harmoniser / The scared person
Epicure / The Enjoyer
Stress-Type
Eccentric

Table I: Limbic Characteristics

Type No.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The Classical El-Farol

The El-Farol bar problem is created by Arthur [AB94] to investigate limited resource
problems in economics see also [DW08]. It was inspired by the El-Farol bar in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, which offered Irish music on Thursday nights. The problem is set out as
follows: there is a finite population of people and every Thursday night all of them want
to go to the El-Farol bar. However, the El-Farol bar is quite small, and it is not enjoyable
to go there if it is too crowded. So much so, in fact that the following rules are in place:
- If less than 60% of the population goes to the bar, those who go have a more
enjoyable evening at the bar than they would have had, had they stayed at home.
- If 60% or more of the population goes to the bar, those who go have a worse evening
at the bar than they would have had, had they stayed at home.
Unfortunately, it is necessary for everyone to decide at the same time whether they will
go to the bar or not. They cannot wait and see how many others go on a particular
Thursday before deciding to go themselves on that Thursday.
Formally the El-Farol Problem uses N players where N (indexed by i) represents the
inhabitants of the village.
Arthur mentions the use of a set of predictors in which each agent can select out of the
portfolio his strategy, but the single characteristics were not part of the discussions. In
several papers different strategies for predicators were been introduced [OJS06, ST06]
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and discussed. The mathematical formalization of the set of predictors has been analyzed
and discussed by Challet and Marsili [CD05]. Results has been achieved and presented
but in a real life web experiment of a minority game it was discovered, that humans
perform better than mathematical approaches. Which lead us to investigate further in this
direction.
2.3

Modified El- Farol

The basic El-Farol game was modified in such a manner that it reflects the basic idea of
the minority game. Where as minority games are been defined by the rule that the
minority of the players are the winner in the game. The main idea was to model limited
resources in a similar to stock exchange environment.
The next table represent the decision and the results for the modified El-Farol game. The
table contains 3 players represent by the left column 0 and 1 for not visiting and visiting
the bar. Where as the right side of the table represents the results of the decisions per
player.
Player (1/2/3) ;0=Home,1=Bar
Player 1
Player 2
Player3
0/0/0
0
0
0
0/0/1
-1
-1
+2
0/1/0
-1
+2
-1
0/1/1
+2
-1
-1
1/0/0
+2
-1
-1
1/0/1
-1
+2
-1
1/1/0
-1
-1
+2
1/1/1
0
0
0
Table II: Modified El-Farol Results for 3 Players

The game which is played in the simulation can be described as follows: N=(1..N) are the
set of players where i ∈ N . The actions are D = (0,+ 1) and describe the set of possible
actions. Where 0 is not to go to the bar and 1 is the decision to go to the bar. Each
simulation step is represented by t that is incremented after each simulation until it
reaches the end. The conclusion is defined by the number of games and the rounds per
each game. All players have an account which contains a starting value which is zero for
every beginning of the game. For each game simulation step every player pays 1 game
unit. The total sum of charges for the game unit is equal to N . Each player decides the
actions for joining or leaving the bar. The players who choose the minority receive the
payoff where as the players in the majority receive 0. Where L is number of players in the
minority and K is the number of players in the majority. N=L+K. The payoff for each
player in the minority is given by Payoff-Li=N/L. The majority payoff is given by PayoffKi=0.
For the two cases in which no minority is been defined a) everybody goes to the bar b)
nobody goes to the bar all players will get back there game charges of one unit.
The modifications do follow the rules of a zero sum game and can be named as zero sum
minority game.
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3

Simulation

3.1

Modeling of the Characteristics

As already discussed in section II the basic limbic instructions are been model in the
simulation software as follows:
The balance instruction primarily describes the wish for stability and fear. This is
mostly represented by the account value of the game. In order to make a decision the
balance introduction is checking the account value if it is greater than zero or not.
Afterwards due to the wish for stability it compares the software parameter of the basic
orientations (to stay or to go). If the last n rounds were lost, the balance type changes his
strategy compared to the previous used.
The stimulant instruction describes the wish for variety. If this value is 0 every decision
is changed. If this value is 100 once made, a decision is kept. Another parameter in this
configuration allows as well the definition of the degree of risk tolerance. This parameter
is been used for the relation with other limbic instructions
The dominant instruction expresses self-assertion, power and status. The dominant
function is calculated out of several prediction functions, which give the best probability
for the win in the next round. These functions are
Average of the n rounds of visitors
Median of the last n rounds
Cycle calculation of visitors over n rounds and
Trend function of the last n rounds.
Based on this prediction functions an estimate is calculated as to which function would be
the best. This information is used to build a profit margin afterwards and is used for the
next selection criteria.
The decision logic is implemented in simulation Software as follows:
Type 0: This type does not follow any method. The type is deciding randomly
Type 1: This type use the decision method described in stimulant instruction
Type 2: This type use the decision method described in dominant instruction. Average/
median/trend function last 4 to 7 rounds, Cycle last 2 to 5 rounds
Type 3: This type use the decision method described in dominant instruction with
Average/median/trend function last 2 to 5 rounds, Cycle last 2 to 4 rounds and
the stimulant combined with the wish of risk value
Type 4: This type use the decision method described in balance instruction.
Type 5: This type use the decision method described in balance and stimulant instruction
and with the wish of balance weighted value.
Type 6: This type use the decision method described in dominant instruction with
Average/median/trend function last 2 to 4 rounds, Cycle last 2 to 4 rounds and
the balance combined with the wish of balance weighted value.
Type 7: This type uses the decision method described in dominant instruction with
Average/median/trend function for the last 2 to 3 rounds, Cycle last 2 to 3
rounds and the balance + stimulant instruction. The decision to go to the bar will
be made from the majority of results between the instructions.
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3.2

Simulation Results

In order to compare the results of each game per characteristic the results are presented in
a matrix in which every characteristic is played against any other characteristic. The
entries in the matrix can contain two entries - win and undefined. Win is indicated as
standard deviation distance to the other character, which is not overlapping.
Winning / Types
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Undefined

0

1
N/A

2
0
1

3
0
1
3

4
0
1
4
3

5
0
1
5
5
5

6
0
1
6
N/A
6
5

7
0
1
7
7
7
5
N/A

Table III: Results of Winning Type Matrix

Wins Percentage
6
6
0
2
1
5
2
3
3

21.43%
21.43%
0.00%
7.14%
3.57%
17.86%
7.14%
10.71%
10.71%

Summarizing this information suggests that characteristic Type 0 and characteristic Type
1 are dominating and successful in this game and simulation environment.
This result indicates a clear strategy for the simulation environment in the modified ElFarol game. Random behaviour representatives in Type 0 and stimulant behaviour
representatives in Type 1 are the winners in the game. Where as Type 1 can be as well
interpreted as a modified random player. Type 5 is a stimulant player who is driven by
the account information (balance instruction). This means if the character is successful do
not change by behaviour which is stimulant. Type 3 which also contains stimulant
instruction is been controlled by the dominance instruction which stops the stimulant
instruction with the overruling parameter (setting 65% overruling of dominance).
From this simulation results it is clear, that
there is a significant between the characteristics playing the game and
there is a strategy for players to win the game which is to play randomly.
It is also interesting that these results do not stand in contradiction to experiments in
stock markets where monkeys or other random players frequently perform better than
professional brokers and analysts [WR10].As well do not stand in contradiction to the
theoretical results in game theories which point out through the NASH equilibrium that
the mixed strategy is a successful strategy for this game setting.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

The motivation and assumption of this work is to understand and prove that humans are
NOT deciding rational. We introduced a computer environment for playing the modified
El-Farol game with limbic characteristics for the players and analyzed the results. We
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have proved that some characters are in special situation consistently more successful
than others. These results also give answers for a successful strategy, which is random
behaviour.
It seems that our model may support more complex decision processes than before. The
approach of using the limbic characteristics was implemented in a non-marketing area for
the first time. The modelling and results of this kind of emotional characteristics is a
valid and useful approach in the area of computer science.
Future works will include a more detailed discussion of game results of groups consisting
of different and more complex player combinations. Namely we think about a simulation
with a character distribution derived from the German population as it can be obtained
from [BC08]. In addition, the result seems to be quiet interesting for deriving strategies
for the stock market extending the previously published results in [WR10]. Last but not
least, for weak real time systems with a learning or adaptive scheduling strategy our
results may be also applicable. In general, it is intended to answer the question, which
impact limbic characters may have on the area of resource scheduling in complex
networks. Consequently, it must be considered, if limbic characters maybe detected form
the behaviour of the users in front of a computer system (e.g. by measuring his
keystrokes or mouse movements) instead of a long questionnaire.
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Abstract: The progress in www-technologies and the trends toward ubiquitous
computing have led to web-based user communities in recent years. Community
members meet in virtual space and share information. Member interactions are
mainly based on centralised services. This paper introduces Agent Assisted
Communities, an approach to enhance member interactions and community
forming in mobile environments. Based on domain-specific user-defined profiles
held on mobile devices, mobile software agents can look for individuals in the
vicinity, who have shared interests. If found, an initial contact can be established
via the mobile devices in peer-to-peer mode and then used in real life.

1 Introduction
“Are you always mobile? - If not, you are out, of the community …” Web 2.0 is
knocking on your door, but how does it look like in practice? Powerful multimedia
handsets support on the fly activities, which were limited to “fixed”/stationary
computers, in the past. Pure web consumptions moves into user content creation and
sharing, either publicly on the World Wide Web, or in restricted mode by a closed user
group – the community (see fig.1). While the past was mostly driven by technology
affine applications followed by service offerings, in today’s networks human beings
become the most important part of the game.
Online content itself is more diverse. Plain text messages are enriched by audio and
video items, photographs are combined with geo-coordinates and discussion forums are
established [BE01]. Public projects, like all the Wiki derivates, exceed the critical mass
to be simply ignored by established content service providers and publishers.
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Fig. 1. Media driving mobile communities.

1.1 Application Scenarios
For several of years, our research group in the department of computer science at
Friedrich-Schiller-University (FSU) in Jena, Germany, has focused on the development
of loosely coupled distributed systems. In May 2005, as a result of ongoing research, the
MobiSoft project [Mob] [BKR07] started to investigate future usage scenarios of mobile
agent technology [Tra] [BR04] combined with mobile environments. MobiSoft is a joint
research project between three partners – GODYO AG [God], the agent factory GmbH
[Taf], and FSU Jena – partly funded by the local government.
Based on the identification of future application scenarios involving mobile users, about
three dozen such scenarios were defined, ranked, and finally – if chosen as relevant –
clustered into four integrated, more complex scenarios. Additionally, T-Systems
provides a profile matching-based personalized mobile recommendation system.
Supply chain management
o Personal assistants support production workflows
Project Assistant
o Assistance for project managers
Campus.NET
o Platform for students and employees
Socio-Mobile Assistant
o Interaction in ad-hoc networks
MediaScout
o Recommended application for video contents from several sources
During the project, Campus.NET and Socio-Mobile Assistant have gotten stronger
community aspects. Despite the fact that these scenarios have fewer business aspects,
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they received more attention during presentation of the project results, especially on the
CeBIT Germany 2007.
Campus.NET is intended to be a field-test scenario at FSU and benefits from a
sophisticated infrastructure and potentially large number of users interested in new kinds
of mobile applications. Information from different administrative areas of the university
are ad-hoc integrated into more complex scenarios. So, one can imagine that a student
receives on her/his mobile phone a message from his personalised assistant like this
(underlined words imply more detailed information):
“Next semester, there is an interesting course on distributed systems. I’ve
reserved for you one exemplar of the book at the library which is
proposed by the course leader. Do you want to enrol for the course? And
by the way, today is your favourite meal available at the student’s
cafeteria!”
The information is not picked up from a central point but is collected by mobile software
agents migrating through the network in order to collect selected information (see fig. 2).
Campus.NET will integrate community functions to form student learning groups or
support team networks.
Location

Validation

Origin

Recommendation

Institutes

Semester

Interest

Enrolment

Library

Reservation

Leader

Rental

Cafeteria

Today

Interest
Context

Consumption

Fig. 2. Information from several origins is combined having the context in mind and
leading to a recommendation.
The Socio-Mobile Assistant has a human-centred approach. It connects people sharing
the same interests. Again, a personalised mobile software agent on a mobile device visit
other mobile devices in the vicinity when reachable. Usually, the communication is done
using Bluetooth. Profiles are compared by agent-to-agent communication (see chapter
2.2). In case of matches the device owners are notified. Sample scenarios are to share a
cab or to find business partners at a fair.
1.2 Challenges in Mobile Communities
While implementing applications on mobile devices we faced important challenges. The
current generation of mobile phones has excellent communication facilities.
Unfortunately, the access via APIs does not exploit the full function set, or it is not
accessible from Java-based applications. Different display resolutions and different
operating systems also acquire additional effort in realisation.
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Beside these implementation restrictions, there is a set of general restrictions in using
mobile devices as an interface for mobile access to distributed information. These
devices have limited resources. CPU performance, available memory and limited battery
power demand for optimisations in applications. The most challenging limitations for
usage are input and display capabilities of mobile devices. Standard desktop applications
– like an internet browser even with software feature extensions like a lens for better
readability – are not practically applicable to these small devices. It makes sense to have
these applications on a mobile device for basic information retrieval, but they cannot be
as sophisticated as their desktop counterparts. As our experiences from MobiSoft
indicate, assistant-based applications taking user profiles and the current context into
account help to simplify and to improve integrated usage of mobile devices.

2 User-Centred Community Approach
With the new possibilities provided by modern mobile devices and the experiences from
MobiSoft, community issues and mobility can be combined more easily. We target a
user-centred approach of connecting people sharing similar interests and exchanging
information.

P … Profile
I … Interaction
D … Discovery

Mi … Member i
Cn … Community n
Fig. 3. Basics for an human-centered approach to form communities.

The mobile device is used for discovery of (D) and interaction with (I) people in the
vicinity. People with overlapping profiles P will get connected and can enlarge or start to
form communities C with two or more members M (see fig. 3). A similar approach for
information sharing and collaboration without considering profiles can be found in
[HKLM03]. There, information Clouds – iClouds – are introduced as the set of people
sharing the same communication horizon and providing information on the basis of offer
(have)- and search (wish)-lists.
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2.1 Profile Handling
Profiles, usually stored in central community systems, have to be carried on mobile
devices. A central user profile is just a copy of the user-centred profile. If a user has
enabled her/his device to join communities (scan mode) or search for interested people
the software works autonomously in the background and communicates with other
devices (discovery). For the autonomous communication between these networked
devices mobile agents will be used as a preferred solution. Their ability to migrate
autonomously, compare profiles with each other and proactively inform people are a
very good base for the realisation of such a mobile community – an Agent Assisted
Community.
Agent Assisted Communities are defined as user-centred communities where
members are supported by personalised substitutes – the mobile
agents/assistants – acting as autonomous connectors to form communities
including social interactions especially in mobile environments. A mobile agent
knows the preferences of its owner using its profile. It acts as an enabler for the
real life communication between peoples.
Fig. 3 shows the establishment of communities. Circles around people indicate their
vicinity. People sharing the same vicinity may get informed by their agents and may get
in touch.
2.2 Profile Vocabulary and Structure
Quite often people search for information or look for a person who shares an interest.
Thus, it is necessary to structure personal information and to introduce common terms to
have a base for identifying similar interests.. Imagine that there is software which helps
you to meet people you are interested in. We accept without qualification the use such
software for business, for example on a conference. Next time the software scans a new
contact it has to check whether you are interested or not. Now it starts a question-andanswer game with intention of finishing the game with a happy ending, namely the
discovery of a common interest. During each contact you rerun the game. If you
remember the questions for all interviews, there are common topics like personal
information, qualifications or interests. Thus, a good approach is to build a database with
all kinds of data you are interested in as well what you want to share with each other
while protecting your privacy. Now we have a personal profile as a private view of the
world.
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Let’s start our conference scenario again. The software relies on a profile database and a
module to match a profile. It seems to be possible to use an automatic matching process
for pairs of profiles. One of the assumptions is that all profiles use the same vocabulary.
If there is an update, you have to extend the profile to use the same vocabulary. As a
second pre-condition, we assume there is an entire contact profile which covers all topics
in the world. Hence, such a profile defines all objects using a well formed vocabulary. A
real instance of the profile is filled by the person who owns the profile. A comparison of
two profiles could be done based on the same vocabulary. Everything outside the contact
profile we have to model as knowledge of the world and requires a world view.

body list
personal
selection

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Personalization control on a mobile phone for MobiSoft by FSU (a), personal interest
selection (b) and MediaScout by T-Systems (c).

Now we have to discuss the question for the border established between knowledge of
the world and the private contact profile. Where is the limit? As a second point there is
the question how to define knowledge of the world. At the end we are not able to give an
answer for the border question. Moreover, we cannot present a definition of knowledge
of the world as well as a profile which covers all possible topics.
2.3 Domain based Subprofiling
As a next step we want to introduce our approach for profiling as a domain based
profile. The main idea is to use the origin of each information item. The composition of a
profile is a set of different subprofiles. Information in a subprofile is assigned according
domains. A domain represents a group of related items, topics, or subjects belonging to a
certain field. The group itself is established by related items with a common origin e.g., a
surname is part of the personal information. Personal information as the origin for
surname establishes a domain with the same name.
An item can be assigned to different domains. We accept without qualification there is a
main topic for an assignment into one domain. Dividing the profile into pieces of
domains (subprofiles) we get a distributed approach. Each part is generated by its own
area if necessary. The area specific information is left in the domain and we are able to
manage or extend the domain in its own context. Hence, we do not need to be proficient
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in each part of the profile. Each domain could be managed by its own experts – mostly
the users themselves.
Based on the idea low-dimensional domains the domain vocabulary can be distributed by
sharing XML definitions. In cases of different domain vocabulary a second approach
establishes the mapping process which is introduced next. Profiling based on domain
profiles breaks down the complexity of an entire profile into straightforward small-sized
domain profiles (divide and conquer). An entire profile is a set of domain profiles which
can be extended or adapted by adding a new domain profile. Each user builds up their
own personal profile.
2.4 Interaction and Information Discovery
Following the user-centred approach, a set of domain specific profiles is spanned by
mobile users. Via profile matching, contacts between users can be established. Looking
at the communication between two participants the first step is to identifying the shared
domains and the vocabulary used to perform the matching. As a first approach a
common communication protocol for syntactic comparison is applicable.
Once we have found “compatible” domains represented by their subprofiles S in the first
step, an in-depth look at the semantics is necessary to check whether used vocabulary
terms have the same meaning. In [WR01], the DOGGIE approach enables agents to
locate similar semantic concepts. This promising approach can also be helpful to identify
homonymous words with different meaning and synonymous words.
After passing these two steps, the matching process can be started in order to identify
shared interests. Fig. 5 indicates an overlap of subprofiles S1 and S4. As the timeframe
is unknown during which an intercommunication between two mobile devices occurs,
information exchange will follow three phases:
1. fast ID tag exchange – for later re-identification
2. chunk exchange – to support re-linking via the community backend
3. information exchange – to support local P2P ad-hoc communication
[KM01] proposes an information-theoretic approach to compare interests of users. The
interests are captured in a weighted ontology of keywords.
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Fig. 5. Ad-hoc connectivity between moving mobile devices with a probability pD over a limited
time slot Δt.

Every established contact with other users as potential community members is important
to form a community and to discover the (shared) interests of others, even if only one
compatible domain has found by the contact and the other mentioned steps were not
successful. Of course the contact is more interesting when shared interests could be
identified.
As a result of this approach, communities are formed in a user-based manner. In contrast
to a traditional client-server approach, the user is put into the middle. In addition, this
user-centred approach integrates mobile and non-mobile users. Due to characteristics
like autonomy, personalisation and adaptability, mobile agents are an adequate connector
between users and their communities.

3 Integration of Traditional Community Systems
Mobile communities equipped with functions to involve new partners as proposed in the
last section can not live without a stable backbone containing centralized services and
knowledge. Typically, an internet community uses community centred services (Wiki,
Forum, Blog, etc.) or community supporting services (del.icio.us, digg, slashdot, reddit,
studiVZ, etc.) to interact, to exchange information, and to gain benefits.
Beside these content-oriented services there are also meta services: (central) directory of
services, community explorer (which communities are available), or member areas.
Usually, such services are installed on stable server infrastructures. In spite of the central
characteristic of such services, there is no need to have a single central server which
limits scalability. In most cases a community maintains their own infrastructures.
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A central question is how to combine mobile devices with traditional community
software systems. Internet browsers are typically used to participate in a community. As
mentioned in chapter 1.2, this method of using community software from mobile devices
is not feasible due to strong restrictions in human-device interactions. Extensive content
contribution can not be expected from a mobile device.
Fig. 6 gives a schematic overview of the connection between a potential mobile
community member and her/his community. With the help of an “intelligent” peer-topeer middleware (P2P MW) like mobile agent technology, the integration of mobile
community members is possible in an efficient manner. Simple tasks can be handed-over
to assistants acting autonomously and proactively within a networked environment. The
personalised assistant can also act as a proxy for the member and informs her/his on
relevant events (see chapter 1.1).
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SubSubSubprofiles
profiles
profiles

Local
Services

P2P Middleware
KVM: J2ME

Peer to Peer Communication /
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Tracy
Server

Agent
Toolkit

JVM: J2SE

Fig. 6. Local and central communication.

In fig. 7, the combination of mobile devices and traditional community software systems
is shown to form a Human-Centered Mobile Community (HCMC). Thereby, mobile
clients can also extend the possibilities within the community by creating a virtual pool
of services and information distributed on the mobile part of the network.
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Fig. 7. Integration of mobile elements and central community services.

4 Summary and Further Work
This paper proposes an Agent Assisted Community to support mobile community
members, integrate them into existing community infrastructure, and extend the
community by social interaction in mobile environments. The focus of the approach is
the mobile user and not centralized community services. Domain specific profiles are
held on mobile devices. Mobile agents running on mobile devices are ready to compare
these profiles in a 3-step process with profiles of people in the vicinity of the user.
Overlapping interests will be fed back to the users to establish a contact. The defined
process will be investigated in more detail as part of the research at FSU.
The paper also comes up with challenges for mobile device usage for communities.
Experiences from device handling in projects are reflected. From both MobiSoft
scenarios and T-System’s trials addressing topics like “Personal Shopping Assistant” or
the mobile recommendation application “MediaScout” the following lessons we learned:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bilateral cross matching between user offers and search requests is essential.
Basic community services could be modelled as offers.
A profile could be seen as an instance of an ontology.
User profiles constructed of domain specific subprofiles must be easily
manageable, namely switchable.
Context awareness can efficiently assist the subprofile management.
Beside others, the use of any kind of tags e.g., Bluetooth tags, visual codes, or a
GPS location can be a profile activation trigger.
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More interesting aspects which one might look at are even more in the social area of
potential users e.g.,
Is the usage of mobile devices as a community interface accepted?
Has usability reached an appropriate level for ad-hoc mobile device usage?
Is there a correlation between age and gender of potential users and the
acceptance of usage?
Consolidated findings in this interdisciplinary area are essential for a successful
application of future technologies in the mobile sector. The user is a central element in
ubiquitous computing.
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Abstract: The article presents a model of the structural properties of virtual communities and the information they can access. It argues that a large part of the information
– and actually knowledge – present in virtual communities can be identiﬁed by a graph
structure that consists of three node types – actors, media and qualities – as well as the
relations that connect them. Based on these relations, information retrieval and other
inference mechanisms can be mapped into the model.

1

Introduction

Virtual communities have become a major factor for the design of information systems
and Web-based applications, giving rise to community-based information infrastructure.
Recently, this development is apparent for instance in the emergence of social computing
and the “Web 2.0” [WCZM07], as well as in the paradigm shift in enterprise knowledge
management from techno-centric approaches towards tacit knowledge and social capital [HWW03, Got05]. It even extends to the increasing importance of peer-to-peer systems [WB05] and collaboration grids [Sto07] for information management and processing, where peers or grid nodes act in lieu of humans and can be considered members of
generalised virtual communities.
A major reason for this shift towards community-based systems is that the information
available from in such approaches includes an added value that is impossible to generate or capture using classical, purely content-based approaches, because it directly gains
from the intelligence, creativity and social behaviour of people. On the “supply” or authoring side, this added value consists of processes to generate content interesting for the
community, which is done by providing infrastructure to easily author or make available
contributions, to ask or answer questions (Web 2.0, peer-to-peer), to supply and exchange
explicit and tacit knowledge (knowledge sharing infrastructure) or to oﬀer computational
services (grid). On the other, the “demand” or retrieval side, the added value consists
of processes to provide social decision support, which is done by collaborative ﬁltering,
feedback mechanisms and importance measures that often use the relational structure of
the community (social recommenders, reputation systems). Further, by oﬀering suitable
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infrastructure to facilitate and amplify social processes, community-based systems tend to
reinforce the identiﬁcation of their users as members of a community and thus create the
motivation to contribute to the community.
Objective. In this article, we investigate the question of how to capture some of the added
values that community-based approaches oﬀer and how to combine them with contentbased approaches in a reasonably compact model. Such a model is envisioned to describe
the structure of community-based information either for comparison and classiﬁcation of
existing systems, or as a structural basis for new developments.
The ﬁnal goal that this work contributes to is to build infrastructure for access to the knowledge that exists within a community, i.e., the demand side of the infrastructure. However,
one of the features that makes users of community-based systems unique compared to
those of others, is that they are on both sides of the system, supply and demand, i.e.,
are contributors and retrievers alike. Looking at retrieval, or, more generally, inference
approaches cannot therefore completely exclude the content creation processes in communities.
Outline. This paper continues with a more detailed discussion of the requirements needed
for the envisioned model in Section 2. As the core contribution of this article, the model
itself is proposed in Section 3 and applied to a practical example in Section 4. Finally, after
a short statement on related work in Section 5, the present approach and future research is
discussed in Section 6.

2

Requirements

This section derives the properties of the envisioned model of virtual communities by
specifying requirements. There are three major types of requirements: First we need to
identify the scenarios that should be covered (Section 2.1) and need to deﬁne how speciﬁc
the model should be to them (Section 2.2). Finally, the types of community knowledge of
the scenarios that should be addressed in the model need to be considered (Section 2.3).

2.1

Requirement 1: Usage scenarios covered

The main purpose of the envisioned model is to represent a virtual community to support
information access scenarios and associated inference tasks. Such tasks are for instance
to ﬁnd community members and documents according to certain criteria. The scenarios
for information access include:
• Expert ﬁnders: Systems that allow to ﬁnd people who have expert knowledge in a
given topic, based on proﬁle information, document content and authoring information (e.g., MITRE [MDH00], AnswerGarden [AM96], XperT [Hei04]);
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• Digital libraries: Systems that allow to access documents where the community
consists of the authors who mutually cite their articles or monographies (CiteSeer
[GBL98]1 , the ACM Digital Library [Whi01]);
• Collaborative authoring: Systems that allow community members to contribute to
a collaborative information repository, either ad hoc asynchronous communication
(mailing lists, forums) or as “Web 2.0” tools like blogs, wikis [WCZM07]) and other
approaches that make accessible and allow users to contribute content (Twitter, ﬂickr
and YouTube) or meta-content (structured data as in IMDB, or tags as in CiteULike
and del.icio.us);
• Social network platforms: Systems that oﬀer self-authored personal proﬁles and
connections as dynamic contact and friends lists (Xing, myspace);
• Peer-to-peer systems: Systems that distribute content over a community of peer
modules (that can themselves represent a community of people) and can be considered “generalised communities” (SemPIR [WB05]).

2.2

Requirement 2: Scope and speciﬁcity

The model is primarily used in early stages of system design where the working concepts
are decided and basic algorithmic considerations are undertaken (cf. [BFHV03]). Therefore, the model should be generic enough to be independent of scenario speciﬁcs like
particular types of persons or documents. This also makes it suitable for representation
and comparison of a wide variety of existing and new systems and scenarios. In fact, the
result may be a form of data model or ontology whose structure can be specialised for
particular scenarios in question, similar to meta-modelling methodologies (cf. [Bez06]).

2.3

Requirement 3: Information and knowledge types addressed

Many systems for community-based information infrastructure are not only used to retrieve information but actually knowledge. For these cases, it is inevitable to not only represent documented information as explicit knowledge, but to also integrate tacit knowledge
[NT95, Boi99] and possibly social capital [Les00] in the model. This way, a great part of
the added value can be captured that is ascribed to community-based approaches compared
to purely content-based ones, as suggested by the literature (see, e.g., [Wen98, HWW03]
covering Communities of Practice).
The access to knowledge needs a few more remarks. By deﬁnition, tacit knowledge – or
“knowing” as a process rather than a state [Pol74] – is restricted to individuals or groups
of individuals and it is in most cases diﬃcult to write down (to “externalise” [NT95])
because it depends on intangible factors like experience, procedural knowledge, special
1 Registration

of articles with CiteSeer is actually a community-based process, as well.
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talents, cultural background and norms that can only be made available to others by direct
interaction. Social capital as a form of collective tacit knowledge [DGKT03] supports this
interaction by holding together communities and being the basis for oﬀers of help needed
to achieve shared goals or to solve problems [Put00].
To give an example, in a newsgroup the experience of an expert answering a complex
question cannot be written down in its entirety; it is tacit. Further, the fact that such exchange works at all is often a result of the social capital established within the community,
which is tacit as well. The predominant way to approach the problem of making available
such tacit “assets” is to identify the expert, e.g., from a proﬁle, from previous answers or
articles, by explicit recommendation, possibly conﬁrmed by the location within a social
network that reﬂects the communication within the community.
Therefore, “cues” to tacit knowledge (and social capital) in the community are important
auxiliaries. Locating both tacit and explicit knowledge extends the notion of information
retrieval, and in the following we use the term information retrieval to refer to this more
general form, avoiding new deﬁnitions like “knowledge retrieval” because at their core,
the basic approaches are those of information retrieval [BYRN99], and tacit assets should
be represented in the model as explicit cues that point to them. The types of such cues are
manifold, and we take an “inductive” approach and summarise sources that are commonly
used and need to be represented in the envisioned model:
• Authoring and reference information: Tacit knowledge leaves traces in documents
that are created in the community, either by experts themselves (“authoring”) or via
reference in documents by other authors, such as in reports and in scientiﬁc citations
(“reference”). This is not retricted to text content, like scientiﬁc authoring, but also
in non-textual media, for instance in the way a movie is edited by an expert editor. Authoring and reference information is captured “en passant” from the existing
processes in the community.
• Proﬁle information: The existence of expertise can be catalogued using questionnaires, interviews, structured CVs and other means that are “actively” or explicitly
applied to capture the existence of tacit knowledge, as in many knowledge and skills
managment approaches. However, many tacit skills are unknown even to the expert,
and in these cases, only by interaction and problem solving can tacit knowledge be
located and may be “implicitly” captured by tracking collaboration. Both active and
implicit ways to capture speciﬁc traits and properties of users contribute to proﬁles.
• Social network information2 : Important pieces of tacit community knowledge are
identiﬁed from the structure of the community, i.e. the position of individuals and
groups in the social network. Depending on the type of relations available as a
representation of the real social network, this may allow identiﬁcation of experts by
their embedding into clusters of other experts, as well as possibly capture cues of
social capital, such as trust, recommendation and reputation, which are important
prerequisites to sharing of tacit knowledge through collaboration.
2 In “genereralised communities” like peer-to-peer networks, social network information does not represent
social capital proper but similarly, relational properties of the network are used as cues to identify items of
interest.
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3

The actors–media–qualities model

The requirements collected in Section 2 yield a set of qualitative input factors to develop
the model. With the focus on information access, Requirement 1 implies the need for a
semantic representation of the items in the model that can be used to evaluate the relevance
to a query, i.e., some sort of proﬁle or set of “qualities” that can be associated with the
items. The generic scope (avoidance of scenario speciﬁcs) from Requirement 2 implies
what in ontology design is called “minimal ontological commitment”, i.e., the restriction
of the model to a minimum of elements [Gru94]. Requirement 3 implies on one hand
the representation of explicit knowledge items, which can be modelled as a documents or,
more general, “media”, on the other cues of tacit knowledge, i.e., the types of sources in
the list in Section 2 need to be included. Authoring and reference demand for a connection
of documents or media with community members, and proﬁles can be considered special
cases of documents. Finally, social network information indicates the appropriateness of a
graph-based representation of the community.
Fortunately, such a graph representation is ﬂexible enough to be the structural basis for
the entire model. Authoring information etc. can be expressed by including into the network media items and connections with the authors. Moreover, semantic or other qualities
associated with the items can be directly included as nodes in the graph representation.
In the next subsections, we deﬁne the model in terms of a graph structure. We ﬁrst introduce node types in Section 3.1, its edge types in Section 3.2 and ﬁnally the complete
model structure in Sec.3.3.

3.1

Deﬁning entities

We deﬁne AMQ entity types similar to classes in ontology or software analysis and denote
them by calligraphic letters like A. Our model supports subsumption/inheritance (is a)
relationships, i.e., entity types may have a hierarchy of subtypes that are denoted in italic
type A ∈ A etc. Further, it supports aggregation (has a) relationships. Instances, i.e.,
objects that represent the actual data, will then be denoted in lower case a ∈ A ∈ A.
Considering type hierarchy, for simplicity we will use the shorthand a ∈ A to denote that
a is an instance of some type A ∈ A. Three root entity types are proposed to model a
community according to the above requirements: actors, media and qualities.
Actors, a ∈ A, are entities that represent everyone/everything acting in an autonomous
way, which implies actions like to write, collaborate, query, study or to assess, in addition
to explicit (verbal) knowledge (to know). These actions will later be deﬁned as relations.
Actors bear tacit knowledge, and naturally represent people and groups of people that
engage in knowledge sharing and interaction. As a special case, intelligent agents can be
considered actors although they are often represented via explicit rule sets. Subsumption
of actors is deﬁned (an author is an actor), as is aggregation (a group has a number of
authors).
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Figure 1: Structure of the AMQ model, with example entity and relation (italics) types. Directed
relations between classes denoted with ⇒, undirected ones with ⇔.

Media, m ∈ M, are entities that contain information and “react” to actors. Media bear
explicit, i.e., verbal or numerical knowledge, and can be thought of as a generalisation of
documents to all formats that can contain explicit knowledge or serve as cues to knowledge, including for example project and course documentation, audio tracks and images,
video clips and other artefacts. In addition, user queries ﬁt into this scheme as “reciprocal”
media (requesting rather than providing knowledge). Further, user proﬁles behave like media. Like actors, media allow subsumption (a document is a medium) and aggregation (a
book has a number of chapters).
Qualities, q ∈ Q, are entities that provide a set of attributes to describe actors, media and
other qualities in a way that inference can be performed on them. This inference includes
comparison using a distance or similarity metric and consequently retrieval. Qualities as
the units of knowledge representation are one key to mapping existing inference and information retrieval methods into the model and can be used develop new models. Considering existing metadata frameworks, full-text approaches like [AM96] use inverted indices
as representations of qualities. In Semantic Web-based information retrieval, reasoning
requires qualities to be deﬁned with formal semantics, i.e., Q is the representation of an
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ontology that can be queried or reasoned upon. And when using latent-semantic models
like latent Dirichlet allocation [BNJ02], automatically inferred latent variables (commonly
referred to as latent topics) are the qualities to describe the entities in the model. Finally,
when dealing with multimedia data, content-based features can be used as qualities.
For a schematic view of these entities, see Fig. 1, where they are displayed as rectangles,
along with examples of typical classes they subsume. With regard to its three root entity
types, we call the model the actors–media–qualities model or AMQ model.

3.2

Deﬁning relations

With the entities allowing to represent real-world items in the model as instances of one
of the actors, media and qualities types (or subtypes), relations between them provide
the actual information used for inference and retrieval. Relations in the AMQ model are
quantiﬁed by some weighting function w(x, y, R) : X × Y → IR ⊂
with IR the set of
allowed weighting values for relation of type R ∈ R and R being the set of all relation
types. Depending on the relation type, this interval can be discrete and binary, IR = {0, 1},
probablistic, IR = [0, 1], some distance or similarity measure, IR = [0, ∞), or any other
set depending on the semantics of the relation. Typically, relations restrict the node types
X and Y they map to each other (domain and range), and may be directed or undirected.
For brevity, we represent relations by their weighting function, using the entities a, m and
q as deﬁned above. Typical relation types as given in Fig. 1 will be discussed in the next
paragraphs.

❘

Media–quality relations, w(m, q, R) : M × Q → IR , describe the semantics of media.
Explicit knowledge cues in media items use the media–quality (mq-) relation describes,
denoting explicit knowledge in a particular subject. Here, IR = [0, 1] is a function that
maps to a relevance value for the subject, and to describe one this subject, weights are
established from the medium to all possible qualities qi that this subject is composed of.
Combining the weightings of the mq-relation over several qualities q = {qi }i , i ∈ [1, K]
can be expressed by introducing a shorthand for a vector weighting function w(m, q, R) :
M × Q → (IR )K over all qualities qi . This can for instance represent a vector of topic
probabilities or a set of binary association functions with the range of ontology classes.
When trying to retrieve relevant documents, the subject must be expressed as a set of qualities, which themselves are extracted from a query text or other object (as a “reciprocal”
medium).
Actor–quality relations, w(a, q, R) : A × Q → IR , describe the semantics of knowledge associated with an actor. The central relation with respect to knowledge cues is the
actor–quality (aq-) relation knows, which, however, is not directly observable. In most approaches in the literature, the knows relation is inferred, for instance from authorship: For
example, in the MITRE [MDH00], AnswerGarden [AM96] and XperT [Hei04] systems,
knowledge cues from documents are used via the describes relation, and experts are inferred via the actor–media (am-) relation authors. The Author-Topic Model [RZGSS04],
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however, directly extracts latent topics for actors, implementing the knows relation directly.
Opposite to this “supply” dimension of knowledge, the “demand” of speciﬁc knowledge
can be evaluated for actors, which is reﬂected by the actor–quality relation searches that
can be inferred via the describes and queries relations (for all explanations, see Fig. 1).
Comparing the qualities of both supply and demand dimensions enables the functionality
of matchmaking systems like that in [RSW05].
Actor–media relations, w(a, m, R) : A × M → IR or w(m, a, R) : M × A → IR , describe
the association of an actor with a medium or vice versa. Actor–media (am-) relations usually derive from authoring and reference information (authors, cites, recommends etc.).
Further, query actions by actors are special types of AM relations (queries). Typically,
such information is often explicit and can be extracted a priori as a basis for inference. Inferred am-relations are used in collaborative approaches to express recommendation (recommends) and preference (likes).
Media–media relations, w(m, m , R) : M × M → IR , describe mutual relationships between media. Media–media (mm-) relations play an important role in citation networks
and digital libraries, both as references and aggregation. Like am-relations, they are often
explicit and can be used as basis for inference. An important inferred relation for retrieval
is similarity (resembles).
Actor–actor relations, w(a, a , R) : A × A → IR , describe social structure of the community and other relations between actors. Actor–actor (aa-) relations can represent information on social capital in the community. ReferralWeb [KSS97], for example, uses
relational cues such as friends, colleagues, and co-workers, Opal [HKJ+ 05] in addition
ratings between collaboration candidates [DM04]. Depending on the application case, different types of inference are possible. An example is to ﬁnd an actor who is an expert in a
topic and trusted by reputable actors. The inference based on explicit cues is the same as
described for aq-relations, but the set of relevant actors now is ﬁltered via appropriate network criteria, such as shortest path or reputation measures that aggregate weighted ratings
(see [KSS97, PSD03] and references therein). An alternative way is to perform inference
in an integrated manner is to use statistical relational learning techniques that integrate
semantic and relational steps of inference (see, e.g., [Nev06]).
Quality–quality relations, w(q, q , R) : Q × Q → IR , map knowledge description frameworks into the AMQ model. For instance, for ontologies quality–quality (qq-) relations
may include RDFS or OWL relations (e.g., rdfs:subClass, properties or aggregations). The
AMQ model does not make any commitment on the formalism for qq-relations, allowing
to include axiomatic descriptions of qualities, for instance to use the results of SemanticWeb inference, or hierarchical relations between latent topics. Further, qq-relations are
the place in the model where distance measures ﬁt in to compare actors and media as the
knowledge sources in the model, with ontology approaches on one hand (mostly leading
to binary results) and real-valued retrieval functions modelling relevance on the other. For
instance, two actors in an expert ﬁnder system may be similar in terms of their knowledge
if the qualities they are described with are similar.
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3.3

AMQ graphs and inference

In order to complete the AMQ model, all data are joined in a graph structure, which is the
basis for inference algorithms. More speciﬁcally, taking ideas from ontology modelling,
e.g., [MvH04], the schema and instance structures are distinguished.
Schema graph. The structure that combines the entities and relations discussed in the last
sections is deﬁned as an AMQ schema graph, G (V , E ), with the vertex set consisting of the
three entity types (possibly their subtypes), V = A ∪ M ∪ Q, and the edge set mapping to
the various relation types between them, E : V × V → R, with R R denoting the set of
relation types. Fig. 1 can be understood as a simpliﬁed example of a schema graph where
the diﬀerent node and edge types are collapsed into the clique of root entity types, which
will be extended by a more expressive graphical notation in Section 4.
Instance graph. While the schema graph reﬂects the structure of the data about the community, an instance graph G(V, E) ﬁlls this AMQ schema with data, leading to a kind
of generalised co-citation graph or social network [WF94]. The instance graph contains
typed objects as vertices, v ∈ V, where each vertex v has a type that is a member of V in
the schema, as well as edges between the objects, e ∈ E, where each e maps to a relation
type R ∈ R and a weight, i.e., E : V × V → R ×
with
⊃ IR subsuming the range
of all weighting functions w(x, y, R). Note that this deﬁnition can be easily extended to
hypergraphs by allowing edge sets with diﬀerent vertex counts per edge.

❘

❘

In order to represent a virtual community for a retrieval scenario, typically only a small set
of entity and relation types need to be included in the schema, depending on the available
information on the community and the retrieval mechanisms required to fulﬁll a particular
set of retrieval tasks.
Inference in AMQ models is the process of identifying or creating entities or relations in
the AMQ instance graph by analysis of its semantic or structural properties. Semantics
here refers to the qualities associated with entities (e.g., topics associated with a document), and structure to the general topology of the AMQ graph (e.g., co-citation, social
network) spanned by the diﬀerent data available.
More formally, inference algorithms can be deﬁned as transformations from a given instance graph structure G(V, E) to another structure that adds the inferred items to G:
G = G(V, E) ∪ G(V̂, Ê).
In this way, standard methods of information retrieval and inference may be expressed in
the AMQ model, providing a method to classify or unify existing algorithms, possibly creating a library of standard algorithms for re-use. Further, the method allows to deﬁne novel
inference schemes that may use combinations of existing algorithms or lead to completely
new approaches. As the AMQ model itself makes no commitment on the type of inference
used, the range of possibilities is wide. In the next section, this will be explained with an
example.
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Figure 2: AMQ schema considered for CiteSeer and other digital library corpora.

4

Example: CiteSeer as an AMQ model

An illustrative application for an AMQ model is the CiteSeer digital library [GBL98],
which oﬀers research publications online. The authors of these publications can be considered to form a scientiﬁc virtual community whose members venture to create new knowledge by using and extending existing sources.
Being only one example among a set of scientiﬁc digital libraries (cf. the CORA dataset3
or the digital libraries in Section 2), beside the semantic content of titles, abstracts and fulltexts, CiteSeer gives access to authorship, co-citation, publication time (and partly venue)
information and thus can be used to track the knowledge creation process in the community
or to identify relevant and inﬂuential papers. However, the CiteSeer portal has only limited
retrieval features, allowing document and author name search while restricting structural
analysis to importance measures in the co-citation graph. On the other hand, a snapshot of
the CiteSeer portal data exists that may be used to extend this: the CiteSeer corpus4 with
approx. 564k document abstracts and titles, 229k authors and 1272k intra-corpus citations.
Before we analyse inference and retrieval tasks possible on these data in Section 4.2, we
characterise the structure of the CiteSeer data as an AMQ model in Section 4.1.
3 http://www.cs.umass.edu/

˜mccallum/code-data.html

4 http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/oai.html.
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4.1

Schema

The AMQ schema structure is shown in Fig. 2. Compared to Fig. 1, only the entities
and relations relevant to CiteSeer are displayed, but on the other hand, Fig. 2 adds some
additional information on the schema:
• Entities are added symbols, like x for an author as a special type of actor, a.
• These symbols are used to specify the domain and range of the diﬀerent relations,
like authors(x, m), which means that this relation applies to authors (as opposed to
searchers, s) but to all possible media types, m. This notation allows to retain the
collapsed simple graphic representation of the AMQ schema. If no constraints are
speciﬁed, a relation applies to the root types.
• Underlined types are considered inferred, whereas the others can directly be extracted from the available data.
Regarding actors, there are authors and searchers. The data in the CiteSeer corpus in fact
do not include any “demand” data; the searcher entity s ∈ A is rather included to show
the querying process of someone retrieving data from the corpus than to represent data
contained in it. Looking at media entities seems self-explanatory, an excerpt e ∈ M being
part of a medium (aggregates(m, e)) that can serve as context for a reference to another
medium. Then optionally the binary cites(m, m ) relation between two documents is extended to a ternary cites(m, m , e) relation with additional excerpt e as part of m (leading to
a hypergraph structure). Finally, there are three diﬀerent types of quality: topic, word and
time, and while the latter two can be directly read from the corpus by indexing or from
metadata, topics are themselves inferred entities, e.g., extracted by latent Dirichlet allocation or the author–topic model (see qualities deﬁnition in Section 3.1). The qq-relation
subsumes can be applied to a topic for a hierarchical approaches, to a word when using
some semantic hierarchy and to nest periods of time.

4.2

Inference tasks

On the CiteSeer data, various existing and novel inference and retrieval methods can be
applied, and here we view them from the perspective of how they are expressed in terms
of the AMQ model rather than the actual algorithms.
Media retrieval is to ﬁnd documents etc. for a given query. This requires initial indexing, which creates describes relations between media and qualities (words for inverted index or vector-space models [BYRN99], inferred topics for latent semantics, etc.). During
search, the same is done for a query, completing the graph with the respective weighting. The actual ranking of relevant documents is then based on an appropriate distance
measure between the weightings of the describes relation, using vector weighting function
w(m, q, “describes”) : M × Q → K with K qualities for a given medium m. In the AMQ

❘
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schema, such distances may be mapped to a resembles relation as a basis for ranking:
w(m, m , “resembles”) = f (distance{w(m, q, “describes”), w(m , q, “describes”)}) .
In the example, both words and topics as qualities allow to combine literal and latentsemantic search in an appropriate retrieval function or distance measure. For latent semantics, the weighting function w(m, q, “describes”) represents the probability distribution
p(z|m) over K topics and implies the existence of topic distributions p(w|z) that map words
to topics (cf. [BNJ02]).
Expert ﬁnding. Extending document retrieval to scenarios like expert ﬁnding (see Section 2) is simple: Ranking for retrieval is then done via distances between knows aqrelations or describes mq-relations of documents authored by a particular person, identiﬁed
via the authors am-relation that infers a knows relation:
w(a, q, “knows”) = f ({w(m, q, “describes”)}m ) ∀ {m : w(a, m, “authors”) > 0} .
For the actual implementations of the associated algorithms, numerous possibilities exist
in the literature, e.g., the mentioned [RZGSS04] or [Hei04] that make use of latent topic
distributions p(z|x) for authors.
Advanced tasks. Beyond this, various other inference and retrieval tasks can be performed
with the CiteSeer schema, for instance:
• Semantic matching: For a given document, the distance to other documents is inferred based on the describes relation, inferring the resembles(m, m ) relation.
• Co-citation matching: The similarity between the subgraph structures spanned by
cites relations around two documents is inferred, e.g., based on intersection.
• Document citation inﬂuence: The inﬂuence of a document along cites(m, m ) relations is inferred, e.g., using graph importance measures like PageRank.
• Author inﬂuence: Document citation inﬂuence may be mapped to their authors using
authors(a, m).
• Actor matching: Combinations of searcher and author are ranked by their knows or
searches relations, inferring resembles relations.
• Sub-community detection: Similar interests searches and/or knowledge knows can
be clustered into communities with an entity group g ∈ A and aggregates(g, a).
• Semantic citation inﬂuence: Combining the inﬂuence of citations with their semantics (describes(m, q)), possibly exploiting citation context via cites(m, m , e).
• Dynamic models: Combining the above models with temporal information and its
temporal derivatives, e.g., to analyse the evolution of describes or searches relations.
Moreover, with relevance or preference information included in the data, this list could be
extended by collaborative approaches like recommender systems where actors rate media
via recommends(s, m) and inference yields a likes(s, m) relation, possibly creating proﬁle
clusters similar to the groups g above.
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5

Related work

Regarding previous approaches to deﬁne some generic structural basis of information access that uses the typical data available in virtual communities, existing work turned out
to be surprisingly scarce.
Nevertheless, several research strands are relevant, mostly considering the way data is
represented. From this perspective, the AMQ model can be viewed as an extension of
social networks [WF94] by documents and items of knowledge representation. On the
other hand, there are close relationships with ontology modelling [Gru94], particularly the
Web Ontology Language OWL [MvH04]: Regarding entities and their types, OWL deﬁnes
individuals that belong to classes that themselves support subsumption and aggregation as
well as other relations called properties to link individuals to each other (object properties)
or to data values (datatype properties). The AMQ model takes up the individual and class
concepts but is limited to the object properties as the basis for its relations. Because
OWL and other ontology languages are focussed on logical reasoning, the concept of
weighted relations cannot be modelled in a simple and expressive way but rather requires
workarounds like reiﬁcation. Because the possibility of weighted relations is at the core
of the AMQ model and it does not restrict inference methods to logic reasoning, the AMQ
model has been deﬁned as a more generic graph structure.
Moreover, the AMQ model can be considered an application of entity-relationship modelling [Che76] to community-based information retrieval tasks, providing a “template”
to designing domain-speciﬁc database schemes. In a similar direction, the approach has
some relations to meta-modelling [Bez06] as it can be used to derive models from a template model structure.
All of these viewpoints focus on the data structure that the AMQ model deﬁnes. Considering its objective to classify inference tasks and retrieval algorithms for community
knowledge reveals no speciﬁc work beyond the general treatments of information retrieval
methods like [BYRN99].

6

Conclusions

In this article, the “AMQ model” was developed, a representation of virtual communities
that can be used as the basis for information systems to support retrieval and inference
on their data. The model can be considered an attempt to characterise the domain of
virtual communities from a data structure viewpoint considering the most important factors
of explicit and tacit knowledge. Yet the model stays conceptually simple and does not
claim to cover all imaginable scenarios. Rather, it attempts to pragmatically characterise a
domain of applications of community knowledge access, namely such that infer similarity,
relevance, classiﬁcations and other information from relations between people, documents
and semantics.
By formalising information structure of community-based retrieval and inference tasks,
the proposed model opens a new perspective on how to develop such approaches, and re-
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search can depart from this into various directions. First, as this paper only discussed the
structure of the data and associated tasks, one of the foremost future research topics is to
ﬁll the tasks with concrete algorithms. Here it is of special interest to explore combinations of existing approaches to obtain better retrieval tools, e.g., merging semantic with
collaborative approaches. Second, an empirical study of the properties of the AMQ graphs
of real-world scenarios may reveal interesting features that may be exploited for novel inference methods, e.g., based on suspected small-world properties of diﬀerent relations and
their combinations.
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Abstract: The huge amounts of stored digital data, which are nowadays available
in many domains contain lots of previously unknown coherences. For the user it is
often difficult or unfeasible to find those coherences he is interested in without any
technical support. One kind of these coherences are association rules.
This paper presents an iterative procedure which supports the user in finding these
association rules he is interested in, by considering his interests without the explicit
formulation of these interests by the user in advance. The procedure presents
iteratively association rules to the user, who has to value each of them as
interesting or uninteresting. With the help of a genetic algorithm the procedure
learns interactively the interests of the user and formulates classification rules,
which are used to classify the not yet presented association rules in the classes
interesting and uninteresting so that only interesting classified association rules are
presented to the user in the following.
The procedure was evaluated on a standard dataset and a dataset of the web2.0
application flick. The evaluation results show, that the developed procedure is
useful for both standard database applications and innovative web2.0 applications.
Different genetic methods and scenarios of interests were evaluated. The most
interesting evaluation results will be presented in this paper.

1. Introduction
The huge amounts of digital data, which are available in many different domains due to
the growing use of the internet and other digital applications contain lots of previously
unknown coherences. For the user it is often difficult or unfeasible to find these
coherences he is interested in without any technical support.
For example 2.5 mil. people suffer worldwide from multiple sclerosis. The cause and
course of this illness are as far as possible unexplored, although a huge amount of data is
available. This shows the need for new methods to find previously unknown coherences,
which make it possible to formulate new research projects. This paper concentrates on
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association rules which is one of several different kinds of patterns in data, generally
known as data mining methods.
In this paper an iterative procedure will be presented, which supports the user in finding
those associations rules of a dataset, he is interested in. The procedure consists of three
main phases (Figure 1).

Figure 1: main phases of the developed procedure

The first phase is the presentation of about five association rules to the user. In the next
phase the user has to valuate each of the presented rules if it is interesting or not for him.
A genetic algorithms uses this subjective information of the user to formulate
classification rules which classify the not yet presented association rules is the classes
interesting or uninteresting. Starting from the second run only association rules will be
presented to the user, which were classified as interesting in the previous run.
Main characteristic of this procedure is the consideration of the user’s interests without
an explicit formulation of these interests by this user. This is an advantage as the
formulation of interests is often too difficult for the user, or the interests change by time
or the user is not aware of all his interests.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section a brief
introduction to data mining and genetic algorithms is given. Section 3 presents the most
important phases of the developed procedure in detail and Section 4 presents the
proceedings of the evaluation and the most interesting evaluation results. Also a
summarisation of the results of the interviews with experts is given. The last section
concludes with a summary.
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2. Data mining and genetic algorithms
The task of knowledge discovery, especially data mining, is to discover new, potentially
useful, nontrivial, unexpected and comprehensible knowledge from collected data of
databases. [FPS96] Two commonly used methods are association rules, first introduced
by [AIS93], and classification rules, which describe patterns hidden in the data.
In the following the data mining methods association rules and classification rules will
be explained, two approaches of the literature will be presented, which support the user
in finding interesting association rules and genetic algorithms will be described shortly.

2.1 Association rules
An association rule describes the co-occurrence of two sets of attribute-values, X and Y.
Whenever the attribute-values of X occur in a tuple, the attribute-values of Y are likely
to be also found there. Given is a set of attributes of a relational database D,
where each attribute consists of a set of attribute-values,
. An association rule is an expression of the
form

where X and Y are tow sets of attribute-values with
and
and which satisfy the user defined thresholds for
support and confidence.
Support expresses the statistical significance of an association rule, i.e. the percentage of
tuples in the database D, in which X and Y occur together.
where |D| is the number of tuples in the database.
All itemsets which meet the user defined support threshold are called large itemsets.
Confidence is a measure of the strength of an association rule and is calculated by the
conditional probability. It expresses the percentage of tuples containing X that are also
containing Y.

All association rules which meet the user defined confidence threshold are called valid
association rules.
A vast number of different algorithms can be found in the literature for the computation
of association rules. [cp. AP98, CL02, GB03, HGN02, HMGN02, NDD99] They were
analysed if they consider user’s interests during the computation of these rules. The
result shows, that only few of them do and if they do, they need user defined queries in
advance through which the mentioned problems of formulating interests arise.
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2.2 Classification rules
Classification rules are used for the sorting of objects in distinct and so far unknown
classes. They use attribute values of tuples given in the dataset to decide about the class
memberships of these tuples. The quality of the classification rules is determined by the
number of faultless classifications [cp. BS01].
At first glance there might be no big difference between association rules and
classification rules. But each of this methods has a different task. The task of association
rules is to describe coherences hidden inside the data whereas classifications are used for
the prediction of class membership with the help of attribute values in the database [cp.
F00].

2.3 Other approaches that support the user’s search
The literature was analysed for other approaches that support the user in his search for
interesting association rules. In the following the two most interesting approaches
‘interestingness measures’ and ‘redundancy of association rules’ will be presented and
compared with the developed procedure.
Interestingness measures
Interestingness measures determine the interestingness of association rules by statistical
ratios or beliefs of the user. They were analysed, if and how they consider interests of the
user. Some of them do. They are called subjective measures and need user formulated
interests in advance [cp. KMRTV94, LHCM00, PT98, ST95]. Thereby they are linked
with the problems of formulating interests as mentioned before.
Redundancy of association rules
In the literature exist several definitions about redundancy of association rules. They all
are highly non uniform. The application of different definitions of redundancy on the
same dataset leads to different, sometimes even conflicting results. Moreover only few
of them are generally applicable on any amount of association rules as only some of
them deal with redundancy in a logical purpose. None of them consider user interests
[cp. BAG99, CS02, LHM99, SA95, SLRS99].

2.4 Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms are stochastically, intelligent search methods that imitate the natural
evolution. They are characterised by an iterative run of several phases. For each of these
phases different genetic methods can be used. This leads to a vast number of method
combinations [cp. N97].
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An analysis of the literature was done to examine the use of genetic algorithms for the
computation of association rules and classification rules. The result of this analysis
shows, that the computation of classification rules is a main field of application of
genetic algorithms. Lots of different approaches can be found in the literature [AMR01,
EJ93, EKK04, FLF00, IF03, K94, KK05, MVFN01]. However, for the computation of
association rules genetic algorithms are only used for the consideration of special cases,
for example like the computation of frequent amounts of attribute values by the
computation of association rules [MAR02].

3. The developed procedure in detail
In the following the most important steps of the developed procedure will be explained.
Figure 2 gives a review of the procedure. Starting point of the procedure is the amount of
valid association rules of the considered dataset. This amount is given and has not to be
computed by the procedure. Firstly some association rules have to be selected and
presented to the user. Secondly the user has to value each of these rules as interesting or
uninteresting. A genetic algorithms uses this subjective information of the user to form
classification rules, which are then used to classify the not yet presented association rules
in the classes ‘interesting’ and ‘uninteresting’. Starting from the second run, only those
association rules can be selected for the presentation, which were classified as interesting
in the previous run.

Figure 2: Review of the developed procedure

First important step is the selection of the presented association rules. Basis of this
selection is the following distance measure:
Dist(X:x⇒Y:y,V:v⇒W:w) = |(X:x,Y:y) Φ (V:v,W:w)| [cp. DL98)]
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This measure computes the distance of two association rules X⇒Y und V⇒W by the
number of attribute values they are different in. This distance is computed for every
association rule to the others. Those association rules will be selected for the
presentation which have the highest distances.
Second important step is the valuation of the user. To illustrate the user valuation the
following association rule of a dataset about patients that suffer from multiple sclerosis
is used: gender:man, handicap:impaired vision, age:older than 50 years ⇒ illness:no
multiple sclerosis. For example, if a user is interested in association rules that give an
information about the gender of a patient, the given association rule would be
interesting. Otherwise, if a user is for example interested in association rules about
patients between 30 and 40 years, the given association rule would be uninteresting. This
valuation has to be done for every presented association rule.
In the first run an initialisation strategy is needed to create the first classification rules,
which will be the parents for the genetic operators. In the following runs the
classification rules of the previous run will be used instead. The initialisation strategy of
the procedure uses the valued association rules and turns them into classification rules as
their classes are known due to the valuation of the user. To make these classification
rules applicable on other association rules a generalisation is done by the random
removal of one attribute value of each classification rule.
Now the genetic operators recombination and mutation are applied to create new
classification rules. The recombination combinates the parents to form new classification
rules whereas the mutation uses duplicates of the parents and alters them randomly.
Together with the evaluation results of the procedure will be explained which genetic
operators were used for the evaluation.
To make a selection of classification rules possible an evaluation of these rules has to be
done. This is done by the sum of the following two ratios:
and

[cp. LK00]

Both ratios base on the results of the application of the classification rules on the yet
presented and user-valued association rules. The laplacefunction is the percentage of
association rules that were classified as interesting and are interesting for the user on all
association rules that were classified as interesting. The completeness expresses the
percentage of association rules that were classified as interesting and are interesting for
the user on all association rules that are interesting for the user. This sum is computed
for every classification rule (parents, recombination rules and mutation rules).
With these results a selection of classification rules is possible. This selection
determines, which classification rules will be used for the classification of the not yet
presented association rules in the classes ‘interesting’ und ‘uninteresting’ in the current
run and as parents of the genetic operators in the following run. Together with the
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evaluation results of the procedure will be explained which genetic operators were used
for the evaluation.

4. Evaluation and interviews with experts
The evaluation of the developed procedure was done to analyse the general performance
of the procedure and the influence of different genetic parameters and different scenarios
of interest. In the following the datasets, used for the evaluation, the proceeding of the
evaluation, the most interesting evaluation results and a summary of the interviews with
experts will be presented.

4.1 Evaluation proceeding
Two highly different datasets were used for the evaluation. First dataset is the heart
disease dataset. It is a standard dataset, which is available on the internet
download
18.10.2004).
4053
(www.liacc.up.pt/ML/statlog/datasets/heart/heart,
association rules where computed for this dataset.
The second dataset is the flickr dataset, an individual dataset of tag tuples of the web2.0
application flickr. As is data is not available as complete dataset on the internet, it first
had to be collected and 5932 association rules were computed for it.
Flickr is an internet portal which allows users to store and present their photos. One
important characteristic of this portal is, that every photo is tagged by his owner with up
to four tags. These tags are used by the search engine of the portal. As the users are
completely free in choosing their tags, for other user it is often very difficult to find
those tags which lead to the photos they are interested in. To enhance this situation, the
developed procedure supports the user in finding those tags, which lead to the photos he
is interested in.
These tow datasets are characterised by two main differences. First difference is about
the attributes. In the flickr dataset every attribute consists of exactly one attribute value
as it is not possible to eliminate any tag combination, because there are not restrictions
for the user’s tag choices. This fact leads to about 70 attributes for the flickr dataset
whereas the heart disease data dataset has only 14 attributes. Second difference is about
the presentation of association rules. In the flickr application it does not make sense to
present different association rules about the same amount of attribute values to the user.
Therefore only one association rule for each amount of attribute values was chosen for
the presentation. This fact makes the learning of the user’s interests much more difficult.
The evaluation was done with 150 runs of the procedure, each with 50 iterations, in
which six users with different scenarios of interests were simulated.
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Evaluation criterion was the average predictive accuracy, which is the average number
of presented association rules that agree to the interests of the simulated users.

4.2 Evaluation results
In the following, evaluation results of different genetic methods and different scenarios
of interest will be presented for both datasets.
Genetic methods
For each of the three important genetic algorithm phases recombination, mutation and
selection the two most different methods were chosen (Table 1).
Recombination

Mutation
Selection

Method 1
Diagonal crossover
(several parents are used for
the formation of a new
individual)
Mutation probability: 1
Stochastic universal sampling
(probabilistic selection)

Method 2
Single-point crossover
(exactly two parents are used
for the formation of a new
individual)
Mutation probability: <1
Truncation selection
(deterministic selection)

Table 1: genetic methods

The combination of these six methods leads to eight different alternatives (Table 2)
which were evaluated for both datasets (Figure 3).
Alternative

Recombination

Mutation

Selection

method

method

method

1

Diagonal crossover

Mutation probability < 1

Stochastic universal sampling

2

Diagonal crossover

Mutation probability < 1

Truncation selection

3

Diagonal crossover

Mutation probability = 1

Stochastic universal sampling

4

Diagonal crossover

Mutation probability = 1

Truncation selection

5

Single-point crossover

Mutation probability < 1

Stochastic universal sampling

6

Single-point crossover

Mutation probability < 1

Truncation selection

7

Single-point crossover

Mutation probability = 1

Stochastic universal sampling

8

Single-point crossover

Mutation probability = 1

Truncation selection

Table 2: genetic method alternatives
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Figure 3: Evaluation results for the genetic method alternatives

The results of the heart disease dataset show, that the alternatives with the deterministic
selection method truncation selection achieved the best results, whereas the flickr dataset
achieved the best results with the first alternative, the recommendation of the literature
(diagonal crossover, mutation probability < 1 and stochastic universal sampling). This
illustrates, that for a small dataset with relatively easy learning conditions like the heart
disease dataset the need for stochastic elements is low as the deterministic selection
leads to better results. However in case of a bigger data set with more difficult learning
conditions like the flickr dataset the influence of stochastic methods is needed to achieve
better results.
The comparison of the genetic method results of both datasets shows, that the results of
the heart disease dataset are always better than those of the flickr dataset. This is due to
the characteristics of the datasets, which were mentioned before.
Scenarios of interest
Six scenarios of interest, which differ in complexity and the number of interesting
association rules were evaluated for both datasets. An scenario of interest with a low
complexity is for example the interest in association rules that give an information about
the age of a person, whereas the interest in association rules about men older than 50
years with an impaired vision is more complex. The numbers of interesting association
rules are the numbers of association rules that agree to the different scenarios of interest.
Figure 4 shows the results for the heart disease dataset. The scenarios of interest are
ordered increasingly after their complexity and the numbers of interesting association
rules for each scenario are given in brackets.
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Figure 4: Results of the scenarios of interest for the heart disease dataset

Referring to the complexity of the scenarios of interest no influence on the performance
can be derived by the results, because for example the most complex scenario 6 achieved
always better results than scenario 3 which is less complex. Referring to the numbers of
interesting association rules an influence on the performance can be derived from the
results. For example scenario 2 with the highest number of interesting association rules
achieved for all eight alternatives better results than scenario 3 and 5, both with much
lower numbers of interesting association rules. As the results correspond not for all
scenarios directly to the numbers of interesting association rules (scenario 6 has
sometimes better results than scenario 1), the influence is moderate.
Figure 5 shows the results for the flickr dataset. The scenarios of interest are ordered
increasingly after their complexity and the numbers of interesting association rules for
each scenario are given in brackets.
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Figure 5: Results of the scenarios of interest for the flickr dataset

Referring to the complexity of the scenarios of interest no influence on the performance
can be derived by the results, because for example the very complex scenario 5 achieved
always better results than scenario 1 and 3 which are less complex. Referring to the
numbers of interesting association rules an influence on the performance can be derived
from the results. The scenarios 2, 4 and 5 with much higher numbers of interesting
association rules than the other three scenarios achieved for all eight alternatives much
better results. As the results correspond almost directly to the numbers of interesting
association rules, the influence is strong.
The comparison of the scenarios of interest results for the complexity do not indicate an
influence on the performance of the procedure for both datasets. However for the
numbers of interesting association rules an influence can be derived from the results of
both datasets. In case of the heart disease dataset the influence is moderate whereas in
case of the flickr dataset the influence is strong.

4.3 Interviews with experts
To analyse the main field of application of the developed procedure and the relevancy of
practice, four experts of medicine, statistics and biochemistry where interviewed in
partial structured interviews. As main field of application the research domain was
mentioned and the experts affirmed the need and relevancy of practice of the procedure.

5. Summary
The developed procedure allows the user an interactive and explorative search for
previously unknown coherences hidden in huge amounts of digital data. The proceeding
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of the procedure is related to browsing the internet. Main characteristic of the developed
procedure is, that the user does not have to formulate his interests explicitly in advance
although his interests are considered by the procedure. This is an important fact as often
the formulation of interests is difficult or unfeasible for the user, the interests of the user
change by and by or the user is not aware of all his interests as he does not know all the
coherences, which are hidden inside the data. Huge amounts of digital data can be found
in many different domains whereby the developed procedure is applicable in various
fields of applications.
The evaluation results have shown that the use of genetic algorithms for an user specific
reduction of amounts of interesting association rules leads to good results. The maximal
predictive accuracy of the heart disease dataset is 99% whereas for the flickr dataset the
maximal predictive accuracy is 73%. The analysis of different genetic methods has
shown that they have an influence on the performance of the procedure and that the
genetic methods which achieved the best results are dependent on the dataset they are
applied on. The analysis of different interest scenarios has led to two different findings.
For the degree of complexity of the interest scenarios no influence on the performance
can be derived from the evaluation results of both datasets. In contrast the number of
interesting association rules of an interest scenario had an influence on the performance
for both datasets. For the heart disease dataset a light influence was indicated by the
evaluation results as the for the flickr dataset the evaluation results showed a strong
influence on the performance.
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Abstract: This paper applies a topic model to represent the feature space for
learning the Web page classification model. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
algorithm is applied to generate a probabilistic topic model consisting of term
features clustered into a set of latent topics. Words assigned into the same topic
are semantically related. In addition, we propose a method to integrate the
additional term features obtained from neighboring pages (i.e., parent and child
pages) to further improve the performance of the classification model. In the
experiments, we evaluated among three different feature representations: (1)
applying the simple BOW model, (2) applying the topic model on current page,
and (3) integrating the neighboring pages via the topic model. From the
experimental results, the approach of integrating current page with the
neighboring pages via the topic model yielded the best performance with the F1
measure of 84.51%; an improvement of 23.31% over the BOW model.
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1 Introduction
Today, the amount of Web documents (e.g., Web pages, blogs, emails) is increasing with
an explosive rate. Text categorization is a widely applied solution for managing and
organizing those documents. For example, a text categorization model can be used to
assist the information retrieval process in filtering the documents for a specific topic.
Text categorization process usually adopts the supervised machine learning algorithms
for learning the classification model [Du98], [YP97]. To prepare the term feature set, the
bag of words (BOW) is usually applied to represent the feature space. Under the BOW
model, each document is represented by a vector of weight values calculated from, for
example, the term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), of a term occurring
in the document. The BOW is very simple to create, however, this approach discards the
semantic information of the terms, i.e., synonym. Therefore, different terms whose
meanings are similar or the same would be represented as different features. As a result,
the performance of a classification model learned by using the BOW model could
become deteriorated.
In this paper, we apply a topic model to represent the feature space for learning the Web
page classification model. Words (or terms), which are statistically dependent under the
topic model concept, are clustered into the same topic. Given a set of documents D
consisting of a set of terms (or words) W, a topic model generates a set of latent topics T
based on a statistical inference on the term set W. In this paper, we applied the Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm to generate a probabilistic topic model from a
Web page collection. A topic model can help capture the hypernyms, hyponyms and
synonyms of a given word. For example, the words “vehicle” (hypernym) and
“automobile” (hyponym) would be clustered into the same topic. In addition, the words
“automobile” (synonym) and “car” (synonym) would also be clustered into the same
topic. The topic model helps improve the performance of a classification model by (1)
reducing the number of features or dimensions and (2) mapping the semantically related
terms into the same feature dimension.
In addition to the concept of topic model, our proposed method also takes an advantage
of hyperlink structure of the Web. Given a Web page (denoted by current page), there
are typically incoming links from parent pages and outgoing links to child pages. Both
parent and child pages are collectively referred to as the neighboring pages. Using the
additional terms from the neighboring pages could help increase more evidence for
learning the classification model. However, the terms from current page should be
weighted higher than terms from neighboring pages. Therefore, the proposed method for
integrating neighboring information provides a function for varying the weight values of
terms coming from the parent pages and the ones from the child pages. Using the
Support Vector Machines (SVM) as the classification algorithm, the experimental results
showed that by integrating the additional neighboring information via a topic model, the
classification performance under the F1 measure was significantly improved over the
simple BOW model.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In next section we provide a brief review
of related works. Section 3 presents the proposed framework of feature representation
via the topic model for learning the Web page classification models. Section 4 presents
experiments with some discussion on the results. In Section 5, we conclude the paper
and put forward the directions of our future works.

2 Related Works
Text categorization (also known as document classification) is a supervised learning
task, concerning the assigning of category labels to new documents based on the
information learned from a labeled training data [Du98], [YP97]. Text categorization is a
well-studied research area related to information retrieval, machine learning and text
mining. A number of machine learning algorithms have been introduced and applied for
the task of text classification including the Support Vector Machines (SVM) [Jo98],
[Va95]. The SVM has been shown to yield the best performance compared to other
classification algorithm in many previous works. In this paper, we adopt the SVM in our
experiments.
In the domain of the Web, text categorization has been applied for classifying Web
pages. Recent works in Web page classification proposed some methods to include the
information from neighboring Web pages to learn the model. The information of
neighboring pages is, for example, title and surrounding text of anchor text [AGS99],
[SLN02], [Zh07]. Furnkranz [Fu99] proposed a classification method using anchor text,
surrounding text of anchor text that precedes the hyperlink. Shen et al. [Sh06] proposed
an approach to compare of implicit and explicit links for Web page classification. The
experimental results showed that the use of the implicit links is better than using explicit
links in classification.
Qi and Davison [QD06] proposed a method to improve Web page classification by
utilizing the class information from neighboring pages in the link graph. The categories
represented by four kinds of neighbors (parents, children, siblings and spouses) are
combined to help with the page in question. Experiments showed that sibling pages are
the most important type of neighbor to use. Qi and Davison [QD08] proposed a method
by utilizing a weighted combination of the contents of neighbors to generate a better
virtual document for classification. Their experimental results showed that including a
weighted value from neighboring pages helps improve the performance of Web page
classification. Chen and Choi [CC08] presented an automatic genre-based Web page
classification system, which can work either independently or in conjunction with other
topic-based Web page classification system.
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In this paper, we also apply the neighboring information for improving the classification
model. However, we adopt the topic model to represent the feature space. There have
been many studies on discovering latent topics from text collections [SG06]. Recently,
the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) has been introduced as a generative probabilistic
model for a set of documents [BNJ03]. The basic idea behind this approach is that
documents are represented as random mixtures over latent topics. Each topic is
represented by a probability distribution over the terms. Each article is represented by a
probability distribution over the topics. LDA has also been applied for identification of
topics in a number of different areas such as classification and collaborative filtering
[BNJ03].
The process to generate a topic model can be explained as follows. The input data for the
LDA algorithm consists of an article collection which is a set of m documents denoted
by D = {D0, . . . , Dm−1}. The LDA algorithm generates a set of n topics denoted by T =
{T0, . . . , Tn−1}. Each topic is a probability distribution over p words denoted by Ti =
[wi0, . . ., wi p−1], where wij is a probabilistic value of word j assigned to topic i. Based on
this topic model, each document can be represented as a probability distribution over the
topic set T, i.e., Di = [ti0, . . . , tin−1], where tij is a probabilistic value of topic j assigned to
document i [HD08].

3 Feature Representation via the Topic Model
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed framework of feature representations for learning the
Web page classification models. In our proposed framework, we evaluated among three
different feature representations: (1) applying the simple BOW model on current page,
(2) applying the topic model on current page, and (3) integrating the neighboring pages
via the topic model. Each approach is described in details as follows.
Approach 1 (BOW): Given a Web page collection, the process of text processing is
applied to extract terms. The set of terms is then filtered by using the feature selection
technique, information gain (IG) [DL97]. Once the term features are obtained, we apply
the Support Vector Machines (SVM) to learn the classification model. The model is then
used to evaluate the performance of category prediction.
Approach 2 (TOPIC_CURRENT): Given a Web page collection, the process of text
processing is applied to extract terms. The set of terms is then generated by using the
topic model based on the LDA algorithm. The output from this step is the topic
probability representation for each article. The Support Vector Machines (SVM) is also
used to learn the classification model.
Approach 3 (TOPIC_INTEGRATED): The main difference of this approach from
Approach 2 is we integrate the additional term features obtained from the neighboring
pages to improve the performance of Web page classification. The process of integrating
the neighboring pages is explained as follows.
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Figure 1: The proposed feature representation framework

Figure 2: A Current Web page with two types of neighboring pages

Figure 2 shows two types of neighboring pages, parent and child pages. Given a Web
page (denoted by current page), there are typically incoming links from parent pages
and outgoing links to child pages. Both parent and child pages are collectively referred
to as the neighboring pages. Using the additional terms from the neighboring pages
could help increase more evidence for learning the classification model.
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In this paper, we vary a weight value of neighboring pages from zero to one. A weight
value equals to zero means the neighboring page is not included in the feature
representation. Under this approach, terms from different page types (i.e., current, parent
and child) are first transformed into a set of n topics denoted by T={T0,...,Tn-1} by using
the LDA algorithm. The weight values from 0 to 1 are then multiplied to the topic
dimension Ti of parent and child pages. The combined topic feature vector by integrating
the neighboring topic vectors with adjusted weight values can be computed by using the
following equation:
T(Integrated) = T(current page) + wp×T(parent pages) + wc×T(child pages)

(1)

where T(Integrated), T(current page), T(parent pages) and T(child pages) are topic sets
of integrated page, current page, parent pages and child pages, respectively. wp and wc
are the weights of parent pages and child pages, respectively. The values of wp and wc
are varied from 0.0 to 1.0 with 0.1 interval.

4 Experiments and Discussion
In our experiments, we use a collection of articles obtained the Wikipedia Selection for
Schools, which is available from the SOS Children's Villages Web site 1 . There are 15
categories: art, business studies, citizenship, countries, design and technology, everyday
life, geography, history, IT, language and literature, mathematics, music, people, religion
and science. The total number of articles is 4,625.
We used the LDA algorithm provided by the linguistic analysis tool called LingPipe 2 to
run our experiments. LingPipe is a suite of Java tools designed to perform linguistic
analysis on natural language data. LingPipe tools include a statistical named-entity
detector, text classification and clustering. In this experiment, we apply the LDA
algorithm provided under the LingPipe API and set the number of topics equal to 200
and the number of epochs to 2,000.
For text classification process, we used WEKA 3 , an open-source machine learning tool,
to perform the experiments. The standard performance metrics for evaluating the text
classification used in the experiments are precision, recall and F1 measure [Du98]. We
tested all algorithms based on the 10-fold cross validation.

1

SOS Children's Villages Web site. http://www.soschildrensvillages.org.uk/charity-news/wikipedia-forschools.htm
LingPipe. http://alias-i.com/lingpipe
3
Weka. http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
2
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We start by evaluating the weight values of neighboring pages under Approach 3. Table
1 shows the results of weight value adjustment on parent pages and child pages based on
Eq. (1). The best weight value of parent pages is equal to 0.4 with the F1 measure of
0.8463. For the child pages, the maximum value of F1 measure is 0.8463 with the weight
value of 0.2. The results showed that using information from parent pages is more
effective than child pages for improving the performance of a classification model. The
reason is due to the parent pages often provide terms, such as in the anchor texts, which
provide additional descriptive information of the current page.
Neighbors

Parent
pages

wp

P

R

0.1

0.8587

0.8319

0.2

0.8575

0.3

F1

Neighbors

wc

P

R

F1

0.8440

0.1

0.8590

0.8343

0.8455

0.8321

0.8435

0.2

0.8577

0.8335

0.8463

0.8575

0.8323

0.8439

0.3

0.8576

0.8332

0.8442

0.4

0.8569

0.8313

0.8463

0.4

0.8548

0.8305

0.8416

0.5

0.8566

0.8318

0.8428

0.5

0.8560

0.8333

0.8437

0.6

0.8533

0.8279

0.8391

0.6

0.8576

0.8331

0.8444

0.7

0.8541

0.8274

0.8391

0.7

0.8549

0.8285

0.8404

0.8

0.8543

0.8251

0.8378

0.8

0.8539

0.8286

0.8400

0.9

0.8527

0.8225

0.8358

0.9

0.8548

0.8293

0.8407

1

0.8524

0.8225

0.8355

1

0.8547

0.8289

0.8403

Child
pages

Table 1: Weight value adjustment of parent pages and child pages under Approach 3

The experimental results of three feature representation approaches are summarized in
Table 2. From the table, the approach of integrating current page with neighboring pages
via the topic model (TOPIC_INTEGRATED) yielded a higher performance compared to
applying the topic model on current page (TOPIC_CURRENT) and application of the
BOW model. Applying the TOPIC_INTEGRATED approach yielded the best
performance with the F1 measure of 84.51%; an improvement of 6.11% over the
TOPIC_CURRENT approach and an improvement of 23.31% over the BOW model.
Applying the TOPIC_CURRENT approach helped improve the performance over the
BOW by 17.2% based on the F1 measure. Thus, integrating the additional neighboring
information, especially from the parent pages and child pages, via a topic model could
significantly improve the performance of a classification model.
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Approaches

P

R

F1

1. BOW

0.6000

0.6610

0.6120

2. TOPIC_CURRENT

0.7960

0.7710

0.7840

3. TOPIC_INTEGRATED

0.8571

0.8299

0.8451

Table 2: Evaluation of different feature representation approaches

5 Conclusions and Future Works
To improve the performance of Web page classification with the bag of words feature
representation, we proposed a method based on a topic model to integrate the additional
term features obtained from the neighboring pages. We applied the topic model approach
based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm to cluster the term features into a set
of latent topics. Words assigned into the same topic are semantically related. From the
experimental results, the approach of integrating current page with the neighboring pages
via the topic model yielded the best performance with the F1 measure of 84.51%; an
improvement of 6.11% over applying the topic model on current page approach and an
improvement of 23.31% over the BOW model. Thus, integrating the additional
neighboring information, especially from the parent pages and child pages, via a topic
model could significantly improve the performance of a classification model.
In our future work, we plan to evaluate our proposed method on other interesting data
sets such as social media contents. Other idea is to include other types of neighboring
pages such as sibling and spouse pages, in addition to the parent and child pages.
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Abstract: The baseline system of an automatic speech recognition normally uses MelFrequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) as feature vectors. However, for tonal
language like Thai, tone information is one of the important features which can be used
to improve the accuracy of recognition. This paper proposes a method for building an
acoustic model for Thai-ASR using a combination of MFCC and tone information as an
input feature vector. In addition, we apply Artificial Neural Network (ANN) multilayer
perceptrons to estimate the posterior probabilities of a class model given a sequence of
observation input. The performance of the ANN approach is compared with the
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) used in the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK).
The experiments were carried out with 2-grams and 3-grams of language model. The
training and test data sets were prepared from reading speech of ten Aesop’s stories
from 5 male and 5 female speakers. The results showed that the proposed method can be
used to improve the performance of Thai-ASR in term of reducing word error rate.
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1 Introduction
The challenge in Automatic speech Recognition (ASR) is how to improve the accuracy
of speech recognition in term of performance of the algorithm. There are three main
parts of ASR, the first one is feature extraction that extracts distinguished feature of
speech utterance, the second is training model which is typically based on the Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) framework and the third is decoder which finds the best
probabilistic match between speech utterance and text transcription. For tonal language
like Mandarin or Thai in which tone is important for specifying the meaning of speech
utterance, therefore, tone information could be considered in the system in order to
improve the accuracy of speech recognition. There have been some researches proposing
tone recognition or classification [SM1999, SY1995, NB2002] for improving the
accuracy of speech recognition [CT2006]. Although well-known Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) features and HMM are widely used as feature vectors, there are
some concern about testing, combining and adapting them to improve the accuracy or
performance of the system which may not depend on speakers or languages [XM2006,
PA2008].
The HMM is a very powerful statistical method for characterizing the observed data
samples of a discrete time series. In HMM, the states are not directly visible, but
variables influenced by the state are visible. Each state has a probability distribution over
the possible output observation. The state transitions are also probabilistic in nature. The
complete HMM model is denoted as λ = (A,B,π ). The HMM training procedure tries to
estimate the value of state transition probability distribution (A), observation symbol
probability density or emission probability (B), and initial state distribution (π). The
emission probability distribution function (PDF) estimates the probability with which a
given observation has been generated. However, the standard HMM based on maximum
likelihood criteria (ML) has some weakness caused by several assumptions which reduce
discriminative power in classification. PDF is mostly computed by gaussian mixture
distribution function as baseline system in order to reduce the number of trainable
parameters and lower the computational costs [DA1994]. However, neural network
based on the conventional forward-backward algorithm has also been used to estimate
the posterior probability of the state distribution given an observation sequence of speech
utterance [YM1997].
Recently, Reynolds and Antoniou [TC2003] investigated the use of a layered
modular/ensemble neural network architecture for acoustic modeling. This architecture
decomposes the task of acoustic modeling by phone. Pavelka and Ekštein [TK2009] used
the hybrid of neural network (NN) to estimate the state emission probabilities which
reduce word error rate compared with GMM/HMM. These probabilities are used as the
HMM state emission probabilities to perform the Viterbi decoding to find the result path
of word which the system can be recognized.
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Accoding to the advantage of tone information and the HMM framework which used
extensively in speech recognition to model the temporal information in speech and
neural network which more powerful tool for a clssification tasks due to their
discriminant nature of speech manner [AT1989]. In this paper, the combination of tone
and MFCC was used as input of acoustic model. The neural network multilayer
perceptron is used to estimate the state emission probabilities for all classes which
corresponding to phonetic units.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. The feature extractions will be
introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, an acoustic model will be described with two
methods of GMM/HMM and ANN/HMM. The experimental results and conclusion
were summarized in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively.

2 Features Extraction
The objective of features extraction is to extract characteristics from the speech signal
that are unique to each word which will be used to differentiate between a wide set of
distinct words. In this paper, the combination of MFCC and tone features was used as an
input of acoustic model.
2.1 MFCC Features
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) is considered as the standard method for
feature extraction in speech recognition systems. The MFCC computational starts with
pre-emphasis. Then the continuous time signal (speech) is sampled at discrete time
points to form a sample data signal representing the continuous time signal. The samples
are quantized to produce a digital signal. Next step is framing using hamming window.
In this paper, the input speech signal is segmented into frames of 25 ms of frame size
with optional overlap of 10 ms. Each frame has to be multiplied with a hamming
window in order to keep the continuity of the first and the last points in the frame. The
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is normally computed via the fast fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm to evaluate the frequency spectrum of speech. FFT converts each frame
of N samples from the time domain into the frequency domain and obtain the magnitude
frequency response of each frame. Then the magnitude coefficients of the fourier
transform for the speech segment is binned by correlating it with each triangular filter in
the filterbank. In this paper, 24 filterbanks are used. The logarithm state simply converts
the multiplication of the magnitude of the fourier transform into addition such as log
energy within a frame. The final procedure for the mel frequency cepstral coefficients
computation consists of performing the inverse of DFT on the logarithm of the
magnitude of the mel filterbank output referred to as signal’s mel cepstrum. In our
experiments, 13 MFCC features plus deltas and double-deltas parameters are extracted
using HTK.
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2.2 Tone Features
For Thai language, the syllable consists of three parts: initial consonant, vowel and final
consonant respectively. Each syllable has its tone. The fundamental frequency (F0) or
pitch can be extracted from voiced part of the time unit in the utterance. Normally, in
vowel position of syllable. Therefore, the F0 needs to be interpolated in unvoiced
regions to avoid variance problems in recognition using a smoothed log-pitch estimate
and its two temporal derivatives [XM2006]. In this paper, F0 is extracted and smoothed ,
then combined to the standard MFCC to be used as an input of acoustic model. The
average magnitude difference function is used instread of autocorrelation function to
extract pitch period. It computes the difference between the signal and time shifted
version of itself. The average magnitude difference function [MH1974] is defined as :
1
𝐴𝑀𝐷𝐹 𝜏 =
𝑁

𝑁−1−𝜏

|𝑥 𝑛 − 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝜏)|

(1)

𝑛=0

Where x(n) are the samples of analyzed speech frame
x(n+τ) are the samples time shifted τ seconds and N is the frame size.

The smoothing using the moving average smoothing is used as the following equation.
1
𝐹𝑛 =
𝑁

𝑛+𝑁/2

𝐹𝑖

(2)

𝑖=𝑛−𝑁/2

where Fi is the order i of F0, 𝐹𝑛 is the smoothed F0 of frame n, and N is the frame size.
In order to solve the end-effect problem, a simple first order differences at the start and
end of the speech was used as following
𝑓 𝑛 +𝜃 −𝑓 𝑛 −𝜃

𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑛 =

2𝜃

,

𝜃 <𝑛 <𝑁−𝜃

𝑓𝑛+1 − 𝑓𝑛 ,
𝑓𝑛 − 𝑓𝑛−1 ,

𝑛<𝜃
𝑛≥𝑁−𝜃

(3)

where 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑛 is a delta coefficient at time n, 𝜃 is the internal distanace between two F0,
𝑓𝑛 is a smoothed F0 value at time frame n and N is to total frame. The total of tone
feature equal 3 feature vectors.

3 Acoustic Models
Acoustic modeling plays a critical role in improving accuracy of any speech recognition
system. For the given acoustic observation O = O1,O2...On the goal of speech recognition
is to find out the corresponding word sequence that has the maximum posterior
probability P(W|O) as expressed by Eq. (4).
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𝑊 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑤 𝑃 𝑊 𝑂 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑤

𝑃 𝑊 𝑃(𝑂|𝑊)
𝑃(𝑂)

(4)

Since the maximization of Eq. (4) is carried out with the observation O fixed, the above
maximization is equivalent to maximization of the following equation:
𝑊 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑤 𝑃 𝑊 𝑃 𝑂 𝑊

(5)

where P(O| W) is acoustic models and P(W) is language models, that can truly reflect
the spoken language to be recognized. In this paper, an acoustic model is considered to
improve the accuracy of speech recognition using neural network multilayer perceptron.
The combination of MFCC standard feature vectors and tone features are given as input
to ANN which will be described. To measures speech recognition error and evaluate the
performance of the system. The word recognition error rate is widely used as one of the
most important measures. The Word Error Rate is defined as:
𝑊𝐸𝑅 =

𝑁−𝑆−𝐷−𝐼
× 100%
𝑁

(6)

where N is the total number of words. S, D and I are number of word substitutions,
deletions and insertions respectively.
3.1 GMM/HMM
A gaussian mixture model (GMM) which parameterized by a mean and a variance often
modeled to estimate the emission probability density of an HMM framework. In the
hidden markov toolkit (HTK), the parameter estimation was done by a flat start
embedded training which required the phonetic transcriptions of training utterances to be
available. HTK allows each observation vector at time t to be split into a number of S
independent data streams ost. The formula for computing bj(ot) is then defined as
𝑆

𝛾𝑠

𝑀𝑠

𝑏𝑗 𝑜𝑡 =

𝑏𝑗𝑚 (𝑜𝑠𝑡 ; 𝜇𝑗𝑚 , 𝛴𝑗𝑚 )

(7)

𝑠=1 𝑚 =1

where Ms is the number of mixture components in stream s, 𝑐𝑗𝑚 is the weight of the m’th
component and 𝑁 𝑜; 𝜇, 𝛴 is a multivariate Gaussian with mean vector μ and covariance
matrix 𝛴, that is
𝑁 𝑜; 𝜇, 𝛴 =

1
(2𝜋)𝑛 |𝛴|

1 𝑜−𝜇 ′ 𝛴 −1 (𝑜−𝜇 )

𝑒 −2

(8)

where n is the dimensionality of o. The exponent 𝛾𝑠 is a stream weight. It can be used to
give a particular stream more emphasis.
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3.2 ANN/HMM
There are two basic approaches to speech classification using neural networks: static and
dynamic. In static classification, the neural network sees all of the input speech at once,
and makes a single decision. By contrast, in dynamic classification which we used in this
paper, the neural network sees only a small window of the speech, and this window
slides over the input speech while the network makes a series of local decisions, which
have to be integrated into a global decision at a later time [AT1989]. The neural network
computes the weighted sum of its input and the passed this sum to a nonlinear function,
most commonly a threshold or sigmoid function [RP1987]. The advantages of using
neural network in HMM are the ability for discriminative training, no strong
assumptions about the statistical distribution of the acoustic space, beter robustness to
insufficient training data and ability to model acoustic correlation. It has been applied
successfully to perform static pattern recognition or speech recognition [TK2009]. The
neural network in our system is used as state emission probability estimator for HMM
from a posterior probabilities.
A multilayer perceptron with fully connected neural network was used to model an
output class which corresponding to phonetic unit. These posterior probabilities were
used directly as the HMM state emission probabilities to perform a standard viterbi
decoding which obtained the best phone sequence. Figure 1 shows the framework of
acoustic model using MFCC and tone features as an input vectors. A feed-forward
multilayer perceptron neural network we used is shown in Figure 2. There are 42 feature
vectors per frame for the input layer with one hidden layer and all neurons use the nonlinear sigmoid activation functions. The output of the neural network is a vector of
posterior probabilities, with one class for each phone which is generated from input
feature vectors.

Dictionary
MFCC Feature
Extraction
Speech signal
ANN/HMM

Decoder

HMM

Language
Model

Tone Feature
Extraction

Figure 1. ANN/HMM acoustic training for HMM
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Recognized word

Figure 2. Neural network multilayer perceptrons

4 Experiment and Results
In this paper, the experiment was conducted using a speech corpus of ten Aesop’s stories
(translated into Thai) recorded from adult speakers. These stories contain all five tone
levels in Thai language. The total number of words is 809 and the total number of
distinct syllables is 2787. The data was collected from 10 native Thai speakers (5 male
speakers and 5 female speakers), with different ages from 24 to 35 years old. The speech
signals were sampled at 22 kHz and digitized with a 16 bit A/D converter. All speech
data was recorded using Audacity program and stored as one sentence per file. We
randomly split 80 percent of data to be used for training the model and 20 percent to be
used for testing. Table 1 and Table 2 show the statistics of syllables and tone levels from
the corpus. A GMM model was trained by using the Hidden Markov Toolkit [YS2002].
The parameter estimation was done by a flat start embedded training which requires the
phonetic transcriptions of the available training utterances, while neural network feedforward multilayer perceptrons was trained by Matlab. Both acoustic MFCC and Tone
feature vectors are served as input vectors. The neural networks was trained on the same
training data as the GMM/HMM systems with different input vectors and language model.

Story #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Number of syllable

Number of unique syllable

230
165
286
153
296
142
230
119
285
153
289
162
319
144
292
163
301
128
256
121
Table 1. Number of syllables of Aesop’s stories
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Tone

Number of syllable

Mid

687

Low

598

Falling

544

High
Rising

583
372

Table 2. Number of syllables for each tone of Aesop’s stories

Configuration

WER(%)

MFCC + GMM + 2-gram

41.46

MFCC + GMM + 3-gram
MFCC + TF+GMM + 2-gram

31.15
26.35

MFCC + TF+GMM + 3-gram

24.76

MFCC + TF + ANN + 2-gram

25.20

MFCC + TF + ANN + 3-gram

23.35

Table 3. Experiment Results in term of Word Error Rate(%)
The results are summarized in table 3. The word error rates (WER) were reduced from
the baseline HTK for both 2-grams and 3-grams of the language model. For the
configuration of the combination of MFCC and tone features input, word error rates
were reduced when ANN was applied to estimate the state emission probabilities in
acoustic model. As the results, there are two difference things: Firstly, the different input
features of acoustic model which we used pure MFCC and the combination of MFCC
and tone feature vectors. Secondly, the method that uses to estimate the state emission
probabilities. In this experiment, GMM and ANN were applied to estimate the state
emission probabilities. Normally, speech recognition will gives some error especially in
continuous speech because of the difficulty to segment the speech signal and the
speaking speed. It shows more than 30 percent of word error rate for our corpus and
around 20-25 percent for isolated word. When tone features were applied to be an input
features, the recognition performance was improved more than 6% as shown in Table 3.
Also the performance improved when ANN was applied with tone features. According
to training data that we used in the experiments is not big enough, then the error might
be occurred in most past of the adjacent syllable event there were difference tone.
However, the language model is considered to greatly increase the performance of the
continuous speech system as used in this experiment. Although, the different WER
between ANN and GMM is not big enough, at least it showed that the proposed system
can be improved the performance of speech recognition by reducing the word error rate.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, an approach based on the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) multilayer
perceptrons is proposed to score the state emission probabilities under the HMM
framework. A combination of the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and
tone information is used as input feature vectors to train an acoustic model. The total of
42 input vectors were normailzed and classified by multilayer perceptron neural network
with 62 target outputs, each represents the phonetic units. The experiments were carried
out to compare the performance between the ANN approach and the Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) used by HTK with different language models. The results showed that
the ANN approach with MFCC with tone features yielded a higher accuracy, i.e., lower
word error rate (WER), for speech recognition compared to the GMM approach.
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Abstract: Text Categorization is the process of automatically assigning predefined
categories to free text documents. Feature weighting, which calculates feature
(term) values in documents, is one of important preprocessing techniques in text
categorization. This paper is a comparative study of feature weighting methods in
statistical learning of Thai Document Categorization Framework. Six methods
were evaluated, including Boolean, tf, tf×idf, tfc, ltc, and entropy weighting. We
have evaluated these methods on Thai news article corpus with three supervised
learning classifiers: Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT), and
Naïve Bayes (NB). We found that ltc weighting method is most effective in our
experiments with SVM and DT algorithms, while entropy and Boolean weighting
is more effective than the weighting with NB algorithms. Using ltc weighting with
a SVM classifier yielded a very high classification performance with the F1
measure equal to 96%.

1 Introduction
In recent years we have seen an exponential growth in the volume of text documents
available on the Internet. While more and more textual information is available online,
effective retrieval is difficult without organization and summarization of document
content. Text categorization is one solution to this problem. A growing number of
statistical classification methods and pattern recognition techniques have been applied to
text categorization in recent years, including nearest neighbor classification, Naïve
Bayes, decision trees, neural networks, boosting methods, and Support Vector Machines.
Vector Space Model (VSM) [SL68] is a major method for representing documents in
text categorization. In this model, each document d is considered to be a vector in the
feature space. For a document d, VSM represents it by vector Vd = (vd1, vd2, …, vdn),
where vdi stands for the value of ith feature (term) according to d. Thus, one major
characteristic of VSM is calculation of feature values in document vectors. The
processing that yields feature values is called feature weight.
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A widely used method for feature weight is tf×idf [SB88]. tf is the abbreviation for termfrequency, which stands for the capacity of features expressing document content. idf is
the abbreviation for inverse document frequency, which stands for the capacity of
features discriminating similar documents. The motivation behind idf is that terms
appearing frequently in many documents have limited discrimination power. Because
methods of feature selection evaluate feature by scores, we can also adopt these methods
for feature weight [YLZ04]. In this paper, we study several excellent weighting methods,
including Boolean, tf, tf×idf, tfc, ltc, and entropy weighting, and compare performance
of these methods on Thai news article corpus [AE99].

2 Feature Extraction
2.1 Preprocessing
The first step in text categorisation is to transform documents, which typically are strings
of characters, into a representation suitable for the learning algorithm and the
classification task. The text transformation usually involves of the following processes:
removing HTML tags, removing stopwords, and performing word stemming. The
stopwords are frequent words that carry no information (i.e. pronouns, prepositions,
conjunctions etc.). By word stemming we mean the process of suffix removal to generate
word stems. This is done to group words that have the same conceptual meaning, such as
walk, walker, walked, and walking. The Porter stemmer [SL68] is a well-known
algorithm for this task.
2.2 Weighting Scheme
The perhaps most commonly used document representation is the so called vector space
model [SL68]. In the vector space model, documents are represented by vectors of
words. Usually, one has a collection of documents which is represented by a word-bydocument matrix A, where each entry represents the occurrences of a word in a
document, i.e.,
A = (a ik )
where aik is the weight of word i in document k. Since every word does not normally
appear in each document, the matrix A is usually sparse. The number of rows, M , of the
matrix corresponds to the number of words in the dictionary. M can be very large.
Hence, a major characteristic, or difficulty of text categorization problems is the high
dimensionality of the feature space. In Section we discuss different approaches for
dimensionality reduction. There are several ways of determining the weight aik of word i
in document k, but most of the approaches are based on two empirical observations
regarding text: The more times a word occurs in a document, the more relevant it is to
the topic of the document. The more times the word occurs throughout all documents in
the collection, the more poorly it discriminates between documents.
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Let fik be the frequency of word i in document k, N the number of documents in the
collection, M the number of words in the collection after stopword removal and word
stemming, and ni the total number of times word i occurs in the whole collection. Next
we describe 6 different weighting schemes that are based on these quantities [AE99].
Boolean weighting
The simplest approach is to let the weight equal to 1 if the word occurs in the document
and 0 otherwise:

Term frequency weighting (tf)
Another simple approach is to use the frequency of the word in the document:

tf × idf-weighting
The previous two schemes do not take into account the frequency of the word throughout
all documents in the collection. A well-known approach for computing word weights is
the tf × idf-weighting, which assigns the weight to word i in document k in proportion to
the number of occurrences of the word in the document, and in inverse proportion to the
number of documents in the collection for which the word occurs at least once.

tfc-weighting
The tf × idf-weighting does not take into account that documents may be of different
lengths. The tfc-weighting is similar to the tf × idf-weighting except for the fact that
length normalisation is used as part of the word weighting formula.
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ltc-weighting
A slightly different approach uses the logarithm of the word frequency instead of the raw
word frequency, thus reducing the effects of large differences in frequencies.

Entropy weighting
Entropy-weighting is based on information theoretic ideas and is the most sophisticated
weighting scheme. In it turned out to be the most effective scheme in comparison with 6
others. Averaged over five test collections, it was for instance 40 % more effective than
word frequency weighting. In the entropy-weighting scheme, the weight for word i in
document k is given by:

2.3 Dimensionality Reduction
A central problem in statistical text classification is the high dimensionality of the
feature space. There exists one dimension for each unique word found in the collection
of documents, typically hundreds of thousands. Standard classification techniques cannot
deal with such a large feature set, since processing is extremely costly in computational
terms, and the results become unreliable due to the lack of sufficient training data.
Hence, there is a need for a reduction of the original feature set, which is commonly
known as dimensionality reduction in the pattern recognition literature. Most of the
dimensionality reduction approaches can be classified into feature selection. Feature
selection attempts to remove non-informative words from documents in order to improve
categorisation effectiveness and reduce computational complexity. In their experiments,
the authors found the three first to be the most effective. Below a short description of
these methods is given [AE99,YP97].

χ2 -statistic (Chi-square)
The χ2 -statistic measures the lack of independence between word w and class c j . It is
given by:
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Here A is the number of documents from class cj that contains word w, B is the number
of documents that contains w but does not belong to class cj, C is the number of
documents from class cj that does not contain word w, and D is the number of
documents that belongs to class cj nor contains word w. N is still the total number of
documents. Two different measures can be computed based on the χ2 -statistic
Information gain (IG)
Information Gain measures the number of bits of information obtained for category
prediction by knowing the presence or absence of a word in at document. Let . Let c1, …,
cK denote the set of possible categories. The information gain of a word w is defined to
be:

Here P (cj) can be estimated from the fraction of documents in the total collection that
belongs to class cj and P (w) from the fraction of documents in which the word w occurs.
Moreover, P (cj /w) can be computed as the fraction of documents from class cj that have
at least one occurrence of word w and P (cj /w) as the fraction of documents from class
cj that does not contain word w. The information gain is computed for each word of the
training set, and the words whose information gain is less than some predetermined
threshold are removed.
Document Frequency Thresholding (DF)
The document frequency for a word is the number of documents in which the word
occurs. In Document Frequency Thresholding one computes the document frequency for
each word in the training corpus and removes those words whose document frequency is
less than some predetermined threshold. The basic assumption is that rare words are
either non-informative for category prediction, or not influential in global performance.

3 Classification Algorithms
The goal of classification is to build a set of models that can correctly predict the class of
the different objects. The input to these methods is a set of objects, the classes which
these objects belong to (i.e., dependent variables), and a set of variables describing
different characteristics of the objects (i.e., independent variables). Once such a
predictive model is built, it can be used to predict the class of the objects for which class
information is not known a priori. The key advantage of supervised learning methods
over unsupervised methods (clustering) is that by having an explicit knowledge of the
classes the different objects belong to, these algorithms can perform an effective feature
selection if that leads to better prediction accuracy. This section gives a brief
introduction to three well-known algorithms that are widely used for text classification.
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3.1 Naive Bayes (NB)
NB algorithm has been widely used for document classification, and shown to produce
very good performance. The basic idea is to use the joint probabilities of words and
categories to estimate the probabilities of categories given a document. NB algorithm
computes the posterior probability that the document belongs to different classes and
assigns it to the class with the highest posterior probability. The posterior probability of
class is computed using Bayes rule and the testing sample is assigned to the class with
the highest posterior probability. The naive part of NB algorithm is the assumption of
word independence that the conditional probability of a word given a category is
assumed to be independent from the conditional probabilities of other words given that
category [LE98].
3.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM algorithm is based on the structure risk minimization principle. It has been shown
in previous works to be eﬀective for text categorization. SVM divides the term space
into hyperplanes or surface separating the positive and negative training samples. An
advantage of SVM is that it can work well on very large feature spaces, both in terms of
the correctness of the categorization results and the efficiency of training and
categorization algorithm. However, a disadvantage of SVM training algorithm is that it
is a time consuming process, especially training with a large corpus [JO98].

3.3 Decision Tree (DT)
DT algorithm is a common method used in data mining. The goal is to create a model
that predicts the value of a target variable based on several input variables. Each interior
node corresponds to one of the input variables; there are edges to children for each of the
possible values of that input variable. Each leaf represents a value of the target variable
given the values of the input variables represented by the path from the root to the leaf
[QU86].

4 Thai Document Categorization Framework
Figure 1 illustrates the Thai Document Categorization framework. The inputs are news
articles pre-classified into a set of categories. The news articles are first pre-processed by
the text processing module. For Thai language, the main task of text processing is the
segmentation of texts into word tokens. Thai texts are naturally unsegmented, i.e., words
are written continuously without the use of word delimiters. Due to this distinct
characteristic, preparing a feature set for Thai text categorization is more challenging
than Latinbased languages such as English, French, and Spanish. With Latin-based
languages, a text string can easily be tokenized into terms by observing the word
delimiting characters such as spaces, semicolons, commas, quotes, and periods.
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To prepare a feature set for Thai news article corpus, we must first apply a word
segmentation algorithm to tokenize text strings into series of terms. We use the state-ofthe-art word segmentation program called LexTo are dictionary based on a longest
matching algorithm [HKD08] as a tokenizer in this Bag-Of-Words approach. Once a set
of extracted words is obtained from the training news corpus, the collected words are to
removing the HTML tags, stopword, stemming from dictionary list. The output from this
step we use the weighting scheme for assigning the feature values as described in
Section 2.2, we reduce the number of word features by applying the dimensionality
reduction technique as described in Section 2.3.

Figure 1: Thai Document Categorization Framework

The output from this step is a set of feature vectors representing news articles from the
corpus. A classification algorithm could learn from the feature vector to build a
classification model. To predict a category, a test news article is first transformed into a
feature vector. The classification model is used to calculate the scores for each category
based on the test feature vector. The test article is assigned to the category whose score
is the maximum among all other categories [HA08].
Our main contribution for this paper is to perform a comparative study on feature
weighting scheme with different feature selection methods for Thai document
categorization.
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5 Experiments and Results
We performed experiments using a collection of news articles obtained the Web. There
are ten news categories: economics, education, entertainment, international, politics,
society, sports, farming, Bangkok, and technology. The total number of training is
12,000 articles. We used WEKA [HA09] an open-source machine learning tool, to
perform the experiments. We used the default setting for all algorithms. For SVM, the
default kernel function is Linear kernel. Classification effectiveness is usually measured
by using precision (p) and recall (r). Precision is the proportion of truly positive
examples labelled positive by the system that were truly positive and recall is the
proportion of truly positive examples that were labelled positive by the system. The F1
function which combines precision and recall is computed as:

We tested all algorithms by using the 10-fold cross validation method. The results in
terms of precision, recall and F1 are the averaged values calculated across all 10-fold
cross validation experiments. The experimental results of these six feature weighting
methods with respect to F1 measure on Thai news article corpus in combination with
three feature selection and three learning algorithms are reported from Figure 2 to Figure
4.

Figure 2: Results of different weighting methods on chi-square using three learning
algorithms
Figure 2 summarizes the categorization on the chi-square feature selection method
results for using three learning algorithms on Thai news article corpus after feature
weight using Boolean,tf, tf×idf,tfc,ltc and entropy weighting, respectively. Two
observations from the categorization results are as follows. First, ltc weighting is more
effective than Boolean, tf, tf×idf, tfc, and entropy weighting with SVM and DT, While
entropy weighting more effective than another weighting with NB. Second, all term
weighting methods reach a peak at the full feature and the best F1 points on ltc-chi-SVM
is 96%, the best F1 points on entropy-chi-NB is 91% and the best F1 points on ltc-chiDT is 80%, respectively.
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Figure 3: Results of different weighting methods on Information gain using three
learning algorithms
Figure 3 summarizes the categorization on the Information gain feature selection method
results when using the three learning algorithms on Thai news article corpus after feature
weight using Boolean,tf, tf×idf, tfc, ltc and entropy weighting, respectively. Two
observations from the categorization results are as follows. First, ltc weighting is more
effective than Boolean, tf, tf×idf, tfc, and entropy weighting with SVM and DT, While
entropy weighting is more effective than another weighting with NB. Second, all term
weighting methods reach a peak at the full feature and the best F1 points on ltc-IG-SVM
is 96%, the best F1 points on entropy-IG-NB is 91%, and the best F1 points on ltc-IGDT is 81%, respectively.

Figure 4: Results of different weighting methods on Document Frequency Thresholding
using three learning algorithms
Figure 4 summarizes the categorization on the Document Frequency Thresholding
feature selection method results for using three learning algorithms on Thai news article
corpus after feature weight using Boolean, tf, tf×idf, tfc, ltc and entropy weighting,
respectively. Two important key points from the categorization results were observed.
First, Boolean weighting is more effective than tf, tf×idf, tfc, ltc and entropy weighting
with NB, While ltc weighting is more effective than the weighting with SVM and DT.
Second, all term weighting methods reach a peak at the full feature and the best F1
points on ltc-DF-SVM is 96%, the best F1 points on entropy-DF-NB is 89%, and the
best F1 points on ltc-DF-DT is 80%, respectively.
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6 Conclusion
This is an evaluation of feature weighting methods for Thai document categorization
framework. We found ltc weighting most effective in our experiments with SVM and
DT algorithms, while entropy and Boolean weighting are more effective than the
weighting with NB algorithms. We also discovered that the ltc weighting is suitable to
combination with all feature selection methods. The ltc weighting with SVM algorithm
yielded the best performance with the F1 measure of all algorithms. Our experimental
results also reveal that feature weight methods react on the effectiveness of Thai
document categorization.
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Abstract:
We address the problem of evaluating peer-to-peer information retrieval (P2PIR)
systems with semantic overlay structure. The P2PIR community lacks a commonly
accepted testbed, such as TREC is for the classic IR community. The problem with
using classic test collections in a P2P scenario is that they provide no realistic distribution of documents and queries over peers, which is, however, crucial for realistically
simulating and evaluating semantic overlays. On the other hand, document collections
that can be easily distributed (e.g. by exploiting categories or author information) lack
both queries and relevance judgments.
Therefore, we propose an evaluation framework, which provides a strategy for constructing a P2PIR testbed, consisting of a prescription for content distribution, query
generation and measuring effectiveness without the need for human relevance judgments. It can be used with any document collection that contains author information
and document relatedness (e.g. references in scientiﬁc literature). Author information
is used for assigning documents to peers, relatedness is used for generating queries
from related documents. The ranking produced by the P2PIR system is evaluated by
comparing it to the ranking of a centralised IR system using a new evaluation measure
related to mean average precision. The combination of these three things – realistic
content distribution, realistic and automated query generation and distribution, and a
meaningful and ﬂexible evaluation measure for rankings – offers an improvement over
existing P2PIR evaluation approaches.

1

Introduction

Semantic peer-to-peer information retrieval (P2PIR) offers important advantages to the design of information infrastructures, among them scalability, localisation of information and
localisation of access control. However, for evaluation and comparison of P2PIR systems,
no sufﬁciently objective methodologies exist yet as they do for “classical” information retrieval (IR) where (1) test collections are available (e.g., TREC [TRE]) and (2) methods to
evaluate retrieval performance are scientiﬁcally well-established [VH06].
The classical evaluation method in information retrieval is to train the IR system with
a test collection and determine the precision and recall values for a set of queries and
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relevance judgements deﬁned by the test collection. Transferring this method to P2PIR
is not a straightforward task, however. Although in principle, precision and recall can be
deﬁned on a P2PIR result set analogous to a centralised IR system, the features of the test
collections available are not sufﬁcient for practical evaluations. The main problems arise
from the distributed character of the required test collection: There are no data available
that provide realistic distributions of the test collection over peers, which – in order to be
sufﬁcient data for a methodology analogous to classical IR – must include distributions of
documents, queries and associated relevance judgements over the P2P network.
This lack of available data has become a serious obstacle in the advancement of P2PIR
research. To alleviate this problem, an evaluation framework is proposed in this paper
that draws from two approaches: First, a plausible distribution of documents and queries
is elaborated for the case of P2PIR, and second, an evaluation method is proposed to
overcome the lack of relevance judgements for queries. Using these two contributions, we
present an evaluation plan for a P2PIR system.
We continue this article by reviewing the technical background on P2PIR in Section 2 and
review the state of the art in evaluation methods in Section 3. Subsequently, we present the
parts of our framework in Section 4 and ﬁnally describe how to parameterise the testbed
in Section 5.

2

Background

Since the evaluation framework presented in this paper is designed for unstructured, “nonﬂooding” P2P systems with semantic overlays, it is necessary to describe the characteristics of such systems:
A P2P system is called unstructured if the topology of the overlay network is not ﬁxed
in any way and if content can be stored anywhere in the system. This is in contrast to
structured systems such as distributed hash tables [RFH+ 01, SMK+ 01, ZKJ01] where
each peer is responsible for storing data that corresponds to a certain range of hash values.
Unstructured systems are more ﬂexible than structured ones because no control over data
placement is assumed.
On the other hand, the systems we are interested in avoid ﬂooding the network with
queries. Flooding imposes a great load on the underlying network (cf. [Gnu]).
In order to avoid ﬂooding and still guarantee good recall, such systems have to provide
solutions to the following three tasks:
• Peer description: For making predictions about which peer is likely to be capable
of contributing to a certain topic, there must be descriptions or proﬁles of peers’
contents.
• Query routing: Assuming that peers have both the address and the proﬁle of their
neighbours, these proﬁles can be used for informed search (rather than ﬂooding):
they must be matched against queries in order to decide where the queries should
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be forwarded. Queries that are sent to the wrong peers will fail to retrieve relevant
documents.
• Neighbour selection: in order to facilitate query routing, peers should choose their
neighbours in a way that maximises the probability of always ﬁnding a good neighbour to forward queries to. Networks in which peers choose neighbours according
to semantic criteria are called semantic overlay networks [CGM02b].
Regarding the last task, there is an increasing agreement in the research community that
peers should be organised in clusters of semantic similarity [SMZ03]. Additionally, some
random shortcuts have been shown to be beneﬁcial, resulting in a small world graph
[Kle00] structure of the overlay [AWMM06, Sch05, WB05, LLS04, ZGG02].
In the following, we will shortly describe our own approach to semantic search and overlay structuring. It has been developed as part of a project supported by DFG1 and was
described and evaluated in more detail in [Wit05, WB05].
The algorithm for building overlay structure is based on gossiping: by searching for its
own proﬁle – i.e. sending out queries that consist of the proﬁle – and receiving answers
from other peers, each participant in the network ﬁlls up a part of its routing table with addresses and proﬁles of neighbours that offer content similar to its own. Peers thus organise
into clusters of semantic similarity.
Another part of the routing table is reserved for some arbitrarily chosen neighbours (random shortcuts) that provide links between different clusters of peers. The combination
of these two neighbour selection strategies is intended to result in a small world network
structure (see [Kle00] for a theoretical model) that can be exploited for an efﬁcient search
algorithm.
The search mechanism works as follows: each peer that receives a query, ﬁrst scans its
local index for matching documents and then forwards the message to just one (or at least
only a small number) of its neighbours: the one whose proﬁle best matches the query, i.e.
the one deemed most likely to have an answer to it. This continues until the time-to-live
(TTL) of the query expires.
Since peers are organised into clusters of semantic similarity, queries will ﬁnd many relevant results once they have reached the right cluster because peers that can contribute
answers to a given query are likely to know others that also can.
Because in this and most other systems with semantic overlays, structure is built based on
peers’ shared content, it should be clear that the evaluation of such systems requires realistic models of content and query distribution. These problems are tackled in the remainder
of this paper.
1 DFG

project grant nr. 255712
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3

Related Work

In order to choose a feasible approach for getting a testbed, one might have ﬁrst a look at
the requirements a P2PIR test collection must satisfy: it has to provide the usual features
of a IR test collection, i.e. documents, queries and relevance judgments, and in addition,
there needs to be a prescription of how to distribute documents and queries among peers.
Distribution of documents is either done in a way that springs naturally from the collection, e.g. via author information [BMR03] or built-in categories [CGM02a, SCK03], or
it is established in less natural ways via clustering [NBMW06], latent concept analysis
[HTW06], or domains of web pages [LC03, KJPD05]. In [Coo04], documents are even
artiﬁcial which facilitates their distribution, but doesn’t result in a real testbed.
In [BMR03], a number of different testbeds is proposed. In each, authors are identiﬁed
with peers and all the papers an author has written are assigned to the corresponding peer.
One testbed uses TREC, the other two (Reuters and CiteSeer) do not have queries or
relevance judgments. Therefore, queries are generated randomly from documents and
documents are considered relevant w.r.t. a query if they contain all query terms.
In [LC03, KJPD05], web pages are used as a test collection and the preﬁxes of their URLs
deﬁne the peers. In [LC03], the TREC WT10g web test collection is used, together with
queries generated from the documents. Evaluation is done by comparing results to that of
a centralised system using plain precision and recall. Klampanos et al. [KJPD05] also use
the WT10g collection and deﬁne and compare various testbeds. In addition to domains of
URLs, they also use link information and textual similarity to enlarge the document set on
a peer. Queries and relevance judgements are taken from the original WT10g collection
(100 queries).
The approach of [CGM02a, SCK03] uses freely available copora (like OpenDirectory or
CiteSeer) which contains classiﬁed documents. The distribution of documents over peers
follows the topic structure in the corpus.
Without a preclassiﬁcation of documents one can get a structuring by clustering the corpus. Therefore, Neumann et al. [NBMW06] use Wikipedia, with a clustering based on
the internal linking structure between the wikipedia articles. To distribute the documents
among the peers, the clusters are seperated into chunks and documents are chosen from
these chunks using a sliding window in order to get overlap. Neumann further proposes
the usage of google zeitgeist archive for generating queries, which, however, come without
relevance judgements. In addition, the construction of overlapping content between peers
is not as natural as e.g. a fuzzy clustering would be.
An approach based on statistics is proposed in [Coo04]. There, histograms over the counts
of relevant documents per query, the degree of document replication, and the mean count
of relevant documents for a query on one peer are used to generate an artiﬁcial testbed,
which refactors real statistical relations. The disadvantage of this approach is that one
doesn’t get a real testbed, but one which merely behaves similar in certain circumstances,
and that real data of P2P communities and therefore feasible relevance judgments are hard
to get.
Heinrich et al. propose in [HTW06] to use a latent concept analysis to estimate relevant
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parameters of the distribution of topics over peer and documents and to use these parameters to distribute another document collection over peers in the same manner. That means
that it is only necessary to have a little statistics of a P2P network which can be scaled up
to a much bigger set of documents and peers. An alternative to create P2P evaluation data
without data from a real P2P community was proposed in [Hei06] based on corpora with
author and citation data.
One can see that often a natural content distribution means that there are no queries and
relevance judgments, in which case artiﬁcial queries are generated from the collection’s
documents [LC03, BMR03] or taken from other sources [NBMW06]. In that case, relevance judgments are not available and performance is compared to a centralised setting via
simple precision and recall measures. The next section presents a new idea of designing a
P2PIR testbed and a new evaluation measure.

4

The proposed evaluation framework

Our framework for constructing a concrete testbed consists of two distinct parts: a welldeﬁned distribution of content (documents and automatically generated queries) among
peers, which can be applied to various existing corpora, and an evaluation measure, which
respects the ranking of the retrieved documents and has no need for given relevance judgements.

4.1

Distributing content and queries

Since nodes in peer-to-peer networks correspond most often to single persons, a P2PIR
testbed should provide a content distribution that realistically reﬂects the interests of persons running peers. One way to achieve this is to identify peers with authors of documents,
as done in [BMR03].
We propose to use corpora that provide relations between documents and authors (authoring relation) as well as between documents and other documents (citation relation). In
[Hei06] various freely available examples of such corpora are analysed, e.g. the CiteSeer
corpus [GBL98]2 or the Cora corpus [MNRS00]3 .
We propose to map the entities and relations available in these corpora to those in a P2PIR
testbed in the following way:
• Peers map to authors in a relational corpus.
• Documents associated with a peer trivially map to documents within a relational
corpus via the authoring relation. As an extended approach, the documents cited in
authors’ documents can be additionally associated with the peer. After all, people
2 http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/oai.html

3 http://www.cs.umass.edu/∼mccallum/code-data.html
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are likely to be competent in the ﬁeld of expertise that their citations are concerned
with. Using this extended document mapping allows a higher degree of overlap
between the peers. The plain set of authored documents restricts document overlap
between peers to co-authorship relations.
• Queries associated with a peer map to documents that are cited by the associated author’s documents. For this, only citations are valid that refer to documents included
in the corpus. This makes sense because, in our opinion, it is realistic to assume
that people ask questions concerning issues which will extend their knowledge of
the things within their focus of interest (as reﬂected by their documents).
Generating queries automatically out of the collection is considered necessary in order to
have a sufﬁcient number of queries, which are semantically associated to and issued by the
persons running the peers. However, this means that there will be no relevance judgments
for these queries. The next section presents an approach to evaluation without the need for
any human relevance judgements in this setting.

4.2

Evaluation measure

Since there are no relevance judgments for queries, the performance of distributed retrieval
algorithms will be measured by comparing it to a centralised setting. This means that
the optimal value of the evaluation measure is reached if the P2P system retrieves the
same documents and in the same order as a centralised system. It is assumed that both
systems use the same retrieval function for ranking documents and the same global basis
for estimating term weights (cf. [Kro02, WB05]) so that the difference between rankings
is only attributable to the failure of the P2P system to retrieve certain documents. This, in
turn, depends on the routing strategy: a good strategy routes queries to those peers that can
contribute the most relevant documents (i.e. those ranked most highly by the centralised
system) and leaves aside peers that can only contribute documents ranked lowly by the
centralised system.
For this, we would like to propose a new measure that reﬂects the capability to retrieve the
highest ranked documents, and does so better than naı̈ve approaches that only use simple
precision and recall on some deﬁned sets of returned documents [LC03, NBMW06]. Thus,
a system that retrieves the 20 documents ranked highest by the centralised system receives
a better evaluation score than a system that retrieves the 200 lowest ranked documents.
The measure is closely related to mean average precision (cf. [VH06], chapter 3) and can
be computed as follows:
• We assume that a query in the P2PIR system returns a ranked list A of the best k
documents it can ﬁnd (after merging results, that is). The value of k is assumed to
be set by the user who tells the system how many (namely k) documents he/she is
willing to look at.
• This will be compared to the ranked list C of all documents returned by a centralised
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search engine.
• We now mark the positions of all documents in A within C. As an example, let’s
assume that the user has requested to view the best k = 3 documents and that
A = [L, M, O] and C = [K, L, M, N, O, P ].
• Now we compute
k
i=1

m(Ai )prec(A1 , ..., Ai )
min(k, |C|)

(1)

where m(D) is 1 if D is marked (see above), else 0. This means that at each document found in the distributed case, we calculate precision and we average this
over min(k, |C|), i.e. over the k documents the user requested or |C|, if even
the centralised system retrieves less than k documents. In our example, this yields
1 1
2
3
3 ( 2 + 3 + 5 ) = 0.59. In contrast, if the system retrieves B = [N, O, P ], then we
1 1
2
get 3 ( 4 + 5 + 36 ) = 0.38
Note that if we use a reference corpus for weight estimation as proposed in [WB05], then
rankings are global and hence the scores of documents within A, B, and C will not differ.
The measure then tells us how high the best k documents that the distributed search ﬁnds
are ranked – on average – by the centralised search engine.

5

Parameterising the system

The above evaluation framework leaves a number of parameters free, which need to be
chosen in order to make it operational:
• Which corpus to use: see [Hei06] for a comparison of freely available corpora.
• Details of document distribution: as mentioned above, there are two main possibilities for choosing the documents of a peer: either assigning only the documents
the author has written himself, or additionally assigning those that are referenced in
these papers. The advantage of the second approach is that it is maybe more realistic
to assume that people store more documents from their ﬁeld of expertise than their
own. On the other hand, with the proposed query generation mechansim, this would
mean that peers search for a subset of their shared documents.
• Query generation: the exact way to form queries was not detailed above because
there may be different views on how to realistically choose a query’s length and
the exact key terms. For example, a librarian is likely to phrase longer and more
detailed queries than a casual internet user. A simple possibility would be to use the
titles of referenced documents as queries. Alternatively, one can choose the most
relevant keywords from the entire document, the distribution of query lengths being
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determined by examining e.g. query logs of a web search engine. In general, the
query length distribution also is linked to the retrieval function: Given a boolean
retrieval more key terms lead to less retrieved documents, but given a vector space
retrieval so more key terms lead to more retrieved documents.
• k: to ﬁx the number of documents that should be retrieved, one might again use an
empirical study of user behaviour: how many result documents do users request on
average from e.g. a web search engine? This question can be easily answered from
query logs and the distribution can be used for varying k in a guided way.
• Retrieval function: the exact measure of similarity between queries and documents,
but also between other entities such as peer proﬁles, can be chosen individually for
each experiment and varied for comparison.
As a conscious decision, we decided not to include network dynamics into the evaluation
framework. However, these may be easily be added at a later stage. These aspects of
dynamics include, for example:
• Churn at several time scales: short-term churn – i.e. peers joining and leaving the
network during the day – or long-term churn – i.e. new peers being introduced into
the system or leaving it terminally. The latter may require not to use the full set of
author-generated peers in the beginning of a simulation, but let the network grow.
• Document distribution: one may take the testbed only as a starting setup for the
simulation and model the download behaviour of users.
• Querying activity: determine in what time intervals peers should ask which of their
queries. The query sets associated to the peers may also change over time according
to changes in the document distribution.
Because it leaves a great deal of freedom for modeling different aspects of P2PIR, the
framework allows to be used in many contexts, but still guarantees comparable results
within the P2PIR community.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an evaluation framework, providing a strategy for the construction of a P2PIR testbed, that consists of a realistic prescription for content distribution,
query generation and distribution, and for measuring a retrieval system’s effectiveness in
ranking documents. We rely only on a freely availbale relational corpus and there is no
need for hand-crafted queries or human relevance judgments. The framework offers a
great amount of ﬂexibility via free parameters but still ensures comparability of results.
In the future, the framework will be used in our research, in order to evaluate the quality
of the peer description, query routing and neighbour selection strategies that have been
described above in Section 2.
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On the Convergence of a Leader-Following Discrete-Time
Consensus Protocol
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Abstract: A discrete-time consensus protocol with the leader-following control is
proposed, which is for agents to follow either static or time-varying reference state
of the leader. An agent updates its state based on only the current information
available from its neighbors. To estimate the consensus convergence, the
eigenvalues are investigated by the Gershgorin’s theorem, and simulations will be
given to show the effectiveness of the proposed consensus protocol.
Keywords: Discrete-time consensus, Leader-following, Gershgorin’s theorem,
Static and time-varying state.

1 Introduction
Consensus problem has a long history in computer science, particularly in distributed
computing [Ly97][De74]. However, in the context of networked multi-agent systems,
consensus problems is related to the group coordination, which is for a group of agents
to make a decision or to reach an agreement regarding a certain quantity of interest that
depends on the states of all agents. The consensus problem is also related to the
cooperative control problem, in which the global objective is to reach a consensus of all
agents [SFS07]. Under a certain topology of the multi-agent systems, the consensus
problem is to design the consensus algorithm or protocol, or say, the interaction rule, that
specifies the information exchange between the agents on the network, so as for the
agents to reach a consensus [FM04][OFM07][LC08][RBA05].
In 1995, Vicsek first proposed a discrete-time consensus model, and simulated the phase
transitions in a self-driven particles [Vi95]. Then, Jadbabie et al. provided a theoretical
explanation for Vicsek's observation by proposing the nearest neighbor rules to
coordinate the group behavior of mobile autonomous agents [JLM03]. Fax and Murray
[FM04] considered the information flow and cooperative control for unmanned vehicles.
Ren and Beard [RB05] studied the consensus seeking in multi-agent systems under
dynamically changing interaction topologies. Olfati-Saber and Murray proposed the
consensus protocols for the networks of dynamic agents [OM04][OM03]. So far, most
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consensus protocols just guarantee the agents to converge to an emergent consensus
value, but not to reach a specific value [FXD08][KB06][XWW06][RB08]. For this
purpose, leader-following consensus models have been proposed [Re07][CRL09][SK08]
[HH07][Li08], where an external control signal acting as the leader who is connected to
agents is used to drive the group behavior of the system, and a follower updates its state
based on the previous or current information available from its neighbors and the leader,
so as for the agents/followers to reach a consensus associated with the leader's state.
The leader-following continuous-time consensus model was proposed in the form of

[RB08]

ξ&i = −∑ a ij (ξ i − ξ j ) − ai ( n +1) (ξ i − ξ r ),
j

(1)

where ξ i represents the state of follower i (i=1,2,…,n), the leader is labelled as n+1, ξ r

is the reference state acting as the state of the leader, and ( aij )n×n is the adjacency

coefficient matrix and ai ( n +1) ≡ 1 for all i if each follower is connected with the leader.
With this model, the followers can track the static state of the leader but fail with the
time-varying state of the leader. The corresponding discrete-time consensus model was
then proposed and is called P-like discrete-time consensus algorithm [CRL09], which is
described as following,
ξ i [k + 1] = ξ i [k ] − T ∑ a ij (ξ i [k ] − ξ j [k ]) − Ta i ( n +1) (ξ i [k ] − ξ r [k ]),
(2)
j

where T is the sampling period, ξ i [k ] and ξ r [k ] are the state of follower i and the state
of the leader at time step k, respectively.
To determine the stability properties of the consensus protocol, the location of the
eigenvalues of the network is concerned. Which the second smallest eigenvalue of
Laplacian matrix [OFM07] or the second largest eigenvalue of Perron matrix [OFM07]
of the network topology is a measure of performance or speed of consensus algorithms.
As well the Gershgorin’s theorem is an one way to estimate the eigenvalues for finding
the trace of the network matrix [Br07].
Normally, the reference state of the target can be static or changed dynamically (timevarying). Therefore, the question of how to develop a consensus protocol so as for the
agents to follow both static and time-varying state of the leader needs to be addressed;
and how to analyze the convegence speed of the proposed protocol are the main concern
of this paper. A leader-following discrete-time consensus protocol is first proposed in
this paper, with which the agents can follow both the static and time-varying state of the
leader and the follower updates its state by using only the current exchanged information
from its neighbors and the leader; As well as, the Gershgorin’s theorem is applied to
estimate the eigenvalues on this proposed consensus protocol.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background and preliminaries are
introduced in Sec.II. Sec.III presents the proposed model and the numerical simulation
result is presented in Sec.IV. Finally, the work is concluded in Sec.V.
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2 Background and Preliminaries
An interactive topology of network of agents is represented by a directed graph
G n = (V n , E n ), where V n is the set of vertices vi, i={1,2,…,n},and E n the set of edges

ρ ij = (v i , v j ), i, j = {1,2,..., n} . Herein, the edge from v j to vi donates that vi receives
information from v j . The adjacency matrix An = [a ij ] ∈ R n×n associated with G n is
defined

⎧1, if v i , v j ∈ E n ,
.
as a ij = ⎨
Otherwise.
⎩0,

The

directed

G n is

called

balanced

if

∑ a ij = ∑ a ji for all i, j ∈ V n . N i {v j a ij ≠ 0 and i ≠ j} is the set of neighbors of v i , and

i≠ j

i≠ j

N i the number of neighbors of

vi or in-degree of node i, deg in (v i ) = ∑ a ij . The degree
j

matrix of digraph G n is a diagonal matrix D n = [d ij ] where d ii = ∑ a ij or deg in (v i ) .
i≠ j

Further, the graph Laplacian Ln is defined as L n = D n − An . It is It is obvious that all
row-sums of Ln are zero, hence, Ln always has a zero eigenvalue λ1 =0.
The original discrete-time consensus protocol is describe by [OFM07]
x i [k + 1] = x i [k ] − ε ∑ a ij ( x i [k ] − x j [k ]),
j∈N i

(3)

where xi [k ] denotes the state of agent i at time step k, and 0 < ε ≤ 1 / Δ is the sampling
period, in which Δ is the maximum degree of agents.
Further, Eq.3 can be recast as x[k+1]=Pnx[k], where Pn=In- ε Ln is the Perron matrix of
graph Gn , and In is the identity matrix. Assume that Pn is a primitive-nonnegative matrix,
and denote w as the nonnegative left eigenvector associated with eigenvalue 1, i.e., wT
Pn= wT.
A group of agents is said to reach a global consensus if x j [k ] = x i [k ] for each pair
(i,j),~i,j =1, 2,…, n and i ≠ j , and the common agreement value of all agents is called
the group decision value, denoted by α = ∑ wi x i [0] , where wi is the left eigenvalue
i

associated with eigenvalue λ i (i = 1,2,..., n) , satisfying ∑ wi = 1 , and x i [0] is the initial
i

state [OFM07][FXD08][KB06]. For a balanced digraph, one has

1
w = ( ) 1,
n

1
n

α = ( ) 1T xi [0] , and
lim α (t ) =

t ⎯⎯→ ∞

where t = kε [OFM07][KB06].
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∑ xi [ 0 ]
i

n

,

(4)

3 Leader-following Control
In this section, the leader-following discrete-time consensus algorithms with the timevarying leader state is concerned.

Figure 1: Leader-follower interaction topology

A leader is added to the system, and is connected to all followers. Denote the followers
as x i f , i = {1,2,.., n} and the leader as x n +1 l or x l . The multi-agent system can be
represented as the directed graph or digraph G n +1 = (V n +1 , E n +1 ) , where
V n +1 = {v1 , v 2 ,..., v n +1 } is the set of nodes and E n +1 ⊆ V n +1 × V n +1 is the set of edges.
Here, only the leader sends the information to the followers. Fig.1 depicts the interaction
topology between the leader and the followers. The dash line connecting between the
leader and follower means that the leader sends the information to the follower. In
additional, the thick line presents the communication between followers. Because the
reference state of leader can be static or time-varying, a discrete-time consensus protocol
is given as
x if [k + 1] = x if [k ] − a i ( n +1) ( x if [k ] − x l [k ]) − ε ∑ a ij ( x if [k ] − x jf [k ]),
j

Let ε =

(5)

1
. It is obvious that ai ( n +1) ≡ 1 , i = {1,2,..., n} . The consensus is said to be
n +1

reached if x if [k ] = x l as k

→ ∞ . (5) can be recast in the matrix form

x f [k + 1] = ( P − B ) x f [k ] + bx l [k ],
(6)
where the matrix P = I − εL is the Perron matrix, B = diag[a1( n +1) , a 2( n +1) ,..., a n ( n +1) ] ,
and the vector b = [a1( n +1) , a 2( n +1) ,...a n ( n +1) ] T . (6) can be further written in the compact
form

x f [k + 1] = Fx f [k ] + bx l [k ] ,

(7)

where F=P-B.
An irreducible stochastic matrix P is primitive if it has one singular eigenvalue with
maximum modulus. P is a row stochastic non-negative matrix; row-sums of P are 1,
hence P always has a one eigenvalue λ1 = 1 . The convergence analysis of the discrete-
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time consensus algorithm relies on the second largest eigenvalue of P. It reachs with a
speed that is faster or equal to λ 2 = 1 − εµ 2 ( L) , where µ 2 ( L) is the second smallest
eigenvalue of L and λ 2 is the second largest eigenvalue of P [OFM07]. The set of
eigenvalues of P can be ordered sequentally as 1 = λ1 > λ 2 ≥ ... ≥ λ n +1 . According to the
Gershgorin’s theorem [Br07], all eigenvalues of the network matrix (P) are located on a
unit circle. Each eigenvalue lies within the Gershgorin disc centered at (ri,0), where ri is
the Pii. The radius of each disc is calculated by d i = ∑ | Pij | .
i≠ j

Theorem 1
All eigenvalues of P must lie in a unit circle centered at (0,0).
Proof

A leader is connected to all followers in the system, and only the leader sends the
information to the followers (there is no feedback information from the followers). The
eigenvalues of followers are 0 < λi < 1 and these eigenvalues lie in the Gershgorin disc
at (ri,0), where 0 < ri < 1 and the radius 0 < d i < 1 . On the other hand, the eigenvalue of
the leader is always one, it is centered at (rn+1,0) , where rn+1=1 then the radius d n +1 is
zero.

4 Numerical Simulations
In this section, we present an example, the unbalanced digraph, to show the effectiveness
of the proposed work.

Figure 2: Example of unbalanced digraph

Figure 3: Location of eigenvalues

Fig. 2 depicts the example of unbalanced digraph [RB08], there is one leader connected
to four followers. This interaction graph corresponds to the Parron matrix as follow
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The eigenvector λ of P is λ = [0.6 0.8 0.4 0.4 1]T . Fig.3 shows the Gershgorin
discs of all eigenvalues. The centers of each disc are (0.6,0), (0.4,0), and (0,0). The
bigest disc is a unit circle.
To estimate the location of eigenvalues, followers’ eigenvalues are 0.6, 0.8, 0.4, and 0.4.
They are located in Gershgorin discs centered at (0.6,0), (0.4,0), (0.6,0), and (0.6,0).
Their discs’ radius are 0.4, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.4 respectively. On the other hand, the
eigenvalue of the leader is one, it is centered at (1,0). Thus, the location of all
eigenvalues are within the unit circle that centered at (0,0), as well as they are located
within every Gershgorin disc.
To show the effectiveness of the proposed protocol, the initial state of followers is
x f [0] = [− 0.5 0 0.5 1.5]T and the reference state of the leader are static with x l = 1

and time-varying with x l = cos(t ) . Presenting the global consensus, Fig. 4 and 5 are
depicted the simulation results that the followers can reach the consensus following the
static state of the leader (Fig.4) and the time-varying state of the leader (Fig.5),
respectively.

Figure 4: Static state of leader

Figure 5: Time-varying state of leader

5 Conclusions
In this paper, the discrete-time consensus protocol based on a leader-following behavior
of multi-agent system has been proposed, suitable for both the static and time-varying
states of the leader. It uses only the current state of agents to identify the updated state of
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followers, which reduces the memory storage. The simulation result has shown that this
proposed protocol is efficient. The states of followers can converge to the consensus
following the leader's state, which their eigenvalues location analyzed by the
Gershgorin’s theorem.
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Abstract: In various previous works about pattern formation methods on top of
P2P networks have been discussed. Most of structures had done by the rectangular
grids building methods, which could later be used to improve the efficiency of
routing and data search algorithms. In this contribution, another new, local
working algorithm is introduced, which allows the formation of other than
rectangular grids. Mostly, the generation and use of hexagonal and triangular grids
is introduced. Apart from the formal description of the algorithm, its performance
is evaluated using the P2PNetSim tool. Finally, it has been observed, that different
structures may have distinct advantages over the different purposes/applications. In
order to cover such different requirements, structure transformations may be a
useful tool. Therefore, some structure transformation methods will be discussed in
the last section of this paper.

Keyword: P2P Systems, Grid, Hexagonal, Structured Overlay Network,
Local Algorithm, Decentralized Systems

1 Introduction
The appearance of structures and special pattern in various kinds of systems has
fascinated and attracted not only computer scientists. In [KVG02] and other
publications, the authors give explanations, how the respective structures may appear
and why and how animals may get benefit from them. Bird flocking, fish schooling, ant
street and bee foraging have been - for instance -discovered and investigated by
scientists of different disciplines [BM09, DB07, GGT07, Mo09] and even in computer
science those systems give ideas to create several algorithms [KA09, LAK03]. However,
also artificially created, simple examples from computer science have been found, like
the definition of “The game of life” from J. Conway [Ga70] approximately 40 years ago.
The quite simple definition was the background for the definition and research about
cellular automata.
Finally it has been investigated that even in large distributed systems, namely P2Psystems, structures and special properties of graphs play an important role [CCR04].
Furthermore, [Kl00] and [LU09] have investigated that grids structured P2P systems
(see figure 1) could proof that the performance of search and routing procedures can be
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significantly improved, if the anarchically grown small world structures are overlayed
with regular, mostly rectangular grid structures. From these considerations the question
came up, whether other grid types like “hexagonal” grids may have similar, useful
properties.

Physical Networks
P2P Networks
Overlay Networks
Figure 1: A system hierarchy using P2P overlay networks
In chemistry [Gl08, YYL09], biology [Wv04] and even in computer science and
engineering works hexagons seems to have a special importance (see figure 2). In
addition, some publications already give construction mechanisms for hexagon grids
under very special conditions [LAK03]. Consequently, the question arises, if such
hexagonal grids could also be built up by local working, distributed algorithms on top of
P2P systems and may give advantages, when used (figure 1).

Figure 2: Hexagonal grid structure in nature and technology.
(honey comb and mobile phone cell structures)
In this contribution, it is intended to discuss this question in more detailed. Therefore,
section 2 presents the formal definition of the hexagon grid building method. After that,
following this; section 3 describes its performance evaluation using a simulation and
section 4 presents possibilities for grid transformations. Section 5 summarizes and
concludes the paper.

2 HexaGrowth-a new Grid-Building Method
2.1 Requirements
As discussed in previous publications as [Be07, BSU09a, BSU09b, SBU09 and SU09],
for rectangular grids also the hexagonal grid structures can be generated from a single,
initial cell, without any global knowledge, predefined coordinate system or cell universe
(as it is used for instance in cellular finite state machines). Nevertheless, it is necessary
to avoid the appearance of holes or overlapping parts during the whole growth process.
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Therefore, all new nodes must be properly connected to all their already existing
neighbors and it must be ensured that later added neighbors can connected to them with
local information (i.e. data from their direct neighbourhood nodes), only. Consequently,
all grid building methods must meet the following requirements for a structure building
method, which have been formulated in [BSU09b]:






The structure must be built fast and with non-complex algorithms.
The structure does not appear in a previously fixed coordinate or cell space system.
It must be easy to repair in case any changes in the network appear.
The algorithm is running locally on each peer and only can use the information
available on this peer and eventually on its neighborhood peers (since global
information is not available).
The generated overhead shall be minimal and the achieved efficiency maximal.

Different to rectangular grids, hexagonal grids offer two principle possibilities for a
building process (see figure 3).

a) 6 peers as corner point of hexagon
b) a center peer represent a full hexagon
Figure 3: Building hexagon based grids
In a first approach, every corner point of a hexagon may be represented by a peer, while
two neighboring hexagons always share two corner peers. Another possibility is
obtained, if a peer represents a whole hexagon. In this case, this peer must be connected
to all its neighbors, what results in 6 neighborhood connections. As it is easy to be seen,
the respective generation method would result in the setup of a grid consisting of
triangles while the hexagon structure is only implicitly present. Therefore, the first
approach is chosen for the algorithm design in the following section.
2.2 The Algorithm
If the basic form of a hexagonal grid pattern is considered, then two different node types
can be found. Figure 4 shows these two types of node, the so-called “A” and “B” nodes
distinguished from the direction of the connections of the edges. Node “A” has three
neighbors, in upper direction two nodes and one neighbor in the lower direction.
Conversely, node “B” (having also 3 neighbors as “A”) has in the upper direction one
and two neighbors in the lower direction (see figure 4a).
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Northwest

South

Northeast

North

Southwest

Southeast

a) 2 node types inside hexagon
b) direction relationship of 2 nodes types
Figure 4: 2 node types in the hexagonal grid and relationship within the structure
As the consequence of that, in the below grid building method two types of nodes (“A”
and “B”) will be used (figure 4b). While nodes of type “A” allow two upper and one
lower neighbor, node “B” allow neighbors in exactly the opposite manner: 2 lower and
only 1 upper neighbor node. In order to allow a concatenation of the nodes in the right
manner, the respective links get names, derived from the compass direction in which the
respective links point. It is clear that in the algorithm




Nodes “A” have 3 neighbors of “B” and also “B” have 3 neighbors of ” A”
A South link of node “A” link can only be connected with a North link of node
“B”
Only Northeast and Southwest as well as Northwest and Southeast links can be
connected with each other.

Figure 5: Overview on the construction mechanisms
Figure 5 shows the main principle of the structure building method. In an initial step, the
so called horizontal, basic growth line is created. This building process starts from the
initial cell and includes a growth to both sides. Alternating, type “A” and type “B” cells
are connected using their southeast-northwest and northeast-southwest connections. As a
result of this building process, the red basic line is created, whose cells later give also the
basic orientation for all growth processes. Each of the cells/nodes of the basic line start
active after its full connected to two neighbours along the horizontal basic line like
“angle” the so called vertical growth processes. In this vertical growth process
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Cells of type “A” create vertical growth lines into the north direction
Cells of type “B” create a vertical growth in south direction
In the north direction, the concatenation north-south followed by northeastsouthwest is used in a repeated manner while in the south direction the same is done
with the sequence south-north and southwest-northeast.

The horizontal and vertical growth processes work independently and parallel from each
other. The more nodes are included in the structure, the higher the parallelity will
become, since more nodes will try to add other nodes to the already existing structure.
In a final process the vertical growth lines must be connected as it can be seen in Fig. 5.
In order to keep the algorithm local (i.e. use only information, which the node itself or its
direct neighbours have) a temporary connection is used, which will be deleted later.
Figure 6 shows the interaction diagram for the respective communication needed among
the different nodes. For simplicity and due to the existing symmetry, only the
interconnection in one direction is considered.
We number the positions along the horizontal growth lines by “k” and the respective
numbers along the vertical growth lines by “r”. Along the basic horizontal line, the
parameter “r” is equal to zero.

Figure 6: Generation of the temporary and permanent interconnections between
the k-th and (k-1)-th vertical growth line
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At the beginning, it is assumed that the (k-1)-th and k-th cells from the horizontal basic
line know each other and the (k-1) cell has communicated the address of its newly
generated cell from the vertical growth line to the neighbour k. Neighbor k may submit
this information to its “child” in the vertical direction (k,1). So the node (k,1) may
connect to (k-1,1) and build up the first temporary connection which is later needed to
communicate the position of (k-1,2) to (k,1) and result in a building of the first
permanent connection finishing the first hexagon in this part.
In general, the algorithm generates alternatingly a temporary and a permanently
connection and finally builds the hexagonal structured. The steps of this algorithm are
the following.


The node on position (k, r) will generate the node (k, r + 1). On the left side, the
node ((k − 1), r) can be found (and its address is known to (k, r)). It will
consequently generate the new node ((k − 1), (r + 1)).
 From the step before, the nodes (k, r) and ((k − 1), r) are already connected by a
horizontal link (In the case of r = 1, the horizontal basic line of course fulfills this
task as described).
 Due to this connection the node (k, r) may obtain the IP address of the node ((k−1),
(r+1)) and communicate this to its new generated node (k, r + 1).
 The latter node can now connect its future neighbor ((k−1), (r+1)) by the use of this
IP address and the new connection may be established.
 Alternating temporary and permanent connections are generated and the generation
of a permanent connection result in a message to remove the before temporary line.
This way, the network construction is also synchronized among the neighbor nodes, i.e.
the network will grow almost equally.

3 Performance Evaluation
3.1 Simulation Setup
To observe how this algorithm performs under real network conditions, P2PNetSim
[RU08] – a distributed network simulator - was utilized. P2PNetSim allows large scale
network simulations and analyse on cluster computers (up to 2 million peers can be
simulated on up to 256 computers). The behaviour of all nodes can be implemented in
Java and then be distributed over the nodes of the simulated network. At simulation
start-up the peers are interconnected small-world-like in order to simulate the typical
physical structure of computers interconnected in the Internet. On top of this structure,
an overlay-network is built using the grid-algorithm. In order to explore the behaviour of
our grid generation algorithm, any search times for new nodes in the P2P system have
not been considered, i.e. a fixed constant time is assumed for that. Thus we avoid any
interference in the duration of the search (fast in the beginning, slower when almost all
nodes of the P2P community are already assembled in the grid) using grid building
algorithm. This is more important, since the parallelity of the growth process is rapidly
increasing with the number of nodes included in the grid.
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3.2 Results
Using the above described setting, several simulations were executed. The most
interesting question is of course, how fast the respective structures are growing, i.e. the
number of nodes included into the hexagonal grid over the time. The second important
question, how many nodes are able to add new nodes within the structure in each time
step. This number of nodes stands in direct relation to the maximal number of parallel
growth processes which may exist.
The authors of this contribution have introduced in [BSU09a, BSU09b and SU09] the
skeleton-, border growth and inheritance growth method. Therefore figure 7 and 8 shows
the respective results in comparison with that one achieved from the previous works.

Figure 7: Nodes included in the structure over time
It is clearly be seen, that the new, hexagon growth method shows a qualitative similar,
fast behavior as all methods developed before. The structure growth is quite fast, i.e.
approximately quadratic with the time (for the simulated 2D grids, figure 7). Since the
hexagonal grid is a more complex structure than a rectangular grid, a faster growth than
the skeleton and borderline growth method could not be expected. The numbers of
growable nodes are to be seen in figure 8.
Although the permanently growing basic horizontal line generates new vertical growth
lines in each step, the number of growable nodes is increased following approximately a
linear time function, only. This can be explained with the synchronization mechanisms
which have been introduced for the construction of the cross connections between the
vertical growth lines. Different to rectangular grids, 3D or n-D hexagonal grids seem not
to have any applications and have not been considered so far. However, various grid
structures may have advantages for different applications and so the question of grid
transformation came up and shall be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 8: Number of growable nodes at the periphery

4 Grid Transformations
A tessellation of a 2D plane can be done with all grids generated so far, no matter if they
are based on rectangles or hexagons.
By simple rules, a transformation from one grid to the other may be possible, if it is
started form a single point in the grid, which can be chosen by a simple setup (using the
underlaying, implicitly generated coordinate system, where the initial cell has the unique
coordinates (0,0)) or voting among the participating.

...........a) hexagon transforms into triangle
b) rectangular transforms into hexagon
Figure 9: Possible grid transformations

The following cases can be of interest:
1.

The transformation from triangular grids to hexagonal grids and vice versa can
easily be done. This simplicity comes from the fact, that a hexagon may be
constructed form 6 triangles by removing the center point/peer of these 6 parts,
while in opposite direction just request the addition and right connection of an
additional node/peer, which might be easily taken from the periphery of the
structure.
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2.

Several rectangular grids may also be easily transferred into hexagonal grids, as the
second part of figure 9 demonstrates. From this picture, it also becomes clear that
both directions of the transformation cannot always be implemented in an easy and
local executable manner.

Random walkers starting from an initial point might be one good realization for the
described transformation and should be considered in later publications.

5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper a new structure building algorithm for hexagonal grids have been
introduced. This method demonstrates that even more complex structures like hexagons
can be built on top of an anarchic grown P2P system with local working algorithms with
a good performance.
The contribution extended and completed the series of publications of the authors on 2D
local structure building mechanism, which mostly have considered rectangular grids. In
addition to the previous works, a performance evaluation for all developed methods has
been presented. Finally, a few grid transformation methods have been introduced. Later
publications will deal with the application of these structures to improve the efficiency
of the routing and search in decentralized P2P systems.
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Abstract: Peer-To-Peer (P2P) networks become more and more present in the consumer area as well as in industrial applications. Especially in the industrial- and the
business area, reliable and scalable protocols are needed, that produce low networkoverhead and react quickly on any network-changes. In this paper a generalization of
the Border-Growth-algorithm is introduced, that improves the network’s scalability, its
connectivity, and decreases its diameter by providing multiple dimensions, rather than
just two of them.
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1

Introduction

Decentralized overlay topologies provide characteristics that cannot be achieved with classical client/server architectures. Due to their completely decentralized architectures they
can provide wide scalability and fault-tolerance [LCP04, SUL04]. However, maintaining
those structures is not trivial. When participants join or leave the network, it has to be ensured that the structure is kept consistent after those operations. This can become a complex task, depending on the complexity of the network’s structure [RFH01, CHORD01,
STRUCT02].
In [STRUCT02] the Border-Growth-Algorithm was introduced. This algorithm builds a
complete, contradiction- and hole-free two-dimensional lattice. Regular lattice-like overlays are very useful for xy-routing based algorithms [RFID07, THERM09, 3DIOS09].
Compared to existing algorithms for overlay structures, like CAN, Chord, Koorde, Pastry
or Tapestry the Border-Growth-Algorithm can manage Join- and Leave operations very
quickly. As long as the lattice is not broken into two distinct clusters, there are always
multiple available paths from any node to another.
This paper aims to improve the scalability of this algorithm by increasing its dimensions
from two to n dimensions. It will be showed that this can be achieved without increasing
the complexity of the growth-algorithm itself. (The complexity of updating a new node’s
neighborhood increases linearly with the dimension n.)
Section 2 provides the requirements and a brief description for the 2D-Border-Growth
algorithm. In section 3 follows a detailed discussion for the new, n-dimensional version,
starting with the motivation in section 3.1 and the modiﬁcations made to the new version
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Figure 1: The rules deﬁned by the two-dimensional Border-Growth-algorithm

in section 3.2 Section 3.3 gives the mathematical description, and section 3.4 gives some
information about the simulation environment that was used to run the algorithm. Section
4 discusses the simulation results and compares them to the results of the two-dimensional
version. Section 5 ﬁnally gives a conclusion and a outlook for further work based in the
new algorithm.

2
2.1

The Border-Growth-Algorithm
Two-Dimensional Border-Growth

This section gives a brief description for the two-dimensional border-growth-algorithm.
The algorithm deﬁnes three node types: The Root Nodes, that reside at a discrete, virtual
coordinate-system’s origin in all quadrants, the Border Nodes that are positioned along
an axis of the virtual coordinate system, and ﬁnally the Inner Nodes that are all nodes,
which are neither Border Nodes nor Root Nodes. The Root Nodes are special cases of the
Border Nodes.
Nodes in the two-dimensional lattice have knowledge about their direct neighbors in north-
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, west-, south-, and east-direction. To simplify the algorithm, and to increase connectivity, all nodes additionally posses links to their direct neighbors in the diagonal directions
northwest, southwest, southeast, and northeast.
The initial state of the structure is illustrated in Fig. 1a): Each quadrant of a virtual,
discrete coordinate system has one Root Node in its origin. A Root- or a Border Node is
allowed to grow along its axis, if it has a neighbor at the other side of the corresponding
axis. This condition is true for the ﬁrst quadrant’s Root Nodes in Fig. 1a and for the ﬁrst
quadrant’s Border Nodes in Fig. 1c.
An Inner Node, a Root Node, or a Border Node can grow away from the coordinate system’s origin, if the position to which it wants to grow already has neighbors into the x- and
y-direction. This condition is fulﬁlled by the Root Node in Fig. 1b and for two of the ﬁrst
quadrant’s Border Nodes in Fig. 1d.
When a new node is accepted as the neighbor of a node in the structure, the new node’s
neighborhood has to be updated. That means that the surrounding nodes need to update
their neighbor-links to accept the new node.
For a detailed mathematical description of this algorithm, refer [BORDER09] and section
3.3 of this paper, which gives a detailed description of the n-dimensional Border-Growth
algorithm. Though some modiﬁcations had to be made to the new version (see section
3.2), the two-dimensional case is just a special case of the n-dimensional structure.

3
3.1

n-Dimensional Border-Growth
Motivation

Though it is easy to replace a failed node within the structure by another (new or existing)
node, such a structure is only able to grow at its borders, which is one reason for why joinoperations are very simple and quick. However, growth-scalability in terms of the ratio of
the number of all nodes and the number of nodes that can grow, decreases with growing
structure size.
In order to lower this effect, the algorithm was modiﬁed in that way, that it grows into
an arbitrary number of dimensions. Increasing the dimensions of the lattice leads to more
advantages: The connectivity of the structure increases, any (inner) node is connected to
2n other nodes, rather than just to 22 = 4 nodes. Therefore there are more possible paths
between any two nodes. Another effect implied by the former one is the reduction of the
structure’s diameter; the paths between any two nodes of the structure becomes shorter in
average.
While the connectivity (which corresponds to the maximum number of neighbors) - and
therefore the complexity for updating the neighborhood of a new node - increases exponentially, the complexity of ﬁnding a potential position for a neighbor stays constant,
independently of the number of dimensions. Even in a n-dimensional grid with n > 2, a
node just has to consider two dimensions to make a decision, if it can grow or not. The two
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dimensions can be selected randomly. A single node gets many more potential positions
into which it can grow. If a node recognizes that it cannot grow considering the two chosen
dimensions, it can just choose other dimensions and check if the growth-rules are fulﬁlled
for these dimensions.

3.2

Modiﬁcations

Some modiﬁcations were to be made to the n-dimensional version of the Border-GrowthAlgorithm. The ﬁrst modiﬁcation is the elimination of diagonal links. Since the number
of those diagonal links grows exponentially with the number of dimensions it would not
be useful to maintain them within a higher dimensional grid. In 5 dimensions there would
be 25 = 32 additional links. The main purpose for doing so was to increase connectivity.
But now, better connectivity is achieved by the higher number of dimensions. The mathematical model was relaunched and generalized and now works without diagonal links at
all.
To simplify the mathematical description of the algorithm, only the positive quadrants
are considered. This makes it necessary to adapt the Border Node growth rule. In the
new version a Border Node does not synchronize with a neighbor-node of the neighborquadrant, but with its neighbor on the other side within the quadrant. The potential growthrate of all nodes is equal, and the growth-behavior it symmetric to the origin, so these
modiﬁcation will not signiﬁcantly change the structure’s qualitative growth behavior.

3.3

The n-Dimensional Border-Growth Algorithm

This section gives a detailed mathematical description of the new n-dimensional bordergrowth-algorithm. Let n ∈ N, n > 1 be the grid’s dimension and t ∈ N0 the discrete time
needed, to clearly identify multiple join-operations that occur at the same time. To refer to
direct and indirect neighbors of a node, linear combinations of normalized unit vectors are
1, if k = i
used: J+ = {j1 , .., jn | ji = (x1 , .., xn ), xk =
} is the set of unit vectors
0, if k = i
along the positive main axes and J− = {−ji | ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n} the set of unit vectors along
the negative main axes. J = J+ ∪ J− is the set of unit vectors along all main axes.
The network itself can be described as a graph G with a vertex-set V, and an edge-set
E. Since the graph describes a network that changes over time, V and E, and therefore
G depend on the discrete time t: G(t) = (V (t), E(t)), E(t) ⊂ V 2 (t). Every vertex
of the graph describes a network-node. The function pos associates a n-dimensional
position to every node v ∈ V (t): pos| V (t) → Nn0 , pos(vi ) = (x1 , ..xn ). The
function N associates a node v ∈ V (t) with a neighbor N (v, ji , t) for each ji ∈ J at
time t. If v does not have a neighbor in ji , then N (v, ji , t) is 0: N | (V (t), J, t) →
neighbor of v in direction ji
V (t) ∪ {0}, N (v, ji , t) =
0, if ∃w ∈ V (t)with pos(v) + ji = pos(w)
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The growth-process starts at t = 0. The only node at start-up is a Root Node v0 residing at
the coordinate-system’s origin. Since v0 is the only node, no neighbor-relationships are established yet: t := 0, V (t) := v0 , E(t) := {}, pos(v0 ) = (0, .., 0). We classify the nodes
that joined the structure into three types. The Root Nodes that reside at the center of the
virtual, discrete coordinate system: V0 (t) = {v0 | v0 ∈ V (t) ∧ pos(v0 ) = 0} The Border
Nodes, that grow along the axes: VB (t) = {vB | vB ∈ V (t)∧pos(vB ) = m∗ ji ∀ji ∈ J+ }
The Inner Nodes, that are all nodes which are neither Root Nodes nor Border Nodes:
VI (t) = {vI | vI ∈ V (t) \ (V0 (t) ∪ VB (t))}
A node that wants to accept a new node, must fulﬁll at least one growth-rule. The nodetype speciﬁes which rules can be used to determine if it can grow, and in which directions
it can grow. There are three growth-rules. For a given node they specify a set of directions
into which this node could grow according to the used rule. All rules contain the basic
condition N (v, j, t) = 0, which ensures that nodes only can grow into directionsj that
are currently free. Root Nodes use the Root-Growth-Rule L0 to determine into which
directions they could grow:
Root-Node-Growth-Rule L0 : Root Nodes can grow into any free positive direction:
L0 (v0 ∈ V0 (t)) = {jk ∈ J+ | N (v0 , jk , t) = 0}. Border-Node-Growth-Rule LB :
A Border Node vB can grow along its positive axis, if the position into which it wants to
grow is free, and if it has a neighbor, which is an Inner Node: LB (vB ∈ VB (t)) = {jk ∈
J+ |(N (vB , jk , t) = 0) ∧ (∃w ∈ V (t), jl ∈ J+ \ {jk } with pos(w) = pos(vB ) + jl ) }
Inner-Node-Growth-Rule LIB : A Border Node vB or an Inner Node vI can grow, if the
position in direction ji is free, and if the new position has a neighbor in at least one further
dimension, which has a common neighbor with the growing node: LIB (vIB ∈ VI ∪VB ) =
{jk ∈ J+ |(N (vIB , jk , t) = 0) ∧ (∃w, z ∈ V (t), jl ∈ J \ {jk , −jk })| (pos(w) =
pos(vIB ) + jl ) ∧ (pos(z) = pos(vIB ) + jl + jk ) } Following these rules it is possible
that a node can accept multiple new nodes at the same time. All possible grow directions
for a node v ∈ V (t) are given by: L(v) = L0 (v) ∪ LB (v) ∪ LIB (v).
It is possible (and for neighboring nodes even likely) that two different nodes v, w want to
grow to the same position at the same time: pos(v) + lj = pos(w) + lk , lj ∈ L(v), lk ∈
L(w). This must be avoided, since it leads to overlapping, inconsistent structures. The
way to do this, is to provide a locking-mechanism. Nodes can be locked. A lock is related
to a certain growth-position. If a node wants to grow into a certain direction, it ﬁrst has
to lock all nodes that belong to the neighborhood of the new position. If at least one node
is already locked by another growing node, the growth process must be canceled. This
locking-mechanism is not part of the mathematical model described here. The simulation
uses a simpliﬁed way to avoid those situations by taking advantage of having a global view
to all nodes that want to grow. See section 3.4 for further details.
Once a node v ∈ V (t) with a join-request from a new node vN has a rule which allows it
to grow into a direction ji ∈ L(v) of an unlocked environment, it will initiate the growth
process. The ﬁrst step of this process is to initiate the new node vX by giving it a position
within the grid: pos(vX ) := pos(v)+ ji . vX has to be added to the graph G(t+1)’s vertex
set. The edge set is appended by two new tuples since all neighbor-links are bidirectional:
V (t + 1) := V (t) ∪ {vX }, E(t + 1) := E(t) ∪ {(v, vX ), (vX , v)}. The neighbor-links
between v and vX have to be established:N (v, ji , t + 1) := vX , N (vX , −ji , t + 1) := v.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the neighborhood-update in a 3d-lattice for a new node vX , that was accepted
by node v in direction ji

Now, the neighbor-links of all nodes in vX ’s neighborhood have to be updated. To make
v ﬁnd these nodes, all neighbors vN of v in all dimensions, except that given by ji are
requested to make their neighbors vN N in direction ji being a neighbor of vX (see Fig. 2):
∀jk ∈ J \ {ji , −ji }|(vN := N (v, jk , t) = 0) ∧ (vN N := N (vN , ji , t) = 0) :
N (vN N , −jk , t + 1) := vX , N (vX , jk , t + 1) := vN N
E(t + 1) := E(t) ∪ {(vN N , vX ), (vX , vN N )}
Summarizing, a node that got a join-request performs the following steps:
• check the rule(s) applicable for this node type.
• if there’s no direction to which to grow, reject or forward join-request, else choose
one possible direction.
• try to lock the environment, which would be involved in the growth-process
• if locking failed, choose another direction and try again.
• if an unlocked environment could be found, lock it. Iif there’s no unlocked environment for any grow-direction, reject or forward join-request.
• perform growth-process (see below) and unlock environment.
The algorithm described here does not yet take any node failures into account. It assumes
’perfect’ nodes and communication channels. Detailed strategies on how to deal with node
failures in real-life networks is part of further work.
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3.4

Simulation

For simulating the 2D-algorithm from [BORDER09] P2PNetSim [P2PNETSIM06], a distributed Java-based network simulator was utilized. A protocol suite for node-(un)locking,
neighborhood establishment, and join requests was implemented. It could directly be used
in real network applications.
To simplify performance- and efﬁciency analysis a much more compact, non-distributed
Java application was provided for the n-dimensional border-growth implementation. It
focuses on the algorithm itself, rather than on ”real-life’s” technical issues. Since the
implementation was intended to be a proof-of-concept, the focus of the implementation
was to provide a quick, stable realization of the algorithm. The implementation makes use
of the fact, that there is a global view on the whole network in the implementation: No local
locking mechanism was implemented. Instead, in each discrete time-step t a data structure
is built that contains lists of those nodes, that want to grow to the same position. From this
list, only one randomly selected node is allowed to grow. From the ’local point of view’,
this would be the node that ﬁrst got the chance to lock the new position’s environment. The
advantage is, that the simulation needs fewer resources and can simulate growth-processes
with millions of nodes on a single machine. Comparisons between this code running with
two dimensions with the 2d-simulation from [6], which uses (un-)locking-protocols show
that there are no qualitative differences between the global and the local way of resolving
conﬂicts. Later versions will be distributed again, and will implement the lock-/unlockprotocol again in order to get closer to a real networking scenario.
Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d show the output of four small simulations with 40 nodes that grew
in two, three, four and ﬁve dimensions. Fig. 3e shows the output of a larger simulation
that built 20.000 nodes into a ﬁve-dimensional lattice. Remember, that, for simplicity, the
algorithm described here, just considers the positive quadrants. The dark lines are the ﬁve
positive axes of the lattice - projected to a two-dimensional circle.

4

Simulation results

Fig. 4 shows the growth-rates in the ﬁrst 100 time steps for simulations with two, three,
four, and ﬁve dimensions. In the simulation of two dimensions the growth-rate has roughly
linear characteristics (notice, that the growth-rate axis has a logarithmic scale.) After 100
time steps the growth-rate is 17 nodes/time-step. The ﬁve dimensional case shows an exponential course which leads to a growth-rate of about 300.000 nodes/time-step after 100
time steps. As expected, the growth-scalability can be strongly improved by increasing the
structure’s dimension. Assuming that the number of nodes and the growth rate follow these
equations: #nodes = a#nodes ∗ tn#nodes and growthRate = agrowthRate ∗ tngrowthRate
The coefﬁcients a and exponents n were computed, based on the simulation data in Fig.
4, as follows: The tables in show that growth-scalability is improved exponentially with
the increasing dimensions, though the fractions of growable nodes decrease with more
dimensions. The nodes’ ability to grow into several dimensions within one time step
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Figure 3: a-d: simulation with 40 nodes in a 2d-, 3d-, 4d- and 5d-lattice, e: simulation with 5
dimensions and 20k nodes

Figure 4: a: growth rate depending on time and dimension
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Figure 5: The diameter (bold graph) and the number of links per node (thin graph) of a network with
1.000 nodes depending on the number of dimensions

a
n

2d
0,269
1,912

3d
0,087
2,869

4d
0,025
3,807

5d
0,006
4,736

a
n

2d
0,563
0,892

3d
0,470
1,729

4d
0,303
2,548

5d
0,169
3,348

Figure 6: left table: growth equation parameters, right table: growth-rate-equation parameters

does obviously not affect the growth-behavior in a positive way. Detailed analysis of
the growth-behavior with increasing dimensions will be subject of further research.
For estimating the network’s diameter it is assumed as a ﬁrst approximation that the structure has a n-dimensional cubic shape, that grow uniformly into each possible direction.
The diameter of a √
network with 1000 nodes depending on the dimension then would be:
diameter(n) = n 1000 (see bold graph in Fig. 5). While the network’s diameter decreases exponentially with the number of dimensions, the number of neighbor-links that
have to be managed by each node, grows only linearly: #links(n) = 2n (thin graph in
Fig. 5).
By providing more than two dimensions a node has multiple directions in which it could
grow within a single time step. Originally it was expected that this will improve growthbehavior especially in higher dimensions. Since this is valid for all nodes, this leads to
the situation that more nodes compete for the same position, which lowers the advantage
of the nodes’ possibilities of multi directional growth. That might be the reason, why the
algorithm can’t really take advantage of this effect. This might change in much later time
steps of the simulation, especially when higher dimensions (> 7) are used.
Beside that there are other factors that hinder growth, the more so as more dimensions
are used. Detailed investigations have to be made to ﬁnd exact formulas to predict the
n-dimensional growth behavior.
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5

Conclusion & Outlook

By increasing the structure’s dimension, the scalability can be signiﬁcantly improved. The
structure’s diameter decreases exponentially. The complexity of the growth-process stays
constant independently of the number of dimensions, the complexity of the update-process
of a new node’s environment increases linear with the number of dimensions. Since there is
no limit for the number of dimensions, topologies with small diameters can be established.
[RFID07] introduces an algorithm that uses EPCs (Electronic Product Codes) to manage
product information in a decentralized network spanning across multiple organizations.
The two-dimensional address-space of such a network is deﬁned by splitting a 28-bit part
of the EPC into two components representing the coordinates in the network. It could be
improved by mapping the 28-bit code to a, for example, seven-dimensional border-growth28
structure. This would result into a network with a diameter of 2 7 = 16.
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Abstract: The aim of this article is to present a methodological approach for problems encountered in structural analysis of web communities. This approach is based
upon the pretopological concepts of pseudoclosure and the searching of equivalent
nodes. The advantage of this approach is that it provides a framework needed to pass
through the actual limits of graph theory modeling. The problem of modeling and understanding web communities is described, then a review of the existing models and
their limits, and we ﬁnish by an example of a structuring algorithm.

1

Introduction

The study of complex networks dynamics is a domain which is still topical, and specially
on the Web communities aspect [JPS02]. These communities continuously evolve in some
evolutionary process starting with just a few individuals and the resulting set of interrelated community members is generally called the social network of a community. While
the number of individuals in a community can grow very fast, the single individual needs
only little information about other individuals to still be able to potentially interact with a
large number (or all) of the community members [JVJ02]. The six degrees of separation
property illustrates this in the case of human communities [DJW98]. Moreover, communities are often characterized by a highly self-organizing behavior.
Computer networks or distributed systems in general may be regarded as communities ;
most obviously, the Internet or Web forms entities that can be characterized as communities. Nowadays, we are able to recover large amount of data on the Web using logs ﬁles in
a lot of well known Web communities such as LinkedIn (professional relations), Second
Life (virtual life game) or political blogs. It is a very important point because of the few
amount of data usually used by sociologists [MNW06]. In this article, we want to analyze
social networks on the Web ; thus, we must focus on two points:
• identifying and working with appropriate datasets: one needs a large, realistic social
network containing a signiﬁcant collection of explicitly identiﬁed groups, and with
sufﬁcient time-resolution that one can track their growth and evolution at the level
of individual nodes.
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• developing new theoretic models to pass through the limits of tools provided until
now and to build a new theoretical one, adapted to real-world networks, and especially in this case, web communities.
First, we will make a review of the existing network models that had been studied many
years ago, in the second part, we propose our own model based on pretopology with an
algorithm and an associated example, then we’ll ﬁnish by a conclusion opening on new
ideas and future work.

2

Limits of tools and theory

2.1

Study of Social Network Analysis

If we would like to represent a social network, we use generally graph theory: sociologists
choose one property (friendship connection, associate connection, ... ) [Deg04] [DV94]
to study despite of the others. In the meantime, networks, not only in social sciences,
are evolving structures and dynamical systems [MNW06]. And graph theory seems to be
not enough complete to represent all the properties of such a complex system. Here is a
review of few deﬁnitions concerning the classical graph theory, followed by a review of
existing models using graph theory, showing that they reached their limits. Next, we will
focus on the extension of this theory: hyper-graphs, that should be an answer to bring new
models, but ﬁnally, we’ll explain later in the article that hyper-graphs are a special case of
pretopology, so they are included into.
2.1.1

Graph Theory

A graph is a mathematical abstraction that is useful for solving many kinds of problems.
We assume the reader familiar with the notions of graph theory, so only a quick review is
presented here. Fundamentally, a graph consists of a set of vertices, and a set of edges,
where an edge is something that connects two vertices in the graph. More precisely, a
graph is a pair (V, E), where V is a ﬁnite set and E is a binary relation on V . V is called
a vertex set whose elements are called vertices. E is a collection of edges, where an edge
is a pair (u, v) with u, v ∈ V . In a directed graph, edges are ordered pairs, connecting
a source vertex to a target vertex. In an undirected graph, edges are unordered pairs and
connect the two vertices in both directions, hence in an undirected graph (u, v) and (v, u)
are two ways of writing the same edge. Here is some few deﬁnitions:
A sub-graph is a subset of a graph G where p is the number of sub-graphs. For instance
G = (v , e ) can be a distinct sub-graph of G. Connection means a set of two nodes as
every node is linked to the other. A Path is a sequence of links that are traveled in the
same direction. For a path to exist between two nodes, it must be possible to travel an
uninterrupted sequence of links. A Chain is a sequence of links having a connection in
common with the other, never mind the direction. The Length of a path is the number of
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links (or connections) in this path. A Cycle refers to a chain where the initial and terminal
node is the same and that does not use the same link more than once is a cycle. A Circuit
is a path where the initial and terminal node corresponds. It is a cycle where all the links
are traveled in the same direction. A graph is symmetrical if each pair of nodes linked in
one direction is also linked in the other. By convention, a line without an arrow represents
a link where it is possible to move in both directions. However, both directions have to be
deﬁned in the graph.
A graph is complete if two nodes are linked in at least one direction. A complete graph
has no sub-graph. A complete graph is described as connected if for all its distinct pairs
of nodes there is a linking chain. Direction does not have importance for a graph to be
connected, but may be a factor for the level of connectivity. If p > 1 the graph is not
connected because it has more than one sub-graph. In a connected graph, a node is an
articulation point if the sub-graph obtained by removing this node is no longer connected.
It therefore contains more than one sub-graph (p > 1).
2.1.2

Models of Networks

A lot of applications are using Internet, and a lot of researchers had tried to model it. We
make here a review of these most famous models, showing that they are not sufﬁcient for
modeling dynamics and structure of real networks, especially web communities, compared
to pretopology. Models using classical graph theory can be isolated in three basic classes:
• Random graphs models
• Small-Worlds models
• Scale-Free models
and in another category:
• Hypergraphs model
Random graphs models In 1959, Erdös and Rényi [PE59] published a seminal article
in which they introduced the concept of a random graph Gn,p . A random graph is simple
to deﬁne. One takes some number N of nodes or vertices and places connections or edges
between them, such that each pair of vertices i, j has a connecting edge with independent
uniform probability p. We show example of such random graph in Fig. 1. This model is
one of the simplest models of a network there is, and is certainly the most studied. The
random graph has become a cornerstone of the discipline known as discrete mathematics,
and many hundreds of articles have discussed its properties. However, as a model of a realworld network, it has some serious shortcomings. Perhaps the most serious is its degree
distribution (poisson distribution), which is quite unlike those seen in most real-world
networks (power-law distribution).
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Figure 1: Erdös & Rényi random graph Gn,p

Molloy & Reed in 1995 [MM95] introduced an example of a mathematically rigorous
treatment of random graphs with arbitrary sequences, breaking the distribution degree
limitation of the original Gn,p model.
Small-world models This model has been introduced ﬁrst by Watts and Strogatz [DJW98]
in 1998 as a simple model of social networks. Although the model has some drawbacks as
a model of a real social network, it provides good intuition about the small-world effect as
well as demonstrating convincingly the utility of statistical physics techniques in the study
of networks. This small-world model (Fig. 2) is motivated by the observation that many
real-world networks show the following two properties:
1. The small-world effect, meaning that most pairs of vertices are connected by a short
path through the network.
2. High clustering meaning that there is a high probability that two vertices should
connect directly to one another if they have another neighboring vertex in common.
Kleinberg [Kle00] proposed another kind of small-world belonging to the domain of
search networks. In his model, vertices are connected together on a regular lattice, and
a low density of long-range shortcuts are added between randomly chosen vertices (Fig.
3). His greedy algorithm ﬁnds a random target from a random starting point in time polylogarithmic in the lattice size. His model is mainly used for navigation rather than for
structural and dynamic purpose.
Scale-free Networks models Several of the articles about the models described previously focus on the observed degree distributions of real networks, ﬁnding that for a number
of systems, including citation networks, the World Wide Web, the Internet, and obviously
certain social networks, the degree distribution approximates a power law [MNW06]. The
identiﬁcation of networks with power-law degree distributions has generated a very large
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Figure 2: Watts & Strogatz Small-world

Figure 3: Kleinberg Small-world
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number of publications on such networks, scale-free networks as they are widely called, a
term introduced by Barabási and Albert [ALB99] in 1999.
Efforts at constructing models of scale-free networks have taken network research in new
direction. Previous models, such as the random graphs and small-world models do not
have power-law degree distributions. Barabási offered a simple generative mechanism
called preferential attachment that created networks with a power-law degree distribution,
where a new node has a higher probability to connect an existing node with a high degree
(Fig. 4). The idea is interesting but the resulting graph is a tree, a non realistic structure
for real-world networks.

Figure 4: Scale-free network

Hypergraphs In mathematics, a hypergraph is a generalization of a graph, where edges
can connect any number of vertices. Formally, a hypergraph is a pair (X, E) where X
is a set of elements, called nodes or vertices, and E is a set of non-empty subsets of X
called hyperedges. Therefore, E is a subset of P(X)\{∅}, where P(X) is the power set
of X. While graph edges are pairs of nodes, hyperedges are arbitrary sets of nodes, and
can therefore contain an arbitrary number of nodes.
A hypergraph is also called a set system or a family of sets drawn from the universal set
X. Hypergraphs can be viewed as incidence structures and vice versa. Unlike graphs, hypergraphs are difﬁcult to draw on paper, so they tend to be studied using the nomenclature
of set theory rather than the more pictorial descriptions (like ’trees’,’forests’ and ’cycles’)
of graph theory. (Fig. 5)
A transversal or hitting set of a hypergraph H = (X, E) is a set T ⊂ X that has nonempty
intersection with every edge. The transversal hypergraph of H is the hypergraph (X, F )
whose edge set F consists of all transversals of H. Computing the transversal hypergraph
has applications in machine learning and other ﬁelds of computer science.
A hypergraph H is called k − unif orm or a k − hypergraph if every edge has cardinality k. A graph is just a 2 − unif orm hypergraph. The degree d(v) of a vertex v is
the number of edges that contain it. H is k − regular if every vertex has degree k. Let
V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } and E = {e1 , e2 , . . . em }. Every hypergraph has an n × m
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incidence matrix A = (aij ) where
aij =

1
0

if vi ∈ ej
otherwise

The transpose At of the incidence matrix deﬁnes a hypergraph H ∗ = (V ∗ , E ∗ ) called the
dual of H, where V ∗ is an m − element set and E ∗ is an n − element set of subsets of
V ∗ . For vj∗ ∈ V ∗ and e∗i ∈ E ∗ , vj∗ ∈ e∗i if and only if aij = 1. The dual of a uniform
hypergraph is regular and vice-versa. Considering duals often leads to discoveries.
v2

v1

v3

e1

e3

v6
v10

v4

v5
v7

e2
v9
v8

e4

Figure 5: Hypergraph

Hypergraph is a better tool than classic graph to model social networks. We will see in
the continuation of this article that hypergraph can be represented with pretopology theory
using a certain space. In fact, hypergraph is a particular case of pretopological space.

2.1.3

Why pretopology ?

They are several reasons to make a new network model using pretopology: the models
using graph theory have non adequate properties. First, we can’t dissociate links: oriented
or not, they are all the same. If we want to use n different relations between nodes, we
have to construct n different graphs, that is not very practical. Second, all the models using
graph theory presented previously have their weakness compared to real networks. Third,
the relation are from a node to another, so we can’t have relations between a group of node
and a node (for example). Hypergraphs should have been the answer but we’ll see that it’s
only a particular case of pretopology. Where others models fail, pretopology theory can
bring a real answer.
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2.2

Tools for Social Network Analysis

A lot of tools for social network analysis exist. Here is a few :
• StOCNET is a project that builds an advanced software system for statistical social
network analysis. The software for StOCNET has been developed in collaboration
between software engineers of Science Plus and the researchers who contributed the
programs that are included in StOCNET.
• UCINET is a comprehensive program for the analysis of social networks and other
proximity data. The program contains dozens of network analytic routines.
• Pajek (Slovenian: spider) is a software for large network analysis which is free for
non-commercial use.

Figure 6: Screenshot of Pajek software

In this softwares, two problems come conﬁrm the problematic described in the introduction:
• The real data sets used here are based on investigations next to the persons (in most
cases). This method to collect data is expensive, tedious and can be composed of
errors (human behavior is not necessarily natural during investigation).
• The theory used is the graph theory which is not the best to represent social networks.

3

Analysis of Structure using Pretopology

The analysis of web communities is a complex task: most of the scientiﬁc works and
studies in sociology use only description to deﬁne the behavior of such networks. Analytic
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tools able to reconstruct this networks are nonexistent and that’s a domain in which there
is a lot of requests.
In order to answer this problem, we apply the concepts of pseudoclosure and minimal
closed subsets that have been developed in pretopological theory. Pretopology allows the
study of parts family of a set to put the obviousness of their structural quality, links, and
evolutions. Therefore, dynamic structure of the network can be examined step by step (not
feasible with classical topology) for a better understanding [Bel93].
To have interesting results, we propose to apply the theory to a known web community
because of its huge amount of data and of the easiness to recover it: LinkedIn.

3.1

Pretopology Theory

Let us consider a non-empty ﬁnite set E, and P(E) designates all of the subsets of E.
3.1.1

Pretopological space

Deﬁnition 3.1 A pretopological space is a pair (E, a) where a is a map a(.) : P(E) →
P(E) called pseudo-closure (Fig. 7) and deﬁned as follows : ∀A, A ⊆ E the pseudoclosure of A, a(A) ⊆ E such that :
• a(∅) = ∅

(P1 )

• A ⊆ a(A)

(P2 )

The pseudo-closure is associated to the dilation process. Thus, a(.) can be applied on a
set A in sequence, so as to model expansions : A ⊂ a(A) ⊂ a2 (A) ⊂ ... . That means
we could follow the process step by step, which is not possible with topology. Using the
pseudoclosure, we can directly model the proximity concept, very useful for aggregation
process.

a(A)
A

Figure 7: Pseudoclosure of A

We need a taxonomy leading to a better choice of tools, so we have to deﬁne a space. The
VS type is the most useful for our problem.
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3.1.2 V, VD , and VS Pretopological spaces
Deﬁnition 3.2 A V pretopological space (E, a) is deﬁned by :
∀A, B ⊆ E, A ⊂ B ⇒ a(A) ⊂ a(B)
Deﬁnition 3.3 A VD pretopological space (E, a) is deﬁned by :
∀A, B ⊆ E, a(A ∪ B) = a(A) ∪ a(B)
Deﬁnition 3.4 A VS pretopological space (E, a) is deﬁned by :
∀A ⊆ E, a(A) =

a({x})
x∈A

3.1.3 Closure
Deﬁnition 3.5 A ∈ P (E) is closed if and only if : A = a(A)
The closure of A ∈ P (E) is the smallest closed subset containing A, noted F (A) or FA .
3.1.4 Connectivities
We deﬁne χ − connectivity to designate one of the following connectivity:
Deﬁnition 3.6 Connectivity
Let (E, a) a V pretopological space.
(E, a) is connected iff ∀C ⊂ E and C = ∅,
F (C) = E or F (E − F (C)) ∩ F (C) = ∅
Deﬁnition 3.7 Strong Connectivity
Let (E, a) a V pretopological space.
(E, a) is strongly connected iff ∀C ⊂ E and C = ∅,
F (C) = E
Deﬁnition 3.8 Unilateral Connectivity
Let (E, a) a V pretopological space.
(E, a) is unilaterally connected iff ∀C ⊂ E and C = ∅,
F (C) = E or ∀B ⊂ E and B = ∅, B ⊂ E − F (C) ⇒ C ⊂ F (B)
Deﬁnition 3.9 Hyper Connectivity
Let (E, a) a V pretopological space.
(E, a) is hyper connected iff ∀C ⊂ E and C = ∅,
F (C) = E or ∃B ⊂ E and B = ∅, B ⊂ E − F (C) ⇒ C ⊂ F (B)
Deﬁnition 3.10 Apo-Connectivity
Let (E, a) a V pretopological space.
(E, a) is apo-connected iff ∀C ⊂ E and C = ∅,
F (C) = E or ∀B ⊂ E and B = ∅, B ⊂ E − F (C) ⇒ F (C) ∩ F (B) = ∅
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3.2

Social Network deﬁnition with Pretopology

A social network is a social structure made of nodes (which are generally individuals or
organizations) that are tied by one or more speciﬁc types of binary or valued relations
[Deg04].
In pretopology, we can generalized this deﬁnition by saying that a network is a pretopologies family on a given set E [DV94].
Deﬁnition 3.11 Let E be a set.
Let I a countable family of indexes.
Let {ai , i ∈ I} a family of pretopologies on E.
The family of pretopological spaces {(E, ai ), i ∈ I} is a network on E.
This deﬁnition changes concepts of network models known until now. Take for example
a VS pretopological space with entities having binary relations between them. We can
redeﬁne the notion of arc in graph theory by this formalism: there is an arc between {x}
and {y} if and only if : {y} ⊂ a({x}) (Fig. 8).

Figure 8: Concept of arc using pretopology

3.3

Equivalent nodes search

We propose in this part what we could call a direct application of the pretopology theory
cited previously. In sociology, the problem of equivalences between nodes is well known.
In mathematics terms, this problem refers to a classiﬁcation problem on discrete data
represented in a graph [DV94]. What are the objectives of ﬁnding equivalent nodes ?
• to bring together nodes with similar behaviors, meaning substitutable nodes regarding of their position in the structure.
• to reduce graph by assimilating substitutable nodes and by keeping inter-groups
relations.
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3.3.1

Deﬁnitions

First, we have to redeﬁne what is an articulation point and what is a weak point with
pretopology:
Deﬁnition 3.12 Articulation point (PA)
Let (E, a) a V pretopological space.
Let A ⊂ E with non-empty A and A a χ − connected subspace of (E, a).
Let b ∈ A.
b is an articulation point of A in (E, a) iff (A − {b}, aA−{b} ) is not a χ − connected
subspace of (E, a).
Remark: If A = {b}, then b is not an articulation point of A in (E, a).
Deﬁnition 3.13 Articulation point with order k (PAk)
Let (E, a) a V pretopological space.
Let A ⊂ E with non-empty A and A a χ − connected subspace of (E, a).
Let b ∈ A with b articulation point of A in (E, a).
Let k positive integer not null.
b is an articulation point of k order of A in (E, a) iff the smallest of the biggest χ −
connected subspace of (A − {b}, aA−{b} ) has a cardinal equal to k.
Deﬁnition 3.14 Weak point (PF)
Let (E, a) a V pretopological space.
Let A ⊂ E with non-empty A and A a χ − connected subspace of (E, a).
Let c ∈ A.
c is a weak point of A in (E, a) iff ∃ b ∈ A − {c}, b articulation point of A of order 1 in
(E, a), and {c} the biggest χ − connected singleton subspace of (A − {b}, aA−{b} ).

3.3.2

Method

For each biggest χ − connected subspace, decomposing space allows to determine ”layers” of equivalent nodes. For each class created, the algorithm brings together the biggest
χ − connected singleton subspace into one class, and continues decomposing of each
biggest non-singleton subspace. This decomposition consists in searching ”layers” of
weak points, then in assembling articulation points of order 1 not classiﬁed yet, and so
on (searching weak points...).
When there is no longer weak points neither articulation points of order 1, the algorithm
brings together in one class all articulation points not classiﬁed before searching again
weak points.
The algorithm stops if there is no more articulation points not classiﬁed (the rest part is
said not decomposable). Here, the analysis is made from periphery to center.
The formalism of the decomposition and the formal deﬁnition of equivalency are not presented here because of their heaviness mathematical writing but can be found in [DV94].
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3.3.3

Algorithm

We use χ − C SEP notation to deﬁne notion of biggest χ − connected subspace.
Deﬁnition 3.15 Algorithm
Choose a (E, a) a V pretopological space
Decompose (E, a) in χ − C SEP
Classify together the χ − C singleton SEP
Consider χ − C non-singleton SEP set
While the χ − C non-singleton SEP set is not empty Do
Consider one of the χ − C SEP
Take off this χ − C SEP from the χ − C SEP set
Search the P A, P A1, and P F of this χ − C SEP
If P F set is non-empty
Then Classify together the P F
Else
If the found P A1 set in this χ − C SEP is
non-empty
Then Classify together this P A1
Else
If the found P A set in this χ − C SEP
is non-empty
Then Classify together this P A
Else Classify together remaining nodes
of the χ − C SEP
Consider the result subspace of χ − C SEP after
removing classiﬁed nodes
Notate (A, aA ) this subspace
Decompose (A, aA ) in χ − C SEP
If the χ − C non-singleton SEP set of
(A, aA ) is not empty
Then
Classify together the χ − C singletons
SEP of (A, aA )
Add each χ − C non-singleton SEP obtained
with the χ − C non-singleton SEP set
End While

3.3.4

Example

Taking a small part of LinkedIn personal network (44 nodes), we applied the equivalence
algorithm (Fig. 9). In this example, we ﬁnd two relevant clusters, and seventeen nodes
which are alone. When we have a look on the data, people in the same cluster have some
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properties in common, like formation in the same establishment, which makes sense to
group them together. Standards methods to make such a structure are not efﬁcient (reduced graph for instance).

Figure 9: Equivalence algorithm using small part of LinkedIn network

4

Future Works

As shown in previous chapter, we use pretopology theory to build powerful network analysis tools. Next step is to apply theory to a bigger dataset of LinkedIn. LinkedIn is an
online network of more than 10 million experienced professionals from around the world,
representing 130 industries. When you join, you create a proﬁle that summarizes your
professional accomplishments. Your proﬁle helps you ﬁnd and be found by former colleagues, clients, and partners. You can add more connections by inviting trusted contacts
to join LinkedIn and connect to you. Your network consists of your connections, your
connections’ connections, and the people they know, linking you to thousands of qualiﬁed
professionals.
If I have speciﬁcs qualiﬁcations and I want to reach the boss of a corporation who is
an articulation person of the network for instance, I have to isolate certain parts of this
network and tools using pretopology are very useful for this kind of tasks.
We want to answer question such as how is it possible to determine that a node is a “strong”
node of the network ? We have to go deeper in investigation to study the behavior of a such
social network, by creating new formal methods and algorithms for a better understanding
of structure and dynamics of web communities.
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Abstract: OpenAdap.net is an Open Source project aimed at breaking the barriers
existing in the ﬂow of data access and data processing. The infrastructure will make
possible the dissemination of resources like knowledge, tools or data, their exposure
to evaluation in ways that might be unanticipated and hence support the emergence
of communities of users around a speciﬁc domain. The architecture is designed by
analogy with a virtual distributed operating system in which the dynamic resources
are presented as ﬁles in a structured virtual ﬁle system featuring ownership and access permissions. OpenAdap.net will be open to exploitation during Q3 2006 by
networked organisations and alliances taking into account the vital issue of Internet
security and privacy.

1

Introduction

The information circulating in the Cyberspace generates a historically unprecedented richness for sharing knowledge and methods of data processing. The software published at Internet in one instance becomes available for the whole society worldwide. However, most
of the latest processing and analysis tools developed and provided by research laboratories
and businesses are based on speciﬁc software and computer platforms.
The current situation generates a lag until these contributions become known within the
same ﬁeld of competence and restrict severely their availability, in particular for crossfertilization application in other ﬁelds. This delay may provoke the re-invention of methods for data processing and, more generally, the re-discovery of the same knowledge. At
the societal scale this delay inhibits the development of added-value activities originating from sharing the knowledge and generates repeated unnecessary expenses and even,
erroneous applications. The societal beneﬁts in terms of business developments, market
diversiﬁcation and creation of employment generated by the fast circulation and ease of
access to the results of the Human Genome Project illustrate the interest in developing an
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open and dynamic adaptive network for resource sharing with emergent properties within
the Information Society.
Our project is aimed at breaking the barriers existing in the ﬂow of data access and data
processing increasing the overall cost of information processing and restricting its availability to developing countries, by avoiding re-invention of existing software and save time
and expenses by the whole society and even prevent incorrect applications. The ability to
evaluate and to ﬁnd the best available solution to a given problem may have signiﬁcant
impact on areas such as economics, physics, environmental sciences, meteorology, and
health. By adopting the best available method of analysing a set of data, it is possible to
test alternative solutions and choose the best from its overall performance.
In the construction industry, which is playing an important role measured by investments
in all economical systems, even small enhancements will make resources available to other
purposes. Reduction of the energy consumption during the whole lifecycle of a building
will decrease pollution and save money. By setting up an environment where people are
used to working with state of the art technical solutions, companies throughout the World
will be forced to increase their competitiveness work in a completeness way.
We envision the emergence of communities of users sharing resources like knowledge,
tools, data, etc. for their speciﬁc domain. The key to this vision is the development of a
sharing architecture that is independent of a speciﬁc type of information: OpenAdap.net.
Through programs like web portals and standalone applications interacting with the system, the community will share the set of tools that each of these domains typically use
through members contributions.
Individual users of OpenAdap.net can be classiﬁed as either contributors of shared resources, or end-users of such. People who develop and provide new methods of data
analyses are able to share their contribution and people interested in processing their own
data or access data stored elsewhere (e.g. in a community database) can extract the results
of their analysis. In addition to individual use, OpenAdap.net is open to exploitation by
networked organisations and alliances, by providing an infrastructure with which they can
share and integrate resources and develop new business solutions and opportunities.
The philosophy behind OpenAdap.net is that users privacy is as important as contributors
traceability. We believe that information sent by an end-user for manipulation by a contributors resource should be anonymized, despite the fact that all the transactions are identiﬁed
and that the activity is tracked like in any computer system (not to mention the web). In
contrast, meta-information concerning the contributed resource like program authorship
and version number should be made available to the end-user, as a mark of diligence to the
contributor, but also to point the responsibilities in the information processing chain and
enhance quality assessment and reproducibility. Each task submitted to the system will be
returned to the submitter with a record attesting where the information travelled, which
processes were applied and who was responsible for the computers and the programs.
By sharing a program and the computer running it, for example, contributors will keep
complete control over their authorship as well as the source and binary codes for the software. At the same time, they will be responsible for maintaining and checking the quality
of the results that the community will use and validate. From the viewpoint of contribu-
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tors, OpenAdap.net makes possible the dissemination of resources, and their exposure to
application and evaluation by a broader users community. The support for broader evaluation of programs and data sets is particularly important in the research arena, as is the
ability of other researchers to reproduce computational results.
In a second step, OpenAdap.net will become an environment where new techniques and
methodologies will gain access to a wide range of users, possibly beyond the direct community boundaries to the adjacent domains. The system allows the dissemination of resources across domains in ways that might be unanticipated by the original contributor.
For example a solution developed by experts in the ﬁeld of medical statistics could permeate to the ﬁeld of botany, and become a key tool in the analysis of tree distributions. In
this way, OpenAdap.net supports transdisciplinarity by breaking current boundaries to
resource sharing.
The OpenAdap.net project is not directly aimed at the production of new methods of
analysis, but the platform helps the community to aggregate their already existing tools by
dynamically composing new information processing chains using the output of existing
programs as the input to others, thus opening the way to cross-fertilization and serendipity.

2

Architecture

OpenAdap.net stands in the area of complexity and aims at providing a distributed environment where tools of all kinds (applications, data, knowledge, etc.) can be accessed
transparently via the Internet. At this time, three architectures are used in this ﬁeld: Grid,
Web-services (WS), and Peer-to-Peer (P2P). The peculiar strongholds of these architectures are brieﬂy described here and synthesized in Table 1.
Grid: Each user has a large dataset to manipulate with one application distributed on a
set of computers. The problem addressed by the Grid is to distribute the processing of
large data sets. The required application is copied to distinct computers over a network
with each treating a portion of the data. The results are recomposed from all the partial
results at the end of the treatment. End-users have control on both data and applications,
but little information on remote execution hosts.
Web Services: Many users exploit the same services permanently provided through a centralized authority. Web Services provide a secured and controlled access to applications,
usually to collaborators in the same company or institution. The goal is to provide distributed access to the same references, databases or applications. The system is articulated
around a repository where the service interfaces are published in a self-contained form.
The architecture is rather static, as services seldom change and are expected to be permanently available. End-users have no control over the applications and little information on
remote execution hosts.
P2P: Many users exchanging pieces of data in an unsupervised way. P2P (peer-to-peer)
systems address the data-sharing problem. Copies of the applications installed on endusers computers keep open connections from one computer to peers, forwarding queries
and results back and forth until a match is found somewhere on the network. The ar-
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Grid
WS
P2P
OAN

Data
treatment
istribution
×

Hardware
resource
allocation
×
×

Hidden
execution
hosts
×
×

Application
sharing

Published
application
interface

×

×

×

×

×

×
×
×

Data
sharing

Highly
dynamic
system

Transparent
user/resource
connection

×
×

×
×

×

Table 1: Comparison of OpenAdap.net with the other approaches over Internet.

chitecture is open and competing implementations coexist on a self-organized network.
End-users have control over their data and information on the peer hosts. It is interesting to note that end-users tolerate incredibly poor service quality and that this architecture
raises social as well as technical issues.
OpenAdap.net (OAN) falls somewhere between these three architectures exploiting several of their interesting aspects, but with the intention to address a two-way problem: To
provide to a community of users in the same domain a means to interchange their resources
in an open, dynamic and secured way and to provide to a community of users the access
to the exploitation of information processing solutions contributed by users belonging to
other communities. End-users have control over their data, but do not need to manage the
resources, nor do they have complete information on remote execution hosts. Collaboration within the OpenAdap.net network allows the dynamic integration of these resources,
possibly yielding new or previously unexpected composite resources. This can be summarized as follows: Many users interchanging resources (data, applications, knowledge,
) dynamically provided by interconnected domain-oriented brokers.
end-user computer
web browser

end-user computer
OAN-aware
application

application server
<<access>>

<<bind>>

web portal

<<bind>>
<<bind>>

broker server

contributorʼs computer
OAN worker

RDBMS
<<call>>

end-user PDA
OAN-aware
application

OAN broker
<<access>>

<<bind>>

program
A

<<call>>
program
B

Figure 1: Deployment diagram for the OpenAdap.net components. Boxes represent different computers, rectangles represent processes, and arrows represent inter-process communications over Internet.

OpenAdap.net is a distributed system composed by three types of interconnected compo-
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nents: brokers, workers and OAN-aware applications (see Figure 1). A broker is a process
permanently running on a server in charge of managing a community of users and dispatching tasks and results on their behalf. Workers are processes shared by community
members in charge of giving secured distant access to contributed resources like programs
or data. OAN-aware applications are pieces of software (standalone applications, web portals, command line tools, etc.) providing access for an end-user to the community shared
resources through identiﬁed connections to a broker.
The components are running on a network of computers, each of them deﬁned by their
speciﬁc CPU architecture, operating system (OS), amount of memory and available programs. Their resources are partially shared in a dynamic way. OpenAdap.net is designed
by analogy with a virtual distributed OS in which all the resources are presented in a structured virtual ﬁle system. Using this high-level paradigm, resources are assigned to ﬁles
in the ﬁle system tree. Security is enforced through ownership and access permissions
deﬁned on a per-ﬁle basis. OpenAdap.net goes beyond a traditional OS as the conﬁguration is highly volatile. The ﬁle system structure and contents are the result of the constant
runtime aggregation of several sources of information: the user database, the inter-process
message queues status, the worker status, etc. A dedicated URL name scheme (oan://)
will be proposed to identify each ﬁle in a transparent and interoperable way.
The Java 2 Platform was chosen for the implementation of the project, based on portability and platform neutrality requirements. Brokers, workers and OAN-aware applications
are loosely coupled, distributed components that asynchronously communicate through a
message-oriented middleware (MOM) as deﬁned by the Java Message Service (JMS) API.
The use of established industrial standards such as JMS allowed reusing existing Open
Source software as a starting point for the project. It can also be expected that JMS implementations available for other platforms will allow applications written by third parties to
connect to OpenAdap.net brokers and interoperate seamlessly.
Internally, brokers are responsible for decomposing and routing end-user tasks to appropriate workers for execution. A key element in the next stage of development consists in
making brokers adaptive and dynamically interconnected into an OpenAdap.net network
(like a neuronal network). The requests for resources will be processed and dispatched
among the components of the system following a set of learning rules dynamically modifying the routing according to, for example, the computing load generated by speciﬁc
tasks, availability of the resources, or the number of accesses. The rules themselves will
evolve and optimize in an unsupervised manner, thus allowing the emergence of unexpected dynamics. In that sense, the required negotiation between brokers (and workers)
may be compared to agent interaction. The OpenAdap.net network will also be able
to self-adapt via learning processes derived from neural and artiﬁcial life learning. Such
learning might result in new broker-broker connections, reassessments of the value of such
connections, specialisation or generalisation or broker behaviour, etc.
The adaptive and behavioural models for the broker implementation represent major innovations of the OpenAdap.net project. This is deﬁnitely a novelty and a plus to the
existing architectures for distributed environments like grids and web services that points
out the project expected income to the networked computing ﬁeld. We believe that SMEs
and research institutions will be interested in developing novel interdisciplinary solutions
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associated to the psychological and technological aspects of evolvable simulation tools,
the psychological environment of remote user support and the formal aspects of artiﬁcial
processing in resource-sharing.
We also expect to interface OpenAdap.net with established distributed systems like grids
and clusters. For that purpose, speciﬁc workers will be developed to provide OpenAdap.net
to Condor or Portable Batch System (PBS) interfaces.
Pushing existing paradigms like neuronal network inspired learning rules for the adaptable
information processing or the operating system paradigm for the overall communication
layout, and the lessons learned for 10 years on the self, dynamically, openly organized
content on the web are key aspects of the OpenAdap.net philosophy and architecture
for resource sharing. Besides, OpenAdap.net is an Open Source project designed as an
open architecture. Anyone is invited to contribute their own enhancements to the system,
via a set of libraries and tools provided by the consortium. Such an initiative is aimed at
increasing the impact of the project with all the contributions that competent contributors
will imagine and realize within their speciﬁc domains.

3

Applications

In the last few years, we have been developing, running and testing a prototype for OpenAdap.net. The concept proof and feasibility have been checked. In the last few months,
we have been re-implementing the project from scratch based on the experience we have
acquired with the prototype. OpenAdap.net being an Open Source project released under
the GPL and LGPL licences, contributions are welcomed from developers and interested
professionals. This is encouraged by the availability of publicly accessible development
tools like a version control system, mailing lists and a bug tracker. There is enough experience on the impact of such coordinated and distributed development scheme on the quality
of the resulting software to embrace it.
During the prototyping phase, the need appeared to have a portable and user-friendly tool
that could provide a fast glimpse on the numerical output of unrelated programs. We
searched for a generic front-end for plotting a wide range of graphics obtained through the
web, and none could be found that was able to run on multiple platforms without requiring
complicated installation procedures, and capable of producing journal-quality graphics
output for free. XY-Viewer is a Java application that is being developed for that purpose as
a by-product of the main project, featuring a dedicated XML data format. This standalone
application can be launched directly from the OpenAdap.net portal to visualize ﬁles in
the appropriate format that can be produced with the help of libraries made available to
interested contributors in C and Java under the LGPL licence.
A particular exploitation of the project is the development of web portals tailored to the
needs of end-user communities centred on speciﬁc domains, possibly by SMEs. Communities will appear ﬁrst in the domains of competence of the consortium partners. These
early adopters will constitute real-life case studies that will assess the validity of the concepts and the usability of the implementation before a broader diffusion. The prototype
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has already attracted a few individuals from different research groups to cooperate and
share resources in the domain of multivariate time series analysis.
In the future, we expect to give rise to synergies within and between both new and existing
communities. The identiﬁcation of such communities will necessitate further developments such as community speciﬁc ontologies and benchmark ﬁle repositories. Users will
be invited to contribute resources, articles, benchmark data, and to build the domain ontology with the initial help of OpenAdap.net consortium.
Interactions with Publishers and Editors could have an incredible impact on the way scientiﬁc dissemination, including visualization, is performed, mainly by facilitating peer
review in refereed publications and for results comparison and validation for peer scientiﬁc readers. Such interactions could be envisioned once the OpenAdap.net system will
be fully available to the scientiﬁc community and should be encouraged. One major impact on the scientiﬁc community could be obtained by attracting well known scientiﬁc
editors to encourage the scientiﬁc authors to provide source data to the community repositories, and to share their methods through an OpenAdap.net broker, hence promoting
reproducibility of results and direct peer review of the published article methodologies
and results by the readers.
Citizens of less favoured countries will have access to all shared OpenAdap.net resources
with a basic Internet connection, thus beneﬁting from the knowledge transfer and available
assets, and contributing back to the community with their own approaches and resources.
The outcome of the expected cross-fertilization is unpredictable. Side effects are expected
on the quality and harmonization of the resource documentation, as an important effort is
dedicated to the elaboration of tools to enhance them.

4

Conclusion

This paper has presented the main features of OpenAdap.net, which is an intelligent
network infrastructure supporting the use of shared resources, such as data, knowledge,
tools, expertise, etc. aimed at providing the most advanced tools for data analysis and
manipulation to a broad audience over Internet. Individual users can be classiﬁed as either
contributors of shared resources, or end-users of such. OpenAdap.net will be open to
exploitation by networked organisations and alliances taking into account the vital issue
of Internet security and privacy.
The ability to tackle a scientiﬁc problem from a new perspective relies on both the past experience and new skills adopted by an individual. The OpenAdap.net project is based on
the collaboration between information scientists, electronic engineers, computer scientists
and neuroscientists having diverse scientiﬁc interests and very specialized backgrounds.
We feel that such a transdisciplinary approach is a necessary way for the achievement of
real advances in producing impacts in the Information Society Technologies.
The OpenAdap.net infrastructure makes possible the dissemination of resources, and
their exposure to application and evaluation across domains in ways that might be unanticipated. Simulation processing tools issued from physical sciences could permeate to study
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problems as different as the dynamics of societal interactions, linguistic analyses, crops
forecast, trafﬁc congestions, and life sciences. OpenAdap.net is aimed at breaking current boundaries to resource sharing and hence supports transdisciplinarity. End-users are
provided with the ability to browse and apply shared resources, and dynamically compose
and integrate existing resources to leverage new research insights.
OpenAdap.net brokers are responsible for dynamically decomposing and routing enduser tasks to appropriate resource sharers for execution. The negotiation between brokers (and workers) is inspired by the way how the brain processes information. When
completed, the OpenAdap.net project network will be able to self-adapt via learning
processes that could give rise to modiﬁable broker-broker connections, specialisation or
generalisation of broker behaviour, etc. The nonlinear dynamics that will emerge from our
approach makes OpenAdap.net closer to the complexity of a living organism.
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An Improved Hwang-Lee-Tang Remote User
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Sheikh Ziauddin
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Abstract: In this paper, we present a secure and efﬁcient remote authentication scheme
by improving Hwang-Lee-Tang’s scheme. The security of our scheme is based on the
onewayness and collision-resistance properties of the hash functions being used. The
proposed scheme is able to withstand all commonly known attacks against remote authentication schemes. In addition, the scheme does not store a password table on the
server, provides mutual authentication between the user and the server, does not reveal user’s password to the server, allows the user to freely choose a password of her
choice, and allows the user to change her password by running a simple protocol with
the server.

1

Introduction

The classic technique for remote authentication is based on users’ passwords. With the
passage of time, it has been realized that the use of password alone is not enough from the
security point of view because the typical human-selected passwords have low entropy.
Therefore, in modern times, many attempts have been made to build two-factor secure
remote authentication systems by combining the passwords and the smart cards [CW93,
CH93, HL00, Sun00, LHY02, HLT02, CJT02, SLH03a, AL03, CLH04, LKY04, YRY05,
LC05].
Lamport [Lam81] was the ﬁrst one to propose a remote user authentication scheme. In his
scheme, a table of passwords is maintained on the server for users’ veriﬁcation. The major
drawback of his scheme is that if the server is compromised, the secret passwords of all
the users are disclosed. Subsequently, many password authentication schemes have been
presented that do not rely on veriﬁcation tables stored on the server. Sun [Sun00] presented
a two-factor authentication scheme using a password and a smart card. Unfortunately,
their scheme provides only uni-directional authentication from the user to the server. In
addition, the user’s password is known to the server and the scheme does not allow the user
to change her password. Hwang, Lee, and Tang [HLT02] presented a scheme that allows
for user’s password change but no veriﬁcation check is conducted before committing the
password change. Chien et al. [CJT02] proposed another password authentication scheme
using hash functions. Their scheme also suffers from the problems of password being
known to the server and having no password change option. Lee et al. [LKY04] and
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Yoon et al. [YRY05] later presented their respective schemes but they also suffer from the
problem of user’s password revealed to the server. In addition, in [LKY04], no veriﬁcation
check is performed before password change and in [YRY05], it is easy to retrieve the
password if the smart card is stolen.
In addition to the above hash function-based schemes, another research direction is to
use public key cryptography for remote authentication [YS99, FLZ02, SLH03b, SLH03a,
HL00, AL03]. The main disadvantage of public key schemes is their high computational
cost which makes them unsuitable for many practical applications.
In this paper, we present a remote authentication scheme which is constructed from hash
functions (e.g., SHA-256). At registration time, the user sends hash of her password to
the server and receives a smart card containing some information generated from a combination of the user’s password and the server’s secret key. At authentication time, the user
uses her password and smart card to generate user-to-server messages while the server
uses its secret key to generate server-to-user messages. If the messages are successfully
validated by the receiving entities, mutual authentication is carried out between the user
and the server.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the assumptions
and the threat model for the scheme. Section 3 describes Hwang et al.’s scheme and its
weaknesses. In Section 4, we describe the working of the proposed scheme. The security
of our scheme is analyzed in Section 5, and ﬁnally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

Adversarial Model

In this section, we outline the assumptions made about the proposed scheme and describe
the capabilities of the adversary against the scheme. Major points of our model are as
follows.
• The user and the server participate honestly in the protocol.
• The adversary cannot steal the server’s secret.
• The adversary can steal either the user’s password or the smart card, but not both.
• The user and the server use synchronized clocks or they have access to a common
trusted time server to get the current time.
• A secure and authenticated channel exists between the communicating parties during the registration phase.
• During authentication and password change phases, the communication takes place
in a completely adversarially controlled channel.
• The smart card is tamper resistant. The data can be overwritten but only through a
provided interface, e.g., the one used in the password change phase of the proposed
scheme.
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• Once a smart card is stolen, all the stored information can be extracted by the adversary, e.g., by using reverse engineering techniques.

3

Hwang-Lee-Tang’s Scheme

Notation
First we describe the notation that we will use in this paper to denote the elements of both
Hwang et al.’s scheme and the proposed scheme. We use ID to denote the identity of the
user in a format suitable for the speciﬁc application. P W and k denote the user’s password
and the server’s secret key, respectively. We use SC to denote the smart card issued by the
server to the user. ⊕ denotes an exclusive-or operation. We use h(·) to denote description
of the cryptographically secure hash function being used in the protocol. T, T1 , T1 , T2 , T2
represent timestamps at different times and Δt denotes the maximum allowed network
delay time for a single message passed between the user and the server. P CR denotes
a special message in a speciﬁc format which we name password change request. This
message is part of the communication during password change phase only and serves to
differentiate between the authentication requests and the password change requests.

3.1

Description of Hwang-Lee-Tang’s Scheme

Our scheme is based on Hwang-Lee-Tang [HLT02] scheme. In this section, we brieﬂy
describe their scheme and point out its weaknesses. The scheme has three phases: registration, authentication, and password change.
3.1.1

Registration Phase

The user sends the hash of her password h(P W ) and her ID to the server. The server
receives the message, calculates A = h(ID ⊕ k) ⊕ h(P W ), and personalizes a smart card
to the user containing the values h(·), ID, and A.
3.1.2 Authentication Phase
The user (smart card) calculates B = A ⊕ h(P W ) using her password P W and the value
A stored on the smart card, gets the current timestamp T , calculates C = h(B ⊕ T ), and
sends (ID, C, T ) to the server. After receiving the message, the server veriﬁes the format
of ID and the validity of T . It then calculates B = h(ID ⊕ k) and C = h(B ⊕ T ), and
?

veriﬁes that C = C . If the veriﬁcation is successful, the user’s authentication request is
accepted.
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3.1.3 Password Change Phase
The user (smart card) calculates B = A ⊕ h(P W ) using her old password P W . She next
calculates A = B ⊕ h(P W ) using her new password P W . Stored A on the smart card
is then replaced with A .

3.2

Weaknesses

One weakness of the scheme is its insecure password change phase. Consider an adversary
who steals the smart card of a user. The adversary gives any arbitrary password P W
and calculates B = A ⊕ h(P W ). The adversary then selects a new password P W
and calculates A = B ⊕ h(P W ). Next, stored A on the smart card is replaced with
A without any veriﬁcation. This shows that it is easy for an adversary to change the
password of any user without knowing the original password. Using this new password,
the adversary can impersonate the user in the protocol as he possesses both the secrets
now.
Another necessary security requirement missing in their scheme is the ability to provide
mutual authentication. Mutual authentication is necessary in most remote authentication
systems such as those used for electronic commerce where the users want to make sure
that they are communicating with the legitimate server before committing any ﬁnancial
transaction.
In next section, we present our scheme which removes the above-mentioned ﬂaws from
their scheme. In addition, our scheme provides many other desirable features.

4

Proposed Scheme

4.1

Registration Phase

The registration phase of our scheme is the same as that of Hwang-Lee-Tang’s scheme.
During this phase, the following steps are carried out.
1. The user freely selects a password P W of her choice along with an arbitrary unique
ID and sends her ID along with the hash of her password h(P W ) to the server.
2. After receiving the user’s message, the server calculates A = h(ID ⊕ k) ⊕ h(P W )
and issues a smart card to the user that contains the values h(·), ID, and A.
Figure 1 schematically describes the registration phase of the proposed scheme.
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User (U )
Input: P W

Server (S)
Input: k

ID, h(P W ) ✲

✛

A = h(ID ⊕ k) ⊕ h(P W )
Write (h(·), ID, A) on SC

SC

Figure 1: Registration phase of the proposed scheme (Same as that of Hwang-Lee-Tang)

4.2

Authentication Phase

During this phase, the user inserts her smart card in a card reader, keys in her password
on a terminal, and then the user (the smart card) and the server communicate with each
other for some time. At the end of a successful communication, they authenticate each
other. The user’s secrets are her password P W and the smart card while the server is in
possession of its secret key k. During this phase, the following steps are carried out.
1. The user calculates a hash of her password h(P W ), reads the value A from the
smart card, and XORs them to get a value B. Next, she gets the current timestamp
T1 , calculates C1 = h(B ⊕ T1 ) and sends C1 , T1 along with her ID to the server.
2. After receiving the user message, the server veriﬁes the format of user’s ID. Next,
the server gets the current timestamp T1 and veriﬁes that T1 − T1 does not exceed
ΔT . It next calculates B = h(ID⊕k) and C1 = h(B ⊕T1 ) and veriﬁes that C1 and
C1 are equal. If any of the veriﬁcations described above fail, the request is rejected.
Otherwise the request is accepted, i.e., the user is successfully authenticated. Next,
the server gets the current timestamp T2 , calculates C2 = h(B ⊕ T2 ) and sends C2
and T2 to the user.
3. After receiving the server message, the user gets the current timestamp T2 and veriﬁes that T2 − T2 does not exceed ΔT . The user calculates C2 = h(B ⊕ T2 ) and
veriﬁes that C2 and C2 are equal. If any of the veriﬁcations described above fail, the
request is rejected. Otherwise the request is accepted, i.e., the server is successfully
authenticated.
If both steps 2 and 3 are successful, this indicates a successful mutual authentication being
carried out. Figure 2 schematically describes the authentication phase of the proposed
scheme.
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User (U )
Input: P W, SC

Server (S)
Input: k

B = A ⊕ h(P W )
Get current timestamp T1
C1 = h(B ⊕ T1 )

Get current timestamp T2
Check whether T2 − T2 ≤ ΔT
C2 = h(B ⊕ T2 )
Check whether C2 = C2

ID, C1 , T1 ✲

✛

C2 , T2

Check format of ID
Get current timestamp T1
Check whether T1 − T1 ≤ ΔT
B = h(ID ⊕ k)
C1 = h(B ⊕ T1 )
Check whether C1 = C1
Get current timestamp T2
C2 = h(B ⊕ T2 )

Figure 2: Authentication phase of the proposed scheme

4.3

Password Change Phase

Similar to authentication phase, the user inserts her smart card in a card reader, keys in
her password on a terminal, and then the user (the smart card) and the server communicate
with each other for some time. At the end of a successful communication, the user changes
her password. The user’s secrets are her existing password P W and SC while the server
has its secret k. During this phase, the following steps are carried out.
1. The user calculates a hash of her password h(P W ), reads the value A from the
smart card, and XORs them to get a value B. She gets the current timestamp T1 ,
calculates C1 = h(B ⊕ T1 ⊕ P CR) and sends C1 , T1 and P CR along with her ID
to the server.
2. After receiving the user message, the server veriﬁes the formats of ID and P CR.
It gets the current timestamp T1 and veriﬁes that T1 − T1 does not exceed ΔT . The
server next calculates B = h(ID ⊕ k) and C1 = h(B ⊕ T1 ⊕ P CR) and veriﬁes
that C1 and C1 are equal. If any of the above veriﬁcations fail, the password change
request is rejected. Otherwise, the request is accepted and the server gets the current
timestamp T2 , calculates C2 = h(B ⊕ T2 ⊕ P CR) and sends C2 and T2 to the user.
3. After receiving the server message, the user gets the current timestamp T2 and veri-
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ﬁes that T2 − T2 does not exceed ΔT . She next calculates C2 = h(B ⊕ T2 ⊕ P CR)
and veriﬁes that C2 and C2 are equal. If any of the above veriﬁcations fail, the request is rejected. Otherwise the user calculates A = B ⊕ h(P W ) where P W is
the new password of the user and the value A on smart card is replaced with A .
Figure 3 schematically describes the password change phase of the proposed scheme.
User (U )
Input: P W, SC

Server (S)
Input: k

B = A ⊕ h(P W )
Get current timestamp T1
C1 = h(B ⊕ T1 ⊕ P CR)

Get current timestamp T2
Check whether T2 − T2 ≤ ΔT
C2 = h(B ⊕ T2 ⊕ P CR)
Check whether C2 = C2
A = B ⊕ h(P W )
Replace A on SC with A

ID, C1 , T1 , P CR
✲

✛C2 , T2 , P CR

Check format of ID
Check format of P CR
Get current timestamp T1
Check whether T1 − T1 ≤ ΔT
B = h(ID ⊕ k)
C1 = h(B ⊕ T1 ⊕ P CR)
Check whether C1 = C1
Get current timestamp T2
C2 = h(B ⊕ T2 ⊕ P CR)

Figure 3: Password change phase of the proposed scheme

5

Security Analysis

In absence of a common set of necessary and sufﬁcient security requirements for smart
card-based password authentication schemes, we analyze the security of our scheme against
an extensive set of security requirements that we consider to be necessary for a two-factor
remote authentication scheme.
Replay attack. This attack is not feasible against our scheme. To see this, consider an
adversary trying to replay a message (ID, C1 , T1 ) sent from the client to the server during
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the authentication phase. Clearly, this attack will be detected in Step 2 by the server. Also
note that the adversary cannot replace T1 by a newer time because he cannot generate a
valid C1 for that time without stealing the smart card and knowing the password. Further
note that it is highly unlikely for the adversary to get the same C1 for time T̂ = T1 due to
collision-resistance property of the hash function. The same logic applies for replaying a
message from the server to the client.
User impersonation. To impersonate a user, the adversary has to fabricate a valid message
(ID, C1 , T1 ). As mentioned above, it is not feasible to ﬁnd C1 without stealing both the
password and the smart card. Also it is not feasible to recover the password (or the value
A) from C1 due to onewayness of hash function.
Server impersonation/Server spooﬁng. To impersonate the server, the adversary has to
fabricate a valid message (C2 , T2 ). It is not feasible to ﬁnd C2 without stealing the server’s
secret k. Also it is not feasible to recover k from C2 due to onewayness of hash function.
Stolen veriﬁer attack. This attack is not possible against our system as the server does
not maintain any veriﬁcation table for users’ passwords. Instead, the data needed for
veriﬁcation is stored on the users’ smart cards.
Password guessing attack. The password guessing attack is not feasible against our
scheme. To see this, ﬁrst note that the hash of the password is never transmitted over the
channel. Next, consider an adversary which intercepts and stores a message (ID, C1 , T1 ).
There is no way for the adversary to verify the correctness of his password guesses because the value C1 is a function of not only the password but also of the value A stored
on the smart card. This makes it impossible to verify the correctness of a guess without
stealing the smart card as well. We point out that password guessing using a compromised smart card is not a valid attack because, in two-factor schemes (using passwords
and smart cards), there is no way to stop an adversary from carrying out such an attack.
The attack can be countered by replacing low entropy passwords with high entropy secrets
such as passphrases or biometrics. Note that this change does not make the above attack
unsuccessful, rather it only increases the time complexity of the attack.
Stolen smart card attack. The only secret stored on the smart card is A = h(ID ⊕ k) ⊕
h(P W ). Clearly it is not feasible to ﬁnd either P W or k from A without breaking the
onewayness of the cryptographic hash function involved. Also note that the adversary can
neither fabricate (ID, C1 , T1 ) nor (C2 , T2 ) without knowing either the user’s password or
the server’s secret in addition to the smart card data.
Stolen password attack. Stealing the password will not help the adversary. To fabricate
a message (ID, C1 , T1 ), the adversary has to ﬁnd B = A ⊕ h(P W ). As the adversary
already knows h(P W ), clearly the entropy of B is equal to the entropy of A . As A is
generated by applying a hash function on the server secret k, it is neither feasible to predict
k due to its high entropy, nor it is feasible to ﬁnd a k̂ = k such that A = h(ID ⊕ k̂) due to
the collision-resistance of the hash function.
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6

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a remote mutual authentication scheme. We used cryptographic
hash functions as building blocks of our scheme. We presented a thorough security analysis and showed that the proposed scheme is able to withstand many attacks against remote
authentication schemes. The proposed scheme does not store a password table on the
server, provides mutual authentication and allows the user to easily change her password.
The scheme is also efﬁcient as it uses just a few hash operations only.
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Abstract: SPKI/SDSI is a framework that combines a simple public-key infrastructure
and a simple distributed security infrastructure with a means of deﬁning local name
spaces. It allows principals, which can be a person or an organization, to locally create
groups of principals and delegate rights to other principals or groups of principals by
issuing certiﬁcates. To prove authorizations, principals need to search for necessary
certiﬁcates that are, in general, in the form of certiﬁcate trees. This paper deﬁnes a
framework based on SPKI/SDSI which allows principals to give weights to certiﬁcates.
Weights can be used to address many authorization issues such as access control of
limited resources. The paper shows a connection between SPKI/SDSI and the theory
of pushdown systems, and presents an algorithm that solves the authorization problem
by computing minimum-height certiﬁcate trees.

1

Introduction

In access control of shared resources, authorization systems allow to specify a security
policy that assigns permissions to principals in the system. The authorization problem
is, given a security policy, should a principal be allowed access to a given resource?
SPKI/SDSI [EFL+ 99] is a framework which allows a principal to locally create groups
of principals by issuing so-called name certiﬁcates, and grant authorizations or delegate
the right to grant authorizations to other principals or groups of principals (even without knowing individuals in the groups) by issuing so-called authorization certiﬁcates. In
[CEE+ 01], it has been shown that the authorization problem reduces to discovering a certiﬁcate chain to prove whether a given principal is allowed to access a given resource. The
certiﬁcate chain might consists of one or more name deﬁnitions or authorization grants
and delegations.
In general, however, a principal might need to ﬁnd more than one certiﬁcate chain to prove
his/her authorization. SPKI/SDSI allows, for instance, Alice to issue a certiﬁcate to give
an authorization to her relatives who work in her company. Therefore, if Bob wants to
prove his authorization, he must ﬁnd a set of certiﬁcates which proves (i) that he is her
relative and (ii) that he works in her company. This set of certiﬁcates forms a certiﬁcate
tree in which each branch represents a certiﬁcate chain.
In this paper, we consider a more general system where certiﬁcates can have different
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weights. The meaning of weights depends on applications of interest. When proving an
authorization, a principal does not look for an arbitrary certiﬁcate tree, but the tree that has
the minimum height, i.e., the tree that involves certiﬁcates having the smallest weights.
This system can be applied to many applications. For instance, different weights can be
interpreted as different degrees of importance. When principals compete for a limited
resource, one can control who has the right to access it based on the importance of his/her
certiﬁcate tree.
Previous works have shown that SPKI/SDSI has a strong connection to the theory of pushdown systems [JR04, SJRS03]. A set of certiﬁcates can be seen as a pushdown system,
and certiﬁcate-chain discovery reduces to pushdown reachability. This paper proceeds in
a similar way. We propose an extension to SPKI/SDSI in which one can assign weights to
certiﬁcates. Then, we present an efﬁcient algorithm for ﬁnding minimum-height certiﬁcate
trees.
We proceed as follows: Section 2 introduces SPKI/SDSI and formally deﬁnes the authorization problem. Section 3 presents alternating pushdown systems and other theoretical
concepts used in the paper. Section 4 shows the connection between SPKI/SDSI and
alternating pushdown systems, and presents an algorithm for solving the authorization
problem. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Throughout the paper, we denote by N the set of non-negative integers and N∞ = N ∪
{∞}. If n is a positive integer, then [n] = {i ∈ N | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

2

SPKI/SDSI

A central notion of SPKI/SDSI are principals. A principal can be a person or an organization represented by a public key. Each principal deﬁnes his/her own namespace, which
assigns rôles to (other) principals. For instance, principal University can deﬁne the rôle
staff and associate principal Alice with its rôle. SPKI/SDSI makes such associations
by issuing so-called name certiﬁcates (name certs, for short). Remarkably, principals may
reference the namespace of other principals in their certiﬁcates. For instance, University
may state that all Engineering’s staffs are also its staffs. In this way, SPKI/SDSI allows
to associate a rôle with a group of principals described in a symbolic and distributed manner. SPKI/SDSI then allows to assign permissions to rôles using so-called authorization
certiﬁcates (or auth certs).
More formally, a SPKI/SDSI system can be seen as a tuple S = (P, A, C), where P is
a set of principals (or public keys), A is a set of rôle identiﬁers (or identiﬁers, for short),
and C = Na Au is a set of certiﬁcates. Certiﬁcates can be either name certs (contained
in Na), or auth certs (contained in Au).
A term is formed by a principal followed by zero or more identiﬁers, i.e., an element of
the set P A∗ . A name certiﬁcate is of the form p a → t, where p is a principal, a is an
identiﬁer, and t is a term. Notice that p a itself is a term. For all terms t, the sets [[t]] are
the smallest sets of principals satisfying the following constraints:
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• if t = p for some principal p, then [[t]] = {p};
• if t = t a, then for all p ∈ [[t ]] we have [[p a]] ⊆ [[t]];
• if p a → t is name cert, then [[t]] ⊆ [[p a]].
For example, if University, Engineering, Alice are principals and staff is an identiﬁer,
then the certiﬁcate c1 : Engineering staff → Alice expresses that Alice is an Engineering’s staff, and the certiﬁcate c2 : University staff → Engineering staff means that
all Engineering’s staffs are also staffs of the university.
An auth cert is of the form p → t b, where p is a principal, t is a term, and b is either
or . It means that p grants some authorization to all principals in [[t]]. If b = , then the
principals in [[t]] are allowed to delegate the authorization to others; if b = , then they are
not. Note that auth certs can also contain details about the authorization that they confer.
We omit this detail in this paper due to the space constraint.
Formally, auth certs deﬁne a smallest relation aut : P × P between principals such that
aut(p, p ) holds iff p grants an authorization to p :
• if there is an auth cert p

→ t b, for b ∈ { , }, and p ∈ [[t]], then aut(p, p );

• if there is an auth cert p

→t

, p ∈ [[t]], and aut(p , p ), then aut(p, p ).

For example, the certiﬁcate c3 : University
→ University staff means that the
university grants some right to all university’s staffs. They, however, are not allowed to
delegate that right to other principals.
The authorization problem in SPKI/SDSI is to determine, given a system (P, A, C) and
two principals p and p , whether p is granted authorization by p, i.e., whether aut(p, p ).
The problem can be solved by ﬁnding a certiﬁcate chain that transforms p into p
or
p . In the example, if Alice wants to prove that she has the right from the university, she
needs to ﬁnd the chain c3 , c2 , c1 , which gives the following proof:
University

2.1

c

3
−→
University staff

c

2
−→
Engineering staff

c

1
−→
Alice

Intersection certiﬁcates

The SPKI/SDSI standard provides for so-called threshold certiﬁcates, which consists of,
say, an auth cert of the form p → {t1 b1 , . . . , tn bn }, where b1 , . . . , bn ∈ { , }, and
an integer k ≤ n. The meaning of such a cert is that p grants authorization to principal p if
there is a certiﬁcate chain to p from at least k out of t1 b1 , . . . , tn bn . We restrict ourselves
to the case where k = n and use the more suggestive name intersection certiﬁcate instead.
Formally, intersection certiﬁcates extend the relation aut as follows:
• if p

→ {t1 b1 , . . . , tn bn }, then aut(p, p ), where p ∈

• if bj =

, p ∈ [[tj ]], and aut(p , p ) such that p ∈
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n
i=1 [[ti ]];

n
i=1 [[ti ]],

moreover,

then aut(p, p ).

Notice that one could analogously deﬁne threshold name certiﬁcates in a similar way.
However, in [CEE+ 01, JR04] the use of threshold certiﬁcates is restricted to just authorization certiﬁcates, claiming that the use of threshold certiﬁcates in name certiﬁcates would
make the semantics “almost surely too convoluted”.
In the presence of intersection certiﬁcates, proofs of authorizations are in the form of
certiﬁcate trees, where each branch corresponds to a certiﬁcate chain. Continuing the
example, if the university instead delegates the right to Bob to grant the authorization to
the staffs, we have c3 : University → {University staff , Bob } and if Bob grants
the authorization to Alice c4 : Bob
→ Alice , the following certiﬁcate tree proves
c2
c1
c4
Alice’s authorization: c3

2.2

Min SPKI/SDSI

We extend SPKI/SDSI by assigning weights to certiﬁcates. A min SPKI/SDSI system is a
tuple (S, f ), where S = (P, A, C) is a SPKI/SDSI system and f : C → N∞ is a function
that assigns a natural number to each rule. We extend the function f to every node c in
certiﬁcate trees to signify the height of the node: if c is a leaf, its height is f (c); otherwise,
its height is f (c) + maxni=1 f (ci ), where ci is a child node of c for all i ∈ [n]. The height
of a certiﬁcate tree is the height of the root.
In the example, if the university issues a similar certiﬁcate for Carol c5 : University →
{University staff , Carol }, and gives this delegation more priority by assigning,
say, f (c3 ) = 3, f (c5 ) = 1, and f (c) = 0 for any other c. Therefore, assuming that there is
a chain from Carol to Alice , she would prefer the certiﬁcate tree where the certiﬁcate
c5 is the root, since it gives her more priority than the previous tree.
The rest of the paper deals with the problem of ﬁnding minimum-height certiﬁcate trees
by using the theory of pushdown systems.

3

Pushdown systems

An alternating pushdown system (APDS) is a triplet P = (P, Γ, Δ), where P is a ﬁnite
∗
set of control locations, Γ is a ﬁnite stack alphabet, and Δ ⊆ (P × Γ) × 2(P ×Γ ) is a
set of transition rules. A conﬁguration of P is a pair p, w , where p ∈ P is a control
location and w ∈ Γ∗ is a stack content. If ((p, γ), {(p1 , w1 ), . . . , (pn , wn )}) ∈ Δ, we
write p, γ → { p1 , w1 , . . . , pn , wn } instead. If n = 1, we write p, γ → p1 , w1
(braces omitted), and call the rule non-alternating. We call P a pushdown system (PDS)
if Δ consists only of non-alternating rules.
A min APDS is an APDS, in which each rule is equipped with a weight which is a
natural number; formally, M = (P, f ), where P = (P, Γ, Δ) is an APDS and f :
Δ → N∞ is a function that assigns a value from N∞ to each rule in Δ. If f ( p, γ →
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a

{ p1 , w1 , . . . , pn , wn }) = a, we often write p, γ →
− { p1 , w1 , . . . , pn , wn }. We
sometimes use the term APDS to refer to its min version when it is clear from the context.
a

Intuitively, a rule p, γ →
− { p1 , w1 , . . . , pn , wn } says that, from a conﬁguration c
where p is the control location and γ is the top of stack symbol, the computation of the
system forks into n parallel computations, each of them starting from the conﬁguration
obtained from c by replacing p by pi and γ by wi , for all i ∈ [n]. Therefore, a run can
be seen as a tree of computations. The height of a run is computed from the weights
corresponding to the transition rules by applying + between successive weights and max
on the parallel ones.
∗

Formally, we deﬁne the reachability relation ⇒ ⊆ (P × Γ∗ ) × N∞ × 2P ×Γ to be the
smallest relation such that
0

• c=
⇒ {c}, for all c ∈ P × Γ∗ ,
a

b

i
• if p, γ →
− { p1 , w1 , . . . , pn , wn } and pi , wi w =
⇒
Ci for some w ∈ Γ∗ , bi ∈

a+maxn

{bi }

i=1
N∞ , and Ci ⊆ P × Γ∗ , for each i ∈ [n], then p, γw ======
===⇒

n
i=1

Ci .

Given a conﬁguration c and a set of conﬁgurations C, we deﬁne
a

H(c, C) = min{a ∈ N∞ | c =
⇒ C}
to be the minimum height of all runs starting from c and reaching (precisely) the set C.
The reachability problem is to determine whether T (c, C) < ∞. If T (c, C) < ∞, we say
that c is backwards reachable from C. We deﬁne pre∗ (C) = {c ∈ P × Γ∗ | ∃C ⊆ C :
T (c, C ) < ∞} to be the set of all conﬁgurations that are backwards reachable from C.
An APDS is called simple if there is a set of bottom stack symbols Ξ ⊆ Γ, and all transition
rules in Δ are in the following forms:
• p, γ → p , w , where p, p ∈ P , γ ∈ Γ \ Ξ, and w ∈ (Γ \ Ξ)∗ ,
• p, ⊥ → { p1 , w1 ⊥1 , . . . , pn , wn ⊥n }, where ⊥, ⊥i ∈ Ξ and wi ∈ (Γ \ Ξ)∗ for
all i ∈ [n].
As we shall see later, every APDS in this paper is simple.
Let us ﬁx a min APDS M = (P, f ), where P = (P, Γ, Δ). An M-automaton (or simply
automaton) is a quintuple A = (Q, Γ, δ, P, qf ), where Q ⊇ P is a ﬁnite set of states,
qf ∈ Q is the ﬁnal state, and δ ⊆ Q × Γ × N∞ × Q is a set of transitions. Notice that the
initial states of A are the control locations of P. Analogously, a min M-automaton equips
each rule with a natural number; formally, B = (A, l), where A is an M-automaton and
l : δ → N∞ .
We deﬁne the transition relation → ⊆ Q×Γ∗ ×N∞ ×Q as the smallest relation satisfying:
ε(0)

• q −−→ q for all q ∈ Q, and
w(b)

γw(a+b)

• if t = (q, γ, q ) ∈ δ, l(t) = a, and q −−−→ q , then q −−−−−→ q .
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w(a)

Given an initial state p and a word w, we deﬁne W (p, w) = min{a ∈ N∞ | p −−−→ qf }
to be the minimum weight of the word w when starting from the state p. B accepts or
w(a)

recognizes a conﬁguration p, w if p −−−→ qf such that a < ∞. The set of conﬁgurations
recognized by B is denoted by L(B).
In [SSE06], it has been shown that given a set of conﬁgurations C of an (unweighted)
simple APDS P, recognized by an automaton A, we can construct another automaton
Apre∗ such that L(Apre∗ ) = pre∗ (C). (Note that the deﬁnitions of reachability relation
and transition relation in the unweighted case can be deﬁned analogously.) The procedure
has been extended in [Suw09] to handle weighted APDSs where weights are abstractly
deﬁned. Min APDSs can be seen as a special case in which weights are instantiated for
particular applications. For brevity, we will not elaborate on these correspondences any
further, and simply apply the appropriate pushdown theory to SPKI/SDSI. In the next
section, however, we propose a novel efﬁcient algorithm which can be directly applied to
solve the authorization problem and compute minimum-height certiﬁcate trees.

4

Computing certiﬁcate trees

Certiﬁcates in SPKI/SDSI can be interpreted as preﬁx rewrite systems. For instance, if
p a → p b c and p b → p d e are two certiﬁcates interpreted as rewrite rules, then
their concatenation rewrites p a to p d e c. In SPKI/SDSI with threshold certiﬁcates, a
concatenation of two or more certiﬁcates forms a certiﬁcate tree. It is easy to see that the
authorization problem, given a principal p and p , reduces to the problem of whether there
exists a certiﬁcate tree that rewrites p at the root into p
or p
at its leaves.
It has been observed that the type of rewrite systems induced by a set of SPKI/SDSI
certiﬁcates is equivalent to that of pushdown systems [JR04] and with the presence of
threshold certiﬁcates to that of simple alternating pushdown systems [SSE06]. Roughly
speaking, principals are interpreted as control locations, rôle identiﬁers as stack alphabet,
and certiﬁcates as transition rules. For example, a certiﬁcate like p a → p b c is interpreted
as a pushdown rule p, a → p , bc . The SPKI/SDSI authorization problem then reduces
to the pushdown reachability problem.
Notice that the corresponding APDSs are simple, since threshold certiﬁcates are limited
to authorization certiﬁcates. Given a SPKI/SDSI system (P, A, C), we have Ξ = { , }.
All alternating rules are of the form p,
→ {p1 , w1 b1 , . . . , pn , wn bn }, where p, pi ∈ P ,
wi ∈ A∗ , and bi ∈ { , } for each i ∈ [n].
Reachability algorithms for PDSs have been extensively studied in e.g. [BEM97, EHRS00,
Sch02]. The algorithms are based on saturation procedures which, given an automaton A
that recognizes a set of conﬁgurations C, repeatedly add transitions to A according to
certain conditions until no more transitions can be added, i.e. it is saturated. We propose a
similar saturation procedure for min APDSs.
Let us ﬁx a simple min APDS M = (P, f ), where P = (P, Γ, Δ), and a min Mautomaton B = (A, l0 ), where A = (Q, Γ, δ0 , P, qf ), such that L(B) = C for some
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⊥2 (0)

qf
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⊥2 (0)
t

qf

⊥1 (3)

⊥1 (10)
p

b(2)

s

r

a(3)
q

Figure 1: An example: the automata B (left) and Bpre∗ (right)

C ⊆ P × Γ∗ . Without loss of generality, we assume that A has no transition leading to an
initial state. The following procedure constructs Bpre∗ accepting the set of conﬁgurations
that are backwards reachable from any subset of conﬁgurations C ⊆ C with minimum
weights. Bpre∗ is deﬁned as (Apre∗ , l), where Apre∗ = (Q, Γ, δ, P, qf ). Initially, δ = δ0
and l(t) = l0 (t), if t ∈ δ0 and l(t) = ∞, otherwise. We iteratively update δ and l
according to the following saturation rule until no values can be updated, i.e. until the
automaton is saturated
a

wi (bi )

If p, γ →
− { p1 , w1 , . . . , pn , wn } and pi −−−−→ q for all i ∈ [n], add
(p, γ, q) to δ and update l(t) = min(l(t), a + maxni=1 {bi })
Lemma 1 Given a simple min APDS M = (P, f ), where P = (P, Γ, Δ), and a min Mautomaton B = (A, l0 ), where A = (Q, Γ, δ0 , P, qf ), the saturation procedure constructs
Bpre∗ = (Apre∗ , l), where Apre∗ = (Q, Γ, δ, P, qf ), such that L(Bpre∗ ) = pre∗ (L(B)).
Given a simple min APDS M = (P, f ), where P = ({p, q, r, s, t}, {a, b, ⊥1 , ⊥2 }, Δ), as
an example. The rules Δ and the weights f are deﬁned as follows:
20

4

p, ⊥1 −→ t, ⊥2

p, ⊥1 →
− { q, a⊥1 , s, ⊥1 }

q, a →
− r, b

r, b →
− s, ε

1

2

3

s, ⊥1 →
− t, ⊥2

Figure 1 shows the automaton Bpre∗ on the right when applying the saturation procedure to
the automaton B on the left. Notice that the conﬁguration p, ⊥1 is backwards reachable
via two possible runs with weights 10 and 20. The weight of the transition (p, ⊥1 , qf ) is
the minimum one.
An implementation of the saturation procedure is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm
assumes without loss of generality two restrictions on every rule p, γ → R in Δ:
(R1) if R = { p , w }, then |w | ≤ 2, and
(R2) if |R| > 1, then ∀ p , w ∈ R : |w | = 1.
In (R1), we call the rule pop rule, normal rule, and push rule when |w | is 0, 1, and 2,
respectively. Note that any APDS can be converted into an equivalent one that satisﬁes
(R1) and (R2) with only a linear increase in size.
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Input: Min APDS (P, f ), where P = (P, Γ, Δ), and min automaton (A, l0 ), where
A = (Q, Γ, δ0 , P, qf )
Output: The saturated min automaton Bpre∗
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

procedure update(t, v)
δ := δ ∪ {t};
v := min(v, l(t));
if v = l(t) then
trans := trans ∪ {t};
l(t) := v;
δ := δ0 ; trans := δ0 ; l := λt.∞;
forall t ∈ δ0 do l(t) := l0 (t);
Δ := Δ; f := λr.∞; g := λr.∞;
forall r ∈ Δ do f (r) := f (r); g(r) := 0;
forall r = p, γ → p , ε ∈ Δ do update((p, γ, p ), f (r));
while trans = ∅ do
remove t = (q, γ , q ) from trans;
forall r = p, γ → q, γ ∈ Δ do
update((p, γ, q ), f (r) + max(g(r), l(t)));
forall r = p, γ → q, γ γ ∈ Δ do
add r := p, γ → q , γ to Δ ;
f (r ) := min(f (r ), f (r) + l(t));
forall t = (q , γ , q ) ∈ δ do
update((p, γ, q ), f (r ) + l(t ));
forall r = p, γ → { q, γ } ∪ R ∈ Δ s.t. R = ∅ do
add r := p, γ → R to Δ ;
f (r ) := min(f (r ), f (r));
g(r ) := min(g(r ), max(g(r), l(t)));
return ((Q, Γ, δ, P, qf ), l);
Algorithm 1: A reachability algorithm for min APDSs
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Lines 7–11 initialize the algorithm. Initially, trans contains transitions from δ0 (line 7),
and all rules are copied to Δ (line 9). The auxiliary functions f and g are initialized
to f and 0, respectively (line 10). Pop rules are dealt with ﬁrst (line 11). The algorithm
then repeatedly removes transitions from trans (line 13) until it is empty (line 12), and
examines whether they generate other transitions via the saturation rule (lines 14–24). The
algorithm calls the procedure update (lines 1–6) when a new weight of a transition is
computed. The new transition is added to δ (line 2) before computing the new minimum
value (line 3). The if-statement at line 4 makes sure that the transition is added to trans
for further computation (line 5) only if its weight changes. As a result, line 6 can change
l(t) only to a smaller value.
The idea of the algorithm is to avoid unnecessary operations. Imagine that the saturation
rule allows to add transition t if transitions t1 and t2 are already present. Now, if t1 is
taken from trans but t2 has not been added to Bpre∗ , we do not put t1 back to trans but
store the following information instead: if t2 is added, then we can also add t. It turns out
that this can be done by adding new rules to Δ and storing information in the auxiliary
functions f and g.
Let us now look at lines 14–24 in more detail. Line 14 handles normal rules where new
transitions can be immediately added. Push rules (lines 16–20) and alternating rules
(lines 21–24), however, require a more delicate treatment. At line 16 we know that
(q, γ , q ) is a transition of Bpre∗ (because it has been removed from trans) and that
r = p, γ → q, γ γ is a push rule of P. We create the “fake rule” p, γ → q , γ
and add it to Δ at line 17. Its f -value is updated to be the minimum value of its old value
(which is initialized to ∞ at line 9) and f (r) + l(t) at line 18. Later, when a transition
(q , γ , q ) is examined together with this fake rule at line 14, we update the transition
(p, γ, q ) with weight f (r) + l(t) + l(q , γ , q ). On the other hand, if the transition
(q , γ , q ), for any q , is already in δ (line 19), we need to update the transition (p, γ, q )
accordingly (line 20).
At line 21 we know that t = (q, γ , q ) is a transition of Bpre∗ and r = p, γ → q , γ ∪
R is an alternating rule. Therefore, we add the fake rule p, γ → R to Δ (line 22), and
minimize its f -value to f (r) (line 23) and g-value to the maximum value of g(r) and
l(t) (line 24). If the set R contains more than one element, then similar processes can take
place which result in more fake rules with less elements in the right-hand sets. Line 14
handles the case when the fake rule is non-alternating. Notice that the auxiliary function
g is used when constructing fake rules from alternating rules to store maximum values
as speciﬁed by the saturation rule. The auxiliary function f extends the function f by
including weights of fake rules. Their values are used in line 15.
Lemma 2 Algorithm 1 implements the saturation procedure.
The complexity of the algorithm can be derived from the unweighted result in [EHRS00].
The difference is that Algorithm 1 can process transitions several times, while in [EHRS00]
each transition is processed exactly once. Thus, the time complexity increases from
O(|Q|2 |Δ|) in [EHRS00] by a factor that is no more than the number of transitions and the
maximum weight of all transitions. Note that weights of transitions can only decrease, and
therefore limit the number of times they can be put in trans and subsequently reprocessed.
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Theorem 1 Given a min SPKI/SDSI and two principal p and p , Algorithm 1 can be used
to prove whether aut(p, p ) by computing the minimum-height certiﬁcate tree with p at
the root and p
or p
at its leaves.

5

Conclusions

We have proposed an extension to the SPKI/SDSI authorization framework. The extension
allows principals to assign weights to certiﬁcates, which permits principals to “prioritize”
certiﬁcates they prefer. We have shown that the process of proving a principal’s authorization turns out to be the problem of ﬁnding certiﬁcate trees. Finding the certiﬁcate tree with
minimum height (or highest priority) is, however, a more difﬁcult problem. We have given
a connection between SPKI/SDSI and pushdown systems, and shown that the problem of
computing minimum-height certiﬁcate trees reduces to the reachability problem of alternating pushdown systems. We have consequently proposed an algorithm for solving the
reachability problem.
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Abstract: We review the Andrew secure RPC protocol and reveal some unsoundness
of it. Some modiﬁcations are made to the protocol. The changes made include the
encryption in the ﬁrst message, the expansion of the second and third messages as
well as the elimination of the fourth message. Our GNY analysis shows that even
though changes have been made, the outcomes of the protocol do not change. That is,
both client and server hold the same new secret key shared between themselves.

1

Introduction

Although more than twenty years old, the Andrew secure RPC [Sat89] is still widely
used as an example in the literature. That is why we feel that there is the need to make it
as secure and efﬁcient as possible. Since the original protocol, several attempts [BM03,
Low96] have been made in order to make the protocol more secure. Even that, we have
discovered that the Andrew RPC still leaves rooms for improvements. We, therefore, make
several modiﬁcations to the protocol. That is, we add encryption to the ﬁrst message to
prevent the known-plaintext attacks. Another nonce is added to the second message as a
challenge for authentication purposes. We add an identity of the sender in the third message
in order to prevent session-hijacking. Moreover, we agree with [Low96] that the fourth
message really contains no information, hence no uses for security, so we eliminate the
fourth message. The modiﬁed protocol was then proved for correctness using the logic of
Gong, Needham and Yahalom, also known as the GNY logic [GNY90, MSnN94]. The
analysis of the newly modiﬁed protocol shows that the outcomes do not change from the
original, which means both client and server will end up having a new shared secret.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The notations of the GNY Logic [GNY90]
and the background of the Andrew secure RPC, including the original protocol, the modiﬁcation made in [BAN90] and the adapted Andrew RPC [Low96], are mentioned in
Section 2. Section 3 presents some remarks on the Andrew secure RPC. The modiﬁed
protocol as well as the GNY analysis will be in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2

Background

This section contains a short description and notations of the GNY logic [GNY90, MSnN94]
as well as the background knowledge on the Andrew secure RPC. The background on the
Andrew RPC includes the description of the original protocol, the protocol after BAN
analysis and the Adapted Andrew RPC protocol.

2.1

GNY Logic

The GNY logic is a formal tool that allows us to analyse cryptographic protocols, step by
step according to the rules provided (they can be found in [GNY90]).
Here we list the notations of the GNY logic in the hope that the readers, who are unfamiliar
with the logic will understand the protocol description as well as the proof of correctness
better. The notations are extracted from [GNY90].
Let P and Q be principals. The followings are the basic notations used in the GNY protocol.
• P ✁ X: P is told formula X. P receives X, possibly after performing some computation such as decryption. That is, a formula being told can be the message itself,
as well as any computable content of that message.
• P X: P possesses, or is capable of possessing, formula X. At a particular stage
of a run, this includes all the formulae that P has been told, all the formulae he
started the session with, and all the ones he has generated in that run. In addition
P possesses, or is capable of possessing, everything that is computable from the
formulae he already possesses.
• P |∼ X: P once conveyed formula X. X can be a message itself or some content
computable from such a message, i.e. a formula can be conveyed implicitly.
• P |≡ (X): P believes, or is entitled to believe, that formula X is fresh. That is,
X has not been used for the same purpose at any time before the current run of the
protocol.
• P |≡ φ(X): P believes, or is entitled to believe, that formula X is recognisable.
That is, P would recognise X if P has certain expectations about the contents of
X before actually receiving X. P may recognise a particular value (e.g. his own
identiﬁer), a particular structure (e.g. the format of a timestamp), or a particular
form of redundancy.
S

• P |≡ P ↔ Q: P believes, or is entitled to believe, that S is a suitable secret for P
and Q. S will never be discovered by any principal except P , Q. This notation is
S
S
symmetrical: Q ↔ P and P ↔ Q can be used interchangeably.
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• P ✁ ∗X: P is told a formula which he did not convey previously in the current run.
That is, X can be regarded as a not-originated-here formula.
• Let C be a statement. P |≡ C: P believes, or P would be entitled to believe, that
statement C holds.

2.2

Andrew Secure RPC

The Andrew secure RPC was introduced in [Sat89]. It allows two parties, A and B (usually a client and a server), who already share a key Kab , to agree upon a new key Kab . The
protocol also performs an authentication handshake. There are four messages in the protocol exchange. The ﬁrst three, A and B perform a handshake using a shared secret Kab .
In the ﬁnal message, B sends a new key Kab to A. The protocol can be summarised as
follows. Note that nonce Na is chosen by A and nonces Nb , Nb are chosen by B.
Message 1.
Message 2.
Message 3.
Message 4.

A → B : {Na }Kab
B → A : {Na + 1, Nb }Kab
A → B : {Nb + 1}Kab
B → A : {Kab , Nb }Kab

Unfortunately, Burrows et al. [BAN90] have pointed out that there is a problem with the
freshness of the new key Kab . That is, there is nothing that can guarantee that Kab is fresh.
Another problem has been mentioned by Clark and Jacob [CJ95] that an intruder could
record the second message and substitute it in place of the fourth. The result is that A
would accept Na + 1 as a new key. However, for this attack to be successful, it depends
on the property of the nonce Na , i.e., whether or not the nonce is predictable. Due to the
problems stated, Burrows et al. revised the protocol.

2.3

Andrew Secure RPC after BAN

Burrows et al. carried out an analysis on Andrew secure RPC using their logic of authentication or BAN [BAN90]. The result of the analysis shows that the original Andrew secure
RPC could suffer from a replay attack, as mentioned in the previous section. Therefore,
the original protocol was revised and the resultant protocol is as follows.
Message 1.
Message 2.
Message 3.
Message 4.

A → B : A, Na
B → A : {Na , Kab }Kab
A → B : {Na }Kab
B → A : Nb

Lowe [Low96] exposed the weakness of this revised protocol by introducing an attack
on it. Lowe’s attack shows that an intruder could engage in two protocol runs in parallel.
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In run number one, A tries to contact B but an intruder I intercepts the message, and
masquerades as B. In run number two, the intruder initiates the session with A while
impersonating B. The description of the attack can be seen in [Low96]. Bird et al. have
also presented the similar attack on the protocol [BGH+ 91, BBG+ 93]. As a result, Lowe
ﬁxed the problem to make it less vulnerable to this kind of attack.

2.4

Adapted Andrew RPC

Lowe [Low96] addressed the problem, stated in the previous section, by changing message
2 to include an encrypted copy of the sender’s identity. This can prevent the attack in that
an intruder will not be able to replay the message anymore. The Adapted Andrew RPC is
described as follows. Note that message 2 now carries the identity of B.
Message 1.
Message 2.
Message 3.
Message 4.

A → B : A, Na
B → A : {Na , Kab , B}Kab
A → B : {Na }Kab
B → A : Nb

Even though problems with the Andrew secure RPC have been found and addressed, we
believe that there are still things that need to be mentioned. They include possibilities of
an attack as well as the efﬁciency of the protocol.

3

Remarks on Andrew Secure RPC

As mentioned earlier, since Andrew secure RPC still appears a lot in literature, we believe
that if possible, we should make an attempt to make it as secure and efﬁcient as possible.
This section presents some remarks that we have on the Andrew secure RPC.

3.1

Attacks

After having studied the Adapted Andrew RPC, the latest variation of the Andrew secure
RPC, we reckon there are a couple of vulnerabilities to the protocol. The ﬁrst is the knownplaintext attack. The second is session hi-jacking. We discuss each of them in turn.
3.1.1

Known-Plaintext Attack

By deﬁnition, a known-plaintext attack occurs when a cryptanalyst or an attacker has access to the plaintext and the ciphertext of one or more pieces of data, and is at liberty to
make use of them to reveal secret information, such as the encryption key. Let us take a
look at the ﬁrst and third messages of the Adapted Andrew RPC.
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Message 1.
Message 3.

A → B : A, Na
A → B : {Na }Kab

It can easily be observed that in message 1, the nonce Na is sent in clear. That means,
an attacker could eavesdrop and record the nonce. A little later, message 3 is sent. This
time the content of the message is the nonce Na encrypted with the new key Kab . Again,
the same attacker could eavesdrop the conversation and record the encrypted copy of the
nonce Na that he has recorded earlier. Now, the attacker holds the plaintext, Na , and the
ciphertext, {Na }Kab . By having the plaintext and ciphertext pair, the attacker could initiate
a known-plaintext attack. We understand that having one pair of plaintext and ciphertext
may not be enough to successfully attack the protocol this way, but we do think that it is
worth pointing out this weakness.
3.1.2

Session-Hijacking

Session-hijacking occurs when an attacker takes over a conversation between two parties.
Here, we explain that message 3 of the Adapted Andrew RPC could lead to ”session hijacking”. We put the words in quote, because we do not think that the attacker could steal
the session per se. What he could do is as follows.
By looking at message 3 of the Adapted Andrew RPC,
Message 3.

A → B : {Na }Kab

we see that it is sent from A to B in order to conﬁrm that A has correctly received the
new key Kab . Without his identity as part of the message, A sends only the nonce Na
encrypted with the new key Kab . The implication of this is that an attacker could intercept
the message and forward it to B. B would think that this message comes from the attacker,
not A. We acknowledge that this vulnerability on its own does not reveal any secret, but B
could then send subsequent messages to the attacker instead of A.

3.2

Excessive Message

In the previous section, a couple vulnerabilities in the Adapted Andrew RPC are introduced. Here, we look at the efﬁciency of the protocol. By efﬁciency, we mean the number of
messages used to complete the protocol.
Having studied the Adapted Andrew RPC, we agree with [Low96] that message 4 of the
protocol does not contain any information. We would like to emphasise this claim here
that Message 4 : B → A : Nb is not necessary for the main purpose of the protocol. That
is, no security information is transferred from A to B. We, therefore, claim that message 4
can be eliminated from the procedure. The next section will show that even if this message
is removed, the procedure can still accomplish the same thing as before. That is, both A
and B hold the new shared key Kab .
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In this section, we have mentioned the two vulnerabilities that could potentially lead to
an attack on the Adapted Andrew RPC. Next section, we make an attempt to modify the
Adapted Andrew RPC in order to address the weaknesses. We then give the analysis of the
protocol to show that after the changes both parties, A and B, still hold the same secret
key Kab .

4

Modiﬁed Andrew Secure RPC

First, the two vulnerabilities stated in the previous section will be addressed. The modiﬁed protocol will then be proved for correctness using the logic of Gong, Needham and
Yahalom [GNY90, MSnN94].

4.1

The Protocol

In order to address the potential known-plaintext attack, we recommend that the ﬁrst message should be encrypted using the already known shared key Kab . By encrypting the ﬁrst
message, we get rid of the known-plaintext attack in that an attacker cannot have any plaintext and ciphertext pair anymore. For the second weakness, session-hijacking, we suggest
that the identity of the sender should be a part of the message. By adding the identity, the
attacker could still intercept and forward the message. However, the recipient would know
who created that message, hence subsequent messages would then be sent to the legitimate party. Moreover, the fourth message of the Adapted Andrew RPC is removed from
the procedure to increase the efﬁciency. Last, but not least, we think that the sender of the
second message should add a new nonce to the message. This new nonce would act as a
fresh challenge for the response in message 3. The resultant protocol is as follows.
Message 1.
Message 2.
Message 3.

4.2

A → B : {A, Na }Kab
B → A : {Na , Nb , Kab , B}Kab
A → B : {A, Nb }Kab

Protocol Analysis

The section presents the analysis of the modiﬁed protocol. The GNY logic is used for the
analysis. Therefore, all the postulates can be seen in [GNY90, MSnN94].
First, the modiﬁed protocol is idealised into the logic of GNY as follows.
Message 1.

B ✁ ∗{∗A, ∗Na }Kab

Message 2.
Message 3.

ab
A ✁ ∗{Na , ∗Nb , ∗Kab , ∗B}Kab ❀ B |≡ A ←→
B
B ✁ ∗{∗A, Nb }Kab
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K

The followings are assumptions of the Andrew secure RPC made in [BAN90]. Note that
we do not add any new assumptions to this modiﬁed protocol.
K

K

ab
A |≡ A ←→
B

ab
B |≡ A ←→
B

K

ab
A |≡ B |=⇒ A ←→
B
A |≡ (Na )

K

ab
B |≡ A ←→
B
B |≡ (Nb )

We now carry out the GNY analysis on the protocol.
Message 1: Applying the postulates T1 and T3, we obtain B ✁ A, Na . That is, B has
received or has been told A and Na . Then the postulate P1 is applied, and we obtain
B A, Na . That is, B now possesses A’s identity and nonce Na .
K

ab
Message 2: First, we note that the extension to the message, B |≡ A ←→
B, is valid
because it is evident from the initial assumption.

Applying the postulates T1, T3 and P1, we obtain A ✁ Na , Nb , Kab , B. That is, A now
possesses the nonces Na and Nb , the new key Kab and B’s identity.
Applying F1, we obtain A |≡ (Na , Nb , Kab , B). That is, A believes that the message is
fresh, i.e., not a replay.
Applying R1, we obtain A |≡ φ(Na , Nb , Kab , B). That is, A believes that the contents of
the message is recognisable.
Applying I1, we obtain A |≡ B |∼ (Na , Nb , Kab , B), A |≡ B |∼ {Na , Nb , Kab , B}Kab ,
A |≡ B Kab . That is, A believes that the message is originated from B and A believes
that B possesses the key Kab .
Applying I6, we obtain A |≡ B Na , Nb , Kab , B. That is, A believes that B possesses
the nonces Na and Nb , his own identity B, and the new key Kab .
K

ab
Applying J2, we obtain A |≡ B |≡ A ←→
B. That is, A believes that B believes that
Kab is a good key for A and B.

K

ab
Applying J1, we obtain A |≡ A ←→
B. That is, A believes that Kab is a good key for A
and B.

Therefore, at the end of the second message, A possesses the new shared key Kab and A
also believes that Kab is a good key shared between A and B. Furthermore, A recognises
his own nonce Na , which means that B has decrypted the ﬁrst message correctly. That, in
turn, means that B possesses the same key Kab , hence A has authenticated B.
Message 3: Applying the postulates T1, T3 and P1, we obtain B
possesses A’s identity and nonce Nb .

A, Nb . That is, B

Applying F1, we obtain B |≡ {A, Nb }Kab . That is, B believes that the message is fresh,
i.e., not a replay.
Applying R2, we obtain B |≡ φ{A, Nb }Kab . That is, B believes that the contents of the
message is recognisable.
Applying I1, we obtain B |≡ A |∼ (A, Nb ), B |≡ A |∼ {A, Nb }Kab , B |≡ A
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Kab .

That is, B believes that the message is originated from A and B believes that A now
possesses the new key Kab .
Here, the third message alone shows that B recognises his own nonce Nb , which means
that A has decrypted the second message correctly. That, in turn, means that A possesses
the key Kab , hence B has authenticated A. Furthermore, B now believes that A also holds
the new secret ey Kab , which is the same as the one B is holding.
On the whole, at the end of the protocol run, we obtain:
K

ab
A |≡ A ←→
B

and

B |≡ A

Kab .

This means that both A and B are now holding the new secret key Kab . A and B both
believe that the new key Kab is a good key for subsequent communications. Moreover, A
and B know that the other party possesses Kab as well.

5

Conclusions

We have presented an overview of the three variations of the Andrew secure RPC. They
include original Andrew secure RPC, the Andrew secure RPC after BAN analysis and the
Adapted Andrew RPC. We have also shown that weaknesses have been discovered and
exploited in the original Andrew secure RPC and the Andrew secure RPC after BAN.
In this paper, a couple of vulnerabilities have been found in the adapted Andrew RPC. Those vulnerabilities could potentially lead to a known-plaintext attack as well as a sessionhijack. The problem of known-plaintext has been addressed by encrypting the ﬁrst message. The problem of session hijacking in the third message of the Adapted Andrew RPC
has been ﬁxed by adding the identity of the sender as part of the message. Furthermore, we
have recommended that the sender of the second message should add a newly generated
nonce to the message in order to make the authentication challenge fresh. In addition to
those weaknesses, the efﬁciency of the protocol has been considered. It has been mentioned in this paper that the fourth message of the Andrew secure RPC has no use in security
at all. We have, therefore, suggested that it should be removed from the protocol.
Having designed a protocol to address all the vulnerabilities mentioned in this paper, a
GNY analysis on the resultant protocol has been carried out. It has been pointed out that
despite the modiﬁcations made, the outcomes of the protocol have not been altered. That
is, the protocol achieves mutual authentication. Both parties involved in the protocol run
end up holding the same new secret key. Finally, they both believe that the new key is good
for encrypting and decrypting subsequent messages, and they both believe that the other
party possesses the new secret key as well.
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Abstract: Strassen’s algorithm to multiply two n × n matrices reduces the asymptotic
operation count from O(n3 ) of the traditional algorithm to O(n2.81 ), thus designing
efﬁcient parallelizing for this algorithm becomes essential. In this paper, we present
our generalizing of a parallel Strassen implementation which obtained a very nice
performance on an Intel Paragon: faster 20% for n ≈ 1000 and more than 100%
for n ≈ 5000 in comparison to the parallel traditional algorithms (as Fox, Cannon).
Our method can be applied to all the matrix multiplication algorithms on distributed
memory computers that use Strassen’s algorithm at the system level, hence it gives us
compatibility to ﬁnd better parallel implementations of Strassen’s algorithm.

1

Introduction

Matrix multiplication (MM) is one of the most fundamental operations in linear algebra
and serves as the main building block in many different algorithms, including the solution
of systems of linear equations, matrix inversion, evaluation of the matrix determinant and
the transitive closure of a graph. In several cases the asymptotic complexities of these
algorithms depend directly on the complexity of matrix multiplication - which motivates
the study of possibilities to speed up matrix multiplication. Also, the inclusion of matrix multiplication in many benchmarks points at its role as a determining factor for the
performance of high speed computations.
Strassen was the ﬁrst to introduce a better algorithm [Str69] for MM with O(N log2 7 )than
the traditional one which needs O(N 3 ) operations. Then Winograd variant [Win71] of
Strassen’s algorithm has the same exponent but a slightly lower constant as the number of
additions/subtractions is reduced from 18 down to 15. The record of complexity owed to
Coppersmith and Winograd is O(N 2.376 ), resulted from arithmetic aggregation [CW90].
However, only Winograd’s algorithm and Strassen’s algorithm offer better performance
than traditional algorithm for matrices of practical sizes, say, less than 1020 [LPS92]. The
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full potential of these algorithms can be realized only on large matrices, which require
large machines such as parallel computers. Thus, designing efﬁcient parallel implementations for theses algorithms becomes essential.
This research was started when a paper by Chung-Chiang Chou, Yuefan Deng, Gang Li,
and Yuan Wang [CDLW95] on the Strassen parallelizing came to our attention. Their
implementation already obtained a nice performance: in comparison to the parallel traditional algorithms (as Fox, Cannon) on an Intel Paragon, it’s faster 20% for n ≈ 1000 and
more than 100% for n ≈ 5000. The principle of this implementation is to parallelize the
Strassen’s algorithm at the system level - i.e. to stop on the recursion level r of execution tree - and the calculation of the products of sub matrices is locally performed by the
processors. The most signiﬁcant point here is to determine the sub matrices after having
recursively executed r time the Strassen’s formula (these sub matrices are corresponding to
the nodes of level r in the execution tree of Strassen’s algorithm) and then to ﬁnd the result
matrix from these sub matrices (corresponding to the process of backtracking the execution tree). It is simple to solve this problem for a sequential machine, but it’s much harder
for a parallel machine. With a deﬁnite value of r, we can manually do it like [CDLW95],
[LD95], and [GSv96] made (r = 1, 2) but the solution for the general case has not been
found.
In this paper, we present our method to determine all the nodes at the unspeciﬁed level
r in the execution tree of Strassen’s algorithm, and to show the expression representing
the relation between the result matrix and the sub matrices at the level recursion r; this
expression allows us to calculate directly the result matrix from the sub matrices calculated
by parallel matrix multiplication algorithms at the bottom level. By combining this result
with the matrix multiplication algorithms at the bottom level, we have a generalizing of the
high performance parallel Strassen implementation in [CDLW95]. It can be applied to all
the matrix multiplication algorithms on distributed memory computers that use Strassen’s
algorithm at the system level, besides the running time for these algorithms decreases
when the recursion level increases hence this general solution gives us compatibility to
ﬁnd better implementations (which correspond with a deﬁnite value of the recursive level
and a deﬁnite matrix multiplication algorithm at the bottom level).

2
2.1

Background
Strassen’s Algorithm

We start by considering the formation of the matrix product Q = XY , where Q ∈
m×n
, X ∈ m×k , and Y ∈ k×n . We will assume that m, n, and k are all even integers. By partitioning
X=

X00
X10

X01
X11

,Y =

Y00
Y10
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Y01
Y11

,Q =

Q00
Q10

Q01
Q11

m

n

m

k

k

n

where Qij ∈ 2 × 2 , Xij ∈ 2 × 2 , and Yij ∈ 2 × 2 , it can be shown [Win71, GL89]
that the following computations compute Q = XY :
M0 = (X00 + M11 )(Y00 + Y 11)
M1 = (X10 + X11 )Y00
M2 = X00 (Y01 − Y11 )
M3 = X11 (−Y00 + Y10 )
M4 = (X00 + X01 )Y11
M5 = (X10 − X00 )(Y00 + Y01 )
M6 = (X01 − X11 )(Y10 + Y11 )
Q00 = M0 + M3 − M4 + M6
Q01 = M1 + M3
Q10 = M2 + M4
Q11 = M0 + M2 − M1 + M5

(1)

The Strassen’s algorithm does the above computation recursively until one of the dimensions of the matrices is 1.

2.2

A High Performance Parallel Strassen Implementation

In this section, we will see the principle of the hight performance parallel Strassen implementation presented in [CDLW95], which is foundation for our generalizing.
First, decompose the matrix X into 2 × 2 blocks of sub matrices Xij where i, j = 0, 1.
Seconde, decompose further these four sub matrices into four 2 × 2 (i.e. 4 × 4) blocks of
sub matrices xij where i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3.


x00 x01 x02 x03
X00 X01
x
x11 x12 x13
X=
=  10
X10 X11
x20 x21 x22 x23 
x30 x31 x32 x33
Similarly, perform the same decomposition on matrix Y and get:


y00 y01 y02 y03
Y00 Y01
y
y11 y12 y13
Y =
=  10
Y10 Y11
y20 y21 y22 y23 
y30 y31 y32 y33
Then, use the Strassen’s formula to multiply the matrices X and Y , and get the following
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seven matrix multiplication expressions:

M0 = (X00 + X11 )(Y00 + Y11 )
M1 = (X10 + X11 )Y00
 M2 = X00 (Y01 − Y11 )
M3 = X11 (−Y00 + Y10 )
M4 = (X00 + X01 )Y11
M5 = (−X00 + X10 )(Y00 + Y01 )

M6 = (X01 − X11 )(Y10 + Y11 )
Next, apply the Strassen’s formula to these seven expressions to obtain 49 matrix multiplication expressions on sub matrices x and y. Taking M0 as an example:
M00
M01
M02
M03
M04
M05
M06

= (x00 + x22 + x11 + x33 ) (y00 + y22 + y11 + y33 )
= (x10 + x32 + x11 + x33 ) (y00 + y22 )
= (x00 + x22 ) (y01 + y23 − y11 − y33 )
= (x11 + x33 ) (y10 + y32 − y00 − y22 )
= (x00 + x22 + x01 + x23 ) (y11 + y33 )
= (x10 + x32 − x00 − x22 ) (y00 + y22 + y01 + y23 )
= (x01 + x23 − x11 − x33 ) (y10 + y32 + y11 + y33 )

Similarly, each of the remaining six matrix multiplication expressions Mi for i = 1, 2, . . . , 6
can also be expanded into six groups of matrix multiplications in terms of x and y.
M10
M11
M12
M13
M14
M15
M16

= (x20 + x22 + x31 + x33 ) (y00 + y11 )
= (x30 + x32 + x31 + x33 ) y00
= (x20 + x22 ) (y01 − y11 )
= (x31 + x33 ) (y10 − y00 )
= (x20 + x22 + x21 + x23 ) y11
= (x30 + x32 − x20 − x22 ) (y00 + y01 )
= (x21 + x23 − x31 − x33 ) (y10 + y11 )

M20
M21
M22
M23
M24
M25
M26

= (x00 + x11 ) (y02 − y22 + y13 − y33 )
= (x10 + x11 ) (y02 − y22 )
= x00 (y03 − y23 − y13 + y33 )
= x11 (y12 − y32 − y02 + y22 )
= (x00 + x01 ) (y13 − y33 )
= (x10 − x00 ) (y02 − y22 + y03 − y23 )
= (x01 − x11 ) (y12 − y32 + y13 − y33 )

M30
M31
M32
M33
M34
M35
M36

= (x22 + x33 ) (y20 − y00 + y31 − y11 )
= (x32 + x33 ) (y20 − y00 )
= x22 (y21 − y01 − y31 + y11 )
= x33 (y30 − y10 − y20 + y00 )
= (x22 + x23 ) (y31 − y11 )
= (x32 − x22 ) (y20 − y00 + y21 − y01 )
= (x22 + x33 ) (y30 − y10 + y31 − y11 )
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M40
M41
M42
M43
M44
M45
M46

= (x00 + x02 + x11 + x13 ) (y22 + y33 )
= (x10 + x12 + x11 + x13 ) y22
= (x00 + x02 ) (y23 − y33 )
= (x11 + x13 ) (y32 − y22 )
= (x00 + x02 + x01 + x03 ) y33
= (x10 + x13 − x00 − x02 ) (y22 + y23 )
= (x01 + x03 − x11 − x13 ) (y32 + y33 )

M50
M51
M52
M53
M54
M55
M56

= (x20 − x00 + x31 − x11 ) (y00 + y02 + y11 + y13 )
= (x30 − x10 + x31 − x11 ) (y00 + y02 )
= (x20 − x00 ) (y01 + y03 − y11 − y13 )
= (x31 − x11 ) (y10 + y12 − y00 − y02 )
= (x20 − x00 + x21 − x01 ) (y11 + y13 )
= (x30 − x10 − x20 + x00 ) (y00 + y02 + y01 + y03 )
= (x21 − x01 − x31 + x11 ) (y10 + y12 + y11 + y13 )

M60
M61
M62
M63
M64
M65
M66

= (x02 − x22 + x13 − x22 ) (y20 + y22 + y31 + y33 )
= (x12 − x32 + x13 − x33 ) (y20 + y22 )
= (x02 − x22 ) (y21 + y23 − y31 − y33 )
= (x13 − x33 ) (y30 + y32 − y20 − y22 )
= (x02 − x22 + x03 − x23 ) (y31 + y33 )
= (x12 − x32 − x02 + x22 ) (y20 + y22 + y21 + y23 )
= (x03 − x23 − x13 + x33 ) (y30 + y32 + y31 + y33 )

After ﬁnishing these 49 matrix multiplications, we need to combine the resulting Mij
where i, j = 0, 1, . . . , 6 to form the ﬁnal product matrix.


q00 q01 q02 q03
Q00 Q01
q
q
q
q
Q=
=  10 11 12 13 
Q10 Q11
q20 q21 q22 q23
q30 q31 q32 q33
−1, if i = 4
−1, if i = 1
and γi =
, the 4 x 4
1 otherwise
1 otherwise
blocks of sub matrices forming the product matrix Q can be written as:

First, deﬁne some variables δi =

q00
q01
q02
q03

=
=
=
=

q10
q11
q12
q13

=
=
=
=

δi (Mi0 + Mi3 − Mi4 + Mi6 )
i∈S1 δi (Mi2 + Mi4 )
i∈S3 Mi0 + Mi3 − Mi4 + Mi6
i∈S3 Mi2 + Mi4

i∈S1

δi (Mi1 + Mi3 )
i∈S1 δi (Mi0 + Mi2 − Mi1 + Mi5 )
i∈S3 Mi1 + Mi3
i∈S3 Mi0 + Mi2 − Mi1 + Mi5
i∈S1
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Figure 1: Principle of the Strassen parallelizing in [CDLW95].

q20
q21
q22
q23

=
=
=
=

Mi0 + Mi3 − Mi4 + Mi6
i∈S2 Mi2 + Mi4
i∈S4 γi (Mi0 + Mi3 − Mi4 + Mi6 )
i∈S4 γi (Mi2 + Mi4 )

q30
q31
q32
q33

=
=
=
=

Mi1 + Mi3
M
i0 + Mi2 − Mi1 + Mi5
i∈S2
γ
(Mi1 + Mi3 )
i
i∈S4
γ
(M
i
i0 + Mi2 − Mi1 + Mi5 )
i∈S4

i∈S2

i∈S2

As you saw above, it is not very simple although they have only 49 matrix multiplications.
It become great complicated if we want to go further - when we have 343, 2401 or more
matrix multiplications.

3

Generalizing of the Parallel Strassen Implementation

The principle of the method that has been presented is to parallelize the Strassen’s algorithm at the system level - i.e. to stop on the recursion level r of execution tree - and the
calculation of the products of sub matrices is locally performed by the processors. The
most important point here is to determine the sub matrices after having applied r time the
Strassen’s formula, and to ﬁnd the result matrix from the products of these sub matrices.
In the preceding works, the solutions are given with ﬁxed values of r (= 1, 2). But the
solution for the general case has not been found.
Such are the problems with which we are confronted and the solution will be presented in
this section.
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3.1

Recursion Removal in Fast Matrix Multiplication

We represent the Strassen’s formula:
ml =

i,j=0,1

l = 0···6
and qij =

xij SX(l, i, j) ×

6
l=0

i,j=0,1

yij SY (l, i, j)
(2)

ml SQ(l, i, j)

with

Each of 7k product can be represented as in the following:
ml =

i,j=0,n−1
k

xij SXk (l, i, j) ×

l = 0...7 − 1
and qij =

7k −1
l=0

i,j=0,n−1

yij SYk (l, i, j)
(3)

ml SQk (l, i, j)

In fact, SX = SX1 , SY = SY1 , SQ = SQ1 . Now we have to determine values of
matrices SXk , SYk , and SQk from SX1 , SY1 , and SQ1 . In order to obtain this, we extend
the deﬁnition of tensor product in [KHJS90] for arrays of arbitrary dimensions as followed:
Deﬁnition. Let A and B are arrays of same dimension l and of size m1 × m2 × . . . ×
ml , n1 × n2 × . . . × nl respectively. Then the tensor product (TP) is an array of same
dimension and of size m1 n1 × m2 n2 × . . . × ml nl deﬁned by replacing each element of
A with the product of the element and B.
P = A ⊗ B where P [i1 , i2 , ..., il ] = A [k1 , k2 , ..., kl ] B [h1 , h2 , ..., hl ] , ij = kj nj + hj
with ∀1 ≤ j ≤ l;
n

Let P = ⊗ Ai = (...(A1 ⊗ A2 ) ⊗ A3 )... ⊗ An ) with Ai is array of dimension l and of
i=1

size mi1 × mi2 × . . . × mil . The following theorem allows computing directly elements
of P
Theorem.
P [j1 , j2 , ..., jl ] =
where jk =

n
i=1
n

Ai [hi1 , hi2 , ..., hil ]

s=1
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hsk

n
r=s+1

mrk .

(4)

Proof. We prove the theorem by induction. With n = 1, the proof is trivial. With n = 2,
it is true by the deﬁnition. Suppose it is true with n − 1. We show that it is true with n.
We have Pn−1 [t1 , t2 , ..., tl ] =

n−1
i=1

Ai [hi1 , hi2 , ..., hil ] where tk =

n−1
s=1

with ∀1 ≤ k ≤ l; and then Pn = Pn−1 ⊗ An .
By deﬁnition
Pn [j1 , j2 , ..., jl ] = Pn−1 [p1 , p2 , ..., pl ] An [hn1 , hn2 , ..., hnl ] =
where jk = pk mnk + hnk = mnk ×
=

n−1
s=1

hsk

n
r=s+1

mrk

+ hnk =

n−1

s=1
n

s=1

hsk
hsk

n−1
r=s+1
n

r=s+1

mrk

n
i=1

hsk

n−1
r=s+1

mrk

Ai [hi1 , hi2 , ..., hil ]

+ hnk

mrk

The theorem is proved. ✷
In particular, if all Ai have the same size m1 × m2 × . . . × ml , we have P [j1 , j2 , ..., jl ] =
n

i=1

Ai [hi1 , hi2 , ..., hil ] where jk =

Remark. jk =

n
s=1

n

s=1

hsk mn−s
.
k

hsk mn−s
is a jk ’s factorization in base mk . We note a = a1 a2 ...al(b)
k

the a’s factorization in base b hence P [j1 , j2 , ..., jl ] =
hi1 hi2 ...hin(mk ) .

n
i=1

Ai [hi1 , hi2 , ..., hil ] then jk =

Now we return to our algorithm. We have following theorem:
Theorem.

k

SXk = ⊗ SX
i=1
k

(5)

SYk = ⊗ SY
i=1
k

SQk = ⊗ SQ
i=1

Proof. We prove the theorem by induction. Clearly it is true with k = 1. Suppose it is true
with k − 1. The algorithm’s execution tree is balanced with depth k and degree 7. Thanks
to (3), we have at the level k − 1 of the tree:
Ml =
0≤i,j≤2k−1 −1
k−1

0≤l≤7

Xk−1,ij SXk−1 (l, i, j)

×

−1

Then thanks to (2) at the level k we have
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0≤i,j≤2k−1 −1

Yk−1,ij SYk−1 (l, i, j)

Ml [l ] =
0≤i ,j ≤1

0≤i,j≤2k−1 −1

0≤i ,j ≤1

0≤i,j≤2k−1 −1
k−1

0≤l≤7
0≤l ≤6
=

Xk−1,ij [i , j ]SXk−1 (l, i, j) SX(l , i , j ) ×
Yk−1,ij [i , j ]SYk−1 (l, i, j) SY (l , i , j )

−1

(6)

0≤i ,j ≤1

0≤i,j≤2k−1 −1

0≤i ,j ≤1

0≤i,j≤2k−1 −1
k−1

0≤l≤7
0≤l ≤6

Xk−1,ij [i , j ]SXk−1 (l, i, j)SX(l , i , j ) ×
Yk−1,ij [i , j ]SYk−1 (l, i, j)SY (l , i , j )

−1

where Xk−1,ij [i , j ], Yk−1,ij [i , j ] are 2k ×2k matrices obtained by division Xk−1,ij , Yk−1,ij
in 4 sub matrices (i , j indicate the sub matrix’s quarter).
We present l, l in the base 7, and i, j, i , j in the base 2 and remark that Xk−1,ij [i , j ] =
Xk ii2 , jj2 . Then (6) becomes
M
 [ll (7) ] =

0≤ii



k−1 −1
(2) ,jj (2) ≤2


0≤ii

k−1 −1
(2) ,jj (2) ≤2


Xk [ii (2) , jj

(2) ]SXk−1

(l, i, j)SX(l , i , j ) ×


Yk [ii (2) , jj

(2) ]SYk−1

(7)

(l, i, j)SY (l , i , j )

0 ≤ ll (7) ≤ 7k−1 − 1

In addition, we have directly from (3):
M
 [ll (7) ] =

0≤ii

k−1 −1
(2) ,jj (2) ≤2

0≤ii

k−1 −1
(2) ,jj (2) ≤2





Xk [ii (2) , jj

(2) ]SXk

ll (7) , ii (2) , jj

(2)

×


Yk [ii (2) , jj

(2) ]SYk

ll (7) , ii (2) , jj

(2)

0 ≤ ll (7) ≤ 7k−1 − 1
Compare (7) and (8) we have

SXk ll7 , ii2 , jj2 = SXk−1 (l, i, j) SX (l , i , j )
SYk ll7 , ii2 , jj2 = SYk−1 (l, i, j) SY (l , i , j )
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(8)

By deﬁnition, we have
k

SXk = SXk−1 ⊗ SX = ⊗ SX
i=1
k

SYk = SYk−1 ⊗ SY = ⊗ SY
i=1

Similarly

k

SQk = SQk−1 ⊗ SQ = ⊗ SQ
i=1

The theorem is proved. ✷
Thanks to Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.1 we have
k

SXk (l, i, j) =
SYk (l, i, j) =
SQk (l, i, j) =

r=1
k
r=1
k

SX (lr , ir , jr )

SY (lr , ir , jr )

r=1

(9)

SQ (lr , ir , jr )

Apply (9) in (3) we have nodes leafs ml and all the elements of result matrix.

3.2

Generalizing

Now we known how to parallelize Strassen’s algorithm in general case: ﬁrstwe stop at
therecursion level r, thanks to the expressions (9) and (3),we have the entire corresponding
sub matrices:
Ml =

i, j = 0, 2r − 1

×
i, j = 0, 2r − 1
l = 0...7r − 1
with

Yij

Xij
r
t=1



r

t=1

SX (lt , it , jt )

SY (lt , it , jt )


xi∗2k−r ,j∗2k−r
... xi∗2k−r ,j∗2k−r +2k−r −1

... ...
Xij =  ...
 xi∗2k−r +2k−r −1,j∗2k−r ... xi∗2k−r +2k−r −1,j∗2k−r +2k−r −1 
yi∗2k−r ,j∗2k−r
... yi∗2k−r ,j∗2k−r +2k−r −1

... ...
Yij =  ...
yi∗2k−r +2k−r −1,j∗2k−r ... yi∗2k−r +2k−r −1,j∗2k−r +2k−r −1
i = 0, 2r − 1, j = 0, 2r − 1
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(10)




The product Ml of the sub matrices

 i = 0, 2r − 1
j = 0, 2r − 1




Xij

r
t=1

SX (lt , it , jt )



r

is locally calculated on each processor
SY (lt , it , jt )
t=1

 i = 0, 2r − 1
j = 0, 2r − 1
by the sequential matrix multiplication algorithms.
Yij

and

Finally, thanks to (9) & (3) we have directly sub matrix elements of result matrix by
applying matrix additions instead of backtracking manually the recursive tree to calculate
the root in [LD95], [CDLW95], and [GSv96]:
Qij =
r

=

4

7r −1

7 −1
l=0

l=0

Ml

Ml SQr (l, i, j)
r
t=1

(11)

SQ (lt , it , jt )

Conclusion

We have presented a general scalable parallelization for all the matrix multiplication algorithms on distributed memory computers that use Strassen’s algorithm at inter-processor
level. The running time for these algorithms decreases when the recursion level increases
hence this general solution gives us compatibility to ﬁnd better algorithms (which correspond with a deﬁnite value of the recursive level and a deﬁnite matrix multiplication algorithm at the bottom level). And from a different view, we have generalized the Strassen’s
formula for the case where the matrices are divided into 2k parts (the case k = 2 gives
usoriginal formulas) thus we have a whole new direction to parallelize the Strassen’s algorithm. In addition, we are applying these ideas to all the fast matrix multiplication
algorithms.
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Abstract. . Steganography is defined as covered writing and it has been used to
achieve confidentiality. Most of research in this domain has focused in just
sending plain data. In this paper we use steganography as a way to spread executable code instead of just communicating a secret message. The application
of our proposal may contrast, could be using for spreading malicious code or
for protecting software copyright like a water marking alive. We present our
implementation of this scheme with a developed tool and hence look in a direction that has not looked at detail so far.

1 Introduction
Steganography has evolved during history from handcrafted ways to very complex
techniques, giving to the humans a way to conceal communication. However our
purpose is to use steganography as a mechanism to hide executable code, using the
power of steganography not to conceal communication, but to conceal the transportation of executable code.
Internet was a major breakthrough in the way we communicate with each other
bringing a universe of information. This universe has a proliferation of digital images,
being the most interchangeable kind of file. Multimedia data presents a highly redundant representation, which usually allows the hide of significantly large amounts of
data. Due to this, image files are the ideal objects to hide information, especially
executable code, besides other kind of information.
Most of the remote code execution schemes in Internet are based on a client/server
model. A server listens on specific port, and the client sends a request to that port.
Once the request arrives, and depending in the type of request, the server performs a
specific action. In our model, a server waits for the arrival of an image, once it arrives, the server looks for the code embedded into the image file. If any code is found
in the image, our system extracts the code, load it and execute it. If not code is detected it continues searching for other image files.
As far as we know there is not enough research about using steganography to
propagate executable code. We propose a protocol to propagate code using the principles of steganography.
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This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we introduce ht main features of
steganography. Section 3 presents BMP image file format. In section 4 we explain
related work of steganography with executable code and the differences with our own
approach. In section 5 we explain our model. In section 6 we show our experiments
and results. In section 7 we give our conclusions, and the future work.

2 Steganography
The term steganography is derived from the Greek words steganos that means, “covered” and graphia that means “writing”, i.e. covered writing. Steganography refers to
the art and science of concealing a communication; unlike cryptography, where conceals the message but the communication is often known [CH03]. In fact the ideal
would be a combination of these areas to accomplish a framework more robust to
assure secure communications. Steganography is considered as an art because it is
related with creativity and it is also considered as a science due to the areas involved.
These two approaches combined give a powerful area in computer science. Classical
examples of steganography are invisible ink and microdot.
The steganographic process involves the following elements: a carrier, a secret
message, a key(s), an embedding algorithm and a protocol. In digital steganography, a
carrier may be any kind of digital file for example a picture, movie, audio, etc; as well
as the secret message. The key or keys could be any combination of steganography
and cryptography keys and they may feed the embedding algorithm in order to generate certain seed to incrust the secret message based on that input. Obviously like in
every kind of communication is needed a protocol, in this case is very similar what is
managed in private and public key cryptography or could be without the interchange
of any key, what is known as pure steganography. All these elements are used in order
to generate an object, which is known as a steganogram, the carrier with the secret
message embedded. The perceptual content of the cover object must be indistinguishable from the steganogram in order to consider the steganographic process effective
and efficient.
Basically there are three ways to hide information into a digital object: adding the
secret message, generating a steganogram from scratch (cover generation), and substituting data from the carrier. In [JDJ00] we found a good survey of these techniques.
The adding techniques incrust the secret message into a carrier without modified
data at all. The technique appends the secret information in certain parts that do not
affect the quality of the carrier itself. The disadvantage is that the size of the resultant
steganogram files increments as much as the size of the secret message, looking suspicious if the size of the secret message is significant. Nevertheless the technique does
not generate any degradation on the carrier. Examples of these techniques consist in
hide information in not used fields of TCP/IP headers [CGW05], or to hide it after the
end of a word file.
The cover generation techniques encode information in the way a cover is generated. They have the advantage that the generated steganogram presents certain properties to defend it against statistical attacks. By the other hand the resultant steganogram
might not be common and look suspicious. As an example we can mention the Auto-
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mated Generation of English Text, which uses a large dictionary of words categorised
by different types, and a style source, which describes how words of different types
can be used to form a meaningful sentence. It transforms the message bits into sentences by selecting words out of the dictionary, which conforms to a sentence structure given in the style source. Another example is a fractal image.
The substitution techniques are the most used by the steganographic tools. They
substitute redundant parts of a carrier with a secret message. One of the simplest substitution methods is LSB (Least Significant Bits); it chooses a subset of cover elements and substitute least significant bit(s) of each element by message bit(s). LSB
take advantage that the human eye is not capable to distinguish slight modifications in
the carrier. The receptor of the message could only extract the message if he knows
the exact positions where it was incrusted. This technique has been used in image,
audio and video files, taking advantage of redundancy. It can be used en grey- scale
and colour images with one, two, three or even four least significant bits. The disadvantage of this technique is that the information hidden can be altered or erased if the
carrier is compressed or filtered by any method. An excellent study of LSB technique
can be found in [CM01].
A pseudorandom number generator may be used to spread the secret message over
the cover in a random manner. It must be noted that, according to [Ca98], that classical definition of steganography is statistical and not perceptual. In his paper Cachin
defines a steganography technique to be E-secure if the relative entropy of the probability distribution of cover objects and steganogram is less than or equal to E. He
calls a steganography technique to be perfectly secured if E is zero. He then demonstrates such steganographic techniques do exist and they are perfectly secure (however, the technique described by him is impractical).
A different approach in substitution is image downgrading. It differs from the previous one in the quality of the final image. An image is said to have been downgraded
when its sensitivity label has been changed to the one strictly dominated by its previous value, [CPL95] For example a representation of 32 bits is reduced to 16 bits, with
a quality degradation.
According to [WP00] there are two kinds of steganographics attacks, visual and
statical attacks. More reliable attacks have been published for sequential (or not) LSB
embedding and can be found in [FGD02].
Westfeld and Pfitzmann establishes that the idea of visual attacks is to remove all
parts of the image covering the message, so the human eye can distinguish whether
there is a potential message or still image content. The filtering process depends on
the presumed steganographic method used. So the attacker needs to known the used
technique.
By the other hand the idea of the statistical attack is to compare the theoretically
expected frequency distribution in steganograms with some sample distribution observed in the possibly changed carrier medium. The attacker needs to compare the
original carrier with the steganogram in order to detect this. In order to do this the
attacker needs the original carrier, and this does not occur in most of the cases.
Both techniques do not allow the attacker to obtain the hiding data, but it gives
enough information to detect that something is embedded in the carrier.
Another substitution technique that defends to statistical attacks is pseudorandom
permutations; it takes random bits and bytes from carrier and replaces them with the
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message performing some mathematical computation. Using this technique provides
more robustness against statistical analysis.
There are more robust substitution techniques, known as transformation techniques
[KP00]. These techniques incrust the secret message in significant data of the carrier
based on a mathematical process that take the signal from one representation to another one, surviving only the significant data. The disadvantage of this method is the
difficulty to find places where to hide the secret message, because redundancy is
reduced at minimum.
Our proposal is based in substitution techniques and specifically LSB due to its
simplicity, and efficient in implementation. The size of the resultant steganogram
does not change at all, unless the carrier cannot afford space enough for transporting
the executable code. Besides the degradation of the steganogram does not look suspicious and it cannot being used to detect that the carrier hides some information.

3 The BMP file format
Digital image formats are ways to represent images in digital form. The image is
represented as a finite set of digital values, called picture elements or pixels. There are
many different digital image formats in use today, but certainly the most used today
are: BMP, GIF and JPEG.
The basic elements of a image file format are: fields, labels and blocks. Mastering
these components is crucial to know where and how hide data into them.
GIF images are used extensively on the web. Supports animated images. The format supports only 255 colors per frame, so it losses quantization in full-color photos.
It is based on a color table with a maximum of 256 colors. This format is popular for
its reduced size based on LZW compression and because it allows small animations
and interlacing.
JPEG divides an image in blocks of 8x8 pixels and applies a mathematical transformation to keep only the significant data and get rid of the data that is not important
to visualize the image. By doing this, the image size is smaller. This image format is
ideal to store pictures because of its powerful compression based on a DCT coefficients.
It is important to remark that JPEG itself specifies only how an image is transformed into a stream of bytes, but not how those bytes are encapsulated in any particular storage medium. A further standard, created by the Independent JPEG Group,
called JFIF (JPEG File Interchange Format) specifies how to produce a file suitable
for computer storage and transmission (such as over the Internet) from a JPEG
stream. In common usage, when one speaks of a "JPEG file" one generally means a
JFIF file.
Microsoft Windows programs, and the Windows operating system itself commonly
use BMP image files. The BMP format consists basically on the following structures:
a file header, an image header, a color palette and the data (pixels). According to the
MSDN library, all the structures specify three main elements. The first element is the
header that describes the resolution of the device on which the rectangle of pixels was
created, the dimensions of the rectangle, the size of the array of bits, and so on. The
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second element is a logical palette. And the third element consists of an array of bits
that defines the relationship between pixels in the bitmapped image and entries in the
logical palette.
The file header contains the first 14 bytes of the file, and it contains information
about the bitmap data found elsewhere in the file. Next to the file header there is the
image header. It has a length of 40 bytes, and it holds the fields that describe the image itself. Bitmaps are usually organized, either physically or logically, into lines of
pixels. Following the image header we found the number of elements in the color
table. This number is equal to the number of colors in the image. It is not common
using a color table. In the 24-bit uncompressed RGB color mode, there is not a color
table, each pixel consists of three 8-bit values, a blue byte, a green byte, and a red
byte. The combination of the three values represents the pixel’s color, and they represents all the image pixels lineal, from left to right upwards line-by-line starting at the
lower left. This format conformation gives a high degree of redundancy and is possible to substitute the least significant bits of the carrier.
In addition, it could be used a fourth reserved byte of every pixel representation in
the case if it exists a color table.
We choose to work with BMP format due to its plain structure and the extremely
redundancy used to represent every single color of one pixel in digital images. An
observer will not be able to distinguish between a carrier and a steganogram in a BMP
file due to eye capacity to distinguish that kind of slight changes.
Implementing LSB in GIF and JPEG formats would imply decoding data flow first
according to the compression process and then applied LSB to the data to finally
decode for a second time with the compression process again.

4 Related work
Our idea is based in the techniques used in steganography to hide information, but
instead of hiding data, we propose to hide executable code. This code will be extracted and executed once it arrives to a computer. As far as we know there is no
substantial research in this kind of steganography. We found some empirical work of
this approach
In the master degree thesis presented in [Co00] the author exposes the possibility
of an attack in computer warfare. The author installs a steganographic parser in a
computer target using an executable wrapper in form of video game, like a Trojan
horse, which needs a previous intervention of the computer affected user. The author
embeds executable code into a different format files like BMP, GIF, JPEG, TXT, and
HTML, employing public steganographic tools available like S-Tools. Once the
parser steganographic is installed every steganographic file may be used by this one to
extract and execute code.
Another similar approach is presented in [Si02]. The authors employ an ActiveX
installer in a Web page to install the steganographic parser. This approach works with
the comment label of the JFIF format, a popular implementation of the JPEG standard. The authors embed a keylogger, which is a kind of spyware in the system that
records every single action in the keyboard. The authors propose that, after certain
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time, the keylogger send the logs (with valuable information) to the perpetrator of this
attack.
The use of an AVI file to hide executable code is proposed in [Ro02]. The authors
take advantage that this kind of file launches an event, so it is not necessary a previous installation of a steganographic parser. They propose to force the event in such a
way that it runs out of a web browser, executing the hiding code without the need of
the user authorization.
A slight different approach that takes advantage of a specific vulnerability in Microsoft software is presented in [Mi04]. It consists of a buffer overflow, “activated”
when an image JFIF format file is created with a comment block with one or zero
bytes of size. Knowing that any block in JFIF format consists at minimum of two
bytes because includes the two bytes that indicate the size of the bock, Microsoft
libraries does not know how to deal with this exception and might produce buffer
overflow in the system.
In [Al02] the authors give a proof of concept that demonstrates propagating a computational virus using steganography. The author appends the executable code after
the EOF label in a JFIF picture. It needs a previous intervention of the user to install
the steganographic parser and infecting the first JFIF image file in the system. This
approach spreads the executable code in a picture for every image infected being
visualized in the same path.

5 Our proposal
The main objective of our system is to spread executable code embedded in BMP
images. In order to accomplish our objective the system must fulfill some properties.
The steganogram must not look suspicious about something hidden in it. The capacity
of the carrier of embedding must be enough to transport the secret message without
being perceptible. The algorithm employed must be efficient and robust in order to
not consume computational resources and it must take into account the intentions of
detecting and destroying steganographic content.
Our approach is divided in six phases (see figure 1): embedding executable code in
a carrier (BMP image), installing a steganographic parser at the system target, delivering a steganographic image to the target, detecting the steganogram at its arrival,
extracting executable code from image and finally executing the information hidden
(executable code).
In the embedding executable code process in a BMP image we implement a substitution algorithm that substitutes 1, 2, 3 or 4 LSB depending on the users’ choice.
In order to extract and run the executable code, the steganographic parser must
have been previously installed; this is the hard part of our proposal. This can be
achieved in several ways. We can send to the system’s users a trojan program and
wait that some user executes it. Another solution is to design and use a remote exploit
to install the parser.
Once the parser installed in the system, it must keep hidden and not raise any suspicions. The behavior of the system must be as normal as if nothing new has occurred.
By the other hand the system needs a way to let the steganographic parser analyze
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every picture visualized in the system. The system modifies some keys in the registry
of system configuration, to accomplish the previous requirements.
Delivering the steganographic image is the easy part because it could be in a web
page or in an e-mail, etc.; the images are the kind of files that circulates in computer
systems.
Detecting the steganographic material is accomplished by the steganographic
parser installed previously. It looks for a specific mark inside the file that distinguishes it from a normal image.
Extracting information from BMP file is folding out LSB used in the embedding
process.
Executing hiding information could be in a different fashion way, creating a new
thread, or process, it depends on the purpose of the hidden executable code.

Fig. 1. Steganography executing code mode kernel

6 Experiments and results
We designed and implemented an application that is capable to hide executable a
BMP file. The application is able to install the parser in the local host. We focus on
BMP format because it has a plain structure and facilitates its implementation.
Steganography experts recommend using shades of grey. Grey scale images are preferred because the shades change very gradually between its elements. This increases
the images ability to hide information. However we decided color images in order to
being more innocuous due to the fact that most users prefer color images.
We used substitution LSB steganographic technique in order that carrier size does
not change that much, using data pixels. The information than can be hidden in an
image file depends on how many bits per byte were used to incrust in the carrier.
All our experiments were done over Windows XP Professional. The
steganographic parser is installed in the path c:\windows\system with the name system32b.exe for being innocuous. The added key to install the parser was
My_PC\HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Applications\system32b.exe\shell\open\command
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with value C:\WINDOWS\system\system32b.exe “%1”. The modified key to register
the parser was My_PC\HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\
CurrentVersion\Explorer\FileExts\.bmp. With the sub key Application with value
system32b.exe.
The embedded executable code used in every experiment was a typical Windows
calculator application with a size of 115 200 bytes.
In figure 2 we show a screenshot of the application. The first option gives the possibility to incrust in 1, 2, 3 or 4 least significant bits on a BMP image. The choice
depends on how much degradation is allowed. The next options allow selecting the
original carrier, the file containing the executable code and the desired name for the
steganogram. The interface counts with an option to activate/deactivate the steganographic parser. This last option allows us to test the system’s behavior with and without a steganographic parser.
The application was developed in C language because its power in order to manipulate bits of the BMP image file. Firstly the application incrusts a mark (for example “GR”) to distinguish a steganogram from a typical image in the first bytes of data
pixels, and then incrust the size of the executable code. If the executable code is bigger than the data pixel image it expands the steganogram in order to fit the executable
code. Only in this case the steganogram grow more in size than the carrier, in all the
others cases the size remains the same. At first the application assures that the steganographic parser exists and has been properly installed in the host system if it is not,
proceeds to install this one.

Fig. 2. Application developed interface

In order to test our system we select different images. The image carrier was selected for containing a variety of colors with a size of 342 294 bytes. Using 1 LSB the
code needs 921 600 bytes (115 200 * 8) for being carried. The result steganogram can
be seen in figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Image with 1 LSB modified

Using 2 LSB the code needs 460 800 (115 200 * 8)/2 bytes for being carried. The
result steganogram can be seen in figure 4.

Fig. 4. Image with 2 LSB modified

Using 3 LSB the code needs 307 200 (115 200 * 8)/3 bytes for being carried. The
result steganogram can be seen in figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Image with 3 LSB modified

Using 4 LSB the code needs 230 400 (115 200 * 8)/4 bytes for being carried. The
result steganogram can be seen in figure 6.

Fig. 6. Image with 4 LSB modified

The results indicate that using 1 and 2 LSB results in a steganogram almost imperceptible to notice differences between original carrier and steganogram. However,
using 3 and 4 LSB results a suspicion steganogram because it decreases the quality of
the images.
Execution of executable code was successful in each case, as we can see in figure
7.
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Fig. 7. Execution of calc.exe at the time visualizing 4 LSB steganographic image

The experiments were performed in other kind of images. For example images that
present obscure colors like the one in the figure 8, present not degradation at all, even
with its 4 LSB modified as in the case of figure 9. It is evident that with this kind of
images is possible to conceal more information without raise suspicious unlike images
with clear colors.

Fig. 8. BMP image with obscure colors

The results indicate that these images not alter its size and quality and hence they
are the most appreciable candidates to be used in order to hide information.
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Fig. 9. BMP image with image with obscure colors modified in 4 LSB

7 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have presented a mechanism to use steganography in order to
propagate executable code. We have developed an application to demonstrate that this
is possible. The application allows embedding and extracting executable code from
pictures in BMP format.
The BMP format is ideal to incrust data because of its excessive redundancy. The
embedding capacity results indicate that pictures with obscure colors are the ideal
medium to transport executable code without making them look abnormal in anyway.
They present more capacity than clear images.
We showed a practical example hiding the code of windows calculator in different
images. We proved that this code can be extract when the user selects the image carrying the code.
The major breakthrough in our approach is that this schema could be used to different kind of applications not necessarily to spread malicious code but also every
kind of code. For example could be used as a way to improve copyright, executable
code might be scanning, looking for anomalies in the way we use commercial software or even used as a way for authentication from both sides client and server applications o media.
Steganography of executable code is a vast field waiting to explore. One of our future works involves apply our system to assure that the code was not altered in its
journey to a target system. Another area of exploitation is how can be install steganographic parsers without the intervention of a user in the system affected.
It is necessary looking for ways of compression and cipher the executable code before its embedding in the image file.
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BMP format is really accepted in the traffic in Internet but because of its size is
needed to analyze other image format files that can be spread more easily than BMP
like GIF and JPEG, achieving this could reach a major degree of propagation than
only with users of the BMP format.
Parallel to our work of hiding executable code in image file formats, is necessary
to design and implement schemes of detection. The schemes must be able to detect
executable code in mages to avoid the dangerous that this technology could bring at
the computer community.
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Abstract. fgN and fARIMA (0,d,0) are two of the models frequently employed in
Internet traffic. However, there is not a set of data traces available. In this work, a set
of 187 fGN data traces each one of 64KPoints were generated with three tools: SPlus, SelQoS; and a fGN-MatlabScript; and a cumulative analysis with 1144 files
was done. From this study, it is concluded that the best algorithms respect to the
Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) for Hurst index estimates were Modified
Allan Variance in time domain far followed for R/S statistic, while in frequency
domain Periodogram presented the MMSE followed very close for Local Whittle. A
set of 53 “well-behaved” data traces with different theoretical values HT were
obtained and will be publicly available. The fGN data traces generated by our tool
SelQoS compared with those generated with S-Plus, fGN, fARIMA (0, d, 0), and
fGN-MatlabScript showed the best performance relative to MSE. For all data
generation methods, the higher H is, the bigger MSE is.

Keywords: fractional Gaussian Noise fGN, fractional Auto-Regressive Integrated
Moving Average fARIMA, Self-similarity, data traces, Hurst index

1 Introduction
Since the seminal work of Leland, Taqqu, Willinger, and Wilson [LTW94] in
communication networks, an explosion of work has ensued investigating the
multifaceted nature of this phenomenon, see for example Crovella and Bestavros
[CB97]. Then, concepts such as self-similarity, long-range dependence (LRD), and
heavy-tailed distributions (e.g. paretian- and α-stable distributions) are becoming
more and more frequent in the telecommunications area. Consequently, these and
others related concepts, such as autocorrelations or power spectral density have
emerged as powerful tools for modeling the behavior of these real processes and
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systems. Paxson and Floyd [PF95] explained “the Failure of Poisson Modeling” for
packets networks where Poisson models for some telecommunication processes are
not the most appropriate, e.g. network traffic or they don’t capture well some
behaviors. Abry and Veitch have made important contributions to the LRD in Internet’s
traffic see for example [AV98].
As time series or data with LRD appear quite frequently in many different areas of
science and engineering, e.g., hydrology, physics, biology, telecommunications, many
basic methods have been proposed for the estimation of the Hurst parameter H.
However, some major issues have not been satisfactorily resolved:
• It is not clear for many cases under what circumstances the methods mentioned above
yield consistent results.
• The mathematical theory of long-range dependence concerns the behavior of the
correlation of the time series at large lags; however a measured time series is finite,
and relatively short. This practical fact limits the study of: 1) the aggregated series,
because theirs lengths decrease with the aggregation level; and 2) the cumulative
behaviors.
• The set of well accepted software tools for data analysis is relative low, e.g.
estimators of H, and the amount of data is huge; consequently, replication of results
showed in the literature is a very time consuming task, see [Ka95]. Moreover, if the
data trace source is not public or available, the task is unfeasible.
When the literature is studied, in the papers with more impact, besides of good
algorithms, we find the following elements:
1. Sets of “good” synthetic data traces and/or traces obtained from measurements, and
overall publicly available, sometimes as libraries.
2. A relative high volume of measurements.
3. Proprietary and public software tools and code.
When working with packet networks, engineers are interested in the estimations of
several performance metrics and theirs behaviors respect to time, frequency and/or
aggregation levels. Examples of these metrics are: volume of traffic per time unit,
delays, delay variation or jitter, packet loss, inter-arrivals times, behaviors of some of
these metrics per protocol, Internet routes and theirs anomalies, and Hurst parameter.
On the other hand, traffic generators are very important for good modeling. Therefore, in
this paper we propose to adapt the colored noise generator model of Kasdin [Ka95], a
digital model for accurate generation of digital sequences of noise with power law
, in the frequency domain, to satisfy requirements of long range dependence
shapes
and self-similar network traffic.
The generated noise traces are characterized in the frequency and time domain with the
power spectrum and self-similarity estimation tools such as Whittle, periodogram,
modified Allan variance method (MAVar). All the generated traces accomplish the
randomness and the self-similarity index H.
1.1

Motivations

Although hundreds of papers has been written in this area, only a few of them show that
the algorithms (estimators of H) should be calibrated respect to a set of “well-behaved”
data traces with H theoretically known, that means data traces satisfying one or more
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specific criteria. The major motivation is: although fractional Gaussian Noise and
fractional Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average, fGN and fARIMA for short, are
some of the traffic models frequently employed in Internet, there is not a set of “wellbehaved” traces publicly available as reference to calibrate our implementations.
1.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this work are: 1) A study of a set of 187 fGN and fARIMA
(0, d, 0) data traces each one of 64KPoints (1KPoint = 1024 points) generated with three
tools: S-Plus SelQoS, and fGN-MatlabScript; including a cumulative analysis for 1144
files (derived from the 187 datasets). 2) A study of the accuracy of algorithms for LRD
based on the MMSE criterion is presented. 3) A set of 53 “well-behaved” data traces
with different theoretical values HT were obtained and will be publicly available.

2
2.1

Basic Concepts
Self-Similarity

Self-similarity describes the phenomenon where certain properties are preserved irrespective
of scaling in space or time. It can be defined as follows:
Definition 1. A real valued continuous time stochastic process {Y(t), -∞ < t <
∞} is said to be self-similar if for any constant a > 0, there exists H > 0, called index
of self-similarity, such that
(1)
where
means equality in the sense of finite- dimensional distributions.
A stochastic process {Y(t)} is said to have stationary increments if the distributions
of {Y(h + t)—Y(h)} are independent of t. When {Y(t), t > 0} is self-similar with
stationary increments and its exponent is H, then it can be called H-sssi, for short.
For a detailed study of second-order self-similar processes see Tsybakov and Georganas
[8], where definitions of exactly and asymptotically second-order self-similar processes
and some properties and relationships are discussed. Therefore, we are interested in
asymptotic second order self-similarity processes, since exact second order self-similar
processes require invariability of second order statistics in all time scales.
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Second Order Self-Similar Discrete Time Series. When considering discrete stochastic
time series the definition of self-similarity is given in terms of the aggregated processes.
Let {X(t), t = 0, 1, ..., N} be a discrete time series derived from a process H-sssi, then
others series can be obtained by aggregation. That means that new aggregated
time series is a sequence given by the following eq. (2).
=(
where each term

: k = 1, 2, 3, …)

(2)

is defined as:
(3)

and where m represents the level of aggregation; that is, each new time series is obtained
by partitioning the original time series into non-overlapping blocks of size m and then
averaging each block to obtain the k values of the new series.
Definition 2. Let {X(t), t ε N} be a covariance stationary discrete time series with
mean µ = 0, variance σ2 and autocovariance function γ(k), and
series. Then it is said that X is H-ss, if the following eq. (4) is hold, i.e.

its aggregated
(4)

and asymptotically H-ss, if the following eq.(5) is hold.
(5)
where

means convergence in distribution.

Definition 3. A discrete time series X(t) is exactly second order self-similar with
Hurst parameter H ε (1/2, 1) if
(6)
for k > 0, and asymptotically second order self-similar if
(7)
where γm(k) is the autocovariance function of the aggregated process of order m, k
represents the lag, σ2 the variance, and H represents the Hurst parameter.
2.2

Long-Range Dependence

Long-range dependence or long memory means that the autocorrelation function of a
stochastic time series decays slower than an exponential or hyperbolically in time. This
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slowly decaying behavior gives rise to the presence of large values of the time series X(t)
with non-negligible probability.
Definition 4. Let X(t) be a stationary time series, it is said to be long-range
dependent if its autocorrelation function, ACF, ρ(k) has the following asymptotic
behavior.
(8)
where β = 2-2H, or H = 1 – β/2, and LC(k) is a slowly-varying function, i.e.
. In long-range dependence, LRD, the sum of the
autocorrelation function is infinity, i.e.

2.3

Fractional Gaussian Noise fGn

Definition 5. Fractional noises are obtained by taking the increments of Fractional
Brownian motion processes BH (j), i.e. fractional Gaussian Noise fGn Yj is defined as
(9)

2.4. Method of generation for fractional noise based on Kasdin’s algorithm
In this section a summary of the method developed by Kasdin [Ka95] is given.
Simulation of a stochastic process is not an easy task, because most of processes are non
stationary. However, many of the process’ models used for simulation are asymptotically
stationary. The output process, x(t), of a linear system driven by white noise is
represented by the convolution integral:
(10)
Where h(t) is the causal impulse response function of the system and w(t) is Gaussian
white noise with autocorrelation function Qδ(τ) and the integration is defined in the
sense of Ito [ST94]. The spectral estimation, even of a non-stationary process, is in most
of cases, a legitimate basis for formulating linear systems models for the stochastic
processes [Ka95].
In the case of a discrete linear system, the convolution integral in (10) can be replaced by
the discrete convolution sum:
(11)
Where wa is the iid white noise sequence.
of the eq (11) by performing the discrete convolution.
We can generate the sequence
Another way to perform this is multiplying in the frequency domain their components in
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the spectrum, using the FFT. Brownian motion is given as the integral of white noise. Its
impulse response function is thus the unit step function and its transfer function is:
(12)
A generalization of (12) proposed as the digital model in[6]:

Recalling that D = 2H-1 (13) can be expressed in terms of H instead of D.

(13)

(14)

Applying the inverse Z transform to (14) as shown in [Ka95] and computing it using a
recursive algorithm:
(15)

Where, H is the Hurst parameter.
Consequently, at this point we can generate different fractional noises, as fGn,
controlling the self-similarity index H. This algorithm was implemented in Matlab, it is
called in this work as fGN-MatlabScript.
2.5

Estimators of Self-Similarity Index for Discrete Time Series

Hurst index as a single value is well-defined mathematically, but its measuring is
problematic. The data must be measured at high lags/low frequencies where fewer readings
are available. All estimators are vulnerable to trends or periodicity in the data, highfrequency oscillations, non-stationarities and other sources of corruption. In order to
estimate the index of self-similarity, several different estimators for H should be
implemented. Hurst estimators, , can be classified in three general groups: those
operating in the time domain, those in the frequency, and the third in wavelet
domain. Due to space constraints we can't give a complete description of all available
estimators, but an overview appears elsewhere [TT98]. The most frequent are: R/S
statistic, Absolute moment, Variance, Variance of Residuals, Periodogram, Local
Whittle and Abry-Veitch. A less common estimator is based on the Modified Allan
Variance and it was developed by Bregni and Primerano [BP04].

3

Behavior of H Estimators for Synthetic Data Traces fGN and
fARIMA (0, d, 0) with H known

Many aspects of H-behavior are being studied. The present work focuses on the Hbehavior respect to one or more algorithms in order to get a set of “well-behaved” data
traces, which are analyzed in the following way: global values or global sense, series of
local values or local sense, and series of cumulative values or cumulative sense.
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Let Ω H be a finite set of data traces, where each element is represented by Ω iH = {Dij,
N, M, HT}, and where Dij j =1, 2, 3, …, N, are de data, N is the length of the series, M is
the method for data generation, and HT theoretical value of the Hurst parameter. H can
be studied in several ways, e.g. in a global sense, i.e., one single value; in a local sense,
i.e., the time-interval is partitioned into K non-overlapping blocks and for each one a Hvalue is estimated; obtaining k values Hi, i = 1, 2 ,…, K; in a cumulative sense, i.e., how
H change for blocks of size jN/K for j = 1, 2, …, K; and where each block include its
predecessor, in this case we obtain again k values Hi, i = 1, 2, …, K. As there are
different H estimators, different values of H and different behaviors of H can be found.
Different criteria for “well-behaved” traces can be done, in this work we employs the
following:
C1. Criterion for the global behavior of H respect to an estimator. Given a finite set
, the trace Ω iH is wellof traces Ω H with “equal” HT, and a specific estimator of H,
behaved in a global sense respect to , if its estimated H-value is the closest to the
theoretical or reference value HT.
C2. Criterion for the local behavior of H respect to an estimator. Given a finite set of
, the trace Ω iH is “well-behaved” in a local
traces Ω H and a specific estimator of H,
sense respect to , if one of the following condition is hold: its expected value, E( ),
is the closest to the global H-value; or the minimum mean squared error MMSE( ) is
obtained.
(MSE ( )) is given by
Mean squared error of the estimator
MSE (

) =

Var(

) +

[E(

)-HT]2

(16)

where HT is the reference value.
C3. Criterion for the global behavior of H respect to a set of estimators. Given a
={
,
finite set of traces Ω H with “equal” HT and a set of algorithms estimators
H
, ...,
}, the trace Ω i is “well-behaved” in a global sense for a set of estimators
if it has the best estimated H-value for all estimators.
C4. Criterion for the local behavior of H respect to a set of estimators. Given a finite
={
,
, ...,
set of traces Ω H with “equal” H and a set of algorithms estimators
}, the trace Ω iH is “well-behaved” in a local sense for a set of estimators if one of
satisfies the criterion for the local behavior of H respect to an
the estimators
estimator, C2.
C5. Criterion for the cumulative behavior of H respect to a set of estimators. Given a
,
,
finite set of traces Ω H with “equal” H and a set of algorithms estimators = {
H
}, the trace Ω i is “well-behaved” in a cumulative sense for a set of estimators if
...,
satisfies a specific criterion of convergence involving
one of the estimators
accuracy and/or precision, for example MMSE.
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4

Generation, Selection and Analysis of Data Traces

In order to find a set of “well-behaved” traces of fGN and fARIMA (0, d, 0) sample
paths, several traces should be generated and processed, therefore a tool is necessary.
The results obtained in this work were obtained using a software tool, called by us
SelQoS, which is being developed at CINVESTAV-Guadalajara. This tool allows global,
local and cumulative analyses of Hurst parameter and some basic statistics, among
others features, and a version will be publicly available and free in three months. After
the analysis of many data traces, we observe that.
1. The criteria for the global behavior of H respect to one or more estimators are not
strong because you don’t see the convergence of the H-value, neither the behavior of
H-for different blocks. Karagiannis in [KFM04] shows a global behavior of some
estimators of H.
2. The criterion for the local behavior of H respect to a set of estimators, is better than
the above mentioned, and allows to know the H-behavior for different blocks, but not
its convergence.
3. The algorithm of Variance of residuals showed a high variance for local and
cumulative analyses, and then it was not taken into account.
Consequently, we used the criterion for the cumulative behavior of H respect to a set
of estimators to find the set of “well-behaved” data traces of fGN. The estimators
employed were: R/S statistic, Absolute moment, Variance, Periodogram, and Local
Whittle, because they are implemented in our tool. Local and cumulative analyses of
self-similar traces can be found in [RT06].
In order to obtain a set of “well-behaved” synthetic data traces, the following steps
were done:
1. Generation of 5 synthetic data traces fGN for each Hurst values between 0.5 and 1
(using a step of 0.05), and for different lengths: 16, 32 and 64 KPoints.
2. For the data generation were we used S-Plus for fGN and fARIMA (0, d, 0), and
SelQoS for a third set of fGN traces.
3. Selection of the data traces of 64KPoints according to the criterion C5.
Remarks about location of data traces. The set of all generated and selected data traces
used
in
the
present
work
can
be
downloaded
from
http://orion.gdl.cinvestav.mx/jcinv/minisitios/dtorres/.
4.1 Selection
Criterion selection and classification: Based on cumulative analysis, selected data traces
can be classified into three groups: golden traces are those with MMSE( ) for all
methods; silver traces are those with 3 or 4 MMSE( ) at least one of them in
frequency domain, and bronze traces are those with at least two MMSE( ).
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4.2 Analysis
A total of 187 files or data traces were studied, the cumulative analysis of the Hurst
parameter was realized with a block size of 1KPoints. After that, MSE( ) versus
theoretical value of Hurst index HT was computed for all data traces. Finally, the
Cumulative MSE (CMSE) was calculated in two ways: the first one for each
, the same HT, and for a group of 5 data traces; and the second one for each
estimator
data trace and all estimators.

Figure 1: CMSE for the three algorithms of data generation

In Fig. 1 the behaviors of MSE for the different methods are depicted, the higher H is,
the bigger MSE is. From the Criterion for selection and classification, the following
results were obtained: one golden trace generated by SelQoS with HT = 0.85, filename
“fgN – SelQoS – 65536 – 0.85 – B.txt”; 15 silver traces, 5 of each data generator; and
37 bronze traces, among them 10 from fgN - SelQoS, 16 from fgN – S Plus and 11 from
fARIMA (0, d, 0) – S Plus. Therefore, a set of 53 “well-behaved” traces with different
theoretical values HT were obtained.
Compared with the traces generated by SelQoS and S-Plus, the data traces generated
by fGN-MatlabScript don't have the best performance, relative to MSE. But in many
cases, this MSE was sufficiently low (in the order of 10-5). An analysis done using alphastable distributions showed that parameters "alpha", "beta" and "gamma" of these fGNMatlabScript traces were very similar to those generated by the other methods, but the
localization parameter "delta" related with the mean was relatively high (not zero), and it
grows as the Hurst parameter does.
4.3 Global behaviors: Basic Statistics, Probability Density Function and Outliers
Due to space constraints, only the golden trace analysis is presented in this section. The
first step to study a time series is a first look in time to it, see Fig.2 Y(t) is a time-series
with µ = 0, σ2 =255, β = 0.0080, and kurtosis = 3.01; its Gaussian PDF is depicted too.
Table 1 shows H estimated for different estimators.
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Figure 2: A first look to the golden trace “fgN – SelQoS – 65536 – 0.85 – B.txt” and its PDF

RS
0.8666

AM
0.8636

Var
0.8568

VoR
0.8878

MAV
0.8587

Per
0.8436

L.Whi
0.8525

Table 1: Global Hurst of the golden trace

4.4 Local Behaviors of H
A more precise study of the time series is achieved when it is divided into small blocks
and local and cumulative analyses are done. Our tool SelQoS allowed the study of basic
in a more detailed form. In this case, we used block size of
statistics and estimators
1024 Points (64 blocks) for MSE calculations. Excepting some blocks, good behavior of
almost all time and frequency-domain estimators is observed respect to the theoretical
value of H.

Figure 3: Local behaviors of H using some time and frequency-domain estimation algorithms

4.5 Cumulative Behaviors of H
The cumulative analysis proved that some estimators present a better convergence than
others. Fig. 4 shows the behaviors of the best, fGN – SelQoS – 65536 - 0.85 - B.txt, and
worst data traces, fgN - S+ - 65536 - 0.70 - D.txt, both respect to MSE. From block 18,
the convergence of the best data trace is significant better than the second one; this fact
is emphasized from block number 44 until the end.
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Figure 4: The best and the worst data trace

Figure 5: Cumulative behaviors of H using time and frequency-domain algorithms

The behavior of global estimated H for different estimators of the data trace fGNSelQoS-65536-0.85-B.txt, H = 0.85 and aggregation levels m = 8, 16 and 32 was studied
and, as trend, H decreases as the aggregation level increases. H estimates of this series
using different methods took values greater than 0.78 and less than 0.91.

5

Conclusions

From a source of 187 fGN data traces, each one of 64KPoints, a cumulative analysis
with 1144 files was realized and the following was concluded: in the time domain the
algorithm with MMSE was Modified Allan Variance, far followed for R/S statistic; while
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in frequency domain was the Periodogram presented the MMSE followed very close for
Local Whittle.
Based on cumulative analysis from the selected data traces we obtained 1 golden
data traces, 15 silver traces and 37 bronze traces. The golden fGN data trace was
generated by SelQoS with a length of 64 KPoints and H = 0.85. A set of 53 “wellbehaved” data traces with different theoretical values HT were obtained.
The fGN data traces, generated by our tool SelQoS1, compared with those generated
with S-Plus, fGN, fARIMA (0, d, 0) and fGN-MatlabScript (based on Kasdin’s
algorithm) showed a better performance relative to MSE. In all data generation methods,
the higher H is, the bigger MSE is. A set of data traces of fGN will be publicly available
at http://orion.gdl.cinvestav.mx/jcinv/minisitios/dtorres/.
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Abstract: The Domain Name System (DNS) has been the naming service of the
Internet for more than 20 years. It is the foundation of virtually all other distributed
service. The deﬁciencies of DNS with respect to performance, availability, and reliability are well known. We want to systematically improve DNS by (1) measuring
DNS performance, (2) evaluating past proposals, and (3) try to come up with a new
architecture for DNS. SEDNS is a system in which we investigate various design ideas
to speed up DNS requests and improve availability, reliability, and security.

1

Introduction

The Domain Name System (DNS) is a hierarchical distributed database that can map
names to some data. In most cases it is used to map a name to an IP address. The system is
mature and very successful. There is hardly any distributed Internet-based application that
does not use it. Unfortunately DNS is not always sufﬁciently dependable for companies
that must depend on it. Almost always some DNS servers are not reachable. Sometimes
none of the DNS servers might be available (e.g., when DNS is misconﬁgured or under
attack). DNS responses are not always correct, which may have different reasons, e.g.,
cache poising. However, the most alarming problem is that DNS can be used to attack
other services or a downtime of DNS can make services unusable. Many systems depend
on DNS without having a fallback. So a good way to attack a distributed application is,
ﬁrst to make sure that itself or its clients cannot resolve names anymore.
We are designing a system, SEDNS, to cope with all these problems. SEDNS is not a
replacement for DNS. Replacing DNS would be difﬁcult since it is mature, quite well
understood, popular, and such a shotgun approach often fails. So we will continue to use
DNS and, just in case that it does not work according to our expectations, we provide a
combination of local caches together with a peer-to-peer based fallback system. We show
how to optimize the performance using local caches similar to Supercaches as introduced
by [AMT03].
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Sections 2.1 and 2.2 discuss the different
sources for unavailability of DNS. Section 3 discusses DNSSEC in this context. Section 4
introduces our SEDNS approach and discusses how to optimize a Peer-to-Peer overlay for
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this use. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

DNS Dependability Issues

DNS is inherently unreliable, due to the fact that it is using plain-text communication via
UDP as the default setting. Hence, modiﬁcations of the content can not be detected and
in the case of packet loss, retries include the resolvers time-out as an extra delay penalty.
TCP, which would solve this problem, is only used when the amount of data is too large
to be contained in a single UDP packet. Of course, TCP introduces some overhead so that
UDP seems to be the better choice if performance is the main concern.
The consequence of using UDP is that applications have to deal with requests not being
answered or replies being dropped. To optimize yield, i.e., the ratio of answered requests
out of the number of requests sent, we need to investigate the factors that impact the yield.
We say that a failure occurred if the time-out of the resolver has expired, i.e., 5 seconds in
most implementations, or that an error is returned by the server. Failures can be classiﬁed
in client-side and server-side failures, like proposed by Park et al. [PPPW04].
Client-side failures are failures caused by the client’s infrastructure, i.e., the stub resolver,
the recursive resolver, or the LAN connection. Server-side failures are failures caused by
the DNS servers involved in the processing of the request, including WAN communication
failures. The following subsections describe these problems in more details.

2.1

Server-side problems

When a recursive resolver tries to ﬁnd a certain resource record, it iteratively traverses the
DNS name space. Starting from the top of the tree, i.e., a root server, it tries to ﬁnd a DNS
server that is responsible for the top level domain (TLD). From this server the search goes
on from name server to name server until the request can be answered.
Since a successful DNS lookup depends on the cooperation of many remote components
it is worth looking how reliable this process is. Jung et al. [JSBM01] tried to examine
the effectiveness of DNS caching. In addition, their work shows the reliability of the DNS
server infrastructure. They captured DNS packets at two locations, i.e., two Internet gateways. The traces show that over a third of all lookups where not successfully answered.
The number of query packets is larger than the number of lookups because if a DNS server
does not receive an answer for a query, it retransmits the query. This is a robustness mechanism that deals with UDP packet loss, leading to the fact that query packets for unanswered
lookups account for more than 50% of the DNS query packets in the trace.
Another interesting behavior is that between 3.1% and 4.9% of the unanswered lookups
formed a querying loop between two or more DNS servers. This is obviously a conﬁguration problem. Erroneous conﬁgurations also cause many negative answers. Negative
answers account for 10% to 42% of the answers in the trace. Often they are caused by
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querying a name that does not exist. Of cause, this might be a result of user input, such as
”ww.att.com” in the address ﬁeld of a browser, but the largest cause are inverse lookups.
Usually an administrator conﬁgures at least two mappings for a name. One mapping points
from the name to the IP address, another one points from the IP address to the name.
This is very useful and many services are using this feature, e.g., ssh. Obviously many
administrators omit conﬁguring these inverse mapping.
Other signiﬁcant causes are NS or MX records that point to names that do not exist. This
might be a problem of inconsistency in a DNS zone, where old entries have not been
removed or new entries have not been checked for typos.
Apart from these conﬁguration issues there is also the problem that servers might fail
completely. Reasons are software and hardware failures as well as occasional denial-ofservice (DOS) attacks.
DNS is a compelling target for DOS attacks since DNS servers are well known and easy to
ﬁnd, a successful attack to a single server or pair of servers can cut of a whole branch of the
DNS name space, and DNS outages often cause outages of other services as well. Such an
attack (in this case ping ﬂooding) hit the 13 root servers on October 23, 2002, causing some
slowdown in the Internet [Nar02]. Only four root servers were able to continue service
during the attack. In January 2001, Microsoft suffered from such an attack resulting in
downtime for its Web presence [Thu01]. As a result, Microsoft hired Akamai Technology
to ensure that such attacks do not succeed in the future. Akamai maintains geographically
separated DNS servers, while all of Microsoft’s DNS servers were in the same location
and thus easy to attack.

2.2

Client-side problems

Many DNS outages are not caused by global network outages or server failures, but by
problems with local components, like recursive resolvers or stub resolvers. Stub resolvers
are using local DNS servers (LDNS) as recursive resolvers. These servers are responsible
for resolving names iteratively and also provide a cache for DNS resource records. Hence,
they do the main part of resolving a name. This is necessary since stub resolvers are too
limited for this task.
If these LDNS servers suffer from network problems, more or less frequent overload situations, or hardware and software failures, the DNS is unavailable. Now this seems to
be a problem that can be solved by the DNS administrators. As discussed by Park et al.
in [PPPW04], there might be reasons that are deterring administrators from solving this
problem: Most of them optimize cost-to-beneﬁt ratio expressed by CPU utilization. DNS
is not CPU bound and it typically leaves enough CPU power to run other services on the
same machine. Installing more services improves utilization but introduces a competition
between services for resources. Waiting for memory or CPU, DNS might fail from time to
time, i.e., let the resolvers time-out expire.
Park et al. propose to use an insurance-like service (CoDNS) where many partners share
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Figure 1: Comparison of average answer time without caching

their recursive resolvers. DNS requests can be forwarded, using a peer-to-peer overlay
network, to other recursive resolvers. The performance of the system depends on a good
selection of time-out values and knowledge about the health of other peer’s LDNS servers.
According to benchmarks in [PPPW04] CoDNS outperforms standard DNS by 27-82 %
(latency) and increases availability by an extra 9. This can be reached by exchanging
information about the health of the LDNS server, i.e., its performance and availability,
with other peers in an overlay network. If the LDNS server fails, the DNS request is
forwarded to a nearby overlay peer with a good LDNS server. CoDNS is deployed in
Planet-Lab [Ros05], where we are using it to compare it with the front-end for SEDNS.
It is conﬁgured using one extra peer for lookups and 200 ms time-out for the initial DNS
request to the LDNS server. The overhead that is needed is, to monitor 10 other peers and
keep track of their LDNS server’s health.
SEDNS uses a modiﬁed stub resolver to query a super cache ﬁrst. After a short timeout, other LDNS servers are queried in parallel requests. Using several LDNS servers
masks client-side problems. In the case that this still does not obtain an answer, another
local resolver is queried. It is using a peer-to-peer approach to ﬁnd DNS data even in the
presence of server-side problems.
Two benchmarks are presented here: (1) We measure our front-end without caching, i.e.,
we try to eliminate caching as good as it gets1 , and (2) with warmed-up caches. The ﬁrst
setting shows that the extra effort of almost doubled number of DNS messages is sensible
and that performance is good in the case that the SEDNS super-cache does not produce
1 We

did not have exclusive access to the DNS servers. So our measurements have been inﬂuenced by each
other and other resolvers.
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Figure 2: Comparison of weighted average answer time without caching

a hit. The second one shows the inﬂuence of LDNS and network failures on the request
delay. The result is that our approach is most effective in masking client-side failures.
For using SEDNS the user must install a glibc patch for stub resolvers and the local administrator has to set up additional resolvers and a super cache in the LAN. SEDNS is usable
even in the case that DNS is globally unavailable, which is not possible with CoDNS since
it relies on DNS.
In comparison to CoDNS, we do not require a peer-to-peer component to be installed on
each client machine, even though it would be possible, of course. Neither do we monitor
the health of DNS servers.
Our approach separates different techniques to reach different goals as discussed in Sec.
4. We are still early in the design and development process, but we can already present
some promising measurements.
So far we have implemented a glibc extension that uses parallel requests to the primary
and secondary name server. Of course this doubles the DNS trafﬁc in the case that both of
them are doing ﬁne, but we don’t need any monitoring trafﬁc and we keep the caches of
both servers up to date. If the added trafﬁc is of concern, one can delay the second request
by a short time-out sufﬁcient to get fast replies from the ﬁrst server. In this way, one can
balance the network load vs. the response time. Given the fact that most requests will be
answered from cache, there is almost no additional load on the CPU, and LAN trafﬁc is
cheap, so this seems to be a practical approach.
Figure 1 shows a comparison between our resolver (parallel DNS), CoDNS and DNS. We
used a list of 23771 DNS names and calculated the average of our measurements from 490
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Method
DNS
CoDNS
parallel DNS

lookups
23771
23771
23771

total time
18074599ms
9735546ms
9176794ms

avg. time/lookup
760ms
409ms
386ms

Table 1: Results without caching

Planet-lab nodes2 . We found out, that measuring the performance without caching effects
is difﬁcult. The graph shows that parallel DNS has gotten more responses within 40 and
200 ms than any of the other approaches. CoDNS has advantages for answers between
200 and 1000 ms. This is due to the ability to choose the best performing peer out of 10
neighbors while we just use our LDNS servers. However, we did not succeed in getting
rid of caching effects between the different measurements, which makes evaluating the
benchmark difﬁcult. This is also caused by the fact that we had not the exclusive access to
the used DNS servers. Without these effects our parallel resolver should always be at least
as good as DNS.
For better comparison we provide a weighted CDF3 in Fig.2. It shows the distribution of
answer times weighted by the answer time itself. This is interesting because the extremely
slow answers dominate the time, that a resolver spends for resolving queries. One can see
that, e.g., our approach uses 21% of the overall lookup time for requests taking longer than
1 second. DNS spends 60% and CoDNS spends almost 50% of the overall lookup time
for this fraction. This result differs from the benchmarks in [PPPW04], because these are
our own measurements, where we used the CoDNS version that is available and deployed
in Planet-Lab. Altogether our benchmark results show that parallel DNS outperforms the
other approaches as shown in Table 1. The table shows that the additional number of DNS
messages is justiﬁed by roughly 50% improvement of answer time.
Since DNS gains most of its performance from caching, we performed a measurement in
which we repeated some queries to exploit caching. The main beneﬁt of this benchmark is
to isolate the delay penalty of LDNS failures. A fair measurement with caching is difﬁcult
to achieve, since the chronological order of benchmarks has an inﬂuence on the result.
KyoungSoo Park proposed to show the better performance of an approach by running it
ﬁrst. All other approaches would ﬁnd better caching behavior since the ﬁrst run warmed
caches. This might be unfair because the result would hardly be comparable with other
benchmarks. Repeating small junks of queries solved this problem, since the 2nd junk
always ﬁnds a warm cache4 . Figure 3 and Table 2 show the results. Parallel requests
always reach the best results. The reason is that LDNS or network failures are the reasons
for higher delay in this case. Parallel requests perfectly hide these failures while the other
approaches trigger timeouts and need retransmissions.
We also learned that asynchronous socket I/O is much better than multithreading. To
simplify matters, we ﬁrst used threads that parallelized calls to the glibc function send dg
2 Not all of them were available all the time. Reasons can be network problems in the Internet, nodes being
re-booted after OS updates, node failures, and other problems. Usually we have been able to use half of them.
3 as used by Park et al. [PPPW04]
4 Of course this does not work for names that are not cacheable due to TTLs of just a few seconds. But this
makes the method even more realistic.
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Method
DNS
CoDNS
parallel DNS

lookups
23771
23771
23771

total time
5164570ms
4169531ms
984413ms

avg. time/lookup
217ms
175ms
41ms

Table 2: Results with caching
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Figure 3: Comparison of average answer time with caching

that sends and receives UDP packets containing the DNS messages. When we tried to use
a thread pool the performance dropped under the DNS performance in the area up to 16
ms.
CoDNS tries to pick the same peer for the same name to get some cache locality, but in
the Planet-Lab conﬁguration it uses just one peer, so this strategy might not even be used.
However, CoDNS can also outperform DNS in the area between 40 and 500 ms.
Another important point for comparison is trustworthiness. Using CoDNS, the user agrees
to forward DNS requests to other peers. Of course, this leaks information about the DNS
names she resolves, i.e. the web sites she reads or the e-commerce services she uses.
Furthermore, information about the internal structure of a company’s network may also
be disclosed. Using SEDNS, users can prevent this by carefully conﬁguring their LDNS
servers.
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3

DNS Security Issues

Many security attacks on DNS are possible. DNS messages could be intercepted and
modiﬁed on their way. This would not only be a source of confusion but would be a
serious threat for many systems.
DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) have been designed to cope with this problem. A
public key infrastructure is woven into DNS to allow using signed resource records.
With DNSSEC, the manipulation of DNS resource records is getting more difﬁcult. An
attacker can not just intercept a DNS message and change its contents. Sending a faked
DNS answer directly to the stub resolver should also not be possible, since a security
aware resolver, according to RFC 2535, must not trust the AD ﬂag unless there is a secure
communication channel between itself and the server, e.g., a VPN, which would prevent
such attacks.
Hence, the introduction of a public key infrastructure solved many trustworthiness problems - but at the same time new problems are introduced. We have seen in Sec. 2.1
that conﬁguration issues cause many failures. With DNSSEC the conﬁguration of a DNS
server gets even more difﬁcult.
DNSSEC uses a hierarchical trust model that makes DNS even more fragile in the presence
of conﬁguration errors. Hence, if we want to improve the availability, DNSSEC does
not seem to be the right choice. A solution that could reduce the conﬁguration effort
is a self-organizing completely decentralized peer-to-peer system. But it is already well
understood, that these overlays without massive use of caching are too slow to satisfy the
answer time expectations of a naming service [CMM02]. The complexity of the DNSSEC
trust model can be reduced by using SSL-Certiﬁcates like described in [FPJ05]. This
solutions helps to reduce DNS server dependencies, since the certiﬁcation chain can be
much shorter.

4

SEDNS

SEDNS tries to cope with all the dependability problems mentioned so far. We dedicate a
part of our systems design to each of the problems: a local cache to improve QoS by reducing DNS latency, parallel requests to LDNS servers to mask client-side dependability
problems, and a peer-to-peer approach to mask server-side dependability problems including misconﬁgurations and network problems. Figure 4 shows how an SEDNS resolver
works in pseudocode.
Step 1 The resolver sends a query to a nearby caching-only name server. (Line 9 in Fig.
4) These servers are easy to install and the maintenance overhead is negligible. The
main advantage is that the stub-resolver can learn, how long it takes to resolve a
name from cache (Lines 21, 22). The time-out for this operation is dynamically
adapted.
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Step 2 In the case of a cache-miss, the resolver does not wait for the caching-only server
to resolve the name. It proceeds to issuing parallel requests to the LDNS Servers.
The earliest successful answer is delivered to the application. The number of needed
DNS messages can be reduced by introducing small time-outs between transmitting
the requests (Lines 10, 11). In this case the ﬁrst name server should be selected
randomly or using the rotate scheme in resolv.conf to have a better load distribution
(Not shown in Fig. 4).
Step 3 In the case that no answer is obtained there must be a client-side failure or a serverside problem. The resolver now makes use of a peer-to-peer application. This service can be found using the resolv.conf as well5 (Line 12, We assume that the last
resolver is the peer-to-peer application). It implements the DNS protocol and is used
as a gateway to the overlay network. The peer-to-peer network locates the DNS resource record and delivers it to the application, even during global DNS outages.
There have been some attempts to implement a DNS compatible service by using peer-topeer overlay structures. Cox et al. [CMM02] simulated a Chord [SMK+ 01] based overlay
implementing a DNS compatible server using the DNS traces of Jung et al. [JSBM01].
The results show that even for a small network of 1000 Nodes the additional delay of the
overlay routing leads to rather slow answers. The estimation of answer times shows that
less than 30% of the DNS queries can be answered within 200ms.
Ramasubramanian et al. [RS04b] showed that proactive caching and replication can mask
this problem. An rather good performance was reached using Beehive [RS04a], a framework for proactive caching. More than 50% of all DNS requests did not incur any network
trafﬁc at all. They have been served from the local cache.
Now this approach seems to be great for long-TTL entries of DNS but for entries with
short TTL it would suffer from the same problems as the solution of Cox et al. [CMM02].
The common problem is that in structured peer-to-peer networks data is located using
distributed hash tables (DHT). The hash sum of objects or their names is calculated and
the object is located at the peer with a node ID closest to this hash sum. If an object shall be
retrieved, the distance to this node ID is reduced in each routing step. This does not mean
to get closer to the target, since these IDs are not linked to the location in the network. So
peers having almost the same ID can still be far away from each other in terms of round
trip time.
There are some approaches to optimize the routing behavior in these overlays, e.g. Castro
et al. [CDHR03]. The goal to use network layer knowledge for overlay routing decisions
was achieved, but the core problem remains: The location of an object is determined by
a DHT. All locality information is destroyed. This might be alright as long as the object
or its name does not contain location related data, but in the case of DNS this would be a
wrong assumption.
5 It

has to listen at the standard DNS port to receive the query.
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01 r e s o l v e ( r e q u e s t ) {
02
03 q u e r y = r e a d ( r e q u e s t ) ;
04
05 c a c h e = r e a d l n ( ” / e t c / r e s o l v . c o n f ” ) ;
06 f o r ( i = 0 ; i<r e s o l v e r s c o u n t ; i ++)
07
r e s o l v e r s [ i ]= r e a d l n ( ” / e t c / r e s o l v . conf ” ) ;
08
09 s c h e d u l e Q u e r y ( c a c h e , q u e r y , now ) ;
10 f o r ( i = 0 ; i<r e s o l v e r s c o u n t − 1 ; i ++)
11
scheduleQuery ( r e s o l v e r [ 0 ] , query , c a c h e t i m e o u t + i ∗ o f f s e t ) ;
12 s c h e d u l e Q u e r y ( r e s o l v e r [ r e s o l v e r s c o u n t − 1 ] , q u e r y , c a c h e t i m e o u t + p 2 p o f f s e t ) ;
13
14 p e n d i n g = r e s o l v e r s c o u n t + 1 ;
15 w h i l e ( ! v a l i d && −−p e n d i n g > 0 ) {
16
i f ( ( e r r o r = s e l e c t ( inBuf , t i m e o u t ) ) ! = 0 ) return e r r o r ;
17
response = inBuf . read ( ) ;
18
valid = ! response . isError () ;
19 }
20
21 i f ( r e s p o n s e . s o u r c e ( ) == c a c h e ) a d a p t ( c a c h e t i m e o u t , LESS ) ;
22 e l s e a d a p t ( c a c h e t i m e o u t , MORE)
23 r e t u r n r e s p o n s e . g e t A n s w e r ( ) ;
24 }

Figure 4: Pseudocode of the SEDNS stub resolver

4.1

P2P overlay design

In the case, that the DNS infrastructure fails, we want to use a overlay network that efﬁciently locates DNS data. For this purpose we need a hash function that does not destroy
any locality information.
DNS requests show locality, otherwise caching would not be as successful as it is. But the
distance between two object’s names or two URLs is often not determined by the round
trip time between the hosts they are stored on but by the language of their content. This
information is in many cases already included in the name in the shape of the country code.
While other approaches tried to exploit common keywords like Lu et al. [LHL05], we
exploit the hierarchical structure of DNS. If some user looks up www.harry-potter.uk, it
is more probable that the next lookup is www.books.uk instead of www.harry-potter.fr. So
the design of our hash scheme must map this hierarchy into the hash. Therefore, we are
using a preﬁx routing scheme, like used by Pastry [RD01] or Tapestry [HHWX01]. DNS
names offer postﬁxes that indicate their location in the DNS name space. We directly map
these postﬁxes to preﬁxes in the hash sum.
To improve the routing algorithm we exploit heterogeneity to select “Superpeers”, i.e.,
nodes with more resources usable for routing. These Superpeers use group membership
information to implement 1-hop routing.
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5

Conclusion

We propose a multi-staged resolution scheme for DNS which can improve answer times
by using an adaptive time-out for querying a caching-only server. Furthermore is uses
different techniques to mask client-side failures and to reduce answer times at the same
time. A peer-to-peer backend is only used in the case that DNS is unavailable due to clientside or server-side failures or attacks. The peer-to-peer network will be self-organizing and
incrementally deployable.
The changes to the stub resolver will be implemented as glibc patch. No other software
on the clients machine is necessary to install. The performance improvements will also be
usable without participating in the overlay network.
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Abstract: In the telecommunications ﬁeld, protocols have to be seriously validated
before their startup. Thus, it is necessary to test the conformance of a protocol, but it
is also important to test its robustness in presence of unexpected events. This paper
proposes a framework to test the robustness of a system. Firstly, we explain how to
increase the nominal speciﬁcation in order to take into account the hazards. Then,
we show how to generate test sequences from the increased speciﬁcation. Finally, we
propose a case study on the SSL protocol, using the TGSE tool.

1 Introduction
Protocol speciﬁcations are used to develop products and services. To ensure correctness of
such products, testing is the one of the used validation techniques. It consists of checking
that the behaviors of a real implementation of a system (IUT for Implementation Under
Test) is correct with respect to a speciﬁcation.
With the exponential growth of Internet and with the growth of other services, protocol
testing has become more difﬁcult. While testing to ensure that requirements are met is
necessary (i.e. conformance testing), tests aimed at ensuring that the system handles errors
and failures appropriately are often neglected (i.e. robustness testing).
Although a precise deﬁnition of robustness is somewhat elusive, functionally the meaning
is clear : the ability of a system to function in an acceptable way in presence of faults
or stressful environmental conditions [CW03]. The term "hazards" will be used to gather
faults and stressful conditions.
The aim of this paper is to provide a formal framework for robustness testing for Internet
protocols. In order to decide the robustness of an IUT, a clear criterion is needed, taking
into account the system behaviors in the presence of hazards. The contributions of this
paper are :
(1) A framework for robustness testing including a formal deﬁnition of robustness and
a test generation method. Our approach consists in enriching the nominal speciﬁcation
(i.e. protocol standard speciﬁcation) with some representable hazards in order to get an
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increased speciﬁcation.
(2) A case study on the SSL protocol [Hic95]. We show how to integrate hazards in the
speciﬁcation of the handshake protocol in order to generate robustness test cases using the
TGSE tool [BF05].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows : Section 2 introduces models and
notations used in the paper. Section 3 gives a deﬁnition and a classiﬁcation of hazards.
Section 4 presents a formalization and a method to test the robustness. The case study is
given in Section 5. The related work is presented in Section 6. Section 7 concludes and
draws some perspectives.

2 Basic Concepts
A reactive system is a software component which reacts to stimuli of its environment. I/O
labelled transition systems (IOLT S) are used to describe the behaviors of such systems.
This section introduces the IOLT S model and some notations used throughout this paper.

2.1 Input Output Labelled Transition System
Deﬁnition 2.1 An IOLT S [TRE96] is an quadruplet S = (Q, A, →S , q0 ) such that: Q
is a nonempty ﬁnite set of states, q0 is the initial state, A is the alphabet of actions and,
→S ⊆ Q × A × Q is the transition relation.
The alphabet A is partitioned into three sets A = AO ∪ AI ∪ I, where AO is the output
alphabet (an output is denoted by !a), AI is the input alphabet (an input is denoted by
?a) and I is the alphabet of internal actions (an internal action is denoted by τ ). Usual
notations are:
Notation
ε
q ⇒ q′
a
q ⇒ q′
a ...a
q 1⇒ n q ′
q af ter σ
S af ter σ

Meaning
τ ...τn
q = q ′ or q 1→ q ′
ε
a
ε
∃ q1 , q2 | q ⇒ q1 → q2 ⇒ q ′
a1
a
an
∃ q0 ...qn | q = q0 ⇒ q1 ⇒2 ... ⇒
qn = q ′
σ
′
′
q ∈ Q|q ⇒ q }
q0 af ter σ

Notation
T race(q)
T race(S)
Out(q)
Out(S, σ)
ref (q)

Meaning
σ
{σ ∈ A∗ | q ⇒}
T race(q0 )
a
{a ∈ AO | q ⇒}
Out(S af ter σ)
a
{a ∈ AI |a −
→)}

The observable behaviors is described by ⇒. q af ter σ is the set of reachable states from
q by σ. T race(q) is the set of observable sequences starting from q. Out(q) is the set of
all possible outputs of q. Finally, ref (q) is the set of inputs which can not start a transition
from q.
The IOLT S S is called deterministic if no state accepts more than one successor with
an observable action. It is called observable if no transition is labeled by τ . S is called
input-complete if each state accepts all inputs of the alphabet.
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2.2 Suspension Graph
In practice, the tester observes events from a system, but also the absence of events (quiescence). Several kinds of quiescence may happen in a state q ∈ Q: outputlock quiescence
if the system is blocked on standby input of the environment (Out(q) = ∅), deadlock quia
escence if there is no more evolution of the system (∀a ∈ A|q −
→) or livelock quiescence
ε
if q ⇒ q.
Deﬁnition 2.2 The suspension graph [JER03] of S = (Q, A, →, q0 ) is an IOLTS S δ =
(Q, Aδ , →δ , q0 ) such that: Aδ = A ∪ {δ} with δ ∈ AδO (δ is considered as an output). →δ
δ

is obtained from → by adding loops q −
→ q for all quiescence states

2.3 Meta-Graph
In order to model the behaviors of a system S = (Q, A, →, q0 ) in the presence of hazards,
we use the concept of the meta-graph associated to S. A meta-graph G is a graph such
that each state of G corresponds to a set of states of S having the same behaviors in the
presence of the same hazards.
Deﬁnition 2.3 A meta-graph associated to S is a triplet G = (V, E, L) such as:
• V = Vd ∪ Vm is a set of states. Vm ⊆ 2Q is called the set of meta-states and Vd is
called the set of degraded states such that Vd ∩ Q = ∅.
• L is an alphabet of actions,
• E ⊆ V × L × V is a set of edges
Deﬁnition 2.4 (Composition IOLT S ⊕ G)
Let S = (Q, q0 , A, →S ) be an IOLT S and G = (V, E, L) a meta-graph associated to S.
The composition of S and G, noted S ⊕ G, is the IOLT S (QS⊕G , q0S⊕G ,
AS⊕G , →S⊕G ) deﬁned by: QS⊕G = Q ∪ Vd , q0S⊕G = q0 , AS⊕G = A ∪ L and,
a

1. q −
→ q′

⇒

a

q−
→S⊕G q ′

2. (v, a, v ′ ) ∈ E and v, v ′ ∈ Vd

a

v−
→S⊕G v ′ .

⇒

a

3. (v, a, v ′ ) ∈ E , v ∈ Vm and v ′ ∈ Vd

⇒

q−
→S⊕G v ′ for all q ∈ v.

4. (v, a, v ′ ) ∈ E , v ∈ Vd and v ′ ∈ Vm

⇒

v−
→S⊕G q for all q ∈ v ′ .

a

a

5. (v, a, v ′ ) ∈ E and v, v ′ ∈ Vm ⇒ q −
→S⊕G q ′ for all q ∈ v and q ′ ∈ v ′
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This composition consists in adding in S the set of transitions and states of meta-graph G.
Actually, for a state q of S member of a meta-state (i.e. a set of states) v of G, we add in
S the set of transitions and/or states starting from v. In the following, this composition is
used to integrate hazards modeled as meta-graph(s) in the nominal speciﬁcation. Figure 3
illustrates this composition.

3 Hazards
In robustness testing, a hazard denotes any event not expected in the nominal speciﬁcation
of the system. In this section, we propose to extend the hazards classiﬁcation given in
[CW03]. Our classiﬁcation considers :
Position of hazards relative to the system boundaries. We distinguish the internal (e.g.
memory overﬂow, processor failure, etc...), external (e.g. intrusion, stressful conditions,
etc...) and beyond the system boundaries hazards.

Hazards

OBSERVABILITY

Observable

Unobservable

CONTROLLABILITY

REPRESENTABILITY

Controllable

Uncontrollable

Representable

Unrepresentable

Figure 1: Classiﬁcation of hazards

Position of hazards relative to the tester controllability. We regroup the hazards basing on their observability, representability and controllability by the tester. Figure 1 gives
the different possible combinations :
1. Observable, controllable and representable hazards. They regroup invalid inputs
(e.g. modiﬁed inputs, erroneous inputs or lost inputs) or inopportune inputs (e.g.
messages in advance or late). These terms are deﬁned below.
2. Observable, controllable and unrepresentable hazards. They are composed by some
external failures whose inﬂuence on the inputs are not very clear or difﬁcult to represent (e.g. pressure, radiation, temperature).
3. Unobservable, controllable and unrepresentable hazards. They are composed by
some complex internal failures which we can not describe with classic models (e.g,
memory overﬂow, processor bugs).
The other possible combinations of ﬁgure 1 are not considered because we will not able
to test something not controllable. For observable and representable events, we identify
three kinds of hazards :
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Invalid Inputs describing some erroneous, speciﬁed inputs (e.g. incorrect values, errors
of initialization, temporization faults).
Inopportune Inputs corresponding to actions which exist in the alphabet of the speciﬁcation, but not expected in the given state. ref (q) (see standard notations of IOLT S)
denotes the inopportune inputs in a state q ∈ Q.
Unexpected outputs. Taking into account the hazards can lead the system, in some cases,
to send some unexpected outputs. Sometimes, such outputs may be considered as acceptable. For example, restarting a session, resetting or closing a connection may be acceptable
behaviors. As a consequence, all acceptable outputs must be added to the speciﬁcation.

4 Proposed framework
In this part, we propose a formal approach to generate robustness test cases. Firstly, we
show how to integrate the representable hazards in the initial model. The obtained model
is called increased speciﬁcation. Secondly, we formalize the robustness of an implementation compared to the increased speciﬁcation. Basing on the previous relation, we explain
how to produce robustness test cases using a test purpose. The approach diagram is given
in ﬁgure 2.
Hazard Graph

Specification

CHG

S

CHG ⊕ S

Inopportune Inputs Graph

IIG

Inopportune inputs computing

S ⊕ CGH ⊕ IIG

Addition of the suspension traces
and determinization

Test Purpose

RT P

Increased Specification

SA

Synchronous Product SA ⊗ RT P
Robustness test cases

RT C

Figure 2: Approach diagram
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4.1 Increase of the speciﬁcation
The aim of the increased speciﬁcation is to formally describe the acceptable behaviors
in presence of controllable and representable hazards. In our approach, we describe the
behavior of the system in presence of one or several hazard(s) modeled by meta-graph(s).
Figures 3 (a) and (b) illustrate this concept. Assuming that S (ﬁgure 3 (a)) is in its initial
state, if it receives the hazard ?a′ , it has to move to the degraded state d2 according to the
meta-graph of ﬁgure 3 (b). Besides, if it sends the acceptable output !x′ , it has to move to
the degraded state d1, which permits the system to come back to a nominal behavior (here
the initial state) in case of reception of ?a.
In the following, we suppose that hazards (invalid inputs and acceptable outputs) are modelled by one or more meta-graph(s) CHG (Controllable Hazard’s Graph). Then, inopportune inputs can be automatically computed and are represented by meta-graph(s) IIG
(Inopportune Input Graph). The increased speciﬁcation (see ﬁgure 3 (f)) is obtained as
follows. For a nominal speciﬁcation S and a set of hazards modeled by a meta-graph
CHG, we ﬁrstly compose them to obtain CGH ⊕ S (see ﬁgure 3 (c)). Secondly, we
compute the inopportune inputs of CGH ⊕ S to construct IIG (ﬁgure 3 (d)). Then, we
build CGH ⊕ S ⊕ IIG (ﬁgure 3 (e)). Finally, we add suspension traces and we proceed to determinization of CGH ⊕ S ⊕ IIG (ﬁgure 3 (f)) in order to obtain the increased
speciﬁcation.
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Figure 3: Increase of speciﬁcation
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4.2 Robustness relation
In order to describe formally the notion of robustness, the following hypothesis are needed :
Increased speciﬁcation. We suppose that the nominal speciﬁcation is modeled by an
IOLTS S = (Q, A, →, q0 ). The increased speciﬁcation of S is modeled by a deterministic,
observable and input-complete IOLTS SA = (QSA , ASA , →SA , q0SA ) (the construction of
SA is the one given in the previous sub-section).
Implementation. The real implementation under test (IUT) is unknown, but to be able
to reason formally on the robustness of an implementation I with respect to a speciﬁcation
S, we assume that :
1. I is modelled by an IOLTS,
2. I conforms to S,
3. I is input-complete on the alphabet ASA .
Robustness relation. Let I be an implementation of a speciﬁcation S and SA its increased speciﬁcation. The robustness relation Robust is deﬁned by :
I Robust SA ≡def ∀σ ∈ T race(SA )\T race(S δ ) ⇒ Out(I δ , σ) ⊆ Out(SA , σ).
Only the increased behaviors (added) are useful for robustness testing because the nominal
behaviors (including valid quiescence) already passed the conformance testing.
Example 1 Let us consider ﬁgure 4.
• I1 Robust SA because all traces in I1 are included in SA
• not(I2 Robust SA ) because I2 after ?a′ sends !y but SA after ?a′ sends !x′ .
• not(I3 Robust SA ): I3 after ?a′ reaches another state not speciﬁed in SA .
• not(I4 Robust SA ): I4 after ?a′ sends !y and reaches another state not speciﬁed in
SA .
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Figure 4: Robustness relation

4.3 Test generation
After the integration of hazards (invalid inputs, inopportune inputs and acceptable outputs),
the size of the increased speciﬁcation becomes very large. In order to reduce test costs,
we propose to select the tests by using test purposes. This method was used in some
conformance testing works [BF05, JER03]. The principle of this method is founded on the
synchronization between the speciﬁcation and the test purpose modelled by two IOLT S.
The robustness test generation may be summarized as follows. 1) Choice of robustness
test purpose. 2) Synchronization between the speciﬁcation and the test purpose in order
to deduce the behaviors which satisﬁed the test purpose. 3) Mirror image (i.e. inputs
become outputs and outputs become inputs) of the synchronous product. 4) Extraction of
robustness test cases.
The Robustness Test Purpose (RTP) is used to check some robustness properties in the
IUT. In the proposed case study, we use TGSE tool [BF05] in order to generate test cases.

5 Case study: The SSL Protocol
Netscape describes SSL as follows [Hic95] : "The SSL protocol is designed to provide
privacy between two communicating applications (a client and a server). Second, the protocol is designed to authenticate the server, and optionally the client". SSL is standardized
by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force ). The full speciﬁcation of the SSL proto-
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col is written in the RFC 2246. There exists several implementations of the SSL protocol
(Open SSL, SSLeay, BSAFF 3.0, SSL Plus, SSL Ref 3.0).
The SSL Protocol contains four under-protocols: Handshake protocol, SSL Changes Cipher Spec protocol, SSL Alert protocol and SSL Record protocol. The Handshake protocol
is composed of two phases. First step deals with the selection of a cipher, the exchange of a
master key and the authentication of the server. Second step handles client authentication,
if requested and ﬁnishes the handshaking. After the handshake stage is complete, the data
transfer between client and server begins. All messages during handshaking and after, are
sent over the SSL Record protocol Layer.
Here, we deal only with the speciﬁcation of the handshake protocol which describes three
scenarios of communication as shown in the following table :
Case

Sequences

No Session Identiﬁer, No Client authentication

!Client-Hello, ?Server-Hello, ?Client-Master-Key, ?Client-Finished, !Server-Verify,
!Server-Finished

Session Identiﬁer Used, No Client
authentication

!Client-Hello, ?Server-Hello, ?Client-Finished, !Server-Verify, !Server-Finished

Session Identiﬁer Used, Client authentication

!Client-Hello, ?Server-Hello, ?Client-Master-Key, ?Client-Finished, !Server-Verify,
?Request-Certiﬁcate, !Client-Certiﬁcate !Server-Finished

Table 1: Nominal scenarios of the Handshake protocol

The standard speciﬁcation (RFC2246) deﬁnes the following errors :
• NO-CIPHER-ERROR. This error is returned by the client to the server when it can
not ﬁnd a cipher or key size. This error is not recoverable.
• NO-CERTIFICATE-ERROR. When a REQUEST-CERTIFICATE message is sent,
this error may be returned if the client has no certiﬁcate to reply with. This error is
recoverable (for client authentication only).
• BAD-CERTIFICATE-ERROR. This error is returned when a certiﬁcate is deemed
bad by the receiving party. Bad means that either the signature of the certiﬁcate
was bad or that the values in the certiﬁcate were inappropriate (e.g. a name in the
certiﬁcate did not match the expected name). This error is recoverable (for client
authentication only).
• UNSUPPORTED-CERTIFICATE-TYPE-ERROR. This error is returned when a
client/server receives a certiﬁcate type that it can not support. This error is recoverable (for client authentication only).
Two error messages have been omitted from the speciﬁcation document (this problem is
noticed in [BD95]). The ﬁrst, an UNSUPPORTED AUTHENTICATION TYPE ERROR
message, is a mistake which would prevent the protocol using different methods of authentication of a client. The second, an UNEXPECTED-MESSAGE-ERROR would allow an
implementation to close the connection cleanly if an implementation sent an out-off-order
message.
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In order to verify the robustness of the Handshake protocol, we increase the nominal speciﬁcation by integrating hazards (invalid inputs and inopportune inputs). Besides, to model
the previous hazards, we consider the following hypothesis. 1) if the implementation receives an invalid input then it closes the connection and, 2) if it receives an inopportune
input then it loops in the same state. Formally, the previous hypothesis may be modelled
by meta-graphs. The increased speciﬁcation is given in ﬁgure 5 (Annexe), it is composed
of 20 states and 176 transitions. In ﬁgure 5, the inopportune inputs are represented by
ref (q) for any state q but in the experimentations, they are automatically computed.

5.1 Robustness test generation with TGSE tool
In order to generate robustness test cases, we have deﬁned a set of robustness test purposes aiming at checking the behavior of an implementation in presence of the certiﬁcate failures (No-Certiﬁcate-Error, Bad-Certiﬁcate-Error, Unsupported-Certiﬁcate-TypeError), the cipher failures (No-Cipher-Error) and two other failures (Unexpected-MessageError et Unsupported-Authentiﬁcation-Type-Error) :
• RTP1: Closing the connection between the client and the server after detection of a
certiﬁcate failure.
• RTP2: Closing the connection after detection of a cipher failure.
• RTP3 : Closing the connection after detection of unexpected error message.
In addition, we mention that both the inopportune inputs and quiescence are automatically
generated by the TGSE tool[BF05]. The following table summarizes the different results
obtained by a TGSE implementation under Linux Fedora 3 station (Intel Pentium 4 CPU
1.80GHz, 128Mo of memory). "RTC size" represents the average size of the robustness
test cases and "CPU Time" represents the average time needed to extract the RTC. We noRobustness test purposes

RTC size

CPU Time(ms)

RTP1

53

0.9618

RTP2

10

0.3599

RTP3

20

0.15797

Table 2: Results obtained by TGSE tool

tice that Robustness Test Cases are signiﬁcantly longer than in usual conformance testing
methods. The reason is that the integration of hazards in the speciﬁcation increases the
number of possible transitions.
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6 Related work
Many research have been done in the domain of protocol testing . The majority of these
works deals with conformance testing [IEE04] (an overview may be found in [JER03]). In
this section, we focus particularly on robustness testing works.
[CW03] proposes a study on robustness testing, focusing on hazard classiﬁcation and some
possible directions to handle the problem. Authors deﬁne the robustness notion as "the
ability of a system to function acceptably in the presence of faults or stressful environmental conditions" and provide a state of the contributions in this domain.
The PROTOS project [RLT02] proposes to describe the system with a high level of abstraction and then to simulate abnormal inputs in the speciﬁcation. It is mainly focused on
the detection of vulnerabilities of a network software system. In this case, robustness is
restricted to the notion of network security.
Some approaches are based on software fault injection :
The FIAT tool [BCSS90] modiﬁes a processus binary image in memory, [Reg05] applies
randomly interruptions in the IUT, whereas the BALLISTA tool works on data unexpected
modiﬁcations. These approaches are based on integration of faults directly in the software
implementation of the system, but do not care about interpretation of different behaviours.
Another approach consists in using model-based test generation. The main difﬁculty of
such technics is to describe the hazards in the model. Many works consider such approach :
[SKD05, FMP05, Rol03].
[SKD05] proposes a ﬁrst approach based on a refusal graph used to model hazards. Contrary to our method, it only deals with inopportune inputs, but not with invalid inputs.
Moreover, our approach distinguishes between inputs and outputs in the model.
[FMP05] uses a formal fault model in order to build a "mutant" speciﬁcation. They use a
fault model in order to add "fault" transitions in the speciﬁcation. They deﬁne a robustness
relation based on a robustness property. Contrary to our approach, they do not permit to
integrate unexpected inputs in the model.
[Rol03] uses a degraded speciﬁcation to model the behavior in case of critical situation,
and integrates the hazards directly in the test sequences. A major difference between
[Rol03] and this work is in the concept of robustness : we consider here that robustness
implies conformance; [Rol03] does not.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a formal framework and a generation technic to test the robustness of a protocol modeled as IOLTS. We proposed to integrate representable hazards
in the speciﬁcation after suspension traces addition and determinization. Then we used
this increased speciﬁcation in order to generate robustness test cases using a test purpose.
Secondly, we proposed a case study on the SSL protocol by describing how to increase
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the speciﬁcation, and by generating test sequences with the TGSE tool. This case study
permits to show the complementary aspect of conformance and robustness testing.
Currently, we are working on tools to help the designer of a system to describe the behavior
of the system in case of unexpected events. Besides, we are studying a way to handle time
constraints in robustness testing.
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?I−0: ?Close−Connection
?I−1: ?Server−Hello(No−Sid)
?I−2: ?Server−Hello(Hit)
?I−3: ?Server−Verify
?I−4: ?Server−Finished
?I−5: ?Server−Request−Certificate
?I−6: ?SSL−Data−Record

OUTPUTS
!O−0: !Client−Hello(No−SId)
!O−1: !Client−Hello(Sid)
!O−2: !Close−Connection
!O−3: !Client−Master−Key
!O−4: !Client−Finished
!O−5: !Client−Certificate
!O−6: !SSL−Data−Record

HAZARDS
H−0: No−Certificate−Error
H−1: Bad−Certificate−Error
H−2: No−Cipher−Error
H−3: Unsupported−Certificate−Type−Error
H−4: Unsupported−Authentication−Type−Error
H−5: Unexpected−Message−Error

Figure 5: Increased speciﬁcation of the Handshake protocol
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Abstract: Complex systems need to be validated before industrial development. The
last step in the validation process is testing. This part has to be considered with care in
order to avoid troubles. This step takes a long time and requires a lot of resources.
In this paper, a complex system is described a Timed Labeled Transition System
(TLTS). In such description, we focus on the speciﬁcation of the event ordering respecting time constraints.
Since the TLTS may be very large (million of states for industrial systems), we
present a solution to reduce the test derivation complexity. We aim to decompose the
derivation process among some hosts participating to the generation algorithm. Each
host will deal with a part of the system independently ; each host will derive test
sequences for some ﬁxed states from the system.
Some computations are redundant. In order to reduce them, on each host we use the
Bloom ﬁlters concept used to manage a local cache containing computed sequences.
Then, we show how to compute the results given by all hosts in order give a set of
test sequences for the whole system.
We suggest an implementation of this technique on the JXTA environment deployed on some hosts. We analyze a large number of experiments on different TLTS.
Finally, we have shown that the use of Bloom ﬁlters make increases the test derivation
performances.
Key-words : Distributed Environment, P2P Computing, Conformance Testing, Protocol veriﬁcation.

1

Introduction

Complex systems are being used everywhere. However, the success of their deployment
depends on low development cost and reduced time to market. In order to achieve this goal,
validation steps should be handled with care. Among these steps, conformance testing is
highly needed to avoid dramatic errors and to tackle the industrial development of the
product with a high conﬁdence.
Peer-to-peer frameworks revealed great potential for scientiﬁc applications which require
a lot of resources. Recently, projects like SETI@home1 has started to bring attention to
massive parallel computing and now, it is common to tackle long running time computations with peer-to-peer environments. The term peer-to-peer refers to machines which
interact in a distributed fashion to reach the same goal.
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In this study, we model a complex system by the Timed Labeled Transition System (TLTS)
model. It is deﬁned as an automaton where each transition can bear either an input action
(an event from the environment) or an output action (a reaction of the system). On each
transition, we may have timing constraints expressed as equations on deﬁned clocks. Finally, on transitions, we may have clock resets. Each state represents a stable state of the
system. It is widely used for the description of timed systems [AD94]. Then, we present a
test sequence generation technique which derives a speciﬁc test sequence -from the speciﬁcation -for each controllable state (represents situations where the system waits for stimuli
from the environment) of a speciﬁcation. The purpose is to check if every controllable
state (of the speciﬁcation) will be correctly implemented on any implementation supposed
to be conform to the system speciﬁcation.
Some industrial systems are modeled by huge automata (containing millions of states).
An exhaustive test sequence generation is not possible in a sequential environment. For
this reason, we present a distributed algorithm which considers the test derivation issue.
Each host involved in the computation will receive the whole automaton (representing the
system) as well as the list of states for which it has to generate test sequences. Network
diversity leads us to design two algorithms which generate tests sequence : one which hold
for homogeneous networks and another version which takes account of network heterogeneity. Each host will handle a local cache to keep the recent computed test sequences.
The management of such caches is done by using the Bloom ﬁlters concept. Algorithms
have been implemented on the JXTA environment with a PC cluster.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview on studies done on testing
of timed systems and peer-to-peer computing. Section 3 describes the test sequence generation algorithm. Section 4 details the decomposition issue and gives an insight to our
distributed algorithm. Section 5 is devoted to the improvement of the testing process by
using local caches based on Bloom ﬁlters. Section 6 gives a conclusion and some ideas
about future work in particular on different evolutions of the distributed algorithm.

2

Related work

In this section, we present brieﬂy the main related work in testing real-time systems as
well as the most important approaches in peer-to-peer computing.

2.1

Timed system testing

[SVD01] gives a general outline and a theoretical framework for timed testing. They
proved that exhaustive testing of deterministic timed automaton with a dense interpretation
is theoretically possible but is still difﬁcult in practice since the number of test sequences
is very high.
[ENDKE98] differs from the previous one by using discretization step size depending
only on the number of clocks which reduces the timing precision of the action execution.
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The resulting model has to be translated into a kind of Input/Output Finite State Machine,
ﬁnally they extract test cases by using the Wp-method [FBK+ 91].
[NS01] suggests a selection technique of timed tests from a restricted class of dense timed
automaton speciﬁcations. It is based on the well known testing theory proposed by Hennessy in [DNH84].
In [CL97], the authors derive test cases from speciﬁcations described in the form of a
constraint graph. They only consider the minimum and the maximum allowable delays
between input/output events.
[CO02] presents a method for networks of deterministic timed automata extended with
integer data variables where only a part of the system can be visible.
[RNHW98] gives a particular method for the derivation of the more relevant inputs of the
systems.
[PF99] suggests a technique for translating a region graph into a graph where timing constraints are expressed by speciﬁc labels using clock zones.
[HNTC01] derives test cases from Timed Input Output automaton extended with data.
Automata are transformed into a kind of Input Output Finite State Machine in order to
apply classical test generation technique.
In [KT04], suggests a framework for a black-box conformance testing of real-time systems, where speciﬁcations are modeled as nondeterministic and partially-observable timed
automata. This work is an extension of a previous work on the same issue [AT02].
All of these studies focus on reducing the speciﬁcation formalism in order to be able
to derive test cases feasible in practice. In contrast to these studies, we use the timed
automaton model without neither translation nor transformation of labels on transitions.
In order to reduce the generation execution time, we suggest a distributed technique to
perform the test generation.

2.2

Peer-to-Peer Computing

Peer-to-peer frameworks revealed great potential for scientiﬁc applications which require
a lot of resources. Recently, projects like SETI@home has started to bring attention to
massive parallel computing and now, it is common to tackle long running time computations with peer-to-peer environments (Distributed.net 2 , Distributed Folding Project3 ,
Grub4 , Evolution@Home5 , etc). The term peer-to-peer refers to machines which interact
in a distributed fashion to reach the same purpose. These systems can be :
• centralized : A single machine, the server, manages the peer-to-peer layer. This
conﬁguration exhibits an important drawback : if the server disappears, the peer-topeer environment collapses.
• decentralized : Each machine can play the same role in the network. They can
manage the peer-to-peer layer as they can share their resources as workstations.
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• mixed : The peer-to-peer network can be divided in sub-networks where some peers
are servers and the others, workstations. This conﬁguration tends to provide more
tolerance to faults when a server leaves since peer-to-peer systems are usually build
over volatile nodes which can appear or disappear at ”will”.
Generally, we tend to ﬁnd two types of peer-to-peer applications even though they exhibit
only a fragment of the peer-to-peer philosophy. On one hand, we ﬁnd ﬁle-share based
applications like Napster6 , Overnet7 , Kazaa8 , Bittorent9 which are well-known today due
to the several Majors’ lawsuits brought recently. On the other hand, CPU cycle stealing
projects like the ones cited above as peer-to-peer computing are very popular due to their
altruistic interests. Nevertheless, other projects exist, like OceanStore which offers global
persistent data store designed to scale to billions of users. Even VoIP applications (cf.
Skype10 , Gizmo Project11 ,. . . ) leverage peer-to-peer concepts for constructing their ”small
world”. Peer-to-peer philosophy is so attractive that it spawned a revolution in the manner
to tackle some type of problems.
By gaining more and more attention, peer-to-peer model drove Sun Microsystems to design the JXTA technology which provides interoperability, independent platform and ubiquity. These advantages offer simplicity to anyone who wants to make a portable peer-topeer application by hiding the complexity of the physical network as well as the knowledge
of all operating systems core of the different hosts participating in the network. Thereby
JXTA appeared as a suitable platform to implement our application.
JXTA provides several predeﬁned protocols for developing large-scale peer-to-peer applications. In the JXTA environment, nodes are groups that propose services, and synergize
in order to reach a common goal. Each node which connects to the peer-to-peer layer,
a loosely-consistent DHT∗ network, joins the principal peer group before belonging to
one or more dedicated groups. In fact, groups advertise services and can be only reached
according to their policies. Another strength of JXTA is to provide relay points in order
to bypass ﬁrewalls. So, nodes can fetch data to these relays when they are forbidden to
receive network data packets. The pipes feature, a JXTA communication concept, abstract
routes between two endpoints in the peer-to-peer network. Pipes are published through
advertisements on the network and allow nodes with similar pipe advertisements to communicate between them. So we can bypass the physical details of the network and focus
only on communications. For example, from the node point of view, we do not need to
know which node will receive our packet. We only send data through a pipe if binded,
JXTA services will ensure consistency and routing in the peer-to-peer layer.
JXTA provides simplicity and easiness for who wants to implement a peer-to-peer application today. Although it has shown some drawbacks in the past as a peer-to-peer computing
platform — due to bad bandwidth management — it seems that it has been improved
and now is able to reach optimal efﬁciency for WANs [AHJN05]. We use JXTA as our
peer-to-peer platform to develop our distributed application.
∗ Distributed

Hash Table
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3

Test sequence generation algorithm

The purpose is to ﬁnd for any controllable state a sequence in order to identify the state.A
controllable state is a state where outgoing transitions are labeled by input actions. That
means when the system reaches such states, it can only wait for external events. We will
extracts for each controllable state a sequence of action starting with an input action and
ends with an output one. If this sequence is not recognized by any other state, then this
state is considered as identiﬁed. We will operate in a similar way for all other states with
sequences containing an arbitrary number of input actions. This number – that we will call
from now depth sequence — is ﬁxed in advance.
In fact, the algorithm is a little bit similar to the UIO technique [SD88] used for untimed
system testing described as IOFSM (Input Output Finite State Machine).
Algorithm 1: Test generation
Data: An automaton
Result: Derived sequence for each controllable state
We initialize depth sequence to 1

d=1
foreach controllable state e of the automaton do

We initialize the data structure which will store the sequences

SeqU niq[e] = ∅
threshold is the maximum depth sequence

while d = threshold do
foreach controllable state e of the automaton do
if SeqU niq[e] = ∅ then
RSS= set of all sequences of depth d starting from state e
foreach Sequence s ∈ RSS do
if s is not accepted by other controllable states than e then
SeqU niq[e] = s
d=d+1

Comments
The aim of this algorithm is to derive for each controllable state a test sequence. A test
sequence starts with a input event (to ensure controllability from the user during the test
execution) and ends with a output event. Each derived sequence for a state should be
checked on all other states and should not be applicable on these states. It should be
unique.
Theorem 3.1. Let’s n, d, t respectively be the number of states of an automaton A, the
maximum depth of a test sequence and the maximum number of transitions per state in an
automaton. Algorithm 1 found all test sequences of depth d in time O(k ·n2 ) with k = dtd .
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Proof. A state accept a test sequence of depth d in O(d) steps. So, we know if a sequence
is unique in O(nd) and testing all sequences of a rss set is done in O(td nd), then ﬁnding
a unique sequence of depth d for each state costs O(dtd n2 ) steps.
Example:
?a;reset{};X<4
s0

!b;reset{};X>2
s1

!c;reset{};X<6

?d;reset{};X<1

s3

!d;reset{};X>2

s2

s4

!e;reset{};X<4

s5

Figure 1: An example of speciﬁcation

On Figure 1, state s0 is controllable. Then, the following sequences are extracted:
• (?a, X < 4), (!b, X > 2) is recognized by s0 ,
• (?d, X < 1), (!d, X > 2), (!e, X < 4) is recognized by s0 ,
• (?b, X > 1), (!c, X > 6) is not recognized by s0 .
The next section presents a peer-to-peer algorithm which computes the algorithm described below.

4

A distributed approach

We design a MPMD† algorithm based on the master-slave paradigm which implements the
test generation algorithm. As we said in section 3, we can ﬁnd almost all test sequences
with a suitable depth. For large automata (with millions states), this depth turn out to be
too high for sequential applications which take too much time to complete. Our distributed
algorithm takes as input an automaton and outputs all minimal test sequences for each
state.
† Multiple

Program Multiple Data
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4.1

A general framework

We describe brieﬂy our distributed algorithm composed of the master and the slaves:
• A master gives jobs (computation of some controllable states) to slaves and then get
the results (derived sequences) when jobs end.
• Slaves fetch jobs from the Master, compute sequences and send them to the Master.
List of controllable
states

Master

1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
thread
thread
thread
Slave

Slave

Slave

Figure 2: The Master-Slave approach

4.1.1

The master

The role of the master is to coordinate the global work. It distribute jobs to the working
slaves and gives jobs to additional nodes which join the peer-to-peer network. Our algorithm takes as input an automaton and gives a singular test sequence for each controllable
state. The set of all controllable states of the automaton is divided in sublists. A job is deﬁned as a computation of test sequences for controllable states contained in a sublist. That
means that each job will handle a sublist of states. Whenever a slave joins the peer-to-peer
network, it fetches a job from the master. Test sequence results are saved for subsequent
return to the master.
From an implementation point of view, we start a thread process for each slave which
connects to the master and send to it a job taken from the job list as well as the automaton.
We send the automaton only once, the slave stores it for subsequent work if any.
4.1.2

The slaves

Slaves are nodes which help to the global work by running the generation algorithm on a
subset of controllable states. Each slave starts a Message Event Listener thread to capture
messages sent by the master and asks for jobs. When receiving their ﬁrst job, they get in
the same time the automaton and store it for later use. Each job is recognized by a list of
integers which represent the states that it has to compute. Then the generation algorithm
is run on each of these states and result sequences are saved in a results list. Subsequently
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Algorithm 2: Master (sublist ﬁxed size version)
Master()
begin
Results R = ∅
We generate the automaton

A = Automaton(nbStates,minNbTrans,maxNbTrans,nbClocks)
Compute JobList J = {J1 , . . . , Jn }
while J ! = ∅ do
We wait that a slave connect

Wait for connection
We send job and automaton

Start Thread SendAutomatonAndJob()
Wait for all Threads
Exit(0)
end
SendAutomatonAndJobs()
begin
if Slave has not received the automaton then
Send(A)
Send(Ji )
We wait that the slave finished and send its results

Wait for Results
Add Results to R
Close connection
end

the results are sent to the Master. Slaves may be added freely to our platform even though
it is not always an efﬁcient way to solve the problem.

4.2

Job list decomposition

We have ﬁrst designed an algorithm which partitions the list of controllable states in
equal parts before scatters them between slaves. Suitable for homogeneous networks,
this scheme has exhibited some insufﬁciency whenever machines and communications
links were manifold. Consequently, we develop a scheme which copes with network heterogeneity. Indeed, we can choose between two strategies when dealing with jobs size.
Dynamic approaches gracefully adapt jobs size whenever new nodes join the network
whereas static ones ﬁx a priori this size once for all. In these two cases, job size limit is an
important parameter. If a job size is too high, we may loose performance and scalability
since some joining machines could not ﬁnd any job. A contrario, if jobs are too small, we
communicate too often and performances collapse. Furthermore, too many processors imply too much communications. Indeed, performance degrades whenever communication
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Algorithm 3: Slave
Slave()
Automaton A = ∅
begin
Connect to the Master
Start Thread MessageListenerEvent()
end
MessageSlaveListenerEvent()
begin
if A = ∅ then
Ask for Automaton to Master
Store automaton in A
Ask for Job
Compute step one for each state of the received job
Send Results to Master
end

time overlaps processing time.
In the next subsections, we present two schemes for distributing jobs to slave nodes. On
one hand, a simple static strategy which partitions the sublist size in ﬁxed parts and on the
other hand, a simple dynamic job distribution which varies the received job size according
to its resource capabilities.
4.2.1

The ﬁxed approach

Here, we decompose the list of all controllable states in subsets of ﬁxed size which are
distributed to nodes joining the network. These jobs are processed and results are stored
in the master. This scheme, though efﬁcient for homogeneous networks, does not really
suit for their heterogeneous counterparts.
4.2.2 A simple dynamic distribution
Our following technique is more adapted to cope more gracefully with heterogeneous
networks. The major drawback one can notice when dealing with heterogeneous networks
is the inadequate size of the job provided to a node which is not tuned w.r.t its power and its
communication link bandwidth to the master. In our adaptive algorithms, a node supplies
its characteristics to the master in order to get a ﬁtting job when it joins the peer-to-peer
network.
A straightforward scheme
The simplest manner to distribute jobs to processors is to give ﬁtting job according to the
node characteristics. Indeed, from now on, a joining node gives its characteristics when
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joining the network. In our dynamic scheme, we give to it a job having adequate size to
its capability. Although this modus operandi seems simple, it is likely to be efﬁcient.

5

Speeding up the test generation process

The test generation process seen in the previous section can introduce redundant computations which slow down our application. Indeed, several controllable states can share one
or more sequences since they are spawn from all possible sequences found along a ”trail
of consecutive states”. Since our process does not have any storage mechanism, each
non-singular processed sequence is lost whenever a new state has to be identiﬁed. Thus,
keeping in memory sequences already processed by the use of a cache seems to be a natural way to avoid this ”amnesia”. We present in this section some cache mechanisms based
on Bloom Filters — an elegant alternative to lookup tables — which helps our algorithm
to avoid the same computation.
Bloom Filters are generally used when the domain size or the set which needs to check
membership is too large to be kept in memory. Bloom ﬁlters were used in early UNIX
spell-checker [McI82] as well as in database computations for speeding up semi-joins
operations [LR95]. In [Goh03], Goh proposes a bloom ﬁlter based scheme to search keywords in encrypted documents in constant time. Recently, Broder [BM02] has given a
very comprehensive and historical survey of the use of Bloom ﬁlters for network applications. Indeed, Bloom Filters are extensively used in some Web cache sharing mechanisms [RW98], [FCAB00] to reduce the shared cache size. In fact, this probabilistic
structure can be used whenever space complexity has to be considered with allowable
membership error. In the early seventies, Bloom [Blo70] has shown that great storage
reduction can be gained at the expense of introduced false positives when multiple hash
functions are used to determine fewer element membership among lots of one. We leverage this mechanism to store the non-singular processed sequence in a Bloom ﬁlter which
help us to avoid to re-process sequences already ”seen”. Unfortunately, the algorithm can
”miss” possible singular sequence due to false sequences spawn by this technique. Therefore we can still ﬁnd longer singular sequences since minimal singular sequences preﬁx
longer ones. So, we are allowed to miss some singular sequences at the expense of their
minimality.

5.1

Bloom Filters

Let’s S = s = s1 , s2 , . . . , sn , a set of n elements which has to be to stored and A, an array
of m bits initially set to 0 which will store the set S. Bloom Filters are d independent
hash functions hi which maps pseudo-randomly each element of the universe in a series
of random numbers over the range {0, . . . , m − 1} such as A[hi (sk )] = 1. An element
membership is tested as follows : the element is hashed through the d hash functions and
each resulted location in the array is tested. If one hash function maps to a bit at 0 in the
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array, the element does not belong to the set S. This technique can drastically save storage
space whenever the number of elements to store is low compared to the universe space.
The drawback with this method is that it introduces some false positives which probability
to occur is
1
(1)
(1 − (1 − )dn )d (1 − e−dn/m )d
m
There exists a trade-off to ﬁnd between the size of the array of bits, the number of hash

Figure 3: Bloom Filters with 4 hash functions

functions and the probability to ﬁnd false positives. Nevertheless, it becomes relatively
easy to ﬁnd an optimal parameter by ﬁxing the two others.

5.2

Experimental Results

Using Bloom Filters seems to speedup a lot the process whenever initial sequence depth
does not sufﬁce to ﬁnd all possible unique sequences as shown on Figure 4. This ﬁgure
details the time execution and the gain of the algorithm over a set of automata of 1000,
2000,. . . , 9000 states having the same number of labels(16). The average transitions per
state is 5 and the average number of clocks is 5. Four types of experiments have been
done : a sequential algorithm without Bloom (line : seq wo Bloom Filters), a sequential
algorithm with Bloom (line : seq w Bloom Filters), a distributed algorithm without Bloom
(line : 2 proc wo Bloom Filters) and a distributed algorithm with Bloom (line : 2 proc w
Bloom Filters). In fact, it is shown that our algorithm becomes more efﬁcient whenever
the number of states rises. This can be explained by the fact that the more “the population”
grows, the less you can ﬁnd different “individuals” spawned from the same “strain” : the
set of the all possible sequences does not vary from a certain number of states.
However, some cares must be taken with the choice of the depth. For very large deterministic automata with many transitions at each state, the non-singular processed sequence set
can be large too and so must be the cache size. Fortunately, the larger the depth sequence
is, the more the probability to ﬁnd a unique sequence is if it exists. This explains why
Bloom Filters does not really help our process from certain depth threshold. Indeed, our
ﬁrst possible sequence spawn at this depth threshold is unique with very high probability
and cache mechanism does not trigger.
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Figure 4: Time execution and Gain algorithm

The use of Bloom Filters were also conducted on a straightforward parallel version of our
algorithm where Bloom Filters were used locally at each process running on each slave.
As we could expect, results are less efﬁcient whenever the number of slaves participating
in the computation grows. To a great extent, if the master distributes jobs of one state to
slaves as numerous as jobs, the Bloom ﬁlter is totally inefﬁcient since it cannot help the
others slaves. Indeed, slaves do not know their counterparts. As in some uses of Bloom
Filters in network, they have to be shared using gossiping strategy for example.
A shared Bloom ﬁlter version has also been implemented. Its behavior is not so different
from the ones used in shared web cache mechanisms. Each slave hold a local bloom ﬁlter
which updates the master’s one if need be. In this case, the ﬁlter is sent with the sequence
results and is merged with the master’s ﬁlter. The master then updates other local bloom
ﬁlters when slaves fetch new jobs. So the master is responsible for sharing the updated
global ﬁlter in our distributed environment.
As we could expect, results with global bloom ﬁlter have shown some improvements for
large automata. However, we can notice that before some threshold (here, the number
of states of the automaton), the bloom ﬁlter is inefﬁcient. This is due insofar to costly
communications which are used to share the ﬁlter between the slaves. Fortunately, they
become negligible as the computation time for identifying a controllable state rises.

6

Conclusion and future work

We have suggested in this paper a distributed algorithm which is able to ﬁnd test sequences
for large timed systems (a suitable model to describe real-time protocols, embedded systems, web services). Large-scale parallelism opens the way to test sequence generation.
As far as we know, this study is one of the ﬁrst attempt to merge large-scale peer-to-peer
parallelism and test generation. In order to have better results, we suggest to use a local
cache on each slave which is able to keep some calculated sequences which may be needed
later. This cache uses the Bloom ﬁlters concepts (an elegant technique to lookup tables).
The use of these ﬁlters have shown better results (for the distributed algorithm) even if
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Bloom ﬁlters offer a better gain in a sequential algorithm.
This study needs to be extended in order to handle fault tolerance. In the present solution,
each slave has to reply to the master with its set of test sequences. In case of troubles, the
algorithm is not able to take care of them.
The use of this technique on industrial system (multimedia protocol, real-time system, ..)
will be undertaken very soon in order to show the efﬁciency of the technique.
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Abstract: Arigatoni is a lightweight Overlay Network for dynamic and generic Resource Discovery. Entities in Arigatoni are organized in Colonies. A colony is a
simple virtual organization composed by exactly one leader, offering some broker-like
services, and some set of Individuals. Individuals are subcolonies of individuals, or
basic units called Global Computers. Global computers communicate by ﬁrst registering to the colony and then by mutually asking and offering services. The leader, called
Global Broker, has the job to analyze service requests/responses coming from its own
colony or arriving from a surrounding colony, and to route requests/responses to other
individuals. After this discovery phase, individuals get in touch with each others without any further intervention from the system, typically in a P2P fashion. Communications over the behavioral units of the overlay network are performed by a simple
Global Internet Protocol. Arigatoni provides fully decentralized, asynchronous and
scalable resource discovery, that can be used for various purposes from P2P applications to more sophisticated Grid applications.
The main focus of this paper is to present the resource discovery algorithm used in
Arigatoni, that is reminiscent to some algorithms employed in the publish/subscribe
paradigm. We show some simulations that show that resource discovery in Arigatoni
is efﬁcient and scalable.

1

Introduction

Motivations. The Global Computing Communication Paradigm, i.e. computation via a
seamless, geographically distributed, open-ended network of bounded resources owned
by agents acting with partial knowledge and no central coordination is one of the most
interesting challenges for the next decade. Aggregating many global computers sharing
similar or different resources leads to a Virtual Organization. Moreover, organizing many
overlay computers, using, e.g. tree- or graph-based topology leads to an Overlay Network.
The main challenge in this new ﬁeld of research is how single resources, offered by the
global/overlay computers are discovered. The process is called Resource Discovery: it
requires an up-to-date information about widely-distributed resources. This is a challenging problem for very large distributed systems particularly when taking into account
the continuously changing state of resources offered by global/overlay computers and the
possibility of tolerating intermittent participation and dynamically changing status and
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availability.
The ﬁrst presentation of the Arigatoni overlay network was given in [BCLV06]. Reciprocity and hierarchical organization of the virtual organization in Colonies, governed
by a clear leader (called Global Broker) are the main achievements of Arigatoni. Global
computers belong to only one colony; requests for services and resources located in the
same/another colony traverse a broker-2-broker negotiation which security is guaranteed
via standard PKI mechanisms. Once the resource offered by a global computer has been
found, the real resource exchange is performed out of the Arigatoni itself, e.g. in a P2P
fashion.
In this paper, we explain how Arigatoni offers decentralized, asynchronous, and generic
resource discovery. Once a global computer has issued a request for some services, Arigatoni ﬁnds some individuals that can offer the resources needed, and communicates their
identities to the (client) global computer as soon as they are found.
The fact that Arigatoni only deals with resource discovery has one important advantage:
the complete generality and independence of any given requested resource. Therefore,
Arigatoni can ﬁt with various scenarios in the global computing arena, from classical P2P
applications, like ﬁle sharing, or band-sharing, to more sophisticated Grid applications, like
remote and distributed big (and small) computations, until possible, futuristic migration
computations, i.e. transfer of a non completed local run in another GCU, the latter scenario
being useful in case of catastrophic scenarios, like ﬁre, terrorist attack, earthquake etc.
Arigatoni extends the pub/sub paradigm for resource discovery. Arigatoni takes inspiration by the Publish/Subscribe paradigm [EFGK03]; several pub/sub have been developed recently, such as XNet [CF04, CF03], Siena [CRW01] or IBM Gryphon [BCM+ 99].
In [Hei01], the authors propose to adapt the Siena publish/subscribe system to achieve
Gnutella-like resource discovery, by publishing queries to the notiﬁcation service. In contrast, Arigatoni implements its own resource discovery algorithm, especially designed for
generic and scalable resource lookup.
In Arigatoni, resource discovery works by asynchronously disseminating request messages
in the system until some individuals have been found. More precisely, when global computers log in the system (a colony), they declare the list of services that they can offer.
When a global computer asks for some services, it issues a service request message to its
leader, without addressing it to any particular receiver. The system disseminates the message according to the services included in it and according to the services that the other
global computers have declared. As a consequence, the communication model underlying Arigatoni extends conservatively pub/sub. Indeed, in the pub/sub paradigm, consumers
subscribe to the system (typically called the Notiﬁcation Service) to specify the type of
information that they are interested in receiving. Producers publish data to the system.
The notiﬁcation service disseminates the data to all (if possible) the consumers that are
interested in receiving it, according to the content of the data and the interests declared
by the consumers. In Arigatoni, global computers “subscribe” to the system by declaring
the services that they offer to serve. The same global computers also “publish” data in
the system when they issue service requests. Arigatoni disseminates the data according to
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the services included in the requests and the services that the other global computers have
declared.
The pub/sub like communication form used in Arigatoni for resource discovery has several advantages. First, it allows Arigatoni to realize a full decoupling, in time, space,
and synchronization, between the global computers. Second, due to its asynchronous nature, Arigatoni is, potentially, more scalable and can work in “disconnected” mode (e.g.,
for mobile users and wireless devices). Third, indirect addressing makes it possible for
the infrastructure to implement reliability, load balancing, fault-tolerance, persistence, or
transactional semantics. More practically, since Arigatoni has a tree-like topology, we can
use the pub/sub subscription mechanisms described in existing tree-based pub/sub systems
such as XNet [CF03, CF04, Cha05] or Siena [CRW01], for subscription management, i.e.,
for the construction and the update of consistent routing tables in the system. In addition, we can use the reliability mechanisms described in [CF04] to allow Arigatoni to be
fault-tolerant or to adapt to dynamic topology changes.
However, one major difference between Arigatoni and classic pub/sub systems lies in their
functionality. Indeed, the classic pub/sub paradigm deals with the publication of messages
whereas Arigatoni focuses on pure resource discovery. More precisely, classic pub/sub
systems aim at disseminating published messages to all interested consumers. In contrast,
in Arigatoni, when a service request is issued, the goal is to ﬁnd one (or maybe some)
individuals able to provide the services included in the request, but not all the potential
individuals. As a consequence, a much smaller fraction of the system is traversed. Besides, the routing strategy of the colony leader consists in always trying to ﬁnd potential
reseources in its own colony ﬁrst. If it fails, it then delegates the request to its leader. This
strategy is reminiscent of the dynamic method lookup employed in all Object-Oriented
languages, and increases resource encapsulation inside colonies, another concept strongly
related to Object Orientation.
Another major difference lies in the nature of the published events in classic pub/sub systems and the nature of service requests in Arigatoni. Indeed, in classic pub/sub systems,
subscriptions are constraints on the set of all possible events. In contrast, in Arigatoni, service requests are also expressed as constraints. This latter point will be explained in more
details in Section 3.

2

System units

Two different kinds of units compose the Arigatoni system: Global Computer Units
(GCU), and Global Broker Units (GBU).
• A GCU is the basic peer of the global computing paradigm. It is typically a small device,
like a PDA, or a PC, connected via IP.
• A GBU is the basic unit devoted to register and unregister GCUs, to receive service
queries from client GCUs, to contact potential servant GCUs, to negotiate with the latter
the given services, to trust clients and servers and to send all the information necessary to
allow the client GCU, and the servants GCUs to communicate. Every GCU can register
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to only one GBU, so that every GBU controls a colony of collaborating global computers.
Hence, communication intra-colony is initiated via only one GBU, while communication
inter-colonies is initiated through a chain of GBU-2-GBU message exchanges. In both
cases, when a client GCU receives an acknowledgment for a requested service (with trust
certiﬁcate) from the proper GBU, then the client will enjoy the service directly from the
servant(s) GCU, i.e. without a further mediation of the GBU itself.
• A Colony is a simple virtual organization composed by exactly one leader and some set
(possibly empty) of individuals. Colonies are organized in a tree structure where the root
of a colony is its leader. Individuals are global computers (think it as an Amoeba), or subcolonies (think it as a Protozoa). An individual can be a GCU or a GBU (representing the
leader of a a subcolony). GCUs cannot have children in the hierarchy. As such, GBUs can
have both GBUs and GCUs as their children. As such, a colony has exactly one leader GBU
and has at least one individual (the GBU itself), and may contains individuals (GCU’s, or
colonies).
• A Community is a raw set of colonies and global computers (think it as a soup of colonies
and GCU without a leader). Starting from a community, the Arigatoni protocol allows individuals to dynamically aggregate in colonies. This topic has been addressed and formalized in [CLC06].
The possibility for individuals to log/delog from a colony, or the possibility for a colony’s
leader to delog some “lazy” individuals makes de facto the network topology dynamic.
This dynamicity implies that if GBUs hold routing tables about the services provided
by their colony, particular care must be taken to maintain consistency when individuals
log/delog. Moreover, due to the fact that individuals are not slaves but global computers
with their own proper activity, a service request may lead to run-time failures. This happens when an individual gets busy by a local request, or when it suddenly delogs from the
colony during the routing of the service request, or worst, when it gets hardware failures.

3

Resource discovery

Let R be the set of all possible resources (maybe inﬁnite). GCUs provide resources by
registering services to the system. A service S is a constraint on the set of resources.
Let match(S) ∈ R be the set of resources that satisfy S. A GCU X that registers S
announces that it can provide the set of resources match(S). A GCU Y that issues a
service request for service S is looking for a resource that satisﬁes constraint S , i.e.,
a resource in match(S ). If match(S) ∩ match(S ) = ∅, then there exists a resource
that satisﬁes both S and S , and X can provide a resource to Y. We say that S and S
overlap iff match(S) ∩ match(S ) = ∅. For example S = [Type = CPU] ∧ [Time<10s]
and S = [Type = CPU] ∧ [Time>5s] overlap, since any resource with attribute Time
between 5s and 10s matches.
The principle of resource discovery in Arigatoni is as follows. When a GCU sends a request
for a set of services S1 · · · Sn , it builds a “ServiceRequest” message containing the set of
services and sends it to its leader GBU. The message is then recursively processed by the
GBUs in the system so as to ﬁnd some individuals able to serve the services included in the
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Algorithm 1 The resource discovery algorithm in the Arigatoni GIP protocol
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

case Message is
SREQ :
ReturnP ath{M essage.Id} ← M essage.Sender
SendList ← SelectPeers(M essage.Services, search mode)
for each (P, Serv(P)) `∈ SendList
´ do
Send ServiceRequest Serv(P) to P
end for
for each S∈M essage.Services such that (P, Serv(P))∈SendList, S∈Serv(P) do
Append S to RejectList
end for
Send ServiceResponse({},RejectList) to ReturnP ath[Id]
SRESP :
for each
do
` S∈M essage.AcceptedServices
´ `
´
if S was not already accepted ∨ EXHAUSTIVE REPLY is set then
Append S to AcceptList
end if
end for
SendList ← SelectPeers(M essage.RejectedServices, intra Colony mode)
for each (P, Serv(P))∈SendList do
Send ServiceRequest(Serv(P)) to P
end for
for each S∈M essage.RejectedServices such that (P, S(P))∈SendList, S∈Serv(P) do
Append S to RejectList
end for
Send ServiceResponse(AcceptList,RejectList) to ReturnP ath[Id]
end case

request. The main basic principle of the protocol is that every GBU that receives a request
always searches its own colony ﬁrst to ﬁnd the potential individuals able to serve the
services included in the request. If no individuals are found, then the request is delegated
to its leader GBU, and the process proceeds recursively. In addition, if the GBUs maintain
some information about the services provided by their children, then they can transform a
received request into sub-requests, so as to only ask a given child for the services that it
(or its colony) provides.
The process eventually leads to some GCUs receiving a request. When one such GCU
receives a request for some services, it chooses the services that it accepts to serve and the
ones that it refuses to serve. It then sends a “ServiceResponse” message containing the list
of accepted services and the list of rejected services, and sends it to its leader GBU. The
response messages are then propagated recursively in the system, following the reverse
path.
The resource discovery algorithm is the core of the GIP protocol; it is described in
pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 and explained as follows. We only focused on the case of
GBUs. The resource discovery algorithm in the case of GCUs is similar and has been
voluntarily omitted (see [BCLV06] for details). Indeed, the involvement of GCUs in the
process of resource discovery is limited to directly replying to request messages. Arigatoni
only deals with the discovery of resources, while the real resource exchange is done in a
P2P fashion. Let GBU N receive a message from a neighbor.
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Case of Service Request (SREQ). We ﬁrst consider the case of request messages. A
request message received by GBU N means that N is asked to ﬁnd some individuals to
provide the services included in the request. For that purpose, N ﬁrst maps the “Id” of the
request included in the message to the sender of the message (line 2), so as to allow reply
messages to follow the reverse path of the request.
Line 3: Various intra colony search modes. The leader N then calls function “SelectPeers”, taking as input the list of services, M essage.Services, included in the request
message, (line 3). SelectPeers returns a list of pairs {(P, Serv(P))}, called SendList,
where the ﬁrst element P of a pair is the Id of a neighbor, and the second element Serv(P)
is a list of services, subset of M essage.Services, that contains the list of services to ask
to neighbor P. The search mode determines the way function SelectPeers determines the
SendList. The search mode depends itself on whether P maintains some information about
the services provided by its colony, i.e. a routing table. Currently, the following search
mode are allowed: broadcast and selective, where the latter is itself sub-divided into three
sub-modes: exhaustive, greedy random, and greedy ordered. If P does not maintain a routing table, then it has no other choice than to ask all its children for all the services included
in the message, i.e., to broadcast the request message. We will refer to this search mode as
the broadcast mode. Now if P maintains a routing table that indicates which child leads to
a potential individual able to serve a given service, then P can selectively send customized
requests to its children. More formally, P only asks a child for a service that overlaps a
service that it advertised, i.e. there exists a resource that satisﬁes both the requested service
and the advertised service. We will refer to this mode as the selective mode. Consequently,
P can choose some children and send them a request for the services that overlap the ones
that they advertised. The selective search mode can then be reﬁned as follows. Consider a
particular service S included in the request message.
• In the exhaustive mode, P sends a request for service S to all the children that can serve
it (i.e., that contain potential individuals in their colony).
• In the greedy random mode, P sends a request for S to only one child that can serve the
request, chosen uniformly at random.
• In the greedy ordered mode, P sends the request to only one child, chosen according to
some predeﬁned or ad hoc criteria (e.g., depending on network factors, or according to the
quantity of services that were accepted by each child, à la tit-for-tat).
In addition, we can reﬁne even more the greedy modes, by introducing a parameter n, that
deﬁnes the number of children to whom the request is sent. We could then deﬁne the ngreedy random or the n-greedy ordered modes. It is important to mention that the SendList
variable can contain N’s leader, call it L. That is, it may contain a pair (L, Serv(L)). For a
particular service S ∈ Serv(L), this happen when no child advertised some services that
overlap S, i.e., there are no potential individuals able to serve service S in N’s colony.
GBU N then delegates service S to its leader GBU. To prevent routing loops, the sender of
the request message is never considered as a service provider.
Lines 4 − 6: Forwarding service request messages. Consequently, for each pair denoted
(P, Serv(P)) in the SendList, N sends to neighbor P a service request message for services
Serv(P) (lines 4 − 6).
Lines 7 − 9: Services rejection. Finally, each service S included in the request message,
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and such that no potential individual was found amongst N’s neighbors, is reported as
rejected by N, to the original issuer of the request message (lines 7 − 10). Since N may
only maintain information about its own colony (apart the Id of the leader), this may only
happen if N is the root of the topology or if the request message originated from N’s leader.
Case of Service Response (SRESP). We now consider the case of reply messages. As
previously explained, the process of propagating SREQ messages eventually leads to a
certain number of GCUs receiving a request. Each GCU sends a reply message to its leader,
with the list of accepted and the list of rejected services, along with its Id. Consequently, a
given GBU N that participated in the propagation of the SREQ message eventually receives
a certain number of SRESP messages from each of its children that was sent an instance of
the (maybe transformed) SREQ message. Consider now an SRESP message sent to GBU
N by a neighbor Q.
Lines 12 − 16 and 24: Reporting accepted services. For each accepted service S, there
are two different possibilities: either Q is the ﬁrst child that accepted to serve the service,
or the service was already accepted by some child other than Q. In the ﬁrst case, N sends
the reply back to the original sender or the request, reporting that service S has been
accepted (lines 14 and 29). Otherwise, some neighbor other than Q already accepted
to serve service S (i.e., an individual in its colony). Then, if the EXHAUSTIVE REPLY
parameter ﬂag is set (either in the GBU or included in the original request message), N
also reports the reply back. Consequently, in the EXHAUSTIVE REPLY mode, every GCU
that accepted to serve a given service will be reported back to the GCU that issued the
request. Otherwise, for each service asked in the request, only one single servant GCU
will be reported. Furthermore, it is easy to add more ﬂexibility by including a threshold
Tr >1 on the number of replies. For example each GBU would report back Tr replies for
the same service(s).
Lines 17: Finding other individuals for rejected services. We now consider the case
of rejected services S. This means that in Q’s colony, no potential individuals serving
service S could be found, or no individuals accepted to serve it. Then, N has to ﬁnd
other neighbors that might contain individuals for service S. Consequently, N calls again
function SelectPeers, with the list of rejected services as input (line 17). The function
works as previously explained, except that it does not consider the peers (including Q)
that were already sent a particular service. Also, logically enough, the services that were
previously accepted are ignored. Finally, the original sender of the request is not considered (i.e., ReturnP athId). Note that in the case where the exhaustive search mode is
used, then the list SendList returned by function SelectPeers may only contain a single
pair (L, Serv(L)) (L is N’s leader). Indeed, in the exhaustive search mode, all possible
children in N’s colony have already been asked for all the services included in the request
message, that they can serve. Hence, rejected services are directly delegated to the leader
L, if possible (i.e. if the latter was not the original sender of the request). The variable
SendList contains a list of pairs (P, Serv(P)), where neighbor P is an individual that can
potentially serve the services in Serv(P), and has not been sent a request for any of them
yet.
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time

Order of events
1: C1 sends Rq S4S5 to P2
2.0: P2 sends Rq S4 to C2
2.1: C2 sends Acc S4 to P2
2.2: P2 sends Acc S4 to C1
P2P negociation with C2
3.0: P2 sends Rq S5 to P1
3.1: P1 sends Rq S5 to P3
3.2: P3 sends Rq S5 to C3
3.3: C3 sends Acc S5 to P3
3.4: P3 sends Acc S5 to P1
3.5: P1 sends Acc S5 to P2
3.6: P2 sends Acc S5 to C1
P2P negociation with C3

S1

S1
S2
S3

P2
P3
P3

P1
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Time < 10
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C4
S3
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Time < 200

Figure 1: Resource discovery scenario.

Lines 18 − 20: Forwarding request messages for rejected services. Consequently, for
each pair (P, Serv(P)) included in SendList, N sends to neighbor P a service request
message for services Serv(P) (lines 18 − 20).
Lines 21 − 23 and 24: Service rejection. Finally, each service S included in the list of
rejected services, and such that no additional potential individual could be found amongst
N’s neighbors, is reported as rejected by N, to the original issuer of the request message
(lines 21 − 24).
Example. Consider the example illustrated in Figure 1. Three GBUs are represented,
namely P1 · · · P3 , and 4 GCUs, namely C1 · · · C4 . GCUs C1 and C2 (resp. C3 and C4 ) have
P2 (resp. P3 ) as their leader, while P1 is the leader of GBUs P2 and P3 . GCUs C2 , C3
and C4 have registered services S1 , S2 and S3 , respectively, and the routing tables of the
upstream GBUs have been updated accordingly. In the example, resources are expressed
as conjunctions of attribute/value pairs, and services are conjunctions of constraints on
those attributes. We suppose that the search mode is set to selective, and we consider the
scenario where GCU C1 issues a service request for services S4 and S5 , to its leader P2 .
Since S4 and S1 overlap (any resource with 5<Time<10 satisﬁes both S1 and S4 ), GBU
P2 forwards a service request for service S1 to GCU C2 . Note that given that S5 and S1 do
not overlap, S5 is not included in the request. Since P2 does not ﬁnd any GCU potentially
able to serve S5 (i.e., no services in its routing table overlap with S5 ), it delegates it to
its leader GBU P1 . When C2 accepts to serve S4 , it sends a reply message with its Id and
the accepted service S4 , back to GBU P2 , which, in turn, forwards it back to C1 . Then
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C1 can directly negotiate the resource with C2 . When P1 receives the service request for
S5 , it forwards it to P3 (since S2 and S5 overlap), which in turn forwards it to GCU C3 .
When C3 accepts to serve S5 , the same process then repeats as for GCU C2 . Eventually, C1
receives a reply message with the Id of GCU C3 and the accepted service, namely S5 . We
have an illustration of the asynchronous communication (C1 received the reply messages
independently of each others) and the encapsulation of resources in Arigatoni (GBU P2
only searched for service S4 in its own colony, i.e. GCU C2 ).
Discussions, load balancing, scalability. We mainly focused on the resource discovery
mechanism used in Arigatoni. Total decoupling between GCUs in space (GCUs do not
know each others), time (GCUs do not participate in the interaction at the same time), and
synchronization (GCUs can issue service requests and do something else, or may be doing
something else when being asked for services) is a major feature of Arigatoni. Another
important property is the encapsulation of resources in colonies. Those properties play a
major role in the scalability of resource discovery in Arigatoni.
As stated before, the subscription mechanisms of classical tree-based pub/sub systems
[CF03, CF04, Cha05, CRW01] can be used for the maintenance and update of consistent
routing tables. Furthermore, as for the reliability of subscription advertisement, we can
adapt the reliability mechanisms described in [CF04] to allow Arigatoni to be fault-tolerant
or to adapt to dynamic topology changes.
The reliability of the resource discovery mechanism itself, although desirable, is of lesser
importance, given the fact that service provision is not guaranteed at all in Arigatoni. In
other words, when a GCU issues a service request, it is possible that no individual is found
for some of the services included in the request. This happens, for example, if those
services were not declared by any GCUs in the system, or if all the GCUs that declared
themselves as potential individual refuse to serve them. However, at the cost of memory and bandwidth requirements, it is still possible (future work) to implement reliable
resource discovery by using a reliable transmission protocol (TCP), an acknowledgment
scheme in combination with a retransmission buffer, and persistent data storage.
As deﬁned above, GBUs are organized as a dynamic tree structure. Each GBU is a node of
the tree, leader of its own subcolony and root of a subtree corresponding to the GBUs of
its colony. It is then natural to address scalability issues that arise from that tree structure.
In [CCL06], we show that, under reasonable assumptions, the Arigatoni model is scalable.
However, a complete performance evaluation is out of the scope of this paper and will
rather be studied in a future work.

4

Protocol evaluation

To assess the effectiveness and the scalability of our resource discovery protocol, we have
conducted simulations using large numbers of units and service requests.
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Simulation setup. We have generated a network topology using the transit-stub model
of the Georgia Tech Internetwork Topology Models package [ZCB96], on top of which
we added the Arigatoni overlay network. The resulting network topology, contains 103
GBUs. GCUs were not directly simulated in the network topology. Instead, to simulate the
population of GCUs, we added a GCU agent to each GBU in the system. The GCU agent
of a GBU represents the local colony of GCUs that are attached to that GBU as their leader.
We considered a ﬁnite set of resources R1 · · · Rr of variable size r, and represented a service by a direct mapping to a resource. In other words, a service expresses the conditional
presence of a single resource. We have a set of r services {S1 · · · Sr }, where service Si
expresses the conditional presence of resource Ri . A GCU declaring service Si means that
it can provide resource Ri . This simple model is still generic and sufﬁcient for the main
purpose of our experiments, which is to study the scalability of resource discovery in our
system.
To simulate GCU load, we then randomly added each service with probability ρ at each
GCU agent, and had it registered via the registration service of Arigatoni. The routing
tables of the GBUs were updated starting at the initial GBU and ending at the root of the
topology. In other words, it is as if each GBU has a probability ρ of having a GCU which
registered service Si , for any Si . Thus, the parameter ρ can be seen as either the global
availability of services, or as the density of population of GCUs (since the more the number
of GCUs, the more likely it is that a given service is provided).
We then issued n service requests at GCU agents chosen uniformly at random. Each
request contained one service (requests with k services can be seen as k service requests
with one service), also chosen uniformly at random. Each service request was then handled
by the resource discovery mechanism of Arigatoni described in Section 3. We used a
service acceptation probability of α = 75%, which corresponds to the probability that a
GCU that receives a service request and that declared itself as a potential individual for
that service (i.e. that registered it), accepts to serve it.
The resource discovery algorithm was implemented in C++ and compiled using GNU C++
version 2.95.3. Experiments were conducted on a 3.0 Ghz Intel Pentium machine with
2 GB of main memory running Linux 2.4.28. The different experimental parameters are
summarized in Figure 2. Upon completion of the n requests, we measured for each GBU its
load as the number of requests (messages) that it received. We then computed the average
load as the average value over the population of GBUs in the system. We also computed
the maximum load as the maximum value of the load over all the GBUs in the system.
Similarly, we computed the average and maximum load fractions as the average and max
loads divided by the number of requests. The average load represents the average load
of a GBU due to the completion of the n requests. The average load fraction represents
the fraction of requests that a GBU served, in average. The maximum fraction represents
the maximum fraction of the requests that a GBU served. Note that since a GBU receives
at most one request message corresponding to a given service request, the average load
fraction can be seen as the fraction of GBUs in the system involved in a service request, in
average.
Finally, we computed the average service acceptation ratio as follows. For each GCU
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Description
Number of GBUs
Size of services pool
Service availability
Service accept. prob.
Number of SREQ issued

Value
103
128
0.1% to 7%
75%
100 to 50000

(a)

1750

Average Load
Maximum Load

40000

1500
30000
1250

1000

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

20000

ρ (%)

(b)

4

100
90

80
3.8

80

3.6

3.4

70

70
Ratio (%)

Average load (ρ=1%)
Average load (ρ=6%)
Maximum load (ρ=1%)
Maximum load (ρ=6%)

Max. load (%)

Avg. load (%)

50000

Max. Load (# messages)

Vars
K
r
ρ
α
n

Avg. Load (# messages)

2000

60
50
40

60

Average service acceptation ratio

30

3.2

20
0

10000

20000
30000
Number of requests

40000

10

50000

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

ρ (%)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: (a) Parameters of the experiments. (b) Average and maximum load w.r.t. service availability ρ. (c) Average and maximum load fraction w.r.t. the number of requests issued. (d) Average
service acceptation ratio w.r.t. service availability ρ.

agent, we computed the local acceptation ratio as the number of service requests that
yielded a positive response (i.e. the system found at least one individual), over the number
of service requests issued at that GCU agent. We then computed the average acceptation
ratio as the average value over the number of GCU agents (that issued at least one service
request).
We repeated the experiments for different values of ρ and n. Results are illustrated in
Figure 2. Figure 2(b) and (d) were obtained with a ﬁxed value of n of 50000 service
requests.
Results and interpretations. Figure 2(b) shows the evolution of the average and maximum load when varying the service availability ρ. The maximum load was obtained for
GBUs at the top of the leader hierarchy in the tree topology. It appears that the maximum
load decreases with the service availability, while the average load increases. In other
words, the load is more evenly distributed amongst the GBUs in the system. This is due
to the strategy of our resource discovery mechanism which consists in always searching
for individuals in its own colony ﬁrst before delegating to its leader. Indeed, as the service
availability increases, GBUs have a higher chance to ﬁnd individuals in their own colony.
Hence, the root leader (say GBU Top) of the topology participate less in the process of resource discovery, and the direct subleaders (say GBU SubTop) participate more. In other
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words, the resource discovery mechanism used in Arigatoni does not overload superleaders
in the tree topology.
We also observe in Figure 2(b), for values of 2%≤ρ≤4%, a “plateau” in the curve of the
maximum load, followed by a decreasing phase (ρ>4%), but with a much lower slope
than before (ρ<2%). This is due to the fact that for ρ<2%, the root leader Top of the
whole topology has the maximum load in the system. For ρ>2%, however, the immediate
direct subleader Subtop takes over. This transition can be explained by the fact that for
higher values of ρ, less messages are delegated to Top. At some point (ρ 2%), the load of
Top becomes less important than that of SubTop, due to the high number of colonies that
the latter manages. The constantness observed in the curve around that value is probably
due to the fact that a transition phase is necessary for SubTop to be sensitive again to the
increase of ρ. The following decreasing period with a lower slope corresponds to the fact
that SubTop is less sensitive to an increase of ρ (indeed, SubTop is mostly concerned
with the availability of services in its own colonies).
Finally, we observe that the average load stabilizes, which shows that the system scales
to large number of GCUs (since as previously mentioned, the service availability ρ can be
assimilated to the number of GCUs in the system).
Figure 2(c) shows the average and maximum load fractions w.r.t. the number of service
requests. It appears clearly that Arigatoni scales to large numbers of requests. In fact, the
average number of requests received by a GBU increases linearly with the total number of
requests, at a rate of ∼ 3.5%. In other words, in average, a GBU only receives ∼ 3.5% of
the total number of requests. Equivalently, only 3.5% of the overall population of GBUs
in the system participate in the process of discovering a particular resource, in average.
Figure 2(c) also shows that low level GBUs in the topology are not particularly overloaded
(the most overloaded GBU manages 60% of the overall load for ρ = 6%). Finally, it
corroborates the assertion that higher values of ρ favor the maximum load over the average
load, i.e., load balancing gets more effective.
Figure 2(d) shows that, unsurprisingly, the average service acceptation ratio increases
exponentially with the availability of services. This shows that Arigatoni is efﬁcient in
searching individuals for requested services. Indeed, a service availability of 4% enables
the system to achieve an acceptation rate of 90%. In other words, the more the number of
GCUs in the system, the more chances to ﬁnd an individual for a service request.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the Arigatoni lightweight overlay network. We exposed in details the mechanisms that allow Arigatoni to offer dynamic and generic resource discovery.
The main achievements are the complete decoupling between the different units in the
system, and the encapsulation of resources in local colonies, which enable Arigatoni to be
potentially scalable to very large and heterogeneous populations. We are currently improving Arigatoni with several new features, such as the possibility to ask a certain number of
instances of a service (i.e., the system should ﬁnd the speciﬁed number of GCUs capable
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of providing that service), or the possibility to embed services in conjunctions (i.e., the
services in a conjunction should be provided by the same GCU). We are also working on
the implementation of a real prototype and the subsequent deployment on the PlanetLab
experimental platform, and/or on GRID5000, the experimental platform available at the INRIA. As part of our ongoing research, we are also working on a more complete statistical
study of our system, based on more elaborate statistical models and realistic assumptions.
Acknowledgment. The authors would like to thank Philippe Nain for its invaluable comments and interactions on the Arigatoni performance model. This work is supported by
Aeolus FP6-2004-IST-FET Proactive.
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Abstract:They appeared in our life only few years ago and now they are everywhere:
computers have become ubiquitous and, almost, irreplaceable. Classical ways of creating, managing and exchanging information have been progressively replaced by electronic means. Everyday, information diffusion tools like the World Wide Web, Emails, Forums and other Blog software are now commonly used. However, in spite of
this plebiscite, computer based information managing still suffers some weaknesses.
Mainly, software aimed to do CSCW (Computer Supported Collaborative Work) can
be blamed for requiring the user to do an effort to use them. In this paper we present an
algorithm aimed at perform autonomous selective dissemination of messages within a
network. It constitutes the communication layer of our framework called PIAF (”Personal Intelligent Agent Framework”) which is intended to help users transparently
share information. This algorithm works in a fully decentralized way, using epidemic
diffusion mechanism and artiﬁcial ants paradigm to achieve self-organization and information ﬂows management.

1

Introduction

Computer based technology occupy an important place in our daily life and now are considered to be ubiquitous [WGB99]. During the last decades, using computers has modiﬁed
users’ habits. Electronic documents have changed the way to write, archive and diffuse
content while Internet has changed the way we collaborate. Now, it is possible to work on
a same project, exchanging documents or chatting regardless the physicals positions of the
co-workers.
People doing collaborative work may have to share two types of content: data and knowledge. Data can be any electronic container such as text ﬁles, video or web links. Emails
and ﬁle-sharing software are among the most used form of data sharing. Knowledge is
related to the user’s mind and may not be represented as a data ﬁle on a computer. For instance, a recommendation about a good restaurant or an advise concerning a research topic
are both examples of knowledge sharing. Supposing it is possible to represent knowledge
as a data ﬁle to share, from now on, we will use the generic term of ”resource” to design
both shared data and knowledge.
Depending on the user, we can distinguish between two kinds of resource sharing: implicit
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or explicit. Sending an email is an explicit act while using a software to share idle CPU
time is implicit for the user. Explicit sharing is the most challenging task for the user.
Let us suppose a user ﬁnds an interesting website and wants to have all other, potentially
interested, peers know about it. The strategy may be either 1) within the set of known
peers, inform the subset of peers more likely to be interested by the website 2) inform all
peers and let them decide if they are interested or not. In the ﬁrst case, the risk for the
sender is to omit some interested peers while in the second, the risk is to spam (ie: sending
unwanted messages to some peers). This problem is one of the difﬁculties related to the
usage of Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) software [Gru88]:
• Lack of mutual awareness: sharing content efﬁciently implies a global knowledge
of the peers’ needs. In order not to bother every single one, every user should know
what his/her peers are interested in. But users may randomly appear and disappear
in the network. Also they may be interested in different domains or make spurious
searches from time to time. Thus, maintaining such knowledge is difﬁcult.
• Users might not be motivated enough in using a software helping them sharing resources. Such software may involve, for instance, sending emails to people inside
the network or using dedicated tool to tell them about what they have found. In both
cases the user has to make an effort. Users generally do not like to change their
habits and such solutions may weaken their motivation and dissuade them from using the software.
• Users can not deﬁne precisely what they are interested in: if we take the example of web browsing, users are most likely to jump from page to page looking for
interesting links rather than follow a precise and predetermined path.
We believe that a resource sharing system based on implicit sharing could cope with those
problems. We have designed the PIAF software in order to follow this idea. PIAF stands
for Personal Intelligent Agent Framework. This framework is divided in two main layers:
communication and dialog. The communication layer takes in charge information ﬂows
within the network. The dialog layer is the interface between the user and the network. In
this paper we focus on the communication layer.
Our algorithm uses an ant paradigm, an idea which as already been explored in the context
of content-based searches in unstructured P2P networks [BMM02]. Many ant species are
known to use chemical trails to perform navigation and food exploitation. In this case,
the involved volatile substances, called pheromones, are a kind of indirect communication
mean between workers of the colony. These biological principles have been translated
to many combinatorial problems modeled with a graph [BDT99] and even when a network routing problem are considered (see for instance the case of mobile ad hoc networks
[DDG05]). The good behavior of this class of algorithm, especially within distributed
environment, has led us to use similar principles.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss some existing
solutions for message circulation and dynamic topology management in P2P networks and
state on the originality of our proposition. The following section 3 presents the algorithms
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we have developed. Finally, we present experimental results in sections 4 and 5 before
concluding in section 6.

2

Information ﬂows and rewiring schemes

Message ﬂows in a network are generated by exchanges between a server having a shared
resource and a client asking for it. Actually, in a network of collaborators each user may
act as a client (looking for a resource) or a server (informing users about what it shares).
We are then in front of a so-called P2P network. Because of this duality of roles, ﬁnding
a given resource is not easy. The tricky task for a client being mainly to ﬁnd a relevant
provider. In centralized networks such as Napster [Nap03], a server knowing which resources are shared and who is sharing them in the network is used to ﬁnd them. However,
those solutions have proved not to scale efﬁciently and fully decentralized P2P architectures are preferred. In this context, two main strategies can be considered for resources
exchanges: they correspond to the ”push” and ”pull” strategies for information exchange
as introduced by [FZ98]:
• Query processing: A users sends a query and the system returns a list of peers to
contact. In a structured overlay, the location of peers and data depends on their
respective identiﬁers. Usually, the search space is partitioned among peers with a
Distributed Hash Table [IMK+ 01] algorithm or a hierarchical ordering of identiﬁers [PRR97]. A query is routed from peer to peer until it reaches a peer having a
particular identiﬁer. On the opposite, an unstructured overlay does not rely on a predeﬁned architecture. A query is blindly (e.g. without information on the underlying
topology) spread in the network until a result is obtained.
• Selective dissemination: The dual scenario of query processing is when users do not
send query at all. Instead, an event based system is considered: clients subscribe to
the event service by submitting a proﬁle while servers publish events which will be
dispatched to attended recipients. The publish/subscribe (pub-sub for short) scheme
may be topic-based or content-based depending if the proﬁle deﬁnes constraints
concerning the topic of the event or its content. If the pub-sub is built over a structured overlay, events are routed. Whereas over an unstructured overlay, probabilistic
dissemination (e.g. Gossip) is a more suitable strategy. Gossip protocols [DGH+ 88]
consist in sending a message to a subset of the connected peers, according to a given
probability.
The communication algorithm of PIAF is aimed at automatically disseminating news using
a gossip-based diffusion scheme. Hence it falls under the category of selective dissemination algorithms. The peers will have to be informed of the existence and location of shared
resources. Following the idea of Newscast [VJvS03], we will refer to this information as
a ”News”. The objective is not to have a reliable multicast, that is which ensures that all
peers recover all existing news [DGH+ 88, CAPMN03, VJvS03], but, instead, which performs a directed and focused diffusion [LM00]. A given information is gossiped to peers
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more likely to be interested in it. Unlike other selective information dissemination systems
for P2P network [KTID03], we do not consider the user has to deﬁne a proﬁle to get useful news. Our approach is similar to the concept of autonomous gossiping introduced by
Datta et al. [DQA04] although, unlike them, we do not use individual proﬁles to deﬁnes
users interests nor we associate categories to news.
Each peer is connected to a limited amount of other peers. This provides them with a partial view of the whole network. Dynamic topology is used to adapt this set of connections
according to a given criteria. It has been observed that a social network of collaborator
exhibits small world properties: the network is made of many dense groups loosely connected to each other [WS98]. Those groups appear when individuals congregate as they
found themselves having shared center of interest. Dynamically adjusting the topology
of the P2P overlay network in order to make it similar to the underlying small world can
improve sharing efﬁciency. A criteria is used to decide if two peers have similar interests or not. Depending on it, a given connection may be dropped or kept. To compute
this criteria, it is necessary to have a model of peer’s interests. This model, usually referenced to as a proﬁle, may commonly be published by the peers [HS04] or exchanged
on demand [Sch04]. We propose a third new strategy inspired by the ideas of overhearing [BSSZ01] and use of information trails [Pay98] in a network. We consider that whenever a peer sends a message over the network, he gives an hint about what he is interested
into. Hence, instead of inquiring about the expertises of one’s peers, we guess them from
trafﬁc they generate over the network.

3

PIAF Communication layer

One can view the P2P network as a directed graph where each node ni ∈ N is a peer. An
edge (i, j) ∈ C(t), represents a connection from a peer ni to a peer nj present at an instant
t. Introducing the set of possible arc in the graph E, we have C(t) ⊂ E ⊆ N × N . For
a given peer ni , we deﬁne the neighborhood Vi (t) = {nj ∈ N | (i, j) ∈ C(t)} has the
subset of peers it is connected to. This model deﬁnes a social network, that is a network
in which edges deﬁne relations between nodes. In our case, the relations reﬂect shared
centers of interest. As stated earlier, groups tend to appear in social networks. The density
of those groups is measured by a clustering coefﬁcient γi (t). For a peer ni , it quantiﬁes
how dense its neighborhood is. Therefore, if γi (t) 1, then ni is considered to be part of
a dense group.
total edges in Vi (t)
(1)
γi (t) =
total possible edges in Vi (t)
Artiﬁcial pheromones are deﬁned on a vector space Rn . Each news item I has an associated pheromone vector τ (I). Pheromone vectors τi→j (t) are also associated to connections (i, j). We suppose the existence of a similarity s deﬁned on this vector space
s : Rn × Rn → [0; 1]. Thus, it is possible to evaluate the similarity between two connections, as well as the similarity of a connection related to a news item. On a connection,
pheromones are used as a memory for news received from other peers. Therefore, a given
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peer ni will store incoming pheromone vectors τi←j (t), j ∈ Vi (t) and update them every
time he receives a news from one of its neighbors.

3.1

Ant’s gossiping activity

Ants work as follows when disseminating a news item I. Every Tg unit of time, the ant
will try to push I from its nest ni to another nest nj randomly chosen in Vi (t). This
activity consists in ﬁrst choosing a destination and then update pheromones. Ants stop the
diffusion of I once it has decided to stay at the nest k consecutive times. This parameter
denotes its patience.
3.1.1

Choose a destination

A stochastic algorithm is used to select a destination nj within Vi (t). According to a similarity threshold smin , neighbors are ﬁrst sorted in two groups depending if they are likely
to be interested by I or not. This similarity estimates if I is similar to other news items
previously sent to a given neighbor. Those groups are respectively deﬁned has Vi (I, t) and
Vi (I, t).
Vi (I, t)

=

{nj ∈ Vi (t) | s(τi←j (t), τ (I)) ≥ smin }

(2)

Vi (I, t)

=

{nj ∈ Vi (t) | nj ∈
/ Vi (I, t)}

(3)

This classiﬁcation is also used to update two counters P Vi→j (t) and P Vi→j (t) used to
record how many positive valuations (PV) a given connection received. For a neighbor
nj , P Vi→j (t) is incremented if nj ∈ Vi (I, t) whereas P Vi→j (t) is incremented if nj ∈
Vi (I, t). Until it has ﬁnished diffusing it, an ant is not allowed to send a news item twice to
a same peer. Thus a subset of Vi (I, t) and Vi (I, t) is deﬁned where visited peers seen(I, t)
are excluded.
Viunseen (I, t) = Vi (I, t) \ seen(I, t)
Viunseen (I, t) = Vi (I, t) \ seen(I, t)

(4)
(5)

The probability Pi→j (I, t) of a peer to be elected as a destination by the ant depends of
the group it was assigned to (see equation (6)). For an interested peer, this probability
is proportional to its relative similarity with I. Meanwhile, non interested peers may be
equiproportionally chosen. Sending to either an interested or not interested peer is a mater
of exploitation versus exploration considering the problem of ﬁnding an optimal messages
ﬂow. Performing only exploitation can help reaching this optimum but, on the other hand,
exploration is needed to ﬁnd news peers to connect to. Therefore, a trade-off must be found
to allow trying to send news items to some other neighbors even if they does not seem to
be interested. To achieve this, ants are granted with a notion of ”freewill”. According to a
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probability η, an ant may choose to select a destination likely to be interested or not. Also,
it has n+ times more chances to stay at the nest rather than sending I to a non interested
peer.


Pi→j (I, t) =

η · δ(|Vi (I, t)| > 0) · s(τi←j (t), τ (I))
if nj ∈ Viunseen (I, t),
s(τi←z (t), τ (I))



1 − η · δ(|Vi (I, t)| > 0)

if nj ∈ Viunseen (I, t)

|Viunseen (I, t)| + n+


3.1.2

z∈Vi (I,t)

n+ · (1 − η · δ(|Vi (I, t)| > 0))
|Viunseen (I, t)| + n+

(6)

if i = j

Adjust pheromones

This step on the algorithm only occurs when the ant decides not to stay in the nest. On
its way toward the peer nj it has chosen, the ant will lay down pheromones. The amount
of pheromones is deﬁned by a factor ρ(I, Δt), both used for evaporation and deposit of
pheromones.
τj←i (t + Δt) = (1 − ρ(I, Δt)) · τj←i (t) + ρ(I, Δt) · τ (I)

(7)

with Δt the time elapsed since a message was last transferred through this connection.
ρ(I, Δt) depends on two factors: the activity on the link and the source of I. The more
messages are transferred through a connection, the more pheromones deposit will be important. Also, pheromones deposit should decrease as the news item is farther away from
its origin. We have chosen to use a Gaussian for each factor and deﬁned a maximum
amount of deposit ρmax (see equation 8).
ρ(I, Δt) = ρmax exp−αr(I) exp−(

Δt 2
σ )

= ρmax exp−(

Δt 2
σ ) −αr(I)

(8)

α and σ are two regulation factors used to adjust the trade-off wanted between reactivity
and memory of the system. r(I) is the round count, that is, the number of peers this news
item has crossed by since its creation.

3.2

Nest mobility

Moving the nest consists in modifying its neighborhood by adding or removing some links.
A peer may have a maximum of Vmax opened connections. To move the nest, the ﬁrst step
is to try fetching a contact from a directory of peers ni knows. In case of success, this peer
is contacted, otherwise, ni ask one of his neighbor for help.
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3.2.1

Connect to a new peer

Supposing such a contact is found, and before connecting to him, the peer still has to verify
if |Vi (t)| < Vmax . If not, the less efﬁcient connection would be dropped.
1. Efﬁciency is deﬁned as a ratio between the number of time a peer was estimated to
be interested and the total number of estimations performed by ants.
∀nj ∈ Vi (t) , Uj (t) =

P Vi→j (t)
P Vi→j (t) + P Vi→j (t)

(9)

2. If U (nj ) falls under a given threshold β, the connection is not considered not to
drop
be efﬁcient enough. Hence it has a probability Pi→j
(t) to be dropped. The lower
Uj (t), the higher this probability is.
drop
∀nj ∈ Vi (t) , Pi→j
(t) =

β − Uj (t)
z∈V (t) β − Uz (t)

(10)

i

with Vi (t) = {nj ∈ Vi (t)|U (nj ) < β} the subset of inefﬁcient neighbors.
3. If |Vi (t)| < Vmax a connection is established with the peer previously picked up
from the directory. Otherwise, all connections were useful and no one was dropped.
3.2.2

Ask for a suggestion

If ni was not able to ﬁnd a peer in is directory, it asks one of is neighbor to send him a
suggestion. It sends to a peer nj a message with a copy of is directory. nj then browses
its own directory and answers to ni sending him back the address of the peer most likely
to be useful for him. The peer nj is itself picked from Vi (t) with a rank based selection
based on similarities.

4

Simulation environment

A discrete event simulator was used in order to implement and test our information dissemination and topology management algorithms. We have chosen to use the OmnetPP
discrete event simulator [Var02].
We make not assumption concerning the nature of metadata represented by the pheromones.
During all the algorithms steps, only the similarity between two vectors is considered.
Hence, we choose to generate an artiﬁcial dataset that suits to our needs. It is made of 4
categories of news items C1 , C2 , C3 and C4 , each populated with 100 vectors of dimension n = 100. For the simulations, the similarity used is the standard cosine (equation
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11). The deﬁnition of the topics is not directly used in the algorithms, it is only used to
compute the values of performance criteria.
∀A, B ∈ Rn , s(A, B) =

n
i=1 ai
n
2
i=1 ai

∗ bi

n
2
i=1 bi

(11)

The average similarity between two elements from two distinct classes is, at maximum, of
0.25 and, at minimum, of 0.08. The average similarity for two news items from the same
class is 0.74. Ant’s λ parameter is set to 0.7 in order to have high probability to correctly
recognize elements of a same class.
Each peer is only allowed to connect to 4 other peers. Initially, no connection is established
and in their directory peers have the address of a unique randomly chosen peer. To simulate
the presence of a user, each peer as an agent periodically sends news items related to the
peer’s center of interest. News items are grabbed from a global repository ensuring no
same news is send twice by two different peers. For the simulations, the generation period
was set to U[100, 1500] units of time and the amount of news produced was limited to 10
items.
The performance of the diffusion algorithm is evaluated through 3 estimators: the network clustering coefﬁcient γ and averaged values for completeness and efﬁciency factors.
Network clustering coefﬁcient γ is the average of clustering coefﬁcient for each peer as
deﬁned in equation 1. Completeness deﬁnes the number of interesting news item a peer
gathered compared to the total amount of interesting news items available in the network.
Precision is the ratio between the number of interesting news divided by the total number
of news fetched. Those deﬁnitions are similar to classical recall and precision but, in the
our context, does not have the same meaning.

5

Results

Because of space constraints, the results presented here deal with the adjustment of β. The
objective is to test when it is worth considering a peer being inefﬁcient.

5.1

First test

In this ﬁrst test, the network is made of 20 peers interested by one of the four subject
previously deﬁned. Five peers are assigned to each of the topics of the dataset. They are
supposed to be only interested in the topic they were assigned to. Figure 1 shows the
evolution of clustering coefﬁcient for different values of β.
The best result is obtained with β = 0.2. Higher values of β lead to drop many connections, therefore almost no cluster can be formed. On the other hand, if β is set to lower
values, fewer connections may be dropped and the network becomes static. The ﬁgure 2
shows how information dissemination evolves during the simulation. Worsts results are for
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Figure 1: Evolution of clustering coefﬁcient for various values of β

β = 0.8, when the network can not be clustered. For 0.2 and 0.4, completeness is similar
but precision differs. This shows that a peer will get the same amount of interesting news
in the two cases but if β = 0.4 it will also get more less interesting news items.

(a) Precision

(b) Completeness

Figure 2: Evolution of completeness and precision for various values of β

Considering the small amount of news produced and the frequency of publication, the
initialization phase does not last longer than 15000 units of time. Hence, the ﬁgures depict the stabilization of the system when no more news item are injected. The system is
tested with 2 ants by peer, each having a patience k of 2. Best results are achieved when
P Vi→j (t) > 4 · P Vi→j (t), that is when the two ants had evaluated twice a connection has
being useless. This tends to prove that the inﬂuence β is related to k and the number of
ants.
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5.2

Stability of result

In order to check the stability of this result, we have performed other tests using a different
dataset and networks of different sizes. This second test involve 4 networks of 20, 25, 40
and 100 peers interested only in one subject among 4 or 5 available topics. Figure 3 shows
the ﬁnal, stabilized, value of clustering coefﬁcient. For each network, this ﬁnal value has
been averaged over 50 runs of the algorithm.

Figure 3: Evolution of clustering coefﬁcient for various values of β

The ﬁrst interesting result is that, independently from the size of the network, a maximum
value for the clustering coefﬁcient is reached when β = 0.25. That conﬁrms the conclusion of the ﬁrst presented test. An other constant result is the proﬁle of the curves drawn
which proves that the behavior of the rewiring algorithm is not inﬂuenced by the size of
the network.

6

Conclusion and future directions

In this paper, we have presented an algorithm using artiﬁcial ants to diffuse information in
a P2P network. The information diffusion is proactive and transparent for the user. Our
main contribution is the use of estimated proﬁles in order to perform probabilistic broadcast. We use the artiﬁcial ants paradigm where artiﬁcial pheromones deﬁnes a memory
for information exchanged. Firsts tests has led to an earlier version of the algorithm and
proved the interest of using estimated proﬁles [GMS05, GMS06]. In this paper, we highlight a relation between the number of ants, their patience and the tolerance in estimating
the utility of neighbors. During future development, tests on larger datasets along with a
theoretical study will be performed in order to conﬁrm this tendency. Also, we consider
developing third party applications mandatory to replace the agent creating news by a real
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user and perform real life tests.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present an adaptive and collaborative learning system that
is based on JXTA technology [jx205, Gon01]. JXTA enables any connected devices in
a network to participate in communication and collaboration as peers and our system
supports additional functionalities such as adaptive navigation, adaptive group formation, and instant messaging. We tested our system against undergraduate students who
took a data structure class. The experimental results indicate that our JXTA-based
learning system helped students learn effectively.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we present a JXTA-based learning system which supports various types of
adaptive features by utilizing user models that reﬂect user behaviors during learning. The
system also provides collaborative functionalities such as instant messaging that allow
users to communicate and collaborate with their peers in real time [Tra05, Mah04]. In
order to complement the weak points of collaborative learning in P2P networks such as a
free rider [BV03] and differences between learners, it also supports adaptive functionalities such as adaptive navigation and dynamic group formation depending on the learning
context of a student, where a learning context refers to various properties about the student
such as whether the student has sufﬁcient knowledge on the problems that are to be learned
or not.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, related works are described. In section 3,
the adaptive and collaborative learning system is explained. In section 4, we describe the
experimental results in detail and the paper concludes in section 5.
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Figure 1: The relationships between our work and related areas

2

Related works

There are three areas that are related to our work and ﬁgure 1 depicts the relationship
between our work and related ﬁelds.
Collaborative learning is an education method that motivates students, promotes critical
thinking, and develops social behavior for working together. In order to produce good
outcomes, the learning method must be well prepared [Bis05].
JXTA technology allows any connected device on a network, ranging from cell phones
and wireless PDAs to PCs and servers, to communicate and collaborate. JXTA peers
create and join a virtual network where they can interact with their peers and resources
directly [jx205, Gon01].
While general P2P systems such as Napster and Gnutella can be used for collaborative
learning, these do not have enough tools for small groups to interact strongly [EL04].
EDUCOSM [MNF+ 03] focuses on the collaborative learning in Web-based courses and
supports a shared document pool to collect Web resources, collaborative annotation of the
documents, and publication of the student’s own work. COMTELLA [Vas04] is a P2P
system that can be used for sharing ﬁles, mainly papers, and retrieving ﬁles among those
that are shared by their colleagues. EDUTELLA [NWQ+ 02] is an educational P2P service for exchanging educational resources in the W3C metadata standard RDF. GROOVE
[EL04] is a P2P software designed to facilitate collaboration and communication among
small groups. It focuses on the shared workspace that users create and provides many
tools that can be used in the workspaces such as calendar, discussion, ﬁle sharing, outliner,
pictures, notepad, sketchpad, Web browser, etc.
∗ To

whom correspondence should be addressed.
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In a complex hyperspace, learners may experience the problems of disorientation and cognitive overload [Con87]. For overcoming these problems, adaptive hypermedia presents
personalized contents and link structures based on a user model. The adaptation is described as adaptive presentation and adaptive navigation. Adaptive presentation provides
information on a topic in different methods according to the user’s knowledge, goals, preferences and so on. Adaptive navigation changes the link structure so that a user is guided
toward interesting or relevant information [BHW99]. AHA! is one of adaptive hypermedia systems which supports adaptive presentation by the conditional inclusion of fragments
and adaptive navigation by the link annotation or hiding [BAB+ 03].

3

JXTA-based learning system

Figure 2: The architecture of the JXTA-based adaptive learning system

Figure 2 shows the architecture of our system and a typical usage scenario is as follows:
1. A user runs a student program at a client peer, joins in a JXTA network, and logs in
the manager peer.
2. The updating module in the manager peer ﬁnds user’s attributes and their values in
the user database.
3. The manager peer sends both user’s learning context (i.e., low-level or high-level
knowledge) and the information about user’s group (i.e., basic or superior group) to
the client peer.
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4. The updating module updates the user model of the client peer whenever the student
solves a problem.
5. The manager peer informs all peers in a peer group that a new client peer participates
in the group.
6. The client peer can see connected members in its own group, their learning contexts,
and a list of learning problems.
7. The client peer requests a problem by clicking a link anchor in order to learn.
8. The managing content module in the manager peer ﬁnds the requested problem in
the content database.
9. The manager peer sends the requested problem to the client peer.
10. The client peer uploads a result ﬁle to the manager peer after the user solves the
problem.
11. The updating module in the manger peer updates the knowledge of the student and
the level of the group.
12. The annotating/hiding link module changes the colors of link anchors of the problems depending on the updated user model.
13. The adaptive grouping module in the manager peer switches the existing group to a
new group.
Table 1 shows the types of adaptative functions that our system provides. The attributes
and adaptation rules are deﬁned according to how often values of attributes are updated.
The more dynamic attributes are updated frequently while the less dynamic attributes are
updated infrequently.
Figure 3 shows a student program. A student logs in the manager program with ID and
password. The student can see a list of problems that are selected based on the user model
of the student. The learning context is updated dynamically according to the knowledge
of the student that is changed whenever the student submits a result ﬁle. The titles of the
problems (i.e. link anchor) are colored based on the learning context of the student such as
not enough (black), available (blue), or completed (purple). The colors guide the student
to navigate the content adaptively (i.e., link annotation).
The student can also see the information of the assigned group such as the number of
connected peers, their status (i.e., name, major, and programming skill), or shared ﬁles.
The student can exchange messages and share ﬁles with the members in the group. (See
ﬁgure 4.) These behaviors are informed to the manager program to update the user model
and can be used to support dynamic adaptation such as rearranging the groups and giving
appropriate problems.
Figure 5 shows a manager program. It stores the user models of all students in a user
database and the contents to be learned in a content database. It also stores the submitted
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more
dynamic

less
dynamic

attribute
knowledge level
of a student
group index
for a student
the number of
ﬁle uploadings
the color of
each problem
difﬁculty level
of a problem
personal features (name,
password, grade, major,
programming skill, etc.)
a list of problems
for a group

adaptation rule
System increases the knowledge level
when a student submits a solution
System changes a current group into a new
one which is appropriate for the new knowledge
level when the knowledge level increases
Students should upload their ﬁles at
least once to download other ﬁles
System presents the titles of the
problems in different colors depending
on whether the problem is solved or not
Author deﬁnes the
difﬁculty level of all problems
When a students updates the values of
attributes, the values are changed
The difﬁculty level of the problem is the
same as the level of the group

Table 1: The type of adaptation

result ﬁle in a result database. The user model is a ﬁle that contains the attributes and
their values such as the latest login date, the number of login times, the score of each
problem, the time to solve a problem, the type of the assigned group as well as the personal
information (i.e., ID, password, programming skill, major). The attributes are used to
determine which problems to provide for the student.
Each student can belong to exactly one group and the manager program assigns a student
to a certain group that is suited to the knowledge of the student. It always monitors the
behaviors of the student and updates the user model of the student. It rearranges the student
to another group and provides appropriate problems based on the updated user model.

4

Experimental results

We experimented our system against thirty eight undergraduate students at the department
of computer science education of Korea university. The students were skilled in C language and had been taking a Java language class that consisted of lectures in a classroom
and practices in a laboratory. In our experiment, a professor gave a lecture about the concept of recursion and students solved three simple problems about recursion as a pretest.
We divided the students into four groups as follows.
• Group A : it is a control group and students learn individually.
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Figure 3: A screenshot of a student program

• Group B : students learn individually and use an adaptive navigation function which
guides learning process using three colors such as black (not enough), blue (available), and purple (completed). It represents student’s current learning context.
• Group C : students learn collaboratively and use collaborative functions such as
instant messaging and ﬁle sharing in a static group which does not change.
• Group D : students learn collaboratively in a group which changes depending on
their current learning contexts. (i.e., dynamic grouping). In addition, it supports a
ban of free-riding (i.e., students must upload their ﬁles at least once in order to share
the results with others) as well as adaptive navigation and collaborative functions.

Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D

adaptive function
X
adaptive navigation
X
adaptive navigation
learning and grouping

collaborative function
X
X
instant messaging, ﬁle sharing
in a static group
instant messaging, ﬁle sharing,
and a ban of free-riding
in a dynamic group

learning type
individual learning
individual learning
collaborative learning
collaborative learning

Table 2: The differences of function and learning style between four groups

Table 2 outlines the differences between four groups deﬁned by three properties such as
adaptive and collaborative function and learning style for the evaluation of our system.
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Figure 4: A student solves problem 3 by collaborating with another student in the same group.

Table 3 outlines the differences of learning activity between three subject groups deﬁned
by three properties for the evaluation of our system. Students in the control group (i.e.,
group A) read an examination paper, learned individually, and wrote the solutions of the
problems on the paper. Students in the subject groups used their own systems; they joined
a JXTA network and solved the problems individually or collaboratively, using their JXTA
applications. Students solved three intermediate level problems and two difﬁcult level
problems as a posttest.
To evaluate the efﬁciency of each system, we measured average scores of the pretest and
posttest for each group after grading the ﬁnal results. Table 4 shows the results for the
pretest and posttest of each group. There was score improvement at the subject groups
(Group B, C, D), but not at the control group (Group A).
From the experimental results, we conclude that the adaptive navigation and collaborative
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Figure 5: A screenshot of the manager program.

functions could have a good effect on learning. However, unlike our prediction that the
students in group D would achieve better improvement of score than other groups because
both adaptive navigation and collaborative functions were provided, group C achieved
better scores than group D where only collaborative functions were supported. Our interpretation of this result is as follows. Thirty eight students took part in the experiment
and they were randomly assigned to one of four groups. Twelve students in group D were
too small to form different level groups by dynamic grouping. Therefore, it was difﬁcult
to communicate between the students actively during relatively short period of time. On
the other hand, students in group C could communicate with their group members steadily
since the group did not change. So with only collaborative functions, group C would be
able to obtain better achievement than group D.

5

Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we presented a JXTA-based adaptive learning system. The system provides
functionalities such as dynamic group formation, adaptive navigation, and instant messaging. We tested our system against undergraduate students for a data structure class
and the experimental results were promising. We are currently extending the system so
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Step
1
2

Group B
registration

3

use an adaptive navigation
function which changes
the title color of a problem
according to student’s
knowledge level

4

Group C
registration
join a static group
which does not
change
upload the result
of the problem

download member’s
results of the group,
discuss if
the solutions
are appropriate
for the problems
5

submission
of the results

submission
of the results

Group D
registration
join a dynamic group
which changes according
to student’s knowledge level
use an adaptive navigation
function which changes the title
color of a problem according
to student’s knowledge level,
upload the result of the problem
use adaptive grouping
according to their knowledge
level,
download member’s results of
the group when uploading
their own results,
discuss if the solutions
are appropriate for the
problems
submission
of the results

Table 3: The differences of learning activity between three subject groups.

Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D

pretest
95
80
83
83

posttest
90
85
93
90

Table 4: The average scores for the pretest and posttest of each group

that learners can use handheld devices such as PDAs as well as desktop computers in the
JXTA network. We also plan to implement more adaptive functionalities (either, ﬁner, or
coarser, or both) than are provided currently.
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Abstract: This paper introduces a model addressing the heterogeneity problem of
Pervasive Computing systems from a resource, service and context management viewpoint. The presented system architecture, called U BI D EV is a collection of abstraction
services for semantic-driven management of the physical environment that provide a
design methodology that allow a description of the behavior of the whole system in
terms of coordinated homogeneous services. Most of the existing approaches try to
hide heterogeneity using a single uniform abstraction layer like the Java VM; these
models do not ﬁt the requirements of pervasive computing systems where the dynamism and the heterogeneity if the environment need to be taken into account even
at the design level. The presented model faces heterogeneity of pervasive computing systems allowing applications to be described in terms of services provided rather
than their low level instantiation details. The main contribution of U BI D EV is in the
holistic approach in the management of the environment from the resources, services
and context viewpoint. The resulting coordination model allows applications to be
described in terms of their functionality while maintaining the degree of dependence
they have with the physical environment. At the application level, the provided abstractions allow to build applications that were previously seen as difﬁcult to build:
context-awareness that scale along several dimensions, resource and service management that copes with heterogeneity using an agreed semantic, holistic coordination of
resources in a service-oriented abstraction model. An example application scenario is
then described to underline the approach and the added value of such architecture in
terms of system design and resource and service management.

1

Introduction

Heterogeneity in computing systems is not meant to disappear in the future, but instead
will increase as the range of computing devices increase. Requirements for a Pervasive
Computing infrastructure are centered on a high-level conceptual model consisting of resources, users, context, services, coordination models and applications level interfaces
[Nor99].
Resource is one of the key aspects in adaptability because they represent the endpoint
used by the application to provide its functionality. Role of the infrastructure is to provide
to the application an easy way to describe the adaptation patterns without having to deal
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directly with resource management. That also means take into account the role and even
the intention that some resources may have in a given environment: take the example
of an autonomous mobile robot; when it enters a new environment it should be able to
negotiate with the application the services to use as well as provide information about its
goal. That implies the infrastructure should be able to manage and describe such resource
to the application in a way that is compliant with the application’s knowledge.
Context represents the main shift from classical distributes systems because in Pervasive
Computing the surrounding physical environment is explicitly taken into account by both
the infrastructure and the application to adapt the behavior of the whole system to the
caching that occur during the lifecycle of the system.
Services vary greatly as well: from home/ofﬁce printer access, to local driving directions,
to global services such as search engines and web access. Services tend to relay on a given
hardware conﬁguration for their execution; they have resource requirements that should
be met to ensure their correct execution. Most of the time the coupling between software
components and the hardware involved is so thigh that the notion of a service embodies
the two. The infrastructure should allow to describe the fundamental interrelation between
software components and resources while keeping their coupling in terms of functional
dependencies. That should also be reﬂected at application design level.
This paper presents U BI D EV, a service framework aimed to tackle these three levels of
heterogeneity that characterize Pervasive Computing systems. U BI D EV relays on classiﬁcation and encapsulation techniques for semantic-driven resource, service and context
management providing at application level a homogeneous coordination space where interactive entities represents running services in a service-oriented approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 1 introduces the heterogeneity problem in Pervasive Computing systems from a resource, service and context perspective; it
also describes the requirements from an infrastructure to cope with this heterogeneity. Section 2 presents the U BI D EV model underlying the role of the classiﬁcation and encapsulation techniques as well as their related modules such as application ontology, classiﬁers,
capsule, resources, service and context managers describing how the provided abstractions
contributes to present at application level an homogeneous coordination space. Section 3
discusses some related projects and their different approaches in facing similar problems.
Finally some concluding remarks are given in section 4.

2
2.1

Heterogeneity in Pervasive Computing
Resources

Resource heterogeneity implies differences in shape, capabilities, power and usability; an
infrastructure must be able to recognize such diversities in order to adapt the services it
provides and the services that it controls on behalf of an application. Heterogeneous devices are required to interact seamlessly, despite wide differences in hardware and software
capabilities; this requires an infrastructure that maintains knowledge of device character-
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istics and manages the integration of devices into a coherent system that enables arbitrary
device interactions (for example, between a mobile phone and a desktop workstation).
There are three elements that could be associate with resource heterogeneity:
• Physical: For a given cost and level of technology, weight, power, size and ergonomics represent a limitation with respect of computational resources such as
processor speed, memory size, and disk capacity.
• Communication: Some buildings may offer reliable, high-bandwidth wireless connectivity while others may only offer low-bandwidth connectivity. Over time, the
synchronous model implicit in the use of RPC will become inadequate. What is
required is a reliable transport layer that works with legacy servers, while hiding
the effects of wireless losses and asymmetry that typically ruin TCP performance.
Eventually, very wide-area distributed systems will have to be structured around an
asynchronous model.
• Power: While battery and energy production technology will undoubtedly improve
over time, the need to be sensitive to power consumption will not diminish. Concern
for power consumption must span many levels of hardware and software to be fully
effective.
Resource heterogeneity increases the tension between autonomy and interdependence that
is characteristic of all distributed systems. To cope with this tension means to introduce
a certain level of adaptability into the system. At one extreme, adaptation is entirely the
responsibility of individual applications. While this approach avoids the need for system
support, it lacks a central arbitrator to resolve incompatible resource demands of different
applications and to enforce limits on resource usage.
The other extreme of application-transparent adaptation places entire responsibility for
adaptation on the system. This approach is attractive because it is backward compatible
with existing applications. The system provides the focal point for resource arbitration
and control. The drawback of this approach is that there may be situations where the
adaptation performed by the system is inadequate or even counterproductive because it
operates without taking into account the application’s perspective.

2.2

Services

Service discovery allows clients to locate services in the face of mobility and heterogeneity. Existing service discovery architectures have a few limitations making them unsuitable
for wide deployment in the Pervasive Computing domain.
Some of these protocols like SLP [Gut00] and Salutation [Inc99] are deployed primarily within the enterprise or ofﬁce environment; others like UPnP [Cor05] and Bluetooth
[AJF02] were conceived for a more informal, casually connected environment, which
could include networked vehicles and small ofﬁces as well as home networks. A networking solution should be able to accommodate heterogeneity, both in terms of underlying
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connectivity, and in terms of the discovery infrastructure that is supported. The infrastructure for pervasive computing must support diverse types of software component. It should
be able to integrate software components, which may reside in fundamentally different environments (such as home or ofﬁce computing environments), into compositions that can
successfully interact and cooperate to achieve common tasks.
Services are heterogeneous in nature; they should be deﬁned in terms of the their functionality and capabilities. The existing service discovery infrastructures lack expressive
languages, representations and tools that are good at representing a broad range of service
descriptions and are good for reasoning about the functionality and the capabilities of the
services.
Services need to interact with clients and other services across environments. Service
descriptions and information need to be understood and agreed among various parties.
In other words, well-deﬁned common ontology must be present before any effective service discovery process can take place. Common ontology infrastructures are often either
missing from or are not well represented in the existing service discovery architectures.
Architectures like Service Location Protocol, Jini [Jin03] and Salutation do provide some
sort of mechanisms to capture ontology among services. However, these mechanisms like
Java class interfaces and ad-hoc data structures are difﬁcult to be widely adapted by the
industries to become standards.

2.3

Context

Invisibility of applications is accomplished by reducing input from users and replacing
it with knowledge of context. “A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide
relevant information and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user task”
[Dey00]. Context-aware software components exploit information such as the activities in
which the user is engaged, proximity to other devices and services, location, time of day
and weather conditions. Knowledge of context also is required to enable adaptation to
changing environmental conditions, such as changing bandwidth and input and output
devices, which can be brought about by mobility.
The infrastructure for pervasive computing should support context awareness by facilitating the gathering of information from sources such as sensors and resource monitors;
performing interpretation of data; carrying out dissemination of contextual information to
interested parties in a scalable and timely fashion; and providing models for programming
context-aware applications. A very challenging aspect is interpretation, which involves
steps such as integration of data from different sources (for example, combining height
and horizontal position into a three dimensional position); inference (for example, ”Bob
is in the meeting room and Alice is in the meeting room, therefore a meeting between
Bob and Alice is taking place”); prediction based on context history; resolution of inconsistencies between context data from different sources; and provision of estimates of the
accuracy of contextual information.
The importance of appropriate abstractions for gathering and reasoning about the context
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information has led an ontology-based shift in the research focus of the context awareness
community [KBM+ 02], [Coe98], [RHC+ 02]. Ontology-based approach may improve
over classical context modeling approaches by providing improved support for interoperation and sophisticated type of reasoning.

2.4

The Role of an Infrastructure for Pervasive Computing Systems

A Pervasive Computing infrastructure should be highly available, cost effective, and sufﬁciently scalable to support millions of users. In general, computation, storage and complexity should be moved from the resources into the infrastructure, thus enabling powerful
services, better overall cost performance, and small, light-weight, low-power, inexpensive mobile devices to increase functionality [BKA+ 98].
As a result, a Pervasive Computing Systems will be composed of different services and
resources interacting with each other. A coordination model is required to formalize such
interactions as well as the dependencies between the coordinated entities.
Adaptation:
is required in order to overcome the intrinsically dynamic nature of pervasive computing.
Mobility of users, devices and software components can occur, leading to changes in the
physical and virtual environments of these entities. Moreover, applications can be highly
dynamic, with users requiring support for novel tasks and demanding the ability to change
requirements on the ﬂy. It should be the role of the infrastructure for pervasive computing to facilitate adaptation, which may involve adapting individual software components
and/or reconﬁguring bindings of components by adding, removing or substituting components. Adaptation may be done in an application-aware or application-transparent manner
[Nob00] [GMGN04].
There are three common strategies for adaptation in Pervasive Computing: ﬁrst, a client
can guide applications in changing their behavior so that they use less of a scarce resource.
This change usually reduces the user-perceived quality, or ﬁdelity, of an application as
in [FS99], [NSN+ 97]. Second, a client can ask the environment to guarantee a certain
level of a resource. This is the approach typically used by reservation-based QoS systems [NCN98]. Third, a client can suggest a corrective action to the user. Smart spaces
such as [JF04] and [Rek98] are examples of environments capable of accepting resource
reservations.
Metacomputing Abstraction:
Metacomputing environments [CS92] such as [MS99] and [KUB00] are component-based:
the heterogeneous computing environment is aggregated and a concurrent programming
platform emulated through a set of coordinated components. Through the composition and
the coordination of such components the heterogeneous environment is aggregated within
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a concurrent programming platform.
Metacomputers hides the existence of multiple computers and provides a single-system
image to its users through the use of a Distributed Virtual . Differently from a Network
Operating System approach [Tv02] where a user is fully aware of the machines on which
his job is executed, metacomputer dynamically and automatically allocates jobs to the
machines of the system. The key concept behind these features is ”transparency”. Metacomputing, if conceived as a Distributed Operating System, supports several forms of
transparency to achieve the goal of providing an abstraction of networked machines as a
metacomputer. Harness [BDF+ 99] is a good example of a system conceived to centralize
the management of the underlying resources providing a uniform abstraction to the applications and users. In a Pervasive Computing Systems, however, applications can greatly
beneﬁt from knowing some relevant functional details of the computational environment.
That could allow them to conﬁgure themselves and adapt to every heterogeneous and dynamic aspect of an environment.

2.5

Ontology in Pervasive Computing

Most of the existing infrastructures and solutions have made progress in various aspects of
pervasive computing but are still weak in supporting knowledge sharing and reasoning. A
signiﬁcant source of this weakness is their lack a common ontology with explicit semantic
representation.
A key requirement for realizing Pervasive Computing systems is to give computer systems
the ability to understand their situational conditions. To achieve this, it requires contextual information to be represented in ways that are adequate for machine processing and
reasoning. At the same time resources and services needs to be described ad managed
following a common semantic that should, also, be reﬂected at coordination level. The
goal is to abstract the description of the application behavior from the management of the
different instances that compose the environment.
Semantic Web languages are well suited for this purpose for the following reasons:
• Ontologies provide a means for independently developed systems to share resources,
services and context knowledge,
• RDF and OWL are knowledge representation languages with rich expressive power
that are adequate for modeling various types of contextual information, e.g., information associated with people, events, devices, places, time, and space.
• These knowledge representation languages are well suited to, also, describe resources and services.
• Because ontologies have explicit representations of semantics, they can be reasoned
by the available logic inference engines. Systems with the ability to reason about
context can detect and resolve inconsistent knowledge.
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• The Semantic Web languages can be used as meta-languages to deﬁne other special
purpose languages such as communication languages for knowledge sharing, policy
languages for privacy and security [KFJ03]. A key advantage of this approach is
better interoperability. Tools for languages that share a common root of constructs
can better interoperate than tools for languages that have diverse roots of constructs.
A common agreed standard ontology could be the “panacea” for most of the interoperability and openness issues raised in distributed systems and Pervasive Computing. But
this is only an idea scenario, quite difﬁcult to realize given the current situation where lot
of systems have developed their own communication protocols, description scheme and
ontologies. Interoperability at such level is a very challenging and still open issue. Most
of the approaches implies human intervention to solve, for example, ontologies mapping.
Despite the difﬁculties that the use of ontologies rise when considering interoperability
between systems, it is a very efﬁcient and interesting technology for describing a system as
an isolate entity. All resources, services, contextual information as well as interaction and
dependencies, when described with an agreed common semantic, could be better managed
by the infrastructure resulting in a more clear separation between the application pure
functional level and its speciﬁc system instantiation. This has been the approach that has
inspired the U BI D EV model.

3

U BI D EV: Classiﬁcation and Encapsulation

U BI D EV is a lightweight infrastructure built around the reference model presented in
[MKH04], [MH02] and [SMTH00]: Physical Entities, Resources, Services, Context, Coordination and Application.
U BI D EV can then be considered as a uniﬁed management model for resources, services
and context information. It proposes a context centric management of the environment:
it is the application context that determines the semantic of the resources, of the services
involved and of the contextual information. Consequently resource conﬁguration, service
instantiation, description and composition, context model as well as user task solving are
based on this semantic. This allows Pervasive Computing applications to automatically
reconﬁgure themselves according to context changes. As a result U BI D EV presents at
application level a homogeneous coordination space seen as an uniﬁed mechanism for
dynamic interaction of services [CA94] [AC93] as depicted in ﬁgure 1.
A key element in realizing this architecture is the use of an application ontology that undergrids the communication between entities and the representation of the environment.
A generic knowledge representation system uses various terms with different domain speciﬁc deﬁnitions in order to describe the knowledge model. Instead of introducing its own
semantic, U BI D EV identiﬁes the internal representation of semantic and the relation to
the environment as relations to context and resources. That leads to small topic-oriented
ontology used to classify the whole environment in terms of resources, services and contextual information. An application can be described according to the conceptual model of
the ontology that is independent of the speciﬁcity of the underlying environment. Once an
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Figure 1: U BI D EV implemented architecture.

application is instantiated in a speciﬁc environment, U BI D EV can ensure that the resource,
the contextual information and the services are described and managed according to this
model, thus shielding the application to directly dealing with it.
Coordination Model:
Coordination manages the dependencies in the interaction process of the application-level
user task solving. It manages the dependencies between services and contextual information when, at application level, a user task request is deﬁned. These dependencies inﬂuence
the service composition that is at the heart of the whole coordination process. To better
describe these dependencies, we need to identify and separates the computation and the
coordination aspects of a generic Pervasive Computing Systems.
Differently from classical implementations of coordination spaces, no explicit coordination is deﬁned in U BI D EV; coordination manager reacts to the application level requests
expressed in terms of user tasks. Such tasks are described as resource transformation.
coordination manager solves user tasks by composing basic services according to the resource transformation request, the availability of basic services and according to the contextual and behavioral rules deﬁned in the context model. The current implementation of
the coordination manager uses a ﬁrst order logic to represent the terminological knowledge of an application domain in a structured and formally well-understood way; more
precisely it is used to describe behavioral and contextual rules as well as the application
ontology. Such rules are expressed as Prolog facts that are evaluated (all or just a part of
them) when solving the user task. First activity of the coordination manager is to deter-
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mine, according to the conﬁguration of the context and according to the user task, which
are the rules that have to be evaluated. The result of the evaluation determines the run-time
dependencies and constrains that coordination manager takes into account in the service
composition process.
Thus, the resulting composite service that is in charge to accomplish the user task, is inﬂuenced by: the active part of the context where the request has been generated, the social
rules deﬁned for such context, the availability of resources and services, the social laws
related to the context, services and resources. The core of coordination manager is based
on XSB Prolog engine [SSW94]. Coordination manager can not be directly programmed
but only instructed by a richer set of Prolog facts. By analyzing both contextual and behavioral rules, coordination manager has a full knowledge of the status of the environment
and of its role.
The Coordination model allows deﬁning rules for every context that may also restrain the
algorithm of resource and service management. These rules are speciﬁed by the context
itself; the structure of these rules are the key results of the XCM model [TCH04], to be
integrated into the U BI D EV middleware.

3.1

Classiﬁcation

The main problem related to the management of resources is the role that each resource
may have in a given context. This is referred as the semantic and is reﬂected on all action
that could be taken on a resource, typically description, discovery and access.
Classiﬁcation is the operation of identifying the elementary symbols of the model by testing whether an entity belongs to a speciﬁc entity set or not. This approach that has already
been considered in the COCA model and previously in the EMUDS [RCC98] project,
is an attempt to face the symbol grounding problem [Har90] by deﬁning instruments for
identify the iconic representation of the real world in a speciﬁc environment.
U BI D EV relies on the COCA[Sch02] principle that is the application context that should
determine the meaning of resources. In doing so it relies on the ontology stated by the
application and by classiﬁers. Classiﬁers [Sch02] are services that given a resource and an
ontology, output concepts of that ontology. This mechanism replaces the classical scheme
where resources supply their description directly.
A classiﬁer accesses resources through adapters, associates one or more concepts it knows
with a resource in a given context, and tags the resource as an instance of that concept.
Classiﬁcations of resources are stored and used as a cache when an instance of a concept is requested by services. The process of requesting an instance of a concept is called
”addressing by concept”, because the instance is referred by a concept instead of speciﬁc
resource identiﬁcation, such as memory address, or name. Thanks to the classiﬁcation
process, U BI D EV decouples the high-level concepts (abstractions) from the instances implemented by a context. The concept ”nearest printer” [Kam00] for instance may be used
no matter how a context supplies the corresponding implementation. In such a way a user
moving around different environments will not have to reconﬁgure her printing applica-
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tion. This means that an application may express its resource requirements in terms of
concepts instead of addressing speciﬁc resources directly (i.e. by an URL).
Figure 2 shows an example of classiﬁcation. According to the application ontology, a PDA
and a portable phone are classiﬁed respectively as instances of concepts ”display”, ”textual”, ”graphical” and ”color” the former and ”display”, ”textual” and ”voice” the latter. A
service that manipulates textual display will ﬁnd these resources semantically equivalent;
the service may access both of them transparently addressing the concept ”textual”. The
related adapters will do the rest resulting for the PDA to receive the text as a new Memo
note and, for the portable phone to receive the text as a SMS.
One way of deﬁning a classiﬁer for a resource is to wrap an existing classiﬁcation scheme
and embed it into the classiﬁer class; in such a way the most part of resources could be
classiﬁed without having to write any particular resource dependent analysis. For example
it does not make much sense to redeﬁne the semantics of the concept ”Wav document”
when there are media players available that can easily decide if a ﬁle is in a wav format or
something else. Thus building a classiﬁer for the concept ”Wav document” means simply
invoking a media player and looking at its exit code. This leads on the one hand to direct
reuse of semantics and knowledge, encoded and available in computer programs today and
on the other hand it helps constructing new semantic out of the existing pool of programs.
The modularity of the COCA speciﬁcation allows deploying a pool of different classiﬁers
that could be re-used in different applications. Similarly to the rest of the system, in
fact, the level of standardization they are supposed to meet is at the ontology level. As
an example, the classiﬁers used in the UMS prototype for document classiﬁcation (ascii,
pdf, ps, bmp, gif,), have been reused for another U BI D EV prototype called Document
Classiﬁers [pai]; the adaptation of a classiﬁer from one system to another one is on the
mapping from the ontology of the former to the ontology of the latter. Another example of
sharing ontology is brought by the need on inter-application communication; in both cases
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the COCA model proposes three approaches [Sch02]:
• Explicit declaration of concept equivalence: Meta ontology may be used to explicitly state equivalence of concepts in different ontology. This meta-ontology will
require careful maintenance, likely done by humans.
• Proving concept equivalence: If two concepts in different ontology are deﬁned
by the same classiﬁer they are considered equivalent allowing inference of further
properties through each ontology relations.
• Inferring concept equivalence: Concept equivalence may also be automatically
inferred by observing classiﬁers by so-called meta-classiﬁers. That is, the automated
version of building meta-ontology. Concepts may be considered equivalent as long
as different classiﬁers consistently output the same concepts for a set of resources
under observation.

3.2

Encapsulation

EXecution Environment:
We argue that operating systems and middleware for Pervasive Computing Systems must
take into account the dependencies between software components as well as the dependencies between software and hardware components. Finding a suitable representation of
such dependencies would allow implementing services that can conﬁgure themselves and
adapt to every heterogeneity and dynamic environment.
To address the problem from the service management viewpoint, U BI D EV explores the
service dependencies in terms of EXecution Environment (EXE): requirements for loading a service into a runtime system. As long as U BI D EV knows the requirements for
installing and running each service, it can automate the installation and conﬁguration of
new components. It can improve application performance by analyzing the dynamic state
of system resources, analyzing the characteristics of each service module and conﬁguring
each of them in the most efﬁcient and suitable way. It can also adapt the conﬁguration
policy to the contextual information the environment provides, resulting in a fully contextsensitive system. Requirements usually are expressed as dependencies on both persistent
and dynamic resources.
Service’s EXecution Environment (EXE) must specify any special requirement needed to
load, conﬁgure and execute the service. It is included in the service description together
with the input and output concepts. Even the EXE is expressed in terms of the application
ontology since the semantic of resources, hence their capabilities, is captured in the classiﬁcation phase. A service manager might use this information to determine where, how
and when to execute the service.
The analysis of the inter-component dependencies, expressed in terms of relation among
services and between services and the context, can help to automate and improve the
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conﬁguration process. U BI D EV can scan the EXecution Environment to ensure that all
concepts required for the execution of a particular service are met before the service is
instantiated.
This can also prevent many problems that are common in existing systems where detection
of the lack of a particular resource happens only after a service is running.
Services and Capsules:
U BI D EV services are described using an XML-like proprietary description format. Further
extension of the system will include the standardization of service description to WSDL
[CCMW01]. That will also simplify the opening U BI D EV to web-services. Service description includes information about the service name, its interfaces in terms of input and
output concepts and the prerequirements.
A U BI D EV service is encapsulated in a speciﬁc dedicated environment that fulﬁlls its requirements according to the service’s EXecution Environment. This environment contains
all the resource access information the service requires for execution, expressed in the
form of the U BI D EV access protocol [MKH04].
A run-time instance of a service inside its environment is represented by a homogeneous
entity called capsule. A capsule is homogeneous in the sense that it hides to coordination
all heterogeneous aspects related to the execution of the service it embodies. A capsule
exports to the upper layer only the service interface in terms of input and output concepts.
In this way a capsule represents a new organizational unit to encapsulate a service computing environment within the system architecture, just as a process is an organizational
unit for the components of a running application [Tan97].
Service manager parses the service prerequirements in order to determine whether the
current service is entitled to be instantiated or not. If so it issues a resource reservation
request to resource manager that replies with the corresponding resource access reference.
Resource access reference together with the service run-time module and an instance of
the ubidev protocol handler are encapsulated into a new capsule.
U BI D EV services are able to act upon stateful resources providing access to, and manipulating a set of logical stateful resources based on messages sent and received. That
means U BI D EV service executes against dynamic state, i.e., state for which the service is
responsible between message exchanges with its requester. U BI D EV service is stateless
because it delegates the control of its internal state as well as the state of the associated
resources to the capsule. In this way service migration is made easier because the capsule
allows dumping its complete state, and because the representation of the state does not
change from service to service. However, the consistency of the use of the service state
has to be ensured by the service implementation. Whenever a service prerequirement is
no longer met, service manager stops the execution of the corresponding capsule and tries
to reconﬁgure it. U BI D EV supports completely transparent capsule reconﬁguration. After
a reconﬁguration process, a service inside a capsule continues to interact with its environment regardless of the changes. The capsule state is divided in two sub-states: the service
state that can be migrated and the user state that is related to the model of the context and
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may not be migrated. The service state contains the program code and a representation of
the service data. The user state contains user dependent data that are organized according
to the model of the context. For this reason it is not necessary for this state to migrate
because the service can access it as a contextual information provided by its execution
environment.
This approach is robust and efﬁcient because the consistence of the mapping between
concepts and resources is always granted by the infrastructure;; so services do not have
to take into account resource speciﬁc information that are not classiﬁed according to the
application ontology.
One way to obtain a service for the U BI D EV architecture is to wrap an existing application.
For instance Emacs, Microsoft Word, PalmOS memo-pad and the QTopia text-editor can
each be wrapped to become suppliers of a text editing service. Such wrappers map abstract
service descriptions into application-speciﬁc settings.
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Figure 3: A composite service can be realized by the coordination manager by composing existing
services according to the classiﬁcation of the underlying environment. Coordination manager solves
user tasks by ﬁnding the path from the input resource generating the output resource. This path
represents a service invocation chain. Service manager takes in charge the service execution process.

The main advantage of facing the heterogeneity problem with the capsule abstraction is at
coordination level, where the system is seen as an uniﬁed mechanism for dynamic communication, coordination, and sharing of homogeneous objects (in distributed systems,
JavaSpace [Jav03] is a good representer of such a mechanism).
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4
4.1

Related Works
Gaia

Gaia OS [RHC+ 02] is a meta-operating system that aims at supporting the development
and execution of portable applications for active spaces. Gaia is a distributed middleware
infrastructure that coordinates software entities and heterogeneous networked devices contained in a physical space. Gaia exports service to query and utilize existing resources, to
access and use current context, and provide a framework to develop user-centric, resourceaware, multi-device, context-sensitive, and mobile applications. The system is built as
a distributed object system. The Gaia Kernel, the Gaia Application Framework, and the
Applications Active Space form the building blocks of the whole architecture. An Event
Manager is a mechanism to expose changes of the environment through a publish subscriber model. The context infrastructure consists of a number of components, called
context providers that provide information about the current context. Gaia implements a
bootstrap protocol that interprets a conﬁguration ﬁle (Lua script) and starts the kernel services. The conﬁguration ﬁle contains information about the Gaia Kernel services, such as
the name of the service, the name of the interface of the service, the Gaia node or nodes
that will host the service, the service instantiation policy (i.e., instantiate the service in all
Gaia nodes or only in the ﬁrst available Gaia node), and start parameters. This approach
works ﬁne when the topology of the active space is well known a priori. Fixed categorization of resources implies that the relation between hardware and software level is, in a sort
of way, pre-deﬁned. That makes reuse of existing resources as well as the introduction of
new ones a difﬁcult task. Gaia makes use of ontology at different levels [MRMC03], as for
the classiﬁcation of the context and the semantic service discovery. U BI D EV shares the
same philosophy in the use of ontology to augment the action and reaction of a Pervasive
Computing system. Differently from Gaia, U BI D EV relies on the assumption that is the
application that determines how a speciﬁc environment should be conﬁgured and managed
in terms of resources, services and context.

4.2

Aura

The Aura project [SG02] is about distraction-free pervasive computing. It supports mobile
users inside a computing environment by maximizing the use of available resources inside
the environment and by minimizing the user distraction and focus on user attention. Its
goal is to provide each user with an invisible halo of computing and information services
that persists regardless the location. It deﬁnes the notion of personal aura that can be considered as a service proxy for the mobile user it represents. Aura proposes a programming
model for task-based computing [WG00]. In this model, tasks are viewed as compositions
of services. Both tasks and services have explicit representations. Services are described
by virtual service types, which deﬁne functional, state and conﬁguration interfaces and
dependencies upon other services. Virtual service types can be related through inheritance, and can also be composed to form new virtual services. Tasks are toplevel compo-
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sitions of services that are speciﬁed as ﬂows that decompose tasks into steps of subtasks
or primitives (actions carried out by services). Tasks are instantiated by a protocol that is
responsible for gathering information about available services, selecting suitable services
to carry out tasks and binding them together, and, ﬁnally, performing conﬁguration and
initialization of services. A coordination protocol manages the plugging and unplugging
of services in response to resource changes. Tasks are also managed by a third protocol
responsible for task migration, obtaining consistent snapshots of task state, and managing
replication and consistency. Aura shares lot of similarities with the U BI D EV project; both
of them, in fact, take a holistic approach in the model of the environment. The deﬁnition
of abstract services and the idea of mapping them into concrete instances are similar to
the service classiﬁcation model in U BI D EV. Also the Task Manager, as the coordination
manager in U BI D EV, acts as a control unit for resources, services and context. Differently from U BI D EV, abstract services are mapped into concrete instances by analyzing
service description. In Aura the whole process relies on the assumption that suppliers of
a given service type share a vocabulary of tags and the corresponding interpretation. Aura
however lacks in deﬁning at Prism level a proper model of the context. In U BI D EV the
coordination manager has a complete and consistent model of the environment in terms
of resources, services, context and their dependencies. This approach allows a more easy
writing of context dependent rules that may drive the application behavior.

4.3

Jini and JavaSpace

Jini [Jin03] is a distributed system based on Java. It offers a service model based on three
components: an infrastructure for federating services in a distributed environment, a programming model for distributed services, and a set of system services, including a lookup
service used by clients to locate required services and dynamically access them through the
use of Java RMI stubs. Jini does not address the management of component-based applications and inter-component dependence. It only provides static look-up (exact matching) of
services and does not consider the run-time resource constraints for small clients. Also, the
large memory requirements imposed by Jini makes it not viable for most mobile devices.
In addition, Jini announces service using UDP multicast by default, which may be suitable
only in LAN-based application, but may not be applicable for large-scale deployment such
as the Internet. In the Jini architecture, service functionality and capabilities are described
in terms of Java object interface types. Service capability matching is processed in the
object-level and syntax-level only. For instance, the generic Jini Lookup and other discovery protocols allow a service client to ﬁnd a printing service that supports color printing,
but the protocols are not powerful enough to ﬁnd a geographically closest printing service
that has the shortest print queue. The protocols do exact semantic matching while ﬁnding
a service. Thus they lack the power to give a ”close match” even if it was available. An
important part of the Jini system is the coordination model for generative communication
called JavaSpace. A JavaSpace is a Linda-like coordination system that stores tuples representing a typed set of references to Java objects. Multiple JavaSpaces may coexist in
a single Jini system. Jini does provide a specialized look-up service that allows clients
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to look up registered services using an attribute-based search facility. Each service has
an associated service identiﬁer, which is a globally unique 128-bit value generated by the
lookup service. A service uses this identiﬁer to register a service item at the lookup service. A client can provide a template tuple when looking for speciﬁc tuple instances. The
lookup service will select only those tuples that match the template. Jini implicitly forces
the use of ad-hoc pre-deﬁned ontology by ensuring that client queries contain interfaces.
The lack of a well-deﬁned ontology for service descriptions could result in false matching.
These protocols do not solve the problem of making service discovery more ﬂexible and
powerful

5

Conclusions

To face the heterogeneity problem in Pervasive Computing this paper has introduced an
architecture for supporting the designing, building, execution of applications that relay
of semantic-based and application-centered management of resources, services and context. Following this approach, system support allows a certain level of visibility of the
heterogeneity of the underlying environment and, at the same time, allow applications to
explicitly provide their own semantic of the environment. The overall abstraction is realized at coordination level where the system is described in terms of autonomous and
uniform interacting services. That way, applications can see resources, services and contextual changes in a uniform way and then adapt to it instead of forcing users to constantly
reconﬁgure their systems.
We have presented U BI D EV, a system architecture for pervasive computing, which embodies this approach to building pervasive applications. The architecture supports a simple
design process for building applications, starting from the deﬁnition of the system ontology, the pool of classiﬁers that will tag resources and contextual information as instances
of the concepts composing the ontology, simple rules to express the interrelation between
concepts of the ontology that will be used by the coordination control unit to solve the
user’s tasks. That could be summarized with the following contributions:
• Resources: the notion of representer as a virtualization of a physical resource, allows a system to have a full representation of the physical environment in terms
of involved resources. In such a perspective, resources are seen as interacting entities that can both produce and receive stimuli from the control systems and from
other entities. Classiﬁcation of resources according to the system ontology allows a
uniform description and conﬁguration as well as a simple access protocol based on
“addressing by concepts”.
• Services: U BI D EV introduces the notion of service prerequirements as a collection
of system properties that have to be met for ensuring the executability of a given
service. By matching such prerequirements with the current available resources,
U BI D EV builds a proper execution environment for each service. Capsules are instantiated to frame the notion of a running service together with its execution environment. Capsules exports at coordination level only service interfaces.
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• Coordination: is a control unit where all information from resources, context, services, users and application are orchestrated. Coordination module is in charge of
solving user’s tasks by composing existing services; in doing so it analyses contextual information to determine which services to invoke and under which conditions.
• Holistic Management: in U BI D EV there is the explicit notion of system as a physical environment, a service infrastructure and an application. Resources, services
and context are managed as part of a common space where the same semantic is
used. Users are described as resources belonging to the environment; they can interact directly with other resources and be virtualized within the system by their role,
identity and intentions.
In section 3 we have presented different projects that tackle the same class of problems
U BI D EV does with similar approaches. The main differences from such approaches are:
• In U BI D EV the semantic of the environment is left to application by a system reference ontology. Then the classiﬁcation of environment is done according to such
ontology. That means that at application level, resources, services and contextual
information are described and conﬁgured in a uniform way that application expects.
• U BI D EV focuses on the holistic management of resources, services and contextual
information rather than describing, conﬁguring and addressing them separately.
• U BI D EV allows a system to be described in terms of interacting homogeneous entities while exposing at coordination level the properties of the environment that may
inﬂuence the whole system.
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Abstract: Started in 1998, the search engine Google estimates page importance using
several parameters. PageRank is one of those. Precisely, PageRank is a distribution of
probability on the Web pages that depends on the Web graph. Our purpose is to show
that the PageRank can be decomposed into two terms, internal and external PageRank.
These two PageRanks allow a better comprehension of the PageRank signiﬁcation
inside and outside a site. A ﬁrst application is a local algorithm to estimate the PageRank inside a site. We will also show quantitative results on the possibilities for a site
to boost its own PageRank.

1

Introduction

PageRank [PBMW99] was a major algorithmic breakthrough for evaluating the importance of Web pages achieved by exploiting the topology of the Web induced by hyperlinks. Numerous works have then been devoted to better understand the relation between
this Web graph structure and the quality of Web pages. Some authors have proposed alternative methods for ranking pages [Kle98, SB03] based on similar matrix computations.
Other results propose different computations of an approximation of the PageRank either
to obtain a faster algorithm [KHMG03a, BLMP04] or an incremental algorithm [APC03].
This paper tries to model how the PageRank decomposes with regards to the site partition
of the Web. A site can be seen as the collection of pages on a given Web server or more
generally as a set of pages tightly related. As noted by [MV03, MV02, RGM03], a block
structure of the Web adjacency matrix can be observed from an url-induced ordering of
the pages1 , showing how an intrinsic site partition could be deﬁned. This paper assumes
that a site partition is given, i.e. the Web is decomposed in a collection of sites.
Even if one can naturally state that the Web graph structure is tightly related to the site
partition (most of the links are local), the Web graph has mainly been studied disregarding
this property. This is the case for the PageRank computation. In [KHMG03a, BLMP04], a
site partition is exploited to efﬁciently compute an approximated PageRank. On the other
hand, this paper makes an exact decomposition of the PageRank computation, showing
how the PageRank can be split into an internal PageRank (related to internal links of a
1 This means clusters of pages naturally appear at different levels of the URL hierarchy, such as domain names,
hosts, directories of Web servers. . .
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site) and an external PageRank (related to inter-site links). In [BGS05, BGS02], the sum
of the PageRanks of the pages of a site is decomposed according to internal, incoming
links, outgoing links and sinks. The authors give basic hints on how the link structure of
site can alter its PageRanks. A stability property of the overall PageRanks when a site
changes its internal link structure is also shown. Our model of decomposed PageRank
allows to push forward their analysis to better understand how a site can alter its own
PageRanks.
Another contribution of our site decomposition model of PageRank is a framework for
evaluating locally the global PageRank. This could be useful for a local search engine to
rank the pages of a site according to a global importance knowing only locally the Web
structure.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deﬁnes more formally the PageRank. Section 3 introduces our model for decomposing the PageRank according to a site partition
of the Web. Section 4 shows how to locally estimate the global PageRank of the pages of
a site. Finally, Section 5 analyzes how a site administrator can alter the PageRank of its
pages by modifying the links inside the site.

2

PageRank Deﬁnition

Let G = (V, E) be an oriented aperiodic strongly connected graph, without self-loop, and
S = (S1 , . . . , Sk ) a partition of G, with k > 1. G is supposed to be a Web graph, and S a
site partition of G (elements of S are sites).
If d+ (v) is the out degree of v ∈ V , we can deﬁne the following stochastic matrix A :
V × V → R+

A = (ai,j )i,j∈V , with a(i,j)




1
if i links to j,
+ (i)
d
=

0 otherwise.

According to Markov processes theory [SC96], there is a unique probability P on V such
that:
∀v ∈ V , P (v) =
w→v

P (w)
d+ (w)

(1)

The matrix version of this is:
P = At P ,

(2)

t

where A is the transposed matrix of A.
The probability vector P deﬁnes the PageRank of the graph G. This concept of PageRank
was introduced in 1998 [PBMW99] and used by the search engine Google [Goo98].
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Good convergence properties and unicity of P are obtained if A is irreducible and aperiodic, that is if the underlying graph is strongly connected (and aperiodic). More insight
on how A is altered to obtain such properties if G is not strongly connected is given in
Section 5.2.

3
3.1

Internal PageRank, external PageRank
Notations

For v ∈ V , we call S(v) the element of S such that v ∈ S(v). We also deﬁne δS : V ×V →
{0, 1} as follows:
δS (v, w) =

1 if S(v) = S(w),
0 otherwise.

Let Aint be the matrix of the projection of A on the internal elements according to S:
Aint = (av,w δS (v, w))v,w∈V . Aext is deﬁned the same way so we have A = Aint + Aext
+
We also need to deﬁne the internal degree d+
i (resp. the external degree de ) of a vertex v
as its out degree in the graph induced by S(v) (resp. {v} ∪ (V \ S(v))).

Lastly we can deﬁne the notions of internal and external PageRank, deduced from the
PageRank P seen on formula (2).
• The incoming internal PageRank Pii (resp. incoming external PageRank Pie ) of
v ∈ V is the probability to come in v from a page of S(v) (resp. V \ S(v)), that is:

Pii
Pie

= Atint P ,
= Atext P = P − Pii .

(3)
(4)

• The outgoing internal PageRank Poi (resp. outgoing external PageRank Poe ) of
v ∈ V is the probability to go from v to a page of S(v) (resp. V \ S(v)), that is:

Poi
Poe

=
=

(Aint .1).× P ,
(Aext .1).× P = P − Poi ,

where .× is the element by element product and 1 is a vector ﬁlled with ones.
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(5)
(6)

3.2

Conservation laws

Using the deﬁnitions, we have the following equation:
P = Pie + Pii = Poe + Poi

(7)

We can now give the internal and external conservation laws. For each S ∈ S, we see that

P (v) =
v∈S w→v

v∈S

=
(w,v)∈E∩S 2

=

P (w)
=
d+ (w)
P (w)
+
d+ (w)

(w,v)∈E∩(V ×S)

(w,v)∈E∩(V \S×S)

Poi (w) +
w∈S

P (w)
d+ (w)
P (w)
d+ (w)

Pie (v)

(8)
(9)
(10)

v∈S

We can deduce from (7) and (10) the external conservation law:
Pie (v) =
v∈S

Poe (v)

(11)

v∈S

We can also deduce from (7) and (11) the internal conservation law:
Pii (v) =
v∈S

Poi (v).

(12)

v∈S

The relation (11) shows that a site gives as much PageRank (outgoing external) that it
receives (incoming external). If PageRank is a random surfer ﬂow, there is a conservation
of the external PageRank ﬂow on the graph G/S. That remark will lead us to an intra-site
and an inter-sites calculation of PageRank.
3.2.1

Remark:

If we formalize carefully the PageRank as a ﬂow, we have another proof of (11): the
PageRank is actually a stationary ﬂow, so the ﬂow on every subset S is stationary, therefore
we have (11). We have preferred a matrix approach for proof because matrices will be
widely used in this article.
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4

Local computation of the global Ranking

4.1

Relation between external PageRank and PageRank

From (3) and (4) we can write AtS .P = P − Pie , and then Pie = (Id − Atint )P , where Id
is the identity matrix.
Lemma 1. The matrix (Id − Atint ) is invertible.
Proof. As G is strongly connected, there are links between sites. Thus we have 0 ≤ Aint <
A. Aint is strictly inferior to an irreducible stochastic matrix, so its spectral radius is strictly
inferior to 1. Therefore (Id − Atint )−1 exists.
Lemma 1 allows us to express P as a function of Pie :
P = (Id − Atint )−1 Pie

(13)

Knowing the incoming external PageRank Pie of a site S, we can theoretically use the
projection of Equation (13) on S to compute the PageRank of the pages of S with only the
local graph GS .
4.1.1

Remark
∞

(Id − Atint )−1 = k=0 (Atint )k is a diagonal by blocks matrix, that can be interpreted as
the transition matrix of all the internal paths.

4.2

External PageRank matrix

We want to translate the intuition of Equation (11) in a conservation law with Pie only.
From (4) and (13), we have:
Pie = (A − Aint )t P = (A − Aint )t (Id − Atint )−1 Pie

(14)

We thus deﬁne the external PageRank transition matrix Ae :
Ae = (Id − Aint )−1 Aext
Lemma 2. The matrix Ae is stochastic.
Proof. We have to show that Ae is positive and that Ae .1 = 1. As Ae = (
positivity is obvious. We conclude the proof by writing that
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∞
k=0

Akint )Aext ,

∞

Ae .1 =

Akint

(A − Aint ).1

k=0
∞

=

A+
k=1
∞

= A.1 +
= 1+

Akint

(A − Id) .1

Akint

(A.1 − Id.1)

k=1
∞
Akint
k=1

(1 − 1) = 1.

This ensures that Ae is stochastic.

4.3

Partially distributed PageRank algorithm

From (13) and (14) we can suggest a half-distributed algorithm for computing the PageRank:
• Each site S computes from its block of Aint a block of the matrix (Id − Atint )−1 .
• The coefﬁcients of Ae are centralized.
• The external PageRank Pe associated with Ae is centrally computed using Ate Pe =
Pe .
• Each site S gets its own PageRank thanks to the relation P = (Id − Atint )−1 Pe
applied to its block.
Lemma 3. The vector P we obtain is, once normalized, the PageRank P of G.
Proof. We have to show that P is an eigenvector of At , and that its eigenvalue is 1:

At P

= At (Id − Atint )−1 Pe
= Atext (Id − Atint )−1 Pe + Atint (Id − Atint )−1 Pe
= Ate Pe + (Id − Atint )−1 − (Id − Atint )(Id − Atint )−1 Pe
= Pe + (Id − Atint )−1 − Id Pe
= Pe + P − Pe = P

As the principal eigenvalue of A, that is 1, is unique, P and P are homothetic, so P = P
(after normalization).
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4.3.1

Efﬁcient computation of external PageRank:

The above algorithm could seem useless since the centralized step operates on Ae which
is a |V | × |V | matrix. However, from Pe = Ate Pe , we can write Pe = Atext P , where
P = (Id − Atint )−1 Pe . That means that only vertices with incoming external links have
a non null value in Pe . Thus we can safely reduce Ae and Pe to their projections on Vext ,
where Vext is the set of vertices that have at least one incoming external link. The new
equation to compute the external PageRank is then:
PReduced = AtReduced PReduced ,
where PReduced is a vector of Vext and AReduced is a Vext × Vext matrix deﬁned by
AReduced (i, j) = Ae (i, j) for each i, j ∈ Vext . Thanks to the reduction to Vext , the
computational cost may be greatly reduced: for instance, analysis of Web logs and crawls
shows that for the site inria.fr we have |Vext | ≤ 0.1 |V |.

4.4

Link between our algorithm and BlockRank

Kamvar et al. [KHMG03a], and more recently Broder et al. [BLMP04], use a similar
algorithm based on the local block structure of the Web [MV02]. They ﬁrst compute a
local PageRank, that with our notation is the PageRank of the Aint matrix, then use it
to compute a BlockRank matrix B that is a substochastic matrix on the quotient graph
G/S deﬁned as transitions between sites. Their approximation of PageRank is the local
PageRank weighted by the probability of being in a given block S ∈ S, obtained using
B (all details can be found in [KHMG03a, BLMP04]). Although they look similar, their
algorithms and our have some differences that we would like to point out:
• The algorithm presented in Section 4.3 converges to the exact PageRank. Thus
the problem of the weaker PageRank on root pages in BlockRank [KHMG03a,
BLMP04] does not occur.
• The local PageRank matrix Aint and the BlockRank matrix B used in BlockRank
correspond respectively to our internal transition matrix (Id − Atint )−1 and our external PageRank matrix Ae . This difference, which comes from our modeling of the
PageRank as a ﬂow, allows us to compute an exact PageRank, whereas BlockRank
is just an estimation.
4.4.1 À la BlockRank algorithm:
We just saw that B is a k × k matrix, when AReduced is a Vext × Vext matrix, with
k ≤ |Vext | ≤ |V |. This size difference is the price of the exact computation of PageRank.
Indeed AReduced can still be reduced up to a k × k matrix if we centralise all the external
ﬂow to one or a few chosen page(s) per site (the main page(s) for example). Reduction is
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done by choosing a set of main pages Vmain , with m(S) ≥ 1 page(s) per site, and using
the projection Amain of the matrix Ae .R to Vmain , where:



1
if S(v) = S(w) and w ∈ Vmain ,
R(v, w) = m(S(w))

0 otherwise.
The size of the external matrix becomes |Vmain | × |Vmain |, with Vmain fully conﬁgurable
down to one page per site (thus reaching the k × k limit), but the corresponding ranking is
now an approximation, which should lead to an overestimation of the actual PageRank of
the main pages (when BlockRank underestimates them). Our formalism thus allows to obtain an approximated PageRank algorithm similar to BlockRank with additional tunability
from fast computation time to exact PageRank computation.

4.5

Estimation of a site PageRank

A natural question is whether a site S can estimate the ranking of its pages only knowing
local data. This can be very valuable for an internal search engine that wants to estimate
the global ranking of its pages without crawling all the Web or asking an external search
engine. From (13), all we need is an estimation of the incoming external PageRank.
According to [PBMW99], PageRank models the statistic behaviour of surfers crawling the
Web. It seems then natural to estimate the PageRank of a page by the average hits it gets.
More speciﬁcally, the incoming external PageRank should be proportional to the average
hits from outside the site. So each site can get an estimation of the incoming external rank
from analysing the logs ﬁles of its Web server. This gives webmasters a smart way for
locally computing a structural ranking ﬂavoured with real trafﬁc statistics.
Abiteboul et al. [APC03] states that the incoming degree is a good estimation of the
PageRank. Thus the number of external references for each page (obtained from the logs
ﬁles) is another estimation, which is now purely structural, of Pie .
Both estimation methods of the incoming external PageRank will be furthered studied in
future works.
Once Pie is estimated, the global PageRank can be obtained by P = (Id − Atint )−1 Pie .
In fact, (Id − Atint )−1 does not have to be calculated explicitly. It is better to solve P =
Atint P + Pie using iterative methods, for example by choosing P0 and iterating
Pn+1 = Atint Pn + Pie .
This converges, because the spectral radius of Aint is strictly inferior to 1. Empirical results
[PBMW99, KHMG03a] suggest a fast convergence of such algorithms applied to portions
of the Web graph.
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4.5.1

Remark

There are lot of methods to improve the convergence of that sort of iterative computation [AK98, KHMG03b]. As the purpose of this paper is not to optimize this part of the
computation, they are not discussed here.
4.5.2

Interest of our method

One could wonder why not keeping the average hits per page as an estimation of the
PageRank? We believe our method can give a better PageRank to pages newly created,
that do not get a lot of hits yet but are well linked and will surely get known.
Another advantage is that the Pie input can be very ﬂexible. The webmaster could manually alter Pie to promote some pages while keeping a minimum of ranking.

5

Locally altering the PageRank

Our decomposition of the PageRank explains some results about the ability that a site has
to alter its own PageRank. A ﬁrst approximation is to say that if a site can hardly alter the
external PageRank, this is much easier for the internal PageRank.

5.1

Ampliﬁcation factor

Let S be a site, P (S) =
v∈S P (v) and Pie (S) =
v∈S Pie (v). We can deﬁne the
P (S)
ampliﬁcation factor of S by α(S) = Pie (S) . This factor depends on both S and the
distribution of the actual external PageRank2 , but knowing S we can estimate α(S).
Lemma 4. The ampliﬁcation factor can be estimated by:
1
1
≤ α(S) ≤
1−ω
1−Ω
with ω = minv∈S

d+
i (v)
d+ (v)

and Ω = maxv∈S

(15)

d+
i (v)
d+ (v) .

Proof. We deﬁne AS as the restriction of Aint to site S. If we see S as a |S|-dimensional
vector space, for each base vector ev , v ∈ S, we have
AS (ev ) 1 =
deﬁned on S.

d+
i (v)
d+ (v) ,

therefore ω X

1

≤ AS X

1

≤ Ω X

1

for any vector X > 0

2 Note that the external PageRank can more or less depend on the structure of site S, especially if S is close
to pages pointing to it.
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The ﬁrst inequality of (15) is obtained as follows:
P (S) =
v∈S

∞

(AtS )k (Pie )

P (v) =
k∈N

≥
1

k=0

ω k Pie

1

=

1
Pie (S)
1−ω

The proof of the second inequality is similar.
The consequences of this ampliﬁcation system is that a site can arbitrarily increase its
PageRank. In the limit case where the site has no external link3 , we have a short-circuit
phenomenon. This is known as the sink hole phenomenon [PBMW99]: a set of pages with
no outgoing link absorbs all PageRank.
Fortunately, we will see how the damping factor reduces this effect.

5.2

The damping factor

As said in Section 2, good convergence properties are obtained whenever G is a strongly
connected graph. Otherwise, transient pages can exist (they obtain a zero PageRank), and
A may be sub-stochastic (if some pages do not have out-link). As the Web graph is far
from being strongly connected [BKM+ 00], there are several techniques to overcome this,
often by altering the transition matrix A. We focus on the damping factor4 , introduced by
[BP98]. It is originally used by Google on a graph where leaves are non-recursively removed and reinjected after P converged. The principle of the damping factor is to replace
t
A by d.A + 1−d
|V | 1.1 , where d is the so-called damping factor. The new transition matrix represents a weighted strongly connected graph, and it is stochastic (we still suppose
that the genuine matrix A is stochastic; see [PBMW99] for normalization issues about
pages without outgoing link). We have then a superposition of classic transitions (d.A)
t
and damping transitions ( 1−d
|V | 11 ). Damping transitions are supposed to model the action
of moving anywhere in the Web without following any static link (user Bookmarks, search
engines, keyboard input,. . . ). Note that ( |V1 | 11t ) corresponds to the uniform transition
matrix from any page to any page.
Instead of splitting the damping ﬂow into an external one and an internal one, we ﬁnd more
interesting to introduce the notions of induced PageRank Pind and dissipated PageRank
Pdis . We have now six different elementary PageRanks corresponding to three types of
ﬂows as shown in Figure 1:
3 A real site does not have to respect the strong connectivity of A. In particular, many commercial sites do not
have any external link [BKM+ 00].
4 For a non-exhaustive view of the other techniques:
• Page et al. [PBMW99] suggests to compensate the ﬂow leak in A by normalizing P at each iteration.

• Haveliwala et al. [Hav99] turn A explicitly into a stochastic matrix by removing recursively pages
without link.
• Abiteboul et al. [APC03] adds a virtual damping page that links to and is linked to every other page.
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ﬂow
internal
external
damping

incoming
Pii = dAtint P
Pie = d(A − Aint )t P
Pind = 1−d
|V | 1

outgoing
Poi = d(Aint 1).× P
Poe = d((A − Aint )1).× P
Pdis = (1 − d)P

Figure 1: The different ﬂows of PageRank in the damping factor case

We can rewrite the conservation laws considering the whole damping ﬂow as external.
Of course there are internal damping transitions, but we choose to tag them as external.
Thus the internal ﬂow conservation law does not change, but we have a new external ﬂow
conservation law:
(Pie (v) + Pind (v)) =
v∈S

that we will note

(Poe (v) + Pdis (v)) ,
v∈S

Pie (S) + Pind (S) = Poe (S) + Pdis (S)

(16)

5.2.1 PageRank stability
The equation (16) shows the stability of the classic ﬂow at the site level. From Pind (S) =
|S|
(1 − d) |V
| and Pdis (S) = (1 − d)P (S), we can tell that for a site whose PageRank P (S)

|S|
is above (resp. below) the average PageRank (which is |V
| for a site of size |S|), the
outgoing external PageRank Poe (S) is inferior (resp. superior) to the incoming external
PageRank Pie (S). In other words, a rich site (in term of PageRank) will be greedy and
will give less than it receives (damping excluded), and vice versa. The damping factor
causes a retro-action that limits the phenomenon of over-ampliﬁcation, as developed in
next section.

5.3

Damping and ampliﬁcation

t
The transition matrix is of the form d.A + 1−d
|V | 11 . We obtain results similar to Section
5.1 by replacing A by dA and Pie by the total incoming external PageRank Pie + Pind .

Lemma 5. The ampliﬁcation factor α (S) =

P (S)
Pie (S)+Pind (S)

1
1
≤ α (S) ≤
.
1 − dω
1 − dΩ
Proof. It is the same than for (15); we can write:
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veriﬁes:
(17)

P (S)

=
v∈S
∞

≤

k∈N

(dΩ)k ( Pie

k=0

≤

(dAtS )k (Pie +

P (v) =

1
1 − dΩ

1

+ (1 − d)

Pie (S) + (1 − d)

1−d
1)
|V |

1

1 1
)
|V |

|S|
|V |

The second inequality is obtained similarly.

5.3.1

Numerical Value

It is not impossible for a real site to have ω = Ω = 0 (site without internal link) or
ω = Ω = 1 (site without external link). So the ampliﬁcation factor can vary between
1
1 and 1−d
. The empirical value of d being 0.85, we deduce that with a ﬁxed incoming
external PageRank, the PageRank of a site can ﬂuctuate up to a factor 20
3 ...
5.3.2 PageRank robustness
Bianchini et al. [BGS02] states that the effect that a site can produce onto the Web is
bounded by the PageRank of this site. If only links from a site S have changed between
two instants t and t + 1, they show that:
|Pt (v) − Pt+1 (v)| ≤
v∈V

2d
1−d

Pt (s)
s∈S

This result is a straightforward implication of Lemma 5: if the site S changes between t
d
P (S), implying a variation up to
and t + 1, the PageRank variation inside S is at most 1−d
d
another 1−d P (S) outside the site, since the total PageRank stays equal to 1.
5.4

Ampliﬁcation of a given page

However, a search engine answers a lot of pages for most of the requests. This implies
that a site administrator may be less interested by getting a large average PageRank than
getting a few pages with hight PageRank or even a single one. We thus consider the
following problem: let S be a site of n + 1 pages and Pie its incoming external PageRank;
how can we maximize the PageRank of a given page v0 ∈ S?
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The answer is not difﬁcult once we remark that the optimal link structure is when v0 links
to all other pages of S and all other pages of S link to v0 and only v0 5 . It is not hard then
to give a tight upper bound for the ranking P (v0 ) of v0 :
P (v0 ) ≤

1 + nd
Pie (S)
+
,
2
1−d
(1 + d) |V |

(18)

with equality if and only if Pie (S) = Pie (v0 ).
This suggests some strategies to improve the PageRank of a page v0 6 . For instance:
• If v0 links to all other pages without backward links7 , adding the links to v0 can
1
increase the PageRank of v0 up to 1−d
3, 6.
2
• The optimal strategy ensures for v0 a minimal PageRank at least equal to the average
PageRank |V1 | even if Pie is null.
• If 1
ratio

6

n ≤ |V | (for a large site dynamically generating pages linking to v0 ), the
d
Paverage is about 1+d n.
P (v0 )

Conclusion

We have proposed a decomposition of the PageRank ﬂow in accordance with the notion
of site, showing how to use it for estimating locally the global PageRanks inside a site.
However, this relies on estimating the incoming PageRank either with real user hits or
external referer counts. Further experiments are needed for fully validating this approach.
Another interesting research direction includes distributed computation of the PageRank:
assuming that several sites collaborate, how to compute the PageRank induced by their
union? Our model is certainly the ﬁrst step for that. It can also be useful for evaluating
approaches that alter the PageRank computation based on a site decomposition as proposed
by [KHMG03a, BLMP04] for speeding up the computation. Another related issue is the
identiﬁcation and the ranking of sites rather than pages.
At least, the ﬂow decomposition has allowed to analyze some strategies that the webmasters could use if an unreﬁned version of PageRank was used by search engines. We have
shown that the PageRank deﬁned in [PBMW99] can be very versatile when subject to noncooperative strategies. It also seems that Pie can be more robust, assuming we are able to
ﬁnd a site partition S that reﬂects the reality.
5 PageRank

algorithms systematically remove self-loops, so a single page cannot amplify itself.
fact, it seems that Google is rather aware of these strategies, so they do not work as well as they should in
theory. . .
7 A typical situation when using frames.
6 In
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Abstract: The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we propose a novel speciﬁcation of the fair exchange problem that clearly separates safety and liveness. This
speciﬁcation assumes a synchronous model where processes communicate by message
passing and might behave maliciously. In this model, we prove a ﬁrst impossibility related to the notion of trust, stating that no solution to fair exchange exists in the absence
of an identiﬁed process that every process can trust a priori. Finally, we derive an enriched model where processes are divided into trusted and untrusted processes, and we
show that an additional assumption is still necessary to solve fair exchange. Intuitively,
this result expresses a condition on the connectivity of correct but untrusted processes
with respect to trusted processes. We also revisit existing fair exchange solutions described in the literature, in the light of our enriched model, and show that our second
impossibility result applies to them.

1

Introduction

In our modern daily lives, the notions of fair exchange and trust are ubiquitous: everyday,
without even noticing, we participate in numerous commercial exchanges, which we expect to be fair (and most actually are). A key enabler to make all these exchanges occur is
the notion of trust. In the physical world, this trust is supported by the identiﬁcation and
the implicit reputation of tangible exchange partners. In the digital world, on the contrary,
fair exchange is a surprisingly difﬁcult problem. This can be explained by the lack of trust
that characterizes the digital realm. Yet, fair exchange is a fundamental problem that has
lately regained interest [AGGV05]. This is partly due to the advent of m-business as a
natural evolution of e-business, i.e., extending the possibilities of e-business through the
use of mobile devices, e.g., cellular phones.. When it comes to solve fair exchange in
such semi-open environments, i.e., where all parties are not necessarily identiﬁed a priori,
carefully modeling and analyzing trust relationships between processes is a key issue.
Most successful e-business solutions today are following a classical client/server architecture (centralized). This implies that current e-business solutions somehow fail to take
full advantage of the Internet’s underlying protocols, which were designed to support fully
decentralized approaches.1 For example, current e-business solutions do not provide a
1 The ARPANET project aimed at building a network with no single point of failure, in order to survive a
nuclear strike.
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favorable environment for electronic exchanges in the absence of some centralized and
trusted server, i.e., they fail to support peer-to-peer only settings. On the other hand,
the emergence of mobile devices and ad hoc networks, which often have to operate in a
disconnected manner with respect to the Internet, is forcing us to reconsider the current
e-business architectures. In that respect, in a companion paper [GR06], we advocate that
fair exchange is a key building block when it comes to support peer-to-peer m-business
interactions at the middleware level, and we propose such a middleware.
Research on Fair Exchange. Various speciﬁcations of the fair exchange problem have
been proposed, with slightly different sets of properties [AGGV05, ASW00, Ate99, FR97,
Mic03, PG99, RRN05]. Among these properties, fairness is the most difﬁcult to capture
and where these speciﬁcations tend to differ [RRN05, MGK02]. Most speciﬁcations are
actually meaningful for exchanges involving only two processes, i.e., they are impossible
to satisfy in models allowing more than one Byzantine process. In [AGGV05] for instance,
fairness requires that if any correct process does not obtain its item, then no process obtains any items from any other process, which is clearly unsustainable in the presence of
two or more Byzantine processes. Indeed, one cannot prevent two Byzantine processes
from privately exchanging their items. Our speciﬁcation of fair exchange, on the contrary,
considers the general case where more than two processes might be involved.
Most solutions to fair exchange rely on some kind of Trusted Third Party (TTP). A TTP is
a process directly accessible to all processes. Fairness is thus trivially ensured by having
processes sending their items to the TTP, which then forwards the items, if the terms of the
exchange are fulﬁlled [BP90]. A TTP brings synchronism and control over terms of the exchange in order to ensure fairness but constitutes a bottleneck and a single point of failure.
For this reason, various optimistic algorithm have been proposed that only involve the TTP
when something goes wrong [ASW00, Mic03, BP90, BWW00]. Other approaches aim at
relaxing the assumption made on its trustworthiness. In [FR97] for instance, Franklin and
Reiter propose a solution using a semi-trusted third party that can misbehave on its own but
does not conspire with either of the two participant processes. Departing from the traditional TTP-based approach, some authors proposed solutions based on fully decentralized
tamperproof modules [AGGV05, GR06]. Both these solutions assume a network topology
where the modules are embedded in their respective processes and cannot communicate
directly with one another, however they differ in the power given to the tamperproof modules.
Impossibility Results. Besides proposing a speciﬁcation or a solution, some authors
also discuss the difﬁculty of fair exchange and propose impossibility results in various
models. Oddly enough, it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd published work on impossibility of fair exchange other than technical reports. Mostly, impossibility results on fair exchange have
to be inferred from other impossibilities on problems somehow related to fair exchange,
which is far from being straightforward. In [PG99], fair exchange is measured against
consensus, and an impossibility result on fair exchange in asynchronous models is shown
by comparison with the FLP impossibility [FLP85]. In [EY80], fair exchange is shown to
be impossible to solve deterministically in an asynchronous system with no Trusted Third
Party (TTP). In another feasibility study [KGM95], complex exchanges are broken into
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sub-exchanges – each relying on a different TTP – and represented as a graph. Reduction
rules are then applied to the graph in order to demonstrate the feasibility of the exchange.
This method also makes it possible to illustrate how closely exchange feasibility relies
on trust. Another attempt to study what is inherently possible and impossible in safe exchange is proposed in [SW02], using game-theoretic solution concepts. However, the basic
exchange model considered in this study only involves two parties, plus a Trusted Third
Party. In this paper, we present an impossibility result stating that fair exchange cannot be
solved in a synchronous model in the absence of some identiﬁed process that every other
process can trust a priori. We then present another impossibility result in the context of a
model with trusted processes.
Contributions and Roadmap. In Sect. 2, we present a general distributed system model
with Byzantine failures and we give a ﬁne-grained speciﬁcation of fair exchange. We also
prove that there is no solution to the problem in that model without a notion of trust.
In Sect. 3, we modify our model to obtain an enriched model, which can be used as a
framework to describe and compare solutions to the fair exchange problem.2 In this model,
we derive necessary conditions for the solvability of the problem. Finally, Sect. 4 revisits
existing solutions in the light of our enriched model and points out the common essence
of these solutions, while Sect. 5 concludes this paper by giving hints about ongoing and
future work.

2

Fair Exchange in the Absence of Trust

We consider a distributed system consisting of a set Π of n processes, Π = {p1 , . . . , pn }.
Processes are interconnected by some communication network and communicate by message passing. The system is synchronous: it exhibits synchronous computation and synchronous communication, i.e, there exists upper bounds on processing and communication
delays. To help our reasoning, we also assume the existence of some global real time clock,
whose tick range, noted T , is the set of natural numbers.3
Regarding the network topology, we merely assume that processes of Π form a connected
graph. Links are reliable bidirectional communication channels, i.e., if both the sender
and the receiver are correct, any message inserted in the channel is eventually delivered
by the receiver, i.e., after some ﬁnite amount of time (termination property). A reliable
channel also ensures that no message is delivered if it was not previously sent (no creation
property).
Executions and Failure Patterns. We deﬁne the execution of algorithm A as a sequence
of steps executed by processes of Π. In each step, a process has the opportunity to atomically perform all three following actions: (1) send a message, (2) receive a message and
2 As discussed in [GR06], our enriched model can be implemented in practice via dedicated tamperproof
chips, already available on the market today.
3 This global clock is virtual in the sense that processes do not have access to it.
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(3) update its local state.4 Based on this deﬁnition, a Byzantine process is one that deviates
from A in any sort of way, so a Byzantine process is Byzantine against a speciﬁc algorithm A. It is a known result that Byzantine failures can only be deﬁned with respect to
some algorithm [DGG05]. A Byzantine failure pattern f is then deﬁned as a function of T
to 2Π where f (t) denotes a set of Byzantine processes that have deviated from A through
time t. In a way, a failure pattern f can be seen as a projection of all process failures
during some execution of A. Once a process starts misbehaving, it cannot return to being
considered correct, i.e., f (t) ⊆ f (t + 1). We also deﬁne F as the set of all possible failure
patterns of A, so f ∈ F .5
Let Byz(f ) = t∈T f (t) and Cor(f ) = Π − Byz(f ) denote respectively the set of
Byzantine processes in f and the set of correct processes in f . We deﬁne the set Fb of
all failure patterns where no more than b processes are Byzantine. More formally, Fb is
the largest subset of F such that, for any failure pattern f ∈ Fb , |Byz(f )| ≤ b, with
0 ≤ b ≤ n:
Fb = {f ∈ F : |Byz(f )| ≤ b} with 0 ≤ b ≤ n .
Note that b is bounded by n, the number of processes in Π. From this deﬁnition, we know
that b is the maximum number of Byzantine processes in any failure pattern of Fb and that
Fn = F . Finally, we deﬁne the set Ff∼ of all failure patterns producing the same set of
Byzantine processes than f . More formally, given some failure pattern f , Ff∼ is the largest
subset of F such that, for any failure pattern f of Ff∼ , Byz(f ) = Byz(f ):
Ff∼ = {f ∈ F : Byz(f ) = Byz(f )} .

2.1

The Fair Exchange Problem

The fair exchange problem consists in a group of processes trying to exchange digital items
in a fair manner. The difﬁculty of the problem resides in achieving fairness. Intuitively
fairness means that, if one process obtains the desired digital item, then all processes
involved in the exchange should also obtain their desired digital item. The assumption is
made that each process knows both the set Π of processes participating in the fair exchange
and the terms of the exchange. The terms of the exchange are deﬁned by a set D of item
descriptions, D = {d1 , . . . , dn }, and a set Ω of pairs of processes (pi , pj ). Description
di is the description of the item expected by process pi . Furthermore di is unique, so if
i = j, then di = dj . A pair (pi , pj ) deﬁnes the receiver pj of the item offered by pi .
Elements of Ω are deﬁned such that pj is the image of pi through a bijective map (or
permutation) of Π, with i = j. Finally, let M denote the set of digital items mi actually
offered by process pi during an execution of fair exchange, M = {m1 , . . . , mn }. Note
that, accordingly, for each description in D there does not necessarily exist a corresponding
item in M , since M includes items that might have been offered by Byzantine processes.
4 At

each step, the process can of course choose to skip any of these actions, e.g., if it has nothing to send.
way of modeling executions and failures is fairly classical [DGG05, CT96].

5 This
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Fair Exchange as Service. Fair exchange can be seen as a service allowing processes
to exchange digital items in a fair manner. Each process offers an item in exchange for
a counterpart of which it has the description. The exchange is concluded when every
process releases the desired counterpart or the abort item ϕ, meaning that the exchange
has aborted. To achieve this, the service offers the two primitives described below.
offer(mi , pj ) – Enables the process pi to initiate its participation in the exchange
with processes of Π by offering item mi to pj , in exchange for the item matching
description di , with di and Π known a priori.
release(x) – Informs the process that the exchange completed and works as a callback. Process pi receives item x, which is either the item matching di or the abort
item ϕ.
Note that, at the end of an exchange, we say that pi releases an item, meaning that the
service calls back the release operation of pi . This convention is similar to the one used
for classical deliver primitives, e.g., in reliable broadcast [HT93].
Fair Exchange Properties. We now specify the formal properties of the fair exchange
problem. While several other speciﬁcations exist in the literature [AGGV05, AV03, PG99],
our speciﬁcation differs in that it separates safety and liveness via ﬁne-grained properties.
Such elemental properties then allow us to better reason on the impossibility to solve fair
exchange in various models.
Validity. If a correct process pi releases an item x, then either x ∈ M and x matches di ,
or x is the abort item ϕ.
Uniqueness. No correct process releases more than once.
Non-triviality. If all processes are correct, no process releases the abort item ϕ.
Termination. Every correct process eventually releases an item.
Integrity. No process pj releases an item mi , with process pi correct, if mi matches
description dk of some correct process pk , with pk = pj .
Fairness. If any process pi releases an item mj matching description di , with pi or pj
correct, then every correct process pk releases an item matching description dk .
Among these six properties, the last two, integrity and fairness, are speciﬁc to the problem
of fair exchange and deﬁne precisely the possible outcomes of fair exchange algorithms.
Other speciﬁcations of fair exchange usually rely on a single property to capture the notion
of fairness [AGGV05, ASW00, PG99]. However we argue that if those speciﬁcations are
suitable for cases where n = 2, they are impossible to satisfy in models allowing more
than one Byzantine process. In [AGGV05], for example, the fairness property requires
that if any correct process does not obtain its item, then no process obtains any items from
any other process. This is clearly unsustainable in the presence of two or more Byzantine
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processes because one cannot prevent two Byzantine processes from conspiring in order
for one of them to obtain the item of the second one. A simple but ﬂawed ﬁx would be to
modify the deﬁnition as follows: if any correct process does not obtain its item, then no
process obtains any items from any correct process. If it ﬁrst seems correct, this deﬁnition
of fairness now allows a correct process to obtain the item of a Byzantine process, even if
other correct processes do not obtain anything.
Coming back to our speciﬁcation, integrity ensures that no process obtains an item offered
by a correct process and matching the description of a correct process. Notice that this does
not prevent a Byzantine process from illicitly obtaining the item destined to or offered by
some other Byzantine process, since such a behavior cannot be prevented and does not
prejudice any correct process. Then, fairness guarantees that if any process obtains its
desired item offered by some other process, with at least one of them being correct, then
every correct process also obtains its desired item. In other words this property prevents
a Byzantine process from taking advantage of a correct process but does not protect other
Byzantine processes. More trivially, it also ensures that no correct process takes advantage
of any process.

2.2

Impossibility Result

In [EY80], fair exchange is proved to have no solution in an asynchronous model prone to
Byzantine failures. In the following, we show that the exchange problem has no deterministic solution even in the context of a perfectly synchronous model, if no complementary
trust hypothesis is made. This is the subject of Theorem 1 hereafter.
In order to prove this, we deﬁne the notion of trusted process as a process that is known
to be correct a priori by all other processes. In our model, no such assumption is made
about any process of Π, so each process is potentially correct or Byzantine. Now, for
sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that an item is indivisible,
i.e., it cannot be sent in pieces. Note that this assumption does not reduce the scope of
the impossibility, since allowing an item to be broken into pieces, e.g., using techniques
from [Sha79], would result in facing the same fair exchange problem for sending the last
piece of item. For the same reason, we assume the item is not encrypted, since having to
later exchange the keys in a fair manner in order for the processes to decipher the items
would again let us face the same fair exchange problem.
Theorem 1 In the context of a synchronous model with Byzantine failures, there is no
deterministic solution to the fair exchange problem, if there is no trusted process, even in
the presence of only a single Byzantine process.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction.
Assume that some algorithm A solves fair exchange and that there are no trusted process.
Consider an execution E of A in which all processes are correct. From the non-triviality,
termination and validity properties of FE, in E, every process releases its desired item,
and in particular, some process pi releases item mj , with mj matching description di and
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(pj , pi ) ∈ Ω, and some process pk releases item mi , with mi matching description dk
and (pi , pk ) ∈ Ω. Now since no process can be trusted and Byzantine processes cannot be
detected, in any execution, no process other than pi and pk may hold item mi . So we know
that in a previous step of E, pk receives mi from pi . We now consider the two following
cases: either (a) pi sends mi after receiving mj or (b) pi sends mi before receiving mj .
Case (a): Since there is no trusted process, if pi sends mi after receiving mj , we can
derive an execution E , similar to E, in which pi is Byzantine and deviates from A
after receiving mj by omitting to send mi and by releasing mj . Since no process is
trusted, in E , no process other than pi holds mi . So from the no creation property
of reliable channels, pk never receives and thus never releases mi . To satisfy the
validity and termination properties, in E , pk releases ϕ but thus violates fairness.
So, in E, pi does not send mi after receiving mj . Furthermore, this is true for every
process, so from the deﬁnition of Ω and by circular reasoning, in E, all items are
sent at the same time. This now leaves us with case (b).
Case (b): We know that, in E, pi sends mi before receiving mj and that all items are sent
at the same time. Now, since there is no trusted process, we can derive an execution E , similar to E, in which pj is Byzantine and deviates from A by omitting to
send mj . Since all items are sent at the same time, pj receives and releases some
item mx matching dj . Since no process is trusted, in E , no process other than pj
holds mj . So from the no creation property of reliable channels, pi never receives
and thus never releases mj . To satisfy the validity and termination properties, in E ,
pi releases ϕ but thus violates fairness. So ﬁnally, Algorithm A does not solve fair
exchange. A contradiction.

3

Fair Exchange in the Presence of Trust

As described in Sect. 2, we consider a distributed system consisting of a set Π of n processes, Π = {p1 , . . . , pn }. Processes of Π are also called participants. We complete our
model with a set Π of n trusted processes, Π = {p1 , . . . , pn }, i.e., a trusted process
is known a priori to be correct by all other processes. Processes of Π are called trustees
or trusted processes. Note that, hereafter, to avoid confusion, the term process will only
be used to describe participants, unless clearly mentioned otherwise. Furthermore, each
trustee pi is matched in a one-to-one relationship with the corresponding participant pi
and is directly connected to it. Π+ is then the set of all 2n participants and trustees, i.e.,
Π+ = Π ∪ Π . As illustrated in Fig. 1, processes and trustees are interconnected by a communication network and no additional assumption is made about the network topology,
other than the fact that it is a connected graph. Participants are process actually taking
part in the exchange by offering and demanding items, and they may exhibit Byzantine
behaviors. Trustees on the contrary are trusted processes that have no direct interest in the
exchange. Intuitively, the role of a trustee is to decide when it is appropriate to provide its
matched participant with its expected item.
As we shall see in Sect. 4, this model allows to describe and compare various solutions
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Figure 1: Examples of valid topologies as deﬁned in our model.

proposed in the literature. Simpler topologies, using less trustees and hence some of them
matched with more than one participant, can easily be transformed to ﬁt our model. Indeed,
any trustee matched with several participants can be represented by a cluster of as many
trustees, fully interconnected, and with each trustee matched with one participant. For
example, in the case of the Trusted Third Party (TTP), the TTP can be transformed into a
cluster of n fully interconnected trustees.

3.1

Impossibility Result in the New Model

In Sect. 2.2, we have shown that without some notion of trust, one cannot solve fair exchange. On the other hand, we know that a cluster of trustees acting as a TTP yields a
solution. However, depending on the network topology, the presence of trustees is not
sufﬁcient. In the following, we show that in the context of the enriched model, a necessary
condition to solve fair exchange is to have every correct participant reliably connected to
a majority of trustees. This is the subject of Theorem 2 given hereafter and which relies
on Lemma 1.
Beforehand, we need to deﬁne the notion of reliable path as follows. Let pi and pj be
two correct processes of Π+ (either processes or trustees). We say that pi and pj are
connected through a reliable path, if there exists at least one path between pi and pj such
that, either pi and pj are directly connected or pi is directly connected to a correct process
pk ∈ Π+ and there exists a reliable path between pk and pj . Furthermore, given a process
pi ∈ Π (participants) and a failure pattern f ∈ F , we deﬁne Cpfi as the largest subset of Π
(trustees) such that any trustee pj of Cpfi is connected through a reliable path to pi . Finally,
we deﬁne the reachable majority condition as the condition under which, for any correct
process pi ∈ Π and any failure pattern f ∈ Fb , |Cpfi | > n2 , even in the presence of up
to b Byzantine processes. Intuitively, this means that, even in the worst case scenario, pi
is connected through a reliable path to a majority of trustees, i.e., n2 + 1 . Note that the
reachable majority condition is a connectivity condition that translates into a maximum
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number of Byzantine processes that a certain model of network topology is capable of
sustaining. This point is further illustrated in Sect. 4.
Lemma 1 If an algorithm A solves fair exchange with up to b Byzantine processes, then
for any failure pattern f ∈ Fb , there exists an execution associated with a failure pattern
f ∈ Ff∼ such that every process of Cor(f ) releases its expected item.
Proof. Consider an execution E of A in which all processes are correct, from the nontriviality, termination and validity properties, in E every process releases its correct item.
Now consider any failure pattern f ∈ Fb . From E, we derive an execution E associated
with a failure pattern f ∈ Ff∼ , i.e., Byz(f ) = Byz(f ), such that, in E , every process
of Byz(f ) deviates from A just before releasing its item, e.g., by crashing. Since E is
indistinguishable from E for all correct processes, every process in Cor(f ) releases its
correct item.
Theorem 2 In the context of a synchronous model with trustees and Byzantine failures,
there is no deterministic solution to the fair exchange problem, if the reachable majority
condition is not satisﬁed, even in the presence of a single Byzantine process, i.e., b = 1.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction.
Assume that some algorithm A solves fair exchange and that the reachable majority condition is not satisﬁed, i.e., there is some correct process pi ∈ Π and some failure pattern f ∈ Fb for which |Cpfi | ≤ n2 , even for b = 1. From Lemma 1, we know that there
exists an execution E associated to a failure pattern f ∈ Ff∼ , such that every process in
Cor(f ) releases its expected item. Hence, in E , pi receives its expected item, e.g., mj ,
from its trustee pi . We now have to consider the two following cases: (a) the transmission
of mj from pi to pi depends on the reception by pi of some message x sent by some trustee
pj ∈ Π −Cpfi , and (b) the transmission of mj from pi to pi is independent of the reception
by pi of any message sent by any trustee pj ∈ Π − Cpfi .6
Case (a): We can derive an execution E , similar to E , where message x is blocked by
some Byzantine process along the unreliable path between pi and pj , as well as
any following messages. Since E is indistinguishable from E for any process
unreliably connected to pi , i.e., processes associated with trustees of Π − Cpfi ,
these processes thus release their expected item in E . However, in E , pi never
receives x. Since the transmission of mj depends on the reception of x, pi never
sends mj to pi . To satisfy the validity and termination properties, pi releases ϕ but
thus violates fairness. This leaves us with case (b).
Case (b): We can derive an execution E , similar to E , in which some Byzantine process pk fails to send the expected item to some trustee pj ∈ Π −Cpfi , with pj correct
and (pk , pj ) ∈ Ω. Since the transmission of mj from pi to pi is independent from
the reception of any message sent by any trustee of Π −Cpfi (included pj ), for pi and
6 Note

that by deﬁnition, Cpfi = Cpfi , for any failure f and f such that f ∈ Ff∼ .
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pi , executions E and E are indistinguishable. So, in E , pi releases its expected
item. However, since pj never receives the expected item of pj , neither does pj .
To satisfy the validity and termination properties, pj eventually releases ϕ but thus
violates fairness. So algorithm A does not solve fair exchange. A contradiction.

4

Revisiting Existing Solutions

Trusted Third Party (TTP). Several algorithms described in the literature rely on the
TTP paradigm. The simplest TTP-based algorithm consists in having processes send there
items to a centralized trustee, the TTP. The TTP veriﬁes that the terms of the exchange are
respected and, if this is the case, forwards the items. These TTP-based solutions naturally
ﬁt in our enriched model. Our model uses n trustees compared to a unique one in TTPbased solutions. Mapping the TTP model to our model is done by having all n trustees
jointly play the role of the TTP by forming a cluster of fully interconnected trustees. The
network topology of this solution is such that each process is directly connected to one
distinct trustee of the cluster. It is then fairly obvious that the TTP topology is so secure
that the reachable majority condition is satisﬁed for any number of Byzantine processes.
Figure 1(a) shows an example of the TTP topology with ﬁve processes.
Guardian Angels. In [AGGV05, AV03], guardian angels are deﬁned as tamperproof
security devices that are considered correct. Processes are fully interconnected by a communication network with bidirectional reliable channels. There are n guardian angels but
each of them is only connected to one process. In other words, each process can directly
communicate with its assigned security device but needs to go through some untrusted
process to communicate with other security device. Intuitively, in order to solve fair exchange, each item is encrypted and sent to the security device of the corresponding process, i.e., the process expecting the item. Security devices then enter a synchronization
protocol, which upon success enables the devices to send the items to the processes. The
assumption is made that the security devices are able to check the validity of the items
and to encrypt messages. In a model with no upper bound on the number of Byzantine processes, the solution given solves fair exchange with a certain probability. The
authors of [AGGV05, AV03] also show that, even in a synchronous model with security
devices, no deterministic algorithm solves fair exchange without an honest majority, i.e.,
without b < n2 .
The guardian angels approach ﬁts our enriched model by having each of the n trustees represent one distinct security device. The network topology being symmetric, we can limit
our reasoning to one process. Theorem 2 tells us that if any process p is not connected
through a trusted path to a majority of trustees, there is no solution to the problem. Since
each trustee is behind a distinct process, which is potentially Byzantine, there must be a
majority of correct processes. From Theorem 2, we can then say that the guardian angels
approach cannot deterministically solve fair exchange, if there is not a majority of correct
processes. As one could expect, this result concurs with the result found in [AGGV05].
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Nonetheless, a very interesting feature of the approach proposed in [AGGV05] lies in its
ability to gracefully degrade its quality of service from deterministic fairness to probabilistic fairness. Figure 1(b) shows an example of the guardian angels topology with ﬁve
processes.
Fair Exchange in the Pervaho Middleware. In [GR06], we propose a modular algorithm solving fair exchange in the context of the Pervaho middleware [EGH05]. This
solution follows the same topology as with guardian angels. This algorithm relies on the
use of two key building blocks: a tamperproof secure box module and a module solving
the well-known Byzantine agreement problem. The secure boxes are not connected directly with each other and they are only needed in key steps of the algorithm, contrary
to the guardian angels approach. Since the network topology is identical to the Guardian
angels topology, our enriched model yields the same results in both cases.

5

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we proposed a formal description of the fair exchange problem which clearly
separates liveness and safety, thanks to ﬁne-grained properties. We proved that fair exchange cannot be solved in a synchronous model with Byzantine failures without at least
one identiﬁed correct process. Based on this result, and by enriching our previous model
with identiﬁed correct processes (trustees), we deﬁned a generic model for describing a
wide range of solutions to the fair exchange problem. We then gave a necessary condition
for solving fair exchange in this model. Intuitively, this condition states that each correct
process must be reliably connected to a majority of trustees.
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Abstract: Virtual communities of patients provide health-related information and
mutual support for members. This paper presents an analysis of the demand of
virtual communities of patients for novel electronic services. Results include the
success factors of virtual communities of patients, the demand for electronic
services for new and experienced community members and the demand for
electronic services for short-term affected and long-term affected patients.

1 Introduction
Virtual communities of patients (also referred to as Virtual Communities in Health Care
– VCHC) provide information and mutual support for their members. VCHC provide
information concerning diseases, treatments or new research results in the area of
interest. Information shared among members includes experience reports on how the
disease was diagnosed, how it affects the daily life and how to cope with it. Experiences
with medical institutions or treatments are sometimes topic in VCHC.
Our research on success factors and e-services for VCHC is motivated twofold. First, we
think that strong VCHC benefit patients, as patients look for reliable information, need
mutual support and orientation. Second, we think that novel e-services are able to
strengthen VCHC by attracting more members, by motivating them to contribute more
and by collecting more and different kinds of information.
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In our research of VCHC we established a model to capture the success factors of VCHC
and the mutual dependencies of these success factors [DL06c; DL06a]. In this paper, we
present the results of an analysis of the success factors of subgroups of users of those
communities. The objective of community management is to attract members of the
target group and convert them to long-time and active users. We compare new and longterm members as well as newly affected and long-term affected members. Our goal is to
identify success factors, i.e. design issues for e-services and communication
management, and derive adequate e-services. Our indicator for success is active
contribution by members. Our guiding hypothesis is that communities should attract
members early and keep them for a long time as active members. A large number of
active members with diverse profile benefit the community to perform better in
providing information and mutual support.
The paper is organized as follows. We discuss the state of the art (Sect. 2), present the
research approach (Sect. 3, 4), success factors (Sect. 5) and discuss then success factors
for subgroups (Sect. 6, 7 and 8). A discussion concludes the paper (Sect. 9).

2 State of the art
The health care is in a process of reorganization and people use the internet to find health
related information, manage their personal health record via the internet, get information
about health care services and regulations that govern them [Go05; HT05; PUC06]. The
integration of the information available via the internet with information people received
by physicians is an important factor in health-related decisions [PUC06].
Self-help organizations and self-help groups are the “traditional”, off-line form for
people that are affected by a disease to exchange experiences. Self-help organizations
typically inform members about all aspects of a disease and they act as representative
(patient unions). Janke et al. postulate that patients in self-help organizations are better
informed on their disease than patients not attached to self-help organizations [JKG05].
Borgaonkar et al. show that providing disease-related information only to patients
worsens health-related quality of life (HRQOL) in inflammatory bowel disease
[BTD02]. Interviews with operators of self help organizations confirmed that providing
information only and constantly reminding on the patient’s illness (e.g. through mailing,
brochures or newsletters) is counterproductive as it leads to a decrease of HRQOL and,
frequently, to the cancellation of the self-help organization membership. Kennedy et al.
[KRN03] emphasizes “…patients given a patient-developed guidebook of self-management skills experienced significantly improved HRQOL”. This indicates that e-services
that provide information only are not sufficient to benefit patients. A study to the
effectiveness of Australian Medical Portals (medical information only) shows that users
find them useful[MF06]. This indicates demand for medical information.
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Participants in self-help groups meet on a regular basis mainly to exchange information
related to a disease. Self-help groups have two main goals: mutual support and exchange
of information [Bo04]. Participants benefit from experiencing that they are not the only
one affected by a disease or the only ones disease related problems in the daily life.
Topics discussed in self-help groups include medics, clinical institutions, rehabilitation
centres, treatments, medicaments, research and participation in clinical studies. Note that
this variety of topics is not found in online self-help groups [DL04].
Online communities or at least forums are part of online-offerings of self-help groups.
An interview partner (community manager) describes the typical situation and that little
has changed in the past years – as the forum has the size of approximately 100 regular,
but mostly not long time visitors. Similar “newbie” questions are being asked over and
over again, with the same (eventually dangerous) theories about origin of the disease and
possible cures being discussed in a not so profound way, with newly diagnosed people
asking one or two urgent questions and leaving again. Only relatively few people stay
and profound discussions take place only partly online in the forum. This self-help
organization is proud of the collection of relevant medical information it provides.

3 Research method
The objective of our research is to find out what services virtual communities of patients
help to perform better in providing information and mutual support.
A questionnaire was developed on the basis of a study of web communities [DL04],
interview with self-help groups leaders, an empirical study of Leimeister et al. [Le04b],
and a literature review. Two versions of the questionnaire were created: one for the
members and one for the operators of the VCHC, i.e. for the persons that maintain a
community and that provide the platform. Note that operators are typically also members
of VCHC. Ten VCHC (we already with their operators) were contacted to send the
community operators a first version of the questionnaire for a review. We identified
VCHC in the German speaking context based on an Internet research done on Yahoo and
Google. Cross linked sites in the context of VCHC were also taken into consideration.
250 VCHC in the German speaking context were identified. VCHC with less than 50
members and communities with the most recent contribution older than one year were
discarded. This led to 117 VCHC from which 73 (63%) were chosen randomly. The ten
VCHC to which the first version of the questionnaire was sent were added to the sample.
The questionnaire was sent to the VCHC operators with the request to support the study,
to provide a link to the questionnaire to VCHC members, and to fill out the operator
questionnaire. The questionnaire was available for three weeks in June 2005. All empty
and duplicate entries were eliminated and 295 entries by members and 21 entries by
operators form the sample. For interpretation and validation of quantitative results,
interviews with operators and members as well as presentations with the management of
two self-help organizations have been done.
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The information that we requested from study participants included the usual demographic information with age, gender, time online, number of VCHC the study participant is a member of, and for how long she is affected by the disease.
VCHC

No participants

Ratio

1

rheuma-online.de (rheumatism)

50

11,74%

2

fibromyalgie-aktuell.de (pain patients)

35

8,22%

3

dccv.de (morbus crohn / colitis ulcerosa)

31

7,28%

4

croehnchen-klub.de (morbus crohn / colitis ulcerosa)

24

5,59%

5

sylvia.at (morbus crohn / colitis ulcerosa)

15

3,50%

Table 1: Top 5 of the VCHC according to the number of study participants

People participating in this study are active in a total of 145 different VCHC. The „Top
Ten“ of the VCHC according to the number study participants account for about 50% of
the participants, the “Top 5” for 38%. 16 communities account for two study participants
and 100 communities for one participant.
More than 95% of the study participants are affected by a chronic disease. Most
participants suffer from rheumatism (incl. fibromyalgie) (20%), followed by morbus
crohn (17%), cancer (11%), diabetes (6%) and tinnitus (5%). Note that the majority of
participants are affected by a chronic disease which allows an analysis on an
homogenous sample.
The research sample (Nmembers = 295, Noperators = 21) consists of 69% female and
31% male participants.
Type

Selected Questions/ Statements

Social/Altruistic
issues (S)

That people understand you with your problems
Assistance for new members by experienced members
The feeling to be in a place at home

Technical issues
(T)

Stability of the website
Fast reaction time of the website

Medical
Content (MC)

Offering up-to-date information and information about relevant clinical trials
Push of research within the field of your disease

Medical Quality
Assurance
(MQA)

Contributions of members/operators for members e.g.
Active quality assurance of the content of the community done by members
Statements of the community about medics
Possibility of discussions about alternative methods of treatment
Moderation of member contributions by the operator

Table 2: Types of success factors / Topics and Questions
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Particular for an online study are an average age of above 40 years and a high percentage
of women in the categories members and operators. The participants contribute more
than once a week in average. In average, the members are affected by their illness for
nearly 10 years with a VCHC membership of twenty-eight months. Note that the high
percentage of woman is typical for health related online communities in general. Note
that the illnesses of most patients inflict both men and woman and that this does not
explain the high percentage of women in this study. The high average age of the study
participants coincides with occurrence of chronic illnesses typically later in life.Let us
give a brief impression of the questions in the study as summarized in Tab. 2.. We had
questions concerning the social network of a community following the literature on
virtual communities as discussed e.g. in [DL06c; DL06a], the technical aspects of
services and infrastructure, the attitude towards medical content in communities and the
support of medical research, the attitude towards quality management in the health care
sector done by the community.

5 Success Factors
Let us analyze the success factors (i.e. what is relevant to members) of VCHC. The 7
most important success factors are ordered according to the member perspective in Fig.
1. The figure contains an abbreviated version of the original question and the arithmetic
mean of the answers. The sample was tested due to normal distribution using an exact
“Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Test”. All results are significant with p<.001.

Fig. 1. Top 7 success factors ordered by the member views (highly agree 1 – highly disagree 5)

Handling member data is the most important factor for the members and it is considered
even more important by operators. The feeling of being understood with problems within
the VCHC is next, followed by the assistance of new members by experienced members.
Note that success factors concerning medical issues and medical quality issues are
important and of special interest to the community. These factors are statements of the
community about medical institutions and physicians and support of medical research.
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The difference between operators and members occurs in aspects concerning the medical
information a community contributes (that physicians respect the content available in
communities, statements of the community about medical institutions and physicians and
offering up-to-date information about medical trials). This is reflected by the current
situation as VCHC hardly provide e-services for members to contribute experiences with
physicians or treatments. This difference is explained in interviews with operators:
Operators are concerned whether such kinds of contributions would be feasible or
whether members would appreciate such kind of e-services.

6 Target Group Specific Demand
We assume that VCHC can be effective in communicating authentic and important
disease related information and providing mutual support. Therefore it is desirable to
reach patients that just have been diagnosed and are affected for a short time by the
disease (short-term affected) as well as patients that have been affected for a long time
(long-term affected). Our guiding hypothesis is that it desirable to attract visitors and to
keep members for a long time. We look into the differences in demand for e-services
between community newbies and experienced community members and between newly
affected and long-term affected patients to find out which e-services attract new
members or newly diagnosed patients and which services are relevant for experienced
members or long term afflicted patients. First, we analyze the relation between the time
of membership in VCHC and the time the members are affected by their disease.
Affected since (years)
< 1y

Member
since
(months)

< 3y

4

< 6m

7

2

3

< 9m

4

3

1

< 12m

7

8

3

< 18m

1

6

5

6

< 24m

Total

< 2y

< 3m

< 5y

< 10y

< 20y

>= 20y

Total

1

3

4

3

15

3

5

7

1

28

2

2

8

5

2

39

1

3

2

18

6

12

8

9

9

12

8

52

< 36m

14

7

13

12

5

51

>= 36m

2

12

20

11

11

56

36

38

61

56

32

277

23

25

Table 3.Time of membership vs. time affected by disease

Note that our study indicates no significant correlation between the time the people are
affected by a disease and the time the people are member of a community (bivariate
correlation based on Pearson .043, significant at p=.480). Tab. 3 shows the distribution
of the members regarding the time people are affected by their disease and the time of
membership.
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VCHC are a rather new phenomenon compared to the time people are possibly affected
by a chronic disease. We distinguish between the timeframe regarding the time people
are affected by their disease (less than 1 year…more than 20 years) and the time people
are a member of the VCHC (less than 3 months…more than 36 months). We observe
(Tab. 3) that 9 study participants were longer affected that 5 years but are member of a
VCHC for less than three months. 28 study participants are less than 6 months member
of a VCHC and 21 of those 28 members are affected for more than 5 years. In the
category “members longer than 3 years” (36 months) almost all study participants are
affected by the disease much longer. Note, that this lack of relation between length of
community membership and time people are affected is an indicator that VCHC do not
attract newly diagnosed patients very well. Let us discuss whether communities are able
to bind members and transform visitors to members. A lot of study participants are
member for either a relatively short time or for a rather long time (longer than 24
months). The increase of respondents from members <3 months to members <6 months
is an indicator that new members stay for some time. The results for study participants
with memberships longer than 6 months and less than 24 months are inconclusive. This
is an indicator that new members stay for a while, but that some members leave. Longterm members seem to be quite loyal. This indicates that VCHC bind active members.

7 New vs. experienced members
We assume that the interests and needs of members that are new to a community
typically differ from the ones of long-time members. Keeping new members, activating
passive, non contributing members or keeping active members active are considered
important goals in community management [HA97; Pr00].

Fig. 2. Main differences in importance to success factors by the view of newbies and experienced
members (sorted by difference >= .2) (highly disagree 0 – highly agree 4)
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To determine whether there are pair wise associations for the sets of normally distributed
variables a “Bivariate Correlations” examination based on “Pearson“ was executed. All
correlations w.r.t. the time people are member of a VCHC and the success factors are
significant at p < .001. In Fig. 2, the main difference (>= .2) in success factors between
the view of newbies (member less than 3 months) and experienced members (member
more than 36 months) is depicted.
The role of an operator, moderator and medical experts and an umbrella organization is
more important for newbies than for experienced members according to the results
presented in Fig. 2. Experienced members seem to have more trust in community and
most likely are more aware of the self-organization processes and the power of the
community. Newbies rely more on formal qualifications (physicians), distinctive roles
(operator, moderator) and formal processes (medical trials). Newbies are interested in
discussions of alternative treatments and in rankings of contributions. Interviews
confirmed that information about alternative treatments attracts visitors.
Experienced members are more interested in other community members (meeting
community members offline, number of community members), usability of the website
(intuitive user guidance) and in quality assurance done by community members (Active
quality assurance of the content of the community done by the members).

Fig. 3. Distribution of postings. Newbies (< 3m) vs. Experienced members (> 36m)

They seem to be more interested in community and seem to have more confidence in
what the community can contribute. Note that the bonding to the VCHC is more
important to the experienced members than it is to newbies (e.g. “Does the community
play a central role”). A formal organization and the presence of medics is important for
newbies as this signals orientation and professionalism. For experienced members the
interaction is important.
Let us have a look on the contributions of newbies and experienced members.
Experienced members contribute more often than newbies. Fig. 3 depicts the difference
from posting “several times a day” (newbies 0%, experienced members 24%) up to
posting “monthly” (newbie 42%, experienced members 19%).
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Newbies (< 3 months)

Experienced members (>= 36 months)

Success factor

∅

Type

Success factor

∅

Type

Handling member data sensitively

3,82

S

Handling member data sensitively

3,77

S

That people understand you with
your problems

3,71

S

That people understand you with
your problems

3,61

S

Possibility of discussions about
alternative treatment

3,65

MQA

Stability of the website

3,49

T

Push of research within the field
of your disease

3,47

MC

Assistance for new members by
experienced members

3,42

S

Assistance for new members by
experienced members

3,41

S

Active quality assurance of the
content done by the members

3,39

MQA

Statements of the community
about medics

3,41

MQA

Establishing codes of
behavior(netiquette/guidelines)

3,33

S

Fast reaction time of the website

3,35

T

Fast reaction time of the website

3,31

T

Offering up-to-date and relevant
clinical trials

3,29

MC

Sustaining neutrality when
presenting and selecting offers

3,30

S

Statements of the community
about medical institutions

3,29

MQA

Statements of the community
about medical institutions

3,29

MQA

Moderation of member
contributions by the operator

3,29

MQA

The feeling to be in a place at
home

3,26

S

Table 4. Top Ten of important factors by newbie and experienced member view

Interesting is that distribution of contributions of experienced members (except for
“never”) is nearly equal at about 20%. There are long-term and active members as well
as long-term and passive members.
Social aspects are important to experienced members (Tab. 4). This coincides with the
higher participation of experienced members within self-help groups and that they know
more people of their VCHC in real life [DL06c; DL06a].
For newbies as well as experienced members “Handling member data sensitively” and
“That people understand them” are the most important factors.
Type

Newbies
(< 3 months)

Experienced members
(>= 36 months)

Altruistic/ Social issues (S)

3

6

Technical issues (T)

1

2

Medical Content (MC)

2

0

Medical quality assurance (MQA)

4

2

Table 5. Summary - Top Ten important factors of newbie and experienced members

The differences in the needs of newbies and experienced members are summarized in
Tab. 5. For newbies, social issues as well as medical issues (medical content and medical
quality assurance) are in their focus. For experienced members the altruistic and social
aspects (S) are dominant. For both, the medical content (MC) within VCHC seems not to
be important. This coincides with the theory on virtual communities – contribution of
members and social aspects are key.
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8 Newly affected vs. long-term affected members
As in the previous section – the differences concerning the attitude of newly affected and
long-term affected patients towards success factors is analyzed first.

Fig. 4. Main differences in importance to success factors by the view of newly affected vs. Longterm affected members (sorted by difference >=.2) (highly agree 4 – highly disagree 0)

Fig. 4 depicts the main differences (>=.2) between the view of newly affected and longterm affected patients. To determine whether there are pair wise associations for the sets
of normally distributed variables a “Bivariate Correlations” examination based on
“Pearson“ was executed. All correlations w.r.t. the time people are affected by their
disease and the success factors are significant at p < .001.
Let us first discuss the factors that are more important to the people affected less than a
year than to people affected for a very long time. We see that information about medical
issues by the community, about treatments and medical institutions, and medics is
important. Again, as in the previous section we see the importance of medics, and of
formal roles within the VCHC (moderator, neutrality of the community). The feeling at
home in the virtual community is also important for newly affected members. For
members that are affected for more than 20 years, community aspects, e.g. netiquette,
high number of members, the controlling of a community, the contributions of members
as well as technical issues about the website (fast reaction time, usability) are more
important.
The next step is an analysis of the activity of the two groups. In contrary to the time of
membership the time members are affected by their disease does have only little impact
to the number of contributions. Fig. 5 illustrates that there is just a small shift from
“several times a day” (short-term affected 0%, long-term affected 12%) to daily (shortterm affected 33%, long-term affected 21%).
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Fig. 5. Distribution of postings. Short-Term (< 1y) vs. Long-term affected (>= 20y)

Note that the ratio contribution/time spent in VCHC of short-term affected members is
half of the ratio of long-term affected patients. Thus, short-term affected members spent
more time just consuming content.
Short-term affected (< 1 year)

Long-term affected (>= 20 years)

Success factor

∅

Type

Success factor

∅

Type

Handling member data
sensitively

3,83

T

Handling member data
sensitively

3,91

T

That people understand you with
your problems

3,63

S

Stability of the Website

3,61

S

Statements of the community
about medics

3,58

MQA

Push of research within the
field of your disease

3,56

MC

Possibility of discussions about
alternative methods of treatment

3,58

MQA

That people understand you
with your problems

3,55

S

Statements of the community
about medical institutions

3,58

MQA

Assistance for new members by
experienced members

3,52

S

Assistance for new members by
experienced members

3,58

S

Fast reaction time of the
website

3,52

T

Push of research within the field
of your disease

3,50

MC

Statements of the community
about medical institutions

3,36

MQA

Stability of the website

3,37

T

Offering up-to-date and
relevant clinical trials

3,34

MC

Offering up-to-date and relevant
clinical trials

3,33

MC

Encouraging interaction
between members

3,21

S

Participation of medics within the
community

3,21

MQA

Arranging regular events

3,08

S

Table 6. Top Ten of by short-term and long-term affected member view

For short-term as well as long-term affected members “Handling member data
sensitively” and “That people understand them” are the most important factors. Note that
7 out of the 10 most important success factors are in both top ten lists (see Tab. 6). This
is an indicator that the time how long members are being affected does not change that
much in the needs for e-services.
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Type

Short-term Affected
(< 1 year)

Long-term Affected
(>= 24 years)

Altruistic/ Social issues (S)

2

5

Technical issues (T)

2

2

Medical Content (MC)

2

2

Medical quality assurance (MQA)

4

1

Table 7. Summary - Top Ten factors by short-term and long-term affected member view

Tab. 7 summarizes that for short-term affected members quality assurance issues are in
their focus, social, technical and content aspects are of minor interest. For long-term
affected members medical and social aspects are dominant. The (pure) content does play
only a minor role. Interaction and social relations are the key to attract and keep
members that are affected for a long time while medical information and in particular the
quality assurance done by community members is the key to attract short-term affected
members (that most likely have been diagnosed recently and are looking for neutral and
authentic information about disease, medical institutions and treatments.

9 Conclusions
The objective of our research is to obtain insights in what is important to virtual health
communities and to various subgroups within virtual health communities. The results
include the most important aspects in design and services – the success factors for virtual
communities. The analysis of the relation between time of membership and time how
long people are affected illustrates that today health communities do not attract the
newly diagnosed very well and that they do not bind and keep members very well. The
study on the differences between success factors of new members and experienced
members show the differences in the needs of those two subgroups: for the newly
diagnosed, it is medical content and social interaction and for the long term members,
social interaction and altruistic motives dominate their perception of what is important to
virtual communities. When we compare this to the differences in success factors that
originate in the time people are affected by the disease we observe that a clear tendency
in that altruistic and social issues are more important to long-term members while
medical quality assurance is more in the focus of new members. We conclude that
virtual communities indeed need a more differentiated and richer set of services than
what currently is part of a community platform as precondition for eventually
empowering virtual communities of patients.
This analysis of the demand for e-services has been done for a very special kind of
community. Some results of the study coincide with the literature in the field of services
or platforms for virtual communities. The study shows differences in demand for eservices for various subgroups and this illustrates the necessity for profound research and
requirement specifications for communities in general.
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Abstract: This paper presents a preliminary analysis for applying Multi Agent
Systems to Communities of Practice. In this paper, we present some basic issues
on Communities of Practice including a definition and some concepts, namely
those of identity, trajectory and multi-membership. We analyze the adequacy of
the Multi-Agent Systems technology to support Communities of Practice. We
show how some characteristics of Communities of Practice can suggest different
applications of Multi-Agent Systems, exploring one of the identified possibilities,
more specifically the one related with a member’s trajectory into and inside a
community.

1 Introduction
The concept of Communities of Practice (CoP) has been used by several organizations to
handle problems related to knowledge [BD98][BD00][We98][We00a][We00b]
[WMS02]. CoPs have been deployed in a set of different contexts. Tech Clubs at
Chrysler regroup in a community various specialists who were spread in different car
platforms in order to enable knowledge sharing. The high-availability software
community at HP succeeded in standardizing the software sales and installation
processes. Eli Lilly used a CoP to solve problems related to duplication of effort,
technology redundancy and ineffective transfer of work that occurred after having
acquired a smaller company [WMS02].
Usually CoPs are not the main activity of a person in an organization. A community
member has other activities like managing projects, programming, selling, etc. In this
context, it is important that he could participate effectively and efficiently in his
communities, which implies that support systems are highly desirable.
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Multi-Agent System approaches in particular could provide the adequate technology for
supporting such systems. Intelligent agents that are cooperative, proactive and adaptable
could perform tasks to alleviate the increased workload of a person participating in a
CoP. In this paper we present a preliminary analysis of some of their possibilities.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present some basic issues on CoPs. In
Section 3 we analyze the factors that we believe make MAS suitable for supporting
CoPs. In Section 4, we demonstrate how some characteristics of CoPs can suggest
different applications of MAS and we explore one of them. In the last section, we
present some final considerations.

2 Communities of Practice
Organizations have been using Communities of Practice (CoPs) as a new approach to
manage knowledge [WMS02]. Most organizations started concentrating their efforts on
Information Technology (IT), building intranets, knowledge repositories and tools for
improving communications. Such an approach gave them important advantages, like
shrinking development cycles, shrinking costs and delivering better products or services.
Nevertheless, the approach has some limitations [BD98][BD00][FP98][Mc00]. For
example, most IT tools can handle “hard” knowledge (the knowledge that can be easily
articulated and captured) in an efficient way but cannot do the same with “soft”
knowledge (that includes experience and tacit knowledge) [HK02]. In this context, CoPs
provide a new interesting framework for managing knowledge.
2.1 Definition
A CoP is defined as “a group of people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a
passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in the
corresponding area by interacting on an ongoing basis.” They exist as informal structures
in any organisation, whether acknowledged or not. CoPs cannot be established (like a
multifunctional team), but can be cultivated. It is possible to create an environment
where they can thrive. In such an environment they are properly funded, they have time
to develop, people participation is encouraged, their learning is valued and barriers are
removed as indicated by Wenger et al. [WMS02].
The structural model of a CoP combines three elements: (i) a domain of knowledge; (ii)
a community of people; and (iii) a shared practice. The domain defines a set of issues
and legitimizes the community by affirming its purpose and value to its members. The
“domain” motivates members´ participation and contribution and helps them defining
what activities should be performed. The “community” creates the social fabric of
learning and fosters interactions and relationships based on mutual respect and trust.
This kind of relationship creates an environment encouraging people to share ideas, to
expose their ignorance, to ask questions and to listen carefully.
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The “practice” is a set of frameworks, ideas, tools, information, styles, languages, stories
and documents that community members share. It represents the knowledge that the
community creates, shares and maintains [WMS02]. The concept of CoP has been used
to denote a different way to manage knowledge and has been generating interesting
results [BD98][BD00][WMS02].
2.2 Some Important Aspects of CoPs
A CoP is a concept belonging to a wider theoretical framework called Situated Learning.
A CoP is the place where a process of Legitimate Peripheral Participation takes place. In
this process, newcomers become old timers, starting from a peripheral participation to a
full participation as shown by Lave and Wenger [LW91]. In this context, the concept of
identity plays a major role.
The identity of persons belonging to a community can be thought of as their signature.
Through the concept of identity, newcomers feel more familiar with some communities
than with others. However, when engaging in some of them, they keep forging their
identity. A newcomer will learn the community practices, will become more
knowledgeable in its domain and will share knowledge in such a way as to belong to this
community. Belonging to a community helps to build an identity, because it helps to
define what should be known and what can be ignored. Also, the identity is determined
by communities to which one belongs or does not belong.
Identities are not static, they change in time. They have trajectories inside communities
that represent the past, the present and the future of the members. Analyzing emblematic
trajectories could help newcomers to have a glance of their perspectives and could allow
old timers to revisit their own history.
Identities also grow in space, they cross boundaries among communities. People
participate in various communities and they cannot use a specific identity for each of
them. Multi-membership is an inherent aspect of identities. This multi-membership
could be a bridge between different communities and constitute another way to expand
identities as discussed by Wenger [We98][We00a].
The utilization of CoPs to manage knowledge has been already giving results but we
think that other aspects like trajectories and multi-membership should be explored in
order to better use the corresponding social structures.
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3 Multi-Agent Systems
Multi-agent systems (MAS) have been deployed in various domains, like concurrent
engineering, manufacturing [SNB01], knowledge management [BT02][TB02][TB03],
computer communications [MV04] or e-commerce. They can be used to intelligently
assist users in specialized and generic tasks. Specialized tasks include, among others,
network management [MV04] or operation of CAE tools [MYA99]. Generic tasks can
also be supported by agents and by MAS. For example: handling information (e.g.
retrieving, filtering, synthesizing), making decisions (decision support systems) [Kl01]
or capturing lessons learned by a project team [TB03].
3.1 Definition
For this work we considered that an MAS is a system composed by a group of possibly
heterogeneous and autonomous agents that share a common goal and work cooperatively
to achieve this goal [TB02].
3.2 Why Should MAS Be Applied for Supporting CoPs
MAS technology is adequate to develop applications for CoPs because it offers
flexibility to support complex applications. Moreover, MAS offer the possibility to
[BT02]:
•
•
•
•

Evolve by the addition or suppression of agents,
Include proactive services that run in the background,
Interface to legacy software
Run several options for the same service in parallel.

We think that the flexibility of MAS allows them to be the base for developing
applications that are suited to the needs of a specific community. CoPs can differ from
one another [WMS02]. For example, some community can privilege the use of
asynchronous tools like email or blogs, while another will prefer using synchronous
tools like chats. Probably, in such cases a good application for the first community is not
so useful for the second one (e.g. a meeting scheduler).
Another factor requiring flexibility from the technology is that communities evolve. A
Community has a life cycle: it starts, grows, matures and disappears [WMS02]. We think
that in this context the tools used in the community should follow suit. In this case, the
flexibility and the possibility to evolve inherent to an MAS can help to provide an
always up to date set of tools for the community.
The activities of members of CoPs are performed in parallel with other activities like the
activities of a project team [WMS02]. In this context, members do not have much time
to dedicate to community tasks. An MAS can help them to decrease their workload by
performing tasks that can be automated.
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Although Hattori et al. [Ha99] do not refer to CoPs specifically; they argue that an MAS
is attractive to support networked communities. The distributed character of this kind of
community fits in a distributed architecture like the multi-agent architecture. They also
mention that the support system should handle the dynamic nature of the community in
which members change the way of participating. The last mentioned characteristic is that
the individuality of the members is preserved in a community. They suggest that a
personal agent should be used to preserve such individuality [Ha99].
Case et al. [Ca01] although not referring to CoPs also argue that intelligent agents are the
ideal technological platform to provide services and solutions for building electronic
communities because an intelligent agent is cooperative, proactive and adaptable [Ca01].
3.5 Related Works
In this section we describe classified some MAS applications in relation with the goal of
supporting communities in general. For this purpose, we used a classification elaborated
by Wenger et al. [We05].
A first group of applications, not designed to support communities, could help
community members to perform daily activities more efficiently. In this group we find
tools to: elaborate individual profiles [Ma01]; generate a personalized newspaper
[CS98][GSA04]; support Web browsing [KM00][SMB01] and filter and retrieve
information of distributed sources [BHB01][GSA04][JS02][PKB00] [SGK03][SMY02].
Another group could facilitate both synchronous and asynchronous communications
among members of a community. In this group one finds tools to: indicate on-line
presence [Ha99][Yo03]; schedule meetings [CWW03][LE98]; promote spontaneous
synchronous meetings [Na04][RKD03]; provide smart support to meetings [Ch04]
[HGG04][HK04]; direct e-mails to appropriate members [LSS04] and analyze and
classify discussions boards [Ha99].
A third group could help communities to consult, save and organize information. This
information can be stored in a knowledge repository, an organizational memory or in the
Internet. In this group we find tools to: manage community bookmarks [KM02]
[KLW01]; recommend documents [GP03][MM97]; filter and retrieve information
collaboratively [Gl01]; capture lessons learned [TB03]; automate functions in a portal
[BT02] and access organizational memory [AM96].
The fourth and last group includes systems designed to support communities. They
include tools to: indicate the presence of a community member [GP01]; identify and
form communities [Ha99][LDV99][Ro01][SM02][Wa02][Yo03]; support community
activities [GP01][LDV99].
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Some of the systems or applications contain a user profile in order to provide more
personalized services. They are able to perform more personalized information retrieval
or to find other persons with similar profiles, aiming at the formation of communities.
Some profiles are elaborated by analyzing users’ web navigation behavior; others are
built by analyzing the documents a given user utilizes. As these profiles characterize the
users, they could be considered like “glimpses” of the users’ identities.
In the present work, we focus on different aspects of users’ identities. We aim at
characterizing (at least, partially) each member’s trajectory in the community through
parameters like the number of posts in a discussion list or the evaluation of the impact of
his contribution to the community. In this sense, we think the system we envisage can
support communities in a different way.
Analyzing the available systems, we could confirm that MAS are used to implement
systems to support communities because of their distributed character and the possibility
to offer intelligent services to the users.

4 Applying MAS to CoPs
4.1 Multi-Membership
Some features of CoPs can be explored in order to provide a better support. One of them
is multi-membership. People usually participate in more than one community and each
community contributes to build the identity of its members. For example, in an
organization, a person might participate in a community interested in Java programming
and also participate in another one interested in project management applied to software.
His participation might be different in each community. In the Java community he could
be one of the most knowledgeable and experimented member who contributes sharing
his knowledge with newcomers. The same person could be a newcomer in the project
management community. He could just start to lurk around the more experienced people.
He could keep this status or could start participating more actively.
An MAS usually has users’ profiles that can provide “a glance” of users’ identities. With
such profiles an MAS is able to offer intelligent services. For example, based on a good
profile, an agent can perform better information retrieval. However, multi-membership
raises some issues. Should the user have one profile for each community to which she
belongs? If she has various profiles probably she will spend time managing them or will
need to shift among them during her work. Maybe it is the only option for somebody
who participates in CoPs supported by different systems. But should it be so in an
organization with a single system? Is it possible to utilize only one profile for all
communities in which a person participates? We think that such issues should be
explored in order to develop better systems for supporting CoPs.
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4.2 Trajectories
Another aspect that should be explored is the evolution of identities in time. Surely
profiles should be dynamic. But we think that even dynamic profiles cannot represent the
evolution of an identity inside the community.
In order to better explain our notion of trajectories, we are going to use an analogy
between a formal association (e.g., a non profit organization) and a community. Usually
to become member of a formal association, the candidates must subscribe. Paying the
fee, the new members become eligible for some services. For example, they can receive
newsletters; be invited to events promoted by the association or run for the presidency of
the association.
In a distributed community, usually candidates do not pay any fee but probably would
subscribe to a discussion forum. They are then entitled to access the community
document repository or to participate in chats with other members. A community, like an
association, allows different levels of participation. An association is usually managed
by executive committee. Its members who are more engaged in the activities of the
association. For example, they organize workshops or conferences, publish newsletters,
and try to attract new members. Other members participate in the conferences organized
by the association and sometimes even help in organizing them. There are also members
who read the newsletters or the proceedings of the conferences and participate
sometimes in the workshops promoted by the association. In a distributed community
there is no executive committee but members who participate more frequently and
intensively, who form the core group of the community. Such a group is responsible for
organizing events like chats and for animating the community in, say, suggesting new
topics or new activities. The core members amount to generally 10 to 15 percent of the
whole community [WMS02]. Other members, active members, of distributed
communities participate in the activities, like the chats or the discussion forums, but
without the same regularity and intensity as the core members. Active members of a
community are 15 to 20 percent of the members of a community [WMS02]. Members of
an association who read the newsletter could be compared with the peripheral members
of a community. Such peripheral members observe the interactions among core and
active members through the discussion forums and in their own way learn the practice of
the community as the process goes by.
In an association, usually the members of the committee are elected for a term. So after
some time, new elections are called and a new committee is appointed to manage the
association for another term. In a community, the core group can be changing at any
time. A core member could loose interest in the domain as it shifts and leave the
community. Peripheral members could become more active as they start participating
more regularly. As they get more involved in the activities of the community, they move
towards the centre and can end up in the core group.
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As they change their level of participation, members describe trajectories. Such
trajectories can be in the direction of the core but they can also indicate that a member is
disengaging from the community. As CoP elements change (the domain, the practice or
the community) the members change their level of participation describing a trajectory
that points towards the outside of the community. In an association, some members can
also adopt a peripheral level of participation when a new executive committee is elected.
Monitoring individual trajectories could seem secondary to monitoring the whole
community, but individual trajectories represent in some extent how a community is
doing. For example, becoming a core member is an important process in a community
because it indicates that the member has learnt the practice of the community.
Trajectories towards the core of the CoP indicate that members are learning, which is a
vital process for the entire community.
Given the importance of trajectories, we think that they must be explored in order to
support CoPs effectively. We consider that following trajectories could contribute to the
development of CoPs in several ways:
•
•
•
•

Trajectories can indicate how well members of a given community are learning;
Various members with trajectories in direction of the core are a signal of the
vitality of the community.
Remarkable trajectories could help newcomers to project their future
participation [WMS02].
Trajectories can help old-timers to analyze their past participation [WMS02].

Certainly, it is a challenge to determine which indicators can best represent a trajectory.
Quantifiable indicators such the number of posts in a discussion list, the number of
contributions in a blog and the number of documents posted in a repository could be
useful. A process of peer assessment could be used to follow a trajectory too. But
qualitative clues should be more representatives of the trajectories, like, the quality of
the contributions or the impact of a document.
At this point, we can envisage some MAS applications for supporting CoPs. One of them
is an agent that could survey some quantitative indicators of participation. This agent
could monitor the number of contributions in the various forms of communication used
by the community.
For example, if the community uses email, blogs and chats for communication, such an
agent could count the number of emails posted by a member, the number of his
interventions in the chat, the entries in his own blogs and the commentaries posted in
other members’ blogs. The agent could also verify in how many chat sessions each
member participated and how often a given blog is accessed.
Such indicators cannot measure the participation of each member, but they could provide
some clues on how a member is participating to the community coordinator. For
example, if the participation is low, he could try to promote a face-to-face meeting to
verify if there is a problem.
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In a CoP, usually, peer recognition is highly valued. An agent can help to manage
spontaneous demonstrations of recognition. For example, if a member of the core group
recognizes that the contribution of a peripheral member was valuable, this fact should be
saved and considered because it could mean that the degree of participation of such a
peripheral member is changing.
In some circumstances, peer recognition can be induced. For example, an agent could
start a process of assessment of a peripheral member’s participation, triggered by a
quantitative indicator as the number of posted emails. This agent could be used to
synthesize the contributions of a member and send them to other members in order to get
an evaluation.
In this way, quantitative indicators and qualitative assessments could be combined to
represent a trajectory. Surely, it is not a complete representation, but we think it could
help the coordinator and the core group to observe the dynamics of the community.
The MAS technology could help in this kind of task. Moreover it could use intelligence
to perform the tasks. In this context, we think that the MAS technology can contribute
significantly to supporting CoPs.
4.3 Some Practical Considerations
We are currently developing our agents using the OMAS (Open Multi-Agent System)
platform. Such a platform allows us to develop two types of agents:
•
•

Service Agents (SAs) that provide specific services like handling documents
and performing web searches.
Personal Assistants (PAs) that interface the users to the system [BT02][TB02]
[TB03].

In the following, we assume that in the near future each user will be connected to the
outside world through a Personal Assistant. At the moment we plan to have an additional
specialized agent, called Trajectory Agent (TA), to manage the trajectory of a
community member. Such an agent is an SA that will work mostly with the user’s
Personal Assistant, in other words, a Staff Agent for the Personal Assistant. It should
save and present the information concerning a user’s trajectory. We envisage the use of
one Trajectory Agent for each community in which a given user participates. In this
case, multi membership implies the use of various Trajectory Agents working for the
user’s Personal Agent.
Trajectory Agents can be used to indicate an affiliation to a community, e.g. whenever a
user downloads such an agent to become a community member. Instead of paying a
subscription, like in formal associations, candidates would download a Trajectory Agent
to become member of a specific community.
All Trajectory Agents of a given user should be able to communicate and provide him,
through his Personal Assistant, information about his participation in the various
communities. This information would be obtained from other Service Agents.
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The Service Agents should perform tasks like the analysis of emails, blogs and chats and
the management of the peer recognition system. In this way, a Service Agent can
monitor the number of messages and replies a user sends in a discussion forum. Another
Service Agent could monitor how many times a blog is read and who the members that
post comments in this blog are. A third Service Agent could monitor the participation in
the community chat sessions, etc. All the Service Agents should be able to communicate
with the user’s appropriate Staff Agent. As OMAS is an open platform, other SAs can be
added to provide different kinds of information characterizing a trajectory.
We expect that the coordinator of the community will need a Trajectory Agent for his
own trajectory and an agent that allows him to follow the trajectories of other members.
Such agents can be used to also monitor important changes in the participating patterns.
For example, the coordinator should be able to ask his Personal Assistant information
about the activities of a particular member during a given period of time. His Personal
Assistant should contact the member’s Staff Agent and ask for the information. The
Personal Assistant should be able to ask another Service Agent to format and to present
the information.
We envisage as a next desirable step to introduce Service Agents for analyzing the
content of the contributions, allowing a more precise representation of a trajectory. We
consider that although quantitative indicators could help community coordinator and
core members to monitor the activity in community, other types of indicator are also
desirables. For example, a question in the discussion board that becomes a FAQ in the
community’s home page represents an important contribution. Members that contribute
in this way should be acknowledged and this should appear in some way in their
trajectories.

5 Final Considerations
This paper presented a preliminary analysis of some possibilities to apply MAS for
supporting CoPs. Participation in CoPs should not absorb too much time because CoP
members are basically team members developing projects. Consequently the
participation in CoPs should be facilitated. One way of doing this is to provide adequate
technological tools. MAS with their flexibility and possibility of intelligent behavior
seem to be a promising technology to support participation in CoPs. In particular, one of
the aspects in which MAS could be employed is to monitor the TRAJECTORY of a
member inside a community. Following this trajectory could help to assess the
participation of a member and the vitality of a community. Because our prototype is not
yet available, we cannot give concrete results. However, the preliminary analysis
presented at this stage constitutes a theoretical framework to develop some ideas about
using MAS technology.
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Abstract: In this paper, we describe and evaluate different general stemming approaches for the French, Portuguese (Brazilian), German and Hungarian languages.
Based on the CLEF test-collections, we demonstrate that light stemming approaches
are quite effective for the French, Portuguese and Hungarian languages, and perform
reasonably well for the German language. Variations in mean average precision among
the different stemmers are also evaluated and are sometimes found to be statistically
signiﬁcant.

1

Introduction

In order to perform various text tasks such as text mining, information retrieval, entity
extraction, or Web-based lexical statistics, we usually need to transform the words as they
appear into their corresponding root or stem forms. Such a procedure is called stemming.
In information retrieval (IR), when indexing documents or requests it is assumed that the
application of a stemmer is a good practice. For example, when a query contains the
word ”plane,” it seems reasonable to also retrieve documents containing the related word
”planes.”
As a ﬁrst approach to designing a stemmer, we begin by removing only inﬂectional sufﬁxes
so that singular and plural word forms (e.g., ”cars” and ”car”) or feminine and masculine
variants (e.g., ”actress” and ”actor”) will conﬂate to the same root. Stemming schemes that
remove only morphological inﬂections are termed as ”light” sufﬁx-stripping algorithms,
while more sophisticated approaches have also been proposed to remove derivational sufﬁxes (e.g., ’-ition’, ’-able’ in ”recognition,” ”recognizable,” and ”recognize”). Those suggested by Lovins [Lov68] or by Porter [Por80] are both typical examples for the English
language
Stemming schemes are usually designed to work with general text. Certain stemming
procedures may also be especially designed for a speciﬁc domain (e.g., in medicine) or
a given document collection, such as that developed by Xu & Croft [XC98], which uses
a corpus-based approach. This more closely reﬂects the language usage (including word
frequencies and other co-occurrence statistics), instead of a set of morphological rules in
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which the frequency of each rule (and therefore its underlying importance) is not precisely
known.
While the English language has already been the object of various stemmer studies, this
is not true of other European languages, for which stemmers and appropriate evaluation
studies are not readily available. This paper is divided as follows: Section 2 presents
some related works, while Section 3 depicts the main characteristics of our test-collections.
Section 4 brieﬂy describes the IR models used during our experiments. Section 5 discloses
the various stemming approaches suggested, and in Section 6 they are evaluated from
various perspectives. The main ﬁndings of this paper are presented in Section 7.

2

Related Work

In the IR domain we usually assume that stemming is an effective method of enhancing
retrieval effectiveness through conﬂating several different word variants into a common
form (the n-gram indexing strategy [MM04] is a typical exception to this rule). Most stemming approaches are based on morphological rules for the language involved (see [Lov68]
or [Por80] for the English language). In such cases, sufﬁx removal is also controlled
through the adjunct of quantitative restrictions (e.g., ’-ing’ would be removed if the resulting stem had more than 3 letters as in ”running,” but not in ”king”) or qualitative
restrictions (e.g., ’-ize’ would be removed if the resulting stem did not end with ’e’ as in
”seize”). Moreover, certain ad hoc spelling correction rules are also applied to improve
conﬂation accuracy (e.g., ”running” - ’ing’ gives ”run” and not ”runn”).
Simple stemming procedures can process text quickly but by ignoring word meanings they
tend to make errors, usually due to over-stemming (e.g., ”general” becomes ”gener”, and
”organization” is reduced to ”organ”) or to under-stemming (e.g., the words ”create” and
”creation” do not always conﬂate to the same root). Thus the use of an on-line dictionary
has been suggested in order to produce better conﬂations [KJ04].
Compared to other languages with more complex morphologies [Spr92], English stemmers are quite simple and to reduce their error rate, we may be consider using a dictionary [Sav93]. For those languages having more complex morphological structures, a
deeper analysis may be required (e.g., for the Finnish language [KJ04]). Moreover, for
other European languages only a few stemming procedures have been suggested, and
those schemes available usually apply only to languages that are most spoken. For the
African languages (except for Arabic) no stemming procedures are readily available while
for the Asian languages, stemming is not always useful. In Chinese for example, morphological variations are usually not indicated (e.g., by a sufﬁx as in Indo-European languages). In Japanese Hiragana characters are mainly used to write grammatical words
(e.g., ”do”, ”and”, ”of”), and inﬂectional endings (e.g., possessive, subject or object markers) for verbs, adjectives and nouns. Thus the removal of Hiragana characters is a simple
process that may be viewed as a stemming procedure.
When analyzing IR stemming performance, Harman [Har91] demonstrated that no statistically signiﬁcant improvements could be achieved through applying three different stem-
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ming strategies, namely that of Lovins [Lov68], Porter [Por80] and another basic stemmer
that conﬂates English singular and plural word forms (based on three rules). A query-byquery analysis revealed that stemming did affect the performance yet the number of queries
depicting improvements was nearly equal to the number of queries showing degradation in
performance. Other studies [Hul96] limited to only one language (usually English) showed
modest improvement when using a stemmer and came to similar conclusions when using
one search strategy: The use of a stemmer resulted in only modest improvement, and when
compared to an approach ignoring stemming, the difference was not always statistically
signiﬁcant.
It was also surprising to see that during the last CLEF evaluation campaigns [PM05] (see
Web site at www.clef-campaign.org), only a few stemmers were suggested by other
participants and little effort was made to compare stemmers. For example, when evaluating the two statistical stemmers used for ﬁve languages, Di Nunzio et al. [DNO04] showed
for each of these languages there were variations in relative retrieval performance. This
means that any given stemming approach may work well for one language, yet poorly
for another. When compared to statistical stemmers, Porter’s stemmers seemed to work
slightly better. For German, Braschler & Ripplinger [BR04] showed that for short queries
stemming may enhance mean average precision by 23%, compared to 11% for longer
queries. Finally, Tomlinson [Tom04] evaluated the differences between Porter’s stemmer
and the lexical stemmer (based on a dictionary of the corresponding language). He found
that for the Finnish and German languages, the lexical stemmer tended to produce statistically better results, while for seven other languages the performance differences were
small and insigniﬁcant.
From these facts, the following questions thus arise: 1) Does stemming affect IR performance for European languages other than English, or is the impact of stemming negligible
due to their more complex morphology? 2) For these languages, are light stemming approaches less effective than more complex sufﬁx-stripping algorithms? The rest of this
paper provides answers to these questions.

3

Test Collections

In our experiments we used the CLEF 2005 corpora made up of newspaper and news
agency articles, namely Le Monde (French), SDA (French), Público (Portuguese), Folha
(Brazilian), Magyar Hirlap (Hungarian). The German collection is part of the GIRT corpora and composed of bibliographic records extracted from various sources in the social
sciences. A typical record in this German corpus consists of a title, an abstract and a set
of manually assigned descriptors. See Kluck [Klu04] for a more complete description of
this corpus.
As shown in Table 1, both the French and Portuguese corpora have roughly the same size
(487 MB vs. 564 MB), with the German ranking third and the Hungarian fourth, both in
size (105 MB) and in number of documents (49,530). The Portuguese corpus has also a
larger mean size (212.9 indexing terms/document) or median number of terms per doc-
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Size
# documents
mean number of terms
median size (# terms)
# queries
# rel. doc./query

French
487 MB
177,452
178
126
50
50.7

Portuguese
564 MB
210,734
212.9
171
50
58.1

Hungarian
105 MB
49,530
142.1
88
50
18.8

German
326 MB
151,319
89.6
95
50
86.9

Table 1: Some statistics from our test collections (CLEF)

ument (171) than does the French collection (mean = 178, median = 126). This mean
value is slightly smaller for the Hungarian corpus (mean = 142.1, median = 88) and smallest for the German collection (mean = 89.6, median = 95). During the indexing process,
we retained the logical sections allowed by CLEF evaluation campaigns. For the German collection, we applied a decompounding procedure [Sav04], and retained compound
words and their components in document or topic representations. Compound words (e.g.,
handgun, worldwide) are widely used in German and can lead to more difﬁculties they
do for the English language. ”Computersicherheit” for example is composed of ”Computer” + ”Sicherheit” (security) and could also appear separately (e.g., ”die Sicherheit mit
Computern”). Finally, although accents were removed this process may have accidentally conﬂated words with different meanings into the same form (e.g., in French the word
”tâche” (task) and ”tache” (mark, spot)).
Each topic was structured into three logical sections comprising a brief title, a one-sentence
description, and a narrative part specifying the relevance assessment criteria. In this study,
we used the shortest query formulation in order to reﬂect a more realistic search context.
Based on the topic title only, the query had a mean size of 2.8 search terms for the French
collection, 2.6 for the Portuguese, 2.2 for the Hungarian and 1.7 for the German.
The available topics covered various subjects (e.g., ”Brain-Drain Impact,” ”Internet Junkies,”
or ”Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease”) and included both regional (”Deutsche Bank Takeovers”)
and international coverage (”Microsoft Competitors”).
As shown in Table 1, the mean number of relevant items per query for the French and
Portuguese collection has a relatively similar value (50.7 and 58.1 respectively), but this
value is lower for the Hungarian corpus (18.8), a collection whose size is only one quarter
that of the French corpus. The mean number of relevant articles per request for the German
test-collection was clearly higher, at 86.9

4

IR Models

In order to obtain a broader view of the relative merit of the various retrieval models and
stemming approaches, we used seven vector-space schemes and two probabilistic models.
First we adopted the classical tf idf model, in which the weight attached to each indexing
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ntc

wij =

tfij · idfj
t
k=1

(tfik · idfk )2
0.5 + 0.5 · tfij
max tfi.

atn

wij = idfj ·

ltn
dtn

wij = [ln(tfij ) + 1] · idfj
wij = [ln(ln(tfij ) + 1) + 1] · idfj

ltc

wij =

[ln(tfij )+1] · idfj
t
k=1

dtu

wij =

Lnu

wij =

Okapi

wij =

([ln(tfik )+1] · idfk )2

[ln(ln(tfij )+1)+1] · idfj
(1−slope) · pivot + (slope · nti )
ln(tfij )+1
li
+1
nti

ln

(1−slope) · pivot + (slope · nti )
(k1 +1) · tfij
with K = k1 ·
K + tfij

(1 − b) + b ·

li
avdl

Table 2: Various Weighting Schemes

term was the product of its term occurrence frequency (or tfij for indexing term tj in
document Di ) and its inverse document frequency (or idfj = ln(n/dfj ), where n indicates
the number of documents in the corpus, and dfj the number of documents in which the term
tj appears). To measure similarities between documents and requests, we computed the
inner product after normalizing indexing weights (model denoted ”doc=ntc, query=ntc” or
”ntc-ntc”).
Other variants might also be created, especially in cases when the occurrence of a particular term in a document was deemed a rare event. Thus, it might be good practice to assign
more importance to the ﬁrst occurrence of this word, as compared to any successive, repeating occurrences. Therefore, the tf component might be computed as the ln(tf ) + 1
(model ”doc=ltc, query=ltc”) or as 0.5+0.5·[tf / max tf in Di ]. Of course, other weighting formulae could also be used for documents and requests, leading to different weighting
combinations (see Table 2 where the length of document Di is denoted by nti , and avdl,
b, k1 , pivot and slope are constants.). We might also consider that a term’s presence in
a shorter document would provide stronger evidence than in a longer document, leading
to more complex IR models; for example the IR model denoted by ”doc=Lnu” [BS96],
”doc=dtu” [SP99].
In addition to these vector-space schemes, we also considered probabilistic models such as
the Okapi model [RB00]. As shown in Table 2, this model includes some constants ﬁxed
as b=0.7, k1 =1.5 (French), b=0.7, k1 =1.5 (Portuguese), b=0.75, k1 =1.2 (Hungarian), and
b=0.5, k1 =1.2 (German), while avdl indicates the mean document length (values are given
in Table 1). As a second probabilistic approach, we implemented the GL2 approach taken
from the Divergence from Randomness (DFR) framework [AvR02], based on combining
the two information measures formulated below:
1
2
wij = Infij
(tf ) · Infij
(tf ) = −log2 P rob1ij (tf ) · (1 − P rob2ij (tf ))
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where wij indicates the indexing weight attached to term tj in document Di , P rob1ij (tf )
is the probability of ﬁnding tf occurrences of the indexing unit tj in the document Di . On
the other hand, P rob2ij (tf ) is the probability of encountering a new occurrence of tj in the
document given that we have already found tf occurrences of this indexing unit. Within
this framework, the GL2 model is based on the following formulae:
tf nij

P rob1ij (tf )

=

[1/(1 + λj )] · [λj /(1 + λj )]

P rob2ij (tf )

=
=

tf nij / (tf nij + 1) with
tfij · log2 [1 + ((C · mean dl)/li )]

tf nij

with λj = tcj /n

(1)
(2)
(3)

where li the number of indexing terms included in the representation of Di , tcj represents
the number of occurrences of term tj in the collection, C is a constant ﬁxed at 1.25, and
mean dl (mean document length) depends on the corpus (values given in Table 1).

5

Stemming Strategies

In our point of view it is important to develop a simple approach, one that does not require
a dictionary or any other sophisticated data structures or processing. We also believe that
a good IR system stemming procedure should focus mainly on nouns and adjectives, thus
ignoring various verb forms (although past participles could be an exception to this rule).
Given this assumption, our stemming approach tried to remove morphological variations
associated with number (singular vs. plural), gender (masculine or feminine), and various
grammatical cases (nominative, accusative, ablative, etc.). For verbal forms we ignored
variations which are usually too numerous, while for adjectives we did not attempt to
remove comparative and superlative sufﬁxes (e.g., ”larger,” ”largest”), forms that are less
frequently used.
An analysis of the grammar of any given language however usually reveals numerous
inﬂectional rules, some of which are used for only one or a few words (e.g., ”child” and
”children” or ”foot” and ”feet” in English). As for those languages having morphologies
more complex than English, we could develop an even simpler stemmer, based only on a
few but frequently used rules. For French, such a stemming approach (label ”S-stemmer”)
is deﬁned as follows.
For words of six or more letters
if final letters are ’-aux’ then replace -aux by -al
if final letter is ’-x’ then remove ’-x’,
if final letter is ’-s’ then remove ’-s’,
if final letter is ’-r’ then remove ’-r’,
if final letter is ’-e’ then remove ’-e’,
if final letter is ’-é’ then remove ’-é’,
if final two letters are the same, remove final letter
For example, the word ”chevaux” (horses) is reduced to ”cheval” (horse) and the words
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”baronnes” (baronesses) or ”barons” are all reduced to the same stem ”baron”. As a variant for French, we would suggest removing other inﬂections and also certain derivational
sufﬁxes. Labeled ”UniNE” in our experiments, this stemming method is composed of 27
rules (see www.unine.ch/info/clef/).
For Portuguese, our suggested stemmer tries to remove inﬂections attached to both nouns
and adjectives, based on rules for the plural form (10 rules) and feminine form (13 rules).
In Portuguese as in English the usual plural form is obtained by adding an ’-s’ (e.g.,
”amigo” and ”amigos” (friend)). This sufﬁx is also used for adjectives. There are of
course various exceptions to the general rule (e.g., ”mar” and ”mares” (sea), ”fuzil” and
”fuzis” (gun), and for the adjective ”fácil” (easy), its plural form is ”fáceis”). The feminine form is usually obtained by replacing the ﬁnal ’-o’ by an ’-a’ (e.g., ”americano”
and ”americana”), but there are various exceptions to be taken into account (e.g., ”inglês”
(British) becomes ”inglesa” in the feminine, ”leão” (lion) becomes ”leoa” and ”professor”
gives ”professora”)
For German our suggested stemmer incorporates 11 rules to remove both plural forms and
grammatical case endings (e.g., those usually used to indicate the genitive case by employing an ’-s’ or ’-es’ as in ”Staates” (of the state), ”Mannes” (of the man)). In German the
plural form is denoted using a variety of endings such as ’-en’ (e.g., ”Motor”, ”Motoren”
(engine)), ’-er’, ’-e’ (e.g., ”Jahr”, ”Jahre” (year)) or ’-n’ (e.g., ”Name”, ”Namen”). Plural
forms also use diacritic characters (e.g., ”Apfel” (apple) becomes ”Äpfel”) or in conjunction with a sufﬁx (e.g., ”Haus” and ”Häuser” (house)). Also frequently used are the
sufﬁxes ’-en’ or ’-n’ to indicate grammatical cases or for adjectives (e.g., ”ı̈ einen guten
Mann” (a good man) in the accusative singular form).
As with Finnish, Hungarian makes use of a greater number of grammatical cases (usually
18) than does German (four cases). Each case has its own unambiguous sufﬁx however;
e.g. the noun ”house” (”hàz” in nominative) may appear as ”hàzat” (accusative case,
as in ”(I see) the house”), ”hàzakat” (accusative plural case, as in ”(I see) the houses”),
”hàzamat” (”ı̈ my house”) or ”hàzamait” (”... my houses”). In this language the general
construction used for nouns is as follows: ’stem’ ’possessive marker’ ’plural’ ’case’ as in
’hàz’ + ’ak’ + ’at’ (in which the letter ’a’ is introduced to facilitate better pronunciation
because ”hàzkt” could be difﬁcult to pronounce). Our suggested ”UniNE” stemming procedure for the plural in this language is based on two rules, plus there are 17 rules for
removing various possessive sufﬁxes and 21 rules for removing case markers. In a lighter
stemming procedure, we would ignore the possessive marker (under the assumption that
such sufﬁxes are infrequently used and in an effort to reduce the number of conﬂation errors). Moreover, in order to automatically remove the most frequent cases we would apply
only 13 rules.
Compared to the 260 rules used by Lovins or the 60 by Porter in their stemmers proposed for the English language, the stemmers we suggest could be viewed as light stemmers for languages having more complex morphologies than English. These stemmers
are available at www.unine.ch/info/clef/. As an alternative to our light stemmers, we might also employ a more aggressive stemmer, taken from among those found
within Porter’s family (available for the French, Portuguese and German languages at
snowball.tartarus.org/). In the next section, we will evaluate these various stem-
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ming approaches and their resultant retrieval effectiveness.

6

Evaluation

To measure retrieval performance, we adopted mean average precision (MAP) as computed by TREC EVAL. To determine whether or not any given search strategy might be
better than another, we applied a statistical test. More precisely, we stated the null hypothesis (denoted H0 ) specifying that both retrieval schemes achieved similar performance
levels (MAP), and this hypothesis would be rejected at a signiﬁcance level ﬁxed at α = 5%
(two-tailed test). In this paper we have underlined any statistically signiﬁcant differences
that result from a two-sided non-parametric bootstrap test [Sav97].

6.1

IR Models Evaluation

Based on this evaluation methodology, Table 3 depicts the MAP for the French or Portuguese collections, using different stemming approaches. The same information is given
in Table 4 for the Hungarian and German corpora. These experiments show that the Okapi
probabilistic model usually produces the best retrieval performance (depicted in bold)
across the different languages. The Hungarian corpus without stemming is an exception
to this ﬁnding, for which the MAP difference between the ”dtu-dtn” approach (0.1980)
and the Okapi model (0.1957) is not however statistically signiﬁcant (and thus we did not
underline this value). Moreover, when considering the French, Portuguese and German
corpora, the differences between the Okapi model and other IR models are statistically
signiﬁcant.
For the Hungarian corpus, the difference between the two probabilistic schemes (GL2 and
Okapi) and the two best performing vector-processing models (”Lnu-ltc” and ”dtu-dtn”)
is not statistically signiﬁcant.

6.2

Nonstemming vs. Stemming

In this section we would like to apply a different point of view in order to verify whether
or not a given stemming procedure might statistically improve mean average precision. To
verify the effectiveness of this approach we adapted retrieval performance without stemming as the baseline (MAP depicted under the label ”None” in Tables 3 and 4). For the
French collection, all three stemming approaches performed better statistically than the
baseline, for the nine IR models. After averaging the percentage of enhancement across
these nine models, we found an average increase of 35% when using the UniNE stemmer,
30.5% with Porter’s scheme, and 27.3% for the ”S-stemmer”.
With the Portuguese and German corpora, we found similar conclusions; with the two
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Model
Okapi
GL2
Lnu-ltc
dtu-dtn
atn-ntc
ltn-ntc
lnc-ltc
ltc-ltc
ntc-ntc

French
None
0.2260
0.2125
0.2112
0.2062
0.2088
0.1945
0.1545
0.1461
0.1462

French
UniNE
0.3045
0.2918
0.2933
0.2780
0.2755
0.2466
0.2233
0.1975
0.1918

Mean average precision
French
French
Portug.
S-stem.
Porter
None
0.2858
0.2978
0.2238
0.2739
0.2878
0.2182
0.2717
0.2808
0.1989
0.2611
0.2758
0.2096
0.2603
0.2695
0.2049
0.2402
0.2371
0.1758
0.2080
0.2131
0.1519
0.1879
0.1922
0.1433
0.1807
0.1758
0.1344

Portug.
UniNE
0.2873
0.2755
0.2611
0.2571
0.2458
0.2149
0.1811
0.1625
0.1553

Portug.
Porter
0.2610
0.2502
0.2296
0.2189
0.2128
0.1831
0.1607
0.1415
0.1422

Table 3: MAP of various IR models applying different stemming strategies (French & Portuguese
corpus)

Model
Okapi
GL2
Lnu-ltc
dtu-dtn
atn-ntc
ltn-ntc
lnc-ltc
ltc-ltc
ntc-ntc

Hungarian
None
0.1957
0.1883
0.1887
0.1980
0.1794
0.1919
0.1616
0.1675
0.1713

Mean average precision
Hungarian Hungarian German
Light
UniNE
None
0.2988
0.3076
0.3552
0.2905
0.2964
0.3464
0.2913
0.2868
0.3357
0.2857
0.2900
0.3357
0.2651
0.2755
0.3381
0.2556
0.2567
0.3184
0.2188
0.2153
0.2757
0.2207
0.2183
0.2575
0.2162
0.2079
0.2510

German
UniNE
0.3931
0.3805
0.3638
0.3671
0.3653
0.3421
0.2983
0.2773
0.2649

German
Porter
0.4058
0.3934
0.3793
0.3826
0.3789
0.3573
0.3032
0.2891
0.2759

Table 4: MAP of various IR models applying different stemming strategies (Hungarian & German
corpus)
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stemming procedures always performing statistically better than the search done without
stemming. When computing percentages of the MAP differences across the nine IR models, we found the UniNE stemmer would improve MAP by 22% on average for the Portuguese collection and by 8.4% for the German corpus. Using the same baseline, Porter’s
stemmer improved MAP by 7.7% on average for the Portuguese collection, and by 12.4%
for the German corpus.
For the Hungarian corpus, both stemming approaches improved the MAP when compared
to the nonstemming approach (on average by 42.8% for UniNE stemmer, and 42.2% for the
light stemming scheme). Both stemmers did indeed improve MAP statistically compared
to an indexing scheme that ignored stemming.

6.3

Comparing Different Stemmers

It is assumed that stemming usually improves retrieval performance (even though the difference might not always be statistically signiﬁcant) on the one hand, and on the other,
different stemmers tend to produce similar results. To investigate this issue we compared
the retrieval effectiveness produced by the various stemmers.
Using the ”S-stemmer” retrieval performance as a baseline, for the French collection
Porter’s stemmer improved by 2.5% on average (computed from the nine IR models).
These differences are however not statistically signiﬁcant. The UniNE stemmer showed
an average enhancement of 6%, and this difference was statistically signiﬁcant for the
Okapi, GL2, and ”dtu-dtn” IR schemes. While performance differences between Porter
and UniNE always favored the second (+3.5% in average), these variations were not however statistically signiﬁcant.
For Portuguese, the situation is relatively similar. Using the UniNE stemmer as a baseline,
Porter’s approach resulted in lower MAP (-11.8% in average across the nine IR models).
Moreover, for the 5 IR models, the differences were also statistically signiﬁcant. Thus
for both French and Portuguese, different stemmers would result in IR performances with
statistically signiﬁcant differences. Moreover, for these languages at least a light stemming
approach seemed to be more effective than a stemming approach that tried to remove more
sufﬁxes.
For German, Porter’s stemmer provided better retrieval performance than did the UniNE
scheme (average difference of 3.7% over all IR models). The difference between these two
stemming schemes however was never statistically signiﬁcant. Finally for Hungarian, the
difference between the two suggested stemming methods is very small (0.3% on average),
and not statistically signiﬁcant.
When performing high precision searches, we assumed that the light stemming approach
would produce better results. To verify this hypothesis, we computed the retrieval precision for ﬁve documents from the French corpus, and then compared the three stemming
approaches (mean precision depicted in Table 5). This data did not show any enhancement
over the light stemming approach (evaluation given under the label ”S-stemmer”) or a
scheme ignoring stemming (under the label ”None”). The other two stemming approaches
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Okapi
GL2
Lnu-ltc
dtu-dtn
atn-ntc
ltn-ntc
lnc-ltc
ltc-ltc
ntc-ntc

None
0.5040
0.4840
0.4960
0.4320
0.4800
0.4560
0.3960
0.3240
0.3360

Precision after 5 documents
S-stemmer
UniNE
0.5280
0.5480
0.5200
0.5280
0.5320
0.5200
0.4720
0.4840
0.5120
0.5040
0.4840
0.4600
0.4480
0.4280
0.3520
0.3480
0.3640
0.3600

Porter
0.5400
0.5240
0.5160
0.4720
0.5120
0.4720
0.4240
0.3680
0.3600

Table 5: Mean precision after 5 documents (French corpus)

did however seem to show better results. The differences in performance between the
”S-stemmer” and the others were never statistically signiﬁcant.

7

Conclusion

We have proposed and analyzed various stemming approaches based on four different languages, and our experiments have demonstrated that the Okapi probabilistic model produces the best retrieval performance. Moreover, the differences between the Okapi and
other IR models are statistically signiﬁcant for the French, Portuguese and German corpora.
A second set of experiments clearly shows that a stemming procedure improves retrieval
effectiveness for those European languages belonging to either the Latin (French, Portuguese), Germanic (German) or Finno-Ugrian (Hungarian) families. For these same four
European languages, differences in retrieval performance are signiﬁcant from a statistical
point of view and favor searches performed with a stemmer.
When comparing different stemming strategies, it seems that a light stemming approach
(one that tries to automatically remove the most frequently used inﬂectional sufﬁxes) produces better MAP than does a more aggressive stemmer. Moreover, for some IR models,
the difference between these two stemming schemes could be statistically signiﬁcant and
in favor of a light stemming solution. For the German and the Hungarian languages, the
performance difference between the stemmers is not statistically signiﬁcant. Finally, based
on our experiments we cannot conﬁrm that a light stemmer would be more effective for
high precision searches, at least for the French language.
Acknowledgments. This research was supported in part by the Swiss National Science
Foundation under Grant #200020-103420.
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